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This novel is fiction, Episode 3, of the epic series, The Lodging for the Rose, that is
focusing on universal love as a force for universal good.
Except, who cares about the universal good in a world of darkness, greed, poverty, and
terror of war? Isn’t love something we put on a rose leaf, reserved for special occasions,
or with a smile that we parade with a purpose, or an emotion that we must hide when it is
not convenient or is not allowed?
We sooner build empires by force than love universally, but we always cry like
frightened children when other empires threaten to send us a nuclear bomb. Is it too late
then to love?
Can we love while we close our eyes, like the tyrants do that are too blind to see? The
Principle of Universal Love is one of the great principles of the universe that enables the
realization of dreams, even those that we might not yet have dared to dream except in sex
and erotica where we let the eyelids droop nevertheless. Can we really win in this world a
great good without leaving a trail of vanquished behind us? It seems we can, with the
Principle of Universal Love.
The novel "Winning Without Victory" is a part of the series "The Lodging for the
Rose" - Episode 3 - Published by Cygni Communications Ltd. North Vancouver, BC,
Canada (www.ice-age-ahead-iaa.ca)

Chapter 1 - Wreck Beach University.
I hardly remembered those miserable summer days anymore, when the industrial
dust gathered thickly on the porches. Living in Pittsburgh in those days had been no
holiday. The air had been a dull choking haze that one didn't dare breathe.
Only on rare occasions now, usually only during the hot summer days when the air
is still and the smog from the city makes the sky dull at noon, do those horrible days
come back to mind. The day when I called Tony up was one of those days.
I needed to discuss something with Tony. He lived at the opposite side of the city,
too far to just run over and speak with him in person. The telephone had to suffice. I
wondered how people managed to get by in the age before the telephone.
Naturally, we talked about the weather and how lovely it had been at the coast, and
how rotten the atmosphere can get in Pittsburgh.
"But it's a rotten day only by what we can see," I said to him. "In reality this is the
brightest of all days!"
"Now what is that supposed to mean?" his voice came back over the telephone.
"It means that there are papers to be signed. My Realtor called today. And I mean,
these are special papers indeed!"
"Oh, and I am supposed to know what you are talking about? You've lost me, my
friend."
"It means that our California beach house has been sold."
"You never told me you had a beach house. Congratulations! Did you get a good
price?"
"You still don't know what I'm getting at, do you Tony?"
There was silence for a moment.
"No!" his voice came back. Then, there was silence again. "My God, no, you
haven't! You couldn't! You didn't sell your beach house for that crazy project we talked
about?" He laughed moments later.
"Exactly so, Tony. The project is on!"

"You're nuts, man! What about all the memories you've got invested in your
California place? You can't just throw all this out of the window for something that may
never work."
"Our place has already been sold, Tony."
"Sold! That sounds so final, Pete."
"It is that, Tony."
"But why?"
"Tell me, what good are pleasant memories, Tony, compared to staying alive?"
There was silence for a while.
"Pete, the salvation of the world doesn't depend on you."
"Oh, doesn't it? Doesn't it depend on everyone?"
There was silence again.
"So the project is really on?"
"Of course! Are you still with me, Tony?"
"Good Lord, Pete, you can count on me. I had no idea you were really serious. Of
course I'm with you. My ass is on fire too, you know."
"What?"
"Never mind that. But what about your wife? How did you manage to get her
interested in our crazy scheme?"
"Later Tony. First let me tell you that Craig, that's my Realtor, has located a 126acre parcel of beachfront for us. And you won't believe this. It's in the exact area where
we had figured it should be, about 20 miles north from the Sand Castle. I have already
secured an option on it. All I have to do is sign the papers."
"Hold it Pete, I'll be right over. I'll be at your place in twenty minutes. I want to
witness this historic occasion."
"Don't rush, Tony. The option is valid for a week. Anyway, Craig wants us to look
the place over before we sign. And listen to this, Tony, it includes a clean, sheltered,
crescent-shaped beach!"
"Sounds perfect, Pete. But what's the catch? There must be a catch."
"Well, there's a slight catch. If we buy it, there won't be any money left over."

"Don't worry about money, Pete. If the idea is great and the location is as
outstanding as you say, the money will come in somehow. I've got my pension, and you
have a well-paying job."
"Would you like to drive out with us and have a look?"
"Right now?"
"No Tony, tomorrow morning at six."
"At six! That's in the middle of the night, man! And this on a weekend! Are you
crazy?"
"I thought you were..."
"I was just joking. We can leave at midnight if you want. It makes no difference...
Still, I think you are nuts," he added before he hung up, "but you're wonderful, I love you
my friend."

It was still dark when we picked Tony up. He wasn't ready. I half expected that. He
had overslept. I went in and helped him pack.
"Now, tell me, how did you get Sylvia to go along with this scheme?" was
practically the first thing he said when we were alone. "Also, tell me another thing; with a
great wife like her, who goes along with that, what possessed you to be messing around
with Heather?"
"Did you forget, Tony, Heather was key to the whole idea. Sylvia realized this the
same way as we did."
"You mean you told your wife about Heather, too? You actually did?"
"It wasn't a matter of choice, Tony," I interrupted him. "And believe me, I'm glad
that I told her. Out of it came a really close and intimate feeling for one-another that we
never had before."
"And now you are going to tell me that if we did this on the political level the arms
race would end immediately," Tony joked.
I nodded and grinned. "Don't worry, Tony, there is hope for us yet."
"At any rate, this crazy scheme of yours is still a hell of a lot better than sitting on
our asses, spellbound and in fear, hoping for the nuclear threat to go away on its own."
"MY scheme?" I said. "I thought that was OUR idea."

"Actually we should blame it on Heather," he said. "If Heather hadn't left you that
day out of sheer desperation..."
I raised my hand to stop him.
"Maybe it wasn't all because of her," said Tony.
"Sylvia believes it was. She said to me 'the world might be full of people who can't
cope anymore, like Heather. They might look for a way to escape and be tempted to force
matters..."
"You aren't talking about nuclear weapons sabotage," he interrupted.
"Or nuclear blackmail, or some submarine commander ordering his crew to fire, or
some idiot pressing anyone of the thousands of buttons." I could come up with quite a
long list. I assured him of that.
Tony looked at me surprised.
"Actually, Tony, those were Sylvia's words, not mine. Anyway, Sylvia likes the
idea of living full-time by the sea. Also, this brings us close to one of the best medical
facilities that I know of, in Norfolk. She still has the occasional need for medical
treatment. In this sense too, she is glad that we met Heather."
"It's amazing, Pete, in how many areas Heather played an essential part."
"And Ursula, and Steve too, even the spy, Leroy Anderson," I added. "Without
them I might never have met Heather, and without her, none of what we're doing now
would have happened."
"That's what I mean. It's unbelievable how one thing ties into the other. Is there
really such a thing, as the one consistent unity that some philosophers say comprises all
reality? The coincidences that we have experienced are amazing, even scary, Pete!"
"From an emotional standpoint, maybe. From a scientific standpoint there are no
coincidences, Tony. The fact that I can see is that we have become more alert to what's
going on and are moving with the stream of things. Shouldn't we expect to meet other
alert people as we become more alert ourselves?"

As it was, we didn't make it all the way to the beach that day. We arrived late.
Naturally, we stayed at the Sand Castle. At daybreak, though, with the first light of dawn,
we were up, ready, and on our way. We didn't even wait for breakfast to be served at the
hotel. We were off to inspect our treasure. Would it measure up?

Oh, it did measure up, and more! It was grander than we had ever hoped it would
be. From the first moment on, Sylvia fell in love with the beach. And the rest of the
property was unspoiled woodland, much of it in steep hillsides. High above the beach, we
found a rocky plateau, covered with grass and shrubs, an ideal spot for the workshopcenter. But the beach was the undisputed gem of the place, a paradise of light-colored
sand with shallow surf washing onto the shore as far as the eye could see, extending right
across the bay. In the background low evergreen trees and bushes covered steeply rising
hillsides, except for the center. A bare cliff rose straight from the beach at the center of it.
Several more hills and cliffs could be seen on either side of our bay.
The beach appeared to be shallow. No rocks were visible anywhere. We had long
waves of surf coming in, in smooth lines. Patches of beach grass provided a touch of
color that complemented the color of the surf reflecting the sky.
"What's the catch?" Tony repeated his earlier question. "There must be a catch!
When things are too good to be true, there is always a catch build in, to trap the unwary."
I shrugged my shoulders. "If there is a catch, I haven't discovered it yet, Tony. Let
me know when you discover something suspicious."

Indeed, this huge chunk of property seemed like a gift for the price that it was
offered at, a gift indeed. Old weathered logs were piled up all along the backside of the
bay, behind fields of tall beach grass. Evidently the collection of giant logs had been
washed up by countless winter storms. Some of the logs looked perfect in size to lean
against. We 'tested' them now and then, as this had quickly become a lazy day.

We had fought our way down to the beach from our lofty plateau, where we left
the car behind. Surprisingly, considering the beauty of the place, no one else could be
seen, but us, as if we were the only people alive. There wasn't a single set of footprints in
the sand, at least not until Tony took his shoes off and ran through the surf, yelling and
splashing. Sylvia and I followed, chasing one-another across the endless surf until we fell
exhausted into each other's arms.
With the beach sheltered from the northern wind by the surrounding hills and
cliffs, the air felt pleasantly warm, though the sun was barely out. What luxury it was just
to lay there on the sand, looking into the sky, and soaking up the warmth of the unfolding
morning while watching the clouds high above us, or leaning against logs and watching
the surf, while munching on apples for a snack.

"We must build a trail when we come back," suggested Tony, as we slugged our
way back up to the car, where the real food was.

We had delayed going back until we become unbearably hungry. Of course, up
there, on top of the cliff, is where we had planned to have our first breakfast picnic.
Naturally, exploring the beach seemed more important. It was way past lunchtime, by the
time we got back to have breakfast.

The rest of the day and the next were spent exploring our new domain, every inch
of it. The property markers were the only signs of civilization that we could find.
Late in the afternoon on the second day we discovered another large flat area on
the far side of the property, near a private dirt road that wasn't on any map.
"It might be possible to interest one of the big hotel chains in a free lease," said
Sylvia.
"Maybe for a percentage of their profits," added Tony. "Indeed, we should
consider this," added Tony with a grin.
"Fat chance," said Sylvia.
"No, No. Don't talk poverty now." I added. "This place would be a gold mine for
any hotel. A small part of the profit would be sufficient income for us, and to maintain
the operation of the workshop center. Also, with a hotel running the financial operation,
we wouldn't have to worry about advertising the beach. We could then concentrate on the
workshops. We might even get some foundation to help."
"For a nudist beach project? You, dreamer!" said Sylvia.
We all laughed.
"You mustn't fault Pete," said Tony. "It takes tall dreamers to see some hope these
days."
"I see a lot of hope," I said. "I certainly believe that a hotel chain might be
interested, because what we would offer the public, has never been offered before: a
holiday away from lies."
"No greater peace workshop has ever been envisioned," interrupted Tony,
speaking to Sylvia.
"Can you imagine a world in which human beings see each other primarily as
human beings?" I added.
"No, can you imagine People being treated to a holiday away from lies? It must
seem like a fairy tale dream," said Tony and began to laugh.
Sylvia gave Tony a hug for his enthusiasm.

"You are wrong," I protested, "dreaming won't do at all. You have to be
scientifically correct if you want to do something that is workable and effective. Dreams
are mythology, no matter how wild and fantastic they may appear."
Tony didn't agree.

We continued our grand philosophical exchange on and off through much of the
day, while we inspected every last nook and cranny of the property that we wanted to
buy. No one said, not even once, that the project wasn't right. In fact, Tony had already
the next logical step figured out.
"I'll be flying to the West Coast of Canada next week," he said. "We have an air
show coming up. I've been invited to participate. If you would like to come, I can arrange
passage for both of you. The air show is quite close to one of the most famous nudist
beaches in North America. I can get you on the C-5 if you are interested."
"You mean the C-5 Galaxy?" I asked.
"Have you ever been inside one of them? Have you even seen one up close? It's
the experience of a lifetime," said Tony and grinned.
"You can forget about me coming along!" Sylvia interjected. "I wouldn't set foot in
one of those. But you gentlemen go!"
"You would travel on the C-5 without me," said Tony. "I have been asked to take
the F-15 across. I would offer you a ride on the F-15," he said to Sylvia with a wink in his
eye, "but sorry, there's no room for passengers."
"Don't even think it," said Sylvia. "I'll let you gentlemen go by yourselves with
your fancy flying machines," she said and grinned back at Tony.

Thus, the project was off to a 'flying' start. The papers were signed the next day,
and two days after that, at six AM, I stood in the cargo bay of the giant C-5 Galaxy
transport, the biggest airplane ever built. We were all dressed up for the occasion, in
regulation flight suits, ready to go. Tony asked one of the airmen to give us a tour.

"I always thought of the 747 as being big," I remarked to Tony. "But this thing...
it's a flying warehouse by comparison!"
"It is that," said Tony. "The entire air show has been packed into here, including
the tents, spare parts, displays, models, movie equipment, all except food and fuel."

"These suckers must cost a fortune to keep in the air," I said.
"You better believe it," said the airman, who gave us the tour.
Tony nudged me. "Consider this: When the Air Force worries about money, you
can bet it's expensive."
"This is an immense effort," I muttered in reply. "If only it could do the job it was
meant for!"
Our guide gave me a nasty look as I said this.
"What you see is our best shot, Pete. It's the very best of a whole lot of people,"
said Tony. "Everyone is doing his damnedest to prevent the outbreak of a global war."
"I certainly believe that," I replied. "This plane is an absolute marvel, I'm in awe of
it."
"You haven't seen anything yet," said Tony. "Evidently you haven't seen the XB70 Valkyrie. That thing is a real marvel in every respect. It is the fastest intercontinental
bomber that has ever been built, and probably the most stunning piece of aviation
engineering of all times. This thing can fly faster then three times the speed of sound. It
can go for almost eight thousand miles without refueling, and reach a possible service
ceiling of over eighty thousand feet. The aircraft is made almost exclusively of stainless
steel and titanium. Its wing area is larger than the floor space of four average houses. It is
powered by six engines burning specially engineered fuel."
"The fuel is ethyl borane," said the tour guide. "The Air Force regards it a bit
expensive."
"Heh, who was counting pennies in the days when the Valkyrie flew?" said Tony.
"The Valkyrie is the ultimate high-altitude bomber. It may represent the limit of what can
be achieved. Absolute superiority in speed, altitude, and service range was important in
the 70s. The Valkyrie is so fast, and is flying so high, that no other aircraft on Earth could
catch it, except the XB-72. And all of this was developed way back in the sixties. Peter,
we were truly the King of the Skies in those days, unchallenged by anyone. I tell you, this
thing could fly!"
"That's just my point," I replied. "We have built those immense marvels at an
evidently horrendous effort, backed up by the most leading edge research and
engineering teams, and probably also by the most revolutionary manufacturing
technologies that one can imagine, but are we closer towards peace, because of these
enormous efforts?"
"The Valkyrie scared the pants off the Soviets, I can tell you that," said the tour
guide.

"Maybe it made them less trigger-happy," said Tony. "The Valkyrie can deliver
fifty tons of nuclear warheads and spread them across the Soviet Union in a single run
without refueling. That's a lot of bombs Peter. The Valkyrie could carry more than a
dozen complete weapons systems."
"I know what you are trying to tell me," said our tour guide to me. "We created
tensions and insecurity, instead of peace."
Tony shook his head. "When the first Valkyrie flew in 1964, we were sitting on
top of the world," said Tony. "We were winning the game. The game was to scare the
Soviets into becoming shitless. We wanted them to surrender without war."
"But it didn't work, did it?" I interrupted Tony. "In those days, we had thirtythousand nuclear bombs, the Soviets had five-thousand, Britain had a few hundred, and
nobody else had any. We could have called the game off then, and the whole world
would have celebrated the day. Now the Soviets have stacked up eight times as many
than they used to have, all directed at us. They have outnumbered us by a substantial
margin. Maybe we shouldn't have built the Valkyrie at all."
"We scared them so badly that they've developed the MIG-25 to intercept the
Valkyrie," said the tour guide.
"The MIG-25 was designed to reach Mach-3," said Tony. "It did that. Still, it was a
failure. It could maintain Mach-3 only for short spurts. It didn't measure up to the
capability of the Valkyrie. The MIG-25 would have been inadequate."
"I think our superiority in the days, when we were King of the World, made us feel
too comfortable," I suggested. "Our actions became too arrogant. We weren't interested in
building a foundation for peace. We were determined to crush the Soviets, and we told
them so with a smirk on our face. Our goal was to eradicate the evil Communist Empire
that threatened our Western Empire. Nobody was talking about humanity in terms of
human beings. The talk was about power and empire. Before the Soviet's had the capacity
to retaliate, we had plans to wipe them off the map with atomic bombs. We were massproducing them for this purpose. The Soviet's beat us to the punch, by developing the
hydrogen bomb. They scared us, instead of us scaring them. So, we called the plan off.
As far as I know, the Principle of Universal Love, was a forbidden subject in those days.
There was more talk about depopulation among the ruling echelon in those days, than
about peace. I suspect the Soviet's had also called our bluff, of being the King of the Sky.
They had turned our Valkyrie into a paper tiger almost overnight. Didn't they do
something like that? As far as I know, the Valkyrie was never put into service. Why
wasn't it, Tony? It certainly wasn't a technological failure; the way you describe it. Was it
too expensive to build?"
Tony shook his head reluctantly.
"It wasn't that it would have been too expensive to produce, as some people
claim," said our tour guide. "Some people say that the Vietnam War was sucking up all
the funding. I think the Valkyrie was canned, because it became obsolete before it could

go into production. The Soviets had advanced surface to air missile technology. That's
what had made the Valkyrie simply obsolete. There just wasn't any point in putting it into
mass-production." The tour guide turned to Tony. "Wasn't that so?"
Tony shrugged his shoulders. "I agree on one thing," said Tony. "The massive
radar signature of the Valkyrie, and also the massive infrared signature of it, made it too
much of a glaring target. Maybe these were the features that the Soviets had recognized
as our weak flank. Maybe they took it as an invitation for them to develop advanced
surface to air missile technology, and to do it in a hurry, that might otherwise not have
been developed so soon."
"The Soviets couldn't have wished for an easier target to strike at with their
missiles," said our tour guide. Tony agreed.
"In spite of all that, the Valkyrie was, and still is, an astonishing engineering
achievement," said Tony moments later. "It is an amazing airplane. Its delta wing design
is a marvel in itself. It is designed to create a shock wave that the aircraft can ride on, to
give it extra lift in high altitude environments."
"This is also the very feature that made it obsolete," said our guide.
"Right!" I said to Tony and the guide. "My point is that there is no technological
solution possible, for a problem that isn't a technological problem. War is never a
technological problem. It is a human-relationships problem. Technology cannot help us
in creating a richer world in terms of relating to one another as human beings. This puts
the wagon in front of the horse. Our humanity is the driving force. It creates the
technologies and gives them their purpose. For as long as we address the nuclear
weapons issue as a technological problem, we avoid looking for the only possible
solution. That's where the danger lies."
"Why then do we create technologies to fight wars, as we have always done?" said
the guide.
"We fight wars, because we haven't explored what is necessary to prevent them," I
answered. "We have never even learned the simple fact, that wars are fought to
perpetuate empires. Starting wars is never about money primarily, nor is it about power
primarily, it's usually all about protecting and maintaining empires. Empires cannot exist
in a highly civilized renaissance world. Wars are fought to pre-empt the advance of
civilization. Wars are designed to kill the very notion of a highly developed humanist
renaissance. Wars are fought for no other purpose, than to protect empires from the
effects of the normal development of humanity."
Our guide seemed shocked.
Tony nodded silently, suggesting perhaps that I was right.
"When the Valkyrie made its last flight, to its final resting place in the Air Force
museum, where it now stands as a monument of this time," said Tony quietly later on,

and apparently most reluctantly, "a new round of engineering escalation began. The new
escalation began in the early spring of sixty-nine. At this point the technological
challenge was to develop low-level penetration superiority. We made good progress in
those days with the B-1s and the F117s. Both planes are virtually invisible to radar, but it
took us fifteen years of immense efforts to get the stealth project to the point where the
technology was effective."
"And again, this effort didn't get us any closer to peace," I countered Tony. "We
now have ballistic missiles that can blanket the Earth, that no one can shoot down. We
can destroy all the countries in the world at once, in less time than it takes to have a lunch
break. Nor can we protect ourselves from being destroyed in return, until the SDI system
begins to work, possibly in a dozen years from now."
"They call the SDI our Strategic Defense Initiative," said the guide in a sharp,
mocking tone. "But what has it bought us? Mankind now has 65,000 nuclear bombs
hanging over its head, and we are still tinkering with technological toys for gaining
advantage over one-another."
"Do you want to know how the Thirty Years War was stopped?" I said to both of
them. "It was stopped with an idea, with a principle. That idea and its principle took
society in the opposite direction than one we are heading in now. Instead of aiming to
gain advantage ‘over’ the other, they said, let's promote the opposite. Let's promote what
‘is’ to the ‘other's advantage’. They literally tore up their war plans and said to each
other, we have tried for eighty years to gain an advantage against each other without any
success. We've destroyed everything. Let's turn this thing around and start with
something positive. Let's build peace by promoting what is to the advantage of the other,
because that would be to our advantage as well. They realized that if they did this it
would be for example to everyone's advantage to have peace. So, they made it a top
priority commitment to guarantee each other that peace. On this platform they also
forgave each other all war-atrocities, and war-debts, and acknowledged each other's
sovereignty, small or tall, weak or mighty. They did this, because they realized that
whatever was to the other's advantage, was also to their own advantage. That's how they
created an active peace, and with it unfolded the greatest renaissance of all times."
"We are doing the opposite alright," said the tour guide, "and I see no hope for an
end."
"If the SDI ever becomes functional to defend us against missiles," I said, "it too
will be just another Valkyrie then, that makes our situation still hotter. The more
advantage we gain, the more we squeeze the Soviets into a corner. That is to no one’s
advantage. That's how we all lose."
"I agree," said Tony. "All these marvels that we have created will never provide
any real solution."
"That's, because the real solution lies elsewhere," I said to Tony. "It lies in a totally
different arena that nobody is looking at today, which is the arena where the Principle of

Universal Love is uplifting mankind to a higher evaluation of its humanity. The
renaissance Principle of the Advantage of the Other did this to some degree back in the
1600s."
"Uplifting ourselves to a higher evaluation of our humanity," Tony repeated. "Will
we ever get to that?"
"Until we get there the Air Force is still needed," said our tour guide, and started
his tour of the C-5 Galaxy. "The Air Force regards its effort as a way of buying us time,
until a real solution can be found," said our tour guide, speaking in a loud voice now, so
that some of the others nearby would hear it.

It occurred to me that the kind of discussions that we had might be forbidden in the
services, where a person is required not to think, but to obey.
"How long do you expect that we will have to wait?" I challenged the tour guide.
An airman standing nearby seemed puzzled. Tony had introduced me to all the
crew as a diplomat. He must have wondered about my diplomacy.
The tour guide never answered my question.
"Maybe the SDI should never be build either," said Tony. "Maybe we should stop
the game."
"It is designed to be a defensive system," said the tour guide to Tony.
"Yes, I think you may be right. We need something badly that can protect us
against nuclear missiles, until a real solution is found," I replied. "The SDI is designed to
give us that protection."
"Unless it becomes another Valkyrie," said the tour guide, and tapped me on the
shoulder. "In this case, I should ask you perhaps for how long that cycle of Valkyriebuilding shall continue?"

The C-5 got under way long before the F-15 was even rolled out of the hangar.
Tony stood on the tarmac watching us, as the flight crew was starting the engines.
"Turning Number One," the co-pilot announced...
"Stabilized at sixteen..." said the flight engineer.
"Turning Two..." "Turning Three..." "Turning Four..."

Tony waved to us when we began to roll. The airplane moved, as though it was
propelled without effort. High up on the flight deck one couldn't feel the Herculean
power of the engines that could rattle windows a mile away. It was rather quiet up there.
Even on the runway at 80% power, it was rather quiet. The behemoth quickly
gathered speed. Fifty knots read the airspeed indicator, sixty, ninety, one-hundred-andthirty.
"Rotate," said the captain.
The sky began to tilt as he moved the yoke back.
"Gear-up!"
"Gear's coming up, Skip."
"Climb established," said the engineer. "Airspeed 170 knots..."

I was astounded. We took to the air with the ease of a ballet dancer.
At four thousand feet, captain Brand locked in the autopilot and got out of his seat.
Some electronic magic took control, automatically moving the yokes in response to the
slightest wind and air density changes. The machine was set for Level 220, that's 22,000
feet the captain explained, which will be increased to Level 390 at Way Point One, when
a portion of the fuel has been burned off. Speed was set to zero-eighty-four. The
navigation system was set to sequence through six intermediate waypoints, without
manual intervention. The captain explained that he was on board just in case something
went wrong, definitely not for the routine of flying.
When the captain completed the extensive explanation of the flight control system,
he sat down again, leaned back, and stretched himself out in his seat. Eventually he
poured himself a mug of coffee from a nearby thermos jug that had been kept in a pouch.
With his coffee mug in hand he chatted with the engineer.

From this time on the flight was rather boring. One after another the preprogrammed waypoints came up. Each time the system generated minor heading
corrections, and the monotony continued.
Touchdown was scheduled for 12:14 hours. We landed one minute late. I could see
the F-15 already parked, as we approached, with someone standing beside it. I could
imagine his grin as we drew up beside him. He waved, and pointed to the car he had
already rented. What a show-off!

We left immediately for Vancouver. Tony was free until ten the next morning.
This meant we had time to locate the beach, even enough time to check it out and have a
swim, followed by a quiet dinner in town, before driving back to the air show camp.

"They call it Wreck Beach," said Tony, as we were on our way to the city. "I've
been told that everyone in town knows where it is. All you have to do is ask."
"Wreck Beach, that's our name!" I said disappointed.
Tony grinned. "I could have told you that, but I didn't have the heart. You were so
proud of the name you invented."
"You mean you knew?"
He grinned even more, and nodded.

As for finding it, Tony was right, it wasn't difficult to locate someone who could
give us directions. "Drive to the university," said the first person we asked. "Past the
Museum of Anthropology, you'll find a sign on the right side of the road that says 'Trail
No. 6.' The trail will take you to the beach. But watch for it, the sign isn't large. You'll
probably find a lot of bikes and motor cycles parked nearby."
Naturally we got lost. Vancouver is a city with many beaches, but nowhere could
we see either the museum or the 'Trail No. 6' sign. We asked again and again. "Go on
some more, just a bit further," they said.
"There is the sign!" shouted Tony as we drove by the Number Six sign.
Surprisingly, there was ample parking not far away. But to call the path to the beach a
trail, was a misnomer. To judge by the traffic, it carried, it was more like a highway that
wound its way down a steep hillside through virgin forest. Broad wooden stairs were
provided where the hill was too steep. It certainly was the busiest trail I had been on for
some time.
Most people came empty-handed, some with towels. A few carried lawn chairs.
Others carried their ice chest to the beach. One person that I saw struggling uphill carried
a huge backpack.
"Is this the trail to Wreck Beach," Tony asked someone. I had doubted it. I saw no
warning signs that indicated that we were approaching a nudist beach. But the answer
was, yes.
Most people were surprisingly well dressed. Many of the girls wore pretty dresses,
some totally white. I began to wonder what we were getting into. At this point, I no

longer doubted that this was the correct trail. Suddenly, where the trail ended, we came
into the open and faced what looked like a sea of naked people.
The tide was low when we arrived. Consequently, the edge of the ocean was a long
way from the crowd and the dry sand of the beach. It appeared that there were just as
many people at the water in the distance as were lying on the sand or walking in between
the two. A stiff breeze was driving the water, reminiscent of Hawaii, though with much
smaller breakers coming in.

Tony was delighted. We soon found out that the water was much colder than it
ever gets in Hawaii. Tony said that he didn't mind the cold.
He was delighted with everything, the people, the atmosphere, the uncomplicated
freedom, and the ease of getting ready for swimming. He loved everything, even the cold
water. Also the size of the crowd was substantially larger than the one I had encountered
in Leipzig. Still, I noticed the same feeling of unity there.
One girl told us that almost 25,000 people come to this beach, "mind you, not all at
once," she added and smiled.
Another thing that Tony found delightful was the food that was served at the
beach. One had a choice of Mexican food, Thai food, sandwiches, submarines, hotdogs,
cake, fruit cocktail, fruit punch, wine, a half a dozen different kinds of beer, soft drinks,
and even cider. The only thing one couldn't get, was coffee, and champagne. Also, there
was entertainment. If one didn't feel like swimming, one could play volleyball. And if
one liked music, there were several guitarists at the beach whose soft melodies were
carried thinly over the sand, but far enough to reach a small circle of listeners.
"What I find remarkable about what is happening here," said Tony to me, "is that
this entire huge happening is against the law in Canada. The law prohibits nudity in
public places, but here it is happening in a big way, and no one is interfering."
"Ah, coming to this beach must be worth the risk of breaking the law," I said to
Tony.
"The twenty-five thousand people who come here, can't all be perverted, lawless
maniacs," Tony replied.
At any rate, it was good being there. We stayed until after sunset. We could hardly
find our way back up the trail in the dark. Of course, since we had 'dined' at the beach,
there was no need to look for a restaurant on the way back to the airfield.

Throughout the next four days, Tony and I went to the beach every evening after
the show. On the last day Tony found out that the Air Force team didn't need him in

Seattle, where the next stop of the tour was to be. He told me that the F-15 had been sold
to Canada. It was left behind to be replaced by a new model. This meant that there was
nothing for him to do in Seattle. The new plane would be flown by the manufacturer's test
pilot, himself an air show veteran. Tony told me that this change in schedule had come as
a surprise to him. He said that he was pleased, though, about the way things had worked
out. The change in schedule gave us another three days for what we had come for.

We started early each morning during those last days, and talked to as many
people as we could, on every subject that came to mind. The beach was an ideal place for
this. It had all the appearances of being an international meeting place. We met a college
teacher from Chicago, a girl from England, a man from South Africa. Tony discovered
two ex Air Force B-52 pilots in conversation about Guam. They spoke of shark infested
beaches, hair-raising experiences with KC-135 tankers, and boring hauls into Nam,
except for the nightmares afterwards, when they found out through the grape vine what
their bombing had done to the people, into whose lives the bombs had been dropped.
We also met a metal sculptor. His friends called him Jason. By appearance, he was
the reincarnation of Van Gogh, except for the ears. He had refrained from emotional
surgery.
Jason was an artist of a different kind, a metallurgy student who liked to
experiment with all kinds of art. His latest adventure was metal casting into water filled
molds. He told us that he had developed a special alloy that wouldn't explode when
brought in contact with water, as other liquid metals do.
I told him about a New Year's party-game our family used to play at home a long
time ago, when we were children. The game consisted of 'free-style' lead casting into a
bucket of water, to see who could create the most fascinating shapes.
"But that's not art!" said Jason, as though he was insulted by the analogy.
I shrugged my shoulders and said that I thought it was art of a sort.
Well, we didn't stay long with him. He had his idea about art, and I had mine.
Also, he was far too concerned about impressing his friends with his grandiose
achievements.

Most people we met on the beach were ordinary folks. No one had special projects
on the go. They were content with the world, comfortable in their illusion that nothing
would upset the great apple cart for another thousand years. For most of them, the world
had remained upright for all of their life. They were too young to have seen World War
II. Even Nam was barely remembered. Nobody had heard of Marshal Ogarkov, much less
of the Ogarkov Plan of extending Soviet domination across the whole world. We got the
strangest looks when we addressed the issue.

In a way I wasn't surprised at the reactions we got. This was a different beach than
the one I had found in Leipzig. The atmosphere was different. Most people had come to
the beach to get away from the world, rather than to deal with fundamental principles.

On our last day at the beach, we met the metal sculptor again. This time he wasn't
talking about art. The topic of the day was religion, or rather he was speaking vehemently
against it, and against big business and big government, and against the blindness with
which people were subservient to them.
When we told him that we were from Pittsburgh, he was startled and changed the
subject. Then he asked us what we were at the beach for.
"A private research mission," I told him.
"Aha!" he said and grinned.
"Not that kind of research. Serious research! We are looking for evidence in
support of a new perception of a fundamental principle," I said to him. "We have a
project started to create a nudist beach in North Carolina, like the one here. I have put
93,000 dollars into it. That's all the money we have, to create an oasis for people where
they can have a holiday from the world of lies."
Jason stopped grinning. "That's on the level?" he asked.
"A friend of mine developed a new concept for perceiving the historic Principle of
Universal Love," I said to him.
"That's going to be interesting," Jason replied, and sat down into the sand where
we stood. Reluctantly, we joined him.
"All love begins with our individual self-love for our humanity, which we all
share," I said to him. "Whatever we find beautiful and of value, is rooted there. On this
basis love is naturally universal, since there is only one humanity, and this one, is
reflected in all of us, and I mean all. We are all human beings of the same humanity.
Whatever love is linked to our humanity, necessarily embraces the whole of mankind. It
happens laterally. Are you still with me?" I asked.
Jason nodded.
"A friend of mine in Germany had created a visual construct to represent this
concept in the form of a vast lateral lattice that comprises all mankind linked together
laterally by threads of love for our common humanity. Are you still with me?" I asked.
"OK, what I am saying is this, that we have no choice in the matter. If there is love, it has
to be on the same level as everyone's, universally. That's the truth," I said. "That's the
reality of our being."

Jason nodded quietly.
"Here it gets interesting," I said to him. "This lateral lattice of universal love,
represents three different elements, which are peace, joy, and power. The element of
peace manifests what my friend calls in general terms, the universal kiss. The element of
joy manifests universal economic development. The element of power, in turn, manifests
science. These three together reflect the Principle of Universal Love. Love must express
itself in all of the three elements, or else it is fake. It must be universal in nature to be
genuine."
"Of course, of course, the Principle of Universal Love was put onto the world map
in 1648 with the Treaty of Westphalia," Jason interjected.
"I know that," I said to Jason. "I'm surprised though that you are aware of it."
"I am not stupid you know," said Jason. "Indeed, I can understand what you are
saying. Most people probably wouldn't, as you may have already found out. In fact, I love
what you are saying. These are beautiful concepts."
"Profound concepts," I added.
"Yes," he said, and nodded again. "I love the element of the universal kiss. That's
truly profound. That is priceless. Unfortunately, they are also impossible to implement,"
Jason added. "They would overturn the entire world, if they were implemented. I doubt
though, that even you can live up to them."
"I try," I said to him. "We both try."
"You try, and you fail," he said and began to laugh, "and I can prove it to you."
"Prove it?" said Tony in a questioning tone of voice.
"The proof lies in your own words," said Jason. "You talk about 'your' project,
rather than it being a 'project of civilization,' and so you isolate yourself from mankind.
You isolate yourself in order to cure mankind's existing isolation from one another. This
can't work. Where is the universal kiss?"
He said a few more words about Pittsburgh after that, the steel industry, and of
course burlesque, as if this explained anything. At the end he invited us to a local pub that
features strip shows. He seemed proud that he had thought of it. "I'll prove it to you
there," he said. "Are you willing to be humiliated, and maybe learn something? Is it a
deal?" He reached his hand out for a handshake.
I must have looked puzzled.
"Don't worry, the show is all free," he said. "You don't need to spend a penny,
unless of course you like excellent sandwiches, while you enjoy seeing a girl from our
beach perform."

"From this beach?" Tony repeated. We looked at each other, and agreed that we
should take him up on his offer. We shook hands on that.
He said he would pick us up at our hotel.

To tell the truth, I didn't believe that he would come, but he came. He was on time
to the minute. Also, he was right about one other thing. He promised that some of what
we would see would be quite boring, but that the better parts would make the overall
experience worthwhile.
"Have patience my friend," he said to Tony when Tony stood up ready to leave
after the first act.
Tony sat down again and ordered some food to pass the time. The next act was
better, livelier, filled with fun. Some of the girls appeared to have had theatrical training.
Many could do the split as one might see it performed on a ballet stage; others were
evidently accomplished gymnasts. One girl, performing on a vertical bar, was able to
raise her feet off the ground and slowly bring them straight up, next to her head pointing
to the ceiling in synchronism with the music. This act alone was worth coming for. Most
people, though, came to see the girls naked, and as far as one could see, they too, were
generously satisfied. The dancers' generosity was appropriately reflected in the smiles of
the guy's who appreciated the 'gestures.'
The girls danced on a raised platform set up in the middle of the pub, with seats
and tables set up around it. The lighting was dim, colorful and mysterious, and constantly
changing. The music wasn't shrill, but powerful. One could feel the table vibrating with
the rhythms projected by powerful sub-woofers. The music had the secondary effect of
bringing the audience and the dancers together, creating a unifying atmosphere, where
one aspect blended into the other, the dancing, the generosity, the smiles, generating a
nice feeling, a feeling of unity.
Most of the front-row seats were soon filled, which added to the feeling of unity.
At one point Tony remarked to Jason that he was glad he had selected one of the front
row tables.

Long after we finished munching on our ham sandwiches and potato salad, Lora's
show started. "Watch out for Lora!" Jason had told us.
"Is this the one?" Tony asked, when a girl walked up the stage, proud and erect,
moving swiftly up the stairs, being welcomed with the clapping of hands that everyone
seemed to join in.
Jason grinned. He didn't need to answer. Before she was even on the stage, one
knew that something different was about to happen. The sparkling lights, the red velvet

decor of the pub, the color of the stage, all seemed to have been put in place just for her.
Her costume was of the 1880's, loaded with lace and ribbons as if she had just stepped
out of a painting by Claude Monet. Her hair was bound up high, her dress in flowing
lines. Her music too, was unusual. It had a classical flavor that echoed the power of her
dance. But soon it gave way to a beautiful and sweet melody that echoed the "Mediation"
from Tahis. With her encumbering garments quickly shed, she performed feats to this
gentle music that I had seen performed only once, by a Chinese group of acrobatic
dancers. At one point, she danced on her hands with her feet stretched backwards over
her shoulder, moving on her hands with the movement of the music. The final part of her
performance, she danced in the form of a spoof to the old traditional stripper-tune that
promised something special and exciting. And this, too, wasn't an empty promise. She
was beautiful to look at in whatever manner she appeared, and she interacted well with
the people she had come to entertain.
As soon as she had stepped on the stage, one knew that this was going to be a
show that would stand above the rest. She had a beautiful presence, and reflected a kind
of intelligence that was more than evident in the choreography of her dance. The dance
was constantly changing, and was developing right through to the end, into the fun filled
spoof of the very business she herself was engaged in, so that everyone to the last person
there was smiling from ear to ear. There was zest and sparkle in her routine, a refreshing
contrast to the dreamy erotic enticement that had gone on before in other dancer's acts,
and yet it was all satisfying, out of the generosity of a beautiful soul.
At the end, long after her clothes were shed, when the music had trailed off
towards its final bars, she sat on a raised platform in the middle of the stage and took one
of her shoes off. She pretended it was a telephone. "What is my mission?" she asked. "To
take my clothes off? Mission accomplished!" With this said, the music stopped.
"And this is eroticism?" Tony asked.
Jason nodded.
"I was hardly aware that it was," I replied.
"You won't see the likes of it in Pittsburgh," said Tony to Jason. "She's doing the
impossible."
"She is an artist," said Jason. "Why must art be restricted to what fits into the
stereotyped mold that the world has created for it?"
I agreed. Her act had brought a lighthearted feeling to the place. The effect was
appreciated. It contrasted with everything I had seen before in such places, where the
dancing slowly grinds along, dead, serious, and unfulfilling. This time the customers
weren't disappointed. They weren't even disappointed that sex wasn't the number one
issue of her routine, even though she had generously included everything they had come
for. She had given them more; a sense of beauty that was all human; an arousal of their
passion for life. It all came to light, not only in her beautiful person, but also in the music,
the dance, the rhythms, in her smiles, and in her communication with the audience as

human beings. And it wasn't merely satisfying! It opened the door to a sense of joy that
inspired a longing in the heart, for more of what is intrinsically human; a fire that one
didn't dare to let dim, or even go out. Her show was more than just a cleverly stagemanaged, and technically good, performance. It was a human performance.
"It's a rare treat to see a person hitting all the bases in a single run," I said to Jason.
"She certainly did that," added Tony excitedly.

A few minutes after the show ended, we had the pleasure of meeting her. Jason
stood up and intercepted her, as she was about to leave the pub. He invited her to join us
for a minute. "I have some friends from Pittsburgh with me," I heard him say.
"Congratulations!" I greeted her when she joined us.
"A superb show, indeed!" Tony added.
"Hey, I thought the Chinese had a monopoly on twisting their bodies into
impossible knots," I added jokingly. "But you proved me wrong."
She smiled gently. "I'm glad you gentlemen enjoyed yourself."
"Yes, we have. I wonder, though, what makes you so special," I said to her in
response. I motioned her to sit down, and join us over a beer.
"Oh, you ought to tell me what you feel makes me special," she replied with a grin.
"Usually people ask me what a nice girl like me is doing in a strip joint. And usually I
answer, because I want to be here. The freedom that I have here, in this place, to
experiment, to challenge the limits, is not available to me on any other stage. Also the
money isn't bad, and the place is always crowded. A performing artist must have a place
filled with people to feel if a routine works. In fact, the best routine doesn't work without
it. An artist is one who stands side by side with people, with their humanity, not standing
above people. If this standing side by side isn't happening, the show doesn't work. And
when it does work, something happens that is beautiful, because I merely aim to mirror
what is already in people's heart and soul. Nothing needs to be added. The beauty is there,
the joy, the zest, the fire for life, the melody, the rhythm, even the dance is there. Every
person is a dancer at heart. That's why dancing works well in communication. But that's
not what you had asked, is it? Maybe you ought to tell me what you felt was so special
about me."
I had to tell her to my disgrace, that I didn't really know.
"But seeing all the men staring at you, doesn't this bother you, or hinder your
work?" Tony asked. "Surely you must know what they are thinking about and gloating
over."

"What does it matter how people are being satisfied and enriched by my
presence?" she cut Tony off. "Isn't it more important that they are being satisfied, that
they have smiles on their faces, that they leave here with lighter hearts? As for the
specifics, I don't feel responsible for what other people think. I only feel responsible for
establishing a rapport with them that brightens their life, by bringing out the beauty and
joy that they already have in their heart. That's what being human is all about, isn't it? I
know that my dancing is also helping me too, in that respect. Sometimes I feel that I
shouldn't really be paid for performing, because if it is done with love, there is something
flowing back to me that is a great reward in itself. Love is a two-way street, isn't it? If it
isn't that, it isn't love at all. So why should I get paid? I guess I get paid, because I bring
in the crowds that love to be touched by love, and so I share in what they leave behind.
That's how I look at the business I am in."
I embraced her for this comment with a kiss on the cheek. I urged her again to sit
down and stay a while, and called for the waiter.
Lora hesitated, but then complied. After we were all seated again and Jason had
ordered a beer for the lady, she explained to us in a sad sort of way, "all my friends tell
me that they would rather see me perform in what they call more respectable houses with
respectable audiences. But the people here, are people, too. Where is one to draw the
line? As far as I'm concerned, I give a respectable show to respectable people, right here."
"You're wrong," Tony interrupted. "You give an outstanding show, and much
more than that. I wonder if the so-called 'respectable' audiences would have the
background to appreciate what you're expressing."
She looked at Jason. "Your friends are from the beach for sure, aren't they?"
Jason tried to suppress a smile, and nodded. "If they weren't, I would have told
you."
"What is it with this beach anyway?" Tony asked.
"There is something significant going on that I haven't been able to put into focus
yet," said Jason, "something I've been racking my brains to figure out."
"That's why it is called 'Rack' Beach," I added with a grin.
"Oh, give it up, Pete," said Tony, "that was a bad one."
"No, I like it," said Lora, "I've been racking my brains too. You guys are lucky to
have caught me at one of my better numbers. While I can't put words to what it is that's
happening at the beach, I find it possible sometimes to express the feeling through
dancing."
"I can second that motion," said Tony, raising his glass.
"But that still doesn't provide a definite answer," she replied.

"I think I can help you with that answer," I said to Lora quietly. "Your dance
reflects your self-love. It reflects the wonders you find in your soul. That is your art, your
music. That's an awareness of your beauty as a person. It all becomes expressed together
in your dancing. It becomes drawn out from its recesses, to be put into expression as an
outflow of your humanity. I suspect that you have a wealth of wonderful human aspects
that you love yourself for. And the beach adds to that. It adds a greater sense of honesty
with oneself, about the riches we all have to love ourselves for."
Lora didn't reply a word. Instead, she got off her chair, came over to me, and
answered with a long drawn out kiss.
Tony and Jason cheered.
Tony nudged me. "I bet Steve can't top what you just said to Lora," said Tony, and
began to grin. "You should call Steve to find out what he would add. Also mention to him
what Lora had said about her dancing, and her audience. Ask him what he thinks?"
"Right now?" I said. "No, Tony!"
"Why not?" Tony looked at his watch and mumbled something to the effect that it
must be about 10:30AM in Leipzig. "It would be OK to call."
"Leipzig, East Germany?" asked Jason. "You mean you are going to telephone all
the way to Germany, just for that?"
I nodded.
He looked amazed.
Tony leaned over to him, pointing at me. "This guy has access to Uncle Sam's
international telephone network," he whispered. "Pete is a US government agent!"
"A spy?" Jason replied.
I shook my head.
Tony nodded.
Poor Jason, he didn't know what to think now.
Instead of settling the confusion, I got up, went to the pay phone, and started
dialing.
I noticed Jason watching me with his eyes and mouth wide open. He must have
noticed that I didn't use coins, and was dialing a great number of digits.
Tony was right, Steve was at home, and it was 10:30 A.M., just as he had said. But
Steve didn't understand my question at all. So I had to go back to the very beginning and

tell him the whole long story about our beach project, about the air show, and finally,
about Lora.
"Oh, the answer is simple," Steve replied. "Tell your friends, what they feel at the
beach is a reflection of the unbroken wholeness of the totality of existence as an
undivided flowing movement without borders."
"Oh, you!" I scolded him. "That will be a great help to them."
He grinned; I could hear it. He always makes that faint wheezing sound when he
does.
"Pete, I'm glad that at least you recognize the value of it," his voice came back.
"That makes you a genius. It took me nine years to formulate that sentence. If it's a
definition you want, this is it! But tell it to them word for word. And when you have
figured out what it means, call me back."
I could hear him grinning again.
He asked me if I wanted to write it down. He said that I probably should. So he
gave it to me once more.
"Unfortunately, the project you told me about won't work," he added.
"Why not Steve? It better work. I've spent 93,000 dollars on it. I committed
everything I own."
"I wish I didn't have to say this, but you aren't exempt from the effects of what you
want to cure. Fragmentation affects you, as anyone else. The burlesque business will see
you as an enemy, and put roadblocks in your way. The church will see you as a threat,
and will condemn you. The legal system will be against you, too. You'll be in for a high
wire act such as you've never dreamed of. Remember what I told you about habits of
perception? You'll be up to your armpits in it, as if it was quicksand. And if you try to
fight it by force, remember you will be working from the same platform as those that
fight you. If you fight them on their home ground, they have you in their claws. And so,
my friend, you would cement the divisions more firmly, that you want to cure.
Obviously, that's not the way to go."
"What then, can prevent a nuclear war?" I asked, disappointed.
"Nothing will, Pete, nothing at all! Nothing will cure that until society has
unraveled the monumental mistakes that have crept into its consciousness over the
centuries. You may help perhaps by testing the doors, to see if any are unlocked, but not
by knocking them down. If you push, people will push back, and you'll get squashed. If
you shout ignorance, they will kick you. If you preach to the masses, you will be courting
coercion and brainwashing, and be starting another religion that merely adds more
confusion, where intelligence ought to prevail."

"There's no hope then, Steve, is there?"
"Certainly there is hope," he said, except this hope lies not with a crash program.
"The problem is very, very deep, Pete. You have to reach down to the absolute bottom of
the barrel, to understand what's going on. Then you will start to work with that, and work
with universal principles at the grassroots level. Nuclear war is only a small facet of the
problem. And being a facet, you can't deal with it in isolation through a crash program.
You can't even understand it in isolation."
"So, you mean there will be war, Steve?"
"There might be, not will be," said Steve. "War might break out if people can't
respond to the demands of the hour. But first you must respond to the Principle of
Universal Love. You must accept that you don't stand apart from humanity, as you insist
by telling yourself that you are the only person in the world who is interested in
advancing the unity of all mankind. This is what you are telling yourself with your
insistence that you must finance the entire project yourself. In fact, it can't work the way
you are going about it. You can't create a sea change in civilization without society itself
taking part in the process, at least to some degree, driving the project. You can offer your
idea, but society must move itself, and it will out of the depth of its resources as human
beings. The project that you want to start, can be an enticing project if you go about it the
right way."
"Are you saying that Sylvia, and I, just wasted ninety grand? That's what you're
saying if you say that this can never work," I replied.
"I didn't say your investment is lost, Pete! The beach will come in handy as a
sanctuary one day, when the global economic collapse comes, which seems inevitable the
way things are going right now. You certainly wouldn't want to be in any city, when this
happens. There might even be war erupting in the background."
I stopped him. "Enough talk about war!"
He protested. He said that he wasn't talking about war at all, not primarily anyway.
He prophesied that I would remember his words many years from now, when the whole
world-financial and economic system suddenly falls apart over night, as the result of the
greed-based fascism that nobody cares to address right now. "In the present world,
everything is vertical in its functioning, and imperial in nature. Nothing happens laterally
anymore. By that, everything is doomed to disintegrate.
"However," he added, "don't be too concerned when things become very black."
He said, sometimes it seems we must take huge steps backwards, before we can go on
ahead. "These may well be the fastest possible steps we can take to get out of the present
mess. A long detour might well be the shortest way, if there are no other roads available."
He said he couldn't explain more on the phone.
I asked him to try. He said it was impossible because, I was thinking in a technical
mode, and not in an intelligent mode. Most people are trained merely as technicians.

They were never trained for living. They were brought up as if life were merely a job.
"But life is much more than that. It is something wide, profound, a great mystery, a realm
apart from merely working and caring, a realm where we are human beings. If we
educate ourselves merely as technicians, we may miss the whole point, as if life had
nothing to do with finding intelligence and being involved with its development."
He said that this neglect has gone on for so long that it simply can't be turned
around overnight. "Even when the house crumbles and comes crashing down, you still
won't know what hit you. You will blame a million causes, and miss the right one."
He said he could tell me the answer to finding peace, but that I wouldn't understand
it. "You would grasp a fragment maybe, and use it out of context, and this could be more
harmful in the end." He said that I would have to find the answer by myself, and he
predicted that I would!
"Thanks for the vote of confidence, Steve."
"Oh it was that," he grinned. "I can assure you! Of course if you get your beach
project going before the crunch comes, should you choose to go about it the right way,
you can count on my visit on opening day."
I assured him that he would be the guest of honor. "...And please give my regards
to Ushi."
"Thanks Pete," said Ushi. She had been listening in on the other phone. "It's nice to
hear your voice," she added. "And good luck, Pete, with your project. I'm proud of you,
but remember Steve is right on this one. You can't cause a sea change in the world as a
private project. You have to get society to drive the project, to cause the change. That is
why I became a journalist. I learned that even as a journalist, this can't be done as a
private project. Society had to become the driving force in finding value in the truth, and
be demanding that the truth be told. That's when freedom begins, Peter."
After a few more words with Steve, saying thank you and conveying my greetings
to Ushi, I hung up.

After I got back to Jason, Lora, and Tony, and told them that Steve agrees with
Jason, that our project won't work, and for the same reasons that Jason had already
recognized, Jason responded without a word. He raised his jug of beer as for a toast and
smiled.

We remained together at the pub far into the night, figuring out what Steve might
have meant with his comment, and about why the beach had such a liberating effect on
people.

"It makes sense," said Jason at one point, "I just can't figure out what it is that
makes sense."
"It's like everything else connected with the beach," said Tony, "you can feel that
there is something moving there, but you can't put it into words."

"That's not enough for me," I said a while later after the conversation had shifted
onto a different subject. "I've got to be able to understand this thing precisely."
I turned to Tony, and repeated what Steve had told me. "Steve told me, that our
project wouldn't work as we have figured it, because it would involve a denial of the very
principle that we would build on."
"Are you serious? After you just spent 93,000 dollars on it!" Tony replied.
"What project did you spent $93,000 on?" asked Lora.
We told her about our peace camp and nudist beach project, that we have designed
to help reverse fragmentary perceptions. We told her that we were going to invite artists,
and writers, and set up a workshop, and a hotel.
"That sounds terrific," said Lora. "Why does your friend feel it won't work?"
"He said, a crash program won't work because one can't initiate intelligence
through coercion. One gets caught up in what one is trying to correct. He said the
burlesque business would see us as a threat and step on us. The law would hound us, the
church would put up a fight, and the police would see it as an 'immoral' project."
"I know what he is saying," said Lora. "We've gone through all of that at Wreck
Beach. We've been stepped on. But look, we've grown."
"She's right," said Jason. "But you don't have to do it that way."
Jason suggested that we didn't have to set ourselves apart from the world, no
matter how rotten it is. He quoted the Bible, surprisingly. "Whosoever shall compel thee
to go a mile with him, go with him twain!" He suggested that the burlesque business
wouldn't see us as a threat if we operated under its terms, making the beach a paying
proposition. "Even burlesque operators respect your right to chase the buck."
"Right, people will pay if the idea is valuable," said Lora. "They've been known to
put up all kinds of money for great ideas. Just provide the right platform, and the thing
will move on its own. That's what's been happening at Wreck Beach."
Lora said, that this is what might be moving her shows. "As soon as you have a
focal point, bang! Everything comes together."

I applauded.
"I suppose, you could approach the legal problem in the same manner," said Tony
to me. "Don't fight it! Support the legal system. It's designed to protect an individual's
autonomy! That's what we intend to do, don't we? Autonomy doesn't imply a lack of
responsibility. It is based on integrity. The legal system won't challenge nudity on this
platform, if it doesn't appear as a threat to the public's welfare."
"I wish this could be said about Wreck Beach," added Lora. "Have you noticed the
drugs on the beach? I fear drug abuse may get the thing closed down some day."
"And what about the church... How can you satisfy the church?" asked Jason.
"Maybe we won't need to satisfy them at all," I replied.
Jason looked up with a questioning look in his eye, and laughed.
"We are not in competition with them," I added.
"OK, just try to tell them that," said Tony.
"We could tell them that our project is designed to roll back the fruits of the tree of
knowledge that caused mankind to become separated from their God. We could tell them
that we want to reverse what Adam had told Eve, that they were naked," I said.
"Yes, there can be a lot of 'poverty' in knowledge that is like nakedness, that makes
you feel small," said Jason. "But the church won't understand this." He laughed again.
"Well, maybe they shouldn't fault a project that aims to close the rift between God and
man," he added. "That's what every church aims for. However, they won't see it that
way."
"We can also carry this thing into all kinds of other areas," said Tony, "including
the military. This might be the first peace camp ever that respects the military in their
efforts to provide security for the nations. This view might net the armed services more
PR points than all the air shows put together."
"What was this thing you were saying about artists and writers?" asked Jason.
"You mentioned a workshop?"
"Oh, that's simple." I explained to him that autonomy is an artist's everyday way of
life. "Artists are scientists," I told him. "They produce from out of the depth of their
intelligence, not just from thinking, but from the bottom of a keen awareness. There,
discoveries are made, even original discoveries of fundamental principles, which are then
expressed."
"And the public?" asked Jason.

"It's like Lora has put it," I said to Jason. "I'm not responsible for what the public
thinks?"
"Good!" Lora approved. "I try not to coerce anyone. The rest is outside my realm
of responsibility."
I applauded.
Lora smiled. "If you ever need a social director, get in touch with me," she said
grinning. "Your project sounds like something I would love to be involved in."
I said we would keep her in mind, and wrote her address and phone number on a
beer mug coaster.
Jason stopped laughing, and told Lora not to put her hopes up, because this project
won't work. "It can't possibly work," he said, "and not for any of the reasons that were
discussed tonight."
"I thought you liked the project," I replied. "I thought you approved of the idea."
"Of course I approve, but I also know that it won't work," he said. "I played along
with you guys, because I thought you were all joking and dreaming wonderful dreams.
Seriously now, it won't get off the ground. I admire your devotion to humanity. It appears
that you are throwing everything you have into this project. My first reaction had been,
that you are insane. That's why I hoped you were joking. What you are doing is not only
insane, it is also immoral."
"What's immoral about a project to enhance the unity of mankind?" I asked. "We
hope to create the same thing that you have here in Vancouver. What is immoral about
that?"
"The way you propose to implement it, is immoral. You said you would be
funding the whole project yourself. This is immoral," said Jason.
"What then would you have me to do, Jason? Would you want me to form a public
corporation and sell shares? That would never work for sure," I replied.
"That would be even more immoral," said Jason. "If you had proposed that, I
wouldn't be talking to you at all, because of the gross immorality involved. If you were to
do that, you'd playing on people's greed. You would be enticing them to give you their
money that you will never have to give back. You would promise them a few dividends
that you are not obliged to pay either. You would tell them instead, that the golden egg
that you have laid is of great value, hoping that the public will chase after this egg at
ridiculous prices in a bidding-war of stealing from one-another. That's how the stock
market works, doesn't it? This whole system stinks, Peter. It develops a mentality in
people that is as far removed from their humanity, as is New York from Vancouver."

"You mean, as far as is the moon," I added. "I fully understand what you are
saying, Jason, but why is it immoral to pay for the project myself?"
"Do I have to spell everything out for you? It is immoral, because it has the same
effect, Peter," he replied, and began to laugh. "Your approach makes you an arrogant
piece of shit. You assume in your arrogance, that there are no human beings out there in
the world that have the capacity to feel the joy in participating in a development project
for the advancement of humanity. You think that you are the only human being on the
planet that has the capacity to feel like a human being, and act like a human being. What
you propose is a great project, yes. I like the idea a lot. But there should be thousands of
people volunteering their support for it, just like you did. They should be contributing
money, or whatever, in an active way of taking part in this development. That's how a
nation functions. People volunteer to act as human beings, putting their money on the line
for something that must be done for the sake of the nation, or humanity, to create a better
world."
"Or to protect the world that we already have," Tony interrupted.
"Right!" said Jason to Tony. Then he turned back to me. "You don't give anyone a
chance to be a part of this movement. You prejudge humanity. You say that there aren't
any human beings out there. You say that you are the only one. So, being steeped in your
arrogant denial of humanity, you feel impelled to sacrifice all that you have, in order to
be able to carry the burden for the project yourself. By doing so, you deny the very
principle that you intent to promote. People who do this sort of thing, are generally called
hypocrites. What I am trying to say is, that it is not possible for the project to work on
this basis. The project is great. It's the way you go about it that will cause it to fail. You
are trying to promote the universal kiss as an aspect of our humanity, while denying its
reality. How do you expect this to work? A kiss is a two-way street. And what do you
think the word, universal, means? Does it include no one except you? You say, yes, on
this count too. That's what makes your project immoral."
Lora intervened. She raised her hand to stop Jason. "The heart of the issue is much
simpler," she said. "At the very center of the sphere of our real humanity stands the
simple fact that there exists no such thing as an 'outside' in life. The concept is invalid.
No one lives outside Humanity. No one can step outside the Universe. There is no
'outside.' The concept of an 'outside' is a failure in perception that is at the root of every
failed society that ever was, and is the cause of its tragedies. We are Humanity. Living
outside of it is not possible. It would be like living outside of ourselves. This makes the
concept of an 'outside' an invalid concept. Mankind is a boundless idea, an infinite idea.
The infinite is indivisible. The Universe is indivisible. To say that it is, would be like
saying that God is divisible. That's not possible. God is all, and is reflected in all. There is
no 'outside' possible. Sure, mankind is individual in expression, but the individual can
never be less in quality than God. When I perform, I often remind myself that my
audience can never be less in quality than I am; or I than they. We are Humanity. On this
platform my performances always work out. They are satisfying for the audiences and for
me. I treat my audiences not as outsiders, but as fellow human beings. And so, they treat
me the same in return. I feel the same atmosphere of a single Humanity at our beach. We

take our close off there with the recognition in numerous ways that no person truly lives
outside of the sphere of the Humanity that we are all a part of. Mankind is one, and this
one is all encompassing. On this basis our beach is the most natural place, and the most
honest place, in the entire city. Am I'm making any sense?"
Jason nodded. He turned to Tony. "What happens in this pub here," he said to him,
"is far more moral, more powerful, and more scientifically correct than anything that you
guys are aiming to do. That's why Lora's projects in this pub here always work
exceedingly well, and yours will fail. You talk about universal love. Ha! Where is the
science? Where is the commitment to the truth? Where is the passion to embrace all
humanity?"
"There is another related factor involved that goes very deep into history," said
Lora. "One of the great principles that the Golden Renaissance has brought to the
forefront is the principle of beauty. Beauty has a strongly uniting power in civilization.
The Renaissance culture became renowned for its beautiful creation. Beauty is in the
human soul. We find it expressed in great art and great architecture. The sense of beauty
is a spiritual element of our humanity that all human beings relate to if it is allowed to
unfold. It doesn't exist outside the human realm, but it strongly exists there. And among
these, the beauty of the human form holds a special place of honor and reverence,
especially a beautiful female form. History seems to suggest that feminine beauty is one
of the cementing elements of civilization. The story of Joan of Arc in 15th Century
France, is the story of the birth of a people's sense of a nation. She was a beautiful
woman with a down to Earth purity, which enabled her to inspire the King and the French
armies to fight for the freedom of the nation. She became symbolic for this fight for the
nation, which became an idea that endured long after her own death at the hands of
traitors in high places. A beautiful woman with a beautiful soul appears to have been
regarded as the pinnacle of beauty in many a culture and brought people together under
its uniting banner. Even in the pre-Renaissance days, Dante Alighieri, who many be
regarded as one of the founders of the Renaissance idealized the woman as the pilgrim's
guide in his epic poem, the Divine Comedy. He gave her the name 'Beatrice' that seems
to mean 'beauty personified'."
"Are you comparing yourself?" Jason interjected.
"Beauty doesn't exist outside the human heart and soul," said Lora, "which alone
makes an object beautiful, and which is rooted in every human heart and soul. It is a
uniting impetus which I present to my audience as much as I am able, and invite it to
respond to. It is something that I don't have to labor. It works on its own. It's built into the
human system. If this is pursued honestly, one can't possibly stray outside the platform on
which all human systems operate. Shouldn't this approach then also be a powerful factor
for making our friend's planned nudist beach project work out alright?"
Jason raised his beer mug for a toast and began to smile, looking at me. "Don't take
it too hard, Pete, what I had said earlier. Your idea is good. Just get your footsteps in
order and it will be great. There should be thousands supporting you, not just you
yourself. Until you get there, you won't have much of a chance, because you'd be dancing

on the outside. The seeds must precede the harvest. That's how the natural system works.
Not having the seeds may block you, but don't fret. The rotten state of the world that you
find yourself trapped in isn't your fault alone. It's only a challenge, because what works
here, can work everywhere. The reality of the world is the same here as in the USA, and
humanity is the same too, and so is its quality. The human sense of beauty, and honesty,
and honor, is the same wherever humanity lives. Maybe that is why the Principle of
Universal Love is the only possible foundation for all loving."
I didn't reply a word out of shame. I should have recognized this myself.
Jason noticed this and nodded.
Tony just smiled. Evidently, Tony found this entire episode amusing.
"You don't seem to understand your own history," Jason continued, addressing
Tony now too. "When your country declared its independence from the British Empire,
the empire fought back, but it lost the battle to recapture its runaway colonies. The British
Empire was defeated miserably on the battlefield. However, it didn't loose the war. The
kingpin of the oligarchy of the time, the Second Earl of Shelburne, had previously invited
Adam Smith, a loyal servant of the empire, to come up with a plan to defeat the new
American State by other means than war, should this become necessary. The scribbler,
Adam Smith, responded to the request, with creating the free-trade weapon as a means
for preventing the economic development of the new nation. It was designed for
bankrupting it. The plan was accepted by Shelburne, who personally made himself Prime
Minister to assure that the free-trade poison was incorporated into the Paris Peace Treaty
that formally ended the British war with America. And the Empire's plan worked. As
expected, in a few short years the United States was bankrupted by the free-trade weapon,
which the Americans had taken in like a Trojan Horse. Free trade always works well as a
weapon, Peter, because it is premised on a deliberately created construct of an outside.
Free trade is a system of trade that is free of fairness, free of protection, free to steal for
empire from the outside. Free trade was made possible by the concept of an outside,
which is typically an empire concept. An empire is a whorehouse of a financier oligarchy
at the center, which in the process becomes the in-crowd that's reveling in stolen wealth,
surrounded at the outside by a destitute society of slaving, starving, and suffering masses.
Free trade serves this divided inside/outside system well. Fair trade is different. For fair
trade there is no such a concept on the horizon, as an 'outside.' The concept of fairness
embraces all. It is a beautiful concept. Alexander Hamilton, America's first Treasury
Secretary, had been able to detect the empire's game plan as a deception. He discovered it
by its effects. And so, he promptly defeated it with protectionist measures. The empire,
by its actions, had moved itself outside the sphere of our universal humanity. It lives in a
dream world, afraid of its own shadow, singing the blues to the very day, crying against
protectionist measures that the imperials are at war to eliminate around the world. With
Hamilton's protectionist measures that enabled fair trade with everyone in the world, the
empire lost its second round while America was on the way to rapid development. It
developed itself into a powerful industrial nation, supported by countless entrepreneurs.
That's what universal means, Peter. It means that everybody is a part of the process, with

no one standing aside or outside. Here the sea change becomes everyone's game. That is
how your nation was built."
Jason said, that one could well imagine what happened in America at the point that
the empire's Free Trade weapon, or to put it in real terms, its Free Looting weapon, was
shut down. "That's when Adam Smith's backup plan was called upon. His backup plan
was to stop the industrial development in America with the weapon of greed. The
freedom of greed, of course, demands society's openness to unhindered stealing and
looting, which again is only possible on the platform of a divided humanity and a
perceived 'outside.'
"Adam Smith had been commissioned to devise this backup-plan by studying the
fall of Rome," said Jason. "Obviously he obliged his masters. He developed his famous
system of greed-based fascism, misnamed economics. The system was designed not just
to bankrupt a targeted nation, but to destroy its very soul. The system was designed to
alienate people from their economy, and from their humanity. Naturally, the empire
proudly promoted this new and hidden system of warfare against the American nation,
the Adam Smith System, all over the world. It became so intensively promoted, that
whoever dared to disagree was promptly ridiculed, or worse. The outcome of course was
a string of banking collapses, economic collapses, and periods of depression. The great
stock market crash of 1928, followed by the great depression of the 1930s, must be seen
for what they really were, Adam Smith's gift to a nation. It was designed to destroy the
American people's very soul. That's what the traitor had targeted, and in due course, did
destroy. Adam Smith understood the process that was involved. He evidently understood
the principle of the universal kiss, and true to his master's calling, Adam Smith used his
understanding of this principle to prevent its unfolding around the world. If you want to
rescue America's soul, you have to elevate it, raise it up, make it into a light that shines
out of its own brightness. That's how America was built. That is how it can be brought
back. That's what Adam Smith destroyed, and is honored for, for his treachery, like a
god. Greed-Based Fascism is not the pearl of great price, it is made out to be, and Greed
Based Economics does not exist, as it is a contradiction in language. It is the queen of the
night."
Jason sighed. "As you well know, the fabled Adam Smith system still rules today.
Franklin Roosevelt suspended it temporarily. He was allowed to suspend it, because the
oligarchy needed America to save its hide from Hitler, from its own creation. But as soon
as Roosevelt's body was in the grave in 1945, Adam Smith was back, and the destruction
of America began anew. Today, the entire global financial and economic system is
collapsing, thanks to Adam Smith. The system is collapsing, because there is no value
left in the economic process. Every person in society is focused only on his or her little
isolated self. There is no value being produced for society, when there is no universal
economic development ongoing. Society collapses inwardly when this happens. As I said,
there can be no economic development happening without the universal kiss. The
universal kiss is the key-element. Your founding fathers called it the principle of the
general welfare. What they really meant was the universal kiss. When that is missing,
greed rules, and greed will rule for as long as no scientific and spiritual development is
taking place by which the nation can reclaim its divine Soul, the very Soul that becomes

reflected in its kiss for one-another. When greed rules the universal kiss is denied, shut
out, and forgotten. That's what's happening in the world, Peter, and has been happening
for a long time. That's why you were tempted to deny the existence of the universal kiss,
and finance your project yourself. However, as you have noticed, the very thing that you
are denying, is unfolding in rich measure here in this pub with people from our beach.
Here, the universal kiss, for which there is no outside, is alive and unfolding in numerous
ways. This is how you should finance your project. Invite the universal kiss. Let your
soul embrace the soul of everyone. It works. That's how a few of us have reclaimed our
Soul at the beach. This means that you can do the same. And if you can do the same,
Peter, then your project will not fail, but will succeed splendidly and the world will be a
richer place for it. But will you do it? That's the big question. That's the question that only
you can answer."

Jason raised his beer mug after he said this. "Welcome to the foremost university
on the planet," he added, and smiled. "Peter, I hope you realize that you are attending
what may be the only university in existence that offers true humanist education today,"
he said in a solemn tone of voice, and grinned, hugging Lora to his side. "And Wreck
Beach University charges no tuition."
"Can you guess what our motto is at Wreck Beach University?" said Lora. "Our
motto is: Freedom Equals Freedom from Lies. For this we charge no tuition."
"That's close to our motto," Tony interjected. "The motto for our nudist beach
project is: Take a Vacation from Lies."
"You must understand also," said Lora, "that in the modern world, the demands for
tuition have become inversely proportional to the value received. This means that your
project should likewise be tuition free. That's why we don't charge tuition at Wreck
Beach University."
Jason began to laugh, with the rest of us joining in.

We kept this kind of conversation up until two o'clock in the morning, interspersed
with a lot of humor and laughter. Lora looked dead tired by then, and probably was so.
We certainly were. Except we didn't have the luxury to go to sleep. We had to get back to
the hotel, check out, drive to the airport to get onto the first plane to Seattle, and be there
by eight in the morning, at the latest, to catch the air show transport back home. The
whole affair became quite a mad rush suddenly, all the way.
When we got to Seattle, we arrived not a minute too soon. We were just in time to
see the rear cargo hatch of the C-5 being closed and secured. They had moved the flight
schedule forward by thirty minutes. Luckily the front hatch was still down. We
practically ran on board while the front ramp was already lifting off the ground, and the
first engine was being started.

"Turn Number One," as I remembered, the captain would have called.
"Number One at sixteen percent," the engineer would have replied.

As it turned out, there was no room for us on the upper deck. Every seat was taken.
But who needed a seat? Not us! We found ourselves a soft spot in the cargo bay, in the
back of the truck that carried the display center tent. The tent was folded into large flat
bundles that resembled a giant mattress. But only God knew why they were taking the
whole truck along onto the airplane. It made no sense to fly a heavy old truck around.
Surely they must have trucks in Milwaukee, I thought, where we were going next. The
thing puzzled me.
And another thing puzzled me too. How could it be that we got to Milwaukee so
fast? I heard the wheels touch down and someone calling to us to get ready to unload.

Chapter 2 - Emergency Mission
There was a time when wars were started with swords held high, when horses
shook the Earth and battle cries mingled with their thunder. And there were other times
when wars were signaled with smoke pouring forth from cannons and explosions ripping
the Earth, when there were no battle cries. And then, there is this modern time, the
thermonuclear era. Will the start of war in this age be signaled by a convulsion that will
encircle the Earth and silence all human sounds?
Some people say that this war has already started. They say that it started during
the golden days when the US was riding high on its atomic triumphs, and those later days
when it was reaching for the moon and for political greatness, when hundreds upon
hundreds of intercontinental missiles were installed against the Soviets, the time when the
great Polaris submarines went into service, ready to erase Soviet cities with the push of a
button. These were days of great fright for the Soviet Union. Some of these days were
days of deep humiliation, the days when the US military had readied a campaign that
might have destroyed the entire Soviet Block of nations with an estimated two hundred
million casualties of human beings, which was brought to naught by Russia developing
the H-bomb. The Cuban Missile Crisis might have also started such a war in earnest,
when the US sent the Russians packing and the Soviet leaders vowed that this would
never happen again. This was perhaps the time when mankind started 'loosing' the Cold
War.
Of course there are still people around in today's world who are as naive as I had
been then, who insist that the thermonuclear 'war' has not in fact been started, who feel
secure in their illusions that all is under control, who believe that nuclear war is
something that nobody should ever seriously worry about, something remote and
unattached to the Cold War battle. But it isn't unattached. I had learned that nothing in
this world exists in isolation. The Cold War and the nuclear war were one, with one
single aim, to reduce the world population to very low levels, and we were rapidly
loosing that war. The Russians were laughing at us with all the rage of a hyped up
wrestler who is accustomed to winning. Russia had never been defeated, but they might
defeat us. In fact, the President became terrified that the Russians might light the nuclear
fire when our fortunes are low, as they had been at the time when the financial markets
were in the process of crashing. He suddenly saw the tables turned with Russia riding
high, and the West reeling in trouble.

The awakening that the Cold War was actually real, came to me as a shock right in
the middle of the most exciting period of my life. It stirred not a gentle awakening. I had
seen the Russian tanks in great numbers in East Germany. They were there to be
deployed in the aftermath under the Ogarkov Plan for waging and winning a nuclear
strike against Western Europe. I had ignored the tanks that I saw, as though they didn't
exist in the real world. Tanks in the countryside have little meaning against everyone's
heralded devotion to peace.

Even when Steve and Ushi had confirmed what I knew about the Ogarkov Plan, I
had remained unmoved. It seemed like a bad dream then that any group or country could
be depraved enough to desire world domination at the risk of global destruction. It
appeared that the Soviets did fit into this category. Of course they were not playing their
own game. I knew that. They were playing someone else's game. They were playing the
game that they were coerced into playing. Against this background the Ogarkov Plan had
sounded more like a clever mystery novel, rather than a serious component of
international policy. Maybe it was its scope, its science-fiction nature, which had cast the
whole thing into a light that didn't touch me as anything real. But this perception changed
that morning.
On the morning when I was on the plane coming home from Washington
something had clicked in my mind that caused my carefully preserved world of placid
illusions to fall apart. We were indeed loosing the Cold War.

When a stewardess passed out the usual newspapers after takeoff, I asked for the
Washington Post. In the financial section, a two-column headline said something about a
systemic banking collapse. I didn't even know for sure what this meant.
In June, the largest Bank of America had reported a slight operating loss, a month
later heavy losses with a warning that the whole financial industry was so deeply in
trouble that the entire pyramid could be tumbling down once reality would move people
instead of their illusions. The writer of the article found it alarming that the world's
largest banks were in dire straits, but he found it even more alarming that their stock still
kept on rising sharply in value, and that this pattern was visible everywhere. The Dow
had been on a continuous upswing for years in total disregard of the economic facts. Steel
production had slumped by a whopping 70% during this timeframe, so the article warned.
The machine tool and farm equipment industry fared not much better. While everyone
was talking about a recovery, the article noted that production plants, mills and blast
furnaces were being torn down all across the USA. The gap in lost production was filled
with imports. Household names of America's farm equipment sector, like International
Harvester, John Deere, Allis-Chalmers, which once stood synonymous with American
prosperity, were fast on the way to becoming relics of history.
I put the paper down and shook my head. The Russians must be laughing at us, I
kept thinking. I remembered the uproar some time ago, when US Steel dynamited its
flagship operation, the National Tube Plant in McKeesport, Pennsylvania. They said that
this became necessary after years of depressed prices, when steel production became
unprofitable in the post-industrial-society era, the era of the brave new irrational world.
The Russians could just as well have bombed the place. The result would have been the
same. This time the global oligarchy, that hates prosperity as a threat to its existence, had
chosen a more novel approach than war. It had somehow managed to get the American
people to blow up the plant themselves. They were calling the USA checkmate, without
having taken one single pawn in the game. They were the great chess masters for sure.
This insanity had defined the battle for us in a war that we were close to loosing.

No sooner had I laid the paper down, which had told the ugly story, that I picked it
up again. A sub-headline glared at me; "Two out of Three trillion in loan assets are
worthless!"
The writer insisted that this was only the tip of the iceberg of the economic chaos,
considering the tight interdependence of the entire economic strata. With basic industries
collapsing and unemployment forcing defaults on mortgages amidst slumping prices,
mortgage loans became worthless, and the trend was having a ripple effect that was just
beginning to gather momentum.
I laid the paper down again. The banking crisis was undoubtedly real. It all made
sense. I recalled the chaos when Bell and Beverly went under, with paper assets of over
five billion. Deregulation and bad management had been blamed for the failure. This,
suddenly, looked like a shameful excuse. There was a pattern behind this spreading wave
of disaster that the article brought into focus.
The Ogarkov Plan came to mind again, and its possible connection with the worldfinancial disintegration. It seemed logical to me that before an adversary could even dare
to think of waging a war against a military giant like the USA, it would first have to bring
the giant to its knees. This, of course, the article didn't say. The fact, however, was clear.
According to the article, the once proudest of all giants, the mighty USA, lay dying,
financially and economically wounded from within.

That morning I remembered fondly the days when the USA had boldly dictated its
terms to the Soviets under threat of its vast economic, military, and nuclear weapons
superiority. This threat had decayed to a whimper and was about to decay even more. All
that America had left, that it could count on in a situation of war, was its vast nuclear
weapons arsenal, and even that it could no longer claim as being superior, if indeed the
concept of superiority applies in a game centered on the thousand-fold redundancy in
society's capability to destroy everything that it depends on. The paper didn't mention that
either. The article was narrow in scope and written as though disaster was descending out
of the blue, but had no consequences.
I don't know if my hands were trembling, or whatever it was that caused the
gentleman next to me to comment that it couldn't be that bad.
"Do you think it might be possible that the USA is losing the Cold War?" I asked
him.
He just laughed and said that this was the biggest joke he'd heard in years.
Of course, he could laugh. He hadn't seen any of the 46,000 tanks of the Soviets.
They weren't all built merely for defense. I tried to imagine the huge size of such a force,
ninety times the immense column of 500 tanks that I had seen in East Germany. I couldn't
imagine it. I asked him, "Why would a nation need a Wartime Commander-In-Chief, as
the Soviet's have, unless it was in a state of war already?"

It was totally clear to me, suddenly, that if any power intended a war in the nuclear
age, where the real battles will be fought in minutes, all the preliminary battles must be
fought below the surface. They must be fought to shift the balance of power to such an
extent that a limited nuclear war becomes possible, decisive, and survivable, whatever
that might mean. Towards this aim an adversary would want to employ all possible
means for quietly destroying his opponent from within, utilizing whatever selfdestructive systems exist within his opponent's society to facilitate its self-destruction.
I suddenly remembered the arrogant speeches that were made in the 60s and 70s
glorifying the controlled depopulation of the planet, the speeches that were 'sung' in many
'royal' houses and in the halls of noble institutions. One of these had an ugly motto, as I
recalled. The motto was, "The world has cancer, and that cancer is man." I had seen the
motto on banners. The banners had been real.
Everything became so plain, suddenly, and so simple. Why hadn't I made the
connection before? I had seen the tanks, the guns, and the grim determination. I had felt
the tension. We had been at war for years. I had been on enemy territory when I visited
East Germany. This enemy had been created in order to help facilitate the unfolding of a
vastly more-destructive conflict, a nuclear conflict that the Soviets were groomed to
ignite, and had hoped to win. They were groomed by the Western imperial oligarchy that
hates the advance of civilization, as if it is a plague. The imperials were determined to
'cure' that 'plague,' as they referred to civilization. Of course they were right in their
assessment, because an advancing humanist civilization is a mortal threat to the existence
of empires - a threat that no empire can survive. Thus, they were fighting to survive,
fighting against civilization, no matter the cost to mankind.

With this in mind, the Ogarkov Plan emerged with a new and still more ugly face,
a face that smiled at unemployment lines, starvation, and diseases. So it made perfect
sense to see a newly appointed chairman of the US Federal Reserve initiating a collapse
of the world economy with loan shark interest rates, which hurt not only the U.S.
economy, but also the economies of its allies.
I was shocked. Actually I wasn't shocked by the fact that the Russians had gone so
far as they had gone under the Ogarkov Plan. I was shocked by my blindness. The war
had been going on right in front of my eyes, while I practically forced myself to deny
what I had seen with my own eyes. Damn!!! It should have been plain. The imperial
connection with ties into Russia, was visible everywhere. I saw it in congressional fights
against the SDI and against the MX missile. I saw it in cuts in scientific research budgets,
cuts in health care programs, cuts in social programs, and cuts in education. Also I was
sure that if I looked close enough, I would probably see many trails leading also to
Moscow from every single major policy formulating institution in the Western World,
forcing Russia into lock step. Thus standing behind Moscow, carefully veiled, I saw the
Western financial oligarchy, the world-empire, manipulating its puppets.

That's what I saw. In fact, Moscow's link with the drug trafficking organizations
were no longer a dark secret at this time, only the reason behind these links was no longer
talked about openly. When countless youngsters were destroying themselves on the
streets at the imperial oligarchy's pleasure, it was said to be an American social problem.
Oh if it only was that! Then the problem could have been easily solved.
The reason why the existence of these links had gone by me unnoticed, was likely,
that they had never before threatened my dinner table. If the banking collapse was but
another component of the widening war against humanity, then the article was certainly
right that the economic collapse of the USA would start a new and rapidly accelerating
trend of collapse of the entire world economy, especially that of the Western World.

I read the article four times before the plane landed that morning. I found it hard to
believe that I had been so blind to the facts as they were unfolding before my own eyes.
I took a cab from the airport, as usual, but I stopped first at my bank to withdraw
all I had on deposit and to collect my Trytech stock from the safety-deposit box, which I
sold at the nearest over-the-counter agent. I cashed the check immediately, all two
thousand dollars.
It was almost eerie how normally and efficiently the banking system still operated.
Everyone was polite. The requests were promptly filled with a smile and without any
questions asked.
"Have a happy holiday," said the teller as I re-counted the money.
God, I wished I could have told the teller what I feared! But neither she nor anyone
else would have taken me seriously. The girl behind the counter probably had never seen
a tank, much less five hundred of them in one endless line shaking the Earth with the
thunder of their iron treads. Could anyone really understand what had dawned on me?
Could they comprehend what was going on, they, whose noses hadn't been forced right
down beneath the glossy facade of those things that are so lovely American and normal?
I stowed the money in my briefcase, and left like a thief with an uncomfortable
feeling that I had done something terribly immoral. When the bank's heavy glass doors
closed behind me, I stepped sadly away from this palace of gilded facades and ribs of
stainless steel, with a feeling that this day marked the end of a wonderful era. The world
seemed to have changed suddenly. Nothing had the same meaning anymore. The gold
had become tarnished. The lies were shining through. We were on the brink of the
greatest depression ever to be experienced, possibly leading to nuclear war! Damn! No
one on the street seemed to be aware of it.

One thing I had to do right away. I had to turn the cash into food as fast as
possible. Except how does one explain a thing like that to someone like Sylvia, who finds

it difficult to face far less incredible treacheries? And after that, what is one to do with all
that food?

Sylvia was not impressed. She feared for my sanity. How could she possibly
comprehend the reasons for my fears? Nor should she have had to deal with these things.
She had too many fears of her own to deal with, just then. An earlier medical checkup
had revealed a cancer, which had been removed. Now she found out that the doctors had
not been able to get all of it. This meant that more of the affected organ had to be
removed.
On top of all that it turned out that on the day before Sylvia's surgery had been
scheduled I had been ordered to leave on another mission to the East, a mission that grew
out of the unfolding financial collapse, which made the mission infinitely more critical
than any of my previous missions. I was ordered to meet Steve, to query him on Russia's
response to the Western Economic collapse, according to what he may have heard
through the channels of his far-flung network of academic friends and associated
institutions. Fred felt that this query through the back door would yield far-more truthful
information than open diplomacy would. His bosses had agreed. Thus my mission
became a critical national security mission, which, as Fred had pointed out, was suddenly
of such great importance that it might become the "key factor for America strategic
response to the unfolding crisis," as he had put it. The Mission had become so urgent
overnight, according to Fred, against the perceived background of the deteriorating
financial situation that the nuclear first strike option was put on the table as a possible
option to prevent a potential nuclear attack from Russia in the shadow of the western
internal turmoil over the economic crisis that had been long in the making and which now
had finally erupted as everybody had expected it would, since a defective system is
bound to collapse. "The stakes are that big," said Fred, when he handed me the mission
papers that he personally came to Pittsburgh to deliver.
My response was one of utter disbelief. Everything that happened suddenly had
become surreal, as if the world had changed so dramatically that the old yardstick no
longer applied. I also knew that Fred's request for my compliance was just as real, and the
reason for it was real, but so too, was Sylvia's situation. Having her in major surgery for
possibly half a day with me being out of town was unthinkable. It was so unthinkable that
it became 'unreal', as it couldn't possibly happen, even while I knew it had to happen. Our
situation had become as 'unreal' as the crisis itself had become, and America's potential
first strike response had become 'unreal.'

"What a 'giant' of a woman do you think Sylvia is, that she can deal with all that,
which I can't really fathom myself?" I said to Fred when he told me that I had to go, and
relayed the reasons for it. Fred was my closest ally in the service, my boss and my
friend. "How can you possibly expect Sylvia to handle the ordeal of major surgery, being
alone?"

"I don't have an answer to that," said Fred, "which is all secondary under the larger
circumstances. "But I do have a ticket in my hand that says that you have been booked on
the first commercial flight leaving tomorrow morning."
I looked at the ticket. I looked for the departure time. I would be in the air at the
very time that Sylvia was scheduled to be operated on. I would not be able to be near her
in her hour of fears. To do such a thing, to run away on a diplomatic mission while she
would be under the knife, seemed unforgivable. Nothing excused it even though I had a
great load of my own fears to deal with. With that I had burdened her even more. I was so
deeply ashamed of myself for this entire situation, which I stood so helpless against, that
I couldn't even cry. All that I could do was smile in the midst of the unfolding tragedy.
I looked at Fred and shook my head. I reached out to hand the ticket back. But he
wouldn't take it. He shook his head. He didn't smile anymore.
"At least stay with Sylvia while I am away," I said.
"I can't do this either," he said. "I have to get back to Washington for the same
reason that you have to go."
"No, Fred, there is one imperative that is greater," I said firmly.
"Sylvia needs our support, one way or another," I said just as firmly, pressing the
ticket to his chest. "In the case at hand, the needs of the one outweigh the needs of the
many."
Fred shook his head again.
"The Universe is One," I said firmly. "No one can live outside the Universe. The
concept of an 'outside' is invalid. Principle and its idea is One, and this One is allinclusive. This is why the needs of the one outweigh the needs of the many, because if we
cannot acknowledge the principle of the Universe in the small, and apply it there, man to
man, and heart to heart, we don't have a hope in hell to apply it universally. It's the same
principle that meets the needs of the many, which meets the needs of the one. If it
wouldn't do this, then the principle would have no value and be defective, and we would
be wasting out time in trying to apply it. Then we would have no hope. But we do have
hope, because there is no such thing as an 'outside.' There is only one Universe, one
Principle, and a singular Humanity, and we are all part of this universal One in which all
of our needs can be met. If you would stay with Sylvia to meet her critical need, I would
be free to meet the larger needs." I continued pressing the ticket envelope against his
chest.
"You are inviting me to stay with your wife while you are out of town?" said Fred
in a tone of astonishment.
"The imaginary boundary that would create an 'inside' and an 'outside' has no
foundation to stand on," I said to him. "There is no inside or outside. As human beings
you and I are brothers, first and foremost. That's the principle for which the needs of one

outweigh the needs of the many, because they are the same under this principle.
Individually we have centers for affection in our life, but their respective spheres can
overlap and should do so. In the case at hand, the principle for meeting the presently great
need demands that our spheres do overlap. On this platform all of our needs can be met."
Fred shook his head again.
"I can see no other option," I said quietly. "I can't turn the principle of the Universe
upside down and rush off to meet the needs of the many while leaving Sylvia high and
dry in one of the most critical times in her life. That's fascism. I can't subject Sylvia to
fascist consequences. The world has suffered far too many of those consequences of the
'difficult choices' as we call those steps of insanity that get us onto the train to fascism.
This stops here. While whole world is riding this train to hell, the game must stop. The
entire train has to stop. And it will stop when under the principle by which the needs of
the one outweigh the needs of the many. This principle furnishes the only platform on
which the needs of the many can be met without the 'difficult choices' of fascism attached
to it."
I saw tears forming in Fred's eyes. He gradually began to nod. "I will stay with
Sylvia," he said moments later in a quiet tone. "Washington will have to make do without
me. Besides, we do have telephones in this country."
In response I took the ticket back and put it onto my study table. "Isn't it amazing
what we can accomplish as human beings," I said.
Fred nodded. "Let me speak with Sylvia, first," he added quietly.

Chapter 3 - Unity.
Oh, it is true what people say, that it never rains but pours when one is not
prepared for it. Fred had arrived on our doorstep that noon, holding in his hand those
urgent orders for me to go to Germany to contact Steve, to urge him to query his contacts
in Russia about the Russians' reaction to the unfolding financial crisis in the West. The
urgency of Fred's order had made my fears even more real to Sylvia, and so they added
another weight to the tragedy of her own situation. She had to deal with the possibility
that the financial system might break down while I was out of the country. With Fred's
promise to stay with her she appeared to sense that she wasn't abandoned and alone at the
most critical moment in her life while struggling in hospital undergoing major surgery.
In the way that Fred spoke to her I began to recognize that he was actually fighting
with himself to acknowledge that the principle that fulfills the needs of the many has
indeed no value if it doesn't fulfil also the needs of the one, whereby the fulfilling of the
needs of the one become recognized as a key element in fulfilling the needs of many.
Fred didn't speak about this directly, as evidently the weight of the recognition was still
unfolding in his mind, even while the spirit of it became increasing evident as he tried to
assure himself that by supporting her critical needs he was indirectly fighting in support
of our larger mission that could not be allowed to fail. It seemed that he took the
challenge on as something that he stood not as powerless against as in the big arena, but
could 'sink his teeth in' to make this work by taking the sting of pain out of an exploding
crisis.

"It is vital for us to know whether the Soviet Government is inclined to hit us with
a nuclear strike when the chips are down in the West," said Fred gently in an effort to
give her a sense of the severity of the crisis and the urgency of my task. He handed her
another envelope. It contained a civilian airline ticket for a Lufthansa flight leaving 7:00
A.M. the next morning. He explained to Sylvia that he didn't know that she couldn't join
me on the mission.
Sylvia started to cry, quietly, bitterly. "This can't be happening," she uttered
between a stream of tears. "I'm undergoing the biggest medical procedure in my entire
life, tomorrow."
She turned to me. "I need you to be with me at my side. You can't go away, not
tomorrow."
"I can't hand the mission back to Fred," I said quietly. "I can't turn my back to the
whole world for the seriousness of the situation." I explained the reason why it was
serious, and critical also for her own life too.
"Send somebody else, please!" she said to Fred.

Fred sat down beside Sylvia and shook his head. "I wish I could," he said, "but
there is nobody else in the entire world who can do this mission. Pete knows the people.
They trust him. I wish I had a dozen people like Pete, who could take on these kinds of
missions. But I only have one. We have to struggle through this together. I can't stop the
world. I wish I could. All that I can do is stay with you and support and help you in any
way I can. I am urgently needed in Washington, but I'll stay here with you. I'll do this for
you, though I probably shouldn't be away from Washington in this time of crisis."
"I have urgent needs, too," Sylvia replied, crying again.
She turned me. "Can't you understand my situation too? I'm facing a huge medical
procedure that will put me under the knife for four hours. I'm scared of what might
happen."
She turned to Fred. "And now you want to take Pete away from me too, and for
what? Can't this be done by phone?"
Fred shook his head. He began to cry, too. He understood both sides, and I
understood his, but all this apparent understanding didn't prevent all three of us from
crying. We all knew this couldn't be handled by phone.
"The President's advisors have already urged the President to launch a pre-emptive
nuclear strike," said Fred, when the tears had subsided. "His advisors are determined to
force the President to prevent the Soviets from taking advantage of the financial
disintegration in the West. It took all the diplomacy that a number of people and I could
muster to persuade the President to hold back until the results from this mission are in. In
this war of nerves, a single day is critical. Thank God we have this connection that Pete
established with Steve. It may have bought us one more day to the prevent the worst."
Fred turned to Sylvia, "We've got no options for this reason. Pete has to go. If Pete
won't go, I don't know what will happen. He has to be on the first commercial flight
tomorrow morning. He can't go by special transport. This would tip them off, which
might put Pete in danger and spoil the whole mission. This, then, would wreck our last
hope."
"Isn't it possible to delay the surgical procedure by a day or two?" I interjected.
"Can't this be done for national security reasons? A word from Washington can move
mountains. Can't something be done along this line?"
Fred shook his head. "Getting Washington involved like this would be like
erecting a billboard on Times Square advertising your secret mission," Fred replied.
After a while Sylvia stopped crying. We both packed our bags. Fred stayed around
and organized something for dinner to give us time for one last walk together before the
sunset.

The next morning's parting was a sad occasion. Sylvia was half-asleep still when
my time came for me to leave. We didn't even wake Fred, who stayed in the spare
bedroom for the night. We both wanted to be alone for this sad farewell. We kissed and
wished each other well with a gentle kiss and a smile. I knew that by the time I would be
in the air, her surgery would begin. She soon fell asleep again. She didn't have to get up
for another half-hour.

The weather was clear that day. Luckily I had a seat by a window and on the side
of the aircraft from which I could see the hospital where her greatest trial was about to
begin, probably at the same time that the plane flew by.
As Fred had promised, he, and also Tony, would have brought Sylvia to the
hospital by then in my stead and have remained there with her. I felt grateful for their
doing this for Sylvia. A friend of her also promised to be there with her. Still, I should
have been there too, being with her instead of flying away. I felt like a traitor. I was
leaving her alone in the most critical hour of her life. I had tears in my eyes when I could
no longer see the hospital from the air that had been visible only for a few minutes. Soon
the city itself receded into the background of the world.
I pressed my face tight against the window to look as far to the rear as I could, but
minutes later there was nothing of the city left in view. All that I could do was lean back
into my seat after that and close my eyes to be with her. I realized that in spirit I could be
there with her. And so I was. In spirit I was not running away. I knew that physical
distance isn't really an obstacle to thought, and the zero-distance reality that we had
begun to experience towards one-another. In thought we could still touch each other. I
remembered her smile and her kiss of the morning's farewell. I remembered Helen's
lateral lattice of hearts where no one exists outside the universe of the bonds of Love.
"Oh God, take care of her," I prayed in the shadow of my far too feeble understanding of
the principle of Helen's construct of the lateral-lattice imagery. However, one aspect of
what Helen had told me about her experience in observing the lattice coming to light,
suddenly jolted me. Helen had seen in this lattice the principle reflected by which the
needs of the one outweigh the needs of the many, by which her friend's needs had been
supplied in his critical period of a similar manner, likewise during surgery.

By the time we had reached cruising altitude, when the seat belt signs were turned
off, a kind old gentleman sitting in the seat beside me asked if my tears were for someone
special whom I had left behind.
I nodded. "She should have been here with me, or I should have been back there
with her, waiting in the hospital," I said quietly.
"Physical space does not separate people," the man replied. "Only people can do
this. They do it in their mind."

I told him that this didn't seem logical to me, though I sensed it was true.
"It is provable," he replied.
"How?"
"All right, tell me in which century did Solon of Athens, the great reformer grow
up in? And in what century did the great Confucius begin his renowned reform-teaching
in China?"
I couldn't answer him.
"They both lived in the sixth and fifth Century BC, respectively," said the man.
"This means that the kind of thinking that brought about the Greek cultural revolution,
which eventually set the stage for the development of Christianity, was echoed in all
essential aspects in far away China in the form of the famous Confucian ideology. There
also exists a close similarity between the Confucian and the Christian perception of the
worth of the individual human being, so much so that one would suspect collaboration.
But this couldn't have happened. The two regions of the world had been essentially
isolated from one-another at the time."
He asked, "Was that a coincidence?"
I shrugged my shoulders.
"No, my friend that was not a coincidence," he said, "it couldn't have been,
because the same sort of thing happened again many centuries later during the next major
cultural development period, the period of the Golden Renaissance. At the exact identical
timeframe that the Golden Renaissance began in Europe, the greatest cultural
development period began half way around the world in the Andes of South America,
with the development of the Inca culture. Many of the aspects of civilization that came
with the development of the Renaissance, were found reflected in the development of the
Inca culture, regardless of their vast geographical separation. The similarities are such,
that one would again suspect collaboration between the two cultural developments, had
the areas in which they occurred not existed in total isolation from one-another."
He pointed out that this happened prior to Columbus discovering America. "The
undeniable coincidence of great cultural developments occurring simultaneously in
geographically isolated regions of the world, and for this to happen repeatedly, points to
the existence of a universal unity that binds all humanity into one. This unity is barely
recognized to exist. Much less is it understood. It appears to be a dimension of our
universe that we are but faintly aware of, the spiritual dimension. There have been
experiences of spiritual healing reported throughout the ages, amazing experiences that
should not have been possible. They totally defy what we understand about biological
processes and probabilities, but they happened. Apparently they happened in all cultures,
spanning a vast range of time from the ancient shamans to the modern Christian
Scientists. We found them happening in the hidden jungles of the world, and on the
streets of America."

I agreed with the man that we have barely begun to discover the human dimension.
The man suggested that these occurrences were sufficient proof for one to
recognize that separation and isolation are indeed invalid concepts.
"Are you saying that we, as human beings, are living in a spiritual universe where
distance and isolation in space and time do not apply?" I asked.
He shook his head. "I look for something higher than that," he said. "I see us
grander than that. In my perception, we are completely spiritual beings coming to light at
the present stage in a material form, unfolding in a material universe, but endowed with a
humanity that is totally spiritual. This humanity is our Soul, the divine Soul. It is also our
love, the divine Love. We are bound to our humanity with the heart of our love, with
which we uplift ourselves and thereby one-another, and bring light to the world. Spiritual
Law powers all of this. Some call it divine Principle. Ultimately, we are subject only to
that which is the reality of our being, and the higher evidence of that is found in the
spiritual dimension. In that higher dimension of reality, we can never be separated or
isolated. In this reality, God and man are One in being, and that reality defines us all as
One, which we are in Truth. This leaves not a single person out. In this truth, there is but
one I, or Us. There is no separation possible where all is One in being. This oneness is
not just a unity in spirit, but is a practical unity, a concrete unity that reflects the unity of
our humanity. Therefore, the infinite intelligence that we call God, that we all embody in
countless ways, is also reflected in the wisdom and the alertness of the doctors that will
treat your friend," said the man. "So, there is no need to fear," he added. "This truth is
then also reflected in your thoughts as you see your friend endowed with strength and in
the care of intelligence. What you know and understand of this reality, and acknowledge
to yourself, will be reflected in the peace of this hour in which no separation has actually
taken place in truth. If your thoughts are focused on that reality, which I told you about,
then your friend's critical hour will be filled with peace for both of you. It will be an hour
filled with joy, and power."

"This is an interesting concept," I almost whispered, as I pondered his words. "You
said that there is but one I, or Us. In a sense, I think, I have known this for all of my life. I
have always been embracing people in thought, especially women."
"I know you have," the man answered. "And then again, you haven't. You had an
inkling of the idea. You speak of being especially attracted to women. This may be from
an invalid standpoint. Most people seek to create unity, even intimacy, without knowing
that the unity they seek does already exist. It exists as a fundamental principle that
pertains to us all, which unites us into a unity in which we are one in being, which
unfolds individually in individual expression. Unfortunately, most people do not allow
themselves to see this, and feel this."

I could sense that the man was right. I thought of Ushi. I thought of the unity I had
felt with her, and still did. It had existed fully and completely from the first moment on
that we met. I hadn't created it. Nor had she caused it. It had existed like the air that
surrounds us. We had merely discovered it, and had allowed it to unfold, and then had
developed the discovery further and further. It had been the same with Sylvia right from
the start, and it had been the same again with Heather. That unity still existed in thought,
even with Heather, who had walked out of my life, and was probably still felt by her,
wherever she might be. Whatever had stopped the unfolding of that unity, had nothing to
do with anything that is fundamentally true. The unity that we had discovered had not
ceased to exist.

"But you are also a liar," the man said, cautiously at one point. "You said that you
are especially attracted to women. You may have had deep reaching intimacies with
them, but is this special attraction true? My experience tells me that this cannot be true, if
there is but one I or Us. This principle is paramount. You cannot escape from it."
What he said puzzled me.
"Yes, I admit to having had deep intimacies with several women," I said to him, to
prove my point, "but never with men."
"I don't believe this," said the man. "How can you ignore the very thing that is
happening between us right now? I am not a woman, but we share deep thoughts. Now
tell me, to whom do you go routinely when you seek advice, or when you need to share
your innermost thoughts with someone? Give me a name?"
"The name is, Steve," I replied spontaneously.
"Ah, I rest my case," said the man. "This means that you have been lying to me,
admit it. But more importantly, you have been lying to yourself and didn't realize it."
"But how did you know?"
"You told me yourself."
"I told you that I was lying to you? How could I have, if I didn't know it myself?"
"I knew that you were speaking a lye when you said that you were especially
attracted to women, because this limitation is not possible. As I said, the principle that
underlies all being is imperative. No one lives contrary to it, or apart from it. It may be
possible that one is not aware of it, and ignores the evidence, but the fact remains, that
this principle is a real factor in everyone's life."

We spoke about a lot of things along this line, especially about things that are
contrary to this principle, like so many long-standing myths. He brought up marriage as
an interesting case, because the marriage principle acknowledges the deeply natural unity
that exists between men and women, while at the same time the established model of it
rejects the underlying principle of universal unity that the model is founded on. "It rejects
to a large degree, what it should reflect fully. Thus it became an institution that erects
walls and fences between other men and other women," said the man. "Marriage has
become a paradox," he said, "because the isolation that it imposes against others is
contrary to the fundamental principle of being. This is why we have prostitution as the
'oldest profession,' and why people have affairs outside the established model, because
the established model doesn't yet reflect reality. People try to deal with this paradox in
the best way they can. They are struggling to be honest with themselves, to the
fundamental reality of all being, but too often the incomplete model stands in the way. In
many cases this acknowledgment is made at a great peril to the people involved, when the
established marriage laws, which create the paradox, are violated."
He made the point that it doesn't really matter what laws are instituted by society,
including the legalized ownership of human beings by one of another, because these laws
cannot overrule the fundamental principle, that there is but one I or Us, so that no
separation is possible in truth. He said that the artificial laws can only cause people to lye
to themselves when they feel they must claim ownership rights over other people, in
order to protect something, not realizing that what they aim to create for this purpose,
already exists naturally in a much richer fashion and on a much wider scale.
The man said, that marriage is an interesting case. "We don't know how it
developed. The practice is very old. It probably predates the pharaohs of ancient Egypt. It
may have evolved in the earliest times from an honest response to the principle of unity
that forever asserts itself, and reasserts itself. If one adds to this the heightened attraction
between men and women, that is a natural component for assuring procreation, a special
bond may have evolved that was built on respect, affection, even love, which became a
commitment to one-another that reflects the principle of unity that was not so much
understood, as it was felt. This may have resulted in a natural response of honoring oneanother at the grassroots level."
He turned to me, "You must realize that unity by itself is an incomplete concept. It
can only exist as a part of a much larger concept that also includes generosity, respect,
honor, and affection, all of which are kindred aspects of our humanity. If one takes away
any one of these, the rest has no meaning. The discovery of this fact may have been the
original foundation of the marriage bond, and Egypt may have been the place where it
unfolded first, because Egypt was simply the richest place on Earth at the earliest stages
of civilization. Egypt was rich in food, because of the Nile, so that the people had time
and energy to spare for the development of the mind. This opened the door to all kinds of
scientific discoveries, and also to vast stores of knowledge in all kinds of fields. The early
Egyptians may have been the first to discover some aspects of the underlying idea that
God and man are one in being, that there is but one I, or Us. Their discoveries along this
line might have come to light in the same manner as an archeologist uncovers the faint
outlines of a priceless hidden treasure. This usually occurs when the surface dust is

brushed away. The kind of unity that the early Egyptians appear to have established, was
evidently rich with life, respect, honor, generosity, and affection. We find this reflected in
their art, and in the way they honored their pharaohs. We can also see evidence of it
inscribed into the stones of the great temples that they created."
Then the man spoke about the ownership rights that circumscribe marriage today,
which were probably instituted for the protection of the gentle bond that was formed in
the face of competition. He suggested that this might also have been necessary in the
early ages, when the principle of the natural universal unity was not sufficiently
recognized. Even in Jesus' time that larger principle was far from being understood. The
man beside me suggested that this might have been the reason for Jesus' comment on
marriage, 'suffer it to be thus now.' He also suggested that Jesus had made it clear that
this compromise has nothing to do with the fundamental principle of unity, and promised
that the compromise would fall away, when the reality of ones being becomes more fully
understood.
"Don't you think the time has come for society as a whole, to deal with this reality
more fully?" I asked at one point.
"People have dealt with this for centuries and have not understood it. They have
only felt it," said the man after a long period of silence. "That is why prostitution is one
of the oldest professions, and why people have affairs. But they only deal with the
superficial aspects of the principle of unity. They move with some gut feeling, instead of
the imperative of an understood principle. Still, this gut feeling moves them powerfully,
more than we want to acknowledge."

Moments later, the man asked me if I have ever danced the tango. I said yes. "Then
you have been touched by the power of this principle of unity," he said, "of which sexual
intimacy is a valid expression."
He explained that the tango has its roots in the immigrant society of Argentina,
where men had once outnumbered the women forty-five to one. The only intimacy that
many men could experience, was that which they paid for in the bordellos of Buenos
Aires and in other cities. And even there, the competition was stiff. The man explained
that a 'client' was expected to dance at least three times with a prostitute, before the
intimacies could begin. During these dances her client must prove his worthiness. "So
you see, even there," he added, "we have a certain acknowledgment manifested, that
unity cannot truly exist without respect, honor, and affection; acknowledging to some
degree, that all three are one. In fact, generosity appears to be a part of it too, and perhaps
even a major part."
"Out of the competition for intimacy with a woman in the bordellos, for which the
tango was developed," he said, "driven by the force of a deeply underlying principle, the
tango emerged as an art form. It became a unique and sexually enticing style of dancing.
It is said that the competition became so intense between the men that the men could be

seen dancing in the streets, practicing their steps, often alone, or against each other, and
everybody knew what it was for. Apparently there was no shame in it, because the whole
process was built around respect, honor, and affection. And yes, I believe there was a
great deal of generosity interwoven into the process."
He paused a minute, then he added, "this is partly why I couldn't see any validity
in your statement, that you are especially attracted to women, because respect, honor, and
affection have nothing to do with any specific sex."
He almost laughed. "The point is," said the man a while later, "that one cannot
escape the reality of the underlying principle. One may ignore it, especially the deeper
aspects of it, but one cannot get away from this principle. I also know that you are
ignoring a vitally important element of it right now," he said to me. "You are lying to
yourself about one of the deeper aspects of this principle."
We were half way across the Atlantic when he said this.
I assured him that I did not lye to myself.
"No, no, I can see it in your face," he said. "You are afraid of death as a reality.
You are afraid that your friend might die in the hospital back home, and that you will
never meet her again. If you believe this, you are lying against the very truth that you
already know by now. If you could understand the validity of this truth, you would feel
its reality as a powerful force in your life, as powerful as the immigrants in Argentina had
felt the underlying unity between men and women, and had brought this truth to bear in
their situation in whatever manner they could, in order to experience it."
I nodded. I admitted that I was struggling with this fear. In spite of the fact that
Sylvia's operation was not as risky as other procedures are that invade critical areas, I
couldn't help but fear for her life. She had never been a strong woman, physically. The
fear of death had welled up in ever-recurring waves. Each time I had fought it back.
"Death is not a possibility," said the man. "Nothing can break the unity of God and
man, that embraces us all. Nothing will ever change this reality, because it is anchored in
Truth. Life is an aspect of Truth. You shouldn't burden your friend with your fears about
dying. You should acknowledge Life as the reality of your friend's being. No parting can
occur that would contravene the unity of God and man."
"But people do die all the time," I countered him.
"Forget about time and space," said the man, "and explore the principle of timeless
being, and the inseparable oneness of God and our humanity, in which there is no parting
or separation. This principle is imperative. No exceptions can occur that would reverse
the fundamental principle of the dimension of spiritual being. People die only in the
realm of belief. Even in the most ancient civilizations, people had gained a certain sense
of that, especially so in Egypt. Except many cultures have failed to realize that the
oneness of all being, that manifests itself as unity, built on respect, honor, and affection,

is not bound to time and space. It contains no physical elements; by which it could be
limited. People, unfortunately, don't allow themselves to experience that."

As I pondered these things, a great peace came over me that came from knowing
that nothing would, or could, separate Sylvia and me, ever. Only this peace was quickly
replaced with a new fear that suddenly reasserted itself. I remembered Helen's lateral
lattice that represents mankind's universal oneness, as a vast array of human hearts,
supporting one-another in times of individual need. I tried to visualize it, as Helen had
visualized it during a time of crisis, in a process of helping her friend who had been
likewise struggling in hospital. But I couldn't feel the vitality that Helen had seen, and
had understood scientifically, and had brought into everyone's being. Suddenly it dawned
on me that Sylvia's operation would likely be already over at this point of our flight. At
this moment, I realized that a different fear was nagging me. This was perhaps the very
fear that had been nagging me before the flight was even on the agenda, the fear for
which I was on the way to Europe on a mission designed to stop a nuclear war. I told the
man why I had left Sylvia behind.
"So you are prepared to lye to yourself again about this aspect of our humanity,"
the man answered. "There exists no principle that supports a nuclear war, or any war.
Nothing exists that counters the fundamental principle that God and man are one in
being, which unites us all. The fact is, Russia doesn't want a nuclear war, nor does
America, nor does anyone else. This is the truth. Tell this to your President. This must be
the basis of your mission: that you expect nothing to manifest itself that is not founded on
this fundamental principle of unity. There is no need to start a nuclear war, nor any other
war. When people go on a rampage and say, that to kill a Jew or a communist, is like
killing a dog, just like this occurred during Hitler's time, they are not speaking the truth,
they are speaking politically created lies. These lies, alone, create nuclear war, people
don't. These lies have no principle. They are created by a few beast men who are dead
themselves as human beings, who have a special objective in mind. This is why it is so
important that one always goes back to the fundamental principle, that God and man are
one in being, that there is but one I, or Us -- which binds the whole of humanity into one
union across time, space, status, color, creed, sex, and political beliefs, even commitment
to bestiality."

Something bothered me about the man's response. His perception seemed
profound, but narrowly focused compared to Helen's lateral lattice of a universally
interconnected humanity, in which division and isolation of any sort is inconceivable. I
told the man about Helen's concept of the Principle of Universal Love, a love for our own
humanity and all humanity. I told him about those three elements that Helen recognizes
to be represented in this universal lateral lattice: the elements of peace, joy, and power;
with peace being manifest by the universal kiss; with joy being manifest by universal
economic development; and with mankind's power being manifest by science.

The man looked at me perplexed. Then his face lit up. "What you are talking about
is an infinite concept," he replied. "What I have been talking to you about is a minute
kernel of one of the three elements, the element of power. I have been talking about an
aspect that unfolds with scientific development in the spiritual domain. Religions divide
humanity. Nevertheless, we are a spiritual species. We are sentient; highly intelligent; we
can discover and understand complex phenomena; we can understand them scientifically;
we can be creative; write music, poetry, drama; we are also creatures of love, joy, honor,
integrity. These are all spiritual qualities. They have no material dimension. They are
uniquely human qualities without an equal in the universe. Being human qualities, they
are subject to development on a scientific basis. However, these are only the generally
acknowledged spiritual qualities of our humanity. Who can tell what further spiritual
qualities and spiritual dimensions are inherent in our humanity that we are not even aware
of as yet? It is absurd to believe that we have reached the limit of our understanding, even
of ourselves."
He paused. "In real terms we don't know anything yet, because we tend to block
our door to discoveries," he said moments later. "The force of gravity is an example.
According to nuclear physics it shouldn't exist. All matter is understood to be nothing but
constructs of fast moving points of energy, and energy has no mass in itself. So where
does the mass come from? And where does the force come from that causes a mass to
have a hold on another mass, like the Sun has a hold on the Earth? No physical link has
been discovered by which a form of physical mass has a hold on another mass no matter
how far apart they exist. No shielding has yet been discovered to break this infinite hold.
And this is where the problem lies. We look for physical causes standing behind a
physical effect, and thereby we close our mental horizon to all other potential causes,
especially those that are not physical in nature. In order to understand what is really going
on, we need to break out of our mental self-strangulation? To the degree we do this, the
horizon becomes wider for us."
"Gravity isn't an enigma on the wider horizon," I interjected. "Gravity exists,
because the Universe wouldn't exist without it. It is a phenomenon of intention.
Everything in the Universe starts with the phenomenon of intention. The intention
becomes reflected in universal principles. We discover the principles, but we ignore the
intention that is expressed in them. And so, we are puzzled with enigma after enigma."
The man just smiled as I said this. "And what controls the intention?" he said to
me. "There is an amazing intelligence at work here. The intelligence is reflected
everywhere. There is not a single iota of anything in the Universe that is self-existent.
Nothing exists that is not subject to the harmonizing spirit of the all-encompassing
Intelligence that determines the principles of the Universe and their outcome. And this
includes us, too. No one is self-existent. Even what we call biological evolution is
nothing more than the universal development of the one organism that is the Universe'
infinite self, and by reflection our divine, boundless self. And so, we are not isolated.
Nothing in the Universe goes through the development process in lone isolation without
benefiting the whole, for the simple reason that the universe is one single whole. That's
what an organism really is. It is an organization of individual elements, such as individual

molecules, or individual biological cells, or individual sovereign persons. In the organism
of our body, all cells exist in a subjective role to its organization."
"Are you saying that this applies also to us as individuals of a society?" I
interjected.
"That's exactly what I am saying," said the man emphatically. "The Universe is a
universe of Principle. The same principle is visible everywhere. We find it reflected in
different forms perhaps, but it unfolds uniform in essence. It applies socially, just as it
applies biologically. A biological organism is essentially a society. It is a society of cells.
We see the same principle reflected there that we see reflected in our larger society, and
vice versa. We are interlocked in both realms. While it is probably correct to say that the
DNA coding that we carry in each of the cells in our body contains the blueprint of our
body's entire architecture, we also recognize that there is a certain specialization of the
cells happening that determines the individual cell's relationship to the whole. The
specialization appears to be determined by the cells' intercommunication with one
another. The leading-edge researchers now recognize that over 90% of the DNA's
functions involve bio-acoustic, bio-chemical, and bio-electric signaling between the cells.
Through these, the organizational patterns are expressed, so that an eye appears in the
right form and at the right place, and is maintained there and is constantly being renewed.
There are vastly intelligent processes involved in the DNA processing that shapes the
unfolding of life. None of these evidently happened accidentally, but involve states and
stages of intentions and their expressions in myriad forms. Some researchers suggest that
only 3% of the DNA functions are devoted to actual protein manufacturing. In the same
sense, we, as individual persons, are also the constituents of the larger, universal
organism of mankind. Like the cells are in constant communication with each other, so
are we as spiritual beings in a constant intercourse with one another, whether we like it or
not. There are spiritual pathways in operation that we often experience, but have not yet
explored. Many stories have been told, of people having felt the impact of extraordinary
events happening to people close to them, while they were physically separated by vast
distances, in some cases extending half way around the world. This tells me that we are a
single humanity. We don't exist separate from one another. And we naturally support
one-another in this unity."
"Isn't sexual attraction an example of this constant intercommunication that we
really cannot get away from?" I interjected. "My friend Steve thinks this has a powerful
purpose. He says that it exists as an expressed intention to draw us closer to one-another.
The more our culture advances, the more we depend on one-another. He seems to think
that sexual intimacy plays a powerful role in creating a cooperative and supportive
intimacy in the social, scientific, national, and international environment, even our
feeling to one another as human beings. His take is that sexual intimacy is a vital spiritual
element in the fulfillment of a larger intention that is crucial to our physical existence.
Steve tells me that we are just beginning to discover how vital sexual intimacy is for the
overall functioning of the 'organism of our society' as you have put it, by looking at the
consequences that ensue when critical aspects are amputated, that diminishes the sexual
intimacy."

"You are referring to the circumcision," said the man, "aren't you? I am well away
of the serious nature of the consequences."
He explained that the consequences of the sexual amputation have shaped the
nature of the Jewish culture for millennia. "Vast consequences are involved, resulting
from the circumcision," said the man, "with effects that have led to the almost universal
persecution of the Jewish people, and the expulsions of them from many towns and lands,
endlessly repeated for centuries. The expulsion of the Jews from Spain, and the
murdering of them by the Inquisition, or the mass-extermination of them in the Nazi
holocaust in later times, are just examples of the extended effects of the circumcision on
people. These tragedies are not responses without a cause, but are reflections of a deepmoving impetus, that like a disease, has festered for centuries. And the tragedy is
widening. More than half a billion Muslim men now live as circumcised victims. Your
own country, my friend, has more than a hundred million men circumcised. Some
researchers call the psychological consequence of the victims, having been deprived of a
large portion of their sexual sensitivity, culturally inherited mass-disorders. The disorders
are recognized by a variety of well-defined symptoms. And the outcome, my friend, is
tragic. Just look at the Middle East. We have three circumcised cultures locked into an
endless war against each other, the circumcised Jews, the circumcised Muslims, and the
circumcised Americans."
"It didn't used to be like that," I interjected. "America was once a free country."
"The concept of freedom that you speak of, doesn't exist anymore in America,"
said the man in a quiet tone. "The masters of empire hate the concept. It interferes with
their game. They pull the strings and watch their puppets dancing. That's the freedom you
are allowed to have. But would the American society be dancing as it does, if it hadn't
been conditioned for the dance by the circumcision that has cut deep to the very core of
its social fabric? Now guess under whose influence America became circumcised in the
first place. The force for it came from the center of empire through the conduit of
Atlanticism in the wake of World War II. And as for the Muslim victimization, this was
evidently intentional too. The masters of empire have long maintained an Arab Bureau,
going farther back in time than anyone can remember, specifically targeting Islam. The
empire's connection with the Jewish culture, and with the utilization of its people as selfconditioned pawns, has a long history indeed, as long as the history is of the modern
scourge of empire itself. Most likely, none of the great wars in modern history would
have been possible without the circumcision. Nor would the notion of empire still exist
on this planet, without it. This vast body of accumulated tragedies, my friend, shows how
vital sexual intimacy really is for the functioning of a civilization."
"We see its value reflected in what is lost without it," I interjected.
The man nodded. "But ultimately you cannot judge its value that way," he said,
and continued in the same quiet tone. "Sexual intimacy is a part of the development of
society's inner self. That's how its value must be measured. I think society is beginning to
recognize this, faint as the recognition may still be. We are beginning to recognize its
value on the road of scientific progress. More and more it is becoming apparent that the

ruling dictators in the world are not isolated archetypes, but are reflections of a society
self-imagined incapacity for freedom, reflected in society's failure in governing itself, in
organizing itself, in recognizing its inherent power and humanity. Dictatorship is a form
of psychic tyranny that fosters a lack of responsibility and the neglect of human freedom,
causing society to beg to be ruled. There is no intimacy left in society. Rape results
without intimacy. The tyrants latch on to this permissiveness. And so, they are not
isolated from us, but are tyrants by permission. They are a reflection of us, as we see
ourselves. They are one of us. The tyrants are a reflection of our fear and apathy,
collectively, and our hatred, which are all symptoms of our failing to love, and mostly of
our failing to love ourselves. Until we can heal ourselves of this failing, we remain stuck
in these endless cycles that depress our happiness, that shred our rights as human beings,
and imprison us into hierarchical political systems that are rife with cold unyielding
bureaucracies that have less and less to do with human living. While we are working
ourselves out of this trap, progress is slow. Nevertheless, it is slowly becoming
recognized that the acceptance of inferiority in society breeds the acceptance of
superiority that the tyrants depend on. While we are gradually beginning to realize that
we are all essentially one single people with a common divine Soul, the acknowledgment
is lagging, especially considering that the details have many faces, so that many a healing
is yet required. Nevertheless, the trend that I see is set in the right direction. I also think
that we have barely begun in recognizing our selves as one people, so that great freedoms
lay yet before us in our advancing self-recognition. Science recognizes no inherent limits
in the development of the human understanding, especially the understanding of our
spiritual dimension."
"Are you saying with that, that we haven't seen anything yet, in terms of our sexual
development, and the development of sexual intimacy?" I interjected. "Steve sees this
unfolding as steps of experiencing our third sex, our spiritual sex, where the intimacy
becomes even tighter, such as in art, music, science, discovery, creativity, just to name a
few."
"In a sense, we have always known that there is more to be discovered and to be
recognized about our spiritual dimension," said the man. "The resulting speculation has
led to numerous conjectures that gave rise to all the great religions of the world. But they
all became stale, and became lost into the back alleys of single little issues, rather than
driving the development of our universal development. This process remains yet to
happen. For the moment, the religions have lost their purpose, as they no longer fulfill the
ever-growing human needs in a world where human development has stopped. Humanity
stands divided by the multiplicity of its conjectures, over which countless religious wars
have been fought, and more wars might yet be fought, before our inner development has
caught up with the growing human need. We need to get to the truth, which lies beyond
the conjectures that divide us on so many fronts, including the sexual front. And I think
we are making progress. Our conversation right here is a proof of this. And why shouldn't
this truth about ourselves, that we can't yet see, be located and be understood in the
domain of science? Science allows us to search for reality on ever-higher levels of
perception, as we develop hypotheses, and prove the hypotheses, and then supersede
them. Science has become the new name for religion. Sure, science is still strangled with
many lies, superstitions, and false notions, just as the religions have been strangled, but

we are on a new train with a new engine. That's the level from which I have been talking,
from a higher level of scientific development and demonstrable proof. Sometimes it
becomes necessary to resort to old terminology to verbalize the advanced concepts.
Therefore, in essence, what I have said to you earlier is all correct."

I must have stared at him in amazement. He suddenly stopped.
"I think there is a new language being spoken, on the new train," I said quietly.
"The language is that of the Principle of Universal Love. This is new territory. The
development of this language needs to flow from our experiencing the essence of this
principle in our living, and this we have barely begun. This makes the seemingly
incredible that you just presented, to appear credible."
"Oh, you find it hard to believe me," said the man. "I don't blame you. There are
only a few people in the world who talk like I do, who say the things that I say. Scientific
development is not on the agenda yet, especially if it is pursued for its own sake. A few
pioneers fielded some aspects, but those were lost sight of as society didn't reach high
enough at their time to recognize them. Still, the pioneering contributions are a facet of
our humanity too. Scientific development is not in vogue yet. In fact, it is not allowed. It
is suppressed whenever possible, but the march is on. There is a movement afoot. And
the same goes for economic development. Development has become a bad word. Society
has been taught to destroy, to steal, and to depopulate. That's what America's infamous
NSSM200 document is all about. But fewer and fewer people are now riding this train.
You probably heard of NSSM200, and its genocidal objective. It states that America's
goal is to destroy the populations of Africa and in other continents, so that they don't use
up their natural resources that America might need in the future. Therefore, the policy
was concocted to destroy the targeted people's economic potential. The global warming
hoax is used more an more for this purpose, as you may also know. The empire wants
depopulation. It wants it as a means for protecting its existence from a new renaissance,
that no form of empire would survive. Thus, the word, empire, is synonymous with,
genocide. That is what every war of this century has been fought for -- destruction to
inflict genocide. The goal of the masters of empire has always been to destroy the
development potential of mankind, in order to protect the power of empire that exists by
creating universal weakness and poverty in society. That is why America has been set up
to eradicate Russia, and to do this in a process that will wipe out both nations together,
thereby 'clearing' the world of its greatest renaissance potential. And if this fails, surely,
the unseen rulers of the world will set up a different game, in which Russia, America,
China, and the entire Muslim world, will destroy one-another. The only 'game' that is not
being talked about, is economic development, much less global economic development. I
can think of no greater joy than to see such a development happening. But it isn't
happening yet. Still the movement is on. Economic development isn't happening yet,
because too great a portion of society is still living in the old world, the world of empire,
rather than in the world of freedom."

"Today's society appears to live so distant from this goal, that it might as well live
on the moon," I interjected.
"Ah, but I also see a dawning in society, of the recognition that we are all one
people, which is a key turning point towards the freedom of economic development. The
age of monetarism, that is key to empire, is already in the twilight zone. Its mythology is
becoming evermore recognizable. The myth that the privatization of wealth is good, and
creates a rich society, is fast blowing away with the wind. We are nearing the threshold,
even while society still lives at a great distance from its heart and soul. Nevertheless, the
idea is dawning that this separation does not reflect the universal principles of our
humanity. Therefore, the current trip to hell is on the sidetrack already, and will soon be
halted as this track goes nowhere. And let me tell you my friend, going nowhere, is
synonymous with hell, in humanist terms."
"Now I am beginning to understand a bit more of my friend Helen's concept of the
universal kiss, as the element of our peace," I said quietly.
The man just laughed. He also nodded. "Doesn't the universal kiss also extend to
your heart? Kiss your humanity with joy! Those who don't do this will say to you, who
wants peace? They will tell you instead that what people really want is gold, and they
mean, your gold, if you have any. Stealing is easier than building. That's the way people
think whose kiss does not extend to their humanity. The field is presently wide of those
who shun the universal kiss. The bimbo-owners want your gold. There is no kiss in the
bimbo shop. They give a shit about your humanity and anyone else's, and why should
they? Why should they care if people have no kiss for themselves, for their own
humanity? Sex has thereby become a commercial commodity, like soy beans and pork
bellies. At the social level too, a world devoid of the universal kiss, creates windfall
profits for the divorce lawyers."
The man paused. "Universal Love is the great Universal Principle," he repeated.
"That's the kiss within the kiss, that has been scrapped. There is no love left for anybody,
because people have no kiss for themselves as human beings. Even the so-called
scientists are now fighting each other, and they lye to the public. They also lye to each
other. If you want a cause for destroying humanity, all you have to do is go to the
scientists that sold their soul, and there are many of them, and they will give you what
you want for a price. Years ago, a few concerned scientists started a global conference to
talk about what economic developments might be needed for mankind to survive the
coming Ice Age. Guess what happened. In order to prevent any talk about the large-scale
economic development that would be needed to get the world ready for the coming Ice
Age, a bunch of hired scientists came to the rescue of the Empire and created the global
warming mythology. The imperial's moneybags have paid for it all, in full. For a few
jingles in their pocket, many traitors who call themselves scientists, have prostituted
themselves to serve the goal of destroying the global economies in a process designed for
taking away 80% of the world's energy fuels. Just wait and see. All of this madness is
already set up to happen. And it will happen, if no one chooses to stand up for the truth.
People lye, because they have no kiss for themselves as human beings. There is no

intimacy in this scene of lying and stealing. People live millions of miles distant from
their heart and Soul, and from their humanity."
"Yes, and that's how the critical choices are now made in modern times," I
interjected. "People live in sky castles, dreamscapes built on lies."
"Sure they do," said the man. "But all the lies in the world can't prevent the Ice
Age cycles from recurring, as they have with 'clockwork' precision for the last two
million years. The lies only become reflected in society's response to these cycles. The
critical choices that should be made, that would enable a growing world-population to
survive in an Ice Age environment for the next hundred thousand years, are not being
made. Here we face the effects of the paid-for lies. And those effects cannot be avoided."
"The reason is simple, why this happens," I interjected. "Society has been put to
sleep by the potion of greed. Greed takes the joy out of living. Of course, this can only
happen when there is no kiss. Greed darkens the Earth. It is the ultimate killer of
humanity. It is the most potent killer that has ever been invented. And the only power that
stands against it, as far as I can tell, is the power of what my friend calls, the universal
kiss. When people resort to it, as a universal principle, the kiss that they extend to
themselves and to one-another, as a matter of principle, becomes the light of their life."
The man nodded, and completed my reasoning. "The Principle of the Universal
Kiss is the Principle of Universal Love," he said. But, strangely, he spoke in a tone of
mockery this time. "People will hate you for saying that," he said. "You are challenging
their illusions which they cling to with a passion. You are challenging them with the truth
that they don't want to know, and have been carefully taught to reject. In the dark world
of their educated ignorance, the world of the lateral lattice that your friend saw and
experienced in operation is deemed to be a dream of an irrational mind, and more so are
truth and love. They will scoff at you for speaking to them about it, even while this
principle defines the reality of their being. I predict that people will sooner shoot each
other dead, before this advanced concept will be put onto the agenda, even marginally.
The most powerful people in the world, past and present, have devoted their life to assure
that the Treaty of Westphalia that once put the Principle of Universal Love onto the map
in the form of the Principle of the Advantage of the Other, which are both reflected in the
universal kiss, will be eradicated so thoroughly that people will never know that these
principles ever existed in history."

The man became quiet after this. "As for myself," he said, "I find your concept of
the lateral lattice absolutely accurate and beautifully stated. It is the best definition for
universal love that I have ever come across, with elements of peace, joy, and power. I
love the concept of peace as the outcome of the universal kiss. It's brilliant! But will we
see it translated into reality in our lifetime? No, I can't see how this is possible," said the
man. "I know, the unity of humanity is intact, but who will embrace it and go many steps
further than just embracing it?"

"Then you are saying that we will not survive," I said to him. "Without love on the
horizon, we have no hope. When the Anglo-Venetian-American Empire financed Hitler
into power it created a mess that took the entire world six years to clean up. When the
Empire took its next step and urged the construction of the atomic bomb as a terror
weapon for forcing all nations into compliance, it created another mess that the entire
world has not been able to clean up in fifty years, and won't be able to clean up without
the Principle of Universal Love and the universal kiss. Of course, if those bombs go off
before this mess is cleaned up, the resulting 'fire-storm' will likely create a level of
destruction that may take hundreds of thousands of years to overcome. Now tell me again
that you believe that there is nothing that can be done. In this case I have to tell you that
you are mistaken. We will fight for our humanity, and for all humanity. My friends and a
few others, we will fight. Whether we will likely win or loose doesn't change anything
today. We will fight. We will fight for the love of our humanity. We will not betray this
love. Will you join us? Will you acknowledge that we are all one people?"

I told him about our nudist beach project that we were working on. I told him that I
had put up $93,000 to recreate the mental environment of an embrace of our humanity
that is as full and profound as the embrace of the truth would be if the proverbial tree of
false knowledge had never come into play.
He nodded. "We all have to get to this stage," he said. "The process is similar to
peeling an onion. It is the highest form of society's self-education. You peel away the
false concepts and the lies that have been built up over the centuries around us, layers
upon layers. Whenever we begin to shed these layers, even to some degree, a new
renaissance begins. We have seen this again and again. Then the renaissance becomes
again smothered with lies, but the lies become peeled away again and another renaissance
begins. One day the lies will become discredited before they accumulate and cause the
horrific destruction that they always cause. But how close we are to this final point with
the feeble footsteps that are being taken, no one can tell. I wish that I could promise you a
victory. But then, if I did make this promise you would stop fighting, wouldn't you?"

The man never said how far we had already advanced towards reaching this vital
goal. By the time I had brought the subject up we had arrived in Frankfurt.

As soon as I got off the plane everything that the man had said became confirmed.
I telephoned Fred and Tony, who had stayed with Sylvia in the hospital. Fred confirmed
that Sylvia was fine and was recovering in post-op. He said that she would be back home
before I would be back myself.

As I also found out later that day, Steve's answer, too, reflected what the man had
said. Steve told me that the Soviets were not eager to start a war at this stage. He had
heard this from several of his contacts in official channels. He said that neither did the
Soviet's believe that this partial collapse of the West's financial system could be regarded
as a sign that the West itself was about to collapse. Steve said that he had made those
inquires in anticipating what my visit would be required for. Thus he was absolutely
certain, from what he had heard, that the Cold War stalemate would drag on in the same
fashion as it had for all those years already. Steve assured me that this was also the way
he saw things personally. Steve even insisted that I should have seen that too.

Chapter 4 - The Incompetence of the King?
"Steve had brought a newspaper to the park where we met. We met at his favorite
bench in the middle of a wide-open lawn. He pretended to discuss the newspaper with
me.
"Peter, Peter, why did you travel half way around the world just for that?" he
greeted me while he looked at me across the top of his glasses and smiled. "Did you
come across the Atlantic, and across the iron curtain, to hear me telling you what you
already know?"
He reached his hand out. "It is so nice to see you again," he added. "Still, you
could have saved yourself the trouble."
"I'm not here on my own behalf, Steve. The President of the United States of
America is in a terrible bind. He is petrified with fear over the financial crisis. My boss
wants to have your assessment as to what kind of danger we are in as the result of the
financial breakdown in the West. He assumes that you have access to people who know
how this development is perceived in the Soviet Union."
Steve broke into laughter and immediately put the paper down, so as not to give
the impression there was anything that funny in the paper.
"My boss thinks that your network of friends in the scientific world includes
connections to high places. Such a connection would be invaluable in this case. That is
why I have come. Now, with this said, you can tell me what I already know."
Steve began to laugh again. "Are you sure you are not trained as a comedian, rather
than as a diplomat?"
"Don't make jokes about this, Steve. That's serious!" I interrupted his laughter. I
held my hand out until he stopped. "The President is afraid that the Soviets will exploit
the weakness in the West that exploded unto the surface. He is afraid of a nuclear strike.
In fact, he is so terribly afraid that he wants to pre-empt it! The first strike option is on the
table, Steve. I am not joking. His advisors are pushing. They want him to pre-empt a
possible Soviet first strike that they fear may be the Soviets' response to our weakness."
Steve shook his head and laughed again. He folded his paper up and laid it on the
bench beside him.
"If this wasn't so serious, it really would be funny," I said cautiously in a tone of
agreement.
"The man is insane and incompetent," said Steve in reply. "There is an economic
crisis unfolding, and he wants to turn it into a strategic one too. He wants to throw
nuclear weapons around. That is no way to solve an economic crisis."

"I know this, Steve, but how do the Soviets see this thing?"
"They are insane too, but not quite as insane. Remember, it was the West that
pushed them into this nuclear-war standoff in the first place."
"I know this, Steve. But that doesn't answer how the Soviets are viewing our
economic crisis, Steve? The delicate balance of power has suddenly shifted. Will the
Soviets exploit it? Or are they afraid too, wondering if we are crazy enough to do
something stupid to cover up our inability to deal with this crisis? That's the standard
response in the imperial world when things fall apart internally, isn't it? If the imperial's
credibility is on the rocks at home, they make war abroad. That's standard imperial
practice. That's what usually happens, and that's what should be expected in this case, as
an American response. Surely, that's what the Russians should be afraid of ever since
America became an Empire."
Steve just smiled like a father might smile that has to explain to a child for the nth
time what is up and what is down. "Sure there is a little crisis in the making. I hear a few
rumbles in the markets, but that's all, Pete. The situation is not yet acute, and won't be for
some time. We live in the modern world, Pete. We don't live in the dark ages. The USA
is still the greatest economic and military power on the planet. Everybody knows that. It's
not an empire yet and will never be one, though many would desire it. The Soviets know
this. They are not stupid. The big question is; do you know it? And the bigger question is,
do you know what lies in the future if our insane and incompetent President continues to
destroy everything that has been built, that we once represented?"
I shrugged my shoulders, silently.
"If America's economic disintegration continues, the Russians may have cause to
be afraid of in the future," said Steve. "Then they may act rashly, but not now."
I nodded in agreement.
"Tell me, what do you see on the economic front?" Steve asked. "You are an
economist as much as I am, in the way we had talked about it before. You understand as
well as I do that without love in society, there is no economy. So tell me: how much love
do you see? Is there still some love left in society? And how much greed do you see?
Greed and poverty corrupt society and destroy the foundation for its physical existence,
which love would build. Is greed all that you can see? Or is there still some love left? So
tell me Peter, how far has the pendulum swung towards greed, terror, and poverty, and
away from love?"
I told him that I saw a lot of evidence for both poles being represented. I told him
that I still saw a lot of love in society, even while I saw a strong trend towards greed and
poverty, which together threaten to rule the world some day.
"There is your answer," said Steve. "Greed causes people to steal from each other's
living, and as a consequence, people die inwardly as human beings, and the economy
disintegrates as a consequence. Poverty adds to the effect. It impels people to become

greedy by the corruption of fear. If a people loose their Soul as human beings, they are
bound to become fearful. People then become greedy out of fear that they won't survive
in the long run. So they become corrupted. Yes, Peter, I agree, we see a lot of that
happening now. We see the results of this trend getting worse bit by bit. The economies
are beginning to collapse, and the financial system that represents them becomes more
and more a hollow shell. But what do we see on the other side, Peter? Is there any love
left in society that reflects the humanity of human beings? Is there any humanity left that
powers the economies in which people enrich one-another's existence and their world and
their civilization? Is that all gone?"
"It's diminishing," I replied, "but there is a lot of it left."
"So, there's your answer, Peter. Tell your President that he's not facing an acute
economic crisis yet. Tell him that the Soviets see this in the same way. But they, like I do,
see the trend. So tell your President that he still has time to repair the system. Tell him
that he has the opportunity to correct what is leading up to a real crisis that threatens to be
greater than anything he can imagine. Tell him that he can make history, and become a
great President, if he is courageous and takes a stand for the truth. This means taking a
stand for all humanity. That means scrapping the private world-financial system, and
building a comprehensive federal-credit system for the redevelopment of the nation and
by the same process also the redevelopment of the world. Beyond that he needs to
recreate a fixed-exchange-rate system for the world, modeled after the Franklin Roosevelt
originated Bretton Woods System that the USA has stupidly trashed in 1971, and fully
restore the Glass Steagall Legislation that is designed to prohibit banks from becoming
financial derivatives gambling casinos. If he can't do this, he must resign. It's as simple as
that. That's the only sane response to the ongoing worldwide financial and economic
collapse. You can't fix the problem by throwing nuclear bombs around. That's an insane
response. You can only fix the problem by eradicating what caused it. And that's your
task, Peter, the task of America. And you can do this. The principles for doing this exist
now. They have always existed. The Universe exists now. America is a nation of human
beings now, and this puts it into the most powerful position that exists. There is nothing
more powerful in this world than a human being."
"You want the President to be staring all the greedy financial pirates of the world
in the eye and overrule them," I interrupted Steve. "Our President can't do this. He counts
them as his friends. They paid for his election. I think an honest and courageous person
might be able to do this, but not our President."
Steve shook his head again, and laughed. "You are wrong, Pete. You're concerned
with cosmetic issues. The real issue is that our American President doesn't qualify for the
task he's been given, as is proved by his incompetence. He doesn't even know what is job
is. This isn't about small-scale confrontations, Peter, or about his personal ambition to
play King. This is about global leadership. This is about doing what needs to be done to
save civilization and mankind from a Dark Age, that few people, if any will survive.
That's what's at stake. His job as President is to preside over a process of dialog to
achieve this. His job is to bring all the best people of the nation and of the world together
in consultation to discover what is needed to resolve the current paradox that has become

a crisis. He has to do this within the guiding principles of the framework of the nation's
Constitution, especially the General Welfare Principle. If you ask me, the challenge that
he is facing, that the USA and mankind is facing, is way beyond the capability of this
little would-be King. However, if he were to act as a President, setting up a process of
universal consultation within the framework of universal principles, the current little
crisis wouldn't even have come to a head. And this should have been done by the entire
nation already back in the 1960s when the USA was put onto the block to be destroyed.
The plan for that was launched in the 1960s, Peter, with a plan for a big war in Asia that
was designed to initiate the destruction of the USA from within. The masters of empire
selected Vietnam for this. President Kennedy sensed this trend to hell and tried to
counteract it with the Apollo Moon Landing program. When it became apparent that
Vietnam was selected for the big war, he ordered the withdrawal of America's
involvement. For this he was hastily assassinated, while the withdrawal order was
blocked. The next President was a little man, who under the threat of assassination gave
in and let the war unfold. The War started the destruction of America. President Nixon
was elected on the promise of stopping the war, which he did, but he instantly opened a
bigger hole for the vastly deeper destruction of America, and the whole world with it. He
canceled the Franklin Roosevelt originated Bretton Woods System that established fixed
exchange rates between the currencies of the nations. With this cancelled, the worldwide
orgy of the financial derivatives gambling began. The orgy started with the national
currencies becoming abused as gambling chips in a rapidly exploding financial gambling
casino that was run out of London by the forces of the old British Empire. The winnings
for this gambling orgy, of course, had to be born by the national economies worldwide.
That's when the nations began to loose their national sovereignty and became subject to
the governance of the financial pirates in London, called the financial market. The entire
piracy operation was organized out of the City of London, Peter. At the same time when
the Bretton Woods System was torn down, the Rothschild Empire organized the
worldwide Inter-Alpha Group of banks that would spearhead the global looting process.
The whole thing, Peter, from start to finish, beginning with the big war in Asia, was
evidently a totally planned and coordinated process for extending the war of empire
against mankind globally. The Glass-Steagall protection within our country was torn
down in the shadow of this global empire take-over. Three banners were strung across the
world as this wave of madness erupted. One banner read, 'In Lies We Trust,' the other
banner read, 'The Needs of the Few Outweigh the Needs of the Many,' and the third
banner read, 'The World Has Cancer, and This Cancer Is Man,' which is a call for
depopulation genocide. This is what stands behind the threat of nuclear war that your
President is entertaining. The threat comes from London. London organized the
economic collapse that you are concerned about, and it demands that it be used as pretext
for nuclear war. What you are facing is a typical empire game."
I raised my hand. "I agree; this issue must be addressed. Those banners are
choking us. They are choking our humanity. What they proclaim is choking us. They've
got our humanity turned upside down. The first banner should read, 'In Love We Trust.'
That's the heart of the Westphalia Principle that created a world of sovereign Nation
States with a shared commitment to the Principle of the Advantage of the Other, which is
a commitment to the universal development of mankind. The second banner should read,
'The Needs of the One Outweigh the Needs of the Many.' That's the principle that keeps

the door closed to the madness of empire and its demands for global governance, which is
the modern word for world dictatorship."
"That's the principle that will choke the life out of the system of empire that has
become a system of global financial dictatorship in the interest of looting the world,"
Steve interjected. "Since empire demands war, there is no peace possible without this
principle that strangles empire to oblivion as it takes away the foundation for its power to
loot."
"So, we understand each other," I said and smiled. "This means that the third
banner should read, 'The World Has Cancer, and This Cancer is Empire," so that the
logical conclusion is not to outlaw the existence of mankind, but to outlaw the existence
of empire that is threatening the existence of mankind and is already committing
wholesale murder on a vast and global scale by its insatiable fascism. Fascism is murder.
Who promotes fascism is an accomplice to murder. Isn't murder already illegal? Isn't it
already considered the infinite crime? Shouldn't murder be discouraged and stopped by
all means possible? Why do we have banners strung across the world that demand the
wholesale murder of mankind?"
Steve just smiled. "What you just said means that you have to dismiss your
President immediately, who is actively a foreign agent fielded by the masters of empire.
By not getting rid of this man immediately, you are inviting nuclear war by justifying all
those banners that you yourself recognize are strangling mankind to death in countless
different ways, with nuclear war being just one of them."
"Are you saying that the current financial crisis has become a global crisis because
of mankind's global failure to remove those strangling banners, and that this crisis is
spearheaded by our President who refuses to do his job and provide global leadership
towards mankind's freedom from these banners?" I interrupted Steve.
"Absolutely, Pete! If he wants my advice as to what he must do, tell him that he
must put his ego aside and then hire someone like me who can do the job for him. I know
what the job involves. I know that he is not qualified. He knows this too. He is just too
much of a liar at heart to admit it. He has lived for all of his life under the banner, 'In Lies
We Trust.' Also, Peter, warn him that if he fails to make this critical choice and refuses to
put his ego aside and hire someone who is competent for the task, someone like me,
someone who is given the freedom to act on his behalf, the economic collapse will
continue to grow. Then we will have nuclear war unavoidably. Putting his ego aside, is
his only option that exists for saving the nations, with him remaining in office. Since this
won't likely happen, with him being a liar, he has to be made to resign or be impeached.
This has to be done now. The principles for these essential steps do exist. And you, Peter,
should spearhead the project to assure that this gets done, because as a human being you
are a giant in comparison with this great evil that has infested your government.
Remember, Peter, evil is not a power in real terms. There exists not a single principle for
evil in the Universe; otherwise the Universe would not exist. Evil is a negation. It is an
empty shell. It is a hollow facade of arrogance and utter insanity. Evil is not a power in
itself. It only wields the power it is given. It wields it mistakenly. However, mistakes can

be corrected. This is your task as a patriot. One profound idea can break this empty shell
of evil open, whereby its emptiness will be seen by the entire world."
"Yes, The President should resign, of course he should, or be impeached," I said,
"but this by itself is no guarantee that the next man in line isn't an even bigger fool."
"By the President putting his ego aside, for which he would be honored in future
history, he would act as a President and place the welfare of the nation into the
foreground. This would set the stage for correct action, Peter," said Steve. "Evidently he
is not inclined to do this. And so, the crisis is bound to become critical. This crisis will
blow up if nobody acts in time to turn the thing around. Absolute chaos will happen,
Peter, as surely as the sun rises every morning, if no one takes the responsibility to shift
the focus back from the current greed onto universal love. Then we will face a major
'civilizational' crisis. This might happen in an about a dozen years. At this point nuclear
war will become inevitable too, if indeed it won't happen before then. If people are
corrupted by greed and by poverty, their life looses its substance. With every increment
of greed dies a bit of the substance of society's love that powers its economy and uplifts
and protects civilization. Greed, of course, is promoted by empire. Greed is empire's real
name, followed by its second name, which is fascism. As a consequence of remaining
latched to empire and its greed, the American economy will collapse, and the worldeconomy with it. The financial system will become so deeply hollowed out over the next
dozen years that it will eventually disintegrate into thin air as a soap bubble pops and
blows away with the wind."
"Puff, and it is gone," I interjected, "and nobody will be able to put the fine spray
that remains, back together again."
"So Peter, tell all of this to your President. Tell him that the spray that blows away
with the wind will represent the fate of civilization if he refuses to put his ego aside and
act as a President should. Tell him that if he is at all concerned about the survival of his
country and humanity as a whole, he should step aside immediately if he can't control his
ego, and request society to appoint someone who is qualified to do the job. In this manner
he would fulfill his mandate to protect the nation. If he was to do this, he would be
honored for his honesty, and for his courage to act as a human being."
Now it was my turn to laugh. "You can't say this to a President, Steve. And what
if the cries for nuclear war come not from him at all, but from his Vice President? If the
President was to resign under those circumstances, you would have a worse situation."
"In this case, Peter, tell him that he must impeach the Vice President first and fire
all the others like him, and then resign, and ask the nation to appoint someone who is
qualified. That is what you must tell the President."
"You can't be serious, Steve. What you ask cannot be done."
"Even if it is true, Peter? Why can't you speak the truth to your President? If he is
incompetent, why shouldn't he be confronted with the fact?"

"How can you prove incompetence, Steve?" I asked. "You can make accusations."
"The proof is in the pudding, Peter. You are eating the mess already. It tastes sour.
That is why you have traveled across the Atlantic all the way into communist Germany to
talk to me, because the pudding tastes sour. Your King refuses to be a President, because
he doesn't know how to be one. He has created an economic crisis that may soon
overwhelm the world. Now he wants to turn his economic mess into a strategic crisis of
the highest order. He wants to do this, so that he won't have to deal with the
consequences of his folly that has caused the economic mess in the first place, that he
doesn't want to deal with. That's not just incompetence, Peter. That's complete lunacy."
"I agree. That's total insanity, Steve. That's more than incompetence. Such insanity
always happens when an incompetent fool has pushed himself against the wall. Such a
situation would never have been possible in a fully functioning Presidency with the top
elements of society participating. Unfortunately, Steve, we haven't had a functioning
Presidency for decades in the USA. All we had is a bunch of clowns trying to play King."
"That's what I have been telling you, Peter," said Steve. "The incompetence doesn't
lie in the fact that he wants to throw nuclear bombs around to cover up the economic
mess that he created. The incompetence lies in the fact that he doesn't know what his job
is. He wants to play King. A president is not a dictator, Pete. He is not a King. As I said,
the U.S. President is not a hired dictator-king who rules over the nation. According to the
fundamental design of the American Republic, the elected President is a person that has
been hired to initiate, and preside over, the process of collegial consultation. His mandate
is to facilitate the process of dialog within the framework of the principles of the nation
that have been clearly laid down in the Constitution. His job is to bring the nation
together onto the lateral plane where universal principles rule for the general welfare of
the entire nation. His job is not to divide the nation by partisan actions, but to bridge the
partisan division. His job is not to dictate to the nation's best people what to do, but to
empower them to contribute to the welfare of the nation in the best way they are able. In
order to do that he is mandated to stage a collegial consultation process right across the
nation's ablest professionals, its most experienced scientific and military leaders, and the
brightest leaders of its institutions, including the business leaders, spiritual leaders, social
leaders, judicial leaders, and so on. In this process of lateral collegial consultation, the
President is mandated to assure that the fundamental principles that the nation is founded
on, its constitutional principles, like the General Welfare Principle, are upheld and
respected. In this sense only, does the President become the leader. He thereby becomes
the facilitator of the self-leadership of the nation. The American Presidency is by design a
laterally operating institution.
"With the currently sitting President not knowing what his job is, he has
effectively scrapped the Presidency, and has made a dictatorship out of it. In effect, he
has technically resigned his job and moonlights playing King, which he has no mandate
for. I find it absolutely incredible that no one in America has had the courage to point out
to him that he has already resigned from the job he was elected for, by attempting to play
a Dictator-King. Instead of bowing to the man's wishes as a king, the leaders of the
nation's institution should take him by the hand and usher him out of the door, together

with his whole court of underlings and conspirators. That is why our forefathers have
created for us a republic, with a Presidency to protect the nation, and the world, from
such King-playing nonsense. So, my advice to you is to get rid of the man who doesn't
know what his job is. Usher that idiot out of the door, Peter, together with his whole court
of underlings and conspirators, and hire somebody who understands the job and will do
it."
"What are you saying Steve?" I said and raised my hand. "Do you expect me to
confront the President, face to face, and tell him that he is an incompetent fool, that he
doesn't even know what his job is, and that he has in fact already resigned his office, by
not doing his job? Do you want me to tell him that the moving van is already on the way
to take away his personal belongings? To merely suggest such a thing would end my
career that has barely begun, even my remotely hinting at it. The man has wrapped
himself in layers upon layers of assumed powers, like every King in history has. Many
courageous men in history have had their head chopped off in response to a mere gesture
by the King. How can anyone possibly rebuild a republic out of this mess in the shadow
of those threats?"
"If you don't do what needs to be done to save the nation, Peter, then you are a
greater fool than the President is, and all is lost!"
I held my hand out to stop him. "Give me one shred of concrete evidence that
would stand up in court."
Steve hesitated.
"There you see! You can't do it. You have only words. Who is the real fool then?"
I said and began to laugh.
"You won't laugh in a few decades from now," Steve interrupted me. "If nothing is
done you will see the end of civilization, and you will remember with shame that you
found it impossible to do what is necessary for civilization to survive. Just look at history.
Take a good look at how the great classical civilization of Greece, that took hundreds of
years to develop, from Homer to Pythagoras, to Solon, was all wiped out in a few
decades by one single fool, the fool named, Pericles. Look at how countless many had
died in the endless seeming Peloponnesian wars. Pericles' wars, the Peloponnesian wars,
have been called the template for all wars. Now, an even greater fool is poised to cut an
even more horrific template, one with a nuclear signature, and a foolish society hails him,
or it cowers in fear as you do. Civilization will end if nobody acts responsibly, and
rebuilds the Presidency of the mightiest nuclear weapons power on the planet. Our
republic has been designed to prevent the kind of insanity that a king-dictator can
unleash, and the lateral functioning of the Presidency is designed to assure that."
"And where is the proof that you are right, that civilization will end? Do you have
any proof?"
"It is before your eyes, Pete. Open your eyes. It took Greece centuries to recover
from the folly of Pericles. Look at where the world is heading. We are heading in the

same way, but we don't have the centuries that it takes to recover from such a folly. We
may be in an Ice Age environment in less then a century. We will have to get the whole
planet ready for that. If we screw up now, it's curtains for mankind. So, it is really an
understatement my friend, when I say that civilization will end. Economically,
civilization is already being trashed. Who cares about civilization anymore? Nothing
works anymore. Adam Smith is in control of people's heart. 'Care for that gold,' he says.
'Steal if you must.' That's what's called economics today. So, what do you see on the
economic scene? Do you see any real economics in progress? Do you see people's life
becoming richer, more efficient, more productive, more human, and filled with peace and
joy and power? All that I can see is an ever-widening process of grand looting. People are
becoming slaves to poverty and depravity. Where is the love-based focus of the General
Welfare Principle expressed in society? It's all gone. That's what you see when you open
your eyes, Pete. Be honest! What I see is a mounting fury around the world, to privatize
the last drop of wealth away from society, into a very few hands that have amassed the
power to steal in evermore-efficient swindles. That is why the economy is collapsing. A
society that is robbed poor is collapsing. The term ‘economy’ means ‘productive
activity’. It means people, building with the substance of their being. It means, people
creating products for one-another as people. It means people building a rich world for
one-another, for the purpose that all may have a richly human life. If this love-focused
productive activity shuts down, or ends, there is no economy happening anymore, and the
businesses will go bankrupt. Society's industries can't operate, when society has become
so poor that it cannot afford its own product, and therefore stops producing. With the
industries shutting down, the machine tool sector disintegrates. When this happens you've
got nothing left for society to restart itself with. Then you have lost the physical capacity
to create new industries with which to built the products that you need. Also, you loose
your skilled workforces when an industry shuts down. It takes decades to recreate this
invaluable treasure that is immensely more valuable than gold, but which is thrown away
as trash today. That is why we have an economic crisis unfolding, Peter, because in a
poor society, even the rich are poor, as their wealth is in assets that have become
meaningless. A functioning Presidency would have put a stop to this march into the
sewer, eons ago. A functioning President would have brought together the leading
producers and creators and leaders of the communities, and would have said to them,
what must we do to build ourselves out of this mess and into the most productive society
in the world? The first thing on the agenda would have been to repeal the legalized
looting of society, and to repeal legalized slavery. This would mean to repeal Adam
Smith, and his greed-based fascism."
"Unfortunately, our country has been run by Dictator-Kings for decades already," I
interjected. "The last time we had a functioning Presidency was so long ago that hardly
anybody remembers. In fact, tell me if you can, what precisely would we be seeing if we
had a functioning Presidency, Steve?"
"What we would be seeing instead of calls for nuclear pre-emption, is a universal
commitment in society towards the Principle of the Universal Brotherhood of All
Mankind. If our society became rich with its productive activity, we would see our
Presidency promoting this enriching process globally. It would be a process of people
producing essential products for their common welfare. Slavery would end. Financial

piracy would end. The commodity traders that leach the life out of society, would be
unemployed. Private banking would only be allowed in the form of a tightly controlled
extension of a national credit creating institution. The looting would end, and with that,
empires would end. The financial means for cultural warfare would also be blocked. As a
result of that, wars would end. Society would be conditioned to trash its nuclear bombs
rather than its people. Homelessness and unemployment, which is the biggest waste of
society's resources, would end immediately. Poverty would end. It would end around the
world. Africa would be rebuilt into the bread garden of the world, and society would be
uplifted to become a society of creators. In this way we would have a chance to prepare
the world for the coming Ice Age. Such a chance doesn't exist right now, because of a
lack of universal love for our humanity."
"And where is the proof that this isn't just pie-in-the-sky stuff?" I asked.
"The evidence that you seek lies in what is not happening, Peter. There is your
evidence. Our President is married to the privatization mania that is destroying
civilization and is turning America into a wannabe fascist looting empire, wielding its
terror weapon of nuclear war with the watchword of pre-emption on the horizon. Preemption means war at will. It means destroying a nation or a continent at will. It's the
absolute opposite to creating and building and enriching society, and creating a rich,
efficient, and secure world. Pre-emption is a rage of madness without a principle.
America should cry for itself, seeing its President becoming the champion of the madness
of pre-emption. He should be the world-champion of the Principle of Universal Wealth,
protecting and advancing the universal wealth of the American nation and mankind,
instead of championing the theft-style privatization of whatever wealth there might still
exist. The theft-style privatization process pre-empts the very existence of mankind in the
coming Ice Age. The American President should be the world-leader towards the
universal wealth of mankind, and not because he is American, but because it is his
mandate to do this. That's his mandate provided by the Constitution. If the world
prospers, America prospers. It's his job as the sworn defender of the Constitution of the
United States of America to uphold the Principle of Universal Wealth on which the
American nation is founded, or the General Welfare Principle as it is also called. To
uphold this principle, and to fight for its efficient fulfillment, is the primary jobdescription of the US President. It defines a process of collegial consultation. It defines
the process for doing this job. Serving the Presidency is a lateral process in which
everybody has the duty to be standing side by side with him. That is what the American
President is hired for to organize. But is he doing it? No, he isn't. He is doing the
opposite. He made himself King. He is therefore technically a traitor acting against the
security of the nation. I'll give him the benefit of an insane man, who doesn't know what
is job is, by calling him merely incompetent. If he were employed in a normal kind of
job, he would have been fired eons ago. But he is the boss, unfortunately, which means
he cannot be fired. He must resign and vacate his office in the full acknowledgment of his
own folly and take all the clowns of his royal circus with him. I would even say that
anyone who calls himself the man's friend should help to do this as fast as possible in
order to save whatever honor he may have remaining. If he had the slightest shred of
humanity left in him, he would have had the decency already to stop his clown show and
vacate his office, and you of all people should help him to do that, Peter."

"I suppose that's what I would be saying, Steve, if I had a chance to say it," I said
to him quietly. "But that is not really possible, is it? And even if it were possible against
all odds, to say this to the President of the United States of America, that he is
incompetent and a traitor, would he be listening?"
"Of course he wouldn't be listening," said Steve and began to laugh again.
"I would never get near him," I said emphatically. "It will all have to come through
Fred, and that adds another level of uncertainty."
"So, Peter, educate Fred. Get him to educate the President at least to the point that
he recognizes that he must vacate his office," said Steve. "I'm sure that the President can
be educated to become a human being. Nobody can sink so low that he cannot be
educated to become a human being. Then, once he regards himself as a human being, he
will know what is required of him. A human being is someone who is able to reason. As a
human being the President is capable of some basic reasoning. This is possible if his
humanity is being awakened, even just a bit, which is native to all human beings."
"Do you think Fred can educate him up to that stage, Steve?" I asked.
"Ultimately, you are not dependent on what your boss, Fred, can or cannot do,
Peter. YOU know what needs to be done. Get it done! If the entire White House staff is
as incompetent as the President, and all the institutions that make up the Presidency are
also incompetent, then you have to go to the Senate that owns the task to oversee the
White House, and to assure that the Presidency functions. And if the Senate should turn
out to be incompetent also, which will most likely be the case, because the disease of
incompetence has become epidemic, then you have to go to Congress and petition
Congress to declare both the President and the Senate dangerously incompetent, and
request that their offices be vacated. And if Congress turns out to be incompetent
likewise, which is totally possible, considering how far our nation has already sunk into
the sewer, then you'll have to go to the people. There you would have to get the idea
across, that democracy, means taking responsibility. Should you find however, that the
people are incompetent also, then you'll have to get society to resign itself from the
dream that it lives in a democracy. Democracy means taking responsibility. It is an
illusion that democracy means only counting votes. That's the smallest aspect. The big
thing in a democracy is safeguarding the principles on which the nation is founded. That
involves a lot of responsibility, especially the responsibility that the General Welfare
Principle, or the Universal Welfare Principle as you might call it, will not be lost sight of.
Civilization is defended and advanced, in the course of defending and advancing these
principles."
I shrugged my shoulders. I told Steve that I agreed with him. I also told him about
a man whom I had learned to respect, a man who understood economics in terms of those
principles that we had just talked about, who had rediscovered those principles long
before I had and has taken them further than even we could comprehend, a man who has
been fighting for those principles for years, a man who is being laughed at, scorned,
ridiculed, and vilified for these very principles. I told him that this man has worked for

years to inspire the governments of the world to get together and set up a new Bretton
Woods type monetary system with fixed exchange rates among nations, the same as we
would propose to the President. That single step of creating a new financial architecture
for the world, all by itself, would stop the privatization of the nations' wealth into the
pockets of a few pirates. It would do wonders for the recovery of the world. I told Steve
that this man tells the world that this step forward would create a foundation for equitable
trading by which all nations could begin to redevelop again economically into a
community of productive societies. I reminded Steve that the old Bretton Woods
agreement is a part of our history, which the USA had pioneered. We had created it. We
had set it up under the direction of President Franklin Delanor Roosevelt, one of the few
real Presidents that we had. But it has all been trashed. Under our would-be King traitors,
who never really were King but underlings to the empires, our once noble USA killed its
brightest contribution to global prosperity. It did this in 1971 on the advice of its imperial
masters."
"Not on the 'advise' of its masters, Peter," Steve corrected me. "This was done
under the 'direction' of its masters. The treachery itself was carried out at the hands of
traitors who acted with the full consent of the Traitor-King. America had once built the
culture of civilization into a great bulwark. America had inherited the principle for this
idea at its founding, which itself was rooted in the background of the great European
Renaissance that came out of the Peace of Westphalia in 1648. America has remained
vulnerable to traitors ever since, because its society doesn't understand what a treasure it
has been given with the founding of the American republic."
"When leadership becomes incompetent, the gates open up to traitors, isn't that so,
Steve? That's why the man I spoke of is demanding efficient leadership in adherence to
universal principles. His name is Lyndon LaRouche, but nobody listens to him. He's the
best economist we've got, but if you mention his name in America, people will sneer at
you."
Steve just laughed. "You don't know how wrong you are, Peter? His name is
spoken throughout the world with great respect. It's the most-often spoken name in my
network of friends. His ideas, his discoveries of principles, have become the benchmark
against which economics is measured in the real scientific community. That goes for
Russia, India, China, Italy, South America, Mexico, and so forth. There isn't a place on
Earth where his name isn't known and is held in high esteem and is honored for his stand
on universal humanist principles. The most prestigious institution of science in Russia,
for instance, has named the leading edge measurement in physical economics in his honor
for his contribution. They have called the measurement the, ‘LaRouche Unit’."
"Do you know what people are saying to that, Steve?" I interrupted him. "They
call him a cult leader, with worldwide cult followers working for him in his cult. If
America had heard what you just said they would accuse you as being a slave for him as
one of his cult."
Steve burst out into laughter. "I'm NOT working for LaRouche, Peter. That's
impossible. Nobody is ever working FOR LaRouche. I am working WITH LaRouche,

alongside with him, as do many others, to some degree, in a worldwide effort to save
mankind a horrible tragedy. Everybody should be working with LaRouche to protect and
elevate mankind. The man has set a high standard that is hard to live up to. Hopefully,
society will some day reach that high. When this happens, his name will be associated
with far more than just a measurement unit in economics. And this doesn't make him a
cult leader, Pete. Johan Sebastian Bach one had s similar influence on music. He changed
the face of music single handed in his days. He literally pioneered classical music, and he
had many followers. All the great German composers of this particular renaissance
period, like Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven, Brahms, and so on, reached up to Bach's standard
and built on it, just as the leading economist of today reach up to LaRouche's standard
and built on it. But did you ever hear anyone call Bach a cult leader, simply because he
had many followers, or heard then refer to Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven, and Brahms as
cult followers? Each one of these great composers is honored for his own unique
contribution to the advance of music, but they are all honored today as children of a
renaissance in musical composition that changed the face of music, that was pioneered by
Bach. I predict that LaRouche's name will stand in future history among the greatest
names in physical economics, and in mankind's renaissance of universal principles that
are reflected in economics. His name will stand in his field like that of Bach stands today
in musical composition."
I nodded and smiled, but didn't interrupt him this time.
"LaRouche's name will also stand synonymous with Agape, the Principle of
Universal Love," Steve continued. "If you want to see what a cult leader looks like, Peter,
you have to look elsewhere, but you won't have to look far. You only have to look at
today's zookeepers of the imperial zoo of underlings. There you will find cult-followers,
the living dead, who were once human beings, who have laid down their life to kiss the
boots of their destroyers. That is were you'll find the cults and the cult leaders, but never
in a renaissance environment. Cults are simply not possible there."
"Only America is stupid enough to trash its most able pioneers and slander their
name with LaRouche's name standing at the forefront of the slander," I replied.
"Ah, but when you hear slander that's not America speaking, Peter. What you hear
is an echo of the senseless noise that comes out of the clown circuses of the TraitorKings. People latch onto this noise and make a melody out of it."
"That is how we lost all of what we had been," I said to Steve in agreement. "Who
in society cares anymore about what we had once been? We were once called the beacon
of hope for the world and the bastion of liberty? We've become the opposite, Peter. We've
become economic terrorists, the most hated people on the planet. If what you say about
LaRouche is true, then LaRouche is the only beacon of hope we've got left."
"Actually, I think we've become worse than the opposite of what we once were,"
said Steve.

I nodded. "Yes Steve, our present society has become a society of traitors against
the very principle that we once fought for, and stood for, on which our survival as a
nation once depended, even the survival of civilization against the attack of fascism. That
was all built on principles that had made America great and the most prosperous in
history."
I told Steve that the man that I knew, named LaRouche, was fighting with all the
wisdom of the ages to save the present society from the imperial attack against it, which
has become a war that society has been coerced to fight to destroy itself. I told him that
sadly almost nobody is listening to LaRouche in America. "People call him a fool, but
society is the real fool. Those who should support him, most often step on him. We've
become traitors against our own cause, Steve?"
Steve raised his hand. "Stop right there! At least slow down Peter and think about
what you are saying! I for one would not make this accusation. The American society, is
not a society of traitors! We, that is society as a whole, may be fools. I can agree with
that. But traitors? No, Peter, this is not possible. A traitor acts with intent. Society never
intends to harm itself. It may do so in an act of utter folly, being misled by people whom
it foolishly trusts by not taking the responsibility to discover the truth for itself. But
society is not traitorous. As the German poet Goethe has put it in his famous play,
Faustus, a good man always has got the divine spark within him regardless of the most
foolish acts and desires that a man is duped by blind folly to pursue. Thus society may
have become slanderous, and so it riles the man who would save it, and who will save it.
In real terms, this riling and slandering means nothing, Peter. It has nothing to do with the
truth that the man represents, and the principles he upholds. Even if the whole of society
errs, as it does in rejecting those truths and those principles on which our nation has been
founded, the collective error that is involved, no matter how deeply it is accepted as the
truth and how widely it is embraced, doesn't cause that error to become the truth. The
most tragic error will always remain what it is, but a tragic error. By recognizing that
society's deadlock can be broken, it will be broken. Of course people like you, Peter, can
prove to be a valuable asset in this fight for the truth."
"Who in society should the President appoint then, Steve, if the corruption of
society into utter folly has run so deep that it slander's its most able defenders? If the
President were to vacate his office tomorrow, together with that of the Vice President,
whom would he appoint in his place? Would he appoint LaRouche, a competent
contender, but one who has also become the most slandered man within the walls of the
White House? Such an appointment is hardly possible, is it? So, whom would the
President put in his place, if he were to vacate his office? Isn't society just as bankrupt as
he is, by which the field of contenders has become rather narrow? After all, society is
complicit in putting a complete idiot into the country's highest office in the first place,
and then allows that man to play the role of a Traitor-King."
"Don't trash society, Peter. That's all I can tell you. Society is all that we've got. If
it is sick, let's heal it!"
"Shouldn't we rather heal the Presidency, Steve? Wouldn't that be simpler?"

"That's not possible, Peter, for as long as society remains sick. Until there is a
healing in society, the Presidency won't likely function as it is designed to function. As
the result of this failure, the Presidency becomes the throne of the self-appointed King of
the World, that society wants to see." Steve laughed at this thought as if it were the
biggest joke of the day.
"So, whom should the President put in his place, Steve?" I interrupted his laughter.
"No, Peter, let me turn the question around and ask you, whom would you put in
his place, Pete, if you had the power to decide? Who is competent to do the job, when the
field of the contenders becomes as narrow as a razorblade? Do you know anybody?"
Steve chuckled and smiled.
"LaRouche, of course! But that's like dreaming, Steve, isn't it?"
"No, Pete, that's not dreaming. That's merely a challenge. It didn't used to be like
that, that the roster of valid contenders is so tragically empty that you find only one single
name on it. If the field of valid contenders has become as narrow as a razor blade, then
we are facing a tragedy. I can also tell you this, Pete, if I were that man LaRouche, I
would feel terribly uncomfortable in his situation. I would scream at society, and say to
it: It isn't fair that you fools put me into a position like that! What I represent should be
the rule, not the exception."
"If this challenge had been met in the first place, Steve, then I would have had no
reason to rush half way around the world to talk to you about Russia..."
"There would have been no mad response to a crisis that isn't even a crisis yet,"
Steve continued my sentence and laughed. "Nevertheless, Peter, there are still some
people around who live by the Principle of Universal Love, and the Principle of the
Universal Brotherhood of All Mankind; people who are known for their love for
humanity," Steve continued. "Those are your contenders. You will know them by their
commitment to the General Welfare Principle that our country was founded on. Search
them out! Listen to their heart. Empower them to stand up and be counted as human
beings. Make them known as people standing on the side of universal truth and universal
principle."
"I suppose, this criterion is ultimately the measure by which we must judge our
civilization and ourselves," I said. "It is ultimately not the task of the political parties to
rally the people. The rallying movement has to be a universal movement, brother to
brother, man to man, right across the whole of society."
"We are loosing this movement, Peter. We are loosing it fast in the age of
television. We've lost it especially in America. The media is abused, and is abusing
society. If we continue to loose the humanist factor in our world, as is now happening,
there will be soon no civilization left for us, and no economy down the road. Then
America will be an empty shell, without an auto industry, without an airline industry,
without an aircraft industry, without railways that function, without a viable farming
industry, and so forth. Nor will America have the resources to rebuild itself. It is fast

becoming a country without a machine tool industry, without a steel industry, and
without a functioning energy and transportation infrastructure. Everything that any
society needs for its national physical recovery has already been bankrupted by looting.
We would have to start from square one. Even education has been largely destroyed. We
don't have the skills left to re-industrialize, and rebuild the nation. Nor will we have any
banks left in existence that haven't collapsed when the financial system disintegrates.
That's the future we will face if the President doesn't resign, if indeed we will have a
future that isn't pre-empted by nuclear war of his choosing. The main reason for getting
the President-King and his crowd to vacate their office, is damage control, at this stage.
That's the reason. Nothing less than a complete victory in getting back to a position of
sanity will do. This means that the President-King and his entire entourage has to go."
"What if one were to demand the President to change course, such as to cancel all
of the free-trade looting that is going on in the world? Wouldn't that take the heat off?"
"That's no longer enough, Peter. The die is cast. It is not that easily uncast. No one
in the world trusts us anymore. America needs to demonstrate its complete rededication
to what it once represented, such as reforming itself back into a Presidential Republic,
from its present form of a King-dominated imperial world-dictatorship. The world
environment cannot be rescued without a fundamental change in its leading nation,
involving a total reversal to sanity."
"Do you want me to demand this of our President for the greater benefit of
America, and the whole of humanity?" I said to Steve. "Do you want me to demand that
he create a national bank, like Alexander Hamilton did, which provides focused financial
credits for the reconstruction of our nation's industries and infrastructures, and that he
encourage the rest of the world to do the same? If this is what you are looking for as a
fundamental reversal, don't hold your breath. Such a pursuit would be political suicide for
him, even if he wanted to do that. Our President-King has no power to do such a thing.
The private financial empires that are controlling the world, own our would-be King. No
New President would be free from that, or have the power to do anything, except what he
is told. Every President elect is destined to become an underling to them. The very
mentioning by anyone, of shutting down the private world-financial empires, and to
replace them with a public financial system, would be political suicide, no matter who
would say those words."
Steve just laughed. "A President is an underling only when he doesn't fulfill the
role of a President in defense of the general welfare. Wouldn't you want to see a person in
hustings, who cares enough for his nation to risk political suicide, in defense of the
nation? Wouldn't this be better than the threatened national suicide that the present traitor
is pursuing, by wanting to throw nuclear bombs around all over the place?" Steve asked.
"Still, I am not asking for miracles, Peter. I am only asking for the apparently impossible
that is not impossible for a human being to achieve."
Steve became immediately serious again. "It would not be political suicide for the
sitting President, if he were honest with the nation about his incompetence, and were to
step down. He would be able to do this if he understood his incompetence and the

universal principles that he cannot live up to. An honest and sane human being would
take that step for the sake of the nation, because nothing less would be sufficient to save
it from a potentially great tragedy. If The President were to step down under such
conditions, he would be honored for it. He would be honored for his love for the nation.
The principle of civilization is the Principle of Universal Love. Nothing will ever alter
that fact. In any case, that really is the only thing that can rescue us from the doom we are
rushing towards as an increasingly insane society," added Steve and paused. "The doom,
of course, can be avoided," Steve added. "The gloom, unfortunately, is already here. The
time has therefore come to work our way out of it."

"When society, with the President included, looses its love for one-another as
human beings," Steve continued after a long pause, "then society looses its human Soul
and becomes fascist. The end of this trend cannot be anything else, but another Dark Age
in which few of the people living today will be able to survive. It's as simple, and as
bleak, as that," said Steve. "In an ever-deeper-reaching economic collapse, wrecking the
physical infrastructures that are needed for the existence of society, and this
overshadowed with tens of thousands of nuclear bombs, mankind will be lucky if as
much as a billion people survive in this coming Dark Age. And this resulting world
population of a billion or less, my friend, would still be a hundred times greater than the
world-population was during the last Ice Age, when food was scarce. Mankind will be
lucky if ten percent of this dwindling population will be able to survive the coming next
Ice Age, unless it rouses itself to build the vast technological infrastructures that would
enable it to protect its food supply from the cold, such as placing agriculture into indoor
facilities. That's the bottom line, Peter. That's what's at stake. That's the challenge. And
that, my friend, defines also the nature of the tragedy of our present age, because I don't
see any preparations being made towards this needed Ice Age Renaissance. Society tares
each other down, instead of building each other up. It is set on a course of destroying
itself. That's the only movement that I can see. And it is getting stronger. This, my friend,
is what I find becoming critical. Society is on the warpath against Love. And without
Love, a nuclear holocaust is guaranteed. We are not there yet, but we are on the warpath."
I shook my head, more bewildered than frightened by what he had said.
"Don't shake your head, Peter, you should know all of this," said Steve. "We talked
about this the last time you were in Leipzig. We had talked extensively about a tragedy
that has victimized almost a billion people worldwide, especially the men, with a rate of
victimization that covers already more than a third of the entire male population of our
planet. Mankind has shot itself into the heart. And with this wound in the heart, it stands
before the future that poses the greatest challenge of all times."
"You mean the circumcision?" I said quietly. "Yes, we talked about this. The
Japanese on the plane was frightened by it too. I remember that Ushi was alarmed about

it when she spoke of it, because the circumcision starts with an act of torture. She asked,
what worse thing could anyone impose onto a baby in the very first week of its life, then
imposing the immense pain that is associated with the circumcision. She had pointed out
that babies are often deemed too young for anesthesia, consequently they are operated on
without it, on the assumption that babies are too young to feel pain, while the opposite is
true, so that they feel pain more intensely. She said that the reason why they don't scream
in pain is simple; it's because they go into shock, into a coma, which leaves a mental scar
that has lifelong consequences. She was told that this act of torture demolishes the deep
sense of intimacy the baby would normally feel towards its mother and later towards
society. Instead of the natural closeness and comfort it now feels torture. And why
shouldn't it feel the torture of this invasive process that is so severe in nature, that even
the professional surgery for it, in some cases, has caused death? Apparently, also, in the
few cases when anesthesia is used for the circumcision, the torture is still felt severely by
the infant, because anesthesia doesn't cover the weeks-long healing process. The Post
Dramatic Stress Disorders tend to become a lifelong burden for the victim, with effects
that are even now barely understood. The effects are said to include learning disabilities,
helplessness, tendencies towards sado-masochistic behavior, impotence, loss of trust,
avoidance of intimacy due to fear, developing into rage, domestic violence, rape, child
sexual abuse, suicide, and a vast range of psychosomatic disorders that are only now
beginning to be associated with Post Dramatic Stress Disorders and the sexual mutilation
that has caused them. She also discovered from interviewing some of the victims who
had chosen the circumcision in later years, that the sexual amputation of the foreskin
deprived them of such a large portion of their sexual sensitivity, that they described their
life afterwards, as 'living in a world without color.' Is this what you are referring to when
you speak of a tragedy that has victimized a third of the entire male population of our
planet?"
Steve just nodded. "But you have missed the key element," he said quietly. "The
circumcision creates more than just a personal tragedy, Peter, when it robs the victim of a
large portion of the natural sexual sensitivity that a human being is endowed with. The
result of the amputation disables a vital form of communication in society that is critical
for the development of civilization. Sexual intimacy is a critical element of
communication in the organic dynamics of a society. Whatever intervention wrecks this
critical element breaks the dynamics of the organism of the human society. Few
researchers are aware of this connection, Peter. They look at the end results, and those
aren't pretty. They see the victims suffering from what one might call a culturally
inherited mass psychological disorder. The victims typically have a grandiose sense of
self-importance; are preoccupied with fantasies of unlimited success, power, brilliance,
beauty, and distorted ideals of love. They believe that they are unique and "special"
above all other people, cultures and other races. They seek excessive admiration with a
strong sense of entitlement. But even as they almost demand this slavish attention, they
are interpersonally exploitative and lack empathy towards others to the point of being
arrogant and haughty in behaviors and attitudes. This seems to be the general consensus
of a wide range of people that the researches had interviewed, who had coined the term
'inherited mass psychological disorder' for the resulting victimization. And this, my
friend, has more than just personal consequences. It affects the entire society, as you can
already see in America now? It wrecks a society's relationships-dynamics, its

communications dynamics, which is already disabled to a large degree by sexual
isolation. And this is more frightening than you can imagine, Peter. I am in contact with a
group of leading edge medical researchers in Novosibirsk, who discovered that massive
close communication at the cellular level in our body is key to our very survival. They
discovered that a massive amount of biological communication is happening between the
heart and the brain, especially from the heart to the brain, that may be key to the
regulatory dynamics of our body. While they don't know yet how this dynamic system
works, they feel that it is of critical importance, otherwise it wouldn't exist. It stands to
reason therefore, Peter, that the human society, which is likewise a living functioning
organism, is critically dependent on the same kind of dynamics in intercommunication,
especially at the sexual level. Just look at what happens when this communication is
culturally interrupted over long periods going back millennia. It shapes entire nations. It
affects the whole world. The very first account in the Bible where the circumcision is
mentioned in the context of social relationships, is an account of utter tragedy."
"Do you mean the historic story in which a daughter of Jacob fell in love with a
young man of an uncircumcised city?" I interrupted Steve. "Her brothers wouldn't allow
this, unless the men in the city would agree to be likewise circumcised, which they
agreed to, as I remember the story. I also remember that while the men of the city were in
pain of the circumcision, the girl's brothers attacked the city with the sword and slew all
the men, plundered the city, stole their livestock, and left the women behind with nothing.
While the story may have been an allegory of what happened in ancient times, the same
sort of thing still happens at the hands of the State of Israel whose people had a cultural
history of the circumcision going back millennia. The Israeli occupation of Palestine has
become the same kind of killing orgy, and of plundering and destroying. The whole train
of tragedy started with a massacre of Palestinian people in the middle of the night at the
hand of a Jewish gang, in the village of Deir Yassin. The massacre was later cited as one
of the keystones for the building of the Jewish State of Israel."
"That's not what I was referring to," said Steve. "Those are small things. Less than
250 were murdered in the massacre. No more than 700,000 fled Palestine in terror, who
were afterwards not allowed to return. Individually, each case involves a great tragedy.
Nevertheless, the overall effect on the world was small. The world is much more deeply
affected by the circumcision. The circumcision created a disconnected society. This
happens wherever the circumcision is applied. And even this larger tragedy, ranks
nevertheless as but a small symptom. The Christian holocaust of sexual terrorism has
created a still deeper cultural isolation in society, perhaps the deepest of them all. By
imposing the death penalty for unauthorized sexual intimacies, the entire Christian
historic background has been locked into a terror campaign that was implemented by
forcing society to stand against itself, even to execute itself. The resulting terror has
deeply wrecked society's interaction dynamics to the point that intimacy has become a
forgotten word. The Deir Yassin massacre was nothing in comparison with this deep
cutting, forced isolation that is still being maintained vigorously, and is hailed as a
panacea. With a background of this history in isolation and the wrecked intimate
dynamics, are you surprised that we have build nuclear bombs, and that we call the
process of stealing from one another that is wrecking the world, economics? It appears
that society has so little love left in its heart and soul that people don't give a damn about

what happens to future generations, whose very existence a hundred years from now,
depends on the technologies and infrastructures that we would be developing and
building right now if we had decided to prepare the world for the coming Ice Age, but
which we refuse to even consider. Until I see large-scale economic development
happening, with a clear focus on an Ice Age Renaissance, we must consider ourselves a
fractured and isolated, and loveless, society. In those environment the nuclear bombs play
a role and will be used like the sword was used by the sons of Jacob against the
uncircumcised city, or the gun was used in the massacre of Deir Yassin, or the stones
were used in Christian history to murder people for acts of love committed in
unauthorized sexual intimacies."
"The social environment needs to be healed for the tragedies to end," I interjected.
"But this is easier said than done. And that's why nothing gets done. How does one heal a
fractured, divided, and isolated world? I don't think we have ever achieved this."
Steve nodded. "A few rare examples exist when society stepped away from
wrecking the dynamics of its most intimate communication and oneness. One of these
rare exception may have been the profound Hindu renaissance that had enabled the
building of the temples of Khajuraho in central India. More than eighty great temples
were built there, all made of sandstone, richly adorned with carved stone sculptures of a
celebration of human life, including the celebration of sexual intimacies. They were all
built in a single century, and in a single location. The Taj Mahal may have been created
close to this timeframe, contrary to what is now believed for political imperatives. The
creative and productive power of society is a measure of its civilization, and this is
always closely linked with sexual and social intimacy."
"Aren't you singing a bit of LaRouche's song by saying that, Steve," I said to him.
"LaRouche repeats this song like a broken record."
"And why shouldn't he, Peter? The truth is the truth. Except he uses different
words and a different focus. He speaks of the Principle of the General Welfare, and
builds on it. He doesn't focus on the dynamics of intimate communication, through which
this principle comes to light. His perception of the Principle of Economics reflects the
Principle of Universal Love. Economics is the Principle of the Universal Brotherhood of
Mankind, made manifest as the Principle of the Universal Welfare of Society. If one
looses these principles, one looses what supports civilization, and with it one looses what
supports society's existence. LaRouche sings this song loud and clear, and he has no
choice, but to repeat this song until somebody is listening, because no other principles for
civilization exist, then those that have been recognized eons ago and have been trampled
under foot by the masters of empire throughout the ages, who fear human development
that prevents their looting practice and control. But LaRouche is undeterred, because our
civilization and our humanity is too precious for one to let it slip away. His song should
be supported by a chorus, and the chorus should be followed up with universal action.
Why don't you organize such a chorus, Peter? Isn't the welfare of mankind everybody's
responsibility, yours included? So, why don't you join LaRouche's song until there is a
better song to be sung, and a clearer song of the ageless principles? If nobody is singing
the song of the Principle of Universal Love in its countless different variations, should we

be surprised that the world is rife with fascism, and has become a dangerous place? But
you are also wrong about something else, Peter. LaRouche isn't saying anything about the
coming Ice Age. The Ice Age transition may be still a hundred years away. Nobody
knows for certain when it begins until it begins. LaRouche concerns himself only with
clear-cut facts supported by absolute evidence. In this context his main concern is the
immediate crisis, and the critical decisions that must be made to get the world out of the
immediate mess that is strangling it. If we run away from this immediate task, then we
have already lost. If society fails itself at the current critical point in history to reclaim its
'territory' away from empire that has become its ideal, which is synonymous with
reclaiming its Soul and its humanity, then, by failing in that, society opens the floodgates
to war, economic collapse, fascism, and greed. Once we get deep enough into this, there
won't be enough left of a human society for the Ice Age to have an impact and make
matters worse. When a society is dead inwardly, nothing else matters, so that not even the
potential death of 99% of mankind in the coming Ice Age raises anybody's concern. And
that is where society stands today, Peter. We live in a world were society is inwardly
dead, and is hailing insane kings who play games of genocide, and wield nuclear bombs.
And that's the way it is all over the world at the present time. The difference that people
imagine to exist between the Western World and the Communist World, in terms of their
individual games of Armageddon, is merely cosmetic. The game is the same everywhere,
because the game master who controls the game in every nation, is the same; it's the
invisible hand of the old British Empire. The game masters have all the puppets on their
strings, and they dance as they are told. Sure, the Soviet's are not trigger-happy at the
moment, but tell your President that somebody else might be, whom he least expects,
someone like himself. Tell him that there won't be any peace on the horizon, until an
active peace can be won from the grassroots level up, in a world without empire. And this
takes us very deep, deeper than his little mind can imagine."
"Then it can't get any worse," I said and laughed. "I know that LaRouche's goal is
to get us through the immediate crisis, so that we can rebuild ourselves civilly,
economically, culturally, and scientifically. Without this rebuilding for a start, we can't
even begin to tackle the Ice Age Challenge. I'm quite aware of the deep hole that society
has dug for itself. Right now, there seems to be no rebuilding on the agenda. The train is
rolling towards depopulation, and genocide for depopulation. The destination is a world
with no more than a billion people remaining alive in it, in which the masters of empire
would feel more secure. This means that our house is on fire, civilization is being burnt to
the ground. LaRouche's message to mankind is: you fools, put the fire out! If the house is
on fire you've got to put the fire out before you can think about upgrading the walls. Once
the crisis is dealt with, then you can put the walls on the agenda. His concern is to protect
civilization, to keep it alive in the way we have it now, as a starting point, and this
without loosing sight of the larger problem. And that's a tough act to follow, Steve."
"Nevertheless Peter, if we loose the fight to protect our civilization at this critical
juncture, there won't be a second option possible to protect mankind from the coming Ice
Age. It won't matter then whether the next Ice Age begins in 50 years, or in 150 years, or
in 1000 years. If we screw up, and destroy our world and ourselves with nuclear war in
the present time frame, for example, or with economic destruction, mankind's potential
for dealing with the recurring Ice Age becomes squandered, and irrecoverably lost. This

means that we don't run away from the needed Ice Age Renaissance, by focusing on the
current mess. Fixing the current mess will then be merely the first step. This first step is
what LaRouche is actively focusing on. He is trying to put the fire out before the house
burns down. He is trying to uphold the Principle of Economics, and promote it in any
way he can. The bottom line is, that we can't get away from this principle. We live with it
or die ignoring it. That's what LaRouche is fighting to get society to recognize. He is
really fighting to uphold the Principle of Universal Love. He may be the only person in
the political arena fighting for this principle and everything that's built on it."
"I'm sorry, Steve," I interjected. "I didn't recognize that. But you are right. Every
advanced society that we've encountered in history has been founded on some form of
universal love. Human development, and that evidently includes economic and scientific
development, goes hand in hand with the development of goodness. The more we
develop our humanity as human beings, the less evil will pervade our society, and the
richer will our civilization become. I agree, that's a fundamental universal principle.
That's something that we cannot get away from."
"Oh, we can get away from the Principle of Universal Love all right, Peter. We've
stepped far away from it already, but not without those consequences that I have
mentioned earlier."
"That's what I mean, Steve, we can't get away from this principle. One way or
another, we are tied to it."
"All of that will be recognized, Peter. I am glad you are beginning to wake up to
it."
"Of course it will be recognized. It is the truth, Steve."
"It needs to be recognized in our time, Peter. We cannot afford to loose our
civilization. That's the platform for our existence. If that goes, it's game over for 99.9% of
mankind, if not for all of it. The problem is that society has become so dull with playing
games and putting itself asleep with illusions, destructive entertainment, violence and
hate campaigns, that it is hard for society to gain even a glimpse of its potential humanity.
I agree, Steve, in the end the truth will be recognized, but right now we are asleep to it.
The truth may however, be recognized with bitter tears in the end, when we missed the
boat and find ourselves defeated."
"Sure it will be recognized with bitter tears," I interjected, "perhaps sooner than we
think. Just let our President and his clowns drop even one of our tens of thousands of
nuclear bombs, and all hell will break loose. It will be like stirring up a beehive. The
bitter tears will then flow like rivers. They are already beginning to flow on the
unemployment lines and on the streets of the homeless. Yes, and the tears will also be
flowing in acknowledgement of our stupidity, when it becomes too late to pull ourselves
out of the mess that we have created."
"I doubt that," said Steve, and began to laugh. "If society doesn't recognize the
principles of its potential now, while we still have a highly developed civilization left,

though it is fast failing, none of the reasons for which we currently falter, will be
recognized during the next Ice Age transition when mankind is shrinking back to a
minuscule presence, corresponding to the less than the five million that we had when the
last Ice Age ended. What we throw away today, by seeing no value in it, will then seem
so far out of sight that nobody will even dream about it. They won't shed any tears then
over it. They'll be too busy crying over their miserable lot, when they're starving to death.
That's what a Dark Age is, Peter. It is a long night without light and without civilization."
"Why then are we as stupid as we are, Steve, riding the fast train towards it?" I
asked. "Right now we are on this fast track, playing mindless games on the train to
oblivion. Why is nobody putting the breaks on? Doesn't this scare you?"
Steve laughed. "It is you, my friend, who is scaring me," he said. "You have
traveled across the Atlantic, at a great personal sacrifice, for nothing more than to put the
breaks on, and you don't even acknowledge the merit of it to yourself. That's scary. The
human path has always been a path of a progressive development," Steve continued.
"You've got to acknowledge that all steps along this path are profound steps. It is my
hope that this pattern will become explosive, and explosive with joy. Society needs a
decisive breakout from its slumber. It can't afford having you falling asleep too. We as
human beings have the capacity at the leading edge of scientific and technological
progress, to create the kind of renaissance-world in which the coming Ice Age won't have
an effect on our human world. Don't you belittle yourself, and turn your back to the
power you have as a human being. That's the power we all have. It may take a hundred
years to create indoor agriculture, but we have the power to do this. My point is that if
we have that kind of power, Peter, to shift the entire world's agriculture into indoor
facilities, then we certainly have the power within us to snap out of our current economic
crisis and stage a fundamental reversal, before the crisis becomes a nightmare. With the
enormous power that we have within us to achieve the near impossible, like protecting
our global society from the coming Ice Age, which no species of life has ever been able
to do in the entire history of the planet, then we also have the power within us to do these
little things that require so much less, such as applying the Universal Principle of
Economics that has already been discovered and proven, and create a New World with it.
Compared to that, getting rid of an incompetent President, who likes to play King, isn't
such a great task at all, is it? That's what I mean with society needing to face reality. It
also means that we begin to sing a new song as a people. Our old song, 'what is in it for
me?' has to be changed to, 'what is in it for us, for mankind? The second question really
answers the first. Ultimately our survival hinges on our answer to that question."
"That's really our only hope that we have left at this point, Steve," I interjected.
"We have seen many dark ages in the past. Sometimes they have lasted for centuries
upon centuries in which large portions of the populations have perished. It really wasn't
until the Golden Renaissance that the second question was beginning to be considered.
The answer became the Renaissance."
"Forget the dark ages, Peter. Consider that during the previous ice ages seven
entire species of human being have already become extinct. There are your dark ages. We
could easily become the next human species to become extinct. But instead of looking at

any of the dark ages, Peter, look at our brightest achievements. During the few periods of
Renaissance, which the imperials have not been able to crush right away, humanity has
been profoundly progressive with ever-higher levels of attainment and levels of love. In
those bright periods we have seen the true face of humanity. And that my friend adds up
to a greater unfolding of good than we have ever seen before. And it does answer the
second question. The 17th Century Renaissance was the pinnacle in human achievement.
It has put the seal of eternity onto the face of modern times. This Renaissance gave us a
vast basis to build on, but we won't build until the second question comes into focus
again. The basis for this building still exists. We only have to ask the right question. The
answer will change the world, once we decide to build on it and create that New World
that we need. Fixing up the White House falls into this category. For this to happen, we
need to get the White House onto a higher-level footing, along with ourselves, that can
support what needs to be done to protect the world food-supply when the deep freeze
disables global agriculture. Once we work on that higher level, nuclear war wont be an
issue. It will be unthinkable. Our current problem isn't just a question of getting a
dangerously incompetent man out of office. As hard as this is, that's the easiest part. The
real task is raising the platform for the whole office and the whole society, to a higher
level, the level where a lot of those lingering problems can be solved that haven't been
tackled yet for thousands of years, like the privatization of society's wealth. We could get
easily into an Ice Age Renaissance if we would snap out of the smallness in thinking that
is associated with greed-based fascism that has become the present trend, which has
dragged us into the deep sewer of sub-moral living, like saying 'what is in it for me?'"
Steve paused. "That's what I am counting on we will make to happen," he
continued. "Society's smallness in thinking is a dangerous trap. I can guarantee you that
the historic unfolding of good will happen again and become explosive in its expansion,
once we get out of this trap of the current smallness in thinking. I am certain this will
happen, unless of course, we blow the world up before then and ourselves with it. If we
don't snap out of that trap soon, created by our current incompetence in acting like human
beings, humanity will not see the next Ice Age coming, except a very few, maybe. That's
why I think we will snap out of this trap, because mankind really doesn't want to see
itself becoming extinct, or drop back into the darkness of an endless Dark Age. The Ice
Age challenge of having to provide food for ten billion people from indoor agriculture, in
possibly a hundred-years time, has changed the whole political geometry of the world.
The greatest battle for human survival in the entire history of mankind is before us now.
With the Ice Age timing still being uncertain, we have to plan for the worst case
possibility, because once it begins there is no possibility for turning the clock back. Our
facing that reality at the present stage, possibly for our very survival, may be sufficient to
stop our small-minded bickering over privatized wealth, shareholders' values, and
bankers' profits. For as long as these little things are still on the agenda, the real battle
hasn't even begun. Cleaning out the rats from the sewer under the White House, must be
one of the first steps of that battle, and it better happen soon."
Steve paused again. "I am counting on what seems like a miracle," he continued. "I
am counting on that humanity will prove to be too intelligent to be suicidal. I think we are
coming close to the end of the age of tragedy in which the Renaissance Spirit of humanity
is constantly being beaten back into the ground."

"Are you saying that ultimately there will be an end to this evil?" I asked.
"That's not an open question, Peter. That's inevitable. All of these things will
happen by the impetus of their own principles. No one can forever prevent this from
happening unless the whole of humanity is shut down. But don't forget that whatever will
happen eventually can also be brought forward into our time by choice. The advance can
be enacted on the basis of the scientific method of discovering the truth about our
humanity. The truth has not been so deeply buried yet that it cannot be rediscovered and
become the light of our unity and love."
"Except who demands this choice today when society is so deeply corrupted,
fractured, isolated, and mentally choked to death by its games, its entertainment, its fear
and its greed, and has become spiritually dead?" I interjected. "Who will carry the
responsibility to create a real economy, Steve? Who will ask the right question? Who
even recognizes the Principle of Universal Love as the foundation for any functioning
economy? And beyond that, who will dare to stand up for the Principle of Universal Love
and move with it on all fronts, so that we will have an economy again instead of a sewer
in which only the rich can live?"
"Who will indeed, Peter?" said Steve and paused once more, momentarily, as if he
was searching for more words. "Maybe we have to face the challenge first to implement
the Principle of Universal Love in the social domain. Nobody can build a house without a
foundation.

"You must understand one thing about economics," Steve continued after a long
silence. "Actually, I believe you do understand this very well. Economics is essentially a
spiritual process. Everything that we are hoping for proceeds from this basic fact. The
human being is a spiritual being, Pete. Sentience, intelligence, honor, love, are spiritual
qualities, everyone of them. You can't touch them, weigh them, and measure them, but
when you withdraw them civilization disintegrates. History has also shown that if we
express these qualities fully, they enrich our life, and that if we don't, fascism reigns. The
manifestation of that expression is reflected in economics. The state of our economy, if
you can still call it that, is our report card as a society. A failing grade means no survival.
A few times in the past we came very close to failing. A few times we came also close to
scoring the high mark."
Steve explained that every one of our spiritual qualities is an essential element in
the economic process. If one element is missing, the entire process becomes
dysfunctional.
I agreed. But I also pointed out that a lot of people dispute this, especially the idea
that love is an essential part of it. "They insist, as Hobbes did in the 'service' of the
Venetian oligarchy, that love must be kept out of the domain of business and economic
policies in favor of greed and of unrestrained might to rule the world. Hobbes calls greed
and might the chief motivators. There are a lot of prominent economic theories built on

that. It started in the Hobbesian era. Hobbes practically outlawed love. Then came Adam
Smith. He didn't just spit on love. He did something worse. He legitimized it in the
context of greed as a love for gold, for your gold. Instead of loving one-another, Adam
Smith said, steal from one-another and love that gold! Adam Smith said personal vice,
such as greed, makes a civilization rich! Love that gold! That's the train we are on. That's
the direction in which society is moving, headlong."
"What a lye they live, Peter!" said Steve. "You are right, those are the prominent
economic theories, and many people are riding this train. And the prominence of the lies
they live is killing the world's economies."
I interrupted him. "You know as well as I do that none of that changes the
principle involved. It only changes the life of the people who become trapped in the
dream-world outside the realm of universal principles."

Steve nodded and smiled, and kept on smiling. He leaned back and made himself
comfortable on the park bench. He seemed more relaxed now, and less hasty in speaking,
as if he had finished off-loading months’ worth of built-up discoveries and theories. He
said that he was going to tell me an important story now that pulls all of these trends
together and puts them into their proper context. He explained that the principle of
economics is best illustrated in Christ Jesus' parable of a traveler who fell among thieves,
was robbed, injured, and left at the roadside to die. Steve pointed out that the parable
reflects on society's response.
The first person who saw the injured man was a priest, one of the royalty of the
time. The royal priest understood the situation, and in response made a detour around the
injured man and left him there in his agony of dying.
Steve explained that any person, such as the priest who is focused on status and
power, invariably walks by on the other side of the human dimension instead of
responding to a critical situation. Such a person acts as if the critical human situation
doesn't exist. This sort of thing happens universally when there is no humanity left in a
people, as in the case, when the goal is to protect empires at all cost. In the parable the
priest represents those people. No love is forthcoming from a person, when status and
power rule the mind. The priest must walk by on the other side. He has no choice but to
react in that manner, because if he were to acknowledge the human dimension,
everything that he stands for would then become invalidated. The invalidation would
happen, because what he represents in his self-isolation by status and power, is the
opposite of love and of universal brotherhood, which are the foundation of civilization.
Next in the story came a Levite, one of the greedy rich, the self-centered, the
sensual slave, whose vision doesn't extend beyond his nose, which he buries all too often
into other people's business when there is money to be made. The Levite responds in the
same manner as the priest does, and for the same reason.

Steve explained that greed excludes love, honor, even intelligence. He said, that it
makes people blind to their humanity. The Levite pretends not to see the human
dimension of the unfolding tragedy, because to acknowledge it, would likewise invalidate
what he stands for. It would destroy the imagined glory of his greed and his sensual
slavery to it, and so forth, which can only exist without love.
Next comes a Samaritan, a very human person. He is a person without status, or
power, or greed, or any self-centered slavery. He comes without anything that denies and
hinders a person's humanity. Such a person lives by the Principle of Universal Love.
Naturally, the Samaritan, being such a human person, responds in a human way. He
cleanses the injured man's wounds and takes him to an inn, and there provides whatever
is required for the man's full recovery. He acts like a human being. That's the Treaty of
Westphalia, which is built on the Principle of the Advantage of the Other, which is just
another form of the Principle of Universal Love. He responds to his humanity, the
humanity that we all share, which he evidently values and loves.
Steve explained that by the Samaritan's actions the world becomes a richer place.
It becomes a world in which the human being is recognized to be of great value. By his
response the injured man's potential contribution to society is not lost, but is honored and
restored. Actually, far more than this, the Samaritan uplifts the entire scene and creates a
world that anyone would be proud to live in and be a part of. The Samaritan responds to
what is valued in the human heart and Soul, which everyone likewise responds to. This
makes the world a rich place," said Steve. Steve also pointed out that the key element,
which sets this light apart from the darkness in the world that corresponds to status,
power, and greed, is our humanity and its key principle, the Principle of Universal Love.
"All of that, Peter, describes the Principle of Economics," added Steve. "For as
long as the key spiritual values are kept in the forefront in the human heart, which are all
manifests of the Principle of Universal Love in various forms, the economy functions and
life becomes rich. But when that spiritual focus decays, the economy collapses. So it will
always be, Peter. It is as simple as that. And the clearest indicator that such a regression
towards a collapse is currently unfolding, is the loss of love that we are seeing more and
more happening."
Steve pointed out that in this context, Christ Jesus omitted a vital factor in the
story of his parable. "Now, Peter, I want you to tell me what this factor is. As a diplomat
you should be aware of it."
I shrugged my shoulders.
"Don't give up so readily, Peter. It is a factor that probably wasn't as significant in
those days, as it is now. There probably was more love in society in those days, for one
another. We have the Levite, the priest, and the Samaritan in the parable, all reacting to a
tragic human situation. Shouldn't there have been more said about it? In today's world
there would be."

"Maybe there should have been a representative of the general mass of society
brought into this context," I answered cautiously.
"How would you describe then the resulting scene, in today's terms?" said Steve.
"What is society's current response to the kind of tragedy that the parable describes?
What would you add to the parable to bring its story forward into today's world?"
My response was to raise my hands and cover my face in shame. "How is society
responding to the three representatives that Christ Jesus described? Do you really want to
know?" I said moments later.
Steve nodded.
"Today's society responds to the Levite with total support. Every law that has in
the past protected society economically has been stricken in America. Every obstacle
against financial stealing from society has been removed. In fact, the process of stealing
has been glorified. Even high-school kids are now encouraged to play the stock markets
where nothing of value is produced, but huge profits are demanded. The days are long
gone when the stock market existed for pooling resources to build industries. The market
has become a gambling casino of the worst sort. Since nothing of value is being
produced, by trading certificates from one to another, the huge profits that are drawn
from the gambling process are essentially stolen from other investors. This stealing has
become rampant. We find this paradigm shift from building to stealing reflected almost
everywhere in countless different ways. We find it in the banks. The banks 'kill' you with
service charges for a long list of different reasons, while the processes for which the
outrageous fees are charged are all automated processes. The fees represent theft.
Everybody has now joined the bandwagon of charging fees for which no real effort is
provided in return. For example, for every dollar that people spend on the gas pump to fill
up their gas tank, half a dollar goes to the pirates called speculators that add nothing to
the process of providing a resource. It's all pure legalized theft. We see the same
happening in housing. The price gouging has become so enormous, that more and more
people can no longer afford to have a home and become homeless. We also see this trend
happening in healthcare. It is becoming more and more an economic death sentence for
many people to become sick. We also see the trend in wages that are forced lower and
lower while the executives are writing themselves multi-million dollar paychecks and
golden retirement packages. And all of that massive stealing is protected by society. I
would have a fourth person included in Christ Jesus' parable. The fourth person would
represent society. That person would intercept the Levite that walks by the injured man
and impel him to go back to the tragic scene to find out if there might have been
something of value at the scene, no matter how small, which the previous thieves have
left behind."
Steve nodded. "That takes care of the Levite," he said. "Now tell me, what would
that fourth person's response be towards the priest in today's world? What do you see
happing in America on this front?"

"The priest represents empire, and empire represents permanent war," I said to
Steve. "So what do I see on this front? I see our society, represented by its government,
spending 25 to 30 billion dollars per year on covert operations designed to destabilize
other nations, assassinate their leaders at will, and to destroy their economy. We
arrogantly invade foreign lands and shoot the people living there. We call this an aspect
of civilization. We bomb people's villages, blow up their houses, and torture whatever
prisoners we care to arrest. We do this to enforce democracy, unless they allow us to steal
their resources peacefully, and surrender their sovereignty at our feet. We've turned
democracy into a sham. Many of our most noble institutions now support scores of highlevel economic hit men that cleverly cheat the poor nations out of billions of dollars, to
the point that evermore people are forced to be scrounging the garbage dumps for scraps
of food. If a dying child in its mother's arms asks its mother if there is food in heaven,
and this happens even in the great food-exporting nations, we have to admit that love is
dead in our hearts. We now support the largest slavery operations in all history. We shut
down our industries and hire the poverty stricken in foreign countries for slave labor
wages and demand from them products at prices so low that the necessary infrastructures
for maintaining their society cannot be created. We are using them up as in the olden
days of slavery. We are killing those people, just as we are killing millions each year with
our shameful resurrection of malaria that we enforced with the DDT ban for purely
political reasons. The whole world knows that malaria is an insect borne disease that
destroys a person's liver, causing great agonies until a person dies, but we don't care.
That's what society says to the modern priesthood. It says, 'we do not give a damn.' We
are forcing 500 million people into this malaria trap, with our continuing banning of the
readily available DDT insect-control, which had once nearly eradicated malaria. Millions
now die each year, most of them children. In Africa alone, a child dies every thirty
seconds in great agony, under our brutal dictatorship. Of course this death toll is
minuscule in comparison to the death toll from poverty that we have proudly created.
Estimates range as high as 50,000 needless deaths per day from poverty related causes.
And still society says, 'we do not give a damn.'
"Since we are the fourth person in the parable I see us supporting the priest," I said
after a short pause. "I see us asking the priest who made a detour around the injured man
to go back to the scene of tragedy and check to find out if there was still some life left in
the man laying at the wayside, who in his debilitated condition might yet be useful as a
slave for a few days. That is what we are saying when we support globalized stealing and
globalized mass murder. That is also what we are supporting as we line up at the slavery
product stores."
Steve raised his hand and nodded again. "That takes care of the priest," he said.
"How do we respond to the Samaritan in today's world? How does society respond to
someone like the Samaritan?"
"We spend 30 billion a year to destabilize the world and destroy humanity, and
many more billions to finance wars, and even more than that on games and entertainment
of violence and horror," I said quietly. "How much do you think today's society spends in
support of those who have dedicated their life to elevating society, to enriching its

humanity, and to ennobling its culture. How much do you think, Steve, the American
society is supporting its leading pioneers in the development of a wider sense of love?"
I paused, motioning Steve to answer.
Steve just laughed. "A crumb too small for a mouse!" He nodded. "That's how Dr.
Zeus described this kind of mentality in his tale of how the Grinch Stole Christmas."
"That's how small society's love has become, Steve," I agreed. "It's become
shrunken down to a crumb that's too small for anything. Society calls the people
crackpots, who would elevate it out its unfolding crisis. Society abhors people who don't
subscribe to the same petty smallness that it has become mired in up to its neck.
Obviously, it doesn't give a penny. Those who fight for a new renaissance, and for a new
just world-economic order, are called crackpots, and nobody gives a crumb that would
satisfy even a mouse. Society doesn't give a damn, not a penny indeed, except for a very
few people that give all they can possibly give, and that my friend, in the global context
in comparison with the mounting crisis, is a crumb too small to make any difference."
"It's too small for a mouse and an insult for a human being," said Steve. "So, how
would the Samaritan of Christ Jesus' parable be met today by the representative of
society?"
"The fourth person in the parable would meet the Samaritan with disdain for his
daring to endanger the dark world of inhumanity," I said to Steve. "One outspoken
supporter of the DDT ban was honest enough to point out that he supports the ban,
because DDT enables too many people to live. Strangely, society hails those people who
idealize the dark world of human decay, and it meets with disdain those who would
lighten the world. Actually, society acts much more harshly. LaRouche was dispelled
from society, slandered, persecuted, and cast into prison, where he was set up to be killed,
which nearly succeeded. And even from prison he continues to fight to awaken society to
the principles for a richer world."
I added that Christ Jesus once indicated what the fate of the Samaritan would be in
a world ruled by darkness, empire, and greed. "The response that he saw in this world,
became reflected in due course in his crucifixion," I said to Steve. "And that's what I still
see. The crucifixion of the advance guard of humanity continues to the present day and
might not end for as long as the words, 'empire' and 'power' are spoken on this planet
instead of the words 'humanity' and 'love.'"
Steve nodded again. He pointed out in reply, that there has never been a sustained
period of time in all the history of humanity, in which one finds a richly flourishing
world, where one does not also see a profound expression of the Principle of Universal
Love bringing our humanity to light. He further explained, that he has never seen a single
case in which a society was focused on the Principle of Universal Love and where people
were found desperately poor and pervaded with fascism. He said that these two aspects,
prosperity and love, always go together. One won't find prosperity without love. What
appear to be exceptions are illusions. Steve also said that the opposite is true as well.

Whenever society rejects the Principle of Universal Love, it invariably embraces fascism
and greed, and finds itself desperately poor and dying in agony. Steve pointed out, that
other combinations are not possible. He said, that it is impossible to combine total
opposites in the real world. It simply doesn't happen no matter what laws are enacted by
legislators who would enforce the impossible with the arrogance of will. A rich fascist
society will never be found on this planet, because it is impossible for anyone to sidestep
the most basic principle of economics, which is rooted in the Principle of Universal Love,
which is the opposite of fascism. "That is why every empire in history is typified by the
priest and the Levite, and that is why all the empires have failed throughout history, and
the Samaritans are feared by the imperial crowd, and are persecuted, and imprisoned,"
said Steve. "But society, the fourth person in the expanded parable, does not have to react
as you have described it. Society has the critical option to banish the priest and Levite
from its world and to support the Samaritan. It is critical for society to choose this option,
because we are fast reaching the point where nothing works anymore and society itself is
beginning to collapse.
"You are saying then that the onus for enriching society, ultimately doesn't fall
onto the shoulders of government? Is that what you are saying?" I said quietly.
"Of course that's what I am saying," said Steve. "The onus falls on society itself.
The governments always reflect society. How strong is society's love for one-another?
That is the real question. If society embraces itself in that love, no government can launch
a war, or impose policies for private stealing, and set the stage for the death for millions."

"I see very little of that kind of love," I said to Steve after a few moments of
thinking about it. "As I said, mostly people don't give a damn about anyone but
themselves. And that's not love."
"That's not possible," Steve interjected. "If people truly cared about themselves as
human beings, they would find that living without the Principle of Universal Love is not
an option, but is dangerous poverty and inhumanity that will kill them. People cannot live
that way. Humanity and its Principle of Universal Love are one. Without this principle
humanity dies. While this is not recognized anymore in our time, all isn't lost yet, Peter.
We, as society, do carry the responsibility for the world in which we live. This may yet
become apparent when the dream world falls apart that people live in, and reality
reasserts itself again. The dream of fascist prosperity is doomed to end. It is still possible
for this reality to be recognized before the consequences of the long dreaming overwhelm
society. One way or another, society will determine for itself what kind of world it will
live in, and in which its living has meaning. If it drops this responsibility, it will suffer by
default, as Germany did by allowing Hitler to rule. Yes, the German nation was trapped
by Goebbels’s propaganda. In a dream state this is possible, but in a state of
consciousness ruled by the Principle of Universal Love, this mental entrapment would
not have been possible. Nevertheless, the German nation could not escape the
consequences of its folly in which it allowed fascist masters to rule."

"I agree, the environment of the Principle of Universal Love is a fragile
environment in its early stages," I interjected, "but right now one can find hardly a trace
of this principle anymore, certainly not as one should find it. Almost nobody cares,
Steve."
"That is why civilization will likely disintegrate in due course, as it did in Hitler's
Germany. In Hitler's Germany, the people were not victims of Hitler. That came later.
First and foremost, they were victims of their own foolishness. If the people of a nation
don't have enough love for themselves as human beings that they take whatever steps
may be necessary to remove the defective leaders from power, then society isn't fit to
survive, and it won't survive. A fascist leader in power is like an elephant in a china shop.
If you want to protect what is precious, get the elephant out. The people in Germany
failed to do this. We are failing the same way all over the world now, and that's only the
beginning. In our modern world, people have become even more deeply corrupted than
the people had been under Hitler. Now people sooner steal from one-another and tear
each other down, by which they loose their civilization and the foundation for their
existence, then to create riches for one-another by building a richer world. We are far
from living in a democracy in which people take responsibility for their existence."
"I know what you're getting at," I interrupted Steve. "You are saying that the train
of all the historic tragedies was set into motion, not by men from Mars, but by society
itself, when it allowed itself to become little people, underlings, paying homage to their
empire gods, gods of greed, and force, and destruction. They honor Hobbes and Adam
Smith today, the man who outlawed love. How much sadder can things get?"
"Right, Peter. Don't love one-another, love that gold! That's the new prayer song!
Are you surprised then that our government reflects this?" Steve asked. "That's what I see
happening in America all the way to the top, to the very President of the nation," said
Steve, "just as it is happening in many other places. What you see in today's world, would
never be possible anywhere if society were like the Samaritan or even be supporting its
Samaritans. Then society would do everything possible to uplift and defend its humanity
anywhere in the world, and heal what needs healing. If there were a deep love in society
for its humanity, society would create itself the type of government that would be
mandated to provide education for all; universal health care; low cost financing for its
advancing industries and its infrastructures for living, such as sufficient housing and
efficient transportation infrastructures. Yes, Peter, the Samaritan represents the General
Welfare Principle, and the Principle of the Universal Brotherhood of All Mankind, and
the Principle of Universal Love. This Samaritan isn't supported. This means that society
isn't supporting itself. The Samaritan represents all of these principles, the only
foundation that exists in the universe with the substance to support a human civilization.
That foundation, although it was probably not scientifically understood, was most likely
the platform that enabled humanity to survive the many ice ages it had to face throughout
its 2.5 million-year history. Otherwise no one might have survived. Ironically our global
society is now in the process of scrapping all of that, and expects to face the return of the
Ice Age without it, and with a ten-billion world population that will be running out of
food when the cold climate begins, and agriculture becomes disabled thereby. Society

must be insane to expect to be able to survive that way. Society is in need of a deep
reaching healing."
"Are you saying, Steve, that the global society has become truly insane? Or has it
merely become incompetent?"
Steve nodded slightly. "I am suggesting that society needs a lot of healing in both
respects. Its incompetence is reflected in society electing an incompetent idiot to the
highest office in the land. That's clear evidence of universal incompetence, isn't it, if it
isn't insanity? The sad fact is that society has become grossly incompetent in the basic
requirements for its survival. Our Constitution has all the safeguards included that give
society the tools to keep its government on track, but when society becomes incompetent,
what good are those tools? Who will use them in a world without sanity?"
"Are you saying that the Samaritan represents what a competent human being is,
and that Christ Jesus already understood two millennia ago the deep challenges that we
face today?"
Steve nodded again. "Why are you surprised, Pete? That man stood on the
shoulders of giants. He stood on the shoulders of Homer, Aeschylus, Pythagoras, Solon,
Socrates, Plato, Archimedes, Eratosthenes, and many others. He understood what a
human being is. He also stood on the shoulders of his people's countless spiritual pioneers
from Abraham to Elijah. He understood the royalty and divinity of mankind. He saw in
the human being the image of the Supreme Being and the Intelligence that is reflected in
all of the Universe. Anyone who lived in this age, and was a thinking human being, was
moved to some degree by the scientific revolution that had been unfolding at this time,
that was everywhere like the sand that gets into one’s hair at the seashore. Do you think it
would have been possible for someone like Christ Jesus to emerge on the world-scene,
outside of this enormously rich humanist environment of scientific competence? That's
not possible, Pete. People have always discovered their humanity in the processes of
discovering the principles of the Universe that the eye cannot see. They found their
humanity by living in the complex domain, the stuff that we talked about before, the
world that Gauss lived in, the world of the complex domain of the infinite Mind.
"The scientific understanding of the great pioneers of the past, their discovery of
the unknowable that is scientifically knowable, that the eye cannot see but the mind can
discern, made them stand tall as human beings akin with the God, standing as champions
of the principles of the Universe. Thereby they became more fully aware of what a
human being is. They became more fully human by their scientific development. That's
what Christ Jesus carried forward. The figure of the Samaritan in his story is but a
minimal image if that. Of course today, even this minimal image is shunned. Who is even
talking about universal principles anymore? We don't recognize the elementary stuff
anymore, much less what was once built on it. Who is talking about Homer in today's
world, and Aeschylus, Pythagoras, Solon, Socrates, Plato, Archimedes, Eratosthenes, and
so forth? Nobody is! That's the rich kind of human culture that the Roman Empire has
destroyed with its antihuman rampage through history, that is now being reinvented.
They say that the Roman Empire nearly destroyed civilization. I think the reality is

worse. The Roman Empire HAS destroyed civilization. What we have left of it doesn't
really qualify for the term anymore. How many atomic bombs do we have now stacked
up around the world? I hear the count stands now at 65,000. We call this a civilization?
It's a horror show. On this tragic platform we want to build an Ice Age Renaissance
civilization with indoor agriculture that can support ten billion people."
"Is this what we want to do? That's not on society's agenda, by what I can see," I
interjected. "I don't think we have any intention to even consider this path."
"Society is kidding itself if it thinks it can survive on any other path," said Steve.
"Anyone who thinks that the needed Ice Age Renaissance, to save civilization in a time
of the deepest transformation of our planet, can be created on the present platform of total
incompetence, is insane."
"In that respect we may have already lost the game of saving civilization," I
interjected. "Society only doesn't know it yet."
"It's not that bad, Peter, our American Constitution represents the Samaritan's
principles. We may yet have a chance to reverse course."
"Yes our Constitution has enshrined the Principle of Universal Love, to some
degree, Steve, but who cares about our Constitution? Not even the President does. No
President has spoken about the General Welfare Principle during the recent decades,
much less has implemented it."
"I agree," said Steve. "It's sad what we see being done in America in general, with
our Constitution? The American people spit on it. They spit on the Principle of the
General Welfare. They destroy their own industries with the blind and perverted zeal of a
Don Quixote, as if their industries were a great evil. By doing so, the American people
are acting against themselves in the most ferocious fashion, nicely obedient to the
demands of empire. Why can't anyone see that? We've become underlings to artificially
induced insanity. Everything that we human beings need for our physical existence, is
produced in a factory, in an industry, or has been produced and delivered by equipment
once made in a factory of an industry. But all of this is being shut down in the brave new
age of deindustrialization, as if industrial production was an evil demon that has to be
killed. Then, in order to avoid the consequences of our industrial devolution, America
forces other people around the world to produce the goods for it that its demolished
industries had once produced. You can't call this competent existence. When the
Constitution was created, people still spoke the names of Homer, Aeschylus, Pythagoras,
Solon, Socrates, Plato, Archimedes, Eratosthenes, at least to some degree. But now,
hardly anyone even recognizes the names. We've lost our link as a society with the
foundational principles of our civilization, which is all that we've got to provide for our
physical existence."
"LaRouche still speaks the names of Homer and Aeschylus, Pythagoras, Solon,
Socrates, Plato, Archimedes, Eratosthenes, and so forth," I interrupted Steve.

Steve nodded. "I know, Peter, I am fully aware of that. That's why society is
slandering the man. Society treats him like an idiot, because it doesn't have an ear to hear
a single world of what he is talking about. That's a natural response of a society, stupefied
by cultural warfare, Peter. A society that lives in the sewer like a rat, and thinks like a rat,
will treat anyone as a fool who doesn't 'measure up' to the yardstick of the sewer. It's
natural that those who live like rats, make a vicious sport out of trashing those peoples'
names, according to the common 'courtesy' of a rat. That's natural, Peter. The rats have to
treat these people like outsiders, especially LaRouche, because he is an outsider to their
sewer-bound world. I would be shocked, if the rats would treat him like a brother. He
doesn't live there and neither should anybody else. If his name is being slandered in the
White House, as you say it is, then the White House is advertising to the nation that it has
become a sewer. That's a tragedy, Peter, which reflects itself on the whole nation. That is
what we need to heal for the sake of the nation and of humanity as a whole. That is why
the President should resign for reasons of incompetence. He wants to throw nuclear
bombs around, while the economy is disintegrating under the weight of his policies that
idealize looting, and the financial system, that should be supporting the physical
economy, has become an empty shell. What comes out of this sewer doesn't smell like a
civilization to me at all. It stinks. It stinks worse than a sewer."
Steve paused and shook his head. "What's to become of our country?" he said.
"We are throwing our workers on the scrap heap, and make slaves out of the rest of the
world, and then the President stands up and wants to throw nuclear bombs at the very
people who are feeding our empty shell with the substance of their life. The Samaritan
would never dream of doing that, but would do the opposite."
"However, the priest and the Levite would do this," I interjected. "We can't allow
them to have their way, not in a nuclear armed world, and definitely not in a human
world."
"Now you are talking, Peter! But get on with it, Peter! Don't just talk! Rescue your
fellow citizens from the sewer! Don't think for one minute that government policies can
turn the trend around and ennoble society," said Steve. "That leadership has to come from
the pioneers of society, and from their heart and soul. The historic Golden Renaissance
hadn't been brought to life as a policy of government, Peter. It began with people
discovering the truth about their humanity. When society begins to cherish the spiritual
qualities that make us all human, that give us our strength, of which love is a vital
element, the Renaissance that corresponds with that, simply happens. I don't think we are
anywhere near of that happening now. We need to act decisively to get us there. Society
should be acting like the Samaritan, upholding the Principle of the Universal Brotherhood
of All Mankind. But that's not happening. It isn't even on the horizon, much less on the
agenda. I bet, Peter, America is treating LaRouche like a dog, throwing him a few scraps,
barely enough to survive on. That's deemed a noble gesture in the mental vocabulary of
the sewer rats, which society loves to be. They support him just enough to keep him
alive, but not enough for him to be effective in rescuing society from its self-imposed
trap. The rats don't want to be rescued. It's simpler to live like a rat than to live like a
human being. As a rat, you don't have to take responsibility for anything. You just swim

with the sewer. But this hell will 'freeze over' and everyone in it, Pete, long before the Ice
Age begins anew."
"What you described is a state of living without love," I interjected. "You have
described the Hobbesian world, the Malthusian world, refined in 'aroma' into the world of
Adam Smith. But that's not the real face of humanity, isn't it? That's the face of fascism.
The face of humanity isn't the face of fascism. The humanity that I have come to know
wears an infinitely brighter face. You, yourself are a witness to that and a part of it."
Steve shrugged his shoulders. "What do you want me to say, Pete. Do you want
me to tell you a lie that makes you feel better? The simple fact is, that there is not enough
of the light of love and humanity evident in the world, much less is flooding the world.
We are not there yet, which isn't even a goal yet. We are far short off the critical
threshold being recognized on the global scene, to say nothing of it being acknowledged.
The sewer has been globalized, with all its stench and darkness, not the Principle of
Universal Love. Without love for our humanity, and I do mean universal love, not
privatized love, there is no general welfare focus happening, and consequently no real
economic activity happening. Without even the faintest recognition of the Principle of the
Universal Brotherhood of All Mankind, a productive economy can't be unfolding,
because an economy unfolds only from the substance of our humanity. In the shadow of
the present void, governments become fascist by nature. Fascism is a state of living
without principle, without humanity, without love, with am empty heart and a life without
a kiss. That is what we have come to. That's the sewer, Peter. Nevertheless, we do remain
what we are, human beings. We will always be human beings, no matter what mask we
wear, or what role we choose to play, and what rotten ideology we devour. We will
always remain what we are, human beings, and if we are lucky we will wake up to this
fact soon. There have been times of Renaissance in the past, bright times of culture,
science, love, and humanity, when this awakening happened in a big and universal way.
Sure, every trend towards renaissance became smothered again by the darkness of
empire, but the fact that those renaissance trends have happened is important even if they
didn't last. These bright spots in history, in which a bright humanism had flourished with
a deep reaching healing for humanity, are important Pete, because from them we can gain
a glimpse of what a human being is, and is still capable of achieving. That is how we
learn that a human being is not by nature a sewer rat, but bears the image of the Supreme
Being in our world, the reflected image of God."
"You are saying then that Christ Jesus constructed his parable correctly. The
fourth-person addition that we have explored isn't fundamentally necessary in a
renaissance world, in the normal world of mankind," I said to Steve. "Someone once told
me that the way to extract 'error,' and that's the sewer of the world, is to pour into this
dehumanized scene flood tides of love. The priest and the Levite represent the sewer, and
the Samaritan represents the process of pouring in flood tides of love to enrich the human
scene. Nothing more is needed, than pouring in flood tides of love to enrich the human
scene. In the parable, the Samaritan had rendered the priest and the Levite as
inconsequential. The effect of darkness is inconsequential in a world of light. If today's
society says, and that probably includes almost everyone today, that the welfare of
humanity isn't their business, then we hear in them the priest and the Levite talking,

though sporting new faces and wearing new gowns, while they are playing the same old
game. A change of the facade doesn't imply a change of heart. Most people, like the
priest and Levite, are saying with their deeds, that the welfare of mankind, much less its
future, isn't their concern? Fortunately, this sad statement doesn't reflect the true image of
mankind. It only reflects the face of a delusion. The true face has been put into the bottle
of a delusion."
"Uncork the bottle," said Steve, and laughed. "Set the genie free. Smash the bottle.
Smash anything that would put the genie of mankind into a bottle. This becomes a
declaration of war on false religion and the like. How often have we seen the holy men of
countless religions retreating into passive prayer and meditation?" said Steve. "They are
seeking healing in their silent isolation from the world as they aim to find unity with their
God? But the Infinite All, who is their God, is the Universe. Withdrawal is not prayer. It
is self-delusion. In this passive meditation, the deluded holy men convince themselves
that their needs, and the needs of mankind, are small and insignificant, and are met by
spiritual magic. But this never happens. And so, as the parable has foretold the priests'
response, they close their heart and their hand, and let the human needs remain unmet.
They act with resolve, and commit the injured, and those starving in poverty, to their
death."
"They pray to God to have a tooth ache repaired," I interjected. "In their smallness
they tell themselves that the welfare of humanity isn't their business. They say that the
Samaritan's principle of pouring into the human scene flood tides of love, is irrelevant.
And so they fall into their own trap, and fail where they would succeed, and become
irrelevant."
Steve nodded. "This challenge confronts us in all aspects of healing, because it
takes a lot of honesty with ourselves to pour into the human scene flood tides of love.
Who even acknowledges the Principle of Universal Love? But even if society were to do
all of this fully, they would still miss half of the story of the parable."
I nodded slightly.
"OK, Peter, tell me what that missing half is. What is a part of this process of
pouring into the human scene flood tides of love? It is something greater than creating a
richer world. I think the Apostle John had recognized that already two thousand years
ago."
"John had suggested that love brings us into the sphere of thinking, where we see
God," I said to Steve cautiously. "That's the sphere of coming alive, where mankind
actually begins to 'experience' God. John suggested that who doesn't love on a universal
plane, cannot 'see' God, and therefore has no part in God. Such a person literally misses
reality, even his own reality. That's like saying that without universal love, a person
doesn't measure up to what a human being is, and therefore doesn't qualify for the term.
Consequently, civilization disintegrates."

"That's powerful stuff, eh?" said Steve. "That's why all the religions have failed.
They missed the key elements. They have become but so many variations of a failing
theme. Some have come closer than others, but they are all hollow. They miss the core
element, the fundamental substance, the divinely real. Love is the real, and loving is the
divine way. The Principle of Universal Love is the principle of the Divine Dance of
humanity."
"That's why I think we need a new renaissance of competent living based on the
Principle of Universal Love," I interjected. "Ever since we first met here in Leipzig,
Steve, I was fascinated with this great challenge of coming to terms with the demands of
the Principle of Universal Love. We both were."
Steve just laughed. "You speak of the ultimate. Right now, I would be happy if
you could manage to start an emergency education of your President, to take one single
step in that direction, and love to himself as a human being. This would be enough to
deter him from blowing up the world, whereby we might have a chance to see the new
renaissance being created that brings to light the Divine Dance. You can't pull a
renaissance out of a hat, just as you can't implement the Principle of Universal Love with
mere slogans. It takes a deep overturning in every arena of human living, and more than
one step to flush out all the sewer paradigms with the flood tide of the substance of our
humanity. Here universal love begins. It takes a great humanist effort to create a
renaissance, the kind of effort that Franklin Roosevelt had once made to inspire our
nation into living like human beings. If he hadn't done that, Hitler would have overrun the
world, and most of us would be dead by now, or be saluting the swastika and shouting
Heil Hitler. We need the Roosevelt kind of renaissance again that had saved us once from
this potential tragedy, and then create a still greater renaissance of love. We need to flood
the world with healing, with love, to be true to what we are as a people clothed with the
sun of our humanity. We need this kind of a renaissance, even the brightest possible, as a
starter, to build on it the needed still bigger renaissance that a century from now enables
us to survive the return of the Ice Age."
"Getting our incompetent would-be king to resign appears to be terribly hard," I
said to Steve, "but it is probably the easiest part of what is required. To find a competent
replacement from a society that lives in the sewer will be much harder. In a world that is
saturated with boisterous priests and Levites, you have to look far and wide to find a
Samaritan who understands the principles of economics and civilization, who
understands what a human being is. My guess is that this second step will prove to be
impossible, because the deeper a society has drifted into the sewer, the harder it is for it
to find a way out of it."
"Not taking this step however, no matter how hard it may be, will break the back
of America," said Steve. "America will collapse as a consequence of such a failure,
should this happen. That's what I fear may indeed be happening, because I see no
universal movement happening to rebuild our sense of humanity that would stop the
already ongoing collapse into a new Dark Age."
"LaRouche has a mass-movement of sorts," I interrupted Steve.

"I bet he knows that this is not sufficient, Peter. A mass-movement by itself won't
do it. It may serve as a catalyst to inspire a universal movement, but nothing short of a
universal movement will cause what is required. We need a New Renaissance from the
grassroots level up."
"If this is the case," I said to Steve, "what profound idea do you have to offer that
can break the barrier and inspire the needed universal movement?"
Steve shrugged his shoulders. "The Principle of the Universal Brotherhood is the
tallest moral principle that I know. It reflects the divine Principle of the reality of our
being, the Principle of God, or the Universe, the principle of our divinity as human
beings, and so on."
I raised my hand as if to object. "People would say, Steve, don't bring God into
this, please. There may be no God."
Steve just laughed. "That's what the rats are saying indeed. I say that the Principle
of the Universal Brotherhood stands on a divine Principle that no one can really define,
which is all and everything at the same time, a kind of divine spark. We are all human
beings, cast from the same mold, reflecting the same inner humanity, sharing the same
universal human soul. And still, we are more than just that. We are more than just cast
from the same mold. There is a spark in us that drives us to reach beyond ourselves, to
embrace and to understand the universe, and to move with it, and to explore and to utilize
its riches. You can't measure that spark, but you can bury it so deep under shallow
philosophies and doctrines that its light no longer shines. And that's what's been
happening for decades now. We've buried it under empiricism, religiosity, and
romanticism, and of course the modern irrational monetarism and fascism, but we are
nevertheless still bound to this spark, because when it is hidden we cannot escape the
consequences that we thereby invite. The bottom line is, Peter, that there are basically no
innocent victims in the world. Sure, children and the like may be innocent victims of
society's folly, but for society as a whole the concept of the innocent victim doesn't apply.
When society allows the humanist spark to be smothered by its actions and civilization
vanishes in the resulting collapse process, and consequently the whole world goes to hell
in a nuclear war, there will be no innocent victims affected by this. No Martian forces
mankind into this trend. It's all the result of its own doing then, of its own failing to
adhere to the principle of civilization."
"No innocent victims?" I repeated.
"The concept of innocent victims is essentially invalid in the world of democracy,"
said Steve, "because democracy means taking responsibility to live profoundly as human
beings, utilizing all the resources within us to create a richer and more secure world. The
guilt for the death of children that results from our folly, falls on us all. It is our
responsibility to support them. If we carry out our duty competently, our children will
live and enrich our world. If we choose to live like sewer rats and shrug off our
responsibility, we will have what the sewer provides, which isn't very pretty, or in any
way secure. There aren't any bystanders, basically. You are right, Peter. We either live in

the sewer or in the light above it, and the deeper we sink into the sewer, the harder it gets
to climb out of it, and flush out the stench with flood tides of love."
"I said the same to Sylvia," I said. "When a village is threatened that is located
downstream from a great dam that shows signs of breaking up, everybody is affected.
Even those who say that the dam is not their business, are affected. They may insist that
they have other business to focus on, like a garden to tend, a wife to marry, a family to
feed, but this does not make them any less affected by the breaking dam. Everybody that
lives in that village is affected, and affects the outcome. People either become victims of
their incompetence, and advance the outcome in which they die, or they become victors
by responding as they should, and affect the outcome by their effort as the dam becomes
repaired, or the water behind it becomes safely diverted. In that case, they succeed in
saving their world by responding in the manner that a human being is designed to
respond, and is capable of responding."
Steve applauded. "The same holds true for responding to the Ice Age, Peter," said
Steve. "When ten billion people perish at the return of the Ice Age, they won't perish as
innocent victims, because mankind has the resources within it to prevent this tragedy."
"You don't even have to go that far to recognize the principle," I interjected. "If an
economy collapses, and society collapses with it, it does so because of its own selfvictimization; its own incompetence. If war erupts, and nuclear war wipes out humanity,
there are basically no innocent victims either, for one to mourn over. It will be the result
of society's long standing self-victimization, by banishing the qualities that make us
human."
"That's why the development of the Principle of Universal Love is so enormously
important, Peter," said Steve. "That's why sexual love appears to be the one remaining
arena where a little bit of fire and passion for our humanity, and for human living, still
remains. People want to be honest in this arena, as you know yourself, even if they can't
quite get to that yet, or only with great difficulties."
"Of course sexual love is important," I said.
"It's one of the most powerful motivators we've got, as you know yourself," said
Steve. "The whole world is divided along sexual lines. Love is banned, except in those
narrowly defined circumstances that we don't want to let go no matter what. But doesn't
that hint at what we are missing in the larger domain?"
"The Principle of Universal Love in the sexual domain is bound to become an
explosive issue," I interjected.
"Yes, and it will blow the whole scene of universal love wide open, as it impels
people to deal with it, whether they like it or not," said Steve.
"Doesn't that illustrate how defective the world has become that we need to fix?" I
said.

"The sexual division and isolation goes extremely deep, Peter, as you also know.
That's why universal love has also been blocked for centuries from unfolding. We have to
address that issue as a part of the development of the Principle of Universal Love on the
whole front."
"No, I think we have to address the development of the Principle of Universal
Love especially on the sexual front, where it has been held back almost completely," I
countered Steve. "Nothing less than a profound victory there, will do any good. The good
thing is that it is there where society is most interested in getting out of its box. Sexual
division and isolation created the box. To get out of this box is an essential first step for
getting back to the platform of competent living."
"That's what I said," said Steve. "The sexual domain is where people want to be
honest with themselves. We should promote this already existing trend towards the
Principle of Universal Love."
"Haven't we already begun, Steve?" I sad to him and laughed. "Hasn't the process
of healing started at the moment when I set foot into your house?"
"No Pete, it started the moment you met Ushi on the beach, remember?" Steve
began to grin now, but quickly became serious again. "It really started long before that. It
started on the day you were born," added Steve. "That's what we need to get back to, to
our natural humanity in which the Principle of Universal Love is expressed, and allow it
to unfold."
"But aren't you forgetting the force of imperial domination that is controlling
society, and is making a mockery of love with nuclear weapons, and is reducing sex to a
scam?" I asked him.
"Sure, Peter, the imperials corrupt society, but society complies! It does the
imperials' bidding. That's not love. The principle of the Universe does not change to
accommodate society's self-denial. Where there is no love, society dies, just as a person
dies who refuses to breathe. When society refuses Love, it refuses itself and becomes
hollow. The Intelligence and the Power of the Universe, or God as some say, is
incorporeal. It has no form. It unfolds being incorporated by is. The physical universe and
we in it, are the corporeal form of the Intelligence of the Universe and its Principle. We
are its expression, its manifest, its intention, its Spirit unfolding in Life, the reflection of
its Mind, Soul, Love and so on. Its Soul is our beauty; its Principle our power; its Love
our loving; its Mind our intellect, and so on. All of what is good, true, and of value,
unfolds along this chain in which unfolds the native quality of God and man as One. It
unfolds a unity that is divine, supreme, and infinite. This channel defines all that we are
as human beings, where the outcome is good. The incorporeal divine Being is manifest in
our corporeal individual living. That's the native state of humanity. It determines
civilization and our freedom for action, and also the limits beyond which we loose
ourselves in self-denial. On this platform of all that is real, Love is the principle of
humanity, the substance of civilization, the light that can eradicate empire. If society
doesn't choose to let this light shine in active expression, it allows the emptiness of

empire to assert itself in its lifeless state. When the light goes out, the void of darkness
resumes. The path society pursues, determines its experience."
"Of course, the Martians don't dictate our actions, whether we love universally, or
don't love at all," I interjected. "We alone do this. We, humanity, inhabit this planet. No
one else calls the shots here and suffers the consequences if we act foolishly."
"The determining factor here is whether we choose to move with God, which is the
intention for us to exist," said Steve, "whereby our living and loving becomes
meaningful, or whether we foolishly move against God, whereby our life looses its
meaning as if we had never lived. The first is the natural state of mankind, which is ever
developing, like a seed that becomes a tree. The second is the inactive state where
nothing good happens and the seed dies as if it never existed. If we get nuked this
afternoon," added Steve, "we suffer the consequences of having never really lived. By not
living as human beings we allow our world to deteriorate to such a deep point in the
sewer were we exist without love that the insanity drives society into nuclear war. When
this happens we'll suffer the consequences of the folly of our inaction. One might call this
our utter failure in loving one-another as human beings. But this failure isn't a default
state. There is a choice involved. Nuclear war is one of the many phenomena of insanity
that we drift into by choice when our humanity becomes actively denied and universal
love becomes blocked. We are getting close to realizing the effect of this choice, Peter.
We've got 65,000 nuclear bombs to prove that we have made this choice. However, we
can also choose to live as human beings again and act with the expressed intention of the
Intelligence of the Universe as the corporeal manifest of God. Thereby the human
becomes divine in our living, as it is by design, and the outcome is civilization. No one is
excluded from this potential. In this we are one."
Steve explained that it is a rarely recognized fact that humanity is a universal
whole, an inseparable singularity united in a universal bond that unfolds as love. "If our
humanity inspires love for ourselves and for one-another, then we enrich one-another and
our world, and our society with it, and uplift our civilization out of the riches of that love.
That's the economic process, and the natural political process. No one stands apart from
that flow. No one is not touched by its imperative. If society corrupts itself with greed
and poverty, it suffers the consequences as the world is collapsing. When society as a
whole becomes trapped into this self-collapse process, no one remains untouched by the
result. The bottom line is that were are all bound to each other in a natural unity that no
one can escape from," said Steve. "We are individuals only to the degree to which we
explore and apply the fundamental principles of our humanity, and of our universe. Apart
from that, we are all bound to the effects of these principles. Sure we can rebel and ignore
or deny the principles of our humanity, as we so often do, but we cannot escape the
consequences of this rebellion. We cannot escape the fact that we are all one in being,
and therefore have a responsibility for one-another. We certainly can't escape the
outcome of our response to the return of the Ice Age, which may only be a hundred years
away. We can protect ourselves from it by uplifting our world in a human manner, and
thus avoid the otherwise deadly consequences. That's how the Principle of Universal
Love gets us into our native air of humanist power. Failing that, we face a horrendous
tragedy."

I told Steve about the elderly Japanese that I met in the airplane flying across the
Atlantic to Germany. I told Steve that he had told me the same thing, only in a stillhigher-lever spiritual and scientific context.
"That's just another facet of the same phenomenon," said Steve. "It is reflecting the
same principle in a different manner, in different metaphors. We need to look at
everything that has inspired and uplifted individuals to enrich society. But there is still
another facet that you need to be aware of," added Steve. "This facet lies above all that.
According to all available evidence the development of life on this planet appears to be
fundamentally non-linear. It comes to light as a voluntaristic process of intelligently
directed progression or creation, in which mankind itself becomes a part of the creative
process."
Steve explained that the most potent force in a physical economy, are the small
entrepreneurial industries that thrive on the wave of new ideas and advanced innovations.
"That's a voluntaristic process. These enterprises depend on exceptional ideas for their
very existence. They become synonymous with it. But where do the grand and powerful
ideas come from? We don't really know, do we? Where does our humanity come from,
Peter, except to see it rooted in the Intelligence of the Universe and its Principles? We
don't know that either. Darwin calls it evolution, but he didn't really believe that himself,
did he? He has admitted that much, cautiously, as much as he dared. He was a member of
the Empire. His hypotheses were built on speculation to serve what was politically
correct for his time, a time darkened by empire. He had to deliver a rendition that fell
within the parameters that were predetermined for him, to serve the Empire. The truth
wasn't really relevant at this stage, was it? It still isn't. So he fibbed a bit. But our getting
back to the truth, as we must get back to it, changes everything. Life isn't a process of
linear accretion through mindless actions. It unfolds in qualitative jumps, in principledirected intelligent jumps. Can we say that ideas emerge through evolution? We can
never say that, can we? Evidently, ideas don't result from the molasses of mental
accretion. Ideas are explosive phenomena. They unfold in a bang and are often totally
complete. Neither does life unfold by evolutionary accretion. It unfolds like a new idea is
born. It erupts in new forms of expression, perhaps even intelligently self-directed forms
of expression. Is art, beauty, music, loyalty, honor, and love drawn from evolution? No! I
can't believe that they are. Nobody really knows where the cradle of intelligence lies?
Evidence suggests that intelligence was its own cradle and is powered by its own
development, and that its principles and manifestation that we are a part of, have shaped
us into becoming what we are. The resulting scientific concept lies a far distance from the
deadly passive notion of random evolution. There is more evidence abounding that life is
voluntaristically determined, with a creative intention behind it, and is actively unfolding,
rather than passively by default random motion. My point is, that we know far too little
about ourselves, which naturally also becomes reflected in the damned small-minded
thinking that is destroying our world today. We are so arrogant in our small-minded
thinking, which we call knowledge, that we aim to circumscribe all truth with this
smallness."
"If you are correct," I said to Steve, "then we are the ongoing creators of what we
call the truth, without knowing that we are creators, and thereby the shapers of life. It is

more likely than not, that we uplift truth itself, as we uplift our civilization and give
pinions to life as we expand our universe. We create new elements of truth that did not
exist before us, because the world did not exist that these elements of truth pertain to."
"Give me an example," said Steve.
I began to laugh. "Look at the tip of your finger, that's what Fred would say. Who
does it point to? It points to you. It points to us all. We are the evidence, the example, and
the exemplar, Steve. The modern world and its vast population exists because of us, as
creators of resources and builders of infrastructures for living. The so-called natural
world might be able to support a few million people out of its primitive resources, but
human intelligence has created a higher level world that now supports five billion people.
We created an aspect of truth that didn't exist before. Nevertheless, we cannot step
outside the fundamental principles that are established by the Universe itself. Sure, we
have created the principles of agriculture. However, we did this on established universal
principles by discovering how the biological platform operates. We have built a
marvelous infrastructure on this platform that may soon support ten billion people living
on this planet. And here I see a real critical danger with the Ice Age approaching, for two
of the critical elements of the biological platform will be deeply disabled by the coming
Ice Age. Plant growth depends on the warm climate that the current interglacial period
gave us. Plant growth also depends on a rich concentration of carbon dioxide in the air.
The world's current CO2 concentration in the air is way below what is needed for
efficient plant growth. It should be at a minimum of 1000 ppm for that, instead of the
mere 380 that we've got. Our biosphere is presently at a starvation level of CO2
deficiency. Both of these factors become increasingly critical in the coming Ice Age.
Agriculture with be devastated by the radically colder climate and also by the radically
reduced CO2 concentration in the air that followed the colder temperatures in a
downward response. Below the 200 ppm level plant growth grinds to a stop. Ice core
samples tell us that during the previous glaciation periods the CO2 level in the air
dropped below the 150 mark. That's why only a few million people survived the last Ice
Age. We can counteract these critical deficiencies that always devastate the human
landscape in the glaciation periods. We can counteract it with indoor agriculture that
enables scientific climate control for optimized plant-growth conditions. But this won't
happen, will it, if we don't allow our humanity its natural unfolding in reflecting the
principles of the Universe?"
"Are you saying that this is the reason why the needs of the one outweigh the
needs of the many?" I said. I told Steve how I had recited this principle to Fred, without
understanding more than just a bit of it myself.
"At least you are honest," said Steve. "Sure, this principle is critical to mankind's
meeting the Ice Age Challenge, but not in the way you may think."
If we say that the needs of the many outweigh the needs of the one, we are
entering fascist territory where no one will ultimately survive," I said cautiously. "That's
why the opposite has to be true."

Steve applauded me. He raised a hand. "You are getting warm," he said. "Still,
your reasoning is passive. For an active appreciation you need to look at what's
happening in the way the Universe is operating."
"You mean how the Universe proves the principle that the needs of the one
outweighs the needs of the many?"
Steve nodded. "Without this principle the Universe would not exist," said Steve.
"This is your proof." He paused. "Since the answer to this puzzle is way out of your reach
to discover, allow me to explain what stands behind it. While you are aware by now that
in nuclear physics the electrons and protons in an atom are complementary attractive to
one another by their complementary polarities, and are complementary protected by the
same polarity, just as men and women are naturally attracted and protected in the social
world, you fail to recognize that the atoms themselves are complementary in the larger
context. When a single electron and a single proton are energetically bound into a
dynamic atomic relationship, an atom results that is a million times larger in size than the
electron that circumscribes the family space. The outcome in this case is a hydrogen
atom. However, the Universe is slightly more complex than this. The dynamic structures
of atoms are such that the electrons surrounding a nucleus occupy a certain space, which
is rarely fully occupied. The occupation happens in layers upon layers for the larger
atoms, like shells of rooms surrounding a nucleus. The Universe is so arranged that each
of the shells has a certain number of rooms available, which, when it doesn't have enough
electrons in its own outer shell to fill them, makes the rooms available to be shared by
electrons in the outer shells of other atoms. The arrangement is such that when several
complementary atoms come close enough, they latch onto each other by sharing their
outer rooms in which additional electrons as guests from other atoms can reside. This is
how water is created by two hydrogen atoms and an oxygen atom latching onto each
other."
"What are you getting at?" I interrupted Steve.
"Can't you tell? This is profound, Peter," said Steve, smiling. "The hydrogen atom
represents the most basic possible form of marriage in the Universe. It gives us the
marriage of two single complementary polarities into a dynamically operating atom. This
most basic model is reflected nearly universally as the marriage model of mankind. Our
civilization hasn't progressed beyond that, or hasn't been allowed to progress. However,
what we have here is an extremely rare occurrence in the Universe. In the Universe most
hydrogen atoms form atomic pairs. Every hydrogen atom has two rooms available in its
shell. Its own electron occupies one. The other room is available for the sharing. And so,
in general, two hydrogen atoms latch onto each other and form the H2 molecule. Most
hydrogen gas on Earth exists in this form. This opens up an avenue for mankind to
expand its marriage model. However, the Universe doesn't stop there either. It created
over a hundred different types of larger and larger atoms, and with these, it created an
infinite potential for molecular bonds, billions of which may already exist, many made up
of hundreds of atoms bound together into complex molecular structures, or with an
infinite number in the case of the metals. The Universe would not exist without them. If
the Universe was modeled after the model that mankind has chosen for its marriage

model, the universe would be at best but a vast dark cloud of hydrogen gas. Most likely it
would even exist at this primitive level. But this is the kind of platform that mankind has
coerced itself to built its civilization on. That's why nothing works. That is why we have
empires in the world that collapse our economies and unleash war, terror, fascism, and so
on. Our civilization is in a starvation mode, Peter. We are trying to live on a platform on
which the Universe could not, and would not, exist. We are fooling ourselves when we
believe that we can exist as a civilization on the primitive platform that we have chosen,
for which no equivalent exists in the Universe. If we want to rid the world of its nuclear
war danger, we have to upgrade our basic social platform. Nothing less will do to
eradicate empire. Likewise, we need to do this in order to develop the humanist power
that we must require to create the needed infrastructures to get us through the next Ice
Age. For this too, nothing less will be sufficient."
"And for this, you say, we need to look to the Universe to discover the principles
that are successfully operating there, which our marriage model, or models, should
reflect?" I interjected.
"Can you think of a better approach?" said Steve and laughed. "We need a big, big
breakthrough and fast. The reason you are here is proof that what we have isn't working.
You have come half way around the world to explore if we have a chance to survive
another day. It's disgusting, Peter, that it has come to that. Nuclear war should be
unknown, much less be an item for consideration, as should we war in general. Neither
should economic and financial collapse be known for the same reason, much less become
a reality. Mankind should stand on a platform where empire is not possible, or even
thinkable, from which all the wars, inhumanity, and economic destruction flow. The fact
that empire is ruling the world today and threatens the very extinction of mankind, proofs
that society is failing, that its model for civilization is failing, which means that its social
model is failing. And the fact that empire has ruled for the last 5000 to 7000 years, and
often devastatingly so, proves that mankind has been operating on a defective social
model for all that time. That's the model of our tiny marriages that has isolated the whole
of mankind so deeply that empire was allowed to become the ruling force of society. And
so it still is, and empire still rules. That's the real reason why you are here, Peter. You are
looking to me for a solution to a problem that shouldn't even exist. But all the cries of
help me, help me, to find a political solution won't solve anything in the current arena,
because there is no political solution possible for a problem that isn't a political problem."
"Washington wants a Band Aid solution," I interjected. "Nobody in Washington is
looking for a real solution. Nobody is allowed to. Washington has become a branch office
of the ruling empire."
"That's why the real solution has to come from us," said Steve. "For this, all the
roads lead back to the Universe that operates on the most profound, most efficient, and
the most powerful platform imaginable, and has done so for countless billions of years
and possibly forever. But don't ask me what this means. We still have to discover what
this means. At the very least, the model of the molecular hydrogen bond should prove to
be useful where we have two atoms linked together by its electrons sharing each other's
empty rooms. Can you imagine how much life this slightly improved model could bring

into the social scene? The model for molecular-hydrogen would be equivalent in human
terms to two families sharing each other's spare bedroom. In this case the complementary
polarities that create this dual structure, wouldn't be protons and electrons, but men and
women, with each participating in their own way. This double-complementary system
happens to be the most abundantly-found system in the natural sphere. How this model
might be applied remains yet to be discovered, Peter. If we allow it, it might actually
apply itself on its own rather naturally. Didn't you say that Fred is looking after Sylvia in
your place while you are here? That's a good start for linking your two families together.
In this case, you probably cannot imagine yet what the outcome of this process will be
when it unfolds more fully." Steve began to grin.

"Fred isn't married," I interjected.
"What has this got to do with anything?" said Steve. "Why shouldn't there be a
complementary attraction unfolding between Fred and Sylvia? Throw the old model out.
Think big. Think in unlimited terms. Think of the possibilities of creating a civilization
without isolation. Anything that you can imagine in terms of relationships probably
already exists in the Universe. You don't have to step outside the sphere of the Universe
for that. That's not possible anyway. No one can step outside the Universe. Even our
small marriage model, which is the smallest that's theoretically possible where society
exists in near total isolation from each other, exists as a model in the natural world,
though rather rarely. But don't you think the time has come to explore some of the much
more powerful models that play a powerful role in the Universe? There are amazing
molecules in existence, Peter, especially in the long and complex forms that life depends
on. Or look at the chlorophyll molecule that captures sunlight and converts its energy into
a form that enables a complex sequence of reactions by which the CO2 molecular bonds
are separated into carbon that the plants use and oxygen that gets released into the air by
which all animated life exists. That's how powerful molecular bonds can become in the
natural world. In comparison with this promise we haven't seen anything yet, socially, in
terms of powerful marriage models. We seem to be still stuck at the Stone Age level with
the same old model we had then, or have moved backwards from that. We are like the
priest who stands at the seashore and picks up a single grain of sand and calls this the
Universe, while he should be embracing the entire seashore and the sea, and the sky, and
all the stars and the galaxies, and the principles that are reflected in them, and so on."
"So you agree that the needs of the one outweigh the needs of the many," I
interjected. "If meeting the needs of the one inspires us to discover and embrace grand
and powerful models, then the whole of civilization becomes uplifted thereby and
becomes more powerful thereby in all its aspects. And that's the only way that civilization
can be uplifted, isn't it?"
"That's the nature of unfolding the Principle of Universal Love," said Steve, and
reached his hand out for a congratulation. "The reverse, beginning with the needs of the
many isn't possible, because then one would miss the principle on which everything rests.
Civilization rests on this process. It wouldn't exist without it."

"In following this course we are dynamically one with the Universe, and with its
infinitely unfolding dimension, just as we are one with each other in the truth of universal
Love," I said to Steve. "Maybe on this platform we can command the human universe
and it obeys us by its very nature, according to the principles that we thereby bring to
light, with which we enrich one another. We have already discovered evidence to some
degree that this universally enriching process is really possible. We see it already
happening with our leading-edge experiences."
"So, how are you going to tell any of this to your President, and get him to
understand where the boundaries are located between failure and success?" said Steve.
"How can anyone predict anything with certainty when so much about our world,
and our humanity, remains unknown, even to us, and nothing is predictable when the
model is so out of whack that it breeds insanity. Even we find it difficult to extend our
knowledge past the tip of our nose, much less to embrace the Universe."
"There is another factor involved, Peter, than pure intellectual knowledge. And this
factor is Love. It is reflected in countless avenues of our loving that already extend far
beyond our small marriage platform. If it wasn't for this factor, and I mean from the
standpoint of statistical probability," said Steve, "it is an absolute miracle that we are all
still alive in this world that is brimming with 65,000 nuclear bombs, and with financial
portfolios that are sheer fantasy in real terms. We live in a world that is super-charged
with hyper-tensions, that is governed by irrational and insane rulers, and in addition is
overshadowed with a huge pile of nuclear bombs that are tied into some of the most
complex strategic technologies ever invented. We are vulnerable to computer failures,
communications failures, sabotage, coercion, even terrorism, and still we survive. It's a
miracle, really, that we do. We shouldn't have survived in that environment for as long as
we have, certainly not for tens of years. But we did survive, and we still do. So tell me,
Peter, how do you define the operating principle of something that can only be seen by its
outcome, which we may have consciously created with our real intelligence that is
naturally rooted in the Universe, and which totally defy the statistical probabilities that
are inherent in a nuclear armed world?"
"The answer lies in the Principle of Universal Love that serves the needs of the
one," I interrupted him. "There is evidently still enough love left in the world to power
this miracle, but it's fast fading, isn't it? We may see factors of a higher spiritual quality
coming to light in this love, that are linked to our spiritual humanity, something that we
are not even consciously aware of. It's like we are a part of a qualitatively changing
universe that is coming to light in progressive cycles of new forms of life and new
capabilities with new potentials. Unfortunately, we are running away from all that."
"This subject involves questions for which we don't know the answer yet, Peter,"
said Steve. "Still, with all of that considered, we can trust the principles that we already
understand. In understanding these principles, and their potential, we also understand that
we have failed utterly in the past. World War I was allowed to happen, likewise World
War II, and every war thereafter. These utter failures should not have happened. We had
gone beyond those stages in periods of renaissance. That we fell back below the

renaissance threshold is a sign of incompetence in living. It is incompetence in living as
human beings that we are all guilty of. This incompetence must not be allowed to
continue."
"Don't hold your hopes up too high, especially in regard to nuclear war," I said,
"because we are still sliding backwards into ever greater incompetence. Don't get too
comfortable with the fact that nuclear war hasn't happened yet, Steve. The faster we slide
into the sewer, the less likely it becomes that our spiritual qualities, and spiritual
potentials, will continue to keep our heads above water. Therefore, my answer to the
President must be that he shouldn't panic about the economic crisis that isn't a real crisis
yet, that he should instead be panicking about us all drowning in the sewer that he opened
up with his incompetence in leadership."
Steve applauded me. "The economic crisis," said Steve, "isn't big yet, but it will be
in the near future. The big crisis today is the unseen crisis of society running headlong in
the wrong direction, and away from the Principle of Universal Love. It is a crisis of
incompetence. The crisis of incompetence is reaching critical levels," added Steve. "You
must tell the President that the future looks black for as long as he is the captain of this
'ship' that he steering into an iceberg field. From a political standpoint, the Soviet Union
poses no threat. By what I see happening, the Russian leaders understand the economic
reality better than the American President does, which doesn't say much for our
President. Also from the standpoint of the higher-level truth, that unites us with oneanother and with the universe, we appear to be even more secure with the little bit of truth
and love that we have still left, than the President dares to imagine. Indeed, there is still
some love left all over the world, as little as this may be. So tell your President to reign in
his horses and keep his missiles at bay. Hysteria is not justified. Tell him that the West
will recover quickly from the present glitch in its financial system, even if the system is
but a hollow shell. Tell him that the bankers will plug the hole that opened up. They'll do
it by hook or by crook, or by all kinds of devious means, but they will recover their
system. They will recover their system even if they have to inflate it by printing more and
more money. They will do this by these, and by whatever other devious devices that they
can think of, to recover their system. They will patch this dying thing up, because they
don't have anything that they can replace it with, and still survive as an empire. They will
keep on with this, because society isn't prepared to take their dying system out of their
private hands, and scrap it."
"This lack of universal love in society is also collapsing the Soviet Union from
within," I interjected. "That will inevitably lead to adventures in nuclear war, such as the
Ogarkov Plan already spells out. Except the Soviet Union will likely collapse before it
gets the resources together to do that."
"In the West," said Steve, "the only alternative that humanity has to its present
course of letting the bankers' private control over the world, ruin the world, is for
humanity to rebuilt itself on a platform of sovereign nations with national public banks, a
world of nations bound in community of principle, cooperating in a constructive manner,
focused on mankind's common future. Such a revolution in thinking in the West would
also uplift the Soviet Union, and save it from its own brand of dark folly."

Steve pointed out, that no other options really exist. He pointed out that this one
option is the only valid option, and not an easy one to implement. "While the platform of
universal national sovereignty is not being seriously considered anywhere in the world, it
cannot be avoided," said Steve. "The private imperial bankers won't rescue the world
from their obsession with empire, and are not about to allow this essential option to be
chosen by society. Society will have to overrule them on that count. That's the impasse
that we are facing now. The world is collapsing faster than ever before. In order to get off
this train to hell, we will have to discover ourselves as human beings as we have never
done before. We must recognize ourselves with that kind of power that gives us the
means to simply overrule the past and create a whole New World."
"Indeed, that's the power that we have as human beings," I said, "that unfolds with
the Principle of Universal Love. That's what it means to live competently. That's the
Samaritan-Principle."
"The imperial bankers cannot escape the fact that their rotten domain is fast
deteriorating," said Steve, "and that the ongoing collapse-process will eventually
disintegrate their entire system altogether, including whatever power they claim to have.
Wouldn't it be better for them to rebuild themselves on a platform of universal principles,
the principles that civilization is built on? That would assure their survival, as it would
assure also our survival. The critical choice that lies before them, which they are smart
enough to see, cannot be avoided by them either. Their system of private financial control
over mankind, which has been built up over the last 250 years, cannot be saved by any
means, because it is inherently self-destructive. They do know this, but they lack the
competence of a normal human being to save themselves from their trap. We must help
them in this, which means helping them to shut their failing system down. We are all in
the same boat on this planet."
I interrupted Steve with laughter. "They may not want to be helped. They want to
survive, but they don't want to give up their privatization of the wealth of society, that
they have bullied society to allow."
"Just wait twenty years," said Steve, "and there won't be anything left of what we
have today, together with the people that our civilization is supporting today."
"Who needs to wait twenty years?" I interrupted Steve. "The fact is, our economy,
our culture, our financial system, our education system, our transportation system, our
healthcare system, are all empty shells already. What we once had as a nation is already
gone. We've become an empty shell ourselves, filled with poverty within."
"That empty shell cannot be saved, Peter. Only the nation that is still alive to some
degree can be saved. It can be saved by shutting the private bankers' disintegrating
process down that has hollowed out our nation, which are but branches of empire.
Nothing can be saved without shutting down empire itself, globally. Thereby the bankers
themselves might be saved. And in order to shut down empire we need to rebuild our
social foundation, our marriage system that has isolated the whole of mankind so deeply
that empire has found a fertile ground to root itself into the empty spaces that our

universal isolation has created. And for this isolation to disappear we have to bring the
Principle of the General Welfare into the social domain, starting with the great
renaissance principle of 1648, the Principle of the Advantage of the Other. This means
that we must uplift our marriage system from being an isolating platform into becoming a
platform that reflects the already existing reality of our universal marriage as human
beings. And for this there is no mold possible that society can cast itself into. The
moment we look to the Universe for a model to set a stage for the complementary
attraction to one another as human beings with a wide range of polarities, we find a near
infinite range of models for this attraction to unfold. For any form of social unity that you
can possibly imagine in your wildest dreams, Peter, an operational model likely already
exists somewhere in the Universe, which adds to its grandeur and its power. This infinite
option is the option before us. It's the only option worth considering. Nothing less will
ever be sufficient to vacate empire from the planet, and give us the power to create the
needed Ice Age Renaissance. This option should be chosen today, Peter, before things get
still worse. It should be chosen now, not twenty years from now when the global house is
coming down in the wake of the continuing destruction, just as the needed Ice Age
Renaissance should be started now to create the infrastructures that we require to survive
a hundred years in the future. We should have started with this a hundred years ago
before we got into the current mess where the entire political and economic geometry is
changing towards an end-phase that we ultimately cannot survive. The turning point has
to be now! This is what you must tell your boss. The recognizing of this turning point, is
the most critical choice before humanity today. Anything else is secondary. Firing a
President who has gone so insane that he's thinking of nuclear war, is not the real
solution. It's nothing more than a secondary, emergency, Band-Aid measure, as critical as
it is for it to be implemented. You must fight for this, and not leave the real option out of
sight. You must fight for the real solution just as intensively, because that's where the
principles are found that also give you the power to implement the emergency measures.
This is why it is true, Peter, that the needs of the one outweigh the needs of many,
because the needs of the many cannot be met without the principles that meet the needs
of the one, where the real solution unfolds. Without these principles the Ice Age
renaissance cannot be created and 99% of mankind will die of the consequences."
"Is it really necessary to always draw the focus back to the Ice Age and the needed
Renaissance that we must built for it, which we will never see in our lifetime?" I
interrupted Steve. "Don't we have enough critical problems to focus on?"
Steve shook his head. "The Ice Age focus is needed, because until now all the
other critical problems haven't moved us. We need a shock-front! Even the potential for a
nuclear war hasn't moved us sufficiently to get us out of our easy chair where we while
away the hours and days and years and nothing gets done."
"A shock-front?" I repeated.
"Yes, we need something explosive that will wake society up. We need something
bigger than an alarm clock, Peter. Look at the textile industry in America. It was exported
to the slavery world of foreign sweatshops. Nobody cared. Society let it happen. It said it
wasn't a big thing. Then the same happened with the shoe industry. Society looked at it,

and said that we can live with that. Consequently, nothing was done to reverse the trend.
Then the same happened to the steel industry. Well, society said in those days that it can
tolerate the loss of the steel industry, too. But the reality is, that we can't tolerate any of
that. When the textile industry died in America, the nation began to die, imperceptibly at
first. But it began to die. Soon the dying accelerated. Now we face a future in which our
entire automobile industry will be on the block, and our aircraft industry, and our
machine tool industry, and then our farming. The Ice Age focus is truly needed, Peter,
because it tells us that we can't live with any of that crap. The future economic task is too
great to be messed around with, as we have done until now. The survival of the nation
has been put at risk. In the future, it will be the survival of mankind that is at risk. The Ice
Age focus is needed, as it might impel us to put our nose back into the real world, the
world of universal principles that we cannot ignore without consequences. The Ice Age
focus is needed, because the Ice Age consequences are potentially universally fatal, if we
don't get real. By bringing the Ice Age into the equation, we are forced to shift our
paradigms back to reality. We need something big as a motivator, to get us out of the
easy chair. Something that is as large as the Ice Age Challenge might just fit the bill. We
need a big bang for an alarm clock, because we've been asleep for too long. We need it
badly, and we need it now, because in our slumber we are drifting invariably in the wrong
direction, towards a quadruple crisis! And don't think for one single second that an
unfolding Ice Age Renaissance wouldn't have immediate benefits right around the world.
On this path we would develop the technological power almost immediately to provide
free high quality houses by the millions for anyone in need. Nuclear power and high
temperature processes utilizing basalt, applied to automated industrial production, would
enable us to do this almost immediately. We would also build floating bridges linking the
continents across the oceans, which would in addition serve as links to floating
agriculture extending deep across the tropics. We would eradicate homelessness almost
instantly that way, and slum living, unemployment, poverty, hunger, and of course also
war. All of this could be accomplished in less than a decade, long before we would even
begin to develop large-scale indoor agriculture. We would even develop the space
technology to go to Mars, to use Mars as a research facility where we encounter stronger
cosmic-ray intensity. On this path we would give the biosphere a greater potential for
development than it has here on Earth, which we would also benefit from."
"This would certainly qualify as a big bang that shakes the world, and wakes
society up?" I interjected.
Steve just laughed. "Have you forgotten what I told you earlier?" he said. "We can
do all of these things, but we can't create any of that on our old social marriage platform
that is universally isolating mankind, not to mention the circumcision that has robbed a
people of their innermost humanity, by which people became even more isolated. The
complementary attraction of mankind to each other has a deep sexual root that is
extensively nourished by our sexual sensitivity. Wherever the circumcision is
encountered that inhibits the sexual attraction, it wrecks society's already deeply isolating
marriage system still further. When the circumcision reaches past a certain threshold the
entire social structure becomes wrecked thereby. In our precious USA, Peter, the
circumcision has mutilated over 90% in some age groups, which makes it almost
impossible for the women in this group to have an enriching relationship with a normal

man, because those have become extremely rare. And there is a difference, a huge
difference, Peter. I challenge you to list the major nations of the world that have remained
largely untouched by the circumcision that disables the normal development of a human
being, and a human society as a whole and its civilization. When you want to revitalize
the world, you have to begin with the few remaining un-mutilated societies that are the
least damaged, and then launch a huge effort to develop that resource that still exists.
America doesn't fall into this category. It has destroyed itself too deeply. This means that
an additional healing has to be accomplished for which the models and social
infrastructures need yet to be developed."
"Alright, this puts China onto to top of the list, with the largest population in the
world, and no circumcision," I said to Steve.
Steve motioned me to go on.
"Equally high on the list might be India, the second-largest nation, with also no
circumcision, possibly because of its Hindu tradition," I said cautiously. "And also Russia
qualifies to some degree. Its population is comparatively small, but Russia's territory is
large, and so are its natural resources. Its orthodox Christian background and its deep ties
to Mother Russia, appears to have kept the door closed to the circumcision in spite of the
Jewish and Islamic infiltration. This leaves essentially only Russia to some degree, and
China and India, at the starting gate, and a few smaller nations whose men haven't been
mutilated yet, like the Japanese, North Koreans, Vietnamese, Laotians, Cambodians,
Burmese, Thais, Mexicans, and almost all the men in South America, and in quite a few
European nations. Of all the advanced great nations of the world, America has been the
hardest hit, and Canada likewise, where the greatest efforts are needed for healing, and
where the Ice Age will have its greatest initial impact if the world remains unprepared for
it."
"Right, Peter," said Steve. "That's where the big bang will come from. When the
three power blocks, Russia, China, and India, where the men have remained unmutilated, were to unite in cooperative development, they would bring together the
largest single block of the world's undamaged humanity. The most natural partner to join
them would be the USA. That's why the USA has been disabled by the masters of empire,
with the coerced introduction of the circumcision in the post-American period, the postFDR period, Peter. The USA has the tallest constitution, the longest history of freedom
from empire, the greatest industrial power, and a cultural background with an unlimited
economic potential. But America's social structure was still too weak to prevent empire
from taking root in its background. And so, the masters of empire destroyed the nation
once more, from within, by promoting the circumcision after the death of Franklin
Delanore Roosevelt. Nevertheless, America still qualifies as a potential world power,
because 30% of its total male population has remained uncircumcised. America isn't yet
the Samson, Peter, who has been shorn completely of its strength. Sure, 70% of its male
population has been disabled, which is tragic of course, but those 30% who remain whole
represent a functioning majority. A disabled society, no matter how big in numbers it
might be, doesn't amount to much, which renders the small faction that has remained
whole, a majority. The development power in America will flow from those who have

remained whole. A cooperative treaty union of America, Russia, China, and India, is still
possible. If this becomes implemented, it will become the big bang that will shake the
world and shut down all the structures of empire on our planet once and for all. On this
four-power treaty-platform, the horizon will be open wide enough for the needed Ice Age
Renaissance to come into view. Then, and only then, will every nation have a future. If
society fails in this, it faces not only the loss of the potentially brightest renaissance in
world history, which it will then never see, but will experience instead a quadruple crisis
that no one can survive."
"A quadruple crisis?" I repeated.
"Sure, Pete! Number One: We are moving towards a physical economic
disintegration right now, on a near global scale, with a collapse happening of an
unimaginable magnitude and with absolutely devastating consequences, coupled with a
corresponding political disintegration. Number Two: We are moving towards the deepest
financial collapse that has ever happened on this planet. Number Three: We are on the
high-speed train towards nuclear war. This train is not rushing towards survival, but away
from it, towards pre-emption, the pre-emption of human life. Number Four: We are
facing the possible loss of 99% of the world's agriculture in a hundred years’ time with
the return of the Ice Age, if not sooner. Would you say that what we see happening in the
world today is a competent response to anyone of these great challenges that are greater
than any we ever had to face in the entire history of mankind?"
"The challenge is so big that nobody can even imagine a solution," I interjected,
"definitely not in America."
"Now, can you see why we must get a treaty alliance established between China,
Russia, India, and the USA, to combine what's left of a humanity that hasn't had a deeply
critical element of its humanity amputated that is vital for a well-functioning
civilization?" said Steve. "In this you find your measurement for competence in selecting
a new President, or installing a de-facto President. Anyone who is not fully committed to
the four-power treaty alliance as a platform for saving civilization, the nations, and
mankind as a whole, is not fit for the office of the President. Right now, the U.S.
President is far from qualified. And that's were the real challenge lies. Will the 30% of
the U.S. population that has remained whole, who are its potential giants, take the
initiative to bring the core issue into the open, which is the only platform on which
civilization can be rescued? The 70% of America's men who had a deep-reaching element
of their humanity amputated, are by their victimization inclined to play the role of
obedient slaves to the moneybags of empire and are inclined to play their games. The
bags have put them into positions of great power, including the Presidency. Your task,
Peter, is to overrule them all, and to out-weigh them. For this to be possible, you need to
see yourself as the majority. You can do this by raising the rule of principle so high that
the traitors will resign at their own accord. Right now the traitors are honored. They are
honored for the wealth they gained by being on the take. This needs to change. And it
will change. All you need to do, is uplift the social platform to something more real and
natural, where people are no longer isolated."

I shook my head quietly.
Steve laughed. "There you have it, Peter. If the President and those who own him
want my honest advice, tell them that he and his entire court must resign, and society
must appoint someone who is competent to do the great job that needs to be done in the
present period, the period of the unfolding quadruple crisis. Tell him that the future crisis
that we are moving towards, threatens to become the most severe crisis for humanity
since the dawn of man, with unimaginable consequences in the wings. Tell him to look
for someone like me. Tell him that a sane person needs to be at the helm to steer the ship
in these extraordinary times ahead. Tell him that he is 'too little' a man and doesn't qualify
by a long shot under the current criterion. Anybody who toys with pre-emptive nuclear
first-strike scenarios, and plays silly political games, while ignoring that the economy is
collapsing financially and physically, is insane and has no right to have the authority of
the high office of the President of the United States of America. Any man who holds onto
this post, and is incompetent, is a traitor to his country and to humanity. He should be
honest enough with himself and vacate the office. Or failing that, he should be asked to
vacate it, or be removed by impeachment, or by public demand, or through a recall vote,
or..."
"I get what you're saying, Steve," I interrupted him. "But you are dreaming, Steve.
As I said before, that will never happen. No President has ever resigned his office for
reasons of incompetence. Nor has anyone ever been impeached for this reason. And as
for a recall, no laws exist."
"Then you are dreaming, Peter, when you think that the USA and humanity will
survive without those steps being taken, and I mean all of them, the political steps and the
social steps. There is a first time for everything, Peter. But if you say, that this won't
happen, then we have already lost. Of course, the reason why the President hasn't been
impeached already for his incompetence, or anyone before him, reflects the simple fact
that society has become insane and incompetent too. Society thinks itself to be zoo
animals. At least it behaves that way. That's insanity, and insanity is incompetence too. It
is supreme incompetence. And this is why modern society is failing. Society must be
deemed insane, since it allows what is happening today. If the laws don't exist to get an
incompetent President removed, or any other leader in the world who fits the description,
then create the laws. Society is made up of human beings, and human beings have the
capacity to do this. One way or another, this has got to be done to save the nation and
nations, and civilization, if not all life on this planet. That is how critical this thing is
trending to become in the near future. So do it, Peter. In any case, the man who you call
your President should have never been elected to the White House in the first place. Still,
it has happened. So you see, Peter, the impossible has already happened in America." He
began to laugh. "So let's turn this thing around and make sure that what appears even
more impossible today, namely the healing of society and the creating of a new
renaissance, does happen just as well."

Here Steve stopped and began to laugh some more. "So you see Peter, America
truly is the land of the impossible coming true. The fact is, the President of the United
States of America is not by design an elected dictator, but is a hired servant who has a job
to do. His job is to assure that the community of principle that is laid out in the
Constitution, which to some degree reflects the unity of mankind, is never violated, or
ignored, or forgotten. This is the leading edge of statecraft. He has to take the lead in
defending the fundamental principles that are founded on the Principle of Universal
Love, such as the principle of the general welfare. His job is to promote the development
of love. This is an extremely demanding job, and there are actually few contenders in the
present world that qualify. There should be a rigorous screening process established with
high standards, for electing a President, especially now as so few qualify, and so much is
riding on the ticket."
"You imply that the prospective applicant must understand the Principle of
Universal Love," I interrupted Steve. "Who even knows that this principle exists? Our
present President Elect would take it as an insult if I were to demand this of him. He sees
himself as a tough guy, a strong leader riding on a ticket of unyielding resolve to use
force. He is a Hobbesian hero. No love is allowed to interfere in his administration."
"Too few people are qualified to take on this high job," said Steve, "and so they
fail. They fail, because society fails itself. Society fails, because it doesn't know what
love is. Consequently, the nation suffers from this universal incompetence. This means
that society first and foremost must know the Principle of Universal Love. If it did, its
institutions would reflect that. In order to be able to fulfill is role as the universal
screening-agent in selecting its supreme servant, society requires a broad accomplishment
in living in accord with this principle. And so I have to say it again, as I said it many
times before, the development of the Principle of Universal Love in society must begin at
the grassroots level. It is not good enough that nothing is happening at the grassroots
level. The world is in great danger because of this lack. That is why the USA hasn't had a
competent President, except on rare occasions, because nothing is moving there, at the
grassroots level, towards the Principle of Universal Love."
"If society is blind to this principle," I interjected, "then who is left to rally the
government around the General Welfare Principle that is rooted in the Principle of
Universal Love? Who will rally the government around the cornerstone of the nation's
Constitution that reflects this principle?"
Steve shrugged his shoulders. "There's no one home," he said and laughed. "That's
why it happened only on rare occasions that the American people elected a President that
was actually qualified to do the job. Are you surprised? And the reason for this tragedy is,
that the people themselves don't understand their role in the process of civilization, and
haven't for a long time, and also their responsibility towards each other and towards
humanity. This role involves upholding the Principle of Universal Love. Society doesn't
understand yet the inseparable unity of humanity in which their lives unfold, where love
plays an immensely greater role than they have ever imagined. Consequently, by being
blind to their role as human beings, they don't give a damn about what they do. In the end

they complain bitterly when the clowns they elect don't fulfil their duty, and take on the
role of a king."
"That's why America hasn't had a real President for decades," I interjected. "The
people elect someone who assumes that he has been chosen as their king, rather than their
supreme servant."
"Nevertheless society can't escape the consequences of its folly, and those
consequences are getting bigger," said Steve. Here Steve laughed again. "The President is
scared of the Russians," he said. "He should be scared of himself. I am scared of him. I'm
scared of what his insanity might drag us into. I am scared of the American people who
allow this to happen. That's what you must tell the President for me, Peter. He asked for
my opinion on the present danger. That is my opinion, and more than that, it is the truth.
Tell him to do the one honest thing a person can do under the circumstances, and resign
for reasons of stupidity."
I stood up and shook my head, ready to leave. "You are asking the impossible," I
said.
Steve just smiled and motioned me to sit down again. "I've only been telling you
what must be done. This is indisputable. Now, let's look at the technical aspects, if you
are interested."
Steve put his newspaper down and produced a couple of sandwiches from his
brown paper bag, each one separately wrapped. He offered one to me, loaded with
German sausage and sauerkraut.
"So, the technical issues," he repeated after we had eaten half a sandwich. "As I
said, we are not in a state of economic crisis yet, but we are in a much bigger crisis in
other respects. Yes, Pete, the technical issue is, that nobody knows anymore what their
job is. Incompetent people that call themselves geniuses, and not just in government, run
the USA. I see the same happening all over the world at all levels of society, especially in
the sciences. They ignore the fundamental unity that exists in the natural world, and then
force the world to move against that. Thus, they create chaos."
Steve explained that in the world of finance and economics the financial
aggregates have become isolated from the physical economy, from which they have been
stolen, so that both elements are undergoing a collapse, and dramatically so, more than
what is apparent on the surface. "The two elements, finance and economics, simply
cannot exist in isolation," said Steve. "Why can't anybody understand this simple fact?
Financial wealth means nothing without a corresponding equivalent in physical wealth
reflected in productive processes. If nothing is produced, society is poor and may starve
to death no matter how much money it has stashed away."
Steve said, that the book value of stocks, bonds, currencies, and derivative
instruments has been increasing astronomically. "This has created an illusion of
skyrocketing wealth, while the opposite is true. The physical economy, which the
financial aggregates are a claim against, is rapidly collapsing under the ever-increasing

pressures of stealing and looting and slavery. Instead of creating wealth, the present
system is creating debt and poverty."
"The imperial system has always created debt and poverty for as long as this
system existed," I interjected, "hasn't it?"
Steve nodded. "Don't forget, Peter, that now in the age of automated processes and
hyperactive insanity, the destructive processes that create the debt and poverty are carried
out more efficiently. This trend, all by itself, should be seen as a greater crisis than the
few ripples on the financial markets that the President is worried about. This deep
moving trend threatens to collapse civilization. This unfolding tragedy has been
especially prevalent since the days when the modern phase-shift began. The dramatic
escalation of insanity was unleashed in 1951 with the CIA's Congress of Cultural
Freedom. It began when the flood gates were opened to the sewer of imperial cultural
warfare."
Steve turned to me with a serious look, as he said this. "People assume that the
processes that America got into, were chosen for the benefit of America. That's a tragic
error. From the day the American republic was born, it has been a thorn in the eyes of the
imperials. The imperials have therefore tried to destroy it by every means possible, and
have not ceased in their effort. That's the Venetian method, Peter, the same method the
Venetians have used in their effort to destroy the Renaissance in Europe. Ever since the
Venetians invaded England, that method has been applied against the whole world,
especially against America, that was built on the achievements of the great European
renaissance. The great European renaissance itself, was rooted in the achievements of the
Greek classical culture, pioneered by Homer, by the Pythagorean society, and by Solon of
Athens. This early cultural spark that gave a profound face to civilization, was
immediately threatened by the forces of empire and almost eradicated by the
Peloponnesian War. But it was revived again, and became advanced by the efforts
Socrates, and Plato, after the Peloponnesian War had run its course. Then, virtually
before the ink was dry on the paper of cultural development, Rome nearly destroyed it
again. The Islamic Renaissance that emerged out of the cultural wasteland that Rome left
behind, played a critical role in later years in bringing the Greek cultural revival,
especially Plato and Socrates, back into Europe. The Golden Renaissance emerged from
this. It ended the Dark Age in Europe that the Venetians had intentionally maintained in
concert with Norman chivalry. Ironically, the Dark Age condition in Europe ended when
the European economy collapsed, and the financial empires collapsed with it. Plato was
brought back and was revived. The revival created the Golden Renaissance and every
renaissance thereafter. The American republic was built on this background, and was
modeled after Plato's republic. It represented the pinnacle in the cultural achievement of
mankind that had been carried forward through many ages. The American republic was
also seen as a mortal threat by every empire that ever was, especially by the
British/Venetian/Liberal empire that had by then achieved a near universal liberty in
stealing from society worldwide. Indeed, the American spirit represented not an idle
threat to the British Empire, which is our republic's chief opponent ever since it was born.
The American threat to the Empire was especially felt in the late 1800s, when the
American model for economic development and its focus on the general welfare was

becoming emulated all over the world. The idea caught on in Russia, in South America,
in Japan, with interest also developing in China. World War I was instigated by the
British Empire as a means to stop the advancing spirit of the American Renaissance from
taking over the world. Hitler was quickly financed into power by the imperials, to finish
the job that the Venetians had started centuries earlier, of destroying the apparently
endlessly unfolding spirit of renaissance. And Hitler too, did his job well that he was
hired for. Much of the world was destroyed by the fascism that he represented. Only the
American republic itself had survived the destructive chaos of the fascist 'plague.'
However, as soon as the imperials had regained their footing, after Hitler had done his
thing and then killed himself, America was no longer needed to defend the Empire.
Consequently, America became the imperial target once again. It became immediately
infiltrated to be destroyed from within. Truman opened the floodgates for America to
become the next fascist state. The nation became subjected from this point on, to the most
deeply reaching cultural warfare effort ever unleashed against a people. The cultural
warfare campaign became so successful that we destroyed our own industries, our own
culture, our own infrastructures, our farming, our healthcare system, and even our
education system. We are today a defeated nation, Peter. We've been brought to our
knees by a cultural warfare effort, that our nation didn't even recognize was unleashed
against it, which society was embracing, rather than defending itself against."
"We were asleep then," I interrupted Steve, "and in our slumber we abetted the
enemy. We became the champion of the post-industrial society dogma that transformed
us into the no-future society that we have become."
Steve shook his head. "It began long before that. It began when our people were
put asleep with the imperial's shock and fear 'therapy.' We were put to sleep so deeply
that the whole society became underlings to the creeping morass of empire that corrupts
the very soul. However, Peter, this evil wasn't born on our American shores. When I
entered the academic world in America, the fascist shock had already spread across the
whole background. The human being had already been tarred as a cancer upon the earth.
And that was just the beginning, Peter. While America slumbered, wrapped up in newage dreams, there was evil brewing in the halls of empire, the kind of evil that does not
sleep. There was evil so black that it reduced the image of humanity into a barren
wasteland in which it drowned all hopes in a sea of dust and ashes. Dust and ashes were
the metaphor applied to the value of humanity. That metaphor ushered in the years of the
depopulation demands. The imperial goal was to reduce the world-population to one or
two billion people. America became the chief voice in this song of intent for genocide,
but the song itself was not written in America. Genocide isn't in the background of our
American culture. The song of genocide was written in the far off hidden halls of empire,
where the very air was, and still is, thick with inhumanity like a poisonous fume that
echoes the poison pens of imperial pioneers, like those that had hoped for a new black
plague to sweep the world, or a particularly deadly virus, that one of the imperials had
hoped to become himself, in another life. In this deadly environment America declared its
intent to target Third World nations for depopulation by genocide, through what it called
'natural' means, meaning death by poverty, death by diseases, and then set the process in
motion. Africa, however, unwittingly, became the chief target of the game it unleashed.
The stated goal was to prevent the development of the Third World nations, so that their

natural resources might be preserved for the Empire's future needs. But it didn't stop
there. America became subjected to the same game."
I shook my head, though I knew that he was right.
"And that tragedy, Peter, was also just another beginning. The evil that came out of
those dark halls of empire is still on the move, like an untiring rage that creeps without
slumber, while the world remains asleep. There was one man, however, who understood
this creeping evil," said Steve. "He had seen this evil even before it arose and had
poisoned the modern world. He had been privileged to some degree to have access to the
imperial circles of power that were brooding this evil behind their closed doors. The
man's name is Tolkien. He described the Empire by its effect, in his writings, where he
named it Mordor."
Steve paused as if he was search for a link back to the present. "That is how you
must judge what you see happening in America today," he said after a long silence.
"What you see happening is the result of a clearly coordinated effort to achieve the most
detrimental effect that a nation can be subjected to. Russia is targeted in the same
manner. Both nations are targeted by the imperials out of fear that one or both might
embrace once more the profound American Renaissance that both had seen in action
during the war years."
"It seems to me that Russia is more resistant to cultural warfare than we are," I
said. "That might be because of their much longer exposure to it."
"Nevertheless, Russia is like America, a defeated nation," said Steve. "Russia has
been a defeated nation ever since it accepted the British Empire's Trojan Horse at the
hand of Karl Marx, the bearer of the 'gift' of communism. We are now entering an era of
great instability in which both of the hollowed out and destroyed nations, and their
institutions, cease to function. We may soon come to the point when civilization is
beginning to disintegrate."
"Actually the term, disintegrate, is too mild to describe what is already happening,
as we move deeper into the sewer, especially in the financial arena," I interrupted Steve.
"The world-financial system is fast becoming a sleazy casino. Hundreds of billions are
now riding the dice every single day. We see blue-chip giants loosing their shirt in this
casino-driven world, where physical production doesn't count for anything anymore."
"And that's how it is meant to be," said Steve. "When you see America's blue-chip
giants loosing their credit rating in the imperial court of money bags, you can bet this is a
coordinated effort in bringing the nation further to its knees, rather than to enrich it. And
the real target is always the society at large. It always is. Do you know what it means to
society, when one of its blue-chip giants that was once deemed as solid as the rock of
Gibraltar, gets downgraded to junk-bond status? It means that all the pension funds that
aren't allowed to hold junk bonds, must sell their core assets at deep discounts, just to get
rid of them, which the vultures then snap up for a song. This, all by itself, will unravel the
whole imaginary value system if it continues unchecked. In addition, America, and with

it much of the western world, is deeply locked into the imperial's financial-derivatives
casinos, where the gambling is a thousand times bigger than the physical economy. What
we have happening there, in comparative terms, is a fleabite killing an elephant. The
fleabite is the intentionally created financial insanity, built on the cultural warfare efforts
that America has been subjected to. America, the giant, refusing to defend itself,
consequently dies."

"The fleabite could also represent what we are going to unleash against the
imperial's Empire, to bring their house down," I said to Steve moments later and began to
laugh. "If we can inject into this insane world a faint sense of reality, it could have the
potential of causing huge ripples that will take down the entire financial fairy-tale bubble,
though it may be the biggest bubble of all times."
"Don't dream, Peter," said Steve. "What you propose has never happened before.
We are moving towards our self-destruction with breath-taking speed and with an
absolute resolve to see this through. Of course, if you are serious instead of dreaming and
are willing to devote yourself to actually doing what you are talking about, then great
wonders are possible."
"So, we face a paradox then," I said to Steve. "But why shouldn't we do this? The
key to doing it is to pour flood tides of love onto the human scene. If love is a universal
principle, and empire is but the darkness of a void, why shouldn't the Principle of
Universal Love enable us to illumine the dark void of empire with the light of our love, as
human beings?"

Steve changed the subject. "Technically, one always ends up with a paradox, Pete,
when one separates two elements that are inseparable by their very nature, like separating
the world of finance from the physical economy. One ends up lying to oneself, by
splitting apart what is inherently one, creating a world of illusions that will eventually
cause one to destroy everything that one has built, if not society altogether. But you are
right, Peter, it doesn't have to come to the bitter end. The trend can be arrested. Love as a
principle can cause people to step away from their tradition in stealing from one another
and from looting the poor through slavery."
"Another paradox is that this tragedy can be rather easily prevented while nobody
cares enough to do it," I added.
Steve nodded. He said that he continues to be amazed that everybody still clings to
these insanely created illusions, as to what the wealth of society is, since these illusions
have been created to destroy society's real wealth. Steve suggested that it should be
obvious to everyone by now that it doesn't really matter, whether the financial aggregates
that people hold in their portfolios are measured in trillions of dollars, or in hundreds of
trillions, or in thousands of trillions of dollars. "If the physical economy is worth next to
nothing in terms of its wealth-producing capacity, for enriching society, that the financial

aggregates are a claim against, then all the financial aggregates in the world are likewise
worth next to nothing. The simple reason for this is that nothing is being produced when
the physical economy is collapsing that the financial aggregates could buy. Thereby, most
of the laid-up aggregates have already become meaningless. In real terms, they have
become worthless."
Steve added quietly that this collapse towards nothing is already happening almost
universally. "The countdown has begun," he said. "The train has left the station. It's
rolling. If it isn't stopped, we can kiss our chances for an Ice Age Renaissance goodbye.
In order to be able to survive the Ice Age transition we will have to enter the Ice Age with
the most powerful economy imaginable, an economy that has the capacity to put 99% of
the world's agriculture into indoor facilities in a hundred years’ time. For this we need to
change our perception about what an economy is, and what wealth is. We have to scrap
the notion of creating millionaires and billionaires, to say nothing about trillionaires as
we may have some day soon, who are people that have become spectacularly successful
in stealing from society and destroying people's living. What we've come to call wealth in
the modern world bears the face of fascism. We have to turn this around. We have to
create a sense of economy that enables all people to live, and to live richly productive
lives, both in terms of enriching society for the universal good, and in terms of people's
own living, and their development as human beings that unfolds into happiness. We need
to develop universal wealth by unlocking the human potential, not privatized wealth that
kills the human potential. We must do this, because this universal wealth is needed to
upgrade the physical landscape of the global economy to such a point, that indoor
agriculture can be created as a side-product while society's increasing needs are also
being met. No more than 10% of the economic product of society can be devoted to this
goal of creating indoor agriculture, no matter how urgent it is, or else we won't reach the
goal at all. We need to create brand new cities designed for efficient living. We need
those new cities in order to develop the creative and productive potential that enables
mankind as a whole, to meet the Ice Age challenge. Without this kind of ever-growing
universal investment into ourselves, as human beings, rather than as slaves, the necessary
productive environment cannot be created. Therefore, we need to create a hyperproductive environment that is comparable to the thermal energy level of a plasma
environment in physics. Nothing less will be sufficient in preparation for the coming Ice
Age transition."
Steve paused and took another bite from his sandwich. "Tell this to your President
and see if he can understand any of it, but mostly tell this to the American people who
have elected a whole train of brain-dead Presidents for decades that have all become
fascist in their stupidity. If we can't get America out of its present trap, as America
represents the tallest cultural achievement of mankind, we can kiss civilization goodbye.
If America fails, Europe won't have a hope in hell, and less so, the rest of mankind. In
fact, humanity has very little left then that qualifies for the term, humanity. In this void
we kiss mankind goodbye, once the Ice Age begins, especially our children and their
children, unless they can manage to live without food."
I raised my hand to stop him.

"No, Peter! Just imagine this: All of Canada was once buried miles deep under an
ice sheet during the last Ice Age, together with the US Northeast, Greenland, Iceland,
Norway, Finland, Sweden, Ireland, England, Poland, and most of Russia, all the way
south to past Kiev. While these vast areas won't be instantly covered in ice, their
agriculture will likely be wiped out quite early in the transition period. It won't take long
then until there won't be enough left of the current agricultural system to support more
than 100 million people worldwide. Unfortunately, that won't cover more than 1% of the
population, and even that is still 10 to 100 times bigger than the world-population that
emerged from the last Ice Age. That's the situation your grand children or their children
will be forced to face, Peter, if we don't act now. The critical point of decision is now."
"So it all becomes a moral question then," Steve.
"Competent living is a moral question, Peter. Our responsibility as human beings
extends forward in time even past our own children, to our children's children, and their
children. We have to flood the whole horizon with our love, fully backed up with deeds,
starting now. All of that becomes critical for meeting the Ice Age challenge. As I said we
are entering a new geometry, and that covers all fields, not just politics and economics. It
extents into physics, science, our humanity, and our love, even time. In real terms it's
always been the human way to extend our love to embrace future generations. Only now
that becomes imperative. Competent living has become imperative."
"Sylvia and I don't even have any children," I said quietly.
"Neither do we, Pete, but that doesn't change anything. All children are our
children, the children of our common humanity."
"Ushi and I have explored this in Cozumel to great depth, Steve. Did she tell you
about it?"
Steve nodded. "That's the point, Peter. We are not heading that way. Instead of
heading that way and regarding all children of our universal humanity, as 'our children,'
and this with the same care we would devote to our personal child, we stand still and
allow ourselves to be doomed. For the vast task before us to be accomplished, we have to
create a world of super-intense universal wealth. However, instead of doing that, we are
heading in the direction of a zero-wealth disaster, Pete. I suggest, that instead of kissing
our children and their children goodbye, we should kiss the notion of privatized financial
wealth goodbye, including the 'my property' syndrome that has become the chief
counterproductive, counter-economic, counter-humanist, fascist element that ever was,
that robs society of its humanity."

"Right now," said Steve, "the illusion of financial wealth can still be maintained by
the manipulators, through increased stealing, and evermore daring emergency measures,
such as printing more money to cover the deficits in the dying system. In the flair-out
zone however, when the financial illusions and the collapsing physical reality become
evermore widely separated from each other, which we may reach in a decade or two, the

fundamental lye, which rules the world today, built on stolen wealth, will fall apart.
Unfortunately, if the trend is not reversed, society will fall apart with it. By then, when
the physical collapse is in progress, it may be too late to turn the ship around towards the
needed Ice Age Renaissance. It's physically impossible to build a grand renaissance on
barren ground, and in short order."
Steve pointed out, that the ongoing physical collapse, and the collapse of the socalled financial wealth, are by their nature so tightly interlocked that both systems will
disintegrate simultaneously, with consequences that cannot be imagined, and he added
that the consequences would be worse if society fell in this collapse onto barren ground.
"If you treat the physical and the financial elements of an economy, which are elements
of a single principle, in isolation, and apply different principles for each, then the whole
thing that you create that way, eventually disintegrates into nothing, like a soap bubble
pops," said Steve. He suggested that every competent scientist should know this.
I agreed. "We know this," I said. "Nor does the apparent lack of understanding in
the world, alter the principle of society's inseparable unity. Our failure in perception
doesn't change the nature of our humanity," I said. "What we, that is you and I,
understand, everybody is able to understand."
"Of course it doesn't change the underlying principle, Pete. Still, society can't be
lax about it. We are all in the same boat together. We can't afford to loose the ship. The
people in Germany found this out the hard way under Hitler. Their collective insanity, no
matter who created it, was eventually reflected in their collective tragedy. Millions of
people that where shouting proudly, Heil Hitler, ended up bleeding to death in the ditches
of Russia. Some of them may have recognized that Hitler was criminally insane, but they
have said to themselves, this doesn't effect me, I can work around that. Well, they
couldn't work around the principle they ignored, and escape the loss of its effect.
Universal tragedies occur when people loose their focus on the Principle of Universal
Love and drift into utopian dreaming, where nothing is real."
"But did the German people really have the option to overturn Hitler?" I
interjected. "The Nazis had the whole nation captivated with Goebbels' propaganda
machine. I think, the German people, in spite of their high culture, lacked the spiritual
resources within them, to rescue themselves from this trap."
"That's hogwash, Peter!" Steve protested. "That's a cheap excuse, and you know it.
Let's look at the facts, Peter. The German people had the greatest principles ever created,
developed right in their midst. The Treaty of Westphalia for example, which became the
foundation for modern civilization, was a part of Germany's cultural heritage, including
its underlying renaissance principle, the Principle of the Advantage of the Other. That
principle had become a part of German culture. It had come closer to reflecting the
Principle of Universal Love than any principle ever had. However, society didn't care
enough to hold on to it. If society had kept these principles rooted in their heart and soul,
especially at the grassroots level, thereby creating a nation of Samaritans, then Joseph
Goebbels would have achieved nothing with his clown tricks. He would have stood

powerless. So, don't put all the blame on Goebbels. He only worked with what had been
handed to him on a silver platter."

Steve smiled and nodded. "That's how we must approach the Ice Age today," he
continued quietly. "People are dreaming this wonderful dream that the "reality doesn't
affect them," but in the end it does. The fact is, that we can't ignore the Principle of
Universal Love, or any of its countless natural reflections. This fact is especially
profound in economics, where the Principle of Universal Love is fundamental to
everything. We need a vibrantly productive economy, the kind of economy in which the
financial aggregates are focused exclusively on the continuing increase of the power of
human labor throughout the entire system. When this happens the economic process
becomes secure," said Steve. "Society may legalize stealing in a big way, as it presently
does, in order that huge profits may be garnered in the financial gambling casinos where
nothing of value is being produced for society. But, Peter, even this most pompous
artificial legitimacy of stealing from one another, doesn't alter the fact that no legislation,
no matter how strongly it is supported, can change the universal principles that are
thereby being ignored. That is why the entire present system is doomed to collapse and to
disintegrate. We simply cannot overrule universal principles with the arrogance of will,
or legislation."
I began to laugh and applaud him.
Steve reached his hand out and began to laugh too. "I see, we understand each
other," he said. "If only more people would join us, many great tragedies would be
avoided. The present level of insanity is scary, that society has drifted into, as people
began to separate the unity between financial wealth and physical production. They are
spitting into the face of the fundamental principles, and then complain about the
consequences," said Steve, and began to laugh too.
"What is happening today is like people jumping into the ocean, expecting not to
get wet, then complaining bitterly when they do get wet," I said. "Suddenly they realize
that they are drowning."
"That's the kind of insanity that we see today, Peter, which has never been seen or
experienced before on our planet with the intensity that we are experiencing now. And if
this isn't scary enough for you, consider that the trend has just begun."
"It's more than scary," I interjected. "It's a crying shame! The current trend is the
end product of decades of cultural warfare that has been unleashed to keep the looting
financial empires alive. People are dying, rather than fighting back. Society has been
dragged into this dream of pleasant illusions."

"The imperials are caught up in this dream themselves," said Steve. "This dream is
now destroying their empires and their existence likewise, and more rapidly perhaps, than
an advancing civilization would have."
"That's how clever they are, Steve!"
"Paradoxically, what people can no longer recognize in their convoluted thinking,
has been clearly understood more than 2000 years ago when it was said that a house
divided against itself cannot stand," said Steve. "The insanity of our President is nothing
more than just a symptom of society's own trend, as it is sleepwalking ever deeper into
the sewer of insanity. The reality of the ancient statement can no longer be ignored.
Society is divided against itself, and it finds evermore that it cannot stand. Nor has this
tragedy been experienced as intensely and tragically on a global scale before, as we are
beginning to experience it, and as we may die from it in the not too distant future."
Steve paused for a moment, then nodded. "That's more or less what comes out of
Russia too, according to everyone I know there. They are fully aware that a major
catastrophe is in the making in the West. LaRouche has made this amply clear. They also
know that this tragedy is getting worse for as long as insanity rules and is allowed to
continue to rule. They see this phenomenon happening in their own backyard. The
Russians are scared, Peter, but they also know that humanity has a few years’ grace left,
not long, but enough to get its act together. They are struggling to find a way to do this,
but their hands are tied. The western emporium has them in their grasp. The Soviets are
fully aware that the current tremors in the western markets are telltale fluctuations, but
they laugh about what they see. Some laugh with glee, sensing that the Western system is
doomed, though they don't know why. They certainly don't know that they are caught in
the same trap. In fact, they are hoping that the West will disintegrate in the future, and
they are preparing a military campaign to take advantage of this total collapse, when it
happens. But they also know that the time for that hasn't come. Nor do they fully realize
that their own system is even more deeply doomed than the West is doomed, and for
similar reasons. They assume that cleverly applied emergency measures can fix the
symptoms temporarily, which they do not want to see. They see no reason, therefore, to
start a war over what is happening now, but are inclined to wait. However, as I said
before, the masters of empire are pulling many strings, and own many dancing puppets,
who may pull off the unexpected. This means that while we are living in the shadow of
empire, nobody can be secure. Security begins when the history of empire ends. And this
gets us back to your President, who is one of the dancing puppets on their strings."
"It also gets us back to the leaking dam syndrome," I interrupted Steve. "Whenever
a leak begins to form, the masters of the dam patch it up. They do it again and again.
They know that the dam will come down eventually. The question is when. But Russian
politics is peculiar. They are not concerned with what happens beyond the current
political cycle."
"Oh, the Russians are more naïve, Peter. "They think that the real breakdown won't
happen for quite a few years yet, both at home and in the West," said Steve. "They don't
see the present leak in the dam as being serious enough for the West to do something

stupid and blow up the world over it as the imperials may try to arrange in the end. They
wouldn't believe me if I told them why you came here. Of course there are plenty of
hotheads in Russia, too, whose thinking is as shallow and as insanely deranged as that of
our President. Some rouge elements in Russia may attempt to start something on their
own perhaps, but this won't be anything big. A vast organizational structure must be
activated before something big can be unleashed, and nobody that I have talked to sees
any signs of such a thing happening."

Steve folded his empty sandwich bag up and put it in his pocket. "Does this answer
your technical questions?" he said and began to grin, then laugh. "Officially you came
here as a scientific genius to discuss a great scientific discovery that you have made. I
think we have done this. We have discussed your discovery of the profound reality that
the needs of the one outweigh the needs of the many, because the principles that enable
the needs of the one to be met enables everyone's needs to be met likewise. Isn't that what
we've discussed? We discussed it socially, politically, and in the context of creating an
Ice Age Renaissance that we need to survive. Did we leave anything out?"
I shook my head and reached a hand out to him for a handshake.
"There is one more technicality you need to consider," Steve added during the
handshake. "This is the question of America's history of self-provocation. Selfprovocation is a serious mental disease. America has been infected with it in a big way. It
first surfaced in America when the Joint Chiefs of Staff had conspired to simply blow up
one of their own Navy vessels to create a pretext for a war on Cuba. This happened
during the Cuban conflicts. Luckily, their plan wasn't allowed to be implemented.
President Kennedy stopped that, possibly in the last moment. A bit later we had the Golf
of Tonkin affair. It was a similar kind of self-provocation. This particular selfprovocation was carried out on a pack of lies. Still, it got the US military the green light
to attack North Vietnam. Close to three million people lost their life over this one. And it
was all provoked by a lie. But the granddad of all the self-provocation with lies was the
one that dragged America into World War I. The war had already been won, when
Germany had rebuffed all the aggressors against it. It had offered an honorable peace to
all parties involved. But the empire didn't want peace. It wanted world domination. And
so it dug up a potential sex scandal out of the closet of the American President who was
promptly blackmailed into committing the USA to war in Europe to save the empire.
Congress was pushed into this with a pack of lies. It was said that an American cruise
ship was sank by German submarines with a massive loss of American lives. In reality a
tiny civilian ferry boat had been accidentally attacked that was merely damaged but
remained afloat, on which one person was injured who wasn't even an American. On the
strength of this pack of lies America dragged itself into war, which was thereby
prolonged and expanded to the point that another fifty million people lost their life. That's
how empire operates, Peter. Its masters profited immensely from the horrific destruction
of Europe that the extended war caused. This means that for as long as empire rules, your
greatest danger lies in what remains typically unseen before it is too late. Thus, the
process of self-provocation will likely be employed again and again by the masters of

empire on an ever-larger scale, and it will always be based on lies. So, don't react in
haste, and remember that nearly all provocations are fundamentally rooted in lies. The
point is, when a people become isolated from their sanity, as the Principle of Universal
Love gets pushed further and further out of sight, anything can happen and has indeed
already happened, and will continue to happen until the underlying platform has been
uplifted to the point that empire rules no more."

With having said this, Steve stood up and laughed again, heartily, suggesting that
this concluded our talk.
"So my friend, was it worthwhile for you to have come half way around the world
to hear me tell you what you already know, and have known for some time?"
I nodded. "It was still nice to see you again, Steve. And yes, it was worthwhile to
hear you say these things. Sometimes it is helpful to confirm to one-another what we
know to be true. It's a part of the evidence of the unity that exists. We need to see that
evidence more and more, in order to be able to move ahead with confidence and with
authority."
Steve laughed some more and agreed with a handshake.
"That's it!" he said moments later, and reached for his newspaper, that still lay on
the park bench, and folded it up.

I was surprised at how quickly the matter had been completed for which I had
traveled such a great distance. I was also glad that it ended quickly, because of the
urgency of the matter. I told him that I would have loved to stay for the evening, for a
chat over dinner and to meet Ushi again, to discuss with her what the man on the plane
had told me during the flight, on the subject of the oneness of all being. "Normally it
would be OK to do this and then depart in the morning," I said to him. "But with the
President going nuts over this issue, any delay seems unwise."
Steve agreed. "You have a talent in understating things," he said. Then he lamented
about how shallow the thinking has become among the governing circles, that such a
little glitch in the financial markets as has occurred, would cause such a great panic, that
it nearly opened the door to nuclear war.
"I wonder how many times this has already happened in the past," said Steve.
Steve did not smile this time, and didn't answer. Instead he accompanied me to my
car, walking in silence. "You better get back in a hurry," he added when we were halfway across the lawn, "and tell your President from me that if he has the faintest spark of
compassion for humanity, he must shut the presently unfolding world-financial game
down and reorganize the entire system from the ground up on a basis that reflects reality,

and I don't mean the reality of the imperial's insanity." As he said this he grinned once
again.

Steve assured me while we stood by the car that it won't be easy for any President
to actually do what needs to be done, even if he were to acknowledge that it is his job to
protect society. "In order to do anything meaningful, your President would have to put
the present financial and economic system, which is founded on a lie and is destroying
itself, through a bankruptcy reorganization. Then he must get back to the principle of
universal unity by nationalizing the Federal Reserve system and align the USA with
Russia, China, India, Indonesia, Brazil, Mexico, and so forth, to create a brand new
world-financial system that is constructed in accord with the real principle of economics,
which reflects the General Welfare Principle founded on the Principle of Universal Love.
We used to call this kind of an arrangement a community of principle," added Steve. "It
reflects the Treaty-of-Westphalia principle of the Advantage of the Other."
"We should be getting back to that," I interrupted Steve.
"That should be happening on the global scale, Pete. Nothing short of an expanded
version of the old historic principle will defeat the private feudal monetarist world-order
that is putting humanity ever deeper into the grave."
"So you see, it all comes back to the Principle of Universal Love, Steve," I replied.
"And that's what's being trashed today, Peter," said Steve.
I assured him that no President would be able to do anything about this, such as
putting the entire world-financial system through a bankruptcy reorganization, converting
it from a private monetarist system that exists for looting, into a cooperative world of
national credit systems for building the nations up with efficient industrialization for
economic development. This vital step of course won't be possible for as long as the
illusion continues that the current system is still functioning. The President would then be
accused of shutting down what appears to be a healthy economy. Consequently, it won't
happen.
"Are you then telling me that we won't be able to do our job? Are you saying that
we have no hope to ever awaken humanity from its illusions, including the President?"
Steve replied. "That's worse than surrendering. It's criminal incompetence. To do nothing
on this front, with the gravest tragedy looming on the horizon amounts to committing
genocide on an unimaginable scale. But you are not incompetent, Peter. You can do what
needs to be done. Tell your President that he has no option, but to do what must be done
to protect humanity and our nation. Make it his task, and your task, to achieve that. If he
has to develop the constituency for what needs to be done, help him with that too, Pete, or
help him resign his post immediately. Failure in either direction, is not an option. To do
nothing must never be contemplated. The fact is, the President has no choice but to
comply, and neither do we. He must shut the collapsing private world-financial system
down before it disintegrates, or else he must resign and you must help him. He must not

be allowed to let the entire world be overwhelmed by the consequences of his failure, to
fulfill the mandate of his office. We mustn't let this happen."
I promised Steve I would pass his message on.
"No, passing on won't do. You must actively educate the President to do what must
be done. Tell him to be honest with himself. You must make him understand what is
involved. There is only one type of solution possible, and this can only be assured if the
underlying principle is completely understood. If he can't understand that, he must go,
and he must be made to understand that he MUST go. You must understand this yourself,
Pete. Simply eliminating artificial barriers does not create unity between people. The
principle of the unity must be understood. Simply firing an incompetent ruler doesn't
create a New World. The principle of competent living must be understood for what it is.
The President needs to understand this in order to comply. Actually Peter, much more
than the President, society needs to understand the principle of competent living, and
comply. In a democratic world, society IS the King. Unfortunately, in our present world
this King has become more incompetent than even the President is. That's the bottom
line, Peter. Society is the real King in a democracy. Democracy means that society is
taking responsibility for its general welfare. In America the real King has become
incompetent, which is society. That needs to be reversed. And the first thing this real
King has to do, is get rid of the imposter."
I raised my hand. "Now I understand Steve, what you've been saying all along.
You've been saying that the real King is society itself and not the President. If society is
incompetent, then the President is merely following its lead. If society refuses to be King,
can you blame the man from wanting to fill the vacancy."
"Now you're getting the idea," said Steve and laughed. "Ah, but now you have a
lot of work to do."
"You've also been saying that while we can replace the President, we can never
replace society. We can only heal society by educating it in the science of the principle of
competent living. That's what is really demanded of us, isn't it? Society, once it is healed,
will then be able to deal with its President from its position as the real King and the
imposter will remove itself."
Steve nodded and grinned. He motioned me to go on.
"I suppose what you are also saying to me, is that it would be the kindest and most
affectionate, and daring step, that anyone of us could take, if we were to go to the
President and have a talk with him, that we offer him an equitable solution that would
rescue the man from his folly, before society acts from its position as the King, and forces
a solution."
Steve nodded and put his hand on my shoulder. "Didn't I say those very words
loud and clear right at the beginning? Didn't I say that the President should be helped to
resign? The point is, that we are all in this boat together, the President too. There is no
shame for a person resigning from the toughest leadership job that only a few in the

world are truly qualified for, and admit incompetence on this ground. But there is terrible
shame, Peter, if the legitimate King, which is society itself, is incompetent. This should
never happen, because a democratic society, which is the real King, cannot resign itself
or be dismissed."

Well, what could I say to that? I had personally experienced in Steve's own home
the power of the principle that he was talking about, the power of the Principle of
Universal Love that can heal every wound, and the power of the Principle of the
Universal Brotherhood of All Mankind that builds civilizations. We can't resign from the
responsibility to uphold these principles, and why should we? Steve was totally right
about those principles. I certainly wouldn't have lasted for more than five minutes in his
house, without the guidance of these principles that neither of us really understood at the
time, but which we had lived by, to our highest ability as human beings, which we
thereby had explored together. Without that, my day with Ushi, when we first met, would
have ended in short order. It would have ended when I met her on the beach in Leipzig.
Instead I fell in love with her, and that never really ended. From that moment on, it
enriched us all, beginning that very night. I told Steve so.
Steve agreed with a big grin on his face. Then he took a couple of steps back, and
began to laugh out loud. "You don't honestly believe that your 'incredibly good looks' had
anything to do with inspiring Ushi's love?" He shook his head while he laughed. "What
happened that day, Peter, happened because of those principles. And that can happen
again universally all over the world, my friend. Just look at us. Neither of us is an
extraordinary genius. We are human beings. If we can be moved by the universal
principles of our humanity, then anybody can be moved by them. It's as simple as that.
Don't make it complicated, Peter."

Well, that's the way Steve was. He had his way of dramatizing things to get a point
across. After all, that was his profession as a teacher and leading edge scientist. We had a
good laugh together over this as we said good bye at my car, joking about our nonexisting "incredible good looks" that had no influence whatsoever on the unity that had
developed between us.
With this hearty laughter our meeting was concluded. As I got into the car, he
wished me farewell with his usual smile and gentle handshake.

Four hours later I was back in the Western World, where I boarded the last plane
leaving Frankfurt for New York, connecting with the red-eye special to Washington DC.
Fred got his initial debriefing within minutes of my arrival in New York, with the
full details laid out at an official meeting in his office the next morning.

Fred understood what I was saying on Steve's behalf, about the President. He shook
his head. He nearly cried, since he knew that Steve was right, while he also knew that
Steve's requests could not be fulfilled.
"That won't be possible to implement," he said to me privately.
"But we must try," I said after long moments of silence.
"I will prevail upon the President to solicit competent advice, but don't hold your
breath. Also, don't expect me to suggest that he resign. In any case, this would have to
come from Congress by way of the will of the people, and I don't see any hope for that to
happen any time soon. I am sure your friend Steve will understand this. Didn't he admit
himself that the real King hasn't yet awoken?"
"Steve understands," I replied. "He also understands that America will not survive
in the long run if a new direction isn't taken soon, which we both know the President isn't
able to take by reasons of his incompetence. But why should we wait for the world to
change, Fred? You and I are a part of society. The awakening has begun. The task falls
on us assume the office of the King. This means that the President, who assumed the role
of King as an imposter, must go. He must go, or the nation will suffer the consequences.
Since the consequences may be on a scale that the whole world might not survive them, it
falls on us to take on the leading role in society and be the acting King. That is what
Steve said in essence. You asked Steve for his advice. This is his advice. Our President
asked Steve for his help. Now we must convey to the President Steve's answer. What I
told you is Steve's best advice. Also, it is really the only option that we have, to help
mankind to have a future."
"I suggest that you put it all down in writing," said Fred. "Place every word of it
into your report to the President, which he may read. Put it down honestly, just as Steve
has said it. Don't water it down."
I reached my hand and promised to do this. My smile seemed to startle him. "One
day the President may thank you for delivering such a report," I said to Fred and began to
laugh. "Also tell him that Steve and I have decided to fight for America in a big way, to
rescue America. We decided to launch the biggest fight in history for the freedom of
America. We'll flood the world with love in a commitment to win. If we fail, the world is
doomed. Will you join us, Fred?"
Fred began to laugh too. "I will deliver your report, if you will sign it under oath,"
he said. This appeared to be Fred's way of saying that he agreed with me, but didn't want
to admit it. He didn't say anything about joining us either, as if he was saying, thanks for
joining me.
"OK, I will sign the report any way you like. That's not a problem. Anything else,
Fred?" I asked.
He just continued laughing. "Oh, get out of here and take a few days off, after the
report is written," he said between bursts of laughter as if the whole affair had become the

funniest joke. He laughed and laughed and said something about us finally waking up. "I
want you out of here," he added, "and look after Sylvia before things become even scarier
for me than they already are." He also said something about him owing a great debt to
Sylvia. He stopped half way through the sentence, when the phone rang.

Chapter 5 - Our Seashore Paradise.

Sylvia was fully recovered in two months. At the end of this time the idea
emerged to ask for a four-week holiday, unpaid if need be, to go for a camping at our
own private beach. Fred owed us the time. He owed both of us. He didn't even hesitate to
agree with my request. In fact, he suggested that a proper celebration was needed to
celebrate Sylvia's recovery.
"Take a month or two," he had said, and began to laugh as if I hadn't asked for
much.
Fred never referred to Steve's suggestion again that the President must resign. Nor
did I ask if the President actually read even a part of my report. But I did notice that Fred
seemed happier after the incidence. Maybe the President, or somebody else, had seen the
truth behind what Steve had suggested, and had managed to bring in more competent
advisors. In such a case the report would have earned Fred some valuable points of
recognition according to the way the games are played in politics. In my own case, I got
double of what I had asked for. I got two full months off.

That's how our vacation began. It was to be a vacation for getting away from it all.
I took the few dollars that I had collected from the bank and bought food, as much as I
could get for it, or more precisely, as much as the truck would hold. We stashed
everything away, neatly, into every last corner of the truck and set out to go camping for
two months without turning back. Those were the plans. The thought of being at our
beach, far away from all the scary tumults of the world, seemed to make the tumults less
real. Steve would have laughed at the silly notion. Of course the undisturbed camping trip
at our very own beach was also a perfect celebration of Sylvia's recovery as Fred had
suggested. Tony, who had stayed with Sylvia during her long ordeal in hospital, was of
course invited to join us. He had become a part of the family by then. Sylvia told him that
this was going to be our first long camping trip in years.
Tony answered that he felt honored to be a part of it, and immediately began
making jokes. "Wow, who would have believed that just a few months ago?" he added.
"Can't you see us already, all living together at our own private beach? Who can ask for
anything more?"

One couldn't have asked for more, indeed. No one could have been more proud
and excited than we were at our first evening there. We had pitched our tent on a rocky
platform high above the beach. It was early September. The weather was still hot. The
sky outside Pittsburgh had been a deep turquoise the morning we left. The weather report

had predicted "clear sunny days without end," not that anyone believed it. Nevertheless,
everything seemed perfect. Even the world seemed to be recovering.
We had brought our small radio along to assure ourselves that the financial crisis
hadn't flared up again, though Steve had assured me that it wouldn't. Just as Steve had
predicted the financial shock didn't amount to a big deal by the time it was over. It had
simply dissipated, quietly. Many people had lost everything, a few had become wealthier,
but by and large the old game survived and was carried forward as if nothing had
happened. The indexes had recovered. No wars had been started. No atomic bombs had
been unleashed. The crisis had come and passed. Only the conditions that had caused the
crisis had not improved. The huge and growing debt load had remained. Also, the mad
rush into financial derivatives gambling hadn't abated. If anything, it had grown more
intense. Nevertheless, everybody seemed glad that the 'instability,' as they called it, was
over. It meant that the world survived another storm.

The realization that we survived another storm stirred a queasy feeling in me. But I
was alone in my reservation. Both Tony and Sylvia had their fun ridiculing my fears.
Their joking wasn't in bad taste, of course, or anything like that. Still it hurt. It hurt,
because they couldn't see that nothing had basically changed, or they didn't want to see it.
Tony laughed. He suggested dryly that it was high time for us all to take a few weeks of
vacation from the "collapsing world" as he put it, and just enjoy the seashore. He laughed
more and more. Eventually he laughed at his own silly remarks as though they were the
funniest joke going.
Actually, that's how the idea of the camping-vacation came about in the first place.
Tony came up with the idea to have "a holiday away from civilization" as he had put it
then. The idea of a camping trip may have also reflected the simple fact that Tony never
really liked staying in hotels. He loved being in the open. He loved the sky. He loved
sleeping under the stars. And who could blame him? The stars are brighter at 40,000 feet
above the haze of the countryside. In his long career with the Air Force, he probably fell
in love with the splendor of them. I knew that I would have, as indeed I had to some
degree many years earlier. I remembered some spectacular starry nights from hiking trips
along the high ridge in Smoky Mountain Park.

Since the main vacation season was already over, the traffic had been light on the
day we left Pittsburgh. We had arrived in plenty of time to set up camp before nightfall.
We had selected the only grass-covered spot there was on the entire rocky platform at the
edge of the cliff overlooking the beach. We had talked about building our new house
there, during our previous visit, when we had discovered the largely overgrown road
leading up to it. It hadn't taken long to pitch our new high-tech tent, a large tent big
enough for six. Tony called it jokingly, the "hotel tent."

Setting up camp hadn't been a chore under those circumstances with everyone
joking and being of high spirits. Naturally, the environment that we were in had a great
deal to do with that. We had not only come to the greatest campground we have ever had
been at where no noisy campers surrounded us and ghetto blasters could be heard. We
also had a 270-decree view of the ocean with no sign of civilization anywhere near to be
seen. There weren't even any boats in the water. On top of it all, the realization that this
place was actually ours for all time to come added a profound sense of joy.
The coming camping experience promised to be but an overture for even more
wonderful times ahead that would never end. The tent would then give way to our new
house. We gave Tony the option to build a house of his own on the property should he
choose to do so. Thus we celebrated our new heaven on earth that very first evening with
a vigorously sung campfire song, and then another, and still another.
That evening definitely became the most satisfying evening that we all agreed we
had in a long time. I felt as if a great battle had been won and we were the victors of it.

We ate supper quite late that evening with the coals of the campfire heating the
kettle for tea. This happened long after the last glow of the sunset had faded on the
horizon. Our tenting spot seemed ideal for sitting in the open. The space was protected
from the coastal winds by a wall of dense shrubbery, except for the side of the cliff where
the vegetation was low enough so that it didn't hide the view of the water.

The ocean had been darkly colored that evening with a hue of the darkest orange
reflecting the sky that gradually gave way in places to even darker hues, hues of a deep
blue that contrasted starkly with the last rays of the receding sunset far to the right where
the horizon appeared almost golden. Soon the sky turned cobalt, trending towards black
above us as the night set in and the first stars appeared. Since we had strapped a few
bundles of firewood onto the top of the truck there was no need for anyone to scout
around for wood. We had come to celebrate and to enjoy also the silence. Apart from the
faint crackling of the fire, the only sounds that we could hear, when everyone was quiet,
where the sounds of the surf washing up onto the beach and flowing back, interspersed
with the occasional cries of seagulls.
The muted sounds added to the holiday kind of background. It even added to the
music that we had brought in the form of tapes that played well on our little radio. Some
of the more familiar tines became our first campfire songs. It seemed the most natural
thing to do to sing along, and the right thing to do when the moon stood high above us in
the now cloudless dark. We were singing, interrupted with chatting, till way past
midnight on this first night in our New World. Perhaps we stretched the celebration out
just to prove to us that this was our own campground and that it was so big that no one
could possibly hear us no matter how noisy we would be or shriek with excitement
whenever that seemed appropriate.

A similar mood prevailed the next morning. Everyone was happy and singing the
songs from the night before, or simply humming the melodies. And who needed a
campfire, this time? Better things lay before us.
The sun was already high over the horizon when Sylvia and I got up. We both felt
great. Tony seemed to have been up for some time already. He sat at the edge of the cliff,
his feet dangling into the void. He waved when he saw us and came back to the camp. As
he did, he mentioning the word, "breakfast."

I think we were too excited not to feel great that morning, even before breakfast.
Soon the griddle was sizzling with frying eggs and bacon. After all, we had made having
breakfast a priority this time. It was made a rule that breakfast would come first before
we would be thinking about going to the beach. In fact, we did our best to make breakfast
last for as long as we could, because going to the beach meant building a trail down to it.
There existed no ready-made path.

I wasn't surprised that morning when I turned the radio on that I nearly missed the
morning news. As expected the financial commentator reported heavy trading once again
on the New York Stock Exchange, and that prices were said to be firming up. Everything
that he said confirmed what Steve had predicted. The world had become 'normal' once
more. I turned to a music station.

With nothing else to worry about, the only item on the agenda that morning, apart
from washing the dishes, was the task that wouldn't go away, of building the trail to our
beach. The trail was needed to serve as our lifeline, our passageway to the only spring of
fresh water that we had found on the property previously.
Initially we had thought that we might camp right on the beach itself, near the
spring, but building a trail to it seemed easier than getting the truck down on the ancient
washed-out road that we had found at the far side of the beach. As I recalled, the road
seemed 'steep' in some places. Building a foot trail seemed to be definitely a better
choice, even if it involved some hard work cutting across dense vegetation and some
extensive efforts in gathering rocks for stairs. It was hard work though. We had brought
axes and shovels along, and a chain saw that was mostly useless on the spindly shrubs.
On Tony's urging we started to dig, hack, and saw, right after breakfast. Tony
called himself our "logistics officer," when he proudly laid the first steps by planting two
flat rocks that he had "imported" from a weathered outcropping further along the cliff.

For lunchtime, of course, we all climbed back up to the camp. We ate under a
group of trees near the inland edge of our high platform. The view from there was just as
wide and magnificent in the other direction. When standing on top of the truck the view
extended across a sea of treetops towards the highway, and in the other direction across
the deep blue of the open Atlantic. To the right, behind the cliff the terrain gave way to a
gully that we used as our gateway down, both to the spring and to the beach.

At lunch that day we listened to the radio once more. We listened to a pop music
station, but even that had its hourly news clip interspersed with a brief financial report
that was no different than I had expected. Stock prices had fallen sharply. Trading
volume had increased. The announcer called it a day of profit taking. The world hadn't
changed at all. I turned the radio off again.
Steve had predicted this kind of uncertainty in a system that he felt was bound to
fail eventually. I wondered though, if it was possible that he might have misread the
signs. Were we facing the final collapse of the system already, rather than in ten or
twenty years, as Steve had predicted? Would the world be facing another stock market
crash while we were serenely languishing at the beach? As stock prices had evaporated
that infamous day in 1929, many banks had lost their assets that they had used up in loans
against stock securities that had become worthless. The entire credit system had begun to
fail that day. Industries had lost their financing, people had lost faith in the system,
production had dropped off, unemployment had skyrocketed, money had become scarce,
and after that the infamous bread lines had emerged as the Great Depression unfolded.
Would the coming crash be worse than the great crash in 1929 that had brought the whole
country to its knees, opening the gate to the infamous Hoover Depression, a depression
brought on by idiotic policy measures? The nation didn't recover from this horrid
depression until many years later Franklin Delanor Roosevelt came onto the scene with
his massive "new deal" of infrastructure development projects and social support
programs. Hoover had promised a chicken in every pot, an empty promise after three
years of nothing. Roosevelt, in total contrast, had offered a whole New World, and he did
deliver.
All this was history of course, but would history repeat itself? In fact, could it
possibly repeat itself, or would things be worse? We all knew that our country had drifted
into a much deeper mess than it had been in, back in 1929. Farming hadn't been wrecked
before the 1929 crash. The industries hadn't been demolished then, nor had the rail grid
been taken down as was already beginning with fuel prices going through the roof.
Neither had America become beggars to the world, supported with cheap imported goods
that we could no longer produce ourselves.
I decided to dismiss the thought that Steve might have been wrong when he said
that we weren't in a crisis situation yet. This meant that the chaos that he said was
coming, was still a long way off and would be worse than anything we had ever seen or
endured. With that thought I let the holiday mood resume.

I felt comfortable after a while with the thought that the world would just keep on
rolling along. Perhaps it was the holiday mood that was causing this leisurely feeling.
After lunch was completed, none of us really felt like working on the trail again.
Consequently, we all lazed around for an hour putting in a snooze. Two seagulls fighting
woke us up.
The work was still there when we awoke. We had to do it. As tough as the
slugging turned out to be, we needed that access to the spring of fresh water. The spring
that we had found was located at the bottom of the slope to the right of the gully. No one
can live without water for long, us included. The supply that we had brought wasn't
intended to last long, and wouldn't have. In a sense, building that trail to the beach was
our own vital infrastructure project. Thus, building it wasn't an option. It was a necessity.
Without access to water we wouldn't be able to remain at our paradise for long. Maybe it
was that realization that drove us back to work.

We emerged from the 'jungle' in the late afternoon, exhausted, but happy that the
work had been completed. By doing the work we had transformed our encampment into a
livable world. Steve would have said that we had created a whole New World for
ourselves that didn't exist before we laid our hand at the axe. The trail had been cut
through all the way to the beach. A crude sort of trail it turned out to be, but for the
moment it met our needs perfectly well. We could think of many refinements. Certainly
more steps were needed in some of the steeper places, but the refinements could wait.
The holiday mood won out.
As soon as we got out to the open beach we 'collapsed' as it were, against a log, to
rest our tired bones, except Tony. Tony seemed to be tougher. He ran back up to the
camp to test our newly built trail, and to bring down some snacks and fruit. He also
returned with a pitcher for the first draft of water from our own spring.
Never had a glass of water been as tasty as it was that day. We were all certain of
that. The pitcher was filled three times.
We savored the water and the nourishment of fruits and cake. What more could
one ask for than this, being leisurely stretched out on the sand right where we were,
eating and drinking, with nothing more urgent on the agenda than to be lazily stretched
out on our perfectly clean sand, pretending that this was paradise, which indeed it seemed
to be. Except, we weren't on a tropical island to make the dream complete. Apart from
this small technicality we could just as well have been on a disserted island. There were
no footprints in the sand as far as anyone could see, except our own. Being at our beach
that day was rather magical in this sense, like being in paradise alright. We all agreed on
that.

We hadn't been at the beach for more than an hour that afternoon when Sylvia
noticed someone in the distance coming towards us. A while later we recognized that
there were two people coming, which we recognized later to be a man and a woman
walking hand in hand. They were the first people we had seen on the beach, ever. At our
last visit we had met no one.
"Two lovers," I commented. I didn't give the matter a great deal more attention,
except that I liked the idea that we weren't totally alone.
A while later Tony nudged me. "Isn't this Heather with the guy over there? I can't
be sure, but her hat looks familiar and the dress too. They are both quite unusual, don't
you think?"
I looked up. "Yes, indeed, that's got to be Heather. But how on Earth...!" I
practically jumped up to be noticed. I stood on the log and waved. The man saw us. He
pointed to us. They stopped momentarily, then turned towards us.
I was more than glad to see Heather again. What a surprise! Strangely, Heather
reacted as though we had never met. Her gesture was cold, like a wall of ice, but her tone
of voice seemed to say that the ice wasn't real.
The man was most friendly. He asked where we came from and what we were
doing. He couldn't help noticing our equipment by the log.
"We're camping on the bluff," explained Tony. "We've just finished building a trail
to the beach."
The man seemed troubled by this. "You can't do that!" he interrupted Tony. "This
is private property, haven't you seen the no-trespassing signs? Camping is forbidden
here!"
"My friend is right," said Heather. "He is a priest. We have special permission to
come here."
"I hate to say this, but you really ought to leave," said the priest seriously.
Tony shook his head. "After all that work! You have no idea what a chore it was
building a trail down here." He began to laugh.
"Oh that too, you'd better get your tools out of here quickly," added the priest. "If
the owner sees them, there is no telling what he will do. There will be war!"
"Don't worry," said Tony, grinning. "We are the owners of this land. Pete just
bought the place: the beach, the hills, a hundred acres of it, all signed, sealed, and
delivered, just a few weeks ago. There'll be no war."
"Of course, you're always welcome," said Sylvia. "Whatever privilege you had
been given still stands.

The priest smiled and nodded.
"Since we're on the subject of war," I said to him, "what is your opinion as a priest
about our chances of avoiding nuclear war in this time of an unfolding economic
depression."
I expected this to come as a shock to him. But it didn't. He sat down on our log.
"So you know about it," he said. "It's a black, black situation, and getting worse."
"That's an odd answer for a priest," commented Tony.
"Yes, but I see nothing that gives reason for hope. Everybody is doing the exact
opposite of what is right. And the damn church doesn't help either," he said angrily.
"How so?" asked Sylvia astonished.
"Prayer!"
"What's wrong with prayer?" Sylvia asked.
"It's used as a tranquilizer to put people to sleep. Our country would still have a
chance if we mobilized all the resources we have within us. But we don't do it. We just
fold our hands and pray. We're putting ourselves to sleep with these endless petitions to
God, which in themselves add up to a total denial of our own inner resources as human
beings. And this denial runs deep. It has so distorted the identity of our humanity that we
are no longer aware of our own inherent strength and vitality. We are sitting back, just as
I said, with our hands folded, waiting for the holocaust to happen, or to blow away with
the wind, or for God to cause a great miracle and change the world for us that we've
messed up. We should be out fighting to stop the destruction that is going on! The mess
that we created is our mess alone, not God's mess."
"The only way you can fight it, is to uproot the 'tree of knowledge' that has created
the fragmentation that has divided the world," I suggested. "We have divided and isolated
the world so deeply that people are more inclined to steal from one-another instead to
create riches that enrich one another and our world. People steal from each other, from
society, from other nations. Financial stealing has become the Number One industry in
the world, second only to slavery."
"Slavery is a form of stealing too," said the priest immediately. "It is the worst
form of stealing. If that's possible," he added.
"We need to stop that," I said to him. "We need to stop the fragmentation. In order
to do that, we need to deal with each other laterally, brother to brother as human beings,
on a platform of universal love."
"That's impossible," said the priest, "you can't undo knowledge. The tree of false
knowledge cannot be uprooted."

"Of course you can uproot knowledge and make it disappear, if the knowledge is
false," I said to him. "You can undo everything that is false by replacing it with what is
true. I just spent ninety-eight-thousand dollars on the exact same project."
The priest shook his head. "It would be marvelous if you could do that, but what
you propose can't be done. You cannot erase history. What has been done, is done!
Whatever knowledge has been gathered, is forever with us."
"Ah, but you can supplant it with new knowledge," I said.
"You can reverse the trend that got us into this shit!" said Tony.
"Actually it is possible to redo history," I said to the priest. "This is being done all
the time in science." I explained to him that this is what happens when new discoveries
are made, like new discoveries of some fundamental principle. "Suddenly a whole lot of
old knowledge becomes invalidated. It simply ceases to matter when it is being
recognized to have been false or incomplete, even though it had been honored for
centuries as the truth, right to that very point."
"For example?" he said.
"For example," I continued, "a long time ago people once 'knew' that the Earth is
flat. Many sailors feared that they might drop off the edge of the world when they went
too far from shore. Now they know better. All it took was one moment of a higher
realization, and bang, all the false assumptions of a thousand years standing went out of
the window and ceased to exist as if they had never been valid in the first place. So you
see, it is possible to alter history by invalidating it in terms of what it represented. This is
done all the time. It happens quickly, when it happens. It's an amazing process. In fact,
there should be a lot more of that going on." I told the priest that this was the very
process that we wanted to encourage right there on the beach.
The priest shook his head again.
"Didn't you hear," said Tony, "we are in the process of doing it. We are going to
do it right here on this beach, as Pete said. We are setting up a nudist camp with art
workshops and a discussion center. We are going to do leading edge research here. We
are going to invite the unaligned thinkers of the world to come here. We are going to
build an infrastructure for spiritual discovery and development right here at this very
beach." He stabbed his finger into the sand. "Once the proper infrastructures are in place,
things will develop amazingly fast. We have all experienced the power of this process
ourselves. This is the opposite to leaning back with our hands folded."
The priest seemed puzzled for a moment. He muttered something about a nudist
camp.
"Why not a nudist beach?" I asked. "It generates a sense of freedom and unity as
though the tree of false knowledge, or invalid knowledge, had been uprooted. That's what
we hope to achieve."

Sylvia told them how the project came about, including Heather's connection.
That's when Heather revealed herself to Sylvia. With tears in her eyes, she added;
"I didn't realize that you knew."
"Yes, I can see how a nudist beach could reverse fragmentary perception," said the
priest eventually.
"So, you're not opposed to it?" said Tony.
The priest just smiled. "Heck, no! Why should I?"
"I thought as a priest, because of religion, you might not like it," said Tony. "It
could be a noose around your neck."
The priest waved his hands as though the subject didn't apply. "I'm not really a
priest," he said. "I'm a freelancer you might say. I have no doctrine, perform no
marriages. I'm essentially a scientist, a nuclear physicist, presently exploring whatever
science there is behind religion."
He told us that he had grown up with a background in science through the Navy.
He said he got interested in nuclear physics after Admiral Rickover had organized his
famous Oak Ridge School of Reactor Technology. The priest told us that his earlier time
at the Oak Ridge School had been tremendously fruitful for him. He told us that it had
really been the US Navy that had pioneered the way for mankind's modern commercial
nuclear energy infrastructure, and Rickover had been the main driving force behind that.
He explained that today's commercial nuclear power industry was a direct spin-off from
that, and that he was proud to have been a part of it in some small way. "Admiral
Rickover wanted a better power source for the nation's submarines. He fought for it. Now
the whole world benefits from that man's efforts. That's how a single man can uplift the
world. Wouldn't you be proud to be a part of that? Rickover had a sign in his office that
I'll never forget. It read, 'Where there is no vision the people perish.' That's from the
Bible, from Psalms, and its true. Unfortunately, we have lost our vision."

The priest spoke proudly of his involvement with the Navy's pioneering
achievements, even though he became involved only near the end of it, near the end of
the Nautilus epoch. "In those days you weren't married to any specific organization," he
explained. "You got involved across the whole frontier, wherever research and
development was taking place. Often the Navy merely provided the paycheck while we
were working for months at a time in the labs of General Electric. But this exciting time
of cooperative discoveries is long gone," said the priest quietly. "Rickover is gone, and so
is the pioneering spirit. The accountants have taken over. The world is now run by the
penny-wise and the dollar-foolish. Our nation has been letting go of its soul and its spirit,
the very thing that once held it together and made it great and took us onto the top of the
world. Now, only a few of the achievements of this time still remain, like nuclear power,
and that too, is under attack."

The priest took me aside and explained to me, as though it were a secret, that
today's trend is to scrap whatever smells remotely of technological progress. "It's like the
nation has been forced to revert back to a 'fundamentalist' type of existence, a primitive
existence without a proper economic infrastructure. Except without a proper economic
infrastructure people cannot survive," he said. "What is happening today is murder, plain
and simple murder."
He spoke quietly so that the others wouldn't hear him. He was furious. He was
furious also about the support that the primitive fundamentalist movement was getting.
He was especially furious about their platform that would exile the women of the world
back to 'their place' as slaves, submissive to men.
I reached out my hand to him. "Welcome to the brave new world, my friend," I
said sarcastically. "Do you want to help erase that history?" I added.
I told him about Erica. I told him how lovely she was and how exuberant. I told
him that she was a professor of nuclear physics, working in Leipzig. When that shut
down she became a professor in microbiology. I added that she is now engaged in
researching the development and the dynamics of love.
"In East Germany the people are apparently not as stupid as we are," he replied.
"They are not being brainwashed as intensively by the media than we are in the West, to
become stupid. They also appear to be more honest in their approach to science and to
sex, as if the two were the same. That's what Heather told me. Apparently, they are far
from the primitive fundamentalist's approach that we have unfolding here in our country
that caters to raw greed and calls the fascist stealing that's happening in the markets, a
benefit to society. They wouldn't allow over there what we hail here. It's too destructive
to society." He said this as though he totally deplored the fundamentalist trend to raw
greed. He finally came right out with it and said that he loved our idea of a nudist beach,
a project "that inspires honesty and openness," as he put it.
Moments later, to show his support, he suggested that we initiate the project right
there and then.
I looked at him in disbelief, Tony too, as he, the priest, started taking his clothes
off.
"OK," said Tony when the shock wore off. Moments later he proceeded to do the
same as the priest. We all did. What else is a beach for but for swimming?
Unfortunately, the water had become quite cold. Swimming that late in the year
was like swimming in an ocean of ice cubes. After a while, though, a lovely tingling
sensation set in and the water began to feel great and one's skin as smooth as silk!

After we dried off in the sunshine by walking around, the priest invited us to his
house for a cup of coffee. "By the way, my name is Ross, Ross Jacobson," he said.
So we introduced ourselves at long last and shook hands.

Ross told us on the way that he and Heather lived in a log cabin built on a ridge at
the far side of the bay, the bay that we evidently shared. He said that his place was about
a half-hour's walk distant. He pointed to it.
The house could barely be seen. He had to describe its location before we could
see it. It seemed well hidden at the far end of the ridge, right at the entrance point of our
bay. He told us that his place was overlooking both the ocean and the bay, with also a
wide western exposure. He said that he could oversee everything from his balcony as if
the world lay at his feet.
As I expected the trail to his house started way past the end of the beach, cutting
through low vegetation, gently leading up to a rocky tree-covered ledge. That's how I
would have built the trail, and it was well built.
When we got to the cabin, WOW! I was impressed. The place was huge. What
looked like a cabin from the beach was a log house two stories high. On the side facing
the ocean it featured an enormous porch. And behind the house Ross showed us another
porch with a Jacuzzi.
"The place isn't easily seen from the shore," Ross explained, "it blends in with the
landscape when you look at it from a distance." He had vines growing right up to the
roof, covering the entire front wall facing the beach.
Both Ross and Heather showed us around. Heather sometimes spoke of the house
as if it were her own place too. "We really love it here," she said at one point. Of course
her enthusiasm was justified. It was a delightful place, indeed. That she was living there
with Ross became obvious when Ross asked me to join him in his office. On the way he
showed me the bedroom of the house that was adjoined to a corner room that was
evidently his office. Both rooms were facing east towards the ocean. In fact, we had to
walk partly through the bedroom to get to the office part. As expected Heather's distinct
feminine touch was prominently evident throughout the bedroom. The walls appeared to
have been newly decorated. Color coordinated curtains graced the windows with patterns
of wildflowers and an almost matching bed spread. The bed was angled slightly north,
facing the window, exactly the way we had once rearranged a bed in a hotel room to
make it possible for us to see the first light of the day from our pillows without getting
up.
No doubt, 'Heather is happy here,' I thought. I was glad for her. There was a small
vase of flowers on the dresser at the far wall of the room. I noticed her comb beside the
vase, a unique comb with a silver edge that broadened and became its handle. I
remembered her using it every morning. Getting her hair just right seemed important, as

important as choosing the right blouse to wear for the kind of day it would be. The last
thing that I noticed before entering Ross' domain, was Heather's straw hat hanging on the
wall to the right of the dresser, a large hat with a wide rim that we had bought together in
Vegas during our days of fun, happiness, and excitement, when we had 'escaped' from
Key West.
Ross explained in his office, without giving any details, that he was stationed at
this place on some kind of Coast Guard duty. The explanation seemed to justify some of
the equipment that I saw, including a rather large telescope covered with a black velvet
dust-cloth. He explained that the surveillance work was far too boring for a sane man, so
that he spent his time there mostly doing scientific research, something to keep his mind
sharp and on edge. He showed me some of it, something that Steve might have been able
to identify, but not I.
After my visit to the office was concluded, he invited us all to join him for a drink
on the porch. He offered a bottle of wine. Heather had offered lemon-aid. Heather's offer
won out.

The early evening passed quickly that way, in light conversation, and rather
pleasantly in pleasant company. We had a broad view from Ross' high-perched 'castle' by
the sea. The perimeter of the seaside porch had been made of glass held in place with a
rather wide aluminum bar, wide enough for a few pots of flowers to be placed on it near
the house.
The sea lay calm below us, blue and sparkling, reflecting the setting sun. Together
with the lemon aid, a batch of cookies had been served. Only a few of them now
remained. As I reached for the last one I noticed that the northern horizon had become
dark. I needed to stand up to reach for the cookie plate. Still, the dark on the horizon
seemed far away. I took another look briefly and soon forgot about it. It was far too
pleasant to be thinking about what lay far in the distance. I felt at peace. I felt happy
seeing Heather again, and more so to see her so wonderfully happy herself in her New
World. I felt joyous for her; joyous to see her smiles again; and joyous also over the
realization that we had actually become neighbors. It seemed like a fairy-tale was
unfolding.

Our conversation in the bright evening sunshine reflected this mood. Nobody
spoke about the stock market crisis or the possibility for a nuclear war, or anything else
connected with politics. We barely noticed that the dark clouds on the horizon had grown
larger and had turned into storm clouds. A massive front was now coming down from the
North. But who cared? The dark front was still a good distance away.
Eventually the focus of the conversation shifted onto what to do for dinner. Ross
looked at the storm clouds and then at his watch. "Let me invite you to stay for dinner,"

he said, "otherwise you might get caught up in the storm that's coming in. It seems to be
coming down faster than has been forecast."
Heather agreed with him and insisted that we stay. By then the dark front stood
close enough to cast its shadow on the sea. It had made the sea appear dark and gray all
of a sudden, just as the storm front itself was blending gray into gray without a horizon.
"We rarely have visitors coming," Heather added to her invitation.

Chapter 6 - A Shadow in the Night.
Since we were invited, we all pitched in with the preparation for dinner; or rather
we stood in each other's way trying to organize a three-course meal. Naturally this was
delightful, too.
The same could also be said about the meal, itself. A committee of expert cooks
had superbly prepared it. We had shrimp from a can for a shrimp cocktail, spinach from
Ross' garden, roast beef from his freezer, cake that Heather had made in the morning, and
in-between a bottle of wine from Ross' cellar, the bottle that he had offered earlier, a
spicy red wine from a small winery in the Napa Valley some two thousand miles away at
the opposite end of the country. Ross said that he had saved it for a special occasion, and
that this seemed to be such a one.
With the meal concluded, Ross suggested that we should also consider staying for
the night since the storm was brewing up into something much bigger than had been
forecast on the weather report. He made some phone calls to confirm that the pattern had
changed. The clouds became darker by the minute, moving in much faster now,
accompanied by lightning. White caps could be seen on the water. "This is no time for
camping," said Ross.

Ross and I had left the balcony where the dinner had been served, to report to the
weather service that the storm was bigger than expected and was pulling whitecaps on the
open waters. Ross felt that a small-craft warning should have been issued. He had a small
telescope set up that he used for measuring the movements of clouds to calculate the
wind speed. I voiced my astonishment that this was possible.
"It's nothing accurate," he said and pointed to the ceiling. "There is a small tower
on top of the roof that contains the real instrumentation. I only calculate the variance
between that and the open sea."
Heather, Tony, and Sylvia were busy clearing the table and finishing up in the
kitchen. The dishes were already put away when I brought the empty wineglasses back.
Heather had refilled them again to use up the little that had been left from dinner. She
called to Ross and suggested that we should join them on the porch once we were done
making the weather report. Ross agreed, but added that he first wanted to show me some
more of the results of his latest research work.
After the weather report call was made, Ross asked me to wait in his office for a
moment while he went back to the kitchen to get us some more to drink. "Is orange juice
alright?" he called back.
I told him it would be great. While he was gone I overheard Sylvia on the balcony
speaking with Heather. The conversation was about me.

"...You don't need to apologize for what has happened," said Sylvia to Heather.
"I wouldn't dream of it. I had the most wonderful time in my entire life during
those days with Peter," Heather replied. "Something like that doesn't happen to one every
day. I will never deny something that was so precious to me. But I can't tell you more
than that."
"No, please don't."
"You probably wouldn't understand what I mean," said Heather. "I can hardly
understand it myself. You're married to him, but I love him just the same. This was the
first real love I ever knew. I think you will never know what it took that day to leave him
on his way back to you. Running off was the only thing that I could do."
"Don't forget that we are in love, too," said Sylvia.
"Of course you are, but that's not the way it was when I got married to Winston,"
said Heather. "What a slavery that was! For Winston, everything was allowed, because of
my marriage to him, everything cruel that is. Love was no longer a factor. I was a piece
of inventory under his control. He said at one time, once you're married you don't need to
be in love. I can tell that your marriage will never be like that. Pete would never dream of
saying such a thing to you, or to anyone else. I could feel that he was in love with you,
even then, both with you and with me, and with others too. Winston, on the other hand,
had four girlfriends, and I'm sure he loved none of them. He said it was his right to have
them. I can't imagine Pete ever saying a thing like that, not even about Ursula Fleischer.
Nor did I feel cheated when Pete talked to me about you, or about her. It was nice to feel
his love for you, and for Ursula, because I realized that he felt the same about me. I even
have a hunch that he may have come to love you more, because of me. It's just a feeling.
Something that was growing while we were together."
"Pete told me that loving you was the most natural thing," said Sylvia.
"I think it had something to do with what had happened to him in East Germany,"
said Heather.
"Did he tell you much about East Germany?" said Sylvia.
Heather nodded. I could see her reflection in the glass of the hummingbird feeder.
"Tell me, did you feel cheated in any way when he told you about what had
happened in East Germany, though it happened only a few days before?" asked Sylvia.
"I've always felt cheated by Winston, never by Pete. It was exciting to hear Pete
talk about his experiences, to hear him speak with such deep respect about other women.
How could I feel cheated by that? It was nice to be able to sense what he felt, to sense the
passion in his love, the joy, and the warmth, even to sense that the passion for love had
not died out in the world. It was marvelous to listen to him, to the way he spoke about

Steve and his wife. But then I wasn't married to him. Maybe you felt differently. Did the
thought of it make you angry?"
Sylvia nodded.
"I can understand this," said Heather. "It's a natural reaction if one believes what
we were taught. Winston certainly was big in demanding his territorial rights. I think it
gave him a sense of security, owning me, not having to worry about my reactions as they
were guaranteed to him by contractual loyalty. I think it gave him a sense of status and
power. But he never knew the price this exacts from another. Maybe that's why there are
so many divorces."
"You were divorced, then?"
Heather shook her head. "No, at first I buckled under," said Heather. "Life became
agonizing and dull. It's terrible to see one's sensitivities go out the window. I became
irritable. Finally, I couldn't deal with the least bit of stress anymore. But it wasn't all his
fault, he had a lot of stress to deal with."

Heather started to tell Sylvia all about Winston, how he went from the university
to the steel industry as a process engineer. A year later he got laid off when the steel
prices eroded. "We were barely able to hold on to our house," said Heather. "He was rehired only once after that. He was hired for a brief period, to oversee the demolition of
six brand new unused blast furnaces, which the company could no longer afford to pay
taxes on. This must have felt like cutting his own throat."
Heather said that she and Winston left the city right afterwards, and moved to
Kansas where he worked on his father's farm. But the farm was in trouble, too. "It was
technically bankrupt like thousands of farms were in the area. More and more the
conversation was about cost-cutting, trying to hold off the foreclosure they all knew deep
inside would eventually happen. Their only consolation was that they were not alone in
this plight. Winston's father always said that 417,000 other farms were bankrupt also.
This seemed to give him hope. Then came the drought.
"The drought was heartbreaking," said Heather. She told Sylvia that Winston and
his father would walk out into a field and break open some kernels of barley and just
stare. She saw tears in his father's face. The kernels were hollow and much too light. The
crop wasn't even worth the expense of harvesting it. They put cattle out to graze it. One
of them died, because of a too high concentration of nitrogen from the fertilizer that
hadn't been fully converted for the lack of water.
She told Sylvia that those pressures made Winston unbearable. He became mean,
swore at her, and even hit her. But this wasn't the reason she left. She said that the final
straw was his father becoming involved with the New Unity Church that was catering to
financially troubled farmers. The church pushed a hate campaign against the 'Jewish
devil,' the grain cartel operators that were about to devour their farms. The church told

the farmers they were God's chosen people and urged them to defend themselves. So
Winston and his father, like many others, went and bought themselves automatic
weapons and boxes of ammunition.
"That's when you got divorced?" Sylvia asked.
"No, that would have been too painful. I simply walked out. It was a thousand
times better to be alone, lonely, and destitute, than to be locked into such an explosive
prison. Maybe this was also the reason why I allowed myself to fall in love with Pete on
the very day we met. He was so free, so uncomplicated. He made no demands. He
appreciated my need to be myself. There was a gentle passion in the air that was totally
beautiful compared to that phony romance Winston and I had before we got married.
Pete's love opened like the pedals of a flower in the morning sun. Everything unfolded by
itself with no one pushing anything. Everything was easy and natural between Pete and
me, and much more beautiful than any contrived romance could be. I don't think I really
knew what love is, until then, and how its fire can lighten the world. I only knew what
hate is."
Heather told Sylvia that she couldn't comprehend whom Winston and his father
had thought they would shoot at with their guns. If it was really the cartels that were
squeezing them, they would never be able to shoot at the people who had them under
their thumb. The rulers of the cartels would never be found outside of their villas in
Switzerland. The local bank would get the sheriff to evict the farmers once the
foreclosure notice was served. They would then instruct the local real estate agent to sell
the farm at auction. Then another real estate agent would put up a few pennies to buy the
property in order to fill the land purchase orders that came from the cartels. She said they
would have to shoot their own people with their machine guns.
Heather said that the language that was used scared her the most. They were
calling Hitler their brother. She said that it was devastating to see how many fields were
left bare once the farms were auctioned off. She could certainly see how this Hitler-type
violence could attract a simple-minded farmer, a person who had worked all his life on
the land and was about to loose it for no fault of his own.
Heather said that in a way she couldn't fault the farmers for being so angry, seeing
all this productive capacity being idled when the funds simply weren't available anymore
to plant the new crops, and this while human beings were starving to death in Africa, and
even at home in the slums of the cities. The empty fields meant that plagues and deadly
diseases could spring up again, caused by malnutrition, even some that for a long time
were deemed a thing of history.
"I'm sorry you had to go through all this," Sylvia interrupted her.
"No, don't be sorry," Heather replied. "I've come out of this richer. I've come to
realize that no one in the world has any power over me: no man, not even Pete; or any
thing, including nuclear war. If a Russian bomb kills us tomorrow, so be it. I had life, and
I had wonderful experiences. If it ends tomorrow, fine! The threat of it won't get me

down today. This attitude, I got from Pete. He was so alive! His answer was that life is
not an Olympic competition in which only one person out of the whole world can win.
He said that life is love. He said, its principle is universal loving. He didn't really know
how to explain this. However, by the way he acted it was plain to see that he regarded the
Principle of Universal Love that he discovered in East Germany, to be the only platform
in the world that he could think of on which everybody wins. He was excited about this. I
think we should all be."
"Unless we manage to screw this up, too," Sylvia interrupted her. "I nearly
screwed this up in a big way."
Heather nodded. "That's easy to do, especially when all this is new. It doesn't seem
real at first. At first it comes to light as something too good to be real. But eventually it
did seem real. I didn't know this at first," said Heather. "I just felt that Pete had opened up
a whole New World for me, a world that I never knew could exist. Yes, I did manage to
screw this up. I think I have hurt Peter badly when I walked away from him. I think I did
this on order to make it easier for us all to re-establish the Old World again. The
challenges became too great to go forward. That's how I screwed up. Still, the sparkle of
this New World that I had turned my back to did never go away. It became a way of life
that I am trying to hold on to. It made me love everybody more. I hope to bring some of
that into Ross' life now."
"Yes, that is what Peter had proposed to me that we should all do for one-another,"
said Sylvia. "I was furious at first that he would even consider something like that. I
answered him by proposing a divorce, but he just kept on loving me and fighting for me,
raising me up. Eventually I did begin to sense the sparkle that you are talking about, of
what he called the Principle of Universal Love. I never heard of a thing like that before.
Now that I am beginning to be touched by it, I can barely imagine what a wonderful
world we would live in if this were to happen on a global scale. However, Peter goes still
further. He says that we have no choice, really, but to make this New World a reality. He
says that the Old World has become too dangerous for us all to live in, in which no one
might survive, or only a very few can. Still, I think what really drives him is the sparkle
of the New World. I think that's the real gem."
"And why shouldn't it drive him, Sylvia," said Heather. "Can't you imagine what a
wonderful world we really have within our grasp in which everybody wins, in which
nobody looses? Right now we live in an Olympic world in which everybody in the world
looses, except a few. In our Olympic world the entire game that we play revolves around
a vicious struggle of beating everybody to the punch. That is why nobody wins. Can you
imagine what the world will be like if this becomes history and we support one-another to
such a degree that everybody wins in life? That's the sparkle that I saw in Pete, which I
want to see everywhere. That's the New World that I want to live in as much as possible.
Of course, getting there from where we are right now, is a huge challenge. It seems
almost impossible to get there. However, even against these odds, Pete pushes himself
ahead. I think, sometimes he is quite scared about it, actually."
Sylvia nodded reluctantly.

Heather began to laugh. "Let me tell you about this strip joint in Key West," she
added. "We came to this place without knowing what it was. Pete didn't walk out when
he discovered what the pub was that we went to. It had featured live music for lunch, and
had been recommended to us for its renowned fish fillets. Peter didn't seem to be taken
aback that it was also a strip-joint. Instead of being embarrassed he merely commented
that the people in this place were probably more human, honest, and open to life than the
entire Admiralty had been that had been squeezing information out of him for a week,
during the debriefing sessions, demanding information about East Germany that would
betray the very people who had been his host."

I noticed with some surprise when I heard Sylvia and Heather talk on the balcony
that Heather sounded like Lora the stripper. She even suggested to Sylvia that I probably
would have invited her and Tony to this pub for that very reason if I had known this to be
a strip palace, which I didn't. Yes, she had figured me out all right.

"Even under those circumstances it was nice to watch Pete enjoy life unimpeded,"
said Heather to Sylvia. "Of course he would never admit that he really enjoyed what he
saw, at least some of it. He played the old game that one isn't supposed to enjoy that sort
of thing in the presence of a lady. Fortunately, he played the game poorly. I just couldn't
help loving him for whatever he did," she said. "Life is too short to let anything that is so
intrinsically good slip away in self-imposed poverty, don't you agree?"

Their talking stopped right after that. I couldn't see why. I couldn't see the balcony
from where I was. But I could see their reflection in the hummingbird feeder. They were
embracing one-another.
"Would you like to spent a night with Pete again?" Sylvia asked quietly.
"If he still wants me," Heather replied in a happy voice. "It's up to him."
"There is a principle that Pete has become concerned with lately. He says there is a
principle in the Universe that appears to be fundamental to civilization. By this principle,
the needs of the one outweigh the needs of the many, because the fulfilling of the needs
of the many rests on the same platform on which the needs of the one are fulfilled. He
says that once this is understood, a renaissance will erupt in the world that has love as its
foundation from the grassroots level up. He says this foundation stands on three pillars:
one is the Universe and the principles by which it exists; the second is mankind by which
the principles are applied; and the third is the Science of Truth with which the principles
are discovered. He stresses that these principles are not empty, but profound, and
powerful, and fulfilling, and wrapped up with love rather than isolation and division.
"He didn't say anything like that when I met him," said Heather.

"He didn't stand still," said Sylvia. "And he is adamant that neither should we
stand still. He says that whatever we imagine to be possible in mankind's distant future, is
possible today, because the principles for it already exist. He asks why society should
wait a thousand years for a bright civilization, when the resources already exist to have it
right now. And he says that the same applies in the social domain. He says reality is now.
He says that whatever we can imagine to be possible in the future based on recognized
principles, we should implement now. Why wait for a thousand years if we can have the
future now?"
"If he had said this to me in the days of the Sandcastle I wouldn't have dreamed of
walking away, and if you have known this then, you would have invited me to stay in
your house for as long as I had a need for it," said Heather.
"I guess I am inviting you now retroactively," said Sylvia, "which I would not
have been able to do then. And knowing Pete, as I am beginning now to discover him, he
would value such an invitation, especially if it unfolds the potential to experience the
future today, for which the foundation already exists, challenging as this may be. Pete has
a verse of a poem framed and hung above his desk. It ends with the line: For Sharon's
rose must bud and bloom in human heart. Pete explained that he finds this line
significant, because the poet had added a line from Saint Paul as a postscript, that God
was manifest in the Flesh. He suggests that Love cannot be so abstract that it can exist
without an object. He says that if we love one another, God, or the Spirit of the Universe,
dwells in us, and its Love comes to light in us, as Saint John had put it. This means that
Love is something immensely big that we should never block, but pave the way towards
us experiencing evermore of it."
"Maybe that is what Pete had challenged me to accept already then during the few
Sandcastle days we had together," said Heather. "I think we had dared to live this Spirit
of Love without either of us being aware of it. The outcome was evidently greater than
us, that neither of us could comprehend."
"And so you came to an impasse," said Sylvia.
"No, I think the impasse came from the Old World that was still in control," said
Heather. "The closer we came to Pittsburgh, the stronger the impasse became. The Old
World is filled to the brim with unresolved issues and potentially explosive and scary
ones. I think Pete could sense this too, even though he couldn't admit it. My running
away at the Sandcastle was hard to do, but it was done out of love to protect you both.
Love demands this protection. This is what keeps love alive. At least that's what my
experience had been. I think Pete felt something similar after the shock wore off, and
maybe you have felt something of that love too."
There was silence after that.

Luckily Ross came back into the room at this point, carrying a pitcher of freshly
made orange juice. I was feeling increasingly uncomfortable by then, having become the

object of discussion on the balcony. I needed an excuse for going out there, to stop the
girls discussing me without me being a part of it. I felt that I needed to add a few items on
the subject, about the powerful elements that had made those days precious.
When Ross came into the room I latched onto the first thing that came to mind as a
diversion. I could see a boat a few miles off shore that was caught up in the storm, the
only boat that I could see.
"Say, Ross, take a look out there," I said and pointed to the water. "There's a boat
in front of our bay. Isn't it dangerous for them to be there in the bad weather? If the storm
gets worse..." I pointed to a fishing boat. The small boat seemed vulnerable. I could see
whitecaps forming. The storm had already caught up with it. "Do you think the fishermen
might be in trouble?" I said. "Shouldn't we go onto the balcony and take a look? Maybe
they need help from the Coast Guard."
Ross turned around instantly and looked out the window. He looked stunned. He
set the pitcher of orange juice down onto his desk, and the glasses he had brought,
without taking his eyes off the fishing vessel. He muttered something indecipherable that
sounded like, "My God, here we go!"
He turned to me seconds later. "That's not a fishing boat, Pete." He had stopped
smiling at this point. His face had become tense. "This is a Russian surveillance ship,
disguised as a fishing trawler. Damn! They shouldn't be so close to the shore!"
Ross grabbed a pair of binoculars that were hanging near the door of his office and
rushed out onto the balcony. I followed him. There were no other boats visible as far as I
could make out, looking up and down the coast. Ross, though, was focused only on one
single spot, where the boat was.
"Damn!" he shouted some moments later and slammed his fist onto the glass-panel
railing.
I was suddenly beginning to wonder what kind of coastal surveillance duty Ross
was involved in. He had called the fish boat a Russian surveillance ship. He stood on the
balcony looking at the boat like a naval commander overseeing a battle.
"Here, take a look!" he said, handing the binoculars to me, then shaking the hand
that he had hurt hitting the railing. "That's a Russian boat all right," he said to me. He
rushed back inside. He said something about having to telephone.
"It's too heavy," his voice came thinly from his office. "No, our fishermen aren't
that crazy to stay out in a storm like that!"
He closed the door while he spoke on the phone.
The boat seemed to be in trouble. I gave the glasses to Heather and then to Sylvia.
Moments later Ross called us all into his office. "We'll watch them with the big
telescope," he said.

He was considerably calmer now. He turned the lights off in the office, opened
both windows and removed the black velvet cover that had hidden a large reflective type
telescope. He aimed it carefully towards the boat. It was an exquisite instrument, finished
in velvet black and chrome. I couldn't see a scratch on it. He had it mounted on a heavy
table. I was just about to comment on it when Sylvia and Heather came into the room.
"It looks like the boat is sinking," said Heather urgently as she came in. "Shouldn't
someone radio for help?"
"It seems to me they have lifeboats in the water beside them," said Sylvia.
Ross ignored them both.
I gave the binoculars to Tony. He simply shook his head at what he saw.
Within seconds the telescope was outfitted with a video attachment and a
computer controlled tracking device. Ross opened a closet beside his desk that contained
the electronics for the thing and a large screen.
"All right then, let's see," said Ross while the computer was scanning for the
fishing boat.
"I suppose we will know in a few seconds whether the boat is sinking or not," I
said to Ross.
"Pray that it is sinking!" Ross answered.
Within moments the boat came into view in perfect focus. What we witnessed
seemed remarkable to me, considering the relative darkness and the poor weather that
was upon us by then. Ross operated the computer, zooming in so that the boat filled the
entire screen. Then he switched to what he called "image processing," and the boat stood
out in even more perfect detail. It was rather chilling to watch a Russian warship with
such a detailed clarity. We could see the individual sailors on board. The boat certainly
wasn't sinking.
"Look at this," Ross said. "It's one of the spy ships of the Soviet Northern Fleet.
They have lots of these."
He told us while we watched that the Soviet's Northern Fleet is the largest of the
four fleets of the Soviet Union. It is based at Murmansk on the Barents Sea, with the bulk
of it being based farther south on the north side of the Kola Peninsula at a gigantic
complex of naval bases and support installations that constitute the greatest concentration
of military power anywhere in the world.
"Just look at the shape of the antenna on the lower stern deck. It is part of a highspeed data link using satellite communication facilities. From there it goes all the way
back to the Kola."

He told us that the Kola complex is 60 km long and includes 16 complete air
bases, all with runways of over 2000 meters. "It's the hub of the Soviet northern flank and
possibly the most defensible military installation on the planet. The area is remote from
population centers, tucked away behind northern Finland. It is superbly protected against
air attacks by its location hidden between mountains. It is also protected against any
possible naval intrusion, by being located at the end of a rather large inland sea. He said
the Kola is also the most forward air defense center the Soviet Union has against strategic
bombers using the polar route from the USA against the Soviet heartland."
It certainly was amazing to realize how much was tied into the little fishing boat
that we watched.
"They might be watching us on TV at the Kola," Tony joked.
"They could very well do that," said Ross. "They're watching the entire coastline,
especially up here near the Norfolk naval installations."
"They wouldn't be equipped with nuclear armed missiles?" Tony asked.
Ross shook his head. "Information gathering is their reason for being here. In a
ten-minute nuclear war, the precise timing of everything makes all the difference. They
are monitoring everything that goes on."
Ross stepped aside and looked out of the window from where the boat was barely
visible now in the growing darkness. "Damn! How dare they come so near to the coast!"
he said angrily. "I wish the Coast Guard would believe me and chase them back out."
He went to the cabinet and turned the video recorder on. "They'll have to believe
me now," he said.
I asked him what it was that the girls had recognized as lifeboats. I couldn't see
anything.

"They were on the left side," said Heather, "black, quite big, almost too big for
lifeboats. There seemed to be two of them."
"Something is going on out there," said Ross, "I can feel it in my bones.
Something doesn't add up." He went to the telescope again and added an infrared filter.
The image processor adjusted itself accordingly. Suddenly Sylvia and Heather shouted in
unison; "There it is!"
There was something black there indeed, like a lifeboat near the fishing vessel, or
rather two, one beside the other. But they were far too steady for lifeboats.
"No, those are submarines," said Sylvia calmly.

"What submarines!" yelled Ross, pushing Tony aside, who stood in his way. He
added another filter. Now the black painted submarines were more visible. "Quickly
everyone, turn all the lights off in the house!" Ross shouted, "...in the kitchen too," he
yelled at Tony, "quickly please!"
He worked some more with the image processor. On the screen before us were the
clear outlines of two submarines, each one submerged to its tower that was barely visible.
Both subs were aligned in parallel with the fishing boat.
"Get those lights out," Ross repeated, "if they see us watching, we may be as good
as dead. And the basement lights too!" he shouted towards the kitchen.
After a little more fiddling, the sub's identification markings became visible.
"That's an old Yankee-1 class sub. They are used as nuclear-powered supply ships
and attack submarines," said Ross after a few moments, wiping the sweat off his
forehead.
He said that the Northern Fleet has sixty percent of the Soviets' nuclear missile
subs. He also told us that most of them are permanently stationed off the US coast for
pin-down missions against ICBM fields. The goal is to prevent our missiles from being
launched while their big SS-26s are coming in from Siberia to destroy our missiles in
their silos. "Whoever strikes first, has nine-tenths of the battle won."
Ross added that the subs' missiles might also be targeted against our coastal cities
to destroy our harbor facilities. He suggested that such an attack might take somewhat
less then three minutes, from start to finish. "Some of the subs' missiles might even be
targeted against our strategic bomber fields," he said, "which can be reached in less than
eight minutes.
"It's impossible to get any aircraft off the ground in that time-frame," said Tony.
"That's the point!" said Ross. "That's the advantage of launching from submarines,
apart from their deadly load being indefensible against."
Ross told us that the two subs that we saw were of an older model of the Yankee-1
class. They had been taken out of service as primary missile carriers, but had still plenty
of life left in them to serve as cargo ships or as backup attack submarines, and of course
also as backup missile carriers. He said that the subs supplied the spy ships up and down
the coast. He just couldn't figure out why they had come so close to the shore. He said
that they had never done this in the past.
He turned to me with a questioning look. "I wish I could figure this out," he said.
"They normally do this far out at sea. Why not now. This doesn't add up, Peter. It doesn't
look good."
"Perhaps the sea is too rough farther out," suggested Tony.

Ross agreed that this might be the reason. "Let's hope you're right," he said. He
added quickly, "though I doubt it."

Nothing much happened while we watched. It seemed as if they could see us
watching them, and that they were now waiting for the darkness to settle in.
"The trawler and the subs might just be communicating," Tony surmised.
Ross was much calmer now when he went back to the telephone. He called
Norfolk again. He told them that we were watching the whole show and that we had the
whole thing on videotape. Norfolk decided they wouldn't intervene at this point.
Ross showed us where the launch tube hatches were. He said there were at least
thirty Russian subs on station at any given time, just outside the US territorial limits, a
few Yankee-1 ships, with the bulk made up of Delta-I, Delta-III and the newest Delta-IV
boats. He said, at first the subs showed up during naval maneuvers. Then the maneuvers
became more frequent until they finally remained on permanent patrol. Ross said that
what we were seeing was an extremely rare showing of a supply submarine, not to
mention two. He told us that we were watching two of the five supply boats that are
believed to service all the spy boats on the East Coast. He said that this principle was
being used on the West Coast as well.
He also told us that on extremely rare occasions one of the Soviet's giant Typhoon
subs turns up. Each one of them carries twenty long-range, nine-warhead missiles. He
said that the Typhoons usually operate only near Murmansk and are designed to hide out
under the northern ice cap where they are supposed to weather out the first round of a
nuclear exchange. Their task is to stage the after-show, to deliver the final, lethal load
against any surviving US city, should there be no unconditional surrender.

I had heard about the existence of the giant Russian subs, but I had never seen one.
However, I could well imagine them by the way Ross talked. The Ogarkov Plan was built
around a credible capability for waging and winning a limited nuclear war. That much I
knew for certain. I told Ross about it.
"Who controls the last strike controls the outcome," said Ross calmly. This is the
law of the game. The Russians are totally aware of this. Expert chess players know how
the game is won in a tight match.

When this episode started, I was tempted to ask Ross what organization he worked
for. This large log house, the expensive equipment, none of that existed just for some
ordinary Coast Guard duties, stargazing, or bird watching. I felt, he might be working for
the Navy. I was curious.

"Are you CIA or Navy?" I asked him. But I was one second late. At this very
moment the submarine closest to the spy boat began to unload cargo! A long crate was
hoisted out of the tower by a temporary crane. The crate must have been fifteen feet long.
It took three sailors to steady it. As soon as it cleared the hatch the crate was lowered
onto the deck of the sub.
"A torpedo?" Tony asked.
"Don't be naive, that's a missile," said Ross. He reached for the telephone without
taking his eyes of the screen. He had one of those programmable telephones. A single
button did it all. "Come on!" he said impatiently.
As soon as the crate rested on the deck of the submarine, hooks were transferred,
and it was lifted off again from there by the fishing vessel. The crate appeared heavy and
difficult to handle in the rough sea. The fishing vessel was also a great deal less stable
than the sub. It lifted the crate momentarily, then bounced it back onto the sub's deck as
the ship bobbed up and down in the heavy swells. The crate also bumped against the sub's
tower twice, but it didn't appear to have been damaged.
We stood petrified while this drama unfolded. I think we instinctively knew what
this meant. No one dared to say it out loud. If this type of cargo transfer was happening
all along the coast, we could be witnessing the prelude to the end? That's what I was
thinking. I had asked Ross earlier if the Russians had the capability to win a nuclear war.
"If they play their cards right, yes!" had been his answer.

"Come on! Come on!" shouted Ross more and more impatiently into the
telephone. "No, damn it, I want the operations desk," he yelled into the phone. "No, not
that idiot! Give me Captain Simons... No damn, it can't wait! It's urgent I tell you, hurry!
Tell Jack, Ross is on the line."
He waited again. The minutes must have seemed to him like an eternity. They
certainly did so to me. "OK Jack, listen good," he started to say in a loud and firm
manner. "I'm watching a Russian trawler some three miles outside of my place, he is
taking cargo from a sub, a big crate, long, heavy, something quite big. It looks like a
cruise missile! I want you to call Navy Command Center and the Air Force. No damn it, I
can't get through. So you must do it for me. They have put me on hold and turned that
damn music on. Innocent!!! Sure it may be totally innocent. It may be absolutely nothing.
But we can't take the chance, Jack!"
There was silence at our end.
"No Jack, it doesn't look like a crate of engine parts. The crate is over fifteen feet
long. It looks like a packaged cruise missile... No Jack, it appears to be too small and too
light for a ballistic missile... You don't think it's a missile. Believe me it is... Get Fred
involved. No, I don't want to call him from here. I don't want my line tied up with

bureaucrats in Washington. I need you to act as my communications center. You guys are
more important to me right now... Oh, you got Fred already. That was quick work. What
does he think? A cruise missile? Yes, that's what we thought... Gosh I hope not... Hold it
Jack! Hold everything! Damn, here comes a second one out of that sub! Yes, you heard
me swear. I said they are hoisting another crate out... Yes, it's the same size and shape.
No, it doesn't look like fuel or engine parts, I told you that... OK, that's a good idea, I
agree you should alert NORAD. Right Jack. No, no, no, don't you dare! Have you gone
mad? What can you do by yourself with a Coast Guard cutter against a modern
submarine? ... Do I see guns? No, I haven't seen any guns. I'm sure though, they have
guns on board... What do you mean it is your duty to go and investigate? Let the Air
Force go out and take a look!"
Ross put the receiver down and shook his head, but he didn't hang up. He slammed
his fist on the desk, angrily. "That idiot is getting himself killed," he said bluntly. "The
Coast Guard is on its way. What the hell does he think he can do with a Coast Guard
cutter? Jack's way out of his league, messing with nuclear subs."

The second unloading operation proceeded much smoother than the first, and at a
more hectic pace. The weather had become worse and by the looks of it there was more
to come.
"Those guys are insane," commented Ross, "look at the waves and the spray
whipped up by the gust."
It was quite a show. It was a miracle the sailors weren't blown off the deck of the
sub. How they managed to guide a heavy piece of cargo out of the hole and transfer the
hoisting hooks in mid air in a storm like that was unbelievable, but they did it.
Ross reached for the phone. "Listen, here comes the third crate now. It is coming
from the second sub. What do you think is going on? A first strike!!!"
I closed my eyes. The Ogarkov Plan is for winning a thermonuclear war. Its
maximum option is a blueprint for a calculated first strike attack. "Whoever calls the first
strike controls the battle," I remembered Ross saying.
"No Sir," I heard Ross answering the phone again, "No I didn't tell Jack to go out!
I specifically told him not to go. I have witnesses here that can confirm that. Jack went on
his own. Can you call him back? ... No, I don't believe the Russians have spotted him yet.
But I don't know. ... What did my boss say? He thinks the situation is becoming delicate?
God he has a way with words. It's damn scary if you ask me. Isn't anyone doing
anything?... No Sir, Jack may force them to do something rash. ... I hope you can call him
back, Sir. ... No, no, please don't hang up, I'll stay on the line."

After the third crate was dangling over the side of the fishing boat, before it was
even lowered onto its deck, the second sub's tower crane was being disassembled. The
first of the subs began to submerge. Then the second sub slid out of sight. The wave
action caused the crate to hit the deck of the fishing trawler apparently quite hard. After
this all the lights were turned off.
The trawler was barely visible now. It had become dark. We could see only
shadows. Ross managed to increase the contrast somewhat. The moving shadows were
obviously people. One was lighting a cigarette. The match looked like a flare. Then there
was a sudden commotion. Within seconds an old F-4 Phantom appeared low under the
cloud cover, a mere shadow. It flew less than a hundred feet over the vessel as far as I
could make out with the binoculars. The Phantom disappeared and came back for a
second run. During the two over-flights nothing was moving on the boat that we could
see on the monitor.
"They must have picked the F-4 up on radar," said Tony.
Seconds later the frantic activity started again. Then it stopped once more. We
could make out someone on the bridge. A large shadow waving his arms around. The
vessel changed course and began steaming south.
"I think they've seen Jack's cutter on radar," said Ross. He had barely gotten the
words out when a cloud of smoke obscured the ship. There was a fire. Out of the fire a
sleek object emerged, trailing smoke. It leveled off, moving towards us.
"God they're shooting at us!" yelled Ross.
I stood petrified, shaking, while the telescope tracking mechanism locked itself
onto the shell and followed it, but soon lost it.
"No, they are not shooting at us," said Tony calmly. "I've seen incoming shells
before. This is not a shell. It's coming in too slow, too low, and too steady. This is one of
those cruise missiles that they've unloaded."
"I have heard about rocket-launched cruise missiles!" said Ross and grabbed the
telephone receiver again. "Sir! One of the missiles has just been launched," he said
calmly and quietly, as if he was in awe of it, or as if he felt that all hope was lost. "This
means the war is on," he said quietly.
"No damn, the war has been on for years!" I shouted at Ross, and ran outside onto
the balcony to watch the cruise missile fly by.
"Hello, hello, did you hear what I said?" said Ross, almost shouting into the
telephone once again. I could hear him on the balcony. "Yes, I have said the Russian
trawler has just launched one of those damn cruise missiles that they received!" The
shock must have worn off. He was getting angry again. "Did you hear anything I said;

they have launched a cruise missile! All right! Are you doing something about it?
Condition Red.... OK!"

The missile flew by less then fifty feet from the house, a silent shadow passing
through the night. Not a sound of it could be heard over the storm. I noticed Tony
standing beside me. I turned to him instantly. "This is your moment. You are the King in
this theatre. Take charge! This is now an Air Force matter."
Tony didn't answer. He rushed to the telephone.
"You're the highest ranking Air Force officer that we've got. Get it shot down!" I
almost shouted.
"Sure, sure, you think the Air Force will take care of it!" Ross yelled into the
phone. "I would hope so. They better! They darn well get this thing down!"
Tony had a hand on Ross' shoulder. His other hand was on the phone. "I need
this," he said to Ross calmly. "If it is just a single missile, we'll get it," he said to Ross in
a confident tone of voice.
Ross let him have the phone and stepped aside. He went back to the telescope.
"Go and make this count," I said to Tony while he took the phone. "Reality is now.
Pull rank. As a patriot you outrank everybody. You are a human being. You have the
power to do this."
Tony waved his hand to make me leave him be.
Ross shook his head when I joined him, while he tried to aim the telescope at the
boat once more.
"The cruise is probably aimed at Norfolk," I said to Tony as loudly as a could
without shouting. The phone was located at the back of the room on Ross' desk.
"No, No, Norfolk makes no sense," Tony replied while he was waiting for his
dialing to get through the system. "Hitting Norfolk through the back door is strategically
irrational," said Tony. "If they go to the trouble of using this back-door route they'll go
for the big fish, not a minnow. It makes perfect sense for them to go for the big one
through the back door. And the big one, that's Washington. They obviously assume that
the front door will be watched. This leaves them only..." He stopped in mid-sentence.
"Dagmar? Tony here. Listen good, Dagmar. This is serious. There is a cruise
missile on the way to Washington. I have seen it being launched from offshore. This is
real! You might have a chance to intercept close to Seymour Johnson Base. My hunch is
the cruise will pass to the East of Raleigh. But you won't have more than seven minutes
to intercept. If you have any training mission in the air, reroute all aircraft immediately

into the area southeast of Raleigh. You might also contact Shaw Base, though I think
Shaw is too far away. You might want to call Richmond Base too, if you have a chance,
they have some AWACS there that would be helpful. No, you don't have time to go
through the command chain. You are the general in charge from this moment on. You
have the highest rank, because only you are in a position to do this. You don't even have
the time to waste to repeat this message. Of course, if you have someone on shift with
you who outranks you, by all means get him to alert Langley Base for you. They've got
the 1st and the 307th combat wing at Langley and also the Air Force Control and
Intelligence Center all in one place. Langley is right in the logical flight path. What? You
have already alerted Langley Base while we spoke? You already have a response? Wow,
no one could have done it faster. Congratulations, General Dagmar... What do you mean
by being just a night shift communications officer? You are the General in Chief in times
like that." Tony hung up.
He turned to Ross. "If this was a technical failure on the part of the Russian and
the Air Force is dealing with only one single missile, you can consider the job done.
That's what General Dagmar said."
"Who the heck is General Dagmar?" Ross answered without looking up. "I never
heard the name Dagmar mentioned before."
"General Dagmar is my sweetheart girl at the regional NORAD control center. She
is the nightshift communications officer. She has ordered every aircraft to intercept that is
in the air near Johnston Base. She has also broadcast the alert to every station at Langley
Base and got three replies already. She further alerted the Air National Guard in
Richmond. Our best bet is Langley, though. They've got the right platforms. They got
AWACs. They can track this thing with their AWACs that can guide the fighters right to
the tail pipe to shoot the cruise down. Dag said, consider it done. She didn't even seem
concerned. Of course, if what we saw coming was just a small part of a planned attack,
with swarms of these coming in from all sides..."
"God help us then!" said Ross and cut Tony off.

Ross got the scope tracking the boat again. By then the boat had turned towards
the open sea, possibly trying to get away from Captain Simons' cutter.
"They won't outrun the Coast Guard," said Ross. "It's just a matter of time before
Jack will catch up with them." He took the phone again.
The computer kept tracking the boat. We watched it steaming out to sea. We
watched it with bated breath, though there wasn't anything exciting to see. Ross seemed
to have gotten through to the Coast Guard. "Let me speak to Captain Simons... What do
you mean, you can't allow? ..."
As he spoke the tracking screen went white. I noticed a flash far out over the
water. Then came the sound of an explosion. It must have been a huge explosion for the

sound of it to travel so far over the wind. When the tracking picture cleared, the boat was
no longer visible. There was floating debris. The boat hadn't actually sunk. It had
disintegrated as though it had been filled to the brim with dynamite.
Ross relayed the event over the phone. "No, that couldn't have been Jack shooting
at them. You of all people should know that the Coast Guard doesn't carry large
weapons," he said. "It was either a suicide blast, or a kill by a submarine."
While we watched, a sub surfaced, probably looking for survivors.
"I don't think they want any witnesses left behind," said Sylvia.
We saw people at the tower of the sub shooting into the water.
"What a waste of fine sailors!" commented Ross. "Damn it all!!!"
"I can't believe what I'm seeing," mumbled Tony. "It looks like the guys on the sub
are shooting at something all right. Why would they be killing the survivors?"
"Maybe they are shooting to sink some equipment that is still afloat," commented
Ross.
Minutes later the sub submerged again.
"Jack may be in great danger!" said Ross and picked up the telephone again. "Why
can't you stop Captain Jack Simons? He must stay out of this area! The submarines mean
business. They appear to have shot their own survivors or whatever else floated about...
Radio silence! My God, break the radio silence! You can't let Captain Simons run into
this trap... Sure you can come and see the whole thing on video tape, but you better have
Jack with you!"

Twenty minutes later, Captain Jack Simons and his crew sat with us in the living
room. The tape was rewinding. The phone to the Coast Guard was still open. The CIA
was on its way with a chartered floatplane to pick up the tapes. More people from the
nearby Coast Guard and Navy station were also coming up. But before any of them
arrived we had a private celebration.
"Hooray, the fly boys got the cruise shut down!" shouted Ross, with the phone still
in his hand. "They've got it! They've got it! They got it ten miles out of Arlington."
I shuddered, realizing how close it had come. Another thirty miles and Washington
would have been a wasteland.
They had told Ross on the phone that thanks to our warning, and someone hitting
the right buttons at Langley Base, bypassing all the lines of command, they had been able
to get three AWACs in the air. Thanks to General Dagmar the entire elite fighter team

had volunteered. The team from Seymour Johnson base had established a radar sighting.
The sighting had provided data for the AWACS to be pre-positioned. The rest, they said,
was nothing more than a simple textbook exercise. Ross also said that the Russians
denied any knowledge of the incident, and this, he added, was very, very good.

We watched the video tape three times that night, once with captain Simons, once
more with the chaps from the Navy, and once after that with the CIA agents who dropped
by on a helicopter and took the tape away. After that, suddenly, everyone left.

It was rather strange to have peace again. But the peace was superficial. Questions
and arguments arose in my mind, none of which made much sense because we would
never know what really had happened. The final secret went to the bottom of the sea with
the men who had launched the missile.
The commander of the spy ship might have been drunk, or trigger-happy, or gone
crazy under the pressure of the circumstances. Or the launch might have been caused by
malfunctioning equipment, or by a plain honest mistake by one of the sailors who had
worked too hard and too long under extreme stress in bad weather. Or something went
wrong during the chaos while they were trying to outrun the approaching Coast Guard
cutter.
The one thing I found odd though, was that the Russians didn't alert us that an
accident had happened, and more than that, that none of our automatic sensing equipment
had detected the cruise. It had slipped by our radar, our sound sensors, and our infrared
detectors. Maybe the accident was good for us. Obviously, we needed better equipment
with more modern technology. Maybe we needed laser radar technology or something
else based on new physical principles.

After everyone had left, none of us felt like going to bed. Who could sleep after
that? Ross turned his telescope on and set the computer up to scan for more boats. We
didn't get to bed until four in the morning. Around three, Ross got another bottle of wine
from the cellar. But nobody felt like celebrating. We had come through the most decisive
event, probably in all of human history, as Ross suggested, and had narrowly averted a
global disaster. Still, nobody felt like celebrating. No glasses were raised; no speeches
were made. We sipped at the wine and hardly talked. The episode was like a horrible
dream. There was no feeling of victory, only the kind of emptiness one feels after a
nightmare.
If it were not for the dirt on the floors and the filled ashtrays as testimonials, it
might all have been a nightmare indeed, so unreal did it seem.

We decided to scrub the floors before going to bed. I never thought it could be an
invigorating exercise, scrubbing floors, waxing and polishing them.
We tidied up until the early morning news came on. It was the most wonderful
newscast imaginable. There was a brief mentioning of the sinking of an unidentified
fishing vessel during a storm off the coast of North Carolina. It was all packed into a
single sentence that revealed nothing. Then came the sports report. Nothing was said
about a Russian missile, about submarines, about the total failure of our coastal electronic
detection system. Not a word was said about the entire, narrowly avoided, potential
catastrophe. The door was kept open thereby, for diplomacy.

Chapter 7 - Onto the Top of the World.

I woke 'early' that morning. The sun stood high. No trace of the storm remained.
Looking at the ocean from Ross' balcony, everything seemed normal, peaceful, and
serene. The cruise missile episode appeared like one of those dreams that come in the
night and are quickly forgotten, the kind that one leaves behind when the new day dawns.
The tragic episode seemed to have this kind of unreal quality. It had suddenly ended and
given way to the real world. It was a warm, clear morning. The sun shone brightly. A
perfect calm lay upon the water. And more dreamlike than that, had been to find Heather
at my side when I woke.
We were the first ones up. She had joined me moments later on the balcony.
"Is this real?" I asked. I squinted at the sunlight.
She just smiled and nodded.
I went inside and started the coffee kettle as a diversion, hoping for a chance to
sort out my thinking. But without avail. To my delight, she had followed me to the
kitchen. With nothing more to do there we went back to 'bed' for a quick cuddle on the
camping mat on the living room floor, that I had been sleeping on, waiting for the others
to wake up.
"I'm terribly sorry for leaving you that day," said Heather.
"Nonsense!" I replied softly. "You might have saved our lives. I admire your
sensitivity to what had been required under the situation back then. It is I, who should
apologize!"
She put a hand over my mouth. "Don't apologize!"

We lay there for a while, silently, smiling at each other. I remembered the times
we had spent together like this in the mornings, those precious times.
"Did Ross tell you that we are going to be married soon?" she broke the silence.
"And then we are going to have a baby."
"Hey that's great news! And no, Ross didn't say anything about that."
"You guys saved the world just for my child," she said and grinned, "and you
didn't even know."
"Not me," I said, "it was you who had saved the world."

"No, you did that," she repeated. "You got Ross' attention onto the fishing boat."
"Yes, but it was only because you and Sylvia were talking about me. I wanted to
stop that."
"You heard everything?"
I nodded.
"You, scoundrel!"
We developed an argument over this incidence that turned into a pillow fight that
woke everyone else up.

Since Ross had only one double bed that he let Sylvia use, and only one
chesterfield on which he slept himself, it was camping style for the rest of us. Heather
and I had chosen to camp in the middle of the living room, while Tony had preferred to
sleep on the balcony.
"Did you notice how jumpy Ross was last night?" said Heather. At this point we
were surveying the world once more from the balcony with our coffees in hand. "He is
already behaving a bit like a prospective father," she added.
I didn't really have time to answer. I noticed a helicopter approaching from the sea.
It touched down on the beach. A man with a baseball cap got off, wearing a bright red
jacket. In the view of the binoculars the man looked remarkably like Fred, my boss,
Ferdinand Constantine. Yes, oh yes, it was Fred all right. I should have expected him. But
how did he get here so quickly?
"Hi Pete," he called out to us as he arrived at the top of the trail to Ross' place. He
didn't seem surprised to see me. Obviously, he knew where he could find us. He had been
the first to know about the wonderful place that we had bought. He came straight up to
the balcony where everyone was, enjoying, as we were, our morning coffee.
"In the light of what happened last night," he announced to us all, "I have a
delicate job for you, and I mean all of you, Ross too. You are about to become tourists."
"A special mission?" I asked.
Fred nodded. "A very special mission. The President has made up his mind to give
the Russians some breathing space. Apparently he had thought about this for some time.
Maybe your report from Steve had something to do with that. In any case, last night's
incident convinced him that our SDI push is putting too much pressure on the Russians.
The SDI development is pushing them into a corner, strategically. He wants to ease that
pressure and hopes that this will increase our security."

"That's the dumbest I heard yet," I replied.
Fred jerked his head around and looked at me, as if I had hurt him to the bottom of
his soul.
"Sure, it's logical what the President wants to do," I said, "but is America able to
withstand the consequences. He is proposing surrender!"
"No, he is proposing to save our lives," said Fred.
"Oh, is he?" I said. "If we hadn't had those high-tech AWACs," I reminded him,
looking straight into his eye, "the cruise missile accident last night might have ushered in
the end of the world." I asked him to think about that. Without the SDI we would be
totally helpless against a similar accident involving one of their big ICBMs. "If you want
my help in throwing away the best defense this country has invented, forget it!"
I spoke angrily. I didn't even give him a chance to reply. I hammered on. I
reminded him of how all previous attempts by the Soviet Union have failed to get the SDI
killed. "Not the most devastating acts of sabotage against the Space Shuttle system has
broken the American devotion to its space activity. What had been destroyed has been rebuilt. We've never given up on our vision that a strong presence in space can deter ICBM
warfare. While the SDI cannot create peace, it can make life safer. And the President
wants to throw all this away?" I almost shouted at Fred.
Fred shuddered. "I didn't come here to ask for your cooperation. I'm ordering you.
You will go on this mission!" he said.
I shook my head.
"Then I'll have the deed to your property," said Fred, getting angry now, too. "Who
do you think sold you that property? Who but the government would give $800,000
worth of property away for ninety grand, and for a nudist beach of all things? Didn't I tell
you which Realtor to contact? And on top of that, we gave you twice what this beach
house of yours was worth. I just wanted to get you near to our surveillance station and
thereby secure the station a bit more. The people that owned the property before you
could not be trusted. So we both benefited. But you still owe me. And now I am
wondering whether you can really be trusted."
"Fighting among ourselves doesn't solve anything," Ross intervened. "This isn't
such a clear-cut issue anyway. Maybe the President is more right than you are," he said to
me. "Not giving up when the Space Shuttle system is sabotaged, is one thing, but not
yielding when the lives of the world are at stake, is stupidity. The President may be
stupid, but maybe he has no choice in this particular matter. It probably hurts him as
much as it does you."
He turned to Fred. "I feel we should support the President," he said.

Then he looked at me again. "You wouldn't want to move back into the city?" he
said.
"All right," I said quietly, "I'll go, but reluctantly! As God is my witness, we are
making a big mistake by giving up the SDI! We shouldn't scrap it. We should enlarge it
and invite the whole world and the Soviets to participate as equal partners as the project
was designed in the first place."
Fred grunted something about this being totally impossible and me being an
ungrateful bastard. He explained the President's problem to us, and his vision, and finally
his command as the Supreme Commander of the nation. "The SDI goes," he said "and
you will be a part of the process. Diplomacy is needed. Stopping the SDI must never be
understood by the Soviets as a sign of weakness. The President feels that the cancellation
must be presented to the Soviets in as quiet a manner as is humanly possible. It must be
given to them without any strings attached. It must not appear like coercion. He feels that
this would make them even more nervous."
"You want us to present the news to the Soviets?" Ross asked, surprised.
"No, not exactly," said Fred.
"I think it's a damn smart move," said Tony, "giving up that Star Wars thing. It
wouldn't work anyway."
"No, Tony, it would work," said Ross.
"Except, that's of no great importance now, is it?" said Fred. "Pete may well be
right that it is a stupid thing to do, to shut down the SDI development. I agree that getting
the whole world on board as partners, including the Soviets, would be the right way to
go. But Pete is not the President, and the President we have is not smart enough to
implement what really needs to be done. Unfortunately, he IS the President. The decision
has been made by him as the President and the Supreme Commander of the United States
of America to surrender the SDI. That's not debatable. Only the how to do it, is debatable.
It doesn't even matter anymore whether the SDI would or would not work. In any case,
the Russians have always believed that the SDI is feasible. That's why they are scared of
it. In my position, I must support the President who wants to remove the cause for that
fear. I cannot dismiss the President. I have to obey him. I have to do my best to make his
plan work. The Soviets have been hopping mad ever since we announced the SDI. They
have done everything in their power to bring it to a halt..."
"Believe me the SDI can be made to work," Ross repeated. "In any case, the
Soviets are building one of their own. The undeniable fact is, that whoever owns it first
controls the world."
"The Russians are scared that the SDI might give us the lead for a pre-emptive
strike against them," said Fred. "The President simply wants to stop this mad race for
gaining control over the world. He also feels that this race might have forced the Soviets
into putting a greater emphasis on deploying cruise missiles that can penetrate any

defense system, as they have demonstrated they can. The President wants to give the
Soviets room so that they can find a way to get off our back. He is looking for a
foundation to develop a greater sense of unity between our two nations in order to end the
Cold War conflict. He wants peace instead of inviting domination."
"That's an honorable goal," I said. "But will the Soviets get off our back? Will they
feel the power of this principle and respond in kind? Will they see it as an offer based on
the Principle of Universal Love? Do they even know about this principle?"
I stared Fred in the face as I said this, to watch for his reaction. "Also, why must it
be us, personally, who must tell the Soviets about our surrender, oops, our gift?"
Fred stepped back and turned away from me. He explained to Ross that we
wouldn't actually do it ourselves. The President's plan was that we would go to East
Germany and contact my friends in Leipzig, and have them pass on the message. Fred
reminded me as he spoke that Steve and Ushi were highly sensitive persons and would
therefore be ideally suited, especially Steve as a world-renowned scientist.
"And Ushi too, as a respected journalist," Sylvia added.
"Ex-journalist!" I corrected her.
I told Fred that I would never get my friends involved in such a scheme.
"Without even giving them the chance to choose for themselves?" Ross
interrupted.
"Didn't Steve practically offer his services with that bold talk about flooding the
world with love, starting a new era, creating a New World?" said Fred. "And you said the
same thing just a few days ago, how soon you forget!"
Moments later Fred added that it didn't matter anyway what our personal feelings
were, we should do our best to get those people involved in this, because after all, Steve
had already involved himself in a big way with his daring report that attacked the
President personally. This means that Steve is involved. He became involved from the
day that report was written. And as for us, Fred said, that as long as we worked for the
diplomatic service personal feelings have no place in that matter. "The point is!" he
yelled at me finally, "your friends are among the few people we have a close contact with
who know how the job is done in the East, who have high level connections in the Soviet
Union and appear honest enough to be believed. Those people are hard to find, especially
the honest ones. When you come in contact with people like that, you don't just strike pay
dirt, you strike solid gold. That's what happened to you in Leipzig. Who else has a private
network of academic friends that's stretching deep into the Soviet Union, to the highest
places, as it appears their networks do? We also have confirmation that your girl in the
East is an excellent journalist and might well be the most ideal person we know to pass
the message on to Moscow in a way that won't be misunderstood. So I suggest, you better
follow the orders that I am giving you and trust me for once, even if you can't see the
logic right now...."

"It isn't right trying to use Pete's friends as pawns in a game that you want to
control," Ross interrupted Fred. "That's far more dangerous than the worst razzmatazz our
own news media would whip up. If you want to look honest, you have to be honest."
"Right! There has never been a worse time for messing up, than this," Heather
supported Ross.
"All you have to do is invite this Ursula and Steve to a public meeting were the
announcement is going to be made," Fred pleaded with us.
"Invite them to where?" I asked sharply.
"Venice," said Fred.
"To Venice? For the physicist’s conference?" asked Ross.
Fred nodded. "A US delegate will quietly put the word out during a lecture,
something to the effect that the United States' directed energy beam weapons program
has been canceled. You will have to explain that this has been done in order to increase
the nation's security by softening its relationship with the Soviet Union."
"All you have to do is send a chronic complainer to the conference," I suggested,
"and he will pass the word to the Soviets so fast...."
"You don't need us to surrender the USA on a platter," said Ross, "let somebody
else do this dirty work."
Fred began to laugh. "I am looking at the world champions of the chronic
complainers right now." He continued laughing.

It was at this point, right in the heat of the battle that a thought hit me. It caused a
great up-welling of shame. I could feel tears forming in my eyes. I had been lying to
myself and to everyone else, as the man in the airplane would have pointed out. We were
fighting one-another just like countries were fighting each other. This wasn't a fit
platform for ending a war. Also, what we yelled at each other for, suddenly came to light
as a total denial of the principle of natural unity, the fundamental principle that defines
God and man as one in being. It demands one to recognize that there is but one I or Us,
that we are all children of a single humanity. This all-embracing unity in the singularity
of our common human soul may be the foundation for the Principle of Universal Love, I
thought.

I looked at Fred, at Ross "What are we fighting about? Let's stop this right here," I
said to Ross. "Fred doesn't deserve this kind of response from us. Let's think this through.
I have known Fred for a long time. He is an intelligent person. We must give him credit

for that and listen to what he has worked out. Maybe he has thought of something that we
should have thought of a long time ago, but didn't. Building an active defense against
nuclear missiles is a great idea, I'm all for it, but maybe Fred has something in mind that
can make us more secure under the present circumstances."
"We should have scrapped the XB-70 Valkyrie before the Soviet's developed
surface to air missiles," Tony interjected.
I nodded.
It seemed that Fred understood what Tony was saying.
"I agree with Fred that we need something concrete to put onto the table for the
Soviets, and that this has to be done tomorrow, if not today, to assure that there won't be
another cruise missile attack. The Soviets have demonstrated that they have a strong card.
They invited us to play our card. The SDI is the only card that we've got to put onto the
table. And how much is it worth under the circumstances. The whole geometry of the
game changed last night. The SDI wouldn't have helped us one bit last night, even if it
had been fully operational. Neither can we debate the President. That option is no longer
open. We have missed the boat on that one, too. Maybe what Fred suggests is the only
peace offer we can make to Russia under the present circumstances that really means
something, that can elevate the entire peace process onto a higher level in spite of all the
constraints. If this is so, I want to be a part of it. I have always tried to contribute a
higher-level viewpoint or a higher-level idea in whatever situation I became involved in. I
have not always been successful mind you, but that is what we must do. We must
endeavor to raise the bar. We must give it our best shot. If we don't, we become slaves to
the mediocrity of popular opinions, whether there is any truth in them or not."
Suddenly, everyone was quiet. Ross nodded. Heather smiled, which I took for a
yes! Sylvia said that this approach was fundamentally sound. Tony said that the SDI
appeared to him just like the XB-70 Valkyrie did, the finest airplane ever built that should
have never been built. He explained to Fred that the superior performance of the Valkyrie
had boxed the Soviets in, which had made matters worse, a lot worse.

Fred appeared to be stunned by the sudden change in our attitude, especially the
change in my attitude. He was also determined not to let this show if he could help it. As
if nothing had happened at all, he continued on to explain his plan.
"I thought your friends could convey this delicate issue in far more ideal terms,"
said Fred to me in the same tone of voice as before. "I don't want you to use them," he
said. "I just want to make sure that the best people are involved in the process, and I
believe your friends would love to be involved in this historic attempt by the United
States of America to do something right for a change."
Ross nodded his agreement.

"Also, if your lady friend is as good a journalist as I've been told she is, verifying
your reports, she may even ask for an on-site visit to one of the labs that are going to be
shut down," said Fred.
"This could be the opportunity of a lifetime for a free-lancer," Ross added. He
turned to Fred. "It looks more and more like this might work."
"What's more important, it would fit within the framework of what the President
wants to pursue," said Fred.
"The problem is, the meeting starts in less than a week," said Ross, "which doesn't
leave us much time to get things organized."
"Oh, you will have enough time if you leave today," Fred grinned. "Transportation
has already been arranged." He began to laugh now. "I knew you would see it my way."
He stood up from the coffee table that we'd all gathered around and went to the
telephone, then he added while he dialed, "I wonder who the real diplomat is among us.
Is it the one standing?" he said and laughed.
When he came back, he told us that we would be leaving at three in the afternoon.
A floatplane would pick us up at the beach.
Ross and I looked at one-another. "You must be joking!" said Ross. "We can't just
jump up and leave."
"Sure, we can," I assured him. "In an emergency like this we have no choice."
"Naturally, your ladies are invited to join you," Fred grinned and stuck his hands in
his pockets and brought a pipe and tobacco out. "I want everybody at this meeting who
understands the seriousness of the situation, who has experienced this nightmare first
hand. Nobody else will be inclined to understand the priorities. And even you will likely
waver," he said to me, "but not all of you together. So you must all go as a team. That's
the only way this can work. Just make sure you'll be ready on time. The Air Force will fly
you to Washington. From there, you'll be on the over-night commercial flight to Paris.
From Paris you'll be booked on the first available local flight to Tempelhof in West
Berlin. The rest you can arrange for yourselves. You may want to rent a car? All the
passports that you'll need will be given to you in Berlin. Check in at the Hilton, and you'll
find them waiting for you."
After this, Fred addressed Tony, telling him that he was now assigned to the
diplomatic service as a liaison with the Air Force for special transportation requirements.
That too, was prearranged.
"As you can see, the job has top priority. So get going!" he said to us. "Get
yourself ready!"

We sat there and looked at each other. Heather grinned. Sylvia nodded and
probably wondered whether this was real or just another dream. I looked at my watch. It
was eleven o'clock.
"Get going you guys, you don't have much time to waste," Fred spurred everybody
on.

While the girls cleared the table, I took Fred aside onto the balcony and asked his
forgiveness for my stubborn behavior. I showed him the oil slick on the beach.
"I expected nothing less from you," Fred replied. "Your reactions were exactly like
mine when this assignment was given to me. Except, I didn't have the option to yell back
at the President. Actually, I expected more opposition from you. I expected more fire,
more of your usual passion for what you know is right. Why did you surrender so soon?
What happened?"
I gave him the field glasses and pointed into the direction where we had seen the
oil and debris. Little of it was left by then. "This is the evidence that tells me that all of
this is terribly real," I replied. "This is precisely what Steve had warmed us about. If this
had been cooked up in the Kremlin, Steve would have known about it. He had warned us
about the unseen, the hidden movements by the little stooges in high places who do the
bidding of empire for a few shillings. This was a covert operation for which the Russian
military was hijacked and abused. They blew up the boat that launched the missile, and
even shot the survivors. This would not have happened if this had been on the level. The
question now is, how will the leaders in the Kremlin respond to the provocation that was
as much directed against them as it was directed against us? While I was yelling at you,
the idea dawned that it may yet be the sanest response on our part to but some water onto
the fire to cool things down as much as possible. In view of this evidence, I suddenly
realized that I must support the President. The SDI is a great idea, Fred. It is founded on
the Principle of Universal Love. It is designed to uplift and protect the whole of
humanity, but it is only useful when the principle that it is founded on is recognized and
acknowledged and implemented. The Universe is indivisible. No one exists outside of it.
Our Humanity is indivisible likewise. No one exists outside of it either. Empire and its
war against mankind stand in denial of this reality. The SDI principle is designed to
counteract this denial. We seem to have forgotten that its principle is an invitation to the
whole of mankind to join hands in developing the technology that can offer a measure of
defense for all mankind against this ultimate form of war. Unfortunately, the invitation
has been rejected, whereby its founding principle has been scrapped. This means that the
SDI no longer really exists. What exists now under its name is the opposite. It's a
perversion. It stands on the mythological platform of a divided humanity. It stands on the
same platform as war itself, that of dividing the indivisible. If this is what you propose to
scrap, I gladly participate."
"Ultimately, the SDI question isn't an technological question," said Fred in a
matter of fact kind of tone. "It would have been totally useless at the start if it had been

merely a technological question. Technologically, it would take a decade to get the SDI
technology installed and to get it to work. It takes time to create these advanced space
defense systems, based on new physical principles that have not been discovered yet.
That's too far distant for the current situation, and it was that at the very beginning. But as
a principle that puts all mankind onto a single platform, with no one standing outside, it
had the power to change the global strategic atmosphere and eradicate war and what is
causing it. That's the only way it could have worked. You are perfectly correct, Peter, that
this was scrapped before it even got off the ground, and was replaced with the opposite.
We have missed the boat on this one. Now we have to deal with the failure."
"We missed the boat alright, on this one, like we are determined now to miss the
boat again in preparing the world for the coming Ice Age that might hit us a hundred
years from now," I said to Fred. "We should be developing the infrastructures for indoor
agriculture, starting right now. But we don't. We should have developed the SDI two
decades ago. It might have worked then. It really is too late now. The world is too deeply
ruled by empire now. We need a real defensive system, and we had needed it yesterday.
We need something concrete, today, tomorrow at the very latest. I have come to realize
while we yelled at each other, that we need to achieve a major breakthrough in the next
few days that will keep us all from killing each other with nuclear bombs. It's like the Ice
Age transition has already begun, in strategic terms. We have to face what is happening.
If it takes a hundred years to prepare our world for the Ice Age transition, then the way
we are going right now where nothing is being built, will be a death sentence for mankind
in the future as the result of our inaction today. Indoor agriculture takes a hundred years
to develop and construct. Luckily for us lazy slobs it doesn't take a huge physical
infrastructure to stop nuclear war. We don't need anything like the SDI. We can destroy
the global nuclear stockpile in a week if we decide to do it. All we need is a change in
thinking, in terms of our attitude towards one-another."
"I see we understand each other, Peter," said Fred and nodded.
"Maybe we do, maybe we don't. War and peace is a wide and complex field, but
basically it's that simple. In principle, it is."
"I know this, Peter, but without a foundation established, peace is immensely
challenging."
"Ah, there is something that you might not have considered, Fred," I continued.
"During my last mission into Communist Germany I met a woman who had discovered a
profound principle during a process of healing. She had a friend in hospital undergoing
an extensive surgery. She knew that he had a weak heart. She had determined that when
the time came she would support him mentally to the best of her ability, like sending him
all the light and love that she could in his hour of trial. Except what happened instead,
surprised her. As if a message had been conveyed to her she sensed an overwhelming
urgency a short time after the operation was to begin. She was touched by this powerful,
urgent sense for a need for more strength. At this moment of the unfolding great urgency
there was no time left for scientific reasoning. She pulled together mentally all that she
knew and all that she had discovered before, all the principles that she was aware of. As

she did this an amazing graphic construct developed in her mind. She saw before her a
huge geometric construct unfolding, of a lattice of countless human hearts, all arranged
laterally, all standing by each other, side by side, supporting one another, linked to oneanother by countless strands of love that illumined the whole lattice. She saw in this
image before her the very process of love in action. She observed and witnessed an
amazing process, in which each of the countless human hearts was contributing a bit of
its strength to still her friend's need.
"The woman said that after a while of observing this process the mental scene
gradually became quiet again. However, some time later and quite suddenly again, she
felt the previous sense of urgency upwelling once more and responded to in the same
manner. This happened three times in a row. Three times she witnessed, as if she were an
observer, the rich functioning of this lateral lattice of love. Then, almost as suddenly as
she had sensed the urgency before, she felt a great peace unfolding. That happened nearly
an hour before the surgery was supposed to have been completed. Evidently, the need had
been fully satisfied at this point so that the crisis was overcome. This surprised her. But
the real surprise came later the same day in late afternoon when she visited her friend in
hospital. She found him sitting up in bed, beaming with a sense of joy and victory in his
smile. This should not have been possible for someone who had just come out of major
surgery only hours before. But it happened."
"Are you saying that this might be the platform to stop nuclear war?" Fred
interrupted.
"More than that, Fred. It could hold the key to end all war. The key here, again, is
that there is no 'outside' possible in the universe of our humanity. What she saw appears
to be the natural platform of human existence. It appears to me that staging wars becomes
inevitable when this platform becomes destroyed in human thinking or is disabled with
irrational ideologies like the ideologies of fascist hate that Hitler forced onto the German
agenda, or fascist greed that Adam Smith raised up in the world as we find it thick and
heavy in America. The lattice breaks down in an atmosphere of hate and greed and
indifference, which all seem to be the same in essence, and they all open the floodgates to
war, and I mean permanent war. That is why empires, which embrace all of these, also
embrace permanent war. War is in their 'blood' so to speak. War happens naturally when
the lateral lattice of universal love is disabled. War becomes extremely likely when this
happens. And that is where we are today. So, the obvious choice is to do away with what
disables the lateral lattice of universal love, and let humanity heal itself. What has been
lost of it can be reclaimed again with the Principle of Universal Love gaining ground in
people's thinking. That means, uplifting our thinking to higher ground, to a higher level
of perception of the wonders and the strength of our humanity."
Fred raised his hand to stop me. "So you have come to your senses," said Fred and
smiled.
"I remembered this when we were yelling at each other," I said to Fred. "It is easy
to overlook the most obvious in the heat of the battle."

"But that is where it is most urgently needed, Peter, in the heat of the battle," said
Fred.
"That's why I think we need to take it to Venice, Fred. The SDI isn't the real issue
at all in Venice. The Principle of Universal Love is the real issue. It's the substance of
peace. The SDI wouldn't be able to deliver this substance even if we had it right now. As
I said to Tony during the air show when we were discussing the XB-70 Valkyrie, it is
impossible to create a technological solution for a problem that isn't a technological
problem. That's what I am hoping to bring to the table in Venice. I am hoping to bring the
beginning of a real solution, honestly presented, tied up with red ribbons and sealed with
a kiss. Maybe this is what the President is trying to bring to the table."
"This offer doesn't come from the President, Pete. It comes from his advisors, from
the Presidency that I am a part of. You realize of course that the physicists will yell at
you, Pete, when you take their baby away from them that they spent countless sleepless
nights struggling to make a reality. I understand they made some amazing progress
already in searching for new physical principles for our defensive system."
"Sure they have, Fred, but we don't have the decade it would take to make the SDI
a reality. And even then, as it is envisioned, it will be just another Valkyrie."
"I know that," said Fred quietly. "I also know that you will have to educate them
somehow, to get the academic elite to understand what the real principle for peace and
life is. The principle for peace was built into the SDI concept originally. This part has
been scrapped. The underlying idea was to get the whole world working together on this.
This was the primary goal of the real SDI idea. We were in the process of waking up to
the real principle for peace, the Principle of the Universal Brotherhood of all mankind.
This scared the war mongers like nothing ever had. They know that nuclear war is in no
nation's interest. Only a few mad imperials want nuclear war, who aim to rule the whole
world with the terror of their bombs."
"We should never have started this SDI thing alone," I added.
"Of course Peter, nor had we intended to. I believe the original intent was to make
this a joint US/Soviet project to begin with, for the benefit of all mankind. But this was
wrecked. Someone coerced the Soviets to wreck it."
"As it stands today the SDI is a perfect recipe for giving us the power to rule the
world ourselves, Fred, and that's the worst thing we could be aiming for. So the best thing
we can do, is to scrap it, and to table a real solution, and this time not through the back
door, but honestly, tied up with love and red ribbons. That's the realization that I woke up
to."
"Let's hope it is not already too late for that," said Fred. "We've pushed the Soviets
into a corner, terribly. We opened a flank that enabled the forces of empire to react and
put us all into danger. And now, the Soviets may feel that they have to react."

"Of course they feel they must react," I interjected. "But how do our own people
react? How do they see this thing from last night? Do they see it as a Soviet operation? If
so, who did shut down our air-defense system during those critical hours? Who made
sure that the cruise missile would not be detected? NORAD should have seen this thing
and should have instantly contacted Ross for verification. It should have been NORAD
that alerted Langley Base instead of Tony's girlfriend. Why didn't the normal channels
function?"
Fred put a finger over my lips. "Hush, Peter!"
"In this case Tony soured somebody's soup, and it was I who told him to do it!"
Fred repeated the gesture. "Hush, Peter, you mustn't talk like that. The official
version is that any sane nation with the capacity to prevent the ultimate crisis would have
acted as the Soviets have acted. The official version is that this was just a warning shot
across the bow, nothing more."
"I know Fred," I replied quietly. "This isn't meant to add up, is it. The Russians
blowing up their own boat afterwards doesn't fit the official version at all."
I added moments later, saying to Fred, that I was ashamed of the way I had spoken
to him before. "So, Fred, I figured we'd better start something that takes us to a higher
level of thinking instead of yelling at each other. I think the necessary breakthrough can
only be made by creating a sense of unity that is built on something real in terms of
fundamental principles. The SDI was designed to become a defense system. That is all it
would ever be. We need something much greater than that, something that shuts down the
conflict for which defenses are needed. We need to create a feeling of unity that has a
more solid foundation than the SDI. The unity among humanity needs to have a real
foundation. You may call it a divine Principle, or the principle of the Universe, or the
principle of our humanity. It needs to be something imperative by its own substance,
something that works, that can never be revoked, something that is common to all people.
However, before our advance towards unity can mean anything, three elements must be
brought out in conjunction, which are respect, honor, and affection. Without these, unity
has no meaning."
I paused, but Fred motioned me to go on.
"I learned this from a man in an airplane on my last trip to Europe," I continued.
"He told me that if a single one of these three elements is missing, nothing can be
achieved in terms of unity. In our confrontation with the Soviets all three elements have
been missing throughout the entire Cold War. Is it any wonder that we are facing nuclear
war confrontation? They peeled our skin away and saw that there was nothing beneath it.
Our nakedness was our emptiness. They saw no humanity there that they could trust. The
way I come to see it, we are in an emergency situation right now, because of that. We
have to do something meaningful on this front, and fast. If last night's hit was a part of an
imperial game we need the Soviets on our side, not against us. Maybe we can do
something in Venice to get that shift started. It also appears to me that the President's

offer contains to some degree all of the three elements that are needed. It took me a while
to recognize that. So, please tell the President he has my full support for his plan. Also
tell him that I firmly believe that the nuclear war game isn't controlled by Russia or by
America, but is really somebody else's game in which Russia and America have been set
up to play the role of self-sacrificial victims. If the Russians and us can accept this, then
we have established a common ground upon which to nurture respect for each other, and
honor, even affection. Then, we may at last have started to fight the real enemy that
isolates us, that divides us, that bids us to destroy one-another for its gain."
"Do you really expect me to tell this to the President?" said Fred.
"Yes Fred," I replied. "It is needed. But would he listen? That I doubt. You would
likely be wasting your breath."
Fred took me aside to the far corner of the balcony, quietly. He leaned over the
railing as if he was looking for something. "You are getting warm," he said in a soft and
serious tone. "Tell me," he said, "if a short range ballistic missile were to be launched
tomorrow from a submarine 200 miles off shore, directed against the United States of
America, forgetting what happened last night, whose missile would that most likely be?
Would the missile be Russian, French, British, or Chinese?"
I shrugged my shoulders. "No one will ever know the answer to that," I replied to
him. "No one would know, even if it happened in broad daylight with the whole nation
watching it on TV. Those who launched it wouldn't launch it with a billboard attached,
advertising the country of origin, except perhaps to mislead everybody. Once launched,
those missiles all look the same, with small variations perhaps that one wouldn't see from
a distance, certainly not on TV, and definitely not in the middle of the night. These
missiles all behave the same. The missile in question could have been launched by any
country or by any institution that has submarines or the power to control one, including
Israel, especially Israel."
"You are right on this one," Fred replied. "Israel is on the fast track to becoming
the foremost fascist power on the planet with the fourth-largest arsenal of nuclear
weapons at its fingertips, if not the third largest. Israel is being groomed to take over from
Russia and be the nuclear trigger of last resort. Russia maybe too unwilling to comply
with the imperial's plan to set the world on fire in which Russia, the USA, India, and
China are targeted to be eliminated. Mark my word, Russia will be replaced as the
sacrificial trigger. It appears that Israel has been chosen to become that. There is a shift
being prepared in Cold War policies from the adversarial stance, which has failed, onto a
friendly stance that is more likely to succeed. According to my contacts in Britain, Israel
is the one to watch. It is being set up right now as the empire's Trojan Horse to
ideologically take over the US government, supplanting itself in all key positions from
where to stoke the fires of war. The Israelis have been in love with fascism ever since
they became a country, and long before that. In fact, this love affair started long before
the Second World War. Their Jabotinsky movement, or whatever it was called, would
have loved the Israelis to join Hitler, except Hitler had made that impossible. It would
have interfered with his anti-Semitic ambition. Jabotinsky personally fought the

Ottomans in Palestine as far back as World War I, for his ambition to establish a Jewish
state on both sides of the Jordan River, with the Palestinians being driven out and
scattered about. The British loved him for that, because this policy meant permanent war,
which is a cherished imperial policy."
Fred stopped and laughed. "There is one thing that a friend in Britain has taught
me," said Fred in his laughter, "and he has taught me well, namely that the Empire has no
permanent allies, only a permanent objective. The objective is to establish a private
World Empire of the type that H. G. Wells and Bertrand Russell had defined for the
public to soften the ground. In their utopian World Empire, the institution of the nationstate has no place as a rival institution to the global empire. Such a complete imperial
takeover can only be achieved by means of permanent war. The present Empire's longterm desire has always been that the world's nation states will be destroyed, especially the
United States of America, which has been an eyesore for the Empire ever since it was
born. For two hundred years the Empire has tried to destroy the USA from within, first
economically, then socially, and now politically. They are at the point today that they are
doing it with ease, with their masterful perversion of democracy. The platform of
democracy is easily abused for this purpose. And once democracy has been broken, the
next step will be to usher in what the masters of empire called the Post Westphalian
World, a world without sovereign nations, a world reeling under the dictatorial
governance of supranational imperial looting institutions. Then all nations will become
their slaves, without recourse, and without the means to resist."
"Democracy, while we still have it, can be easily abused if it is not actively
defended by society," I interjected. I told Fred that Steve insisted that democracy means
taking responsibility, first and foremost.
"That's precisely what the judicial murder of Socrates in ancient times illustrates,"
said Fred. "No one took responsibility to defend their humanity. Everybody stood back
and allowed Socrates to be killed. Just think Pete, if Socrates, the foremost patriot of
humanity, the champion of reason and scientific perception who personified the very best
in humanist development in the ancient world, was so easily murdered, and legally so, by
the Democratic Party of Athens, what chance to the people in the USA have? America
has become so small-minded, so gullible, and so easily bought? Who even talks about
taking responsibility for the general welfare of society? No one does anymore. The
executioners have the freedom of the city. The art of democratic murdering has become a
fine art in today's imperial world. In fact, our society has been conditioned to kiss the feet
of its executioners. There is no true patriotism left in our country. This sad fact is also
reflected in the ruling echelon. The very notion of real humanist patriotism has all been
destroyed. Greed rules the nation now, not love or brotherhood, or even humanity, as
America's hundreds of thousands of homeless can tell you. So I ask you again, Peter,
whose missile would it likely be that would be launched against America in the
hypothetical scenario that I gave you? Would the missile be Russian, Chinese, British,
Israeli, French, Italian, Indian, Pakistani?"
I shrugged my shoulders. "Who would one retaliate against in such a case?"

"That's the point," Fred replied.
"Would the President hit Russia, or China, or both together, including anybody
else that's on the imperial hit list?" I said cautiously. "He would have three minutes to
choose. Washington could be targeted. Would he retaliate blindly against everyone who
has nuclear weapons, or might be suspected of having some, and wipe out the whole
world? It doesn't take much of a crazy man to press the buttons of this global destruction.
We have been breeding small-minded crazy politicians for years," I added in a tone of a
sudden awesome recognition.
"That's the point," Fred repeated. "So I ask again, whose missile would it likely
be? Who would love to see Russia, China, and the USA to destroy one-another? Who
keeps pushing for depopulation? Who has been our country's enemy from the day it was
born? Who has been wrecking our economy with feudalism and related notions? Who is
looting it, even as we speak? Who has made us the most hated nation in the world? Who
has pushed us into becoming synonymous with genocide? Who worked against us from
the moment that Franklin Roosevelt died? Who overturned Roosevelt's plans to free the
world from colonialism and develop it economically? Who keeps blabbering that the
empire has no permanent allies, only a permanent objective? So Pete, my friend, whose
submarine would most likely launch a missile against the United States of America?
Answer my question, please. The Russians are not the most dangerous enemy that we
have, by any stretch of the imagination, as you can tell. Nor are the Chinese our enemy.
China has never attacked another nation in its entire history. The Chinese are as much in
danger as we are. So, whose sub would launch such a missile?"
"You know the answer as well as I do," I replied. I couldn't even bring myself to
spell out the name of the country that Fred had described.
"You may be wrong," Fred cautioned me. "It won't likely be a British submarine as
you might suspect from all the evidence that I gave you, because the evidence also fits
someone else."
Fred paused. "The British, actually, don't operate that way," he added. "That's not
their style. Their style has always been to get other people to do their dirty work for them.
So, I ask again. In which direction does the compass point? Who carries out the dirtiest
operations in the world?"
"The Israelis," I replied cautiously.
Fred nodded. "That's a possibility fast in the making, but that's not likely today.
They have the hardware to do it. Also, they are committed lackeys of the British
emporium, but there is a greater likelihood for such an act to be carried out by somebody
other than the Israelis. Who is more fascist? Who has already killed many times more
people around the world in recent years than the Israelis have killed in their entire
history? Who has made depopulation a part of its foreign policy? Who wants to eliminate
not millions, but billions of people for imperial goals?"
I shrugged my shoulders. "I give up, Fred."

"Look at the tip of your forefinger," said Fred. "Who does it point to?"
"It points to me; to us. Do you suggest that we could be doing such a thing to
ourselves? That's insane," I said. "You must be insane to believe this."
"And that is the reason why it will likely happen that way," said Fred calmly. "The
more insane a plan is, the more likely it will succeed, because the gullible public would
never believe that we would ever do such a thing against our own people, intentionally.
That's why they'll do it if we don't shut this madness down. In the imperial world the
concept of a nation, or national allegiance, doesn't exist. It makes no difference to them
where a city is located that they determine must be destroyed to get their wars started.
This simply means that it is more efficient for them to do this on their home ground,
especially if it opens the door for them to go after their real objective. That's how things
are done in the imperial world, Peter. Self-provocation is the modern way to start a war or
to change a nation overnight. That's especially true if you have become the foremost
fascist power in the world by design, because no one took the responsibility to prevent it.
Naturally, the more unbelievable the imperial interventions are, the more likely they will
succeed because nobody believes that people will do these things. That way nobody
suspects anything. That's how covert operations are run, Peter. It is our own people's
design to do this. We've done this several times already. We had planned to do this in a
big way during the Cuban crisis. Fortunately, the planned self-provocation had failed,
because the President found out about it. We did it again later during the Golf of Tonkin
affair. We did this one with a whole bunch of blatant lies. 'We are under attack,' our
people cried. 'We are under attack!' But there was no attack. It was a self-provoking lie.
In fact, it almost becomes necessary these days to launch any war that way, because it
takes months of tedious work to prepare the logistics for a war. You need the trigger for
war precisely timed with when you're ready. It's always been that way. Obviously, if you
need such a big trigger precisely timed, you've got to do it yourself. And it's easily done,
Peter. You go out and hire a stooge. You pay him well, but you run the operation. Last
night's cruise missile might have been such a case, with the Russians being the stooge. Or
if you dare, you run the self-provocation entirely by yourself."
Fred scolded me suddenly. I must have shaken my head. "Don't look at me so
innocently. It is our nation that I am talking about. You are a part of it. You have allowed
this to develop. You are the culprit together with everybody, by default. We are all in this
mess to our neck until we clean it up."
I shook my head again.
"No Peter, we are a part of this nation, and the mess that we made stinks. What do
you think we built nuclear bombs for? If you're in the game and you play it at this highminded arrogant level where these games are played, you don't think in terms of human
beings anymore. Why then, would you be concerned about a few people of your own
nation, or in your own cities, especially if you're told that the world is woefully
overpopulated? The moment you become trapped into the imperial sphere your humanity
becomes destroyed by corruption. Suddenly you find that human life isn't an important
factor anymore. The imperial goals will become your soul."

I raised my hand to stop him.
Fred just laughed. "We've all been corrupted," said Fred. "Haven't we've been told
day after day that human beings are a cancer on the Earth? Isn't that what the propaganda
machine grinds out in countless different ways? Are you surprised when some people
suddenly become motivated by the imperial plan to fix that, by the benign imperial
objective? The imperials have always been high-minded. They always saw themselves
standing miles above 'society.' But now society is playing the same role. This is the
modern culture now, a culture tailor-made for warfare. We have been dragged into this
cultural warfare over the last two hundred years and have become infected by it. To some
degree the whole world has become infected by it. We are now able to do the dirtiest
deeds with ease. We steal, enslave, torture, kill, or simply starve people to death, or kill
them with diseases that could be easily prevented. We have created this murderous
capacity ever since we have lost our cultural backbone by embracing fascism as we do. In
the fascist world a person's humanity no longer stands in the way, because there is none
left. That is what our society has largely become, a shiny shell of empty people singing
fascist songs of war and looting and slavery."
I protested.
"No, Peter, that is the truth," Fred protested in return. "I can give you all the
evidence you need. You find this evidence in every city throughout the country. You find
it in what you can't find. Where are the protesters against this cultural war that is
destroying America? Where are the protesters against the genocide that America has
heaped on Africa in the spirit of NSSM200? Where are the citizens standing in the streets
demanding the elimination of nuclear weapons in America? We rail against every country
in the world that has them, while we are building more and more of them? Where are the
demands for a new and just world-economic order that should be foremost on people's
mind, because it is essential for their survival?"
"All of these things will begin when see each other as human beings?" I
interjected.
Fred nodded. "When will this be, Peter? What is our nation voting for at election
time, by choosing the kind of people we have put into positions of power decade after
decade, who are totally unqualified for the job? We have elected presidents,
congressmen, and senators that have collectively ruined our country. They've done this
for decades, because they've been elected for being too stupid to know that they are
playing lackeys to somebody else. And society is even more stupid to be going along
with that. We have more stringent criteria in place for hiring gas-pump attendants than
we have for electing Presidents and the various leaders of the nation."
I just shrugged my shoulders.
"Right, Pete. Just shrug your shoulders. That's what everybody does. Everybody
shrugs those shoulders instead of shouldering the needed responsibility for the nation and
mankind. That's why these awful things happen, like self-provocation into war. It's

become a near universal thing. In any case, this is the most likely scenario that I can think
of when a provocation is needed by the empire to force us into something big. What
happened last night doesn't fit this general pattern as I read the larger game, or else it
would have succeeded. What happened last night was a setup for something bigger that
you and Tony have spoiled. They didn't count on an asymmetric response. They failed to
consider the little guys, the daring patriots that still know to react intelligently. They
launched this thing right over the top of our tracking station and left a footprint to show
that they did so. They probably planned to fly this thing right across Washington,
undetected, and then take out Baltimore. Obviously the Empire stood behind the whole
thing. Somebody pushed the Soviets. And to prove to them that America had taken its
defenses down to accommodate the project, they allowed the Soviets to penetrate deep
into US waters, unchallenged. It is highly likely that our own country had a hand in this.
How else would it have been possible for the Soviets to come so close to shore? Alarm
bells should have been ringing hours before this happened. The President understands
that much. He doesn't understand however who and what stands behind it. The Empire
wants a regime change in Russia. A close-call nuclear war would have brought this about.
With Baltimore wiped off the map as a shot across the bow, and our defenses being
discredited at the same time, our country would have exploded in fear and rage so that
anything would have been possible, which only a total Russian surrender might have
stopped, ending in regime change. The imperials want a regime change in Russia. They
want a change from an adversarial basis to a democratic basis. It is easier for the
imperials to loot the continent on a 'democratic' basis. It is also easier on a democratic
basis to integrate Russia into their imperial setup for the larger destruction of mankind in
permanent war, for permanent control."
I raised my hand. "That's a wild conspiracy theory," I interjected.
"That's the only one that fits all the facts, Peter. That goes slightly beyond
diplomacy, I agree. Unfortunately, such are the games that are being played. What
happened last night wasn't about Russia or America, it was about gaining control to loot
Russia and Asia. It was about breaking up the Soviet Empire and all of Asia. It was about
setting the stage for endless wars until all opposition to empire ends and a new
renaissance will never be possible anywhere in the world."
I raised my hand again, to object. "The Soviets would have never complied."
"They would have had no choice. The Soviet system would have been taken down
from within by the resulting scandal and the American threat."
"The Soviets would never surrender," I said. "They would sooner go down in a
nuclear war and take America down with them."
"That would serve the imperials just as well," said Fred. "Don't forget, America is
their number one enemy, except when it is needed as a 'useful fool.' That's the 'special'
relationship that we have with the imperials. They call America their 'friend,' because
America has created for them the most powerful, the most secretive, and the dirtiest
covert operations capability in the world, set up by the foremost masters of the craft,

infiltrated from the midst of the Empire itself. This capability, with some pretty twisted
rouge elements among them, is needed for America to fulfill its assigned role as a strongarm lackey. Anything else is secondary. America has become the imperials' playground.
Not even our Presidents are safe in our own country, as history has shown, if they don't
play along."
"Are you going to tell this to the President?" I asked.
"You must be joking," Fred replied, "he wouldn't understand a word of it. It's too
unbelievable what is happening here. That's why conspiracies have always worked so
well through the centuries. And that is why they are still being pursued, full steam ahead.
Our government spends over 25 billion per year in covert operations. The whole thing is
run on a platform of conspiracies. Look at Iran. We've taken a democratically elected
government and ripped it out, and installed the Shah. It wasn't done with military force,
but with conspiracies. When the Shah became too progressive, we ripped out the Shah
and brought the Mullahs back. None of that was done with diplomacy. That's how Africa
was wrecked, with conspiracies. For 25 billion a year you can buy a lot of conspiracy
actions. And it is all happening under the table, and some of it so vile that no one would
believe it. I still can't believe that American financiers, through the Bank of England,
financed Hitler into power in order to prevent the Roosevelt economic renaissance from
taking root in Europe and Asia. It was a massive dirty conspiracy that brought
Lautenbach down, who represented the American system of economy and would have
uplifted Europe and Asia with it. Hitler was financed into power to prevent this from ever
happening again. Had Lautenbach remained, the resulting renaissance would have ended
imperial rule. The Empire responded with staging war. War is the platform of empire.
Perpetual empire means perpetual war. None of that is really believable, but it all
happened."
Fred paused and laughed. "As I said, what is unbelievable is safe from public
interference," he continued. "In modern times the art of self-provocation has become a
part of the world of unbelievable conspiracies, while society is taught not to believe that
conspiracies happen. This doesn't change the fact conspiracies are a way of life in the
imperial world. Nor does it change the fact the empire's provocative missile in my
hypothetical scenario could have come from us. Of course it could have been just as
easily launched against China or Russia with the same effect, as may yet happen in the
shadow of a major conflict. Almost anything can be used as a pretext these days. The
preferable pretext is that which is conjured up with lies."
"The fact is, we are so damn easily provoked," I said to Fred, "because we have
already lost our soul as a nation. We are told to jump to the prescribed conclusions
instantly and charge into battle like an injured bull at the first sign of trouble. That's how
we have been trained. I admire the President for not falling into this trap. Of course, the
SDI as a global system wouldn't have been that easily shut down," I said to Fred. "That
may be the real reason why the empire, more than Russia, wants the SDI shut down.
They want it destroyed, because future provocations would like be prevented when
automated defense systems are in place that can't be easily deactivated. The imperials

claim to be our friend, but deep in their heart they want us eliminated. Hiring the Soviets
to do this for them would be their style."
"But the time hasn't come for that yet," Fred interrupted. "The Empire that we
serve will keep us around as their pet for as long as we are useful for their goal of taking
over the world."
"But not for one minute longer," I interjected. "Remember Franklin Roosevelt! He
had made it quite clear before he died that the British Empire, together with every other
empire, would be dismantled after World War II. The empire that was still a major force
didn't allow this threat to be carried out, nor will it allow this threat to be repeated. And it
won't be repeated, considering the way the American people have been destroyed from
within as human beings. We have become a 'small' people."
"The imperials, even those within the USA, have acted precisely like the Venetian
Empire had acted after its near defeat by the Renaissance forces in 1509," said Fred. "The
Venetians had staged a cultural war that destroyed the European society from within.
After that they stood back and watched the shooting wars to begin that were launched by
the people themselves, against one-another, which the Venetians had prepared the ground
for. Those shooting wars lasted for eighty years, Peter, in which half the population of
Europe was killed. That is how effective the cultural warfare had been that started it all.
In today's world we have the same happening again, set in motion by the same empire,
except the destruction of humanity is reaching deeper this time. The fascism of greed has
become the most powerful cultural warfare force that has ever been created. Adam Smith
should be congratulated for this. The resulting shooting wars will likely last longer and be
vastly more murderous, if mankind survives them at all. My point is that we've been
dragged into a permanent war situation that has already been raging for decades and we
have become masters in fighting this war against ourselves without even knowing that the
war is on. For as long as we do this the Venetian's of today won't see us as a threat. They
keep us as their pet and use us to keep the rest of the world from developing its
humanity."
"Of course, if we step out of line and even talk about a new renaissance, we'll be
eliminated," I interjected
"You must be mistaken," I heard Ross say, who had come onto the balcony.
"What's all this talk about the Venetian Empire? The Venetian Empire fell apart on its
own," he said and laughed. "That's what everybody says. And the British Empire no
longer exists. What empire then are you talking about? If anybody is an empire, we are
it!"
"The Venetian Empire didn't fall apart at all," Fred replied and smiled. "It
transposed itself northward and became the British Empire. I thought you knew that.
Didn't you study history as I suggested you should? The Venetian oligarchy brought with
it its fear of the Renaissance and its ability to manipulate other people in support of its
goals. That empire still exists as a private financial empire as it has from the beginning. It
owns nearly all of the central banks in the world. It's a financier empire like the Venetians

have been, and it is an empire that's in a state of permanent war with the whole of
humanity in order to prevent mankind from asserting its humanity that would shut the
very notion of empire down. That is why permanent cultural war is on the agenda instead
of permanent economic development. The empire has been fighting to stop the SDI for
this reason, to prevent a new economic renaissance erupting around the world. Sure, the
SDI would make any future self-provocation harder, but their main concern is to prevent
a new renaissance from erupting around the world through scientific and technological
progress. They were successful in preventing Russia from participating. This stopped
some of their fears. By us, giving it up totally, the empire's fear of a new renaissance
would be lowered even further. I am telling you this, because I want you to understand
how important your mission is. If the mission succeeds, it might buy us a little time,"
Fred added, "but it won't be a victory. The real victory lies somewhere else. We have to
eradicate the empire through the back door by way of an asynchronous movement that
takes the fight out of their court, to a higher platform that they do not control. But until
then we are locked into their court and into their permanent warfare games. This means
keeping the heat down by all means possible until the real solution is won."
Fred explained that the Empire's fears are justified, because America did have the
economic and political capacity in the postwar period to do what Roosevelt had intended,
to eliminate every empire on the planet and free the nations of the world from even the
smallest remaining vestige of colonialism and empire. "He was committed to
industrialize the whole world and end poverty and the slavery that poverty invites," said
Fred. "Some people insist that Roosevelt was killed for this reason, to prevent the final
termination of the concept of empire on one planet, which would have happened. Stalin
may have sensed that. He was sure that Roosevelt died from 'imperial' causes of the usual
sort. He insisted that Roosevelt's death had been arranged somehow. He suggested that he
was poisoned. No evidence exists to support this claim. However, today's empire won't
allow us to be ever again in a position to threaten its existence technologically,
economically, or even militarily," Fred concluded. "The imperials will get rid of us long
before that happens, and Russia and China, too. The SDI was designed to prevent this
some day. But it is not operational now, and the imperials won't allow it to become so.
This means we have to find a new flank. They told us last night that they mean business.
You can bet your life they'll destroy our country long before the SDI ever becomes a
viable defensive system if we don't comply. They'll destroy the SDI together with all of
us. They will have to do this to save themselves. That's why we have to shut the SDI
down, quietly, by ourselves, in order to save us from the effects of their fear. We have to
do this before they launch a major provocation that would end our existence altogether.
They illustrated to us last night that they have the means to do it. That is what last night
was all about. The President doesn't know that, nor could he understand it, but we have a
perfect opportunity at this moment because of his shortcoming, to eliminate the
provocation that the imperials have staged against us. The President's fear of Russia is
our opportunity now. He gave us a golden opportunity to buy us a little time. This means
that we must be successful, Pete. We must shut the SDI down as a gift to Russia it in
order to quiet the fears of the imperials that run the whole show on both sides and fear a
new renaissance. We have to go this route until the Empire as an institution can be
dissolved and swept away in a real and global renaissance that lies beyond their tentacles,
and their brains to recognize, an asymmetric renaissance. That is also the reason why it

must be you guys who go to Venice, and I mean all of you, because no person in the
world must ever find out the real reason why we are doing this."
"It's ironic, isn't it?" said Ross, "that we must destroy the only technological
defense we can possibly have. We must destroy our defense in order to remain safe." He
almost laughed in a mocking kind of way.
"We make ourselves feel safe by remaining vulnerable?" I said and laughed with
him. "We should have our head examined."
Fred nodded slightly. "Only God knows for how long the little interlude of peace
with the empire will last that our gift to Russia might buy us. Will it last a year, a week,
or a day?"
I told Fred that the safest thing would be for humanity to dismantle its military
might and rebuild itself as human beings in the way America once did under the
leadership of Franklin Delanor Roosevelt.
"That seems far out of sight now," said Fred. "We've been in the Empire's clutches
ever since our country was formed, with only a few rare exceptions. Roosevelt was such
an exception, and Lincoln, and a few others. Apart from this, every time we didn't watch
out we fell deeper into the imperial trap. We were lured into their deepest trap by Adam
Smith and Bertrand Russell."
"Are you telling me that last night's near destruction of the world was in fact the
'gift' of Adam Smith?" said Ross. He looked at me, stunned, then at Fred.
Fred shook his head as if in disbelieve that this question was asked. "Didn't I tell
you guys to study history?" he said to Ross again, but looking also at me. "I almost
begged you, haven't I? You can't understand what happened last night without
understanding history, and I mean the real history of mankind."
"How did you come to this conclusion?" Ross asked Fred.
I answered for Fred. I related to Fred what Jason had brought up at the pub, and
how it related to Helen's lateral lattice of the oneness of humanity. I pointed out how the
minds of a nation can be so poisoned that their humanity, which people are naturally
aware of under normal circumstances, becomes shifted totally out of sight. "War unfolds
in this environment," I said to him. "It is a part of it. War unfolds in a world in which the
natural unity of humanity has been pushed out of sight either by ignorance or by
malicious intervention, or both. That's where Adam Smith comes in, doesn't he? Jason
had reminded me that Adam Smith had been commissioned to devise ways for destroying
the United States of America from within long before it even became a nation. That's
what he delivered in the service of his master, the Second Earl of Shelburne, the man who
ran the British Empire at the time of the American Revolution. Jason had told us on the
beach that the British wanted their colonies back. Since they didn't succeed on the
battlefield they used Adam Smith's methods. The first was free trade. When this was
defeated by Alexander Hamilton, they tried again. Adam Smith's second weapon was

applied, and it worked. His cleverly hidden destructive system of greed-based fascism
was taken in like the Trojan Horse. It was hailed, raised up, and celebrated as the golden
pinnacle of modern economics. But it remained what it was, a weapon to destroy society.
The weapon succeeded 'splendidly' as the imperials might have put it."
I pointed out to Fred and Ross that this was in essence what Jason had said to us
on the beach during the air show days in Vancouver, and later again in a pub.
"Adam Smith was commissioned for this during the famous carriage ride in 1763,"
Fred interjected. "I should call it the infamous carriage ride of Adam Smith with
Shelburne in the year in which the British East India Company that Shelburne controlled
at the time, became a private world-empire. The imperials had staged the Seven Years
War to achieve the status of empire. The East India Company was their front
organization. But that is only where the end game begins. If you only focus on that you
miss the beginning. That is why you don't know what last night's incidence was all about.
So, I must tell you again, you haven't studied history as I told you. And that goes for both
of you. That is why you really don't understand anything. You keep telling me in so many
ways that you find the real movements behind last night's attack basically unbelievable.
This proves that you both know nothing. Of course I don't blame you. There are not many
people left in the world that understand real history, whom you can learn from."
Fred sighed and shook his head. "So I must tell you myself what you need to
know," he said.

"If you had studied the universal history of mankind," Fred continued, standing
before us now like a school teacher, "then you would have instantly understood what the
cruise missile incidence was a part of. You would have understood that this isn't about
Russia or America, or even about the Cold War standoff. This is about empire. War has
always been about empire. That's going back about 3000 years to Solon of Athens the
great reformer. Solon was a threat to the very idea of empire. He introduced the principle
of the general welfare to uplift the whole of society. He gave the common citizen some
dignity and taxed the rich in support of society as a complete entity. That's the basic
principle that our country was founded on in modern times. Our General Welfare
Principle, one of the key elements in our Constitution, came from Solon of Athens. We
learn from history that for the last 3000 years the world has been in a state of near
permanent war that is carried out for one purpose only, to suppress this principle, to wipe
it out, to get it out of the minds of humanity. The principle of the general welfare wasn't
allowed to remain alive in Athens past the death of Solon. This profound idea, as weak as
it still was, stood in the way of the process of empire. A process was under way at this
time to form an alliance between the King of Macedon and the Persian Empire in order to
create a vast empire of the entire Mediterranean region. The design was that the resulting
empire would be shared by the King of Macedon and the Persian Emperor. But Greece
stood in the way, and more so did the idea of the general welfare that opposed the process
of empire and invalidated it at its very core. The Peloponnesian War was set up to correct
that. It was designed to eliminate Greece as a dominant factor in the Mediterranean. For

this purpose, the big war was designed to become a permanent war, a war that was not
designed to be won, but to grind this region into the ground. Greece was successfully
destroyed by this war. While Pericles, who ruled Athens after Solon, stood at the center
of this imperial madness, the orchestration came from the Persian Empire. Pericles
carried out the destruction of Athens, and with it the destruction of the Greek classical
culture, but the blueprint for this madness did not come from Greece. What happened
there wasn't rooted in the culture of Greece. The Persian wars in the region necessitated a
defensive league to be formed that was run by Athens as the strongest of the city states,
which quickly set the stage for Athens to develop imperial ambitions and with it sink the
region into the perpetual type of warfare that the Peloponnesian War became, a war that
ground on from small beginnings for almost seventy years, spreading havoc across the
entire region. Pericles conveniently served as a pawn to carry out the imperial plan for
permanent war, and he was excellent at it. His sophistry was the best. It was the sophists
sophist, second to none. His sophistry would be mimicked many times through the ages,
and still is so to the very day. In this sense the Peloponnesian War became the blueprint
for modern permanent war.
"Pericles was the architect of the process that defeated Solon's principle of the
general welfare and with it the underlying principle of sovereignty. Without knowing it,
he carried out the destruction of Greece in order to make way for the greater Persian
Empire. Since Pericles died in his own war, he didn't see the outcome of his efforts, with
Athens being totally defeated. Ironically, the entire destructive madness turned out to be
in vain, since the plan for the Greater Persian Empire didn't work out either. Even
Alexander couldn't do it, the renowned military genius, the then King of Macedon. With
the full backing of the Academy of Athens, Alexander defeated the Persian Empire and
built his own empire on its ashes, which extended from Egypt across Persia all the way
into northeastern India. In Persia he was called Alexander the Cursed, as he burned the
capital and the national library. In India he was called Alexander the Great, as he
represented a new light in the darkness of the Brahmanic Dark Age. At the height of his
'greatness' Alexander was poisoned by Aristotle, which left the entire scene in chaos and
open to the emergence of Rome as an aspiring imperial force. From around 200-BC on,
Rome began to move into the direction of empire. Rome hadn't been an empire by design,
but a Republic, though it seems that the intention was always there for empire that
gradually became the dominant force.
"The transition in Rome to empire was facilitated through civil wars and other
wars in the Mediterranean in a grand rivalry between Egypt, the Middle East, and Rome
of course. At first, there was a compromise arranged between Cleopatra and Julius
Caesar, but that didn't work out. Julius was killed. Marc Anthony then tried to marry
Cleopatra, but they both got defeated when the heir of Julius Caesar made a deal with the
forces in the Middle East and wiped out the forces of Marc Anthony and Cleopatra and
became Emperor, the Emperor Augustus. Thus, the warfare around the world was always
about empire. The permanent drive for empire necessitated the reality of permanent war.
"The Roman imperial system was also at war internally by which it decayed from
within. The Emperor Diocletian had divided the Empire into two parts, an Eastern and
Western division of the Empire, just as had once been planned at the time of Philip of

Macedon in conjunction with the Persian Empire. But again it didn't work out. The
western part of Rome collapsed. The medieval period began in which the empires were
defined by an emerging new phase of empire, the phase of the financier oligarchy that is
still the primary force of empire today. The financial empire platform emerged with the
Venetian financier-oligarchy that took over Byzantium in the East, the old Eastern
Roman Empire. The Venetians also became linked with the Normans in the North. Some
suggest that the Venetians created the Normans out of the Norse background and the
background of the Vikings. Eventually the two imperial forces, Venice and its stooges,
ran the major shows throughout the Middle Ages, maintained by the force of permanent
war.
"With the rule of empire comes permanent war," Fred continued. You can't have
one without the other. Some of the wars are known today as the Crusades, and in some
books as the Norman conquests. The method though, was permanent war in order to
prevent the natural development of humanity. This destructive process continued until the
general collapse of the entire private financier-empire-apparatus in the 14th Century. The
financial system simply collapsed.
"From the ashes of this horrible collapse that ended with the Black Death Plague
sweeping across Europe, the Golden Renaissance emerged as a recovery process that
suddenly became possible. It Golden Renaissance emerged as the opposite platform to
empire. It created a new kind of society that was modeled after the General Welfare
Principle that Solon had pioneered before Pericles wrecked it, that Socrates and Plato had
represented again in their time. Plato's republic became the new model for a true nationstate society. The Council of Florence brought much of that into being. That's what
started the very first modern nation-state, a society based on the principle of the General
Welfare. Louis XI of France was the first to implement it. There was a man at Louis'
court, by the name of Richmond, who took the idea to England. On the basis of the new
model he ousted the decadent King Richard III, and established in England the second
modern nation-state, a state committed to the Principle of the General Welfare that Solon
had pioneered.
"But the empire platform had remained alive in the background. The vestiges of
the old imperial interests had retained considerable power, especially the Venetian end of
it. With the redevelopment of this power a new phase of permanent war began, the wars
defined by the modern empire versus the platform of the modern nation-state. The old
imperial interests consequently tried to break up the nation-state idea. They tried it at first
with religious war. The first assault on humanity of this type began in 1492 with the
Expulsion of the Jews in Spain and the institution of the Spanish Inquisition that
redefined the meaning of bestiality. Europe became a sea of permanent war that raged on
until 1648 when the Peace of Westphalia re-established the platform of sovereignty that
stands behind the nation-state idea, which also had its roots in Solon and Plato.
"However, the imperial song hadn't been eliminated totally with the Treaty of
Westphalia. A new imperial force was quickly cobbled together out of the old Venetian
background that became the Anglo-Dutch Liberal Empire that combined forces with the
Brahman imperial revival in India via the Anglo-Dutch India Companies. The idea of

liberalism really means liberty in looting, enslavement, to wage war, a kind of liberty
from the principle of humanity. Free trade became a part of that liberty, it meant freedom
from fairness in trade. In order to establish themselves as a full-fledged empire the
Anglo-Dutch-Venetian imperials organized another 'permanent' war throughout the
Continent of Europe that became the Seven Years War from which the British East India
Company emerged as an imperial power acknowledged in 1763 in the Treaty of Paris.
That marked the beginning of the British Empire, the first completely private worldempire in history. That was also the time when the oppression of the American colonies
began, and the imperial oppression against the people of Europe. In the background of
this unfolding regression into a new Dark Age an international alliance developed that
brought together the leading intellectual and moral forces of Europe and those in North
America, typified by Benjamin Franklin. The end result was the formation of a new
nation-state as a full republic without the lightest concession to imperial tradition. That's
how America became a nation built on the two key principles that came out of ancient
Greece, pioneered by Solon, Socrates, and Plato, the principle of the general welfare and
the principle of sovereignty.
"Of course the imperial establishment in Europe was alarmed by this trend in
America that was admired throughout the world. In order to stop even the chance of these
principles from ever coming to the foreground again anywhere in the world, the
intellectual background of Europe where the development began, was decimated in
another string of permanent warfare. This new string of permanent war started with the
French Revolution, which the British had orchestrated, followed by the unleashing of
Napoleon that destroyed much of Europe in over twenty wars. This permanent war
process was also imported into America through the channels of the slaveholder society
in the American South via long-standing imperial links that organized the Confederacy of
the British slaveholder faction into war. Abraham Lincoln understood that he was facing
permanent war unless a decisive victory could be won. And it was won at a huge cost, but
the nation survived.
"From this victory the United States emerged as a greatest influential power on
the planet, built on the General Welfare Principle and the principle of the sovereignty of
nations and individuals as human beings. The ideas that the United States and its
economy represented, which came out of Europe initially, from ancient Greece, spread
back into Europe, especially into Germany. The Bismarck reforms in the late 1800s were
modeled after the principles that were pioneered in the USA. The same happened in
Japan. The reforms in Japan started Japan on the road to becoming an industrial society.
The same development began also in Russia under Alexander III. We saw the
development of the Trans-Siberian Railroad. The industrialization of Russia was
happening. Similar developments began in many other parts of the world. Thus, the very
thing happened all over the world that the British Empire had tried to prevent. The
Empire saw itself suddenly placed in jeopardy because the nations of Europe, Asia, and
increasingly in the Americas were erupting into a cultural revolt against the platform of
empire. The world suddenly became development oriented. The nations became agroindustrial powers committed to freeing their people from the imperial conditions of
serfdom, slavery, and hopeless poverty."

"This sounds like a fairy tale in today's world," Ross interrupted. "Development
has become a bad word. Fighting poverty is no longer on the agenda. We are on the fast
track of exploiting poverty for profit. And slavery is bigger than ever! It's here to stay. It's
the driver behind globalization."
"Don't get so uptight, Ross," said Fred. "What you are complaining about started in
the 1800s. When America gave the world a new breath of freedom and prosperity
through economic development, the remaining bastion of empire, led by the imperial
forces in Britain, organized a new phase of permanent war. It started with World War I
that launched the brutalizing of humanity anew. This trend has been escalating ever since.
When society recovered to some degree from World War I, the imperials quickly started
the ball rolling towards the next world war. They acted quickly before President Franklin
Roosevelt, who understood the game, who represented the American tradition, was
inaugurated, who might have saved Europe from World War II. The traitors against
humanity acted with lightning speed. They brought Hitler into power a single month
before Roosevelt's inauguration, thereby pushing Germany past the point of no return.
"Franklin Roosevelt was a genius in many regards," Fred continued. "He would
have saved Europe from the effects of the World-War-I depression, just as he saved
America from the effects of the Hoover depression. However, he was a genius only to the
extent that he had the two great principles of civilization in his pocket, the principle of
the general welfare and the principle of the universal sovereignty of people and nations.
He was a genius in that he utilized those principles that had been pioneered in the Greek
Classical era that the USA had originally been founded on. He utilized the foundation of
classical humanism that had rescued mankind several times in the past. With these
principles Franklin Roosevelt staged the greatest economic development the world had
ever seen. He turned a depressed nation into the greatest economic and moral power in
the world. If Hitler had not been pushed into office with imperial financing the humanist
principles that transformed America would have transformed Eurasia in the same manner.
Instead, Eurasia was destroyed and turned into a wasteland under the imperial doctrine of
permanent war.
"While the Roosevelt economic development in the United States saved the world
from Hitler, the ideas of fascism and empire, which are actually the same, had not been
defeated in the process of winning World War II," said Fred. "Fascism had survived and
continued to be promoted to the point that it nearly defeated America. Our enemy isn't
Russia, Peter, or communism, or even the British/Venetian Empire that had staged the
last two world wars. Our enemy is the notion of empire that breeds fascism and its
outcome, which is always permanent war. Permanent war is a doctrine of empire, and in
modern times this has become a cultural war. This cultural war, like every permanent
war, is not designed to be won, but to go on and on as long as possible to thereby grind
the humanist spirit of society into the ground.
"Russia was defeated in a similar manner," said Fred. "Russia was defeated with
communism that was developed in the imperial workshops of Palmerston and Urquhart of
the British Empire. Communism had been designed as a Trojan Horse. The horse was
successfully delivered to Russia by Karl Marx. Communism was designed as a cultural

warfare process to accomplish in Russia from within what Napoleon had not been able to
achieve on the battlefield. Thus, the imperial objective remained the same in both cases,
permanent war and permanent fascism to grind the humanist spirit of society into the
ground. Where Napoleon failed, Karl Marx became successful."
"I think you missed one important item of history," I said to Fred, interrupting his
long and no less amazing speech, as I saw it. "You missed one item of history that placed
America at the center of the longest period of peace in modern time from about 1866 to
1911. In this 45-year period no major wars had ravished the world. It was as if the train of
horrors had suddenly ground to a halt in 1866. The forces of empire were defeated in the
American Civil War that ended in 1865. Slavery was abolished in the USA. The British
Opium War against China had ended a few years earlier. The Spanish Inquisition was
finally terminated just prior to this timeframe, after a reign of terror lasting nearly 400
years with the burning of people at the stake numbering into the tens of thousands. From
then on the world remained quiet, until after 1911 when the train of horrors was restarted
that hasn't stopped since. This 45-year period of peace coincides with the years of
discovery in America of the divine Principle of scientific mental healing, by a New
England woman named Mary Baker Eddy, followed by the years of its science being
developed and promoted by her and its being widely practiced throughout the land and in
some parts of the world. After her death in 1910 her science quickly eroded, and its
world-protective influence with it. All of this is a part of American history, and the
history of mankind. Her revolutionary concept of God is rather simple, according to the
way Steve described it. She recognized God as being wholly incorporeal, defined as
Mind and Spirit and so on, which renders man and the Universe as the corporatized
expressions of it, reflecting its harmonizing Principle and a Spirit that is Love, in our
spirit and in our love, and with the power of discovered universal principles. With this
perception, she raised the status of man miles above the level of the sewer that the
masters of empire have dragged society into. She raised mankind up to the highest level
of renaissance yet imagined, from which a flood of remarkable healing flowed. This too,
is a part of mankind's universal history, Fred. It happened. A peace happened that ended
war without a gun being fired. After her death in December 1910, the permanent war of
empire resumed and has not ended to the present day."
"The missile that you observed last night, Peter, was an element of this permanent
war of empire against mankind," said Fred. "All facets of war are elements of the war of
empire, for which the nations are used as pawns and as the suppliers of the resources for
it. Empire typically uses many nations for its games. It was by design that last night's
missile was flying right over the top of our tracking station undetected by technological
means. Some of the empire's stooges of permanent war had disabled the detection system,
to achieve the maximum terror effect. The missile that you saw was probably intended to
fly right across Washington D.C. likewise undetected - right in front of our nose - and
then go on to erase Baltimore. The resulting terror effect would have been so great that it
would have destroyed our nation from within overnight. No one would have felt safe
anywhere after that. In this chaos it would have been easy to create a police-state
dictatorship, for which the reigns would have been placed into the hands of empire,
quietly. At this moment the nation-state principle would have ended. It might have ended
sovereignty right across the world and relegated the principles of civilization to the ash

bin of history for a long time to come, together with every other facet of our humanity
that opposes the platform of empire.
"We are in a war, Peter," said Fred. "But we are not in a war with Russia or the
Soviets. We are in a war with the platform of empire. We are in this permanent war that
is not designed to be won, but is designed to grind the humanist spirit of society into the
ground. Yes, we have the physical capacity as human beings to dismantle all atomic
bombs in the world in a week. It's a simple technical process, but it won't happen until
this permanent war is won. To win this war means defeating the platform of empire as an
idea. This can only be done with a higher idea that stands miles above the philosophical
lies that support the platform of empire. We need a platform of truth, something that is
substantial, like light eradicating darkness. There is no substance in empire. No principle
exists that supports it. It can exist only in the shadow of permanent war. It is darkness,
and darkness has no substance. There is substance only in light, in the light of our
humanity. That is what I hope we will bring to the conference in Venice, the light of our
common humanity that banishes this empire-darkness."
"This shouldn't be too had to do," interjected Tony. "The battle, as you've just
described it, is so fundamentally uneven, with us having the upper hand, that there is no
real contest happening, is there?"
Fred turned to me and laughed, pointing to the oil slick that was barely visible by
then. "The speck of oil out there on the ocean has a 3000-year history standing behind it
of mankind closing its mental horizon to the obvious. You can't understand what the oil
speck is all about until you understand this vast scene of universal history. The Empire is
doing all it has in its power to prevent you from understanding this history. And to some
degree, you fell for it. That is why you are pointing your finger towards Russia as the
imperial masters want you to, whereby they prevent you and us all, from doing what is
right. Instead of scrapping the SDI we should be scrapping the platform of empire. Of
course, we won't really be scrapping the SDI idea in Venice, because the core idea behind
it was never implemented. One can't scrap what hasn't been implemented. The core idea
was for the entire world to come together and cooperatively develop the SDI system as a
science driver for global development and then secondarily to provide for the common
defense of all mankind. This idea was never allowed to be implemented as it goes against
the very grain of empire. The SDI was doomed from the start. Society had become the
supporter of empire instead of civilization. From the moment the SDI was put on the
public agenda it became an empty shell if not another tool in the advancing process of
permanent war. So it's easy to commit oneself to scrapping this empty skeleton, Peter, but
it won't be easy to convince anyone in Venice of what has killed the real SDI in the first
place, and what stands behind the process that killed it, the process of permanent war.
Society is not allowed to recognize the cultural war that is in progress against its
humanity under the auspices of empire. The Cold War, Peter, is really a cultural war, a
war against the culture of humanity and civilization, a permanent war of empire fought
on the platform of fascist greed against the principles of the general welfare and the
principle of the sovereignty of the human being. This hidden permanent war has been
proven more effective, Peter, for the presently ruling empire, than World War I and II had
been, combined. This modern war also promises to be vastly more destructive once the

world financial system disintegrates that has become an empty shell under the permanent
warfare doctrine of fascist greed. The effect of this financial and economic collapse will
be global and will be vastly worse than the horrid collapse in 1345 that brought on the
Black Plague by which half of Europe perished.
"Yes, Adam Smith was a part of the war against humanity that we are in the midst
of it right now," said Fred. "This means that last night's cruise missile thing has nothing
much to do with the Soviets directly. The root for our modern war was planted in 1763,
twenty years before the American Revolution, and 150 years before communism was
foisted on Russia. I believe Shelburne was the British Foreign Minister in 1763, while
also being the operational chief of the East India Company that became the first
completely private world-empire in 1763. No doubt he helped 'direct' the Paris Peace
Treaty that was essentially an imperial show in which the various empires of the time
divided up the world among themselves. Lord Shelburne's East India Company got a
large share of it. America became a part of its hunting ground. Unfortunately for
Shelburne, America was already becoming rebellious then. This might have been the
reason why Shelburne commissioned one of his East India Company's scribblers, by the
name of Adam Smith, during a carriage ride in 1763, to produce an apologia for free
trade that could be used as an imperial weapon against the rebellious North American
colonies. He also gave Smith a second commission, as you already know, to study the
collapse of the Roman Empire that might be deployed as an imperial weapon for the
destruction of a targeted nation. We are told that Adam Smith completed some of the
work a dozen years later under the title, 'The Wealth of Nations.' Ironically, and perhaps
by intent, this completion was handed to Shelburne in the year in which the American
Declaration of Independence was signed. Are you aware of this timing, Ross?" said Fred.
He looked at both of us. "Can you see a connection now unfolding that takes the
permanent-war doctrine all the way back to the Peloponnesian War that was staged to kill
the humanist principles of Solon of Athens and the Principle of the General Welfare and
that of the universal sovereignty of the human being? Solon's ideas are deeply reflected in
the principle of our Federal Constitution. Shelburne's attack on America, through Adam
Smith, was Shelburne's opening salvo in his modern Peloponnesian War. Can you see
that this war is still ongoing? Can you see how it is defeating us just as the Peloponnesian
War defeated Athens, the great cultural pearl of ancient Greece."
Fred paused and smiled. "Shelburne's model for the British Empire, of course, was
Venice. Venice had dealt with what had remained of Rome in Istanbul," he added. "As
Ross pointed out, Shelburne commissioned Adam Smith to research the decline and fall
of the Roman Empire for that reason. The discovery of this trap was important to
Shelburne. It wasn't that he wanted to prevent the historic folly from being repeated. He
wanted to use the process as a method for war in a targeted manner to destroy other
nations that denounce empire as a form of government as the American colonies were
doing in seeking their independence. It turned out that Shelburne needed Adam Smith's
weapon. His empire's war on the battlefield to stop America's independence, went badly.
The British got bogged down and then lost. Thus, the battle cry for Shelburne's coveted
New Rome became 'free trade' ala Adam Smith style, the poison dart that Shelburne had
commissioned earlier. Shelburne managed to make himself Prime Minister for one year

to implement his free-trade poison dart personally. The survival of his Empire hung in the
balance. America could not be allowed to exist. No nation was allowed to prosper
independent of the Empire. In his capacity as Prime Minister of Britain Shelburne stood
before the House of Lords in 1783, after the shooting war with America had been lost,
and argued for a peace treaty with America that he could use as a conveyor belt to
'impose' free trade on the American republic. Since America couldn't be defeated on the
battlefield, as he might have suspected, he had those other means at his disposal, fully
prepared, with which this could be done. Thus the poison dart was launched to kill
America from within, Venetian style. One way or another, America had to be defeated, as
he saw it, or colonialism would be doomed. Indeed, the Empire would be doomed.
Loosing the American colonies was one thing, but if the 'breath of freedom' were allowed
to flow out from America and touch other colonial people the end of colonialism would
have been the outcome. Shelburne couldn't allow that."
"Wasn't Shelburne's free-trade poison dart 'imposed,' as you say, on France as
well?" Ross interrupted. "France had been America's best European ally during its
independence fight?"
"Yes, and France was 'punished' for it with the guillotine," I interjected. "The
French responded differently than Hamilton had responded. Shelburne's free-trade
wrecking operation had been exposed in America in 1787 in Alexander Hamilton's
Federalist Papers. The debates that followed resulted in the US Constitution in 1789. The
Constitution became a formidable armor against those kinds of poison darts. France didn't
have that protection. It had a monarchy that became am easy target once free trade had
wrecked the country."
"Adam Smith was evidently far more than just an ordinary scribbler of the East
India Company," Fred continued. "He was a clever 'Black-Lord Genius' who understood
the principle of economics and the measures that can be taken to prevent it from being
applied in a targeted country. Free trade was launched as a perfectly disguised method for
accomplishing this goal. Smith didn't invent free trade of course. The idea of people
freely trading with each other on an equitable basis is as ancient as civilization. Adam
Smith only invented the method by which it could be used as a 'poison dart,' meaning
trade free of fairness. That's economic warfare. The free-trade dart thus became
Shelburne's spear to hit America with, to dump British imports into our country. It was
done in order to prevent our own manufacturing from developing. I am sure, there were
not many people of Adam Smith's caliber around in the world who understood the
principles involved. Hamilton was one of the few. He instigated tariffs that protected
America's fledgling industry and saved the nation."
Ross burst out into laughter. "What Shelburne had struggled so hard to foist on us,
which Hamilton had rescued us from, we now impose on ourselves. We promote slavery
around the world, give it free-trade status, and wreck our industries with it."
"Hamilton understood this as attack on the principle of economics and protected
America," said Fred. "The King of France wasn't among those that understood the

principle of economics. He became overwhelmed by the attack and lost his head as the
result of it."
"Of course he did," Ross interjected. "Instead of protecting himself behind a wall
of broadly based humanist development that would have given a new life to the nation, as
our founding fathers had done in America, the French King exposed himself as a fool. He
got himself locked into empiricism, for which the whole nation and all of Europe
eventually paid an extremely steep price."
"I think it was the second defeat of Shelburne's Empire that freaked Shelburne out
the most, when free trade was shut down in America," I commented. "Shelburne was so
freaked out about that, especially that France had supported the American independence
fight, that he launched this rage of a pre-emptive attack against France for which he
staged the French Revolution. His rage was out of fear that the Europeans elite might be
supporting the quest for freedom elsewhere in the world. Indeed, the American
independence battle would probably not have succeeded had it not been for the
significant logistical and ideological support of the American independence movement
that came from France and also from Spain. Shelburne was in an apparent rage over this,
determined to eradicate this 'dangerous' movement against empire. He acted accordingly,
instigating the French Revolution through his agent Jeremy Bentham. The Revolution
itself was actually of little importance to him. It was only needed to provide the cover for
eliminating France's scientific and humanist elite. The unspoken goal was to prevent the
real revolution that he feared, a renaissance revolution sweeping across the world that
would be nourished out of the same European intellectual background that had nourished
the America Revolution. To prevent this renaissance from erupting globally, Shelburne
needed permanent war. Tragically, France obliged him. This war has never really
stopped. After the French Revolution was defeated, and Napoleon was likewise defeated
later on, the platform of empire as a form of government was nevertheless reaffirmed at
the Congress of Vienna. Thus the people of Europe were never allowed to have a true
nation state republic to the present day. To this day America remains the only nation state
republic in the world. It stands as a pioneering model that has never been applied
anywhere. That is why Europe is in no shape to truly defend itself against the platform of
empire. It will always remain a lackey, an underling to empire, unless America acts and
shuts down the whole idea of empire once and for all. That's the only way we can get
ourselves and Europe out from under the mantle of permanent war in service of empire."
"Aren't you overstating your case by a long way," Heather interrupted Fred. "We
haven't been in a state of permanent war for a long time. We have seen a few minor
skirmishes, but not permanent war."
"Most modern wars are fought without guns," said Fred. "Those are the deadliest
ones, and the imperials are becoming evermore efficient in staging their cold-war or
silent-war operations. Shelburne's covert attack on France began in 1789, the same year
in which the US Constitution was enacted," said Fred. "Actually, it began two months
before the Constitution was signed into law. However, as far as I know, not a single
British soldier was involved in this war. It was all done cold style, in cold blood through
the back door. Actually, their cold-war operations were rather crude in those early days.

Shelburne's war against the European Renaissance began with the storming of the
Bastille prison in Paris. Shelburne had experience in staging that kind of backdoor war in
the form of a riot. He had previously instigated the Lord Gordon Riots in London in
which a bunch of Protestant rebels stormed Westminster. For eight days London had been
ransacked. In the process of this experiment the Newgate prison was overrun. The rebels
had been freeing all the prisoners who had then promptly joined the rebels' assault on the
Parliament buildings. Shelburne's subsequent Jacobin insurrection in Paris, ten years
later, followed the same mode of warfare. It began like an exact replay of the London
affair, except it was designed to be carried out on a vastly larger scale. It was designed
right from the start to become a reign of terror that could be continued for several years.
It quickly became an endless massacre in which the intellectual elite of France was
systematically murdered. French hands, manning French guillotines carried out the
treachery, but the hands were guided from behind the scene by Shelburne's strings
through the channels and the workshops of Jeremy Bentham. Even the renowned
revolutionary leaders like Marat, Danton, and Robespierre, are said to have been all on
the payroll of Shelburne's East India Company. Some of the records of payments may
still be on file in the British Museum. Together with those payments, the 'revolutionaries'
also received the Bentham produced ideological darts for their fiery oratories, the poisongift bestowed on them by Shelburne's covert operations chief himself, Jeremy Bentham.
In true Venetian style, Danton and Robespierre were later executed by the terror
organization that they themselves had helped to create with the stream of Bentham's
poison. They might have been executed as a means for eliminating them as a liability to
the empire. Once the planned killing had been done the French nation was allowed to
emerge as a republic briefly, for which the revolution has been officially staged.
However, this republic would soon have a man by the name of Napoleon at its President
who quickly made himself Emperor and 'dutifully' carried forward the Jacobins' rampage
of terror all across Europe."
"Napoleon?" Ross repeated, and laughed. "Which one?"
"Both of them; Bonapart and Louis, Napoleon III," Fred replied. "Napoleon
Bonapart was the first to play the Jacobins' game. He played it big in style as the
infamous man of war, the man of 22 battles, the invader of Russia in 1812 where over
half a million soldiers died. Napoleon Bonapart was a fascist at heart, but Louis Napoleon
was worse. He was groomed from the outset as a British asset. He was an 'inmate' of
Palmerston's zoo, the zoo of Lord Palmerston the new ruler of the British Empire. Louis
Napoleon, having been originally employed by the British as a special constable, was
sent by the British to Paris in 1848 after the so-called Little French Revolution. Louis
Napoleon was deployed there for his name, the name Napoleon, and set up to become
President of the once again new republic in 1851. And he did become President. Of
course in being true to the Napoleonic tradition, as soon as he had established himself, he
promptly organized a coup d'etat in 1852 by which he became Emperor of France like his
predecessor. Thus he became the historic role model for all the fascist dictators to come
in the 20th Century."
Ross applauded. "But what are you trying to tell me, Fred, with this line of
exploration? Are you saying that you see a connection between this part of history and

what is happening today? Are you saying that we're stuck in a hidden form of an ongoing
perpetual war?"
"Precisely, Ross," said Fred. "The British Empire has perfected this art of hidden
perpetual war. It has become a largely cultural war now, Venetian style, but much more
advanced than what the Venetians could have imagined."
"Why are you guys talking about the British Empire and the French Revolution,
and the Venetians?" Sylvia interrupted. She had overheard us talking and joined us on the
balcony. "As far as I can tell, this has nothing to do with the task at hand. We are dealing
with Russia, with the Soviet Union!"
"You are wrong," Fred countered her gently. "Russia is the smallest item in what
we are dealing with. The biggest item is Venice, and I mean the old historic Venetian
Empire. Britain was a small player before 1688, before the Dutch Prince Orange, a
Venetian asset invaded England. He brought the Venetian style world-imperial ambition
and corruption with him. The invasion of Britain by Orange the Venetian stooge became
the greatest tragedy in recent history. We are still suffering from the resulting tragedy, a
tragedy of conspiracies to control the world that are still ongoing. Russia is a secondary
player. Russia got dragged into this game. Russia's communism is an imperial creation.
Karl Marx, the creator of communism, was ideologically 'guided' by the Palmerston
crowd, especially by Palmerston's top agent David Urquhart. Communism was foisted on
Russia. It was the Empire's Trojan Horse, a custom-made poison dart to bring down
Russia. The poison dart was designed to destroy Russia from within. It hasn't quite
succeeded yet. Nevertheless, Russia is still controlled by the Empire through the back
door. That is why Russia is secondary."
"So, it is the ancient Venetian mentality then that we will be dealing with in
Venice?" said Heather to Fred.
Fred nodded. "Maybe not quite the really ancient Venetian mentality, but the
derivative that came out of it. That's how Adam Smith comes into play as a creature of
that mentality. He is the link why we are going to give up the SDI. Adam Smith created
the modern poison dart that staged the modern American-Empire ambition. The poison
dart is Greed-Based Fascism. That's Smith's masterpiece. Adam Smith is hailed in
America as the god of modern economics. What he is hailed for is the Empire's gift to
America, the Empire's Trojan Horse that we took in. People say that America has become
an empire. That's not true, Sylvia." He pointed to Sylvia. "We are not an empire and
never will be, but we've been overrun by people who dream of us being an empire, while
in reality we are but lackeys to the imperial masters that are quietly hidden in the BritishVenetian background. The perpetual war that we've been duped into fighting against our
nation and mankind is run through the back door. It's a war of fascism powered by greed.
That's Adam Smith's poison dart. We are destroying our industries with it more
powerfully than any bombing campaign could have accomplished. We are doing it all
ourselves under the post-industrial society doctrine, which is just a small element of the
cultural war that has been unleashed under the doctrine of this poison dart. The latest
operation in this perpetual war is named cultural freedom. It was initiated in 1951 in

Berlin with a CIA offensive called the Congress for Cultural Freedom. Since culture is
freedom, the hidden goal is to promote freedom from culture, which means the
destruction of civilization. We are still linked into this war. We are presently destroying
our financial system with Adam Smith's design for a total war on civilization. We are
also destroying our cultural assets, including our scientific and technological culture, and
humanist education that every advanced culture depends on. It's all being taken down,
especially science. We use science now to vilify the achievements of science. It started
with the CFC ban and the DDT ban. We use science to kill people on a massive scale, by
abusing science to disable these life-protecting achievements of science. These kinds of
assaults on mankind's infrastructures for living are presently killing millions of people
each year. We are also duped by empire into using our financial power against us. We are
for example in the process of destroying our transportation infrastructures by withholding
the funding required to maintain them. We are doing the same with our water
management infrastructures, and our power infrastructures, health care infrastructures,
and so forth. And not only do we refuse to maintain those infrastructures, we sell what
we've got to the pirates that demand a king's ransom for the few services that are still
provided. And even that is not the worst. We are also locked in a war of destroying the
very image of the human being itself, rendering mankind as a villain on the Earth. The
global warming doctrine is a part of that perpetual cultural war. The blueprint of this war
calls for a global assault on fossil fuel energy utilization on which civilization totally
depends, at least until nuclear power is fully developed, which is presently being
sabotaged at every turn along the way. And yes, as if the resulting vast destruction was
not enough, we are also dragged into the occasional shooting war as well. The shooting
wars are imposed to draw people's attention away from the hidden wars, the real wars."
Ross nodded momentarily, then shook his head.
"You think this isn't true, because Adam Smith died in 1790," Fred responded to
Ross. "Sure Adam Smith died long before his poison dart hit America and scored a
deeper wound than Smith could have possibly imagined. I know that Adam Smith died
two years after Shelburne's attack on France began. But he was well aware of what was
planned and was about to happen. He had a close working relationship with Jeremy
Bentham. He would have had to be blind and deaf not to recognize the direction into
which everything was being pushed. Naturally, one won't find any mentioning of that in
the history books. I have studied a lot of them. Still, the evidence certainly is there. The
coincidence is obvious, is it not? There is no doubt in my mind that Adam Smith was a
man of stature. Nor do I harbor any illusion about there being many people of equal
stature found in our modern world that have the capacity to recognize Smith's second
poison dart for what it is. But who even dares to do it? Who dares to point to Smith's
fascism-of-greed dart and identify it as an attack tool for cultural warfare to demobilize
civilization? It took someone like Hamilton to do this, who had recognized Smith's freetrade poison dart in his days, which was more easily recognizable, and then rallied people
against it. But people with this kind of combination of wisdom and daring are rare. That's
why Greed-Based Fascism, misnamed economics, still rules and its poison is destroying
us. I see no political parties fighting in this war on the side of humanity, to shut it down.
There is no one standing in the hustings fighting for a New World. Who even realizes
that a war is going on?"

Ross shook his head again.
"Seriously, Ross, where are the patriots standing in the hustings?" said Fred. Who
even knows anymore what the hustings are? Where are the intellectuals standing at the
street corners educating the public? This healing movement hasn't begun yet. It probably
won't begin until we start it. That's why Greed-Based Fascism still rules and the end of
the nuclear war game-playing isn't even in sight."
"I am sure that my friend Helen would concur with Adam Smith," I interrupted
Fred. "She would have agreed that if one wants to destroy a nation one will have to shut it
down on the inside. One will have to prevent the universal kiss from unfolding at every
chance that one gets. Once this is done the rest falls apart on its own."
"Sure," said Fred. "What Shelburne's Jacobin mob did in France, Adam Smith did
afterwards with Greed-Based Economics in the United States and virtually everywhere
around the world where the modern Empire has its wars going? Adam Smith authorized
the greedy to steal. He freed the criminals and put them into positions of power. That still
happens in our world."
"Our little episode last night, which nearly destroyed the world, was probably just
a minute part of that still ongoing larger war," said Heather. "Obviously, this Adam
Smith understood that if one destroys the foundation for the universal kiss, one sets up
the stage for universal war," added Heather.
"The universal kiss?" Fred repeated questioningly. "What is everyone talking
about? Is this something I should know?"

Since Fred was unfamiliar with the concept, I explained in a rough outline that
Helen recognizes humanity as a universal construct in which all mankind is bound to
each other in a lateral bond of love that reflects our individual love for our humanity, the
humanity that we all share, the love for which, if it is honest, extents to all mankind in a
lateral fashion from heart to heart. "Helen recognizes that this love for our common
humanity has three elements. One element is manifest in universal economic
development, which she defines as the element of our joy. Another element is manifest as
the development of science, which she defines the element of our power. The third
element is manifest as the universal kiss, so to speak, which she defines as the element of
our peace. The Principle of Universal Love is an active impetus that stands behind all
three elements. Its most profound outcome is what might be described as our universal
kiss."
"I love her concept of the universal kiss," said Heather. "It reflects the natural
unity of mankind. Aren't we all being human beings with a common humanity and a
common universal 'divine' Soul?"
I suggested to Fred that we need all three elements for civilization to stand tall, or
to stand at all. I suggested that any photographer would confirm that if one destroys a

single leg of a tripod, the tripod falls down. I suggested to Fred that it didn't really matter
which leg one destroys, the end result would always be the same. "That's what Adam
Smith understood," I said to Fred. "Adam Smith destroyed the universal kiss with greed,
thereby blinding society to its very Soul. The economic collapse was secondary, and so
was the collapse of science. The tripod fell down. The end result, when this happens, is
always war in terms that bring down civilization. War results when our humanity falls to
the ground. The imperials know this and make good use of the process. That is why we
are fighting the Empire's wars today against our own civilization. Society has been drawn
into the process. The imperials drained us of our humanity and turned us into stooges to
their fascism. But why do we comply?"
"War has basically no other purpose than to protect the empire from civilization,
the effects of which would eradicate the very notion of empire," answered Fred.
"Perpetual war is the imperial's Strategic Defense Initiative. It's their SDI! It is also used
as a cover-up to hide the Empire's inner bankruptcy. We comply, because we haven't
created our own Strategic Defense Initiative yet, our own humanist SDI, which we might
deploy to defend our humanity."
"That's the Principle of Universal Love," I interrupted Fred.
"The fact that we haven't started on our humanist SDI yet is the root of the Cold
War," said Fred and applauded me. "Russia had little to do with that. Can't you see this?
It is more accurate to say that Bertrand Russell started the Cold War. The Soviets are as
much a target of his reign of terror ideology as we are. Russell proposed the nuclear
bomb long before there was one, and proposed that it be used as a terror weapon to force
the whole of mankind under the umbrella of a single imperial world government or feudal
dictatorship. Then there would be peace, he suggested. But the reality is, that peace by
terror is perpetual war. This original Russellite policy actually still stands, Peter. The
nukes that he lobbied for were built, and they were built for their potential to terrorize
mankind into compliance with the demands of empire."
"That's why last night's near destruction of the world was but another facet of
Adam Smith's war against humanity," said Ross. "That's a part of the imperial outlook
that Russell admired, isn't it? It is no secret that Russell had lobbied for the atomic bomb
as a means of forcing a world-empire dictatorship on humanity."
"It's obvious, isn't it, that the further we move away from the universal kiss, the
more horrible will the manifests of war become?" I interjected. "Does anyone disagree
agree with that?"
Fred agreed. He even suggested that World War I and II were really Adam Smith's
'atomic' wars in this context. "It was always about protecting the empire of greed against
an unfolding renaissance of universal economic development. We need the humanist SDI
to defend ourselves against the madness of empire and its unleashing evermore forms of
war. And more than this, we need a renaissance-SDI to defend ourselves against the
climatic cooling of the coming return of the Ice Age."

"Perhaps that should be our real mission in Venice," I interjected, "to start a
Strategic Defense Initiative to defend humanity against the dynamics of the natural
changes in the universe. This means that we are not scrapping the SDI idea as such, but
are setting the stage for a much larger one that all mankind takes part in, one by which
the very notion of empire ends."
"By which also the name Adam Smith vanishes from the horizon and what it
signifies," added Heather.
"But first we have to attach the name to every permanent fascist war," said Ross.
"His name still rules and his war is still raging, though the man has been dead for over a
hundred years. Isn't it about time that this ends?"
"Except, you can't say anything like that at the conference in Venice," Fred
cautioned me. "Adam Smith is revered universally. If you were to speak against Adam
Smith, you'd be regarded as a fool. Our whole project would then be in danger. Without
the scientific foundation that we have just reviewed, nobody can recognize Adam Smith's
Greed-Based fascism as a covert cultural warfare instrument. Alexander Hamilton might
have understood this without too much of an explanation, but the Empire killed him for it
pre-emptively. That's how the Empire operates. You certainly can't link the surrendering
of the SDI with Adam Smith at the conference of the physicists. You can't even say that
we are giving the SDI to Russia as a gift in an effort to disable to some degree Adam
Smith's imperial poison dart that causes perpetual war. You can't say such a thing, even if
it is true. Nobody at the conference will be able to understand what Adam Smith has done
to mankind and is still doing, though he is long dead. You don't have time to teach
universal history. You have to present your case the hard way, Pete. Neither should you
talk about your favorite subject, The Principle of Universal Love, even if it is the core
principle of civilization. You would be speaking an unfamiliar language. The imperials of
the world made sure that the language of the Principle of Universal Love has become lost
a long time ago. You'll be facing a tough uphill battle, Pete. Nevertheless, I expect you to
win."
"And how is that going to happen?" I countered him. "You just spent an hour
teaching us history, illustrating that perpetual war is the outcome of empire, especially
the modern cultural warfare part of it that Adam Smith has evidently pioneered, and then
you are telling us that none of us can even talk about it? What the heck do you expect us
to do? This crisis needs to be healed. We can't just go there and do nothing. Scrapping the
SDI doesn't count as an active process. The healing requires the action of an active
universal principle, something positive with power in a developmental way. But you say,
DON'T!"
Fred shook his head. "I'm not saying that, Peter. I am merely saying that you can't
attack this challenge through the front door. The front door is watched. You have to
attack this through the back door. That's how you handled the cruise missile incidence
last night. Tony didn't go through the chain of command. That step would have failed.
There wasn't time to go through the front door. Time wasn't on your side last night. But
you did the right thing. You pried open the back door and promoted Dagmar to General.

The case was solved before the chain of command was fully powered up. The way you
guys proceeded was an example of leadership. If you would act like that again you would
win in Venice too. I'm counting on that you do. Just don't expect me to dictate to you
what steps you must take."
Fred looked at his watch when he said this, then looked up at Ross and Heather
and smiled, and began waving his arms about. "You must get your stuff together, and
quickly," he said loud enough for also Sylvia to hear him, who was inside in the house.
Fred spoke in as loud tone of voice as a town-crier might, speaking in his heavy Spanish
accent, grinning from ear to ear, loud enough for everyone to hear him. "Get ready
people, or I'll be threatening to come along as your valet!" he said. "The float plane
should be here any minute." He repeated the last sentence twice.
He still grinned and laughed when Ross and Heather left us standing on the
balcony in an evident rush to get a few things together.
"Valet of what?" I replied and began to laugh myself. "We have to go in our work
clothes, just as we are. It'll take an hour to go back to camp and change. Also we'll have
to go without passports, money, credit cards and ID papers. It's all locked up back at
camp in the truck. Maybe you should come along, Fred, as our liaison to vouch for us."
Fred looked at me and burst into laughter. He laughed as if nothing more serious
had transpired during our entire conversation at the railing than being engaged in some
small talk looking out across the water at an oil slick that was barely visible by then, and
making jokes about it.
"Don't worry," said Fred quietly, "you'll be given everything that you need. It will
be ready for you when you get to Berlin."

Chapter 8 - The Shockwave Effect.

"I still can't believe what is happening," said Sylvia, looking down from the
twenty-fourth floor of the new Hilton on Kurfuersten Dam in Berlin. "I feel like I'm in a
007 spy movie. Yesterday morning, we were camping and building a trail to the beach, in
the evening we witnessed a Russian fishing boat launch a nuclear cruise missile right
over our house towards Washington, minutes later we were scrambling like mad to avoid
a nuclear war, and now, just over a day is gone by and we're living like royalty in one of
the most fashionable centers of Europe on a mission to save the whole of mankind.
Tomorrow, whether we like it or not, we will be ambassadors of the USA with a
challenge to all nations that puts us onto the top of the world. It's unbelievable what is
happening, isn't it? If someone had predicted this two days ago, I would have laughed."
"Gosh! I think we left our shovels and the chain saw on the beach," said Tony.
"We didn't even get a chance to take our tools back to camp."
"Who cares about chain saws now?" said Sylvia. "Think of the excitement ahead!
Think of the danger of sneaking behind the Iron Curtain, past mounted rifles, smuggling
one of their top scientists into Italy for a week! Think of the adventures of floating in
gondolas through the canals of Venice, and not least, saving the world from destruction!
Who cares about chain saws in times like these?" She laughed as she said it.
"Yes, it's like living on top of the world all right," said Ross and took a deep
breath.
"Indeed it is, let's drink to that!" I added. I had a tray of champagne glasses in my
hand that I had just filled.
"From Uncle Sam?" Heather asked.
I nodded.
"Let's drink to Uncle Sam's generosity," said Heather and took a sip. We all did.
"But you have to be careful," added Ross. "It is a narrow, fast moving place, the
top of the world. You need precise footwork, far more than a downhill skier in a race.
One slip, and it is game over!" Ross raised his glass.
"Oh go on," I said.
"No, no! Jokes aside," said Ross. "You can't evade the fact that there are basic
principles involved. If you ignore even one of them, you slip. But if you understand them
you can move with total freedom. That's where the excitement begins! Once you
understand the science of what you are dealing with, you can dance circles around

anyone. You can face the guns and think nothing of them. You might even feel
compassion for those who feel compelled to carry those guns."
"Let's drink to the principles," said Tony, raising his glass. "Let's drink to dancing
on top of the world!"
"I think, what we are doing here is just as crazy as our Wreck Beach project," I
said to Tony. "But I love it! I have a feeling that this one is going to work."
"Do you guys realize that this adventure could be a turning point in history?" said
Heather.
"Right!" I said, and topped off her glass of champagne.

We were all assembled on the balcony again that evening after a few hours of
sleeping. We were guests in the brand new Hilton in Berlin. We had three rooms on the
twenty-first floor. The sidewalks below us were crowded with people going out to dinner,
or to the movies or theaters. The glittering lights and the atmosphere of the city didn't
reflect that we were in the midst of a Cold War that was fast heating up towards colossal
chaos and nuclear destruction.
"Whoever has the SDI first, controls the world!" I overheard Ross telling Sylvia.
Sylvia replied, "this is why we are giving it away, gift wrapped with hugs and
kisses, and a ribbon tied around it with love."
"Diplomacy, as we call it, has all been done wrong in the past," announced Ross
with his glass held high. "It hasn't bought us anything, has it? Diplomacy shouldn't
impose itself. Just look at us now! We try our best not to be noticed. No puffed up
superior strength this time! We offer them a gift they've been screaming for, and with no
strings attached. Diplomacy has never been like that. We're giving the world away to
save it!"
"Seriously," I said, "what we are doing is something much deeper than has ever
been done before. We count our gain in what we give away, and we are sure of our
success. We are sure by reasons of a principle that has never been recognized before,
except by Steve. Steve always says, we bring to each other our love to enrich oneanother's existence. This is enough to build unity. Since diplomacy has always failed us
in the past, this indicates to me that our diplomacy has not been built on this principle. So
tell me, why shouldn't we be able to turn the diplomatic ship around and proceed from a
different basis? We are now pursuing diplomacy on the basis of Steve's scientifically
discovered universal principle that has already been proven, that has brought us all
together. Except when we apply this principle to diplomacy, our diplomacy isn't
diplomacy anymore in the standard sense, but becomes a communication that involves
something real!"

We all drank to that, too. We drank to many other acknowledgments as well, and
to our bold and glorious venture.

"I'm really excited," said Heather at one point. Looking down onto the city.
The smile this brought to her face reminded me of the days we have had together
that seemed so far away now, as if they belonged to another world and another time. I
recalled our second evening together. We had come to a small town. We were all worn
out from the long drive, Tony, Heather and I, on our way to Key West. It had been a hot
day. The evening remained warm as one expects in mid-summer. The dinner from the
night before in Elizabeth City was still on my mind. It had been a grand dinner. The
wonderful feeling that I had felt during that dinner at the Steak Loft had resurfaced many
times through the long drive. Indeed, there were few moments during the many hours of
driving in the heat when I hadn't thought of Heather and us being together. Then another
evening was about to unfold that began almost like a replay of the evening before. By
some miracle, though, it got better still.
My adventure with Heather soon went beyond my wildest dream. This night
became brighter. It developed into something even more beautiful. I was amazed at what
was happening. I hadn't dared to expect anything as beautiful, or to imagine that a simple
smile could be as bright and feel as warm deep inside.

As Heather and I were facing each other on the balcony of the Hilton Hotel in
Berlin, those precious days came to mind again, triggered by the same kind of smile,
though attached with a new, yet 'impossible' hope.
The precious days we had shared appeared distant now only in time, but not in my
memories. I remembered that second evening together as if it had happened just a few
days ago.
We had been alone at the swimming pool that evening. Tony had remained in his
room watching his favorite ball game again. His team had been on a winning streak. He
had plenty of beer and potato chips on hand. For him to leave under those circumstances,
to go out for supper or do anything else, was unthinkable. Consequently, we simply lived
on snacks that evening, supplemented with egg-sandwiches from a 'Deli' corner store,
something to munch on at the pool. All three of us had chosen the motel for its pool. The
pool had looked like heaven after a long day on the road in the heat of the summer, and
so did the thought of relaxing in the Jacuzzi afterwards.
When the Jacuzzi became too hot, long after Tony's game had started, we stretched
ourselves out on the lounges. The pool looked like an enormous emerald indeed, glowing
mysteriously in the dark. We talked about fairy tale wonders, things of this sort, and
about us in the same context.

"What do you expect will happen to us?" Heather asked at one point.
"Will happen?" I repeated and shook my head. "You mean, is happening? The way
I feel right now I couldn't ask for anything better. The best is happening already. I am
having the most wonderful feeling when I am with you. It started yesterday since we met.
I hadn't known for a long time what it means to be on fire."
I turned towards her and smiled. "What more can happen?" I said. "Just looking at
you is a joy beyond compare; to see your smile; your wonderful face; your sparkling
eyes; your lovely hair blowing in the breeze as we drive; to see your beautiful figure
whenever I open my eyes. Just being near you is heaven. Could I ask for more? And the
way things go, it seems there is more of this to come the more we get to know each other.
Being with you is a treat in every respect."

She hadn't answered a word to what I had said. Instead, she raised her shoulders in
a cuddly sort of way and smiled. This said more.
I had raised the back of the recliner when we spoke. It was wonderful just to sit
there and look at her. What I saw and felt, I had only been dreaming about before, except
that I hadn't dreamed tall enough. I leaned back all the way now and then. Leaning back
brought me closer to her as she lay stretched out in the recliner next to me, close enough
to touch. "We must not let go of what we have," I said quietly. "Life is so rich! We must
let it unfold. We must allow ourselves to be who we are. We owe this to ourselves."
Again she didn't answer, but kept on smiling.

"A traveler once asked a coachman to show him all the best sights in his country,"
I continued the conversation, not taking my eyes off her for a second."
"But the traveler was unwise," she said, continuing the story. "He imposed on the
coachman: Turn here. Turn there! In the end the traveler complained bitterly when the
coach ended up driving through a garbage dump instead of along a beach or through a
park."
"Life is full of beautiful things and of beautiful people," I replied. "By what
wisdom can we impose on its ways by asking for more when we have the best already at
hand? And most of that, so it seems, lies already within us?"
Heather begun to grin at this point. I could still remember it. She didn't say
anything. She just grinned. So I kept on.

"The traveler tours the world to experience whatever riches the world holds," I said
moments later.
"Sex, too?" she asked, still grinning.
I shrugged my shoulders. "The sum total of what we share is greater than sex."
"But isn't the lesser a part of the greater?" she asked with a sweet gesture as she
was inviting me for a kiss. Indeed, she was. That opportunity I wasn't inclined to let go
by unrealized.
I kissed her in reply.
Indeed, why should I have resisted that wonderful invitation? "I would be a liar to
suggest that I wouldn't say, whoopee doo!" I said to her after the kiss and followed this
up with another kiss.
"And fooling around?" she said, grinning even more.
"Indeed, coachman, I would answer. Fooling around? Why not? The thought is
exciting. Please take us to it. Show us all the bests sights!"

I grinned back at her so much so that my face began to hurt.
"Love must envelop us in all its ways," she replied and did this with a wicked kind
of smile. "Love must be like a sun for its own sake, by its own terms. That's fooling
around, isn't it?"
I nodded. "But love might be still more than that," I added. "Love begins within us
as we fall in love with ourselves for what we are, for the freedoms we are able to claim,
and for the wonders we are able to share. This is something we can't fool around with. It
is something so precious that we can only embrace each other for, even intimately. With
it we enrich one-another's life by sharing our being with one-another. When this kind of
self-love overflows, in which we embrace one-another, then the spark of our humanity
that we cherish deeply in our heart can only lead to a lot of hugging, even sexual
embracing in whatever form this may be appropriate. It has to be that way, don't you
agree, for where would one draw the line to hem the sunshine in?"
She nodded and grinned. "Then we shouldn't resist it, right?" she said in her lovely
sweet voice.
"That's how it must be if our life is to be as grand as our love tells us that it might
be," I said in as soft a tone as I could.
"What are your preferences then?" she asked, still grinning.

"Preferences?"
"Sexual preferences?"
"That depends on what the question means," I replied with an even bigger grin. "If
it means male or female, I choose female. If it means a little or lots of it, I choose
moderate. If it means oral, anal, or whatever, I choose oral. If it means kinky or straight, I
choose straight. If it means having it with you, or someone else, I choose you, definitely
you. I'd love to feel my face between your legs...."
"Oh you devil!" she interrupted and waved a finger at me.
"Home is heaven," I said. "Its song is endless celebration, its fire the universal
kiss, its peace our joy, its vestibule a holy place. Do we need more? Should we aim for
less?"
"Ah, you're a devil then, who loves to have the Universe on fire," she said with a
grin.
"But isn't that the way the Universe already is?" I said. "Isn't every star in the
heavens a sun? The heavens are ablaze with fire, with the fire of the universal kiss!"
She grinned. "Why wouldn't I love a celebration in heaven then?" she said and
laughed. "But where shall it be?"
"In my room, or yours?" I said and joined her laughter. "If this is the choice, I
would choose your room since mine is occupied. And if the choice is between now or
later, I would choose 'any' time, tonight, this very minute, immediately!"
"My room will do - heaven should never be distant," she said and continued to
laugh while standing up. "My heaven is yours for the sharing," she said. With her
laughter quickly becoming a grin, she punched me gently and then reached her hand out
to help me up. "What a daring devil you are! Of course I'd love to feel your face between
my legs," she added and sealed the agreement with a kiss.
We both grinned from ear to ear. I didn't say anything more. There wasn't a need to
say more.

We had left the pool area hand in hand.
What had followed that night unfolded into a new dimension of loveliness that I
wouldn't want to have missed for the world. For a brief moment the danger of AIDS
came to mind and vanished from it. The thought was quickly suppressed as irrelevant.
Her motives were powered by love, not by the arrogance of a killer. She was a star, a sun,
and a bright new universe to explore. What a promise that night held for all the days

ahead! And it wasn't an empty promise. That night became the beginning of an explosion
of joy that brightened all the days we had had together.
We slept together every night after that, cuddled up to each other. The closeness
made us feel freer towards one-another, and lighter towards ourselves. Our journey
together became a celebration of life's greater freedoms.
Key West, of course, turned out to be the worst place for such a celebration of life.
Key West might have been a great place for a holiday, or to retire at, a place fore resting
and sleeping, but for a celebration of being alive, the town was the most boring place.
The town was dead, dull, heavy, just like the Navy's hearing. The only consolation was
that a three-day pause in the proceedings had been scheduled to allow for a weekend
party. Officially, the recess was granted to enable people to attend a garden party that was
given by one of the wives of the Admiralty. Oh, the torture that implied! We had been
hungry for anything except an enforced dull event.
Tony came to the rescue that day, like a knight in shining armor. When I told him
about our predicament, he began to whistle his favorite tune again: "Puff the Magic
Dragon that lived by the sea...." In real terms, this meant that he had access to the Uncle
Sam's Air Transport Service. He was sure there were regular milk-run flights going
between Key West and Edwards Air Force Base. He was also sure that with his rank and
'influential power,' as he put it jokingly, he could get us on."
"With any luck, we can be in Vegas tonight," he said. "We'll take the shuttle to
Vegas from the civilian airport there."

I still remembered how Heather had hugged him for that, with a kiss. What more
could I have added in words to thank him?
Indeed, we had been lucky. Puff took to the air at 4:30 PM. I had been out of the
hearing like a shot, at three o'clock sharp, the moment the debriefing was suspended.

We arrived in Vegas quite late, but who cared? The night was all ours. What
followed became the wildest, most wonderful weekend imaginable. My face hurt from
too much smiling. Our days became an unbroken sequence of romance, fancy dinners,
musical shows, cabarets full of tempo and zest, swimming, dancing, strolling through
casinos that were like living fashion shows. Tony seemed to be happy for us. He didn't
seem to mind our sexual attraction to one-another. In fact, he seemed delighted. To some
degree he became enveloped in it, too. Our embrace became more and more a universal
embrace.
The food was mostly excellent. However, that didn't seem to matter. Also the
showgirls were everything that Las Vegas stood for, but none of that measured up to the
excitement we had with each other. There was something good unfolding between

Heather and I. Tony seemed to enjoy being touched by the flow of it all. It was sexual in
many ways, but on a more profound level. Being in Vegas was fun, but it became more
than that. It became a joy. We even tried gambling once, but that was boring. There was
more joy in walking arm in arm through streets filled with dazzling lights than in seeing a
few dollar coins being dispensed by the time-consuming, money-eating, one-armed
bandits.
Every night we came back to the hotel exhausted, hyper, and Heather and I
evermore in love. Sex in those days between Heather and I, in the sanctuary of our room
in the double-room suite, became almost a holy event. Something greater was unfolding
than what sexuality by itself could inspire. We were embracing each other all night, so it
seemed, even in our sleep the fire kept on burning. The embrace of each other that had
brightened our day, had simply continued on, except without a thread of clothing
standing in the way. It became a case of zero distance between us, an infinite embrace
that unfolded into a new definition for Helen's revolutionary concept of the universal
kiss. It became an element of a great peace indeed, supported by the warmth of a great
fire.
Our embrace was far more than a 'moral' embrace. The very idea of morality had
been left behind. We had stepped up to higher ground. The moral voice which cries,
"don't do it!" had been overruled by an active principle, the principle of universal
sovereignty and universal love. Why shouldn't we have allowed this love to unfold?
Nothing came into play that violated the integrity of one-another or could have marred
this wonderful, infinite embrace in which the concept of I, or us, became one and the
same, and this without any one of us being aware of it at the time it was happening. Tony
too was enveloped in this love.

On the third day Puff gave us a lift to Tampa, for a quick whirl through Disney
World, a jungle of rides, imagination, and wonders of all sorts. We spent more time
hanging upside down or flying sideways, or hugging each other tightly while being jerked
around by exhilarating machines, than we spent standing on the ground, apart from lining
up.
Tony and Heather and I became closer to one-another than we ever had been. We
shared our vacation days away from the Navy, our joy's, our laughs. Then we were off
again, late after midnight with Puff's early morning flight. We arrived back in Key West
just in time for the hearing that always started at 09:00 hours, sharp.
One of the Navy officials remarked during the coffee break on what a grand
weekend it had been, supposing that I had attended the Admiral's wife's garden party, as
apparently everyone had. "Half the Navy was there," he commented.
I remembered that I had agreed with him. Worn out and tired as I was, I assured
him that the weekend had been one of the finest ever. This wasn't a lie. It was merely a
monumental understatement. Of course, the Navy chap had no idea what I was talking

about. How could he have had? How could anyone have known what we had shared in
those three days? We had been in a tipsy for three solid days, and three nights, too. Thank
God for the magic dragon who had rescued us all from the Navy's grand garden party.
What a death this would have been!

Heather grinned when I mentioned Vegas on the balcony of the Grand Hilton in
Berlin. I mentioned that the lights on Kurfuersten Dam were nothing in comparison with
those that we saw in Vegas. Still, there was a resemblance that brought with it a faint
renewal of the excitement that had gripped us then.
"Do you remember our nights at the Sands?" I asked her, "and our dinner at the
Steak Loft, when you asked the waiter for ketchup with your Chateaubriand?"
"Hey, you should talk," she smiled. "Didn't I see you attack your French Onion
Soup with a fork and a knife?"
"Yes, those were the days!" I replied.
"The finest in a long time that I can remember!" said Heather. "I feel sorry for your
friend Steve," she added. "His keen, precise logic, and perception of scientific facts, must
have given him an enormous jump on the kind of freedoms that ordinary people like us
have to earn bit by bit. As for me, I love the learning. There is so much to be found in the
process of learning. Compared to our experiences, his life must have been like a journey
in a jetliner at forty thousand feet, with all the comforts of piped in music and in-flight
meals served with a touch of champagne. I can't help wondering how much of what is so
beautifully human he may have missed, like those wonderful little joys, hopes, pains,
agonies and victories that are part of the fun of traveling in small hops, growing up day
by day? Don't you agree?"
I shook my head and said no. For once I knew she was wrong. I suggested to her
that Steve might have missed stumbling through a lot of situations that end up in an
alleyway of poverty, providing no gain to anyone. I felt that the doors of freedom that his
keener insight had opened couldn't possibly have caused him any real loss. To the
contrary, he was able to move with lightning speed through the 'jungle' to the precise spot
where the riches can be found, and he helped us to do the same. I reminded her that his
breakthroughs did not only benefit himself, but have benefited many people, us included.
"Without Steve's pioneering work, I would never have allowed myself the chance to be
with you in the first place. I wouldn't have dared even dream of it, much less go to Las
Vegas with you and turn the whole town inside out. Without the scientific perception of
universal principles that he opened up my thinking to, I would have been too shy to stop
for you on the highway going south. What a tragedy this would have been! I would have
never known what it feels like to be twenty years younger in one giant leap and be on fire
as I was."
She smiled and hugged me briefly, spilling some of her champagne in the process.
"Unfortunately what we had may never happen again," she said quietly in a sad tone.

"We are both too tightly boxed in into a world that long traditions have created for us, a
world in which we must live isolated from one-another. We are now forced to almost
hide our love again behind those boundaries that still stand tall, though written in the
sand. We isolate ourselves in the name of love. We have done daring things in our days
together, but we haven't won anything, have we? Isn't that also why we are here on this
mission? This impotence has been the fate of the world. We are trying to deal with the
boundaries that have been erected between the hearts of entire nations by long traditions
that have made the world a dangerous place. These shouldn't exist, but it is hard to ignore
them and harder still to deal with them."
"Yes they do exist," I said quietly. "They exist because love is allowed only in the
smallest possible way. It appears that this is all that we are capable of. No one has yet
been able to break this barrier. We have been able to take a few tiny steps forward with
Steve's help, but the barriers are still there. That is obviously the reason why you could
hug me only briefly with Ross and Sylvia being around. We are still boxed in by our
desperately small sense of love. It seems like a miracle in this context that you and I can
be together at all with Sylvia and Ross standing beside us and them not going nuts over
ownership conflicts as most people would."
"We surely are still boxed in by the smallness of the world's love that creates this
box for us," I said in total agreement. "Maybe we should solve this problem for the
world. Without us solving it, we may not be able to escape from this smallness in
thinking in the world for a long time to come, if ever."
"What you propose is easier said than done," said Heather.
"Sure it is. That is also why I am afraid that our SDI mission in Venice, as
necessary it appears to be, won't solve anything fundamentally in the long run, because
we are still thinking too small. We don't seem committed to the fire for what is right, that
once had carried us. We aren't looking for a real improvement in any fundamental way in
Venice, are we? We are only hoping that the stalemate might continue. The stalemate is
all nice and moral, isn't it? But that's the trouble with morality; it's a zero-scientific state.
Nothing is moving there. There is no fire, no love, no passion for life and for the infinite.
Morality is like the Admiralty's garden party. And soon we'll be hosting a similar party of
our own in Venice, and I'm certain that nothing more will come out of that party than
came out of the garden party where everybody bowed and made nice gestures and
behaved as expected. We are going to do this again as if it was written in a script,
Heather, just wait and see. It will be all superficial, dull, boring, and quite
inconsequential. We'll be dancing around the core issue that nobody wants to face head
on. What we are about to do in Venice won't change the fact that all of us have boxed
ourselves in with our policy for nuclear weapons defense, our doctrine of Mutually
Assured Destruction. We need to have a fundamental improvement. We need to get
ourselves out of that box before our mutually assured commitment to total destruction
comes true. Unfortunately, our love is too small for that still. There is no fire on the
scene. It's all too shallow and superficial for us to build a common bridge to get us all out
of this prison. Puff the magic dragon doesn't seem to exist in the wider world that we call
the real world. But without this bridge, how can we even hope to build the kind of stage

for mankind that we haven't been able to build for a long time? It seems impossible even
to maintain the bridge of joy that we once built between our two hearts. We remain
standing isolated in spite of our most daring advances and in spite of the great generosity
towards love by everyone here that borders on the miraculous. We haven't achieved a
fundamental improvement even with that, that is built on active principles. The most that
we have achieved is an expanded passive accommodation. Hopefully we can step beyond
that."

While we spoke to each other on the balcony I noticed a homeless woman pushing
her cart along the far sidewalk across the street from the hotel. Gusts of wind blew her
long hair into her face repeatedly. A sudden wind seemed to have come up. Eventually,
she simply turned her cart around and walked into the wind to keep her hair out of her
face, apparently wandering aimlessly about in her search for a kind soul that might give
her something, a few crumbs to keep her going a little while longer.
I pointed the woman out to Heather and then called the others. Heather suggested
that we should help the woman in some way. Ross agreed. Almost spontaneously we all
donated a few dollars each. Tony volunteered to take the money down to her, an even
hundred. The rest of us watched from the balcony.
As Tony handed her the money I realized how insignificant these few dollars
really were in comparison to her real need. I also realized, and I pointed this out to the
others, that the plight of this woman and the world's plight, as the world was teetering at
the edge of a nuclear war, were fundamentally related to each other as the result of the
same process.
"No!" said Ross emphatically. "These are separate issues."
"Oh, are they now?" I replied. "I know a woman in East Germany who would
strongly disagree with you from personal experience," I said to him. "She told me the
story of her nearly being raped right on the university grounds. The experience left a big
imprint on her life, but in a positive manner. On her way to the streetcar stop after a
lecture that night, she noticed a man following her. He caught up with her, covered her
mouth and forced her into an empty building. She decided that instead of running the risk
of being hurt, she would simply give him what he wanted and walk away from it
afterwards. In order to ease the tension that had become too explosive, she offered him a
kiss by her own volition, difficult as this was. She said that during the kiss the tension
suddenly drained away as the man erupted right into his pants. She said that he
apologized profusely afterwards, for what had come over him. He even asked her for a
date, which she of course refused. She told him that he appeared to be an intelligent
person, and should therefore be perfectly capable of building a loving relationship that
would meet his needs. He said, yes, but added that wherever he turned he found only
closed doors.

"The homeless woman must have experienced the same environment of closed
doors and closed hearts wherever she turned," I continued. "My friend in East Germany
felt sad about the man, but mostly she felt ashamed about herself afterwards that she had
closed still another door at his face by refusing his request for a date. He had even said,
please. Why had she answered him with a harsh, no? It would have cost her so little to
meet the man in a public place for a coffee perhaps, while it would have meant a great
deal to him. She felt sad for us all that we have created a world that is so poor that these
simple needs can no longer be met for one another, while our world abounds in great
riches, such as she realized she had abundantly herself. 'How poor am I then, being
trapped into this poverty-stricken world of closed hearts and closed hands?' she said to
herself. With this realization she began to take up the study of love. Unfortunately, far too
few people do. She told me that she would no longer say no to the man's request for a
date, but would use this opportunity to explore with him of how the closed doors might
become open gateways towards meeting one-another's needs, because no human being is
inherently satisfied living in isolation. On the platform of our self-isolation, civilization
goes to hell."
"The homeless woman is not a victim then," said Tony. "In her case we are the
victims. She is laying the charge on us all, saying in her silent way, just look at yourself
how poor you all are in the glitter of your stolen riches with which you have created this
poverty-stricken world."
Tony turned to me. "You told us the woman's story incorrectly," he said. "The man
didn't rape the woman. The woman raped the man. The man said, please help me, and she
closed the door into his face. The homeless woman is charging the entire world with rape,
and she is warning that if this isn't healed we will become our own victims. How close
have we come last night to this already happening? We are on the way to Venice with a
Band-Aid offer to patch things up. This means that Peter is right in saying that the
woman's case is the same as our case."
"The same solution that resolves the one problem," I said, "also resolves the other.
In this sense Tony is right. Our mission in Venice isn't to offer a real solution."
"So, why are we engaged in this big charade then?" said Tony.
"We do it, because we are too stupid to do anything better," I said to him.
"However, I am also hoping that the six of us will find a way in Venice to take at least a
few steps in the right direction. And maybe, if we are hitting the mark right on we might
even change the world enough to help the homeless woman too. If we say that the two
cases are not the same, or that we can't do anything about them, then we have already
lost."
Ross finally did agree. "Yes, the two problems are related," he said quietly. "They
are related, because they are both caused by the same too narrow sense of love. The
woman is slowly dying because society overlaid the principle of economics with greed
based fascism, just as the world has overlaid its humanist renaissance of the general

welfare and the dignity of the human being, with the dogma of perpetual war under the
umbrella of empire."
I watched Heather's reaction. She nodded. Sylvia simply smiled.
"The policy of a too narrow sense of love is the policy of a war that we are all
fighting to some degree, which we are fighting against our own humanity," I said.
Ross nodded. "That's the same despicable war that the royal oligarchy has been
waging against the renaissance spirit of humanity since the 16th Century, as Fred had
repeatedly pointed out" said Ross to Heather. He pointed out that the real spirit of
humanity is reflected in the sovereignty of the nations as nation-states and in the
sovereign self-development of society. He explained to Heather that the imperials are
fighting a desperately bitter war against the natural unfolding of our humanity. "They are
fighting a war against mankind in order to protect their feudal monetary system with
which they have been looting humanity for centuries," said Ross. "In the pursuit of this
war against humanity they aim to destroy the world's nation-states, their industries, even
their economies and cultural potential as human beings. They are fighting against the
self-development of humanity as a whole. They are murdering people on all of these
fronts on a vast scale. They've stepped beyond raping to murdering. They are fighting to
create a world of poverty in which they hope their looting system will be able to survive.
They know they can only survive if they can keep humanity in an environment of poverty
in which they retain their advantage, which they believe is their power."
"Guess how this came about," I said to Ross. "Do you know at which point in
history we first missed the boat, for which we are still suffering the consequences
because the mistake has not yet been corrected?"
Ross shrugged his shoulders.
"We missed the boat in the year 1508," I said to him. "The mess we are now in is
the direct result of what happened in 1508. So we mustn't blame the modern imperials or
the fundi. We have to blame the Renaissance powers for our mess today. They messed
this thing up for us way back in 1508."
"What happened?" said Ross. "What are you talking about?"
"I am talking about the homeless woman on the sidewalk below. Isn't it obvious,
Ross?" I said to him. "Prior to the Renaissance the empires of the world were only
threatened by one another. They encountered no other foe than themselves. This changed
with the Renaissance. From that point on the Renaissance became the biggest threat to
every empire's existence. The League of Cambrai in 1508 proved that. The League was
put together for one task only, to wipe out the usurious slave trading Empire, the empire
of Venice that had become the number one sore spot on the European landscape. The
Venetian Empire would have been defeated by the League of Cambrai had the Pope not
intervened. The Venetians successfully coerced the Pope to stop the attack on them. By
this feat of 'diplomacy' the Venetian Empire survived. That was a tragedy. Venice
immediately waged war to destroy the renaissance that nearly had wiped it off the map.

From this time on every empire that has ever existed has been at war against mankind to
destroy its humanity in order to prevent the rise of another Renaissance. The imperials
had to destroy any possible impetus that might open the door to a future Renaissance.
Every war from this time to the present has been an imperial war fought against mankind
in order to hinder its self-development."
"Now what has this got to do with the woman on the sidewalk below?" Ross
interrupted me.
"It has got everything to do with that, Ross," I replied. "The downwards trend into
hell that destroyed mankind for the last five hundred years, might not have happened if
the Renaissance powers had made a consecrated effort to uplift the Venetian rulers and
bring them into the Renaissance. Instead of banding an army together to wipe the
Venetians out, the Renaissance powers should have respected their own fundamental
principle, the Principle of Universal Love and Love-Based Economics. Venice should
have been included in that. It should have been brought into the brightness of the
universal humanity of mankind, instead of being dragged deeper into its role of being a
universal enemy of mankind."
"I think it is still not too late for that reversal to be made," said Sylvia. "As far as
the imperial history goes, the oligarchy has never benefited from its wars against
mankind, while mankind has paid a huge price for allowing the oligarchy to play that
role. In the end, no one has ever benefited."
Ross applauded her. "Yes, the 1508 screw-up needs to be corrected, and this can
be done," he agreed. "But more urgently is the correction of the next screw-up that began
in the year in which the British East India Company was established as a private empire.
The year was 1763. The so established private sovereign empire became the British
Empire. It became the world's most powerful force for looting humanity, founded
securely on its own vast private central banking system. Its far-flung network of private
central banks now rules the world, but as Sylvia has pointed out, the oligarchy has never
benefited from its war against humanity. Consequently, its vast citadel of financial power
is essentially bankrupt. It has become an empty shell. That is what is reflected in the
tragedy of the homeless woman on the sidewalk below. She is the victim of a system that
has looted the world, but which is itself as bankrupt as that woman on the street."
"You may be right, but the greater tragedy remains still unseen," said Sylvia.
"When the private imperial financial system falls apart, the nations of the world will have
to act and reclaim their sovereign control over their currencies and credit. They have to
do this in order to survive, but the imperials can't allow this to happen. They know that
they will have to block the nations from gaining control in order for the imperial system
to be able to survive. This means that we have reached the point in which we are facing
the greatest contest for survival of all times, a battle of the titans so to speak, struggling
for their very existence. Last night's cruise missile attack on America might have been
one of the opening ripples of what might yet become the greatest storm on the oceans of
power that we have ever found ourselves in the midst of. That too, is what the woman on
the sidewalk represents. She represents an unprecedented tragedy in the making."

"I cry for her," I said to Sylvia. "I cry for her tragedy in that she is forced to live
without sex. Being forced to live outside the social world, outside the world of humanity,
she is forced to live without sex, and without close human affections, and therefore
without the one bond that binds us the closest to one another as human beings."
"The lack of sexual intimacies in society may have been the reason for the near
universal isolation in society in the first place, that caused her homelessness, together
with everything else," said Sylvia. "The lack of deep intimacy breeds society's selfisolation from one another, which consequently results in economic collapse,
homelessness, political insanity, war, and even nuclear war."
"What then are we going to Venice for, when the problem is rooted miles away
from what we will be doing there?" interjected Heather.
Tony began to laugh. "We are going to Venice to patch up the mess with a Band
Aid," he said. "Trust me, we won't be doing much more than that in spite of our best
intentions."
"What else can we do?" I said. "At least we come with a lot of good intentions."
"How about fixing the cause for the mess?" said Tony. "What about applying all
that scientific stuff that you've been talking about?"
"We are up to our eyebrows in this mess, because nobody has done squat for
thousands of years, or even attempted anything meaningful," I said to him. "We are miles
ahead by coming with a commitment to sit at the table and reach a hand out across it.
That's what my friend in East Germany hadn't been able to do, who is a leading edge
scientist. I think we are past this hurtle already. We are extending a hand across the table.
We don't know what the response will be. Maybe we can inspire some footsteps towards
solving the underlying problem too. Steve might help us with that. However, first and
foremost, we need to stop the bleeding so that the world won't die on us in the mean time
in a nuclear nightmare. The underlying cause should have been addressed eons ago, but it
wasn't, so that we now have to deal with the mess that has thereby been created. And as I
said, we might even do something meaningful along the way."
Tony nodded.

Ross agreed. He pointed out to Heather that the homeless woman is the result of
precisely that process that is creating 'royal' poverty around the world. He also suggested
to Heather that the imperials know that their goal is more readily achieved by
depopulating the Earth to a large degree, since their coveted depopulation is bound to
create a deep, deep poverty among the remaining population. Ross suggested that this is
how they may aim to win the upcoming battle of the titans for eliminating the nationstates. "Their goal is to assure that there won't be any contest to challenge them," said
Ross. "By creating this deep poverty across the world, a major part of their battle to rule
the world will be won." Ross explained to Heather that Fred believes that the Cold War

nuclear confrontation is ultimately designed to facilitate this deep-reaching poverty. And
what better way is there to create it than to create it artificially through cultural warfare."
"Nuclear war appears to be designed for a terror objective that instills a crippling
mental poverty in society on a near universal scale," I suggested to Ross. "The imperials
may be hoping that humanity will never be able to recover itself from this takedown of its
humanity and stage another Renaissance that would once again challenge the empire."
"Total poverty is what you will have when you eliminate four-fifths of humanity,"
Tony interjected. "It makes no difference then whether you do it with nuclear war, or the
gentry way by means of universal poverty. Even I can see that."
"The perception evidently is, that when this happens the imperials' feudalism will
never be challenged again for as long as the new dark ages will last, and those may not
end before the next Ice Age has passed," said Ross. "The return of the Ice Age poses the
greatest challenge that mankind has ever faced. There is only one option possible for
mankind to maintain its large world-population in the coming Ice Age environment, or a
larger one than we have today. This option is to create indoor agriculture with near global
dimensions. While this is technologically feasible, the world is presently committed to
drive itself into poverty that would render the needed Ice Age Renaissance an impossible
hope. However, if we were to put this requirement for the future on the table in Venice,
as a necessity for the present, and make it the basis for giving up the SDI, we might
change the world. We might stage a platform for advancing the unity of all mankind. We
might be able to come away from Venice with a global improvement that the nations of
the world can build on for their common future."
"That was the original idea behind the SDI," I said to Ross.
"That's why it probably won't happen this time either," said Sylvia. "The imperials
would 'smell' the rescue plan and stop it before it ever began to unfold."
Ross nodded his agreement.
"You cannot do that also for another reason," said Sylvia to Ross. "The whole
scientific community will laugh you to scorn. They're the people that have put their
reputation on the line to create the global warming dream. It's going to be tough enough
to kill their SDI dream. Now you want to kill their global warming dream too? I think
you're biting off more than you can chew."
"No, we have to do this," said Heather. "We've been shutting everything down from
the textile industry to the steel industry. We've been nicely obedient to the imperials and
we are killing ourselves in the process. We have to do the opposite. Instead of catering to
slavery for cheap products we have to revert to technological automation for efficient
production. Instead of reducing people's income so that more and more people can't
afford to live anymore, we have to pay the kind of rich wages that correspond to the rich
society that we aim to be, no, that we have to be to make it through the next Ice Age.
Instead of scrapping human living, let's scrap the idea of empire. This world is a human
world in which the word, empire, has no place and must never be spoken again. Instead

of cowering before the assumed power of the imperials, let's reclaim the power of our
humanity and create a renaissance world with such brilliance as has never been seen
before."
"This means we have to tell the noble scientists that their fascist poverty, which
stands behind the lies that they support for their masters, is the real danger behind nuclear
war," said Tony. "We should call them war-mongers."
"But you can't say this to them," said Ross. "That would be like ripping their soul
out."
"Of course we can't say that," I intervened. "But we can present the facts that will
cause them to come to this conclusion themselves."
"You call this leadership?" Heather intervened. "You want to go down to Venice
to turn the physicists' conference into a nice and moral garden party where everybody
bows, where nothing is happening, where there is no passion for truth and no fire for
love?" said Heather. She looked at Sylvia and shook her head, and then looked at me.
"You would be setting the stage for another impasse."

Poor Tony, he didn't know what to think. He simply shook his head. "This is
getting funny and entertaining, but also terribly frustrating," he said. "We are facing the
threat of nuclear war, we are seeing it an economic issue based on a too narrow concept
of love, and you want to tap-dance around the issue the gentry way." In his frustration
Tony pointed out that our efforts that we were about to make in Italy, to lessen the
dangers of someone starting a nuclear war, would then be trivial if they would not be
designed to address the fundamental issue. "We have to address this issue with the same
urgency as if another Russian submarine was on its way to deliver another nuclear cruise
missile to another of their spy-boats for another launch. For all we know, this might be
happening as we speak. We have to change the whole geometry of the games that are
played. We won't have done our job if the conference of the scientists in Venice doesn't
explode into the kind of rage that wakes everybody up. We have to turn the whole thing
upside down so that it won't be another garden party."
Heather nodded. "If the key issue is to uplift the 'imperials' into the sphere of their
own humanity as human beings, and to turn them away from their commitment to being
the enemy of mankind that is committed to perpetual war, why are we going to Venice
with the intention not to do anything? Why do we intend to be playing such trivial games
as merely announcing the cancellation of the SDI in comparison to what we should be
doing? Why are we so scared about the reactions of a few scientists, and ultimately also
the imperials, that we won't dare to challenge their axioms if our real task is to shake the
whole world out of its slumber that the imperials have imposed. I agree that for the
imperials themselves nuclear war is an option they may choose to address their petty little
economic concerns, meaning, creating the poverty they need to subdue mankind in order

to save themselves. But for us, for mankind, the issue is infinitely larger. It is an issue of
poverty in our own thinking."
"We have to get rid of this poverty within, in order to save the world. That's our
priority task," said Tony. "Just listen to yourself. You are crying, we can't do this, we
can't do that! Why the heck didn't we stay home?"
Tony turned to me with a sarcastic look. "You never said those things in Vegas,"
he said. "You never even considered the word 'impossible' in those days. Why are you
crying 'impossible' all of a sudden?"
Tony turned to Ross. "We can't do this! We can't do that!" Tony spoke those words
in a mocking tone. "How can we hope to create a New World with that attitude! The
word 'impossible' should be stricken. It shouldn't be allowed to pollute the human
language. Can't you see how crazy you guys are in facing the greatest challenge in
history, which is finally being recognized by us, with such 'small' thinking?"
I fully agreed with him, that we were still far too small-minded. I agreed that our
efforts merely addressed one specific point of one specific game, within the larger game,
which itself was very far removed from the real issue. "But that is all that the President
has authorized us to address," I said to Tony.
"Because the President doesn't know what he is doing?" Tony replied.
"The President is like a traveler who has hired a coachman to show him all the
greatest sights of his country," said Heather and punched me into the side to wake me up.
"He tells the coachmen, turn here and turn there, and then he's surprised if he ends up in a
garbage dump. Shouldn't he really be saying to us, just take us to the seashore? My
suggestion is that we give him what he really wants. Let's give him the right thing, even
though he doesn't know what the right thing is. Let's give him a sea change."
"Now, finally, somebody has the guts to say what we really ought to be doing,"
said Tony. "Why can't you guys find a way to educate the scientists of the world about
the fundamental principle of economics. You talk about Love-Based Economics, but you
don't act as if it mattered? Just because Fred has mistakenly suggested that the scientists
lack the vocabulary for this kind of thinking, doesn't mean that this vocabulary can't be
put into their lap. They are fast learners, or else they wouldn't be the leading edge of
society in the search for universal principles and the truth. Isn't that what you keep telling
me what science is all about? Why don't you put your assumption to a test? What else
would enable us as society to make the huge efforts that need to be made to create indoor
agriculture, which you say is our only hope for keeping us alive in the upcoming Ice Age
cycle? Isn't that what the General Welfare Principle represents that we already have in
our Constitution? Shouldn't your precious scientists be able to understand that much of
the principle of physical economics? That's what they have made their life work to
support. Why shouldn't you remind them of it?"
"This is also the Samaritan principle," said Sylvia. "That's the principle by which
real prosperity is created. The Samaritan principle that Christ Jesus put on the table with

his parable of the Good Samaritan is the General Welfare Principle. The Samaritan
rescued a man and nursed him back to health. By doing so he created a richly human
world that everyone would choose as a joy to live in. That's what the Principle of
Universal Love leads up to, doesn't it? All of that has been known for thousands of years
already," said Sylvia. "Maybe Steve will support us on that and help us to educate the
scientists."
"It becomes imperative that we educate them and educate society as well, and the
imperials too," said Ross. "Tony is right! We must educate especially the imperials. We
must educate them about the vital role of the sovereign nation-state in the world, which
they aim to eradicate around the world in the name of empire."
"Of course that becomes our imperative," I replied. "In Love-Based Economics the
sovereign nation-state plays a vital role for society. It is the only platform society has, to
create for itself the needed financial credits for its self-development and the selfdevelopment of its physical economy on which peace and the future existence of
mankind ultimately depend. But can we do it?"
"That's the wrong question," Tony interrupted. "The question should be; how must
we proceed to get it done. That's the kind of approach that we've been taught in Air Force
training. That's how we got the cruise missile shut down last night. The question was
foremost last night; how must we proceed to get this done? That's how you should
address economics too. If you need money, financial credits, physical resources and so
on, to do the job, then create them. Don't go groveling to the Empire for financial
handouts. Create what you need. The question must always be how must we proceed to
get this done? You'll find that the concept of empire isn't a part of the answer. If you
make it a part of the answer, then you'll find that the Empire that you will give power to
rule over you will suck the life out of you. But that is the wrong answer. If you stick to
this wrong answer, the imperials will demand super tax-cuts for the super rich and will
demand abject poverty for the poor. So you must ask yourself again, how must we
proceed to get the necessary job done to create this Ice Age Renaissance world that we
must achieve for everyone to be able to survive. Failing that we should run down to the
homeless woman and beg for her forgiveness, for our callous commitment to do nothing
while we have the greatest opportunity at hand to change the world."
Heather shook her head. "For what reason should humanity ever have to rent the
empire's money and cast itself into debt?" replied Heather and laughed. "Our love for
one-another should prevent this. It should stir in us the fire to extend to us our own
financial credits out of our own resources as human beings. Money is a created thing.
Let's create it ourselves, and for ourselves. That's love-based economics! We don't need
the moneybags and their fascist conditions that they impose out of their greed. We can
give ourselves the freedom to create the means for what we require to live like human
beings. That would keep the moneybags out of the loop. Also, we would thereby prevent
them from using our own money for financing terrorism, subversion, conspiracies,
looting, slavery, assassinations and exploitations against us, which are all imperial
projects. These are the perpetual wars that Fred talked about this morning that are waged
against society by our corrupted leaders and institutions that have made themselves

underlings to the concept of empire before they became servants of the imperials. We
need to rescue them from this fate, which they too cannot survive. They are destroying
the world in which we live, but we are financing the processes. Even the drug trade and
the gambling empires are set up as imperial projects where huge floods of income are
looted out of society. This type of looting goes back to the very early days of the colonial
empires that began as financier, slavery, and drug empires. That's what created the British
Empire in the first place as a private world-empire. They launched the Opium Wars
against China in order to enforce the process of drug addiction on a vast scale that nearly
killed China. Shutting this nonsense down and creating real prosperity for society in the
face of all imperial claims of power is what the Principle of Love-Based Economics is all
about, isn't it?"
"Eh, this shouldn't be hard to understand for a bunch of advanced scientists," Tony
joked. "They should feel right at home in understanding this process since they have been
dragged into using convoluted language to impoverish and murder society. Just look at
their blood stained hands holding the banners of the DDT ban, the CFC ban, and the
coming ban of fossil fuels under the global warming doctrines! No scientific imperative
supports any of these bans. It's all built on lies; the same kind of lies that the imperials
use to hide their financial empire operations. They own virtually all the central banks of
the world. Most of the nations' currencies and financial credits have been taken over by
them as their private property. They speak of 'independent' central banking systems.
That's a monstrous lie! There is nothing independent in the world of empire, except the
Empire itself that has put itself above the law of every nation and made itself independent
from that law, even independent from the Principle of Universal Love and Universal
Humanity. That is what the imperials really mean when they speak of independent central
banking. The scientists should be able to understand what stands behind this kind of
convoluted language."
I said that I agreed. I supported Tony. I even conceded that it should be really quite
simple for a bunch of advanced scientists to understand this. "But is it possible to get
them to examine their axioms, to get them to recognize that they are trapped themselves
into the world of empire, as underlings?" I said.
"Once they make this breakout, it will be simple for them to move," said Ross.
"They are not so dumb as not to be able to realize that in the process of the sovereign
self-development of a nation the money supply is simply expanded to the degree to which
money is required to meet the development needs and potential of the nation, which will
always increase. Unlike the current process of printing money for speculation that is
robbing society blind with inflation flooding through the back door, the physical
development through direct investment into productive processes causes no inflation
because the increase in physical products and infrastructures matches the increase in the
money supply. Eventually there will be more produced with less money in proportion to
which the process becomes technologically efficient. That's how the principle of
economics works. The world becomes a rich place for all. I am certain that the scientists
of the world would understand this simple fact easily if they weren't trapped into the
concept of empire themselves. Their entrapment makes it impossible for them to
understand any of this."

"Their entrapment shouldn't be too hard for them to get out of," said Heather. "If I
can understand the process, so should they. If we pour money into physical production
our prosperity is constantly increased by this production. In the empire-process the
opposite happens. Money is poured into financial speculation for the sake of profits
drawn from it through stealing. That's looting. Nothing is being produced that way that
enriches society, while stealing the financial resources of society starves the physical
economy and causes society to collapse. That's why in the empire-process everybody
looses because nothing is produced in the looting process that would give value to
money. And it doesn't help in this case to massively print new money, as we see it
happening today to keep the speculative process alive. Flooding the place with money for
which nothing of value is being produced, causes all money to become even more rapidly
worthless. An honest scientist should be able to understand this."
"But is it possible to change the scientist's axioms and get them to help us to
change the axioms of society?" said Sylvia. "They have become dishonest with
themselves. There is too much dishonesty built into the process of empire. The
dishonesty spilled over into the scientific community. I am sure that this disabling trend
was created intentionally, because the process of empire can't exist on a renaissance
platform of honesty."
"It's basically racism," Heather interrupted. "The scientific community has become
racist."
"Wow! Hold it! What do you base this assumption on?" Ross intervened. "The
scientific community isn't racist. I count myself to be a part of that community. We are
the opposite."
"No, that's not true. Most scientists have become racist without being aware of it,"
Heather defended herself. "Racism is artificially cultured ignorance. There is nothing
natural about it, but it was absolutely required to operate a slaveholder society.
Consequently, racism was created for that purpose. Racism divided society. It destroyed
human value and the people's own humanity. It created everything that is essential for a
slaveholder society to exist. It's all a part of the perpetual war against humanity that
comes with the process of empire. The whole American South was infected with this
racism virus during the colonial period in one of the most horrible escapades of cultural
warfare. America is still suffering from the defeat of its humanity in this region. Racism
has become a kind of national disease left over from the colonial days that still linger on.
It's a tragedy really to see so many otherwise intelligent people hang a shingle over their
door that reads, 'ignorance for hire.' Those people, and there are many of them, have
become slaves to the enslaving process that comes with the process of empire. They lost
their humanity. They are playing a terrible game of self-degradation as human beings.
That's what racism basically is. It's self-degradation. The shingle reads, 'ignorance' and
'void of humanity.' Of course the black community is playing the same game too. The
black community has become extremely racist in recent years. They are playing the role
of underlings instead the universal role of human beings. They are groveling for a few
jingles in their pocket instead of fighting for their full human rights. That's racism too.
The scientific community has fallen into the same trap. It has become racist in this sense.

It is playing the role of underlings to imposed imperial doctrines that the scientists are
eager to give their name to, for a few jingles in their pockets. Truth and reality has been
pushed far into the background. Have you ever watched them being challenged to justify
their insanity of the DDT ban, for example? You won't find a rational argument in their
defense, because they have none. But you will hear platitudes and gushing explosions of
rage in defense of doctrine that are not really their own, which they merely represent for
their masters as they have been taught to do. They behave like underlings. That's racism
too, isn't it? It's an element of the perpetual war that comes with empire as a platform of
government and self-government as Fred had pointed out this morning."
"Are you saying that the economists are all intentional liars when they scream that
the economy is overheated, for which they raise the interest rates?" said Tony. He began
to laugh. "If this is the case, what I said earlier still stands. It becomes just another
challenge to set up the processes of healing to get the job done. Developing honesty is
just another challenge. The human being is fundamentally honest. The development of
honesty then, is just another facet of the Principle of Universal Love, isn't it?"
"The economists are liars and they aren't," I said. "They are liars only by intent.
Technically speaking they tell no lies. They just don't tell you what they mean with what
they say. They are the world's leading professionals in the art of doubletalk. When they
say the economy is overheating, they really mean that the prosperity of society is
increasing beyond what the imperials are willing to tolerate in terms of the humanist 'fire'
that would endanger their imperial power. Out of fear they raise the interest rates to
quench the economic fire by means of imposing more poverty. The end result is that the
real inflation is increasing, as less and less is being produced that would give value to
money. But they don't talk about that. They only measure in their statistics the gains for
the rich. They never measure the cost that society has to bear. In this manner they are
liars by intent. Of course, the little people in the chain of things that repeat the words that
are lies by intent, sing those lies with total conviction. They are fascinated by the lyrics.
They are absolutely convinced that the lies are true."
"When they see the Fed-Chairman paying homage to Adam Smith by taking on a
pilgrimage to his birthplace, they see him performing a holy act," said Sylvia and
laughed. "That's how the game of perception is staged and is played out."
"What we face here is such a shiny front of sophistry that it is virtually impossible
to poke a hole through," I continued. "The front is defended by almost the whole of
mankind that admires shiny solutions based on lies. The early fallout from this process of
unchecked imperialism are the unemployed, the homeless, and the evermore destitute.
Most of these victims simply don't know what hit them. Suddenly their world collapses
and they may never know why. So tell me, Tony, by what process we can change that?
The job that we need to do is fairly clear, but what do we need to do to get this done! My
guess is that we should hit them all over the head with a rich dose of reality. We are
facing the return of the Ice Age in the near future. We are in the boundary zone already.
That's what we should hit the scientists over the head with, because its real. As I said, we
are in the boundary zone. And we are in a boundary zone in many other areas as well."

"Unfortunately most of the scientists that you'll meet at this conference have been
too deeply brainwashed to comprehend any of this," said Ross. "They are too narrowly
focused on the petty speculative theories that their feudal masters have polluted the minds
of humanity with, theirs included. They should be angels of truth, but they've been
conditioned to be liars with every breath."
"They are like the people in Erica's metaphor then, of the garden with a profusion
of flowers," said Sylvia to me. "They live in that garden, but are only allowed to focus on
just one single flower. They can't see the world that is all around them. They have been
conditioned not to look at it. That is why they lye. But they lye mostly to themselves. For
most of them in the modern world everything is geared towards profit. They follow this
course without ever knowing that the only real profit that they can gain is that which
advances civilization. In their blindness they run the wrong course. They are cherishing a
weed that is choking the garden, and as they do so they are delighted in the global decay,
like the dying of children from malaria at the rate of one every minute, that can no longer
be prevented because of their ban of DDT."
"This is the fundamental issue that must be addressed," I said to Sylvia. She no
longer seemed puzzled by this kind of reasoning, which she would have rejected as a
bunch of nonsense a few months earlier. "People must look at the whole of reality," I
said. "This brings them closer to each other and makes them more aware of each other's
needs, strength, beauty, and dignity. When this happens, a new and just world-economic
order is inevitable, one that reflects the greater self-awareness in society of its own worth.
On this basis, a New Age of global economic and cultural development will begin. This
is the only platform on which the needs of that woman on the sidewalk can be addressed,
together with humanity's larger need for freeing itself from the threat of a nuclear war
under the reign of empire."
Ross said that he agreed with all that, that this was the fundamental issue that had
to be dealt with before humanity would have the slightest chance to free itself from being
dominated by the ruling feudal oligarchy. "But how is one to get the ball rolling? The
conference is only days away."
Ross told me about posters he had seen in Pittsburgh, that were carried by
demonstrators during a peace march. The signs had proclaimed, "Destroy the stinking
industries!" Ross said that he had argued endlessly with the protesters that they should
change their signs. He said that he had even agreed with them that the steel industry was
a terrible polluter, but that the answer wasn't found in shutting the industry down. Rather
it would be found in improving it. He said that the protesters didn't understand that the
god of profit under greed-based fascism called economics didn't allow the needed funds
to be allocated since the product prices that would be needed to make the improvements
possible were no longer possible since the industry was no longer protected. "I told them
that we have stinking industries," said Ross, "because we don't want to pay the price to
clean them up. The answer isn't to shut the industries down. The answer is to improve
them, to make them more efficient, and to protect the pricing to make that possible," said
Ross.

Ross told us that he tried to uplift the protesters enough in a scientific sense so that
they would understand this. "The right step for the protestors would have been to demand
government help in terms of the necessary policies that would enable the industry to
modernize itself, to make its processes pollution free. Sure this costs money, but it can be
done when the industry is protected with tariffs. Sure, we pay more for steel from a
pollution-free industry, but we also create a world in which we can all live, and live quite
richly, rather than be shutting the world down as we now do, resorting back to universal
poverty and slavery."
Ross told us that only one single person of all the demonstrators had understood
that. "She had immediately made herself a new sign, written on the back of the old,
demanding the shutdown of free trade and the IMF. The rest of the crowd had just
laughed at her," said Ross, "but she was the only person among the thousands of
protestors that wasn't fighting to shoot society into the foot by shutting down its vital
industries."
"Obviously, the crowd won," said Heather. "The steel industry is largely gone and
so are the people that worked in it. It is amazing that only one woman among all of the
protesters could understand that this would happen."
"Yes, and until this awakening occurs right across the board," said Tony, "we have
no choice but to go to Italy and play our game within the larger game of trivialities that
deals with the technical aspects of the nuclear war confrontation that should not exist. It
appears that addressing the real issue will have to wait for another day, and another, and
perhaps another age altogether, if indeed there will be another age. Don't you see how
stupid we are? Wouldn't it be better if we stuck our neck out as Ross did with the
protesters, and have just one single person walk away from the physicist's conference in
Venice with an intelligent commitment to build a New World?"
"I agree, that's our real responsibility?" Sylvia almost interrupted Tony. "Our first
responsibility as human beings must be to rebuild the economic order of the world.
Everything else must come second. We must build the kind of economic structure that
creates the necessary prosperity within each nation around the world so that no one, like
our homeless woman on the street below, will be forced to live on the street, but can live
a human life nourished and protected in her own home with all the dignity of a human
being."
"I know what you mean," Tony interjected. "Right now, she is forced to live as
though she were scum. Can't we bring her fate to people's attention at the conference as
an example and tie the whole nuclear war issue into it? The world is spending countless
billions on arms each year while its people die of hunger for the lack of a few pennies.
Our goal had got to be to make improvement on the human front first, and on a scale that
makes a difference. The nuclear war issue should be secondary. In fact, it wouldn't even
exist if the primary issue was addressed."

Heather applauded. "Tony is right," she said. "Let's forget the Ice Age, nuclear
war, and huge defense systems. Let's focus on rebuilding our humanity. The rest won't
matter if we fail in that."
Tony raised his hand. "No, No, no! I didn't say that," he protested. "Everything
matters. Let's not forget the coming Ice Age, because that is in part the reason why we
have to rebuild our humanity or else the whole of mankind will suffer a fate worse than
that of the woman and die with her. Committing ourselves to creating the needed Ice Age
Renaissance may be the only impetus that's big enough to get mankind out of the trap of
empire to the freedom of becoming human again. Maybe that's something the physicists
can understand. Maybe they can be inspired to move with that. Let's give them a real
strategic defense issue to work on, even while we shut down their nuclear-war SDI."
Ross nodded his approval. "We are already in the boundary zone towards the
coming Ice Age," said Ross. "This Ice Age thing is as real as the cruise missile had been.
We are already seeing some evidence that we are in a boundary zone. A boundary zone is
a zone of hyper instability that results when dramatically different systems begin to
interact. The interglacial warm climate is fading. The Ice Age climate is standing at the
door. While the transition has not begun, we see instabilities in the climatic system. Half
of the world's major mountain glaciers are advancing again. The Greenland Ice Sheet,
while it is still melting around the edges, is getting thicker again. This tells me that we
have a general cooling happening in the higher altitude regions. The higher altitude
cooling also reflects itself in increased hurricane activity. Hurricanes are powered by
large temperature differentials. The Earth is no longer the stable climate platform that it
had been for the last 10,000 years. Deep core ice samples from drillings in Greenland
indicate that the transition period at the start of the last Ice Age had been preceded by
huge temperature fluctuations extending for decades. That's the kind of phenomenon we
can expect while the climatic system is being re-staged. The transition data suggests a
phenomenon similar to that of a shockwave where all the dynamics are suddenly totally
different than they normally are. The task of humanity is to live though that turbulent
time with technologically protected indoor agriculture supplying possibly ten billion
people. I am sure that the world's leading physicist should be able to understand what this
means in physical and economic terms. They are obviously quite familiar with the
shockwave phenomenon that they learned to cope with in supersonic flight."
"Let me tell you about shockwaves, speaking as a pilot," Tony interrupted,
addressing Sylvia. "Before the aviation engineers learned to deal with shockwaves many
a test pilot had his plane ripped apart by the shockwaves that formed when they tried to
break the sound barrier. I keep thinking about their fate now and then when I break
through the sound barrier. Our newer planes are totally safe now. Nevertheless, I'm still
aware of the violent forces that are unleashed with a shockwave. We were told in the Air
Force Academy not to be concerned with the sonic boom that results. They taught us to
understand what causes the phenomenon. It's a phenomenon that unfolds when the
conventional regime of fluid mechanics becomes overpowered. The air is essentially a
fluid, but the aircraft is solid. When the aircraft is forced through the air, it becomes an
intrusion to the fluid air. The aircraft compresses the air in front of it. As a fluid, the
compressed air tends to flow out of the way. It flows around the aircraft. Typically, the

intrusion of a fast moving aircraft causes major disturbances in the air. We utilize some
of these disturbances to give the aircraft uplift. However, all of these complex
interactions are subject to the natural characteristics of fluid mechanics. One of these
natural characteristics is the built in speed limit for propagating pressure fluctuations
through the air. That propagation limit determines the speed of sound. Sound is a
disturbance in the air in the form of pressure waves that are propagated through the air
like ripples on a lake are propagated. The same happens in the air when an aircraft is
rammed through the air, since the air is a fluid. The air becomes immediately compressed
in front of it. Normally the resulting pressure patterns cause the air to move out of the
way of the aircraft and flow around it. But when the aircraft is rammed through the air
faster than the speed of sound, the compression still happens, but it happens so fast that
the pressure can no longer escape by flowing forward and then around the aircraft. The
pressure can't propagate faster than the speed of sound. It becomes trapped by this builtin natural limit. It can't move forward. At the same time, it is being pushed violently from
behind. So it builds up enormously. The air simply can't get out of the way of the aircraft.
Consequently, the pressure builds up, until the air takes on an entirely different physical
state that has totally different characteristics. The air ceases to be fluid. It becomes
transformed into an energy wave that literally explodes into a shockwave that moves
perpendicular to the flight path in order to get out of the way of the aircraft. The
shockwave rips through the air as it were with enormous speed. Since it is no longer a
pressure wave, but a wave of energy, it is no longer bound to the physical speed limit of
sound. The shockwave is essentially a thin sheet of flowing energy that is barely a
micrometer in thickness. It cuts through the air like a knife that is moving tremendously
faster than the speed of sound. That's how the natural world rescues itself from this trap
and makes supersonic flight possible. It's like the aircraft is running into a brick wall
where something has to give. And it does. The brick wall literally flies apart. When the
accumulating pressure from the supersonic-aircraft-intrusion can't escape forward
because the intrusion exceeds the propagation speed, the trapped air has nowhere to go
but sideways. Except moving sideways it has much farther to go. It must move with
enormous speed to get out of the way of the intrusion. For this feat the shock-compressed
air takes on a different physical geometry. The whole physical geometry of the air
suddenly changes. It changes instantly in the dynamics of this blowout in which the
shock-energy escapes. Once it has escaped the shock front propagates itself both outward
and forward in a forty-five-degree angle and obeys once again the speed limit of sound.
In the resulting violent blowout, the compressed energy becomes dissipated over a vast
distance. The shockwave-front appears to be extending many miles away from the
aircraft while it decays in the manner of ordinary sound waves. The result becomes the
annoying sonic boom that we hear."
"The shockwave phenomenon is not unknown to the physicists," said Ross. "What
is unknown to them is the fact that the entire financial system of the world is moving
towards such a phenomenon. For decades the various processes of empire have looted
every society in the world. What has been happening is similar to an aircraft ramming
itself into a fluid, moving faster than the fluid can move out of the way. Something has to
give, and it does. As Tony said, the whole thing explodes. In economic terms, the entire
economic system is set to explode into a shockwave that no one will likely survive once
the economic energy becomes dissipated. That is what the world is presently moving

towards. It may take a few decades for this to happen, but it will happen. It is the plan of
empire, and the plan is to destroy civilization with the aim to kill most people on our
planet, leaving less than two billion people alive. That's the present high-level policy of
empire. A soft version of it had been imposed on Germany to destroy the nation with debt
slavery. Germany was forced to pay money it didn't have. So, Germany started printing
money to meet the atrocious reparation demands that were imposed on it under the
Versailles Treaty. The imperials were trying to ram this through with a treaty process that
was on a collision course with economic reality. Germany had no choice, but to comply
or be invaded. In this collision zone Germany printed money to meet the payment
demands. As a result, prices kept going up and up for everything. Soon it took a
wheelbarrow of bank notes to buy a loaf of bread. The currency had lost its link to reality,
and thereby its value. The currency changed its character in the imposed shockwave
phenomenon and then dissipated. We are in such a situation again as the physical
economy is becoming looted out of existence whereby the value of currencies dissipates
into nothing."
"In the modern world, financial speculators are draining the world dry," said
Sylvia. "We have all been paying the price for this looting. The speculators, backed up
with corruption in law, are ramming through a regime that flows contrary to the
principles of economics. They are now sitting on a pile of stolen money that has become
astronomical in size, while the physical economy is fast disappearing, which the money is
standing as a claim against. The whole process is moving towards a shock point where
the entire insanity-driven structure explodes and money becomes worthless. The
conditions for such a shock point are in the making. The resulting shockwave will blow
out the world economy. The physicists should know what this means, especially with an
Ice Age on the near horizon so that we can least afford to loose our economic power. We
can't afford those shockwaves. They are enormously destructive, and also enormously
wasteful when the economic geometry blows out in a big bang. That's what we are
facing. We are in the boundary zone already. We already see much instability coming
together simultaneously. Maybe we should solicit the physicists' help to determine how
best to prevent the economic shockwave from happening that would ruin everything and
thereby blow out mankind's future existence."
Sylvia paused and shook her head as if she doubted that practicality of her own
proposal. "I was ashamed," Sylvia continued, "when I saw the homeless woman take the
hundred dollars that we donated. This may have been the biggest single donation she has
ever received. Still, it falls infinitely short of meeting her real needs and ours. I felt as
though we were paying her off for our reluctance to put the world in order, or even
ourselves. This poverty should not exist. If we had addressed the fundamental issue that
we have avoided for so long, there would be no need for any of us go down to the woman
and give her money, or to go to Italy to save the world. There would be no nuclear war
threat. It seems to me that we are avoiding our real responsibility when we devote our
efforts to playing these political games. I think we have committed ourselves to taking a
detour that is wasting much of our energy, like going from Boston to New York via
Tokyo. I predict that we will be paying dearly for this waste some day. Mark my words,"
said Sylvia.

Ross shrugged his shoulders. "I agree with you," he said to Sylvia, "but at this
moment we have no choice. Our course is cast in stone. We can't deviate from our
mission."
Ross suggested that this didn't mean that we shouldn't intensify our efforts for
meeting our primary responsibility. "We can do what we came for and do the real stuff
too."
"No, we MUST do the real stuff first and foremost. We must use the world forum
in Venice as an opportunity for doing this," said Tony. "We should hit the scientists with
this Ice Age thing and see if they can understand what a boundary zone is. Put the
challenge in their lap. Don't treat them like babies. We may not have this opportunity
again to put reality on the table on a world-stage."
"My take is," said I, "that if the scientists can understand the challenge they might
be able to recognize that the world is also in a boundary zone in financial and economic
terms, and is moving towards total disintegration in a giant shockwave in which the entire
physical economic geometry becomes wiped out. The woman that we helped out is a part
of the evidence. She is evidence that we are in the boundary zone already. Homelessness
and mass unemployment are just the first visible signs that a shockwave is already
happening. We are loosing our civilization. The process has already begun. It is my
understanding that sonic shockwaves begin to form already in the boundary area, before
the intruding aircraft goes supersonic."
"That is true," said Ross. "I have seen photographs of a jet car on a trial run
towards breaking the sound barrier. The jet car was designed to be the first land vehicle
to break the sound barrier. What I saw was amazing, Peter. Before the vehicle even
reached the speed of sound a shockwave began to form. The photograph that is saw was
taken at Mach 0.95 with a full-blown shockwave front clearly visible. In front of the
wave the desert was relatively dark, but abreast with the speeding vehicle the effects of a
shockwave front were clearly visible. The shockwave front had stirred up a fine cloud of
dust particles behind it that glowed in the sun so that the desert appeared bright behind
the shock front like a glowing carpet. The phenomenon extended for 150 feet on either
side. The glowing carpet of dust had a sharply defined leading edge that moved abreast
with the vehicle, in this case at a speed of over 1,100-kmph. The leading edge appeared
almost perfectly straight as the shockwave ripped across the desert outwards and forward
at the speed of sound, pulverizing the dirt of the desert into this fine dust cloud wherever
the shockwave smashed into the ground. It was amazing to see that the shockwave front
had this huge impact that it extended for 150 feet on either side, considering that its
source was less than four feet off the ground. I read in the report that came with the
photograph that the dust that settled appeared finely 'raked' across the entire shockwave
impact area."
"What's your point?" Tony interrupted.

"My point is that the shockwaves can begin in the boundary zone already. We
seem to be dealing with a totally different physical phenomenon when we force the
universe to break its own rules," said Ross.
"How is this possible that we can force a phenomenon that breaks all the rules?"
interjected Tony. "It seems to me that we merely get into a different physical reality
where different rules apply, when we poke our nose into spheres beyond the conventional
scene."
"Yes, I suppose one can say that the shockwave phenomenon unfolds a different
state of reality that has its own rules," said Ross. "One part of these new rules appears to
be that the phenomenon is isentropic."
"Isentropic?" Tony repeated.
"With isentropic, I mean that there is no loss of entropy throughout the process,"
said Ross. "It means that the full power is preserved, with which the supersonic vehicle
rams into the air that can't get out of the way because of the sound-speed limit. Not the
slightest bit of that impact power is lost. It gets all converted into a different form, a
different form of energy. The resulting energy wave propagates itself instantly, almost
without resistance, as it clears the path of the supersonic intrusion. The energy escape
path extends forward only for a million's of a meter, and is being pushed forward at
hundreds of meters per second. We are dealing with a higher state of reality here that is
no longer even comprehensible within the axioms of the old limits."
"So what's the point, Ross?" Tony asked again.
"The point is, Tony, that the world is in a boundary zone in many regards, and we
see many early signs of shockwaves as in the case of the jet car that created a shockwave
at Mach 0.95, before the speed of sound was actually reached and exceeded. My point is
that the homeless woman is a part of this boundary-zone shock phenomenon in economic
terms. We are seeing the economic effects of a shockwave process that is already under
way. It is hitting us with its own reality and its own rules, and that there is nothing in its
dynamics that will stop the new process until the intrusion is cleared. The economic
shock-collapse process unfolds apparently as an isentropic process that doesn't heal itself,
but can only be healed when an intervention is made to stop the source. This means that
the present system cannot be repaired. It has to be stopped. We cannot push through
globalized looting and slavery without consequences. The economic energy that we blow
apart becomes a destructive wave that will be destroying rather than enriching society.
The homeless woman is the correlative of the dust cloud behind the shock front."
I nodded to Ross. "If Steve is correct," I said, "we will see more and more of this
type of collapse unfolding that the homeless woman is caught up in. We see it already
happening in the form of new pandemic diseases such as AIDS and the return of malaria
that we no longer care to prevent. We'll see pandemics in animals and plants for the same
reasons. We'll find populations being caught up in natural disasters that we no longer care
to respond to with aid as our world becomes evermore impoverished. We are in the

boundary zone of loosing our civilization. Instead of supporting the globalized slavery
that supplies us cheaply while we are shutting ourselves down, we should be alarmed. We
should see it as a catastrophic sign of a boundary-zone phenomenon, the start of a
shockwave that will blow out our civilization. We should be equally alarmed by the
millions of kids that we kill each year with the DDT ban, protecting malaria instead of
human beings."
"Who knows how many more millions we are killing with the CFC-ban forced
breakdown of the refrigeration infrastructure where it's most needed," Tony interrupted.
"We are killing the poor countries by disabling their food-protection infrastructure. We
are killing them as we had intended with our imperial NSSM200 policy."
"But that is only the beginning," Ross continued. "We are bound to see more and
more of such shockwaves emerging the deeper we get into the boundary-zone of the
economic collapse process. The deeper one gets into any boundary zone the greater do
the instabilities become and the greater the resulting phenomena. Homelessness is just the
front edge of the economic collapse shockwave. Steve suggested that we'll see many
more industries collapsing, if not all of them, just as the steel industry has already
collapsed, or as the shoe and textile industries have collapsed into nothing. We'll soon see
the auto industry on the same road to oblivion, together with the aircraft industry and a
whole lot of vital infrastructures, like power infrastructures, or water, rail, and air
transport infrastructures, bridges, farming, health care, and so forth. For as long as society
remains in the boundary zone of the greed-based collapse process, and is moving full
speed deeper into it, the eventual disintegration of all economic support structures cannot
be avoided, whereby our civilization is doomed. That is why we must act on these
already shocking warning signs before the bigger and final shocks hit."
"But can we do it?" said Sylvia. "What needs to be done is easier said than done."
"Of course we can do this," said Tony in reply. "All we have to do, is to expand
our focus. We have to embrace the whole garden of reality, as Peter's friend Erica would
say, instead of just one single flower that we are told to focus on, especially if this one
turns out to be a weed. The market-force ideology is a weed. The market-force ideology
has been created as a weed in order to prevent society from discovering the principle of
real economics that would shut down the looting process that empires depend on. Isn't
that so? In this case, do I understand our responsibility correctly? We are told to scrap the
SDI that doesn't work. Ok, let's do that. But nothing has been said by the President or by
Fred that would prevent us from replacing the old SDI that we are ordered to declare
dead, with a higher level strategic defense initiative for the defense of civilization of a
type that can do some real good. We would change the entire global game by doing that.
We would force the world to face the new reality of the Ice Age that cannot be avoided
anyway. We would create our own shockwave by doing that. This shouldn't be too hard
to do for people like us," said Tony and left the balcony immediately as if no reply was
necessary.
We all went inside after that.

"Naturally, we can do our job in Italy and still do the real work," commented Ross
as we left the balcony. He suggested that this would happen anyway.
I agreed. I suggested that what we have already achieved thus far may have
already affected the world in ways that we don't recognize yet, especially since we had
made great strides forward in the way we regard each other in the social realm. "Maybe
this can serve as a basis in the larger realm for rebuilding the economic dimension of the
world," I added.

Tony rejoined us on the balcony with a new bottle of champagne in his hands,
which he said was his personal contribution. He said it would be paid for by him,
personally, so that we could drink a toast to our glorious commitment to assuring "the
survival of humanity and its civilization" as he put it. He even announced that he would
contribute personally towards this larger goal at the conference, as much as he was able.
Sylvia reached for the bottle, took it from him and set it aside and hugged him.
Tony looked perplexed and shrugged his shoulders. "What did I say?" he asked.
"We should not drink from this bottle," said Sylvia, "until we have come up with a
concrete plan to address the whole nuclear war thing as an economic issue to the point
that the Ice Age Renaissance is possible. That's our responsibility." She almost shouted
now. "The puck stops here!" she added.
She explained that we were the only people in the world that she knew, who have a
clear understanding that nuclear war and depopulation are the outcome of an economic
issue that is crucial for the survival of empires. "Empires require poverty in society as a
means for maintaining their power," she said. "Poverty corrupts people. That's why the
imperials create poverty and set processes into motion that collapse society. We
understand this while nobody else comes even close to recognizing it. The world hasn't
begun yet to see the evils that got us into the boundary zone of the collapse of civilization
as major elements of the imperials' wars against humanity. So it's up to us to stop the
train of greed-based fascism before it reaches its final station. We've got the Principle of
Love-Based Economics to do it with. That's all we've got, on which the prosperity and
civilization of humanity ultimately rests."
"What do you mean with the phrase, the Principle of Love-Based Economics?"
Ross interrupted her. "Do you mean something that is passive like the absence of empire,
a world without war? Is this love-based economics? Or do you mean active processes of
universal love, like federal credit creation for the universal development of society,
instead of the private money lending that exists for leaching out profits from society?"
Sylvia nodded.
"In this case I must disappoint you," said Ross, "because it would not be enough.
Such a response would still be passive. Love-Based Economics has to be a totally active

principle with its own impetus and its own power, like our love for us all as human
beings. Let me give you an example of what I mean," said Ross. "I knew a fellow some
time back, who had worked on Canada's Avro Arrow project. He was a part of a leading
edge team that was developing one of the world's fastest jet fighters. The fellow that I
knew had worked on the project for 16 to 18 hours a day, working on solving design
problems. He loved every minute of it. He loved being human. He loved the experience
of living at the leading edge of great discoveries, always expanding what we are capable
of as human beings. That's a profound humanist experience, Sylvia. That's Love-Based
Economics. The human achievement stands at the center in this sphere. The paycheck
was secondary to him. I felt the same way as he did when I was working in the Navy for
Rickover's nuclear power project. Admiral Rickover put the challenge forward to create
nuclear power for submarines that would enable the ships to stay submerged for long
periods and give them global reach. This profound challenge to do something
extraordinary created the dynamism that had enabled the project to succeed. That's LoveBased Economics as far as I can tell. One isn't motivated by greed in this environment,
but is moved by love for what it means to be human. Everything else becomes built on
that.
"The way I see it," Ross continued, "Love-Based Economics isn't a system of
simply pouring credit into an industry, even though that step is necessary. Love-Based
Economics involves a long-term cultural commitment to human development. It requires
a social monetary investment for over two generations, maybe fifty years, before the
process gives anything back. This means massive investment into higher education in the
sciences, technologies, biology, medicine, nuclear physics, literature, art, and so forth. It
must all be provided free and universally as a foundation for civilization, including
massive investment in basic research, metallurgy, power development, and a whole lot of
lesser infrastructures such as efficient housing, transportation, health care, recreation,
cultural facilities, efficient industries, including machine tool industries, farming, food
processing and so on. Do you get the drift? That's what it means creating a civilization.
Of course the idea of efficient housing and efficient living also closes the door on rent
gouging, price gouging, speculation, stealing, and other kinds of profiteering that drains
society dry. Targeted humanist education also closes the door to education in fascism,
empiricism, romanticism, and the countless greed-centered ideologies that make up most
of today's curriculum. It also means closing the door to feudal serfdom such as slavewage employment and 'employment' in the service of opulent living. This would put an
end to the building of kingly mansions and royal yachts, and other practices of the type
that waste society's physical and human resources. And it would also mean for society to
let its love reach forward in time to five generations yet unborn, a love that flows with
unrelenting support of everything that defines us as human beings, because nothing less
will be sufficient to create the technologies and the infrastructures for indoor agriculture
to protect the global food supply a hundred years in the future."
"If we do all of this, the Ice Age Challenge will be met," said Tony. "If we don't,
mankind will go to hell in a hand basket that will be carried by the devil personally. If we
don't reach that far ahead, we won't then be able to break out of the present boundary
zone that brings us ever closer to the greatest eradication of human beings in history,
which the return of the Ice Age would assure in a collapsing world. But we have also

proven that we can do nearly miraculous things. Just look at the XB-70 Valkyrie. This
airplane is an absolute marvel. It can fly three times the speed of sound with a heavier
load than most transport aircraft, and reach more-distant targets without refueling than
any other aircraft that has ever been built. While it was never put into service in our fast
changing world, it stands as proof that no technological miracle is too small for us if we
put ourselves to the task. We just have to apply this profound lesson now to the larger
scale."
"I can name you at least seven human species that failed to meet the Ice Age
challenge," I interrupted Tony, "that couldn't break out of the boundary zone of their
time. Seven entire species didn't make it. They got smashed by the shockwave. Evidently
they didn't have the resources that we have today, but they had enough to get through
more than a dozen ice ages as Homo Erectus did. But even Homo Erectus got trapped at
one point and became extinct."
Sylvia suggested that in order to break out of the present boundary zone we must
acknowledge what we have gained through all the discoveries we have made so far.
"With that comes the responsibility for corresponding action," she said. "If we won't
counteract the imperials' war against humanity, who will? If we don't do it now, when
will it be convenient? If we don't fight for our humanity to free it from empire, then we
have already lost and everything that Ross suggests is necessary for survival won't
become possible. That's my interpretation of the Principle of Universal Love. If we don't
love our humanity enough to fight for its freedom, what then do we love? We, in this
room, understand that the Principle of Universal Love is the key element in every issue
that we face, from economics to war. With this we are miles ahead of society that doesn't
even know that such a principle exists, or that it is even possible to conceive of it. We
have a responsibility, therefore, to address the whole global issue from the fundamental
standpoint that we have already established for ourselves and demonstrated in deeds."
She suggested that to run away from this responsibility would be criminal.
I intervened. I cut her off. I put a finger over her lips and took the bottle away from
her and hid it in my luggage.
She looked perplexed, even hurt.
I motioned to Ross, pointing to the telephone, then started to close all the
windows.
Ross understood what I meant. He took the phone and placed it outside onto the
balcony and closed the sliding door behind it. He took a chair afterwards and checked the
lamps, then checked under the bed and behind the pictures on the walls. "I think we are
clean," he said quietly.
"I think I can explain what this is all about," I said, just as quietly as Ross had
spoken. "Just consider what Ross and Sylvia have demanded of us, and what this means
in real terms."

I started out by saying that Sylvia was quite correct, that nuclear war and economic
depopulation are both basically empire-centered issues, and conceded that we all knew
this. I also agreed that she was correct to point out that these issues are elements of the
imperials' wars against humanity focused on protecting the world's empires from another
renaissance, and that we have committed ourselves to build such a renaissance. I
suggested that we all knew this, too. I suggested that Sylvia was even correct in urging us
to work like hell to defeat the presently ruling empire and win this war for humanity.
"But do we really know what this means?" I asked.
I suggested that in order to defeat the empire we have to save the people who run
the empire. "This means that we have to offer them something better than they ever had,
which is their own humanity. We have to pull them out of their narrow minded folly,
which they love, and uplift them to become human beings, which they will likely resist,"
I added.
Tony laughed. "A sewer rat doesn't want to be brought into the light," he said.
"Hitler would have felt insulted to be called a man of peace. He wouldn't want to be
called that. The imperials will react the same way."
"I think the uplifting has to begin with ourselves," said Heather to Tony. "We have
to stop seeing ourselves as sewer-rats or as underlings."
"What do you mean?" Ross interjected.
"We have to accept the Principle of Universal Love more deeply than even you
and Sylvia have imagined. That's something that the world finds terribly hard to accept.
Still, the principle beckons us to step into the light," said Heather. Heather kept looking at
me while she spoke, and then at Ross.
Ross didn't say anything more.
In order to help Ross out of his predicament I changed the subject. I explained that
there are two major power blocks in the world. One of these blocks comprises the feudal
world that is functionally organized under the old structures of the British Empire, and
the other power block is the renaissance-based world of nation-states that furnishes the
basis of mankind's self-development. I pointed out that these two power blocks are far
from being equal, and that of the two, the imperial block is by far the most powerful and
has penetrated mankind so deeply that society has become imperial itself in nature with a
deep commitment to fascist greed. "Witness the homeless woman,' I said. "She has been
made a beggar in what used to be the richest land in all of Europe. What you see bears the
mark of Greed-Based Fascism, not economics. In a Renaissance society founded on
Love-Based Economics the kind of tragic situation that we have seen before us would
never occur. It wouldn't be possible. It would have been considered a waste of the most
precious that a society has, which is itself! That woman on the sidewalk is the mark of
our failing grade on the report card that measures our civilization according to the
Principle of Universal Love. We should measure ourselves as a society of spiritual human
beings unfolding in a material universe. Poverty should always be seen as a paradox in

the world of humanity. It shouldn't happen, but it does. Indeed, it would be seen as a
paradox if mankind hadn't been so deeply trapped into denying itself for imperial
objectives."
Heather nodded her agreement. "We have collected a hundred dollars for the
woman," said Heather, "and still I felt ashamed of ourselves. Paying her off for our
failure doesn't solve anything. It doesn't meet her real needs, or ours. I feel like a beggar
myself for the tragedy that I feel impotent to hold back, which I know might soon be
upon us all and in a still bigger way since the chokehold of the empire pulls us deeper and
deeper into the sewer. We have allowed ourselves to be dragged down into the sewer that
blackens civilization and makes mankind stink. This tragedy makes me ashamed,
considering that we have the tools at hand to climb out of the sewer and rescue mankind
from it."
"The sewer has become globalized and extended throughout much of the world,"
said Ross who overheard our conversation. "The imperials' autocratic rule exists openly,
or thinly veiled behind the facade of world-organization, from the U.N. all the way down
to terrorist bands, including the empire's raw material cartels that own nearly two thirds
of the mineral resources on the planet and most of the world's food production and
distribution infrastructures. The empire has also acquired most of the newspapers in the
Western World, and its radio, television, and film media. With these, it controls the
minds of the nations to such a degree that society now loves its executioners. The
countless willing disciples of Adam Smith that roam the halls of power are hailed today
and honored as saints while the Principle of Universal Love has been universally banned.
That's a crime of omission."
"Wealth has become mankind's tragedy," said Heather, getting into the act of
debating civilization. "The empire of wealth has become an empire of death induced by
fascist poverty."
I nodded quietly. "As a diplomat I am privileged to know that the empire's central
organization, which includes a thousand of the wealthiest families, presides over more
than ten trillion dollars in private resources, of which not a penny goes to upgrading
civilization. I am privileged to know this, because it is my job to defend this imperial
structure. The size of this kind of new empire has become mind-boggling, but it is also
collapsing and the cost will have to be born once again by humanity. At least that is the
current plan that's set to be played out."
"We cannot let this happen," said Heather. "We must stop playing the role of
sewer rats that are afraid of the light. Our fight is to save the world and the lives of much
of humanity, but mostly we must save ourselves from being sewer rats that are afraid of
the Principle of Universal Love. What Ross and Sylvia see in this principle is far
reaching. It really involves nothing less than creating a New World. If it is a difficult and
dangerous fight to create this New World, so be it. We are facing the deepest drawn
emotions within us that oppose the Principle of Universal Love. At the same time, we are
opposing the most powerful and the most far-flung imperial organizations that have ever
been created on the face of the planet. Nevertheless, we are determined to give those

antihuman world-empires a fatal blow. But it will have to be a blow that rescues its
people. We can only do this if we are secure ourselves. Therefore, the development of
Love-Based Economics has to start with us, and this includes creating a love currency.
We have to do this on all levels, even on the banking level. Right now the empire owns
most of the central banks in the world. Nothing has changed since the British East India
Company became the first private World Empire that many governments became
subservient to. It's only become bigger since then, and the strangulation of mankind has
become stronger. For as along as that doesn't change, and I mean for as long as the
empire makes all the currencies of the nations and controls the extending of financial
credit, the nations cannot be free."
"Alexander Hamilton, our first Treasury Secretary, understood this and acted
accordingly," I interrupted Heather. "He thereby won the freedom of our nation. The
freedom that he created has been betrayed. He created a love-currency for the nation with
credits extended by our own national bank. We have to get back to that. However, as
Ross said, we won't get to that unless the goal is to uplift the entire human dimension.
Hamilton was executed by the empire for his daring to oppose their looting system. He
was killed in a duel by a traitor working on behalf of the empire. We have to be as alert
as a mountain climber and as daring at the same time. But should this hinder us?"
"We know that the imperials will fight back if we oppose them," said Sylvia. "Our
situation is dangerous! It is probably far more dangerous than any of us dare to imagine.
No one has yet succeeded in doing what we must do, much less has survived to complete
the fight. Still, the fight must be waged and it must be won. We cannot look on while the
creeping poverty that the world-empires are creating is tearing our civilization to shreds.
We are in the boundary zone as Peter has put it. The shockwave that we are rushing
towards must be prevented. There comes a point at which the evils are no longer
sufferable as our national Declaration of Independence suggests. Then we feel ourselves
impelled to act."
"No, we must do more than that," Heather added. "Hamilton's response is no
longer enough. We must to more than just replace the imperial currency with a national
love currency. That's barely enough for a start. We need another Treaty of Westphalia.
Giving away the SDI to Russia is just another coin of the love-currency. We must also
achieve the cancellation of debt that has been foisted on the nations by trickery and
coercion while there weren't any productive processes involved that became reflected in
economic improvements. All debt of that nature has to be cancelled to get mankind out of
its boxed-in condition."
"You are right," I said to Heather and hugged her. "Thanks for reminding me of
what the Renaissance pioneers did with the Treaty of Westphalia. That's what gave all of
Europe a brand new start, a whole new foundation for living, based on the renaissance
Principle of the Advantage of the Other."
I turned to Ross. "Did you know that the world population grew almost
explosively on the basis of this new renaissance foundation? At the time of the Treaty of
Westphalia we had a world population of half a billion. That's all we had grown into after

10,000 years of coming out of the last Ice Age. Then, after the new renaissance began,
which staged for the first time in history a high-level scientific platform for civilization,
bang, the world population increased ten-fold to five billion people in less than 350 years.
I would say we have a profound and profoundly positive shockwave phenomenon here.
The developing scientific perception literally ripped through the Dark Age thinking with
lightning speed. It created a whole new physical environment with a whole new geometry
for civilization."
"That's an interesting shockwave example," commented Ross. "This explosive
difference certainly wasn't caused by any sudden improvement in society's breeding
habits," said Ross and began to laugh. "We were the same people in the 17th Century
than we were when we came out the Ice Age after 2.5 million years of development.
Those last 10,000 years in which mankind developed the first true renaissancecivilization were nothing more than the blink of an eye in comparison with mankind's
2.5-million-year history. We weren't anymore intelligent or more fertile from the 17th
Century on than we had been 10,000 years earlier. Nor did we suddenly live in a radically
better climate. In fact, we were right in the middle of the last Little Ice Age when this
explosive advance of civilization started. However, in the current post-Ice-Age epoch that
was but like a blink of an eye, the greatest civilization had been developed that ever
existed in the entire history of the planet. Time, evidently wasn't a factor in this amazing
success story. The key factor was scientific development, the development of a
renaissance culture. For 10,000 years we were in a boundary zone towards this great
renaissance civilization, then suddenly the scientific shockwave developed that changed
the entire human geometry. The Golden Renaissance and the Treaty of Westphalia were
merely the first signs of evidence of a major shockwave that followed and brought us into
the modern scientific age."
"The imperials are struggling like mad to contain the shockwave," I interrupted
Ross. "They've been at it horrendously for the 300 years, but without much success.
They've tried everything from terror to war, from slavery to genocide, and from looting to
the deepest cultural warfare that has ever been unleashed, but their empire-camp is more
deeply in shambles today than it ever has been. It appears to me that there is nothing that
anyone can do on their end to contain the unfolding shockwave of renaissance that will
take their house down. Their house is finished. Only the people in it can still be rescued."
"If this phenomenon is true," said Tony, "then it applies also to the economic
breakdown shockwave that we are rushing towards. It promises to rip deep into the fabric
of civilization and tear it to shreds. It is certainly true that once the shockwave starts,
nothing can contain it. That's the terrible reality of it."
"That's why we have to prevent the final economic shockwave from starting, by
shutting the empires down pre-emptively, which are doomed anyway," said Sylvia. "I am
also saying that we must regard the phenomenon of the homeless woman with the
greatest sense of alarm, because we have a witness in her of the beginning of a
shockwave that can indeed tear our civilization to shreds, even without nuclear war."

"I've been saying this over and over like a broken record," I interrupted. "We have
no other option. All the threads come together at the Principle of Universal Love. I keep
saying that the only chance we've got to prevent any part of this multifaceted mess rests
with our efforts in promoting the one principle that has been proven to make a huge
difference in the development of civilization, that has turned it into a renaissance
civilization. That's the Principle of Universal Love. It is a principle that we have only
touched upon so far. The renaissance thinking has had its roots in the Principle of
Universal Love. We have seen it unfolding in the form of the Principle of the General
Welfare, a kind of early recognition of the Principle of Universal Love that has become
our new foundation for civilization. It has promoted scientific and technological progress
in a big way right from the start. The five-billion-plus world population that we now have
has its roots totally in the Principle of Universal Love. We cannot ignore that. This
principle, and nothing else, can prevent the economic shockwave that we are currently
rushing towards by ignoring this principle."
I turned to Sylvia. "So far our roots haven't sunk very deep into this principle," I
said in support of what Sylvia had said earlier. "But we are in a boundary zone in this
development too. We are rushing towards a major shockwave of the Principle of
Universal Love that will shred the fabric of empire for all times to come and thereby
prevent the shredding of the fabric of civilization. We mustn't forget that the same rule
applies here too. Once the shockwave of the Principle of Universal Love unfolds, nothing
in the world can hold it back. Right now we are sitting in the boundary zone. What we are
doing, or fail to do, will likely determine the shape of the future and with it the fate of
mankind in the coming Ice Age World."
"Our sexual relationships are a part of that too," Heather interjected. "Sex is
intertwined with our passion for love. If we deny the Principle of Universal Love there,
where else will we deny it?"
I just nodded. "I know," I said.
Ross changed the subject immediately. He reminded us that today's globally
extended empire is vulnerable to be wiped off the map should the major nations of the
world decide to unite politically against the rule of empire. Ross suggested that if Russia,
China, India, and the USA, for instance, would unite under a new and just world-financial
and economic arrangement centered on the Principle of Love-Based Economics, the
entire imperial platform for looting the world would be finished overnight, and so would
be the empires whatever their name might be. He suggested that the entire empireapparatus would be finished once it looses its proceeds from looting.
"This will never happen for as long as mankind plays the role of sewer rats," said
Sylvia and began to laugh. "Political processes accomplish nothing unless the Principle of
Universal Love stands behind those processes. Without this principle the political
processes are passive. The power of a profoundly positive the shockwave for cleansing
the world from empire lies in the Principle of Universal Love. If this principle is lacking,
a horrendously destructive shockwave will result. In either case, the conventional rules
will no longer apply."

"But what about the Empire's reaction to this?" Tony interjected. "I can't see how
the Empire would allow the kind of development to proceed that would wreck their
existence. The imperials can't just stand by and let us walk all over them. And they won't.
You are asking for miracles if you think that anyone can stop them, much less us, and yet
we have to do it. As I said earlier, failure is not an option. Victory is just a question of
processes. It's a question of how to proceed."
"The processes are determined by society implementing the Principle of Universal
Love," Sylvia replied and began to laugh. "Everything converges here. This principle has
been the center of every renaissance, of every advance in civilization, of every great
achievement in the history of mankind. The imperials have nothing comparable or
anything to prevent it. Their cup is empty. Empire is not a principle. It's a mistake.
However, if we, society, don't rally around the principle of our humanity, then the
imperials will win by default."
"As Ross said," I interjected, "they are fighting for their existence, because they
know that their cup is empty. That's why they steal. They cannot exist without stealing
from society. Of course they know that they are in a battle with the real titans when the
focus is on the Principle of Universal Love, against which, ultimately, they cannot win.
They know this and are afraid of it. That is why they are already driving a wedge between
China, the USA, and Russia, and are trying to destabilize these nations from within, to
break them apart, so that they won't pose a new-renaissance threat to them. They create
perpetual wars in order to prevent the Principle of Universal Love from unfolding across
the world. World War I and II were desperate efforts towards this goal. The imperials
acknowledge that. They fully acknowledge thereby the enormous power of the Principle
of Universal Love that the world stupidly denies. They acknowledge it by being afraid of
it. That is why they are fighting it with everything they've got. They are terrified of its
potential shockwave. They know that humanity is historically in a boundary zone
progressing towards a shockwave coming out of the Principle of Universal Love. They
are trying to hold it back by every means possible by staging a shockwave of their own,
should society allow this default. They even coerced society to take part in their
destructive game. The whole financial world has become a gambling arena and they want
society to become full partners in the stealing, to justify their own stealing. 'Go steal from
your neighbor,' they say. 'Stealing is good,' they say. This has become the new paradigm.
Everybody is stealing in the market that doesn't produce anything but hands out profits
that are stolen since nothing is produced there. It is hard for society to break this
intoxicating paradigm, and the imperials are counting on the fact that it is hard to get out
of the trap. That is why they are making it as addictive as possible. Don't love, they say,
steal! That's the slogan. Get rich in the market of our grand thievery!"
"It seems we are asking for miracles if we think that a simple principle can change
this," Tony interrupted. "But that's not the case. There is no miracle involved when it
comes to principles. Is the action of universal gravity a miracle? No, it's the outcome of a
physical principle that we rely on routinely and benefit from. In science, the miraculous
happens all the time, in a routine fashion. That's our power."

"That is what the Cold War is all about," Ross replied. "It's about preventing the
unfolding of this miracle. As I keep telling you, the Cold War is an antiscientific, ant
cultural, economic war. It is an imperial war, and by design a perpetual war. The
imperials are hoping for a miracle that would enable them to survive. The outcome would
be a miracle indeed. However, we may yet give them that miracle by not defending
ourselves. They have no other hope than that. Science can't supply that miracle for them,
because imperialism has no principle for its support that would produce it. Nothing
justifies the existence of empire."
"The only miracles in the times ahead will be created on our side," said Tony and
laughed.
"And the miracles will be wrought with the Principle of Universal Love," said
Sylvia.
"The fight that we'll be facing in Venice won't be over communist ideology, or
capitalist ideology," I interjected. "The real fight will be about defeating the imperial
system of corruption that is designed to destroy humanity from within in order to prevent
Love-Based Economics from starting a New Renaissance. Ross is right. They can't keep
mankind's 'lights' out forever, right across the world. We have the momentum now in our
court. The ball is already rolling. One day soon the 'lights' of humanity will be turned on
again. And it will seem miraculous."
"I think this fire is inevitable," said Ross, "provided mankind survives long
enough. However, for as long as mankind lives we can stoke this humanist fire that
brings light into the world. I even think that this up-shift in global thinking might be
happening soon. It could happen as soon as mankind rediscovers its dignity and its
humanity. I am looking forward to a big quantum jump in the creative humanist intensity
of mankind, something bigger than what happened in the 17th Century Renaissance. I'm
expecting something really big, a real classical shockwave phenomenon. I think mankind
is on the verge of becoming fed up with allowing itself to be looted. It will create for
itself a wide new universal platform for its freedom. We live in revolutionary times, I
think."
"Alright then, what can we do to make the inevitable happen now?" Heather asked.
"To begin with, we have to understand what is already happening," said Ross.
"This takes us back to the example of the shockwave phenomenon where an entirely
different physical reality unfolds. The dynamism of fluid mechanics no longer applies
there, because of its own limits. A totally new reality applies that corresponds with the
new high-energy state. And when we get to still higher energy levels we deal with an
entirely different physical reality again, which we call a plasma, in which the atoms
dissolve and their parts become disassociated from one another. They are thereby set free
to recombine into heavier and more complex elements. This multi-level phenomenon of
totally different physical states and different rules and with increasing potential has also a
human equivalent. There are four totally distinct physical states and four totally distinct
humanist states. The physical states are solid, fluid, the energy-wave state, and the

plasma state. I know an American woman who recognized correspondingly four totally
distinct states in respect to our humanity. She recognized this already a hundred years
ago. Like in the physical world, each of these humanist states is totally different and has
its own boundary zone, its own rules, and its own potential.
"The highest state may be called the universal state," Ross continued. "She called
it the 'Word of Life, Truth, and Love.' Here we find the great principles of the universe.
We find them profoundly reflected in our humanity. We didn't create these principles, but
we live by them. We reflect the intelligence of the dynamism they represent. Some
people define this top-level state with the term, God, where all the miraculous seeming
phenomena unfold. The great Russian scientist Vernadsky called this state the noo'sphere
where mankind's creative reason becomes the dominant influence in the further
development of the world, uplifting the biosphere, giving wings to life for its eventual
extension beyond the Earth. We are still in the boundary zone in this department, but we
have already seen some remarkable early examples of the tremendous potential that
unfolds in this sphere in which new realities are created similar to what we find in the
plasma state. The amazing fact is that we find ourselves to be the leading-edge element of
that unfolding new dimension in the universe. As we all know we created a five billion
world-population out of half a billion in slightly over 300 years, which took us 2.5
million years to get to. This explosive breakout started with a profound renaissance in
scientific thinking and in our scientific self-perception as human beings. Prior to this
breakout we might have seen ourselves as the children of the Ice Age. We grew up in the
shadow of a couple dozen ice age cycles. We faced challenges there that forced us
increasingly into the boundary zone of the noo'sphere. Now we recognize ourselves more
and more as children of the noo'sphere that we have seen only a few examples of. We are
facing in this sphere a vast, still untapped potential. That is the humanist plasma state
where new worlds are created.
"One level below that is a state of thinking that corresponds with the physical
equivalent of an energy wave where an unusual reality unfolds that is quite
extraordinary," said Ross. "The humanist equivalent may be called science. The
American woman that I spoke of, her name is Mary Baker Eddy, called this sphere the
Christ. She utilized the principle of science as a platform for spiritual healing of diseases
of every sort. She enacted processes of healing that totally defy all biological rules as if
the process unfolded in a different reality, as different as the dynamics of an energy wave
is from the dynamics of fluid mechanics. Spiritual healing has been experienced by
people throughout the ages, to some degree, as they tapped into the noo'sphere. These
experiences used to be called miracles, but now we see a principle unfolding in them.
And there are many such principles. Looking back into our history we discovered the
Principle of Universal Love being reflected in every development of renaissance that ever
was. Therefore, we are exploring this principle. We are exploring the Principle of
Universal Love as a principle in our world, but as we do, we find its root anchored in the
noo'sphere where universal love is the reality of the essence of mankind. We utilize
science in the discovery process, and with it we can break out of the limits of 'fluid
mechanics,' so to speak. Do I make any sense?"

Tony nodded. "So, we are in a boundary zone here as we begin the discovery
process of the Principle of Universal Love. We don't know what it means in its fullest
expression, but we are fast learners and are amazed by the possibilities that unfold before
us."
"Very good," Ross commented. "You've been paying attention," Tony. "Most
people don't. That's why they tie themselves into knots. They don't see the potential. They
don't see the possibilities. To them the world of fluid dynamics, so to speak, and its limits
is all there is. They see this world and its limits as final and absolute. They find universal
love too esoteric to be a principle. They take love and make it small. They try to put it
into their small world encumbered with boundaries and limits. And I can tell you from
personal experience that it is terribly hard to get out of this trap. Mary Baker Eddy calls
this trap the moral domain where one has to fight to get out of the encumberments by
limits of all sorts. The goal in the moral domain has to be to get higher ground.
"But this woman, Mary Baker Eddy, recognized a still deeper trap than this," said
Ross. "It exists on a still lower level. We have referred to it routinely as the sewer, the
state of empire, the equivalent in the physical world of the frozen solid state. That's the
imperial state of hierarchical domination, of perpetual slavery and looting, and permanent
war. The word, empire, means permanent war, perpetual stealing, hopeless slavery. It
means hell, a state of existing without the slightest trace of humanist fire or passion, or
love, or humanity, even compassion."
Ross laughed suddenly. "The religions have all misrepresented hell," he said. "In
real terms there is no fire in hell, and no warmth. Hell is a stone-hard frozen state without
a trace of joy, where people steal from each other in the financial markets seeking profits
from processes in which nothing of value is being produced that could be counted as
profit. There is no joy in that, only murderous tension and endless war. Nuclear war
becomes a definite possibility when you get deep into this frozen hell."
"I know what you mean," said Heather. "I have been in such places with Winston,
when Winston resorted to gambling in a desperate effort to make ends meet. I have been
in many casinos with Winston. There was no joy there, no love, no smile, only tension
and greed. Greed causes no joy. It's a dead thing as if a person's humanity has been
frozen."
"That has become the fate of a large segment of society," said Ross. "There is no
humanity alive anywhere in the world of stock-market and derivatives gambling. It's a
stone cold world that no one should have been trapped into. Heather is right. There is no
joy there or love. But this joy-less frozen world is only the boundary zone in the move to
nuclear war. In order to be able to avoid nuclear war we have to unfreeze this hell, we
have to thaw it out, we have to rescue the people that are locked into this trap, and
rekindle their humanity."
"That shouldn't be hard to do," interjected Tony. "How does one melt a block of
ice? One turns up the heat."

"That gets us back to the Principle of Universal Love," I interjected. "We turn up
the heat in a big way from a high-level scientific perspective. In humanist terms this
means that we have to understand what caused the frozen state and focus the heat on that,
but the heat has to come from the really high-level humanist state that the Principle of
Universal Love represents."
"That's what I meant when I suggested that we need to understand what has got
mankind into its trap," said Ross. Ross suggested that for example we need to focus on
the reason for which India and Pakistan had been pitted against each other literally in the
last days before the imperials were kicked out of the Indian subcontinent. "They divided
the sub-continent into a stage for war, because war stirs rage that keeps the humanist
flame at a very low levels or totally snuffed out. We have to revere the process, take
away the division that has no principle behind it, and rekindle the humanist flame into a
raging fire."
I suggested to Ross that a great number of imperial agents stayed behind in Central
Asia from where they kept on financing the never ending wars over Kashmir, over
Afghanistan, and over Tibet and so forth, which still continue. "Their long determined
goal is to explode the center of Asia into a caldron of unrest and division as a means for
driving a wedge between the nations of Asia and break them apart into impotent little
micro-states that the imperials can control. But we will spoil all of this dreaming, when
we stage the potential for unleashing the greatest imaginable shockwave in Venice by
putting the return of the Ice Age on the global agenda that mankind can only survive on
the platform of the Principle of Universal Love."
"Right!" said Ross. "Nothing less will be sufficient to protect mankind and
civilization. That is why the imperial's main goal is to destroy to Russia, India, and China
together," said Ross. "They stated this as their goal openly many times in different ways.
They pursue this goal, because if they don't, their empire will cease to exist. Empire, as a
form of government, can only be implemented in a stone-cold frozen world. For this goal
they risk the total destruction of mankind in the vain hope that they, and a tiny remnant,
will survive, and that they can rule over this tiny remnant in a feudal setting for the next
90,000 years. That's their hope for maintaining themselves as empire. Empire is
something that has no place in a human world. A better word for it would be, stench, the
perfume of the sewer."
"The imperial world would most certainly be banned when the Asian nations were
to become viable economic entities with a potential for Love-Based Economics creating a
New Renaissance," said Sylvia.
"The empire's goal is to pre-empt this renaissance potential before it unfolds,"
Ross continued. "The nuclear standoff was evidently designed as a part of that game.
That's the kind of stuff that we are meddling with when we announce the cancellation of
the SDI. We are throwing a monkey wrench into their stinking works. We have entered
the big league. That's the kind of game in which China is pounded over the head in a
permanent effort to break up the nation. We are about to be playing in the big league
now. Officially the imperials are hitting China over the head on human rights issues."

"That's laughable," interjected Sylvia. "It's a joke. The empire of the horrible
stench never cared about human rights."
"It's all a hidden part of the game in which the imperial world struggles to defend
itself against an onslaught from within the center of our common humanity," said Ross.
"They try to trash the Principle of Universal Love before it unfolds."
"That's the new doctrine of pre-emption," I said to Ross. "That's especially true in
America."
"That's not a new doctrine," Ross replied. "Pre-emption is an aspect of empire, of
the ancient stench. The two are one. But in order to understand this and how America got
trapped into it, we need to understand our own history. The British Empire hit America
hard in its early years. America was bankrupted right off the bat by the imposition of
British free trade and British financing, to prevent America from getting off the ground as
a nation. That's pre-emption. That's also when the recognition dawned in America that
something smelly was going on. The American people rediscovered their humanity and
their potential in Love-Based Economics. With that rediscovering of themselves the
bankrupting stench of empire was shut down. That's the environment that Alexander
Hamilton had created. With this cultural reawakening in America the looting of America
was brought to a halt. It became disallowed. This is a part of our history, Peter. We got
out of the imperial trap then, and we can get out of it again. Hamilton didn't talk about
Love-Based Economics. He lived it. He understood the Principle of Universal Love on
which the nation was founded. He saw it reflected in the General Welfare Principle that
the nation was built on. That's how he derived at the principle of Love-Based Economics
that became known in later years as the American System of Economy. Our worldrenowned prosperity was based on that. That's part of America's history. It can all happen
again, and far more than that."
"Now that's the kind of talk I like to hear," said Heather. "There is fire in it at last."
Tony jerked and shook his head. "No it won't happen again, with or without the
fire," said Tony. "It would have happened already if it was that simple. Free trade was an
easy trap for Hamilton to become aware off. Its stench came from a specific direction and
everybody was hit by it. America suffered a national bankruptcy. You can't say the same
about Greed-Based Economics, the modern hidden form of fascism. Stealing is fascism,
and everybody loves it. Its stench is worse than that of free trade that once bankrupted
America. Its stench has been accepted. Everybody has been 'educated' to love the 'aroma,'
the 'sweet' smell of ripping one-another off. Everybody is deeply devoted to processes of
stealing. Everybody loves the idea that you can make millions in the financial marketgames without doing the slightest work. Everybody has jumped onto the bandwagon of
easy looting, even while the economy is collapsing that people depend on. While people's
world is crumbling into poverty and violence, society is intensifying its stealing. The
stench is getting worse, but people love it. People have been taught to hail Greed-Based
Fascism, which they call economics. Then, when things get tough as a consequence and
their world falls apart, they hail the insanity even more and try to intensify it as a
solution. Greed-Based Fascism, which is called economics today, has become the worst

Malaysian Monkey Trap of all times. By holding on with both hands what they can grasp
in their greed, and being unable to let go, people can't get their hands out of the trap that
will be their doom. This trick has worked for centuries. Millions of monkeys have lost
their life that way, nor did they ever get to taste the nuts which they held onto, by which
their fate was sealed."
"But human beings are not monkeys," I interrupted Tony. "Human beings are
capable of profound reasoning. They are capable of understanding universal principles.
That's how we step away from doom, Tony. Our awareness of our humanity will break
the cycle of doom. The Principle of Universal Love is the power behind every empire's
doom. The bankruptcy of empire is self-assured, including the future breakup of every
imperial structure, because of its rejection of the Principle of Universal Love. LoveBased Economics is the principle of economics, the only principle of economics there is.
Every empire is self-doomed by struggling against the 'grain' of the Principle of Universal
Love."
"Of course you are right, Peter," Ross interjected. "But I have to ask this question
again, what do you mean when you talk about Love-Based Economics? Do you mean
something passive like the absence of empire, a world without war? If you mean that, it
won't be enough. Love-Based Economics needs to be pursued as an active principle that
is powered by its own impetus. It needs to be powered by our love for us being human.
That opens up a vast and rich world with a huge potential. I told you about the fellow that
had played an important role in Canada's project to create the AVRO Arrow as a national
defense aircraft. It would have been one of the world's foremost supersonic fighters. This
fellow had worked 16-18 hours a day to work out some of the many tricky design
problems. He said that he had loved every minute of it and was devastated when the
project was canceled. It was cancelled at the very stage when it was successfully
completed. The aircraft was a marvel for its time. The prototype was built, flown, and
was demonstrated to be fully capable in every respect. At this point the project was
scrapped for political reasons. Every aircraft, every engine, every part of research
associated with the project was shredded and destroyed. And with it, Canada's aviation
industry was dealt a hammer-blow from which it never recovered. That's just one aspect
of the defeat of Love-Based Economics."
Ross paused momentarily. "We've been dragged through the same process in the
USA in nuclear power development. As I told you, I was caught up in the process
personally. When I worked with the Navy on Rickover's nuclear power project, we were
working long hours too, horrendously long hours, but those were some of the richest
times in my life. We knew that we weren't just developing an unlimited power source for
submarines. We were laying the foundation for a richer, high-powered civilization. We
were thinking in terms of five to ten thousand nuclear power plants creating electricity for
mankind as a basis for a civilization without poverty. This potential was later betrayed. In
the shadow of a huge imperial lobbying effort aimed at shutting America down, which
some say also included sabotage efforts, the entire nuclear power industry was all but
brought to a complete standstill. On this road, the goal is now fast being reached to totally
eradicate the fast-flux nuclear breeder technology to the point of such deep obscurity that
it will be regarded as never having existed. Thereby nuclear power is doomed. Without

the fast breeder, only half a percent of natural uranium is usable for nuclear power
production. With the fast breeder, the utilization ratio can be raised into the high 90%
range. That's why the fast-flux breeder technology is slated to be shut down and to be
purged from the scientific agenda. The insanity has become so intense that our own
people in America, under the thumb of empire took several completely operational, major
new power plants, and committed them to demolition. We shut down lots of huge power
projects that way, including a number of major plants that were nearly finished. We even
shut down power plants that had been in operation for years, and demolished them. The
masters of empire dealt the same hammer-blow also to the nuclear power industry
worldwide. Mankind will be lucky if it has five hundred nuclear plants still in operation
two decades from now. America is presently leading the worldwide fight to expand the
graveyards. That's America's shining example in the world today in the globalized war to
defeat Love-Based Economics."
"Actually we can't build a single nuclear plant anymore," said Heather. "We don't
have the industrial capacity left in America to build the reactor vessels. Should we decide
to go back to nuclear power, instead of burning coal, we would have to buy the reactor
vessels from Japan. We've destroyed the industry that had once build them."
Heather turned to me. "Did you know that we couldn't build such marvels as the
World Trade towers in New York anymore? Unionized American Steelworkers had cast
the steel for the World Trade towers in the 1960s. This era has long ended. We have
demolished our steel industry, thrown our workers on the scrap heap, and are now forced
to import cheap steel from Asia. The World Trade towers stand tall today as a shiny
monument to remind us of what we once were. They stand as a symbol to represent
America, but not the America that we are today. They stand as a symbol of what we have
been. The gleaming towers are a monument to a history that has ended. That's what the
World Trade towers represent, the end of an era and the beginning of a new era, an era
without Love-Based Economics. That's what America has become, a would-be industrial
giant without a viable steel industry. We've become a living lie. That's the kind of deep
betrayal of our humanity that has destroyed Winston as a person. His troubles began
when he witnessed the steel industry being shut down that he spent many years to be
trained for. He was simply thrown onto the scrap heap together with the plants he once
worked in. His last employment was in demolishing a modern plant with brand new blast
furnaces that the company couldn't afford to pay taxes on. The plant was redeveloped into
an entertainment center. Winston rescued himself from this tragedy by going back to his
father's farm, only to find that the tragedy that America had become, was even greater in
the farming industry. Farming had been once America's stronghold. It too has been
demolished with the financial wrecking ball. Rising fuel costs, fertilizer costs, financial
costs for equipment, maintenance costs, even rising seed costs, coupled with shrinking
product prices under cartel gouging, had turned farming into an impossible proposition.
The situation had been so bad that his dad couldn't afford the fuel cost anymore for
harvesting a marginal crop. He couldn't even afford the cost of plowing it under. We are
in the process of shutting everything down that America was built on," said Heather.
"That's greed based fascism, not Love-Based Economics."

"We are doing this in many different ways," said Ross. "We are shutting down the
principle of love and everything that is built on it. The regression from love to greed,
from freedom to empire, has been going on gradually for decades, almost imperceptible
in many places, except for the losses that result. That's how we shut down our spiritual
potential too, like the process of scientific spiritual healing that has been pioneered in
America by Mary Baker Eddy during America's renaissance years," said Ross. "Mary
Baker Eddy's scientific revolution in spiritual healing was a part of Love-Based
Economics in the fundamental sense. The potential for this process still exists of course,
since a principle can't be defeated, but its implementation is largely lost and probably for
the same reason that Love-Based Economics has been intentionally shut down across the
board in America, as well as in the world at large. It won't be easy to get any of that back,
especially what has been so carelessly lost. Love-Based Economics isn't something that
one can stamp out of the ground on demand. It can't even be rebuilt by simply pouring
low cost financial credits into the scene, although that's essential to get the physical
rebuilding process rolling again. Love-Based Economics requires a long-term
commitment by society to human development. That's what love means. When love is
back, we'll see free universal education in the sciences with public support for basic
research and the development of technologies, humanist culture, efficient housing, health
care, transportation, social protection, justice, and so forth. When love is back on the
horizon, we will also see those other things again that are necessary for acquiring
technological skills and the building of machine tool infrastructures and so forth,
including jobs that develop the human genius rather than grind a person down. Providing
state-credits for financing the development of society, as necessary as this is, is really the
smallest element in the whole equation. You can take all the state-credits that you can
possibly create and nothing good will come from them unless you can build up the
human factor again that everything depends on. The human factor is the primary element
in Love-Based Economics. Of course, there exists no other economic platform apart from
that. Everything else is a variation of imperial processes involving various types of
fascism and stealing."
Tony burst out into laughter. "And for that you swept the room for wire bugs?" he
said. "You are getting paranoid. You haven't said a single thing that probably isn't already
in the public domain, published in countless books gathering dust in the libraries or in
specialty bookstores. The LaRouche organization might have already printed ten million
copies of what you just said, but nothing has happened. Society is still fast asleep in spite
of it all, because being asleep is deemed moral. The Principle of Universal Love you say
will correct all this and awaken society? You are dreaming. Just look at our own situation
right here. Here we have Pete, Heather, and Ross. We have two men in love with the
same woman and living as neighbors. That will never work, I tell you. The Principle of
Universal Love is from the land of dreams; can't anybody see that? Love-Based
Economics I can understand to some degree. The General Welfare Principle I can
understand too, but universal love as a principle, it's 'mushy' I tell you, it doesn't jolt
anybody out of their dreams. It'll never fly!"
"If we believe that, then we have already lost, and the imperials have won," I
countered Tony.

"I think it can work," said Sylvia. "It is an age-old challenge that hasn't been
resolved yet. It's nothing more than that. Bizet's opera, The Pearl Fishers, was staged eons
ago to explore this challenge. It even solved it to some degree. It was a daring attempt to
explore some of the complexities."
"We're not living in an opera," Tony interjected. "This is real life. Don't mind my
sarcasm. I am just trying to explore what we have to work with to defeat the empire that
is destroying our humanity. I still think we don't have much to work with that we can
crow about."
I raised my hand and nodded. "Let Ross finish what he began to say, Tony. The
security sweep was needed for what we are about to do in Italy. Our announcing of the
cancellation of America's SDI program isn't a big deal, but putting the Ice Age
Renaissance in its place as a global strategic defense initiative to save humanity from the
impact of the next Ice Age is a very big deal indeed. It is going to hit like a shockwave. It
is going to blow the imperial scene wide open. It is going to put only one question before
the world. This question is, are we willing to do what is necessary to survive on this
planet, or are we willing to surrender to the next Ice Age and become decimated by it? If
the choice is to survive, then Love-Based Economics is the only answer, and thereby the
concept of empire will vanish forever. If the opposite choice is made, then the concept of
empire will likewise vanish forever, but mankind will vanish with it. In either case the
end of the empires will be announced by us, and it will be announced in Venice. The
security sweep was necessary for that, Tony, because if the word gets out what we are
really going to do in Venice, the imperial forces will pre-emptively kill us or shut the
entire conference down before it even gets started. We are going to announce the end of
all empires right at the very heart of it all, where the British-Venetian empire complex
originated, which is Venice, the imperial ancestral ground. What we are planning to do
should cause a huge shockwave. However, while the end of the age of empire is certain,
the survival of mankind hangs in a balance, and that balance will be determined by the
principle of our love for one-another."
I turned to Tony. "You are perfectly right when you say the Principle of Universal
Love is from the land of dreams and that our implementation of it is mushy. This is so,
because we've made no real efforts in the past to implement it. The universal tradition has
been to look for the easy solution and to avoid the difficult aspects, especially at the
grassroots level. That is why our civilization is now in danger. We have to learn to see
one-another primarily and honestly as human beings with a single, universal human, and
divine, soul. We all have the same needs, hope, joy, love, aspiration, strength,
intelligence, and beauty as human beings. We have to step out of our imperial mode of
wanting to privatize everything, even our love. Stopping the privatization of our love, and
letting it reach out in ever-wider circles, appears to be the hardest challenge of them all. It
appears to be far more difficult to meet this challenge than stepping away from the
privatization of wealth, status, and power that society has become addicted to, which is
wrecking civilization. However, since we have failed to make any real progress on this
admittedly easier front for hundreds if not thousands of years, this tells me that we've
failed to build the foundation for it on the home front at the grassroots level. And that's
not easy to do, Tony, I agree. At the very best, we are still pioneers on this front. We take

daring steps, and yes we fail. What we have accomplished is often mushy. Bizet has
taken a few small, daring steps in that direction in his opera, The Pearl Fishers. And yes,
the result is mushy. Nevertheless, he opened the door a little. I admire him for that. We've
dared to open the door a little further and are at last moving in the right direction. This
means that we have hope on the horizon, finally, that we may yet meet the supreme
challenge imposed by the coming Ice Age. For meeting this huge challenge, to build an
Ice Age Renaissance, the fuller implementation of the Principle of Universal Love
becomes absolutely essential. We need it, with its circles becoming so wide that they
reach into the future to generations yet unborn that we must begin now to build support
structures for."
Ross nodded and started to talk about our job in Italy. It appears that the challenge
of facing the Principle of Universal Love is hitting too close to home. "We are not
fighting the empire," he said. "We are fighting to inspire love in society for its humanity.
The empire will be doomed as a consequence. We are not fighting against looting,
oppression, slavery, and fascism. We are fighting to uplift society to become human, and
thereby become interested in its survival. This necessitates the development of the kind of
love by society for itself, that shuts down the looting, oppression, slavery, and fascism
that is wrecking society today. We are not fighting in the name of society against the
Empire whatever its name might be. Why would we be interested in such a fight? We
wouldn't have a chance of winning such a fight against their power. But we are fighting
for society to embrace itself with love for its humanity. Whatever else is required for
society to become human again to be able to survive, follows as the natural outcome of
this love. That's how a renaissance is created. A renaissance is a positive thing. It is not a
war against empire. A renaissance is the light of love in which the darkness of empire
finds no place to exist, and thereby vanishes. That's the dimension for what our fight in
Venice must be. The Ice Age Challenge is potentially the key for inspiring society to
recreate for itself its sadly-lost love, and to advance it further in society, for itself."
While Ross spoke he turned to Sylvia. "Our project in Italy, as far as I can see it, is
nothing less than the boldest attempt that is possible in this age, to fulfill your demands
based on the Principle of Universal Love."
I turned to Tony. "Our mission gives us an opportunity to succeed where others
have failed. We may never understand the Principle of Universal Love fully, but moving
with it is the only thing that we have that offers any hope. We have to take this small
opportunity that we have been given, that we will have in Italy, and build on it. Yes, we'll
be stepping onto dangerous ground. Threatening the empire on its home turf is
dangerous, especially since we barely understand the principle ourselves that we are
fighting with, to inspire society. But that's all we've got, and our fight will likely be
mushy. Many people were jailed by the empire for lesser attempts to bring love to the
world, like attempting to bring Russia and the USA closer together. We are aiming to
triple that little attempt as a first step, adding India, China, and the rest of the world,
bringing the whole of mankind onto the universal platform of a profound renaissance."
"The first step towards creating the needed vast Ice Age Renaissance would have
to involve the global defusing of nuclear war, the defusing of imperial price gouging, and

the defusing of the financial wrecking of society," said Sylvia. "We have many types of
nuclear bombs ready to go off, that we must all defuse. As far as I can tell, the Principle
of Universal Love is the only platform we've got that applies to all areas, though in
different ways. But that's all we've got."
Ross nodded his agreement. "Our task is to inspire love in society for itself. The
rest will follow as a consequence."
"The President wants us to prevent nuclear war in a grand style," I said and began
to laugh. "I must agree with him that nothing less will do, than to do this in a big style.
We have to bring America and the USSR closer together and the whole world with them,
including China, India, Central and Southwest Asia, and all the European nations, and of
course the African nations and the South and Central American nations, and Mexico as
well. Also it has to become a bond of equals, of human beings bound to each other and
not bound by empire, but by love. It has to be a bond without conspiracy, without
stealing, and without the destruction of society with the kind of grand larceny of society's
financial and physical resources that we see evermore of in today's world. This can't be
achieved on any platform other than the high-level platform of universal love. And that's
a big thing. It's nothing short of a shockwave that we require to unfold. Mankind is
presently pushed against the wall on all fronts with little hope for escape from its small
trap. Love has the potential to become the shockwave that provides for us an escape from
the hopeless seeming trap that the world is caught in."
I turned to Tony. "This is a big task for which we need a big principle, Tony. The
Ice Age challenge will bring this about. It will also drive the imperials nuts, because we
just might succeed, in spite of our mushiness. That's the reason for the tight security,
Tony. We can't afford leaks that might get our project sabotaged before it gets off the
ground. If we are successful, our efforts will help create a foundation that society can
build on over the years. That's the critical foundation that can create closer relationships,
uplift China, India and the nations of Asia and Africa, and foster productive and
enriching relations throughout the world that will inspire all nations to scrap their nuclear
weapons instead of building more and more of them. Right now the nukes exist to
maintain the division. We have a golden opportunity to stop this entire trend and turn it
around into a love-based trend."
Ross raised his hand to interrupt my rambling on. "For this larger threshold to be
established, the door will have to be opened to a new and just world-economic order that
enables the nations to develop their economic potential in peace, without threats and
destructive interventions by any empire," said Ross. "That is what we are involved in,
because if we can inspire love in society for itself, all of the foundational elements that
come with this love will be assured. Our work in Italy then, won't be more than just a tiny
step in this direction. Of course the empires would see it as something immensely big,
because they are fully aware of the potential of love. That's why we must keep the thing
secret for now, so as not to alarm the empire. This has to be presented to the whole world
at once, and it has to be done before the imperials realize what happened."
"Ah, that's what the security is for," said Tony as if he didn't know.

"I'm not afraid that the Russians have a wire planted in our room, but that the CIA
might have," I said to Tony. "The CIA works for the empires that own America, as you
may know. The CIA has been originally created to function as one of the old British
Empire's hidden spy arms in America. It was physically set up by the British Empire's
own agents, paid for by the American taxpayers. Obviously the CIA is still controlled by
the masters of empire. While it is lavishly financed by American taxpayers, it works
mostly against America's interest in the service of empire, its real master. We live in a
country that has become divided against itself, Tony, and this more deeply than Germany
is presently divided by the Iron Curtain. We are divided by the demands of empire versus
our humanity. We live in an imperial world. Imperialism cuts like an iron curtain across
the human soul to divide it, and across society to divide the nations. The imperial
corruption demands allegiance to empire within its artificially created sea of isolated
people. Of course allegiance only becomes a factor when there's division. Every empire is
a citadel of division. Allegiance is a construct of division. The CIA has been created as a
construct built on the doctrine of division where everybody is pitted against everybody.
Its own allegiance however, is to its masters, not to society."
I pointed out that this is true, and that our knowing that this is true gives us the
power to make a difference. Our call for Love-Based Economics would be aiding
mankind in stepping away from the doctrine of division towards the universal unity of
mankind as human beings, that is not artificial but true. "By knowing that this unity is
true, I must say that our mission could have world-historic significance, because it makes
the universal Ice Age Renaissance a real possibility. In any case, that's what our goal
should be. Anything less is self-denial. The mission that we are embarked on has the
potential to be the opening of a door to a New Age. This door will open wide if we are
successful. So let's be successful," I added.
Heather cheered. Then everybody cheered.
With this said, I retrieved Tony's bottle from my luggage and gave it back to
Sylvia. "You choose," I said. "If our goal is bold enough to meet your expectation, we
should open it. If not, return it to me and I'll put the bottle back."
Sylvia took the bottle. She looked at it, saying nothing at all. Then her face lit up
with a smile. "We have argued over nothing," she said finally, "nothing that's important.
Life is a discovery. From the moment a person is born, life is a discovery. We are born
into this world to change the world, but first we need to discover it, to discover the
universe as it is, its beauty, its principles, the freedoms we derive from them, the riches
we possess as human beings, and the reality that defines who we are. We are not here to
fight. We have to look further than that. We are here on a journey of discovery of great
freedoms, near infinite freedoms. And what do we discover? We discover our unity. We
discovery that the unity that we hope for is already established as the reality of our being.
We discover that unity is forever an aspect of who and what we are as human beings,
because humanity is one. We discover this fact as a fundamental principle of life. We
may be puzzled by what we discover, because we have rejected its reality for so long and
superimposed our own notions of reality. Out of these notions we have defined poverty as
the reality of human existence, while becoming unaware of the riches within us that are

already established. We can't fight the world's poverty with more poverty on our own
part, we can only overshadow the poverty in the world with the riches of the real human
soul, our divine Soul, the riches of our unity in being, which is the reality of our being."
She looked at the bottle again and smiled. "With this said, I have a proposal to
make that will shock you, but which addresses all the talk centered on poverty that went
on tonight as we explored the problems that need to be solved. I guess what I am going to
shock you with now may be my way of combating 'racism' in love. We've been talking
about universal love. But talking is easy. Doing it is harder. My proposal is, before
Heather accuses me of that kind of 'racism' in love that we honor the unity that exists
between us all in this room like the air that we breathe. Let us make a commitment that
no division will ever stand between us, or social 'racism,' not even sexual 'racism,' as we
defined racism earlier, which is really a lack of love. This means that we must do
something actively and profoundly in the sphere of responding to the Principle of
Universal Love. This means that we must honor those among us who have made the first
discoveries along this line out of their honesty with themselves and were courageous
enough to follow through with the logic of their discovery. I am talking about Peter. I am
talking about Heather. I am talking about an unfolding love, even sexual love, without
which we would not be standing here tonight. Love is a discovery. It has always been
that. It always will be that. I propose that we set aside the petty things that divide us and
commit ourselves to advance these kinds of discoveries and reach out for still greater
riches. I propose that we open ourselves to more and greater discoveries of love, and of
beauty, sublimity, and the reality of a unity that has already been established as an
element of us being human."

Sylvia was right. The proposal came like a shock to me. It also came like an
unexpected breakthrough. I wasn't surprised by what she said. I was surprised that she
said it so simply and openly. Ross was smiling quietly, but shaking his head at the same
time. Then he nodded and said something about the truth being the truth, which is
sometimes surprising.
Tony shook his head and muttered something about this whole thing getting rather
crazy. "I have never understood what happened between the three of you," he said to
Sylvia. "I have trouble understanding Heather and Pete, but you, you're the biggest puzzle
to me yet. There has never been a wife in the history of the world, as far as I know, who
said what you just said. Every woman that I knew wants her man for herself. She tells me
that this exclusive relationship is heaven. You are either a genius who has moved beyond
heaven, which would be a miracle, or you're nuts. I just can't decide which."
"Well Tony, miracles never cease," Sylvia answered with a grin.
"It is about time we are getting into the miracle business," Ross added in a joking
manner. "I have never come across any miracles as a priest, only as a scientist, but there,
in science, miracles don't really happen either. When we talk in terms of miracles we
admit thereby the long distance that we still have to run to get to where we need to be."

"That's why no real miracle has happened," said Sylvia.
"What has happened then?" Heather asked. "What is the secret?"
"There is no secret," Sylvia replied. "Pete talked about the need for bridging the
countless forms of division in the world to save civilization. I think that even he missed
the mark in some way. Love is its own gem. It is not a means to an end. It is its own light.
But love, being what it is, it has to be lateral and wide in its unfolding and universal,
rather than vertical and imperial and small and privatized. That's the characteristic of
love. The lateral universality is its principle. If it were vertical and imperial, it would
have an iron curtain strung across it. Pete may discover this some day. He said that the
sexual division and isolation is the deepest form of division and isolation of them all and
also the one that hits closest to home. He suggested to me that society needs to start there,
deep within itself, to find its unity and its love for one another, which is society's love for
itself. But I disagree. I think, love is still more. I think love is its own gem. It is its own
light. And whatever it touches is resplendent in that light, sex included. Unity is the
outcome from that. Sure unity is natural, but it is secondary."
"Are you saying that Pete made love a political project that you felt compelled to
accept?" asked Heather.
"No, he actually didn't make it into a project at all. He opened my eyes," said
Sylvia. "That's all he did. But he couldn't do this any further than he had opened his own
eyes. I think we are all still pioneers in this regard, hoping for miracles, because what we
are aiming for is miraculous. That's why I think we need to be honest with ourselves,
because whatever lies at the lowest level on the scale of love, where love is being counted
as zero, is anchored in the imperial sewer that isn't worth making any fuzz over. We have
divided the whole of humanity into segregated camps and isolated one-another on a vast
scale, and over what, and for whose benefit? Isn't the whole divide-isolate-and-conquer
process an imperial song that has been sung for centuries to the detriment of civilization?
We've been singing this song at our home plate for countless centuries at the imperial's
bidding. I've done this too. I spoke to Pete of divorce, but for what? What was this all
about? Pete spoke of Erica and a beautiful love affair, and there wasn't even any sex
involved. And even if there would have been, that would have been brief and minuscule
compared to the rest. So, what's the fuzz all about? Was I envious that Pete had
developed a beautiful feeling for another human being that brightened his life, which
happened to be a woman? That's what it was, wasn't it? I suddenly realized how silly it
was for me to be upset over that! I should have wished this for him. I should have wished
for him to have a life full of unfolding love and its joys, even if some of it could last for
but a day. But we can't keep our eyes open that wide, can we. Am I not right? We can't
allow this when sex is involved? So, how do we then inspire society to love itself if we
can't even do it ourselves at the home plate?"
"I think you are wrong," Heather intervened. "We sing this song even if there is no
sex involved."

"I know, this isn't about sex," Sylvia replied. "It's about a deep reaching intentional
process to cause division and isolation that has huge consequences for humanity. It's
about preventing the development of civilization. The priests in ancient times invented
sexual isolation, and it wasn't to protect society, but to control it."
Sylvia paused and then continued quietly. "Pete and I have discovered that all the
way from the beginning of the dynastic and imperial age right through to the renaissance
age, there hasn't been any major population growth happening. For the first 10,000 years
or so, from right after the last Ice Age had ended till about 200-BC the world population
grew from 5 million to 150 million. That represents a big jump. Then everything became
stagnated till the end of the 1600s. It was as if civilization had been put on hold. The
stagnation ended with the Second Renaissance that gave us the Treaty of Westphalia and
a higher level platform for civilization that was to a large degree rooted in love. From this
point on the world population grew ten-fold in slightly over 300 years, from half a billion
to over five billion. We now need to build a similar kind or renaissance socially, that is
just as explosive, Heather. We need a Treaty of Westphalia in the social domain. No
renaissance in history has ever reached deep into the social domain of society where our
human relationships are anchored. Whether humanity will die in nuclear war unfolding
out of imperial poverty, or will create for itself an Ice Age Renaissance to save human
existence in a big way, will be determined by what is happening in the social domain in
terms of our love for one-another as human beings. The big questions in our world,
therefore, are not technical questions, but human-relationship questions. The Principle of
the Advantage of the Other that the Treaty of Westphalia was built on, was not a
technical question. It became something rooted in the human soul. That kind of
dimension has never been brought into the social domain. Without this dimension
unfolding deep within at the grassroots level of society the greatest political treaty in
history was doomed to become lost again. And that is why the imperial world survived
and has become a global monster."
"The imperial world should have ended already with the Golden Renaissance,"
said Ross.
"It definitely should have stopped in the 17th Century with the Second
Renaissance," Sylvia added, "but a foolish society didn't carry the process far enough in
either period."
"Why then do we find it so difficult to do this even now?" said Heather. "Why
can't we allow the Principle of Universal Love to stand and built a new civilization on it
that is not rooted in the imperial sewer were civilization is being drowned? I can see no
reason why we shouldn't allow it to stand, at least among us as at out now slightly larger
home plate. But in so many instances we can't do this, can we? That's a paradox, right?"
"All that I could see standing between me and Pete," said Sylvia to Heather,
"considering what had happened in East Germany and later with you, was that sex has
become like a giant dam that blocks the flow of life and love; that jams up the works so
that nothing moves anymore. Suddenly I realized that we have built this giant dam for
something that doesn't amount to a hell of a lot in physical terms, that barely lasts a few

minutes if that, which also happens so rarely that it isn't worth the mention, maybe once
every few days, which nevertheless inspires a passion for something that is human and is
anchored in being alive. For that small thing we sacrifice all the rest of the ninety-ninepercent of what sexual loving also includes, which is rich and exciting, and invigorating
and beautiful, which brightens our life. So I asked myself if I wanted a husband to live
with, whose life is jammed up by a giant dam, or whether I would not rather want to see
this life free-flowing as rich and as beautiful as it had been when we first met. That
wasn't a hard question to answer. I am just ashamed that I didn't see this answer before
Pete was impelled to deal with this issue on his own, which caused him considerable
agony. I am celebrating now that it all worked out, which it might not have. I am
celebrating that we are human beings and are actually capable of moving beyond our
previous heaven, as Tony suggests, if we give ourselves half a chance to build a still
brighter heaven in this world."
Sylvia paused again and then continued. "I am also celebrating in the same way
Pete's daring and adventurous spirit and his great gentleness and care in uplifting my life
with his love. The only thing that I am not celebrating is that a miracle has occurred,
because no such thing has happened. I am bringing this up, because I realize for the first
time in my life that the financial oligarchy of the world, fettered to their bankrupt private
central banks, is just as stuck behind a great dam of their own creating that shouldn't be a
part of their existence either. My point is that since we have begun to develop the
technology of taking down dams, we may yet be able to help them to make it their
foremost project to take down their own dams as well. The only power that I can think of
that will ever end the imperial rule in the world and its deadening game, is mankind's
daring to create a profound high-level civilization based on its universal love as human
beings. That's what we need to create for ourselves in order to survive the Ice Age. If we
fail, the Ice Age will win, and we'll follow the path of Homo Erectus that ended 600,000
years ago, probably in one of the many ice ages, after 1.5 million years running. Without
our present humanity uplifting itself in its love for one another, to create a profound Ice
Age Renaissance, what would we bring to the plate to empower us to rouse ourselves to
create the vast technological infrastructures that enable indoor agriculture? We need that
kind of uplift urgently, because we must begin the project in our time. It takes a hundred
years to get ready. Nor would we be in the critical situation that we are in today if
mankind hadn't wasted 3000 years making a detour through the lands of empire. We've
come to the stage now that it won't be possible for mankind to sustain more than a billion
people in an Ice Age world, provided that anyone can survive the transition. This means
we have to pull out all the stops to create the needed Ice Age Renaissance. We have to
make a quantum jump all the way to the Principle of Universal Love to reach the tall goal
without which mankind might not survive. It is quite possible that not a single human
being might survive the next Ice Age transition without the needed Ice Age Renaissance.
If we allow a large population as we have today, to collapse by starvation to about 1% of
its present size, the disease vector that comes out of that collapse will likely take
everybody down. We might suffer the same fate then, as the dinosaurs. If for example a
single new flu virus like the one in 1918, which resulted from a small biological
breakdown in the wake of a relatively small war, can kill fifty million people within just a
few months, then nobody can forecast what a massive biological breakdown on a global

scale can unleash, as billions of people are starving to death. It would be truly a miracle if
anyone were to survive that."
"If we fail in our love for future generations as time is fast running out, we might
doom civilization and humanity for all times to come," I interjected in support of Sylvia.
"That's how big this thing is that we are fighting for. The stakes are that huge. We simply
must win, and we will win, because to fail is not an option that anyone can accept
anymore. I don't think we are that callous as human beings that our love for our
humanity, as faint as it may presently be, will allow us to let this tragedy unfold. That is
why I think the Ice Age Challenge will be met and will turn the world around, because to
fail is not an option that anyone is ready to accept."
Sylvia turned to Tony. "Doesn't this give you hope, Tony? It gives me great hope
that we will have a bright future."
Sylvia gave the bottle back to Tony, then hugged me.
Heather responded to Sylvia with a kiss.
Ross reached his hand out to me, "You know what this means?" he said.
"No, I don't know what this means," I replied to him.
"What this means remains yet to be discovered," he added with a grin. He reached
out for the bottle and opened it.
"Let's drink to all the wonders of love that we haven't discovered yet," said Ross
solemnly, raising his glass.
"And let's not talk about miracles anymore," said Tony. "Let's just make the things
happen that need to happen."

So it was that we all drank champagne once more this night. We drank a solemn
toast as though we were committing ourselves to a New Year's resolution that would
make the coming year the grandest anyone has ever seen. Even the radio cooperated that
night. Its music added to the festive atmosphere that had been established at last. The
music was from Tchaikovsky's Sleeping Beauty ballet, a suite of dances. It was followed
by the Romeo and Juliet Fantasy Overture. It became a festive evening indeed.
In this festive atmosphere the unfolding war, the fears, the burdensome
responsibilities, had all drifted into the background. They became displaced by
Tchaikovsky's dances and were temporarily forgotten.

"Still, there is something wrong with what we are doing," said Heather a long time
later when the music ended. "We shouldn't be celebrating this commitment to advanced
discovery with champagne," she said. "Discovery requires cool headed thinking."
"Right," Ross agreed. "I can't think of any occasion at all when drinking
champagne is really justified for this very reason."
"Ah, now I can see why this tight security is needed," said Tony and began to
laugh as if this were a great joke. "We don't want anyone to know how crazy we all are,
do we? Just tell anyone that we are rejecting champagne as something to be avoided.
Still, it's true! A glass of orange juice would have done better."
Tony's remarks, of course, were only partially true. We were definitely crazy by
the world's perception, but we were beautiful together in this new unfolding as we
enveloped one-another in love in our own individual ways.
+++

Chapter 9 - Glass Sculptures
Our spirits weren't quite as high the next morning when we stepped through the
Iron Curtain into East Germany at Checkpoint Charlie. I had traveled through this gate in
the Iron Curtain many times during the Anderson affair. It seemed to me that one never
gets used to facing submachine guns and the overriding sense of the cheapness of life in
the communist world that these guns signified. The tense feeling was impossible to
suppress. I could close my eyes and still see the open muzzle stare into my face, knowing
what it has been made for.
As I made my way past the concrete barriers that were originally erected against
tanks. The dark image of a fascist world that stood unseen behind that muzzle, hit just as
hard that day as on many previous occasions. It seemed that this part never gets any
easier.

"What a contrasting world East Germany is!" said Sylvia once we were through.
I agreed. I couldn't help notice the contrast every time I passed into the East.
Going through the checkpoint turned out be a sobering experience for all of us: a
creepy, frightening step through a gateway into a world that I had learned to loathe and
yet had learned to treasure at the same time, because Steve and Ushi lived there. I felt the
same feeling again this time around.

I telephoned Ushi as soon as we got to Leipzig after a two-hour drive on the
autobahn. I meant to surprise her by phoning her from right outside her office. But it was
mostly for security reasons that I phoned. I recalled that there was a public telephone
booth in front of the great medieval castle called the Rathaus, where she worked. I knew
that she could see the booth from her office window. She had mentioned it once before.
When she heard my voice she let out a shriek of delight. "Are you really here?"
she asked.
"Just look out the window and watch me wave to you."
"Gosh, I can see you. Is it really you? Wave again! Why don't you come up, Pete?"
"Maybe you should come down, I have a still bigger surprise for you," I said.
"Sylvia is here with me and Tony, and Heather, and Heather's future husband, Ross, a
nuclear-power genius that Steve might want to meet. Except Ross has given up on
science in America and became a birdwatcher for the military instead. Still he remains
what he was, a genius."

"Wait please, I'll be right down," she said. "But first I must call Steve. We'll have
to have lunch together."
"OK, that sounds fine, but supper is on me tonight," I warned her. "Can you
recommend a place, one with dancing?"
"You bet I can!" she said and hung up.
We met her outside her place of work, right in front of the great copper-clad door
of the Rathaus. The door looked as heavy as I remembered it. Its imposing size and
weight provided a perfect introduction to the system that it guarded. Also, there was this
contrast again, of the bombastic standing in opposition to the superlative that Ushi
personified, someone delicate and beautiful. No embrace could have been warmer than
ours, or a face more radiant than hers as she stepped through the giant door to greet us.
She warmly embraced Sylvia, and then Heather. Afterwards she hugged Ross and Tony,
too.
"Steve will meet us at Cafe Intourist," she said later. "He will come right after his
last lecture."

I remembered the Cafe Intourist. I had dinner there, once. As I recalled, it was only
a few blocks from the Rathaus, the right distance for walking, and of course for
exchanging stories. And oh, did I have a story to tell her!
At first she said no. Then she said, "Italy sounds exciting!" When I mentioned
Venice, the 'no' became a 'maybe.' When I finally explained the importance of the project
to both the United States and the Soviet Union, she was with us one hundred percent. I
added that the matter is so highly sensitive that it takes sensitive persons like her and
Steve, to handle it.
She looked at me and shook her head. "This goes one step too far!" she protested.
"I'm honored, but I can't accept. The responsibility is too tremendous. What if I fail?"
"What if someone else tried and failed more miserably?" I asked in return. "Can
you think of anyone better qualified than you and Steve to do the right thing when there
is no way of telling what the right thing is?"
She shook her head. Some tears came. Then I told her our submarine story, how
close the cruise missile had come to Washington D.C. and that this happened less than
three days ago.
"OK, but Steve won't go along with this," she said. "He never misses a semester
opening. It's important to him to be there. He says that the first weeks are critical."
"The future of humanity is at stake," I said quietly. "Steve will adjust his
priorities."

"Ok, I'll ask him for you, Peter."

We walked arm in arm into the restaurant. Ushi's eyes were still wet.
Steve was already there. He waved us to his table.
"Pete needs you in Italy tomorrow," she said to him bluntly and without a
comment as if none was needed.
Steve looked stunned. "Another nudist beach project?" he asked jokingly.
I shook my head. "Something much bigger, Steve! The beach isn't important at the
moment. Something much bigger is happening."
"Didn't I tell you, you blew those 90,000 bucks?" Steve said and began to laugh.
"Steve, hundreds of billions are at stake. It's that big a project. It could be a turning
point in history. The future existence of mankind may hang in the balance! You had told
me once to invite you to my opening show. I am inviting you now. We are about to stage
the opening show for a new future for mankind."
Steve laughed, but immediately his smile faded. "You are not joking?"
Of course I had to repeat the whole long cruise missile story all over again.

"Venice," he repeated, "the SDI is being scrapped there!" He shook his head.
"What a coincidence! Did you know that Venice killed Dante?"
"There is no connection," said Ross. "The project that we need your help with
might open a whole new horizon that will resurrect Dante. The Venetian won't shut this
one down."
"I hope you realize what this means to the Soviet Union," said Steve. "They feel
terribly pressured by the SDI."
"Who has the SDI first, controls the world," said Ross.
I explained to Steve that the cancellation was perceived as a first step towards
better relations, a sign of respect, and hopefully also a step closer to the end of the
nuclear arms race. "My boss Fred invited you to become involved, because of your
network of contacts that is reaching deep into the Soviet Union. He thinks it is of utmost
importance that this gift to the Soviet Union is not being perceived as a trick of some sort,
but is seen as an honest gesture, which it is."
"They may see it as a political ploy," commented Steve.

"Exactly! That's why Fred invited you to become a part of the team," said Ross.
"You are respected as someone who plays no games, a scientist of absolute honesty and
integrity."
"You tell me that your boss, Fred, invited me, but what about you? Is this what
you really want me to do as a friend?" said Steve.
"Personally, I would love you to be involved for a totally different reason," I
answered quietly. "The SDI cancellation is important. It's important to the President. But
in the larger picture it isn't a big deal. I need you in Venice for one specific reason that
goes far beyond what the President asked for, and what Fred is even aware of as a
possibility. It is something so big that I'm not even sure we can pull it off. With someone
like you on my side it might be doable."
"Something bigger than the cancellation of the SDI, Peter? What could that
possibly be?"
"The President wants us to cancel America's Strategic Defense Initiative as a gift
to the Soviet Union in order to ease the pressure that has become a danger to us all," I
said to Steve. "I personally want to put something vastly bigger in place for the scientists
to tackle instead. I'm thinking of a real strategic defense initiative for the protection and
the continued existence of all mankind. I'm thinking of something big, something that is
truly global in its significance and that has become absolutely vital to be considered. It is
so big that no politician has had the courage so far to touch it, much to less run with it."
"OK, Pete, "stop the suspense. You've got me listening!"
"I want to put the start of a new renaissance on the worldwide agenda at the
physicists’ conference in Venice. I need your help as someone that the physicists from
around the world respect. What I must ask them to support to the best of their ability goes
totally against their acquired axioms."
Steve nodded momentarily. "You want me to betray them?" he said moments later
and looked away. He got out of his chair.
"Please," I said. "I want the opposite. I want to help them to stop betraying
themselves."
"So what is this big thing that you want to announce and need my help with?" said
Steve as he said down again. "It better be good."
"It could become the key-turning point for mankind," I said and began to smile.
"It's the biggest thing for mankind to face since the last Ice Age. In fact, it is the biggest
thing ever. It is the return of the Ice Age itself. The challenge is, as you have told me
several times before, to create the technological infrastructures that enable a ten billion
world-population to be supported by indoor agriculture for the next ninety thousand
years. I have read a report by Professor Zbigniew Jaworowski from Warsaw on the
coming Ice Age. He suggests that the transition period could be as close as fifty to a

hundred and fifty years from now. With a forty-percent drop in global average
temperatures most of our present agricultural potential will disappear. We might have to
support almost ten billion people from indoor resources while we loose twenty percent
more of the Earth's landmass to glaciation, and most of that in the Northern Hemisphere.
This challenge that we face is the biggest challenge that has ever been thrust upon a
species in the entire history of our planet. It is a challenge, because we have the ability to
master it. Otherwise it would be a catastrophe. If we were to fail of course, the
consequences would be unimaginable."
"The Ice Age Challenge," Steve repeated. "Creating an Ice Age Renaissance?
That's big alright. That's what we dreamed about the last time we met. You aim to put this
onto the world stage with the cream of the science community assembled, and this in
conjunction with the biggest political announcement in modern history."
I nodded. "I would like you to help me with this. I like to propose to the scientists,
Steve, that mankind needs to start a global strategic defense initiative to defend mankind
from itself against its possible extinction. I would like to suggest on a world-forum
platform that the time has come to get moving on this much needed initiative in a real and
intensely dedicated manner. If we succeed, we would close the door on nuclear war along
the way. It would become obsolete forever, together with a whole lot of other nasty
things of the type that are killing mankind today. I like to propose that we set a new stage
for having the brightest future imaginable. That's what's at stake. Will you help me,
Steve?"
Steve just nodded.

We argued back and forth over a lot of the details, all seven of us, until Ross and
Steve stood up and shook hands. Ross smiled and embraced Steve.
We sat in that restaurant for a full two hours. Eventually we were talking about
small stuff, the beach project, Puff the Magic Dragon, Tony's air show, submarines, and
Dante. Now and then, I strayed from the main conversation and became absorbed for a
time in some lovely meaningless small talk with Ushi. It was good to see her again!
"It is nice to have you with us again," she said.
Oddly, these were virtually the same words with which I was greeted at the hotel
when we checked in after lunch. The bellboy recognized me instantly. The captain too.
He came over to us, to greet us.
"But the beach is closed now," the captain grinned. "Are you here on another
'diplomatic' assignment?" he asked.
I blushed.

He shook my hand and said he was delighted to see me back. He looked at Heather
and Ross, then at me.
"We're visiting a friend," I replied.
"Ah?" he replied, as he handed the keys to the bellboy. "Have a nice visit. Will you
stay long?"
"Till tomorrow, then Italy."
He bowed slightly after taking his tip.
"I smell trouble," said Ross. "He was interviewing you."
I suggested that we should call Steve and Ushi and get them to meet us
somewhere, and leave the same night.
Ross disagreed. "This will put them in danger and ruin our whole mission on top
of that."
We agreed to carry on as planned. We met Steve and Ushi for dinner and then
returned with them to their apartment for a nightcap. There, practically in front of their
house the surprise began just as Ross had feared. Ushi recognized the 'pickup wagon'
being parked around the street corner. I had parked our car only three spaces behind it on
the opposite side of the street. Ushi went up to the car and talked with the driver. "Herr
Krausse! What a surprise!" she said and offered a kiss.
"Go away, Ushi," he said in a heavy tone of voice. "It's you they've come to arrest;
you, Steve, and your friends. You're in deep trouble."
"Me!" Ushi joked. "No, Heinz."
"Treason!" he said. "You must get away from here."
"Where would we go, Heinz? How far do you think we would get?"
"I'm terribly sorry," he said in his drawn out German. "Just be careful, they're
waiting for you upstairs."
"Thanks my friend!" she said, and tapped him on the shoulder.

The pickup squad must have wondered why none of us were the least bit surprised
when the chief officer suddenly stepped into the room from out of the balcony while we
sat at the table and had coffee. The squad had patiently waited there. Maybe they wanted
to catch us exchanging secrets or something like that. Since nothing of the sort happened,
or maybe the coffee smelled too good, they gave up waiting and came in.

"Nobody move!" the officer commanded us in broken English, pointing his gun at
us. He said we were all under arrest. He was accompanied by two lesser-ranking
uniformed officers. He himself wore a gray business suit and a crumpled raincoat. I was
tempted to laugh. He resembled Lt. Colombo down to a hair, from the famous TV series.
He even acted in the same manner, in the most predictable way. "I never thought that the
real world would catch up with the comics," I said to myself. I found it difficult to take
the man seriously, or to be scared of him. I was tempted to laugh. This though, would
have gone too far.
It seemed that we all had our fun with him, even Ushi. However, it also seemed
that our TV character in the Lt. Colombo script was definitely more intelligent.
"Please comrades have a coffee," said Ushi gently, without even looking up at
them. She had three extra cups on the table, and spoons. Evidently she knew that this was
the wrong thing to say. She couldn't suppress a smile at me. It inspired a sense of
compassion for them.
Of course there were accusations made, talk about bribery, disrespect for the law,
conspiracy to commit espionage. Our passports were collected up. The man took off his
coat and paced up and down the living room, lecturing Ushi and Steve on the virtues of
patriotism while one of his uniformed fellows took our passports away with him, to have
them checked.
Colombo shouted like a general driving a cavalry regiment into a charge. In that,
he was unlike the quiet Colombo from the TV series. The whole neighborhood must have
heard him. And then there was the weighty matter of the three extra cups! Ushi made
gestures that she could explain them. But he rambled on about this being evidence that
we were waiting for more spies from the CIA, and he wanted names. He had his note pad
ready.
"Comrades, these cups were for you," said Ushi smiling. "I thought you would
probably get cold hiding out on the balcony. You should have parked the pickup car
further away."
That's when Ross stood up like he might have stood against the demonstrators in
Pittsburgh. Compared to 'Colombo' Ross was a giant of a man. Ross put his hand on
Colombo's shoulder. "I might as well confess, Sir. I'm the CIA man you are after."
The man made him sit down and be quiet.
"No, no, I really do work for the CIA," Ross insisted, "but not as a spy. I'm a naval
observer stationed at the coast of North Carolina where a Soviet trawler launched a cruise
missile three nights ago, against Washington, DC."
"Lies, lies," shouted the man before hearing Ross out. "Lies won't get anyone off
the hook."
"I suppose you had better verify his story," said Ushi.

"That won't be possible," said Ross, "the Soviet Union denies that it happened."
"Oh, there are ways," said Ushi. "My boss, General Gerber, has connections. He
will know."
Our little Colombo twitched and got pale when the name General Gerber was
mentioned. He sent his other uniformed officer to the pay phone to talk to General
Gerber!
Now we waited. While we waited hardly a word was spoken. Tony and Heather
looked quite pale. The silence became tense. 'Colombo' paced the room again, and I had
the same uncomfortable feeling that I have had during my first experience in East
Germany, while waiting for my passport to be returned at the checkpoint. Only Steve
didn't seem to be bothered in the least. He made himself a glass of soda water with lemon
slices and ice cubes, and another one for me, and started telling me that someone had
actually found a way of accelerating nuclear particles at a speed greater than the speed of
light. And since Colombo who apparently had trouble writing in English, wrote every
word down that was spoken, he became extremely occupied. Soon Steve began asking
about the cruise missile crisis. "How close did the thing get to Washington?"
"Would you believe Arlington?" answered Ross.
Ross looked over Colombo's shoulder. "No, Arlington is spelled ending with I N G
T O N," he corrected the police lieutenant, or whatever his rank was.
"I can see why your President goes to such extreme measures," said Steve. He
added as a concession, "but giving the Soviet Union the Star Wars project as a gift, that's
most generous and quite unexpected."
"That's what he wants to do, and that is why he needs to have the best scientist and
journalist there, like Ushi and you," said Ross, "someone we can trust to cover the
occasion without misunderstanding it."
"Arlington?" asked Tony. "I thought they shot the cruise down closer to Norfolk
with three E-3 Sentry AWACs tracking it."
"It must have been one of their new stealth cruise missiles that are hard to see on
radar," said Ross. "It was probably a naval adaptation of their modified version of the
ASX-17. Its frame is made of synthetic fibers covered with a radar-absorbing paint. Also,
its shape is designed so that its surface contains no flat area, but scatters whatever radar
waves would be reflected back."
"Actually, the E-3 AWACs don't detect a stealth aircraft directly," said Tony,
"because there is no radar reflection from a stealth aircraft. They can detect it only by a
faint traveling void that a stealth aircraft creates when there is a highly reflective
background beneath it."
This was Tony's contribution for the benefit of the lieutenant.

"The AWACs' computers are searching for shadows that change position," Tony
continued. "The tracking officers then relay the position to the pilots with constant
updates. To a pilot chasing one of these, its like chasing a fifteen-foot kite going six
hundred miles an hour at an altitude of less then two hundred feet. Just try to chase a
thing like that with an F-15 in bad weather. You have to rely totally on the AWACs to
guide you to within a few hundred feet of it until your own radar catches it to lock in the
weapon systems. The F-15 Eagle is the most advanced flying computing center you can
imagine. The computer tracks all radar sightings automatically, both above and below the
aircraft, from close up to beyond visual range. The targeting is totally reliable. Once a
lock has been established the target is taken care of. The computer does the rest. The
system can track seven targets simultaneously. But when it comes to cruise missiles that
are small and agile, and hard for the radar to keep in lock, the system breaks down. Then
you have to go for visual and use your gun. Add bad weather and cloudiness, and you
really don't know what you're shooting at. These cruise missile kites are really too small
for visual tracking, at least they were so on the simulators."
"I've been told that it was a heat-locking air-to-air missile that got the cruise
missile down," said Ross, "But why did they track it for so long? That is a mystery to
me."
"That shows how difficult it is to respond in asymmetric situations," said Tony.
"We get ourselves all set up and trained for the games that we expect to be played, and
then someone comes along and plays a totally different game."
"Arlington is certainly too close for comfort," said Steve.
Ross had to help the policeman again with the spelling.
"That's why the President wants to give the Soviet Union this tremendous gift,"
said Ross to needle the policeman on. "The President obviously recognized that the US is
proportionately safer to the degree that the Soviet Union feels more secure, itself."
"Proportionately is spelled ATELY at the end," Ross corrected the policeman.
"It will be a great honor for you as a journalist and for your country to be the first
to publish this story," said Ross to Ushi.
Of course, all of this was written down.
Ushi smiled.
"And what is this gift?" the policeman asked.
"You wouldn't expect us to announce in advance what the President of the United
States of America is going to give to the people of the Soviet Union as a gift?" I replied.

He wrote this down too. He wrote everything down, swiftly and neatly, though he
evidently had trouble with the English spelling. Still, I wished I could write as neatly and
as fast as he could. I admired him for that.
When Colombo's man returned from the telephone mission, he said that General
Gerber was unavailable for the evening. That's when Colombo insisted that we had to be
kept under arrest until everything could be verified. Consequently, he dragged us all to
the police station. Luckily for us, he let us go back and stay at the hotel where we had
checked in. I told Colombo that we would rent the whole floor so that he would have to
post only a single guard.
He agreed.
With this twist of events, the investigation seemed to have ended, at least for the
moment. Also, Colombo didn't write things down anymore. At the hotel, life returned
almost back to normal. We were able to order food, drinks, anything we liked that was
available through room service. And since Steve and Ushi felt not the least apprehension,
neither did I. Heather suggested that we turn the whole situation into a party. Even our
police guard allowed himself the indiscretion of occasionally having a drink with us.
As it happened, nothing came out of the charges. Nor did we actually meet Ushi's
boss. A policeman appeared early the next morning and gave us our passports back. With
them he also brought a large document which he said is a special permit for Ushi and
Steve to accompany us.
We left immediately, straight to the Autobahn, then south to Stuttgart and further
south across the Alps. We had lunch in Stuttgart on top of the tower, the tallest structure
in all of Germany as the waiter assured us, though it probably wasn't. Dinner was delayed
that day until we got to Innsbruck, where we stayed for the night. We stayed in a hotel
that seemed to date back to the imperial epoch of Austria. If it wasn't, it was meant to
appear that way by its decor. Then, early the next morning, with the first sunlight, we
were off again over the Brenner Pass to Venice. Whatever clothing we needed for the hot
climate was purchased along the way, mostly in Italy, and most of that in Venice itself.

Heather and Sylvia were more than impressed with Venice. Ross and Tony, too.
They found it romantic. Everyone loved the narrow streets without cars, alleyways
connected with picturesque bridges across canals lined with old houses, a city of quaint
cafes, shops, ice cream parlors, frescos, statues, churches, and tiny squares. Sylvia loved
the cozy open markets, the market squares of the size of courtyards into which the sun
rarely penetrated. But when the sunshine did penetrate, it brought the colors alive, the
colors of the wares of the street vendors that sold everything from clothing to perfume, to
paintings and musical instruments. Among the vendors were tiny Espresso cafes, almost
hidden, and ice cream 'palaces' that added to the color. Even I was impressed by the
gentle atmosphere. But mostly it was the colors and the sunshine that made the place
appear romantic. Most outdoor stands were draped over as a protection from the ever-

present birds. I just couldn't decide whether the profusion of color that matched anything
in the rainbow, was not intended to secretly induce the sale of bright clothing to tourists
that subsequently carried the color that had been lavished profusely in the markets, into
the narrow passageways that were the streets of Venice.
Only the buildings themselves were not so brightly colored as if the builders had
no interest in 'attracting' the sunshine as did the tourist industry. The facades of the
buildings were of darker hues that brought out the tones of countless passing years.
Although Venice had been greatly transformed since my last visit, years earlier, its
'timeless' look had remained with a few modern touches added. The wooden bridge over
the Grand Canal had been replaced with a modern steel and stained glass structure that
combined the old era with the artistry of the New World. Also, the city was no longer
dirty and decaying as I had vaguely remembered. It appeared to me as though the whole
city had been renovated in preparation for a great festival. I didn't think much more about
it. I just took it all in and enjoyed it as everyone else seemed to do.
I noticed a poster sometime later in a store-window that made it quite clear that my
first impression had been correct. The face of the city had been uplifted for a type of
festival. The official plan, as far as I could make out from the poster, was to create a New
Venice, a modern-day Italian Babylon. The city had been groomed in a bid to become the
capital of Europe from the Ural Mountains to Gibraltar. Famous art treasures had been
loaned to the city's main gallery that I didn't know existed. Also, I noticed a bright-yellow
poster on the tourist information board. It said something about an "Universal Expo."
Central to that Expo, so it appeared, was the redevelopment of Venice's ancient arsenal.
The arsenal was the first thing Ross commented on when he saw the poster. The poster
said that the arsenal was being restored to become an exhibition center for folklore
history, as well as for modern technology and a lot of "other" things.
"Those other things," said Ross, "might be things that may never become apparent
to the average tourist who is unfamiliar with the Venetian Empire's history. Ross called
the armory 'the first scientific laboratory for the development of feudalism'."
Ross told us that in historic times the Venetian armory had been a model for a new
kind of production-intensive social structure. The workers of the armory had continued to
receive their wages under this new 'social' system after they were old and were no longer
able to work. By this imperial 'generosity,' catering to the workers’ minimal needs, the
arsenal had been able to attract the best craftsmen from near and far and retain them,
which the imperial state required for creating the fleets of ships that gave it its power.
"Their small concession to humanist value, drawn from sheer necessity, illustrates the
tremendous importance of the arsenal to the Empire," said Ross with a tone of disgust in
his voice. "Without that, the Venetian Empire would not have existed. An empire needs
the strength of society to do its dirty work."
Ross turned to me. "Now take another look at Venice," he said. "Take a careful
look at the small drab houses along the narrow alley ways. The houses are probably
damp. Notice the faint odor of mold in the air. In humanist terms Venice isn't a gem. It is
a dump. It is a monument to inhumanity. It consumed people, from the smallest to the

greatest. The executioner's platform has been removed of course, but its echo still lingers.
Its corrupting influence gave Venice its power. If you look for it, you may sense its
shadow. Venice has nothing to do with the goodness of living as a human being. In
comparison with Florence, Venice is a sewer, which its canals indeed are."
"No wonder the imperial clique likes it here and feels invigorated coming to this
city," Steve joked. "It's wonderfully devoid of human virtues. Of course, the tourists don't
come here for art and culture that doesn't exist here. Nor do they come to be touched by
its history. They come here to experience a façade prepared for the tourists and to
experience streets without cars and motorcycles, a phenomenon that you can only find in
Venice. But its history? Well, you really don't want to get into that, do you? It would
bring images to mind of James Fenimore Cooper's book, ‘The Bravo’, and those will
haunt you."
"I don't think the Venetians would want their real history to be known," said Ross.
Ross evidently understood something about the real history of the culture of empire that
the place, its people, and what the name Venice came to stand for. He said that the
armory had been responsible for building, repairing, and arming the vast Venetian fleet,
which he said was the lifeline of the Venetian Empire. "Without ships for merchants and
soldiers it would have been impossible for the tiny City-Empire to carry on its so-called
trade. The ships carried slaves and workers and soldiers. With them the empire built the
logistical support bases from which it would exert military pressure against far away
places in order to impose its terms of buying cheaply and selling at a king's ransom. The
Venetians were waging war for commerce. They were looting the capitals of other
empires by their highly developed skill in coercion. When the coercion failed, they
resorted to threats, which they had the power to carry out. In some cases, they were
simply destroying the opposing city-states altogether when they proved 'uncooperative,'
cities like Constantinople and so one. Without the highest quality hardware, which was
produced at the imperial armory, the Venetians' world of spying and economic raping,
supported by psychological warfare for which Venice had become notorious, would have
remained a world of empty dreams."
"The Venetian Empire would have never become a significant force without its
Armory," Steve agreed.
Ross described the Armory as a crossover point between the Venetians' sick greed
and the productive force of skilled laborers, by whose products expeditions were sent out
to ruin the economies of entire regions, expeditions that would make and break empires,
that would change history and prolong the dark ages.
"That's what Dante saw, and that's what probably got him killed," commented
Steve.

It appeared to me that Sylvia's first impression of Venice was a totally different
one. She described it like a gentle rose opening itself, unveiling a world of romance and

intimate feelings. To her our brief encounter with the dark 'hues' of East Germany and its
Iron Curtain lay far behind us and almost forgotten as though it didn't really belong to the
real world. The world before her was a world of sunshine, singing, dancing, shopping for
fine clothes, dining at fine restaurants, having wine with every meal, and walks after the
meals along cobblestones promenades or among thousands of pigeons that seemed to
eternally 'grace' the famous St. Marcus Square. Sylvia loved the St. Marcus Square,
flanked on one side by the old Dodges Palace where the physicist's conference was to be
held, with shops at the street level and on the opposite side of the square. St. Marcus
Square quickly became her favorite place to be, and so it became ours.
Not far from the square, we found a most elegant open-air restaurant with tables
arranged right along the edge of the lagoon. The restaurant turned out to be a grand place
for looking at sunsets with the island of Lido in the distance, and a forest of brightly
colored masts nearby to the immediate right, and sails in the city's marina. After the sun
had set, the scene became bathed in the warm, mellow light of countless lamps, a
sparkling maritime atmosphere with strings of lanterns decorating many a boat. The
splendor of the light show added a lighthearted, holiday kind of feeling.
"Everything is perfect here," commented Sylvia.
And so it was for what it was. In every restaurant a bouquet of flowers graced the
table, and a bottle of wine stood ready to be poured. The lanterns along the waterfront
where we dined that evening were brightly painted. Their purple tinted glass-enclosures
hung from fine ironwork. Sylvia commented on how colorful and graceful everything
was. One really had to look to find something that was plain or drab. Not even the
tablecloths in the restaurants were plain. Some had a soft-colored pattern woven into
them, or flowers printed on them. The people too, were colorfully dressed, at least the
natives were. The drabbest dressers seemed to be the tourists, loaded with cameras and
bags, except for those who had evidently discovered the local clothing markets.
We decided that we wouldn't be tourists in this regard.

Ushi wore a deep blue dress for our first evening in Venice, with a light-blue
ruffled collar that extended low around her neck, graced by a thin chain of gold. Heather
was dressed in yellow that matched the charm of Venice and its brightness. It also
reflected her 'brightness' as a human being that had a beauty all of its own. I was the
exception. I simply wore a white shirt and black pants, the standard requirement for
official business environments. Ross, on the other hand, looked like he'd just come from
Jamaica. Tony came close. Steve was the most elegantly dressed of us men. His dark blue
silk shirt matched Ushi's dress perfectly. Sylvia was dressed in white, simple in style, but
elegant in appearance. Most of what we wore was purchased, courtesy of Uncle Sam. To
buy these clothes seemed like robbing the bank, considering the economic crisis that was
still brewing back home in the USA. Nevertheless, our expenditures represented but an
infinitesimal fraction of what was spent each single day on defenses that might become

unnecessary if we were to succeed in our mission, and in what we felt it could
accomplish in addition to it.
After ordering dinner at our first night there, Heather unpacked the glass sculptures
that she and I had bought earlier to celebrate our being in Venice together. We had
bought them in a tiny arts store that was crammed to the ceiling with anything from die
cast junk to marvelous art works of the finest glass. We were told that Venice had
become famous for glass-art, produced by world-renowned masters and their apprentices
who were masters themselves of this delicate art. Heather had noticed one of the
sculptures in the window. According to the card in front of it, it was made by a Venetian
master whose name I couldn't pronounce. It was nearly hidden by a porcelain bowl.
Actually the store had three more sculptures of this type, similar ones, all made of
perfectly clear optical glass shaped into smooth abstract forms. However, their real
attraction wasn't primarily in the form itself. It was in the way in which the form worked
to fracture the light. That's what fascinated me about them. To me, they represented our
self-love becoming manifest in our love for each other in countless different ways. The
more 'light' we put into our self-love for our humanity, the more fascinating became the
sparkle of this light by reflection and refraction.
In this sense our trying to choose between the four sculptures that had been set
before Heather and I, became one of the loveliest experiences of our enchantment in
Venice. The experience of choosing between the sculptures was unfolding slowly and
gradually. I was drawn inwards by the beauty of what we faced, which evidently reflected
something of the artist's beautiful soul.

The shop owner had taken us to a room in the back of the store where he had a box
set up, draped in black velvet. He put the four sculptures on them. Several spotlights
shone on them from above.
"A hundred thousand Lire each, or two hundred and fifty thousand Lire for all of
them together," he said.
"First we must choose," said Heather.
If it had been up to me the choice would have been easily made. There was
something magical about every one of them. Actually, it was up to me, and I was inclined
to buy them all. One of them reminded me of our day at the Sand Castle, the last day that
Heather and I had shared. Looking at the sculpture, looking at Heather, I felt the same
feeling again. God knows why. Maybe it was the way it sparkled.
With the sculpture standing between us, we were facing one-another with the same
glowing sense of excitement that had stayed fast in my memory. It was a deep-reaching,
gentle feeling, a mixture of peace, joy, and childlike anticipation of good things to come,
mixed with a daring to reach for it all in one single grasping.

In the store the first night came to mind that Heather and I had shared. It happened
on the very day we met, shortly after dinner in Elizabeth City. With Tony glued to his
ball game broadcast, it seemed both logical and exciting to pay Heather a visit. Oh how
unprepared I was for what became an emotional explosion that made no sense that day,
yet seemed totally natural. Maybe she wanted to hear me say, 'WOW,' once more, as I
had greeted her earlier that evening when she stepped out of the elevator. And I had
meant it then, too. This time the word, wow, had been too 'small' to do justice to the
power of the moment.
"The door is open," she said when I knocked. "I thought you might be coming,"
she added.
Oh, wow! There she was as naked as she was born, standing like a Greek goddess
near the balcony door with the sparkling lights of the motel's neon sign dominating the
scene behind her. This was heaven. As if someone spoke, the words of a hymn came to
mind.
"O Jesus, our Exemplar, thy works, now understood, reveal their full effulgence, in
Love's sweet brotherhood."
Oh yes, Love's sweet brotherhood was unfolding indeed. I knelt before Heather in
this magical moment, spontaneously, and kissed her vulva that had become the center of
the vista, surrounded as it were, with light.
She seemed not to have expected my response. Neither had I imagined such a
thing to be possible. Still, she allowed it to happen. Within moments, she even
encouraged it further, as if to increase the 'reflection and refraction.'

While remembering that night, standing with her in the small art store in Venice, I
remembered a painting of the same type of scene that had become so amazing that night.
I had seen this painting in a gallery in Washington. It presented nearly the identical scene.
Only the background was radically different in the painting. In the painting a great room
dominated the background, in which a festive social event was in progress. Most of the
foreground of the painting was taken up by a richly embellished noble woman. She was
painted with her lower garments parted in front of her, and a well-dressed gentleman
kneeling at her feet, kissing her vulva with apparently great satisfaction.
What the painter had painted might have been a timeless scene that would likely
have also been understood in distant ages long before the time in which the painting was
done, just as it probably reflected what in modern time every one of the countless men
would desire who routinely crowd around the stages of the strip bars in so many pubs
around the world, which their smiles allude to.

On our night in Elizabeth City, long after the grand kiss ended that had been not a
small event indeed, as in the painting, when we came back to Earth, I dared to ask the
question that had puzzled me all the way through our 'happening,' as to what miracle had
brought it all about.
Her answer came with a smiled that solicited another, wow! She pointed to the
table along the wall. Among the usual stuff, I noticed a Bible open.
"When I saw the Bible in the drawer," she said, "I remembered a friend telling me
not long ago that I should read 1st John when I am lonely. To my surprise I saw many
passages underlined with a highlighter pen, in the book of 1st John." She showed the
underlined passages to me:
"God is love; and he that dwelleth in love dwelleth in God, and God in him. If we
love one another, God dwelleth in us, and his love is perfected in us. Hereby know we
that we dwell in him, and he in us, because he hath given us of his Spirit. Beloved, let us
love one another: for love is of God; and every one that loveth is born of God, and
knoweth God."
"When I read this," she said with the same smile as before, "I could only think of
you. All that I could think of was you. I prayed that you would by some miracle come
into my room. And then I noticed this further passage on another page:"
"And this commandment have we from him, That he who loveth God love his
brother also."
"Aren't we brothers then, in the family of man?" she added. "I wanted you to come
so badly that I got fully undressed for the occasion. I guess one needs to acknowledge the
process that one believes to be true. And there you are! I didn't even have to wait long. It
all happened on its own, as if Mind is reflected in mind, Love in love, Truth in truth."
"Mind is reflected in mind," I said quietly. "God is incorporeal, but is reflected in
man and the Universe. The 'Intelligence' of the Universe is incorporeal. The divine is
incorporated in Us and the Universe. We are its shape, beauty, sublimity, its Spirit
manifest in its myriad forms of expression. Sex is an element of the divine, and an
amazing one at that. It is an aspect of the all-encompassing dynamics of Mind, and Soul,
and Life, and Love. It manifests Truth, and Principle, and Spirit. It has its roots in all of
these. It is a corporeal expression of the infinite One. That's what my friend Steve says it
is. But what does it mean?"
"This, we have yet to discover," she said with a grin.

The night that we spent together in Elizabeth City became an aspect of the
universal kiss that didn't fade in the dark, but retained its sparkle and stayed alive for
many days. In this sparkle, the distance that is deemed to be civility, became reduced to
zero, while the natural zero-distance between heart to heart was laid bare before us that

night. We had touched the zero-distance love that the poets sing about in terms of the
kind of love where all love's colors melt into a symphony of color.

That's how the glass sculptures came to light in my thought in the art store in
Venice. Our days after Elizabeth City had sparkled in the same way as the glass
sculptures now did, to some degree, which they could only hint at, since nothing would
ever match those momentous showers of sparks from those days in the past, which had
been flowing so freely in their innocent brightness from within.
Sex hadn't done this, then. It had merely opened the door. What came out from
behind the door had made the simplest things appear special, like drinking ginger ale with
her, or picking wild flowers. In part, our excitement of being together in those days came
from not knowing what fascinating wonders would pop into view next. This was the kind
of promise that I now felt again in Venice. All of this was brought to light in those
sculptures. And for a moment, time really did stand still.
Being in love with Heather was a force that had made me more sensitive to the
loveliness of our world. Also, this love had not ended, nor was it likely now that it ever
would. She was as if she were a catalyst for life's sunshine. Seeing her together with the
glass sculptures added still more magic to the sunshine of the moment. There was a
blending there of something that belonged together, which was also linked to myself,
linked to my own self-love, and beyond that, to Ushi, Steve, Sylvia, Ross, and Tony.
Heather's flowing dark hair contrasted with the light. It blended with her radiant
smile, which in turn added to the sparkle in her eyes. It seemed as if Heather's bright and
sparkling nature was brought into focus by the magic of the clear crystal glass. The magic
was evidently reflecting the artist's mind who had created its shape and unfolded in a
special way as it transposed the fractured light into the larger frame in which we all
existed as one undivided whole, made up of stars and rays of light in which we find our
individuality. Evidently the artist understood the dynamics of a human being and had
created a perfect mirror for it.
The other sculptures had a similar effect on me, but in a different manner. They
reflected the beautiful soul of Sylvia, the brightness of Ushi's smile, Steve's unfathomable
depth of understanding, Ross' boundless knowledge of things, and Tony's enthusiasm and
his infinite patience with my lack of 'omnipotence.' It appeared to me that this glass-art
was designed to have this effect. It also enabled one to look into one’s soul, to explore
one’s self-love as a human being. It appeared as if the sculptures captured the qualities of
respect, honor, intelligence, alertness, ingenuity, care, affection, and so forth, which we
had recognized to be essential elements of our humanity. That's what we had learned to
cherish as a resource for enriching one-another. It seemed that this glass-art presented a
testimonial to the great Principle of Universal Love that we had now committed ourselves
to build our lives on, and our hopes around. Had the artist recognized this principle too?
Obviously the artist had recognized it before we had?

There was a great deal of power in this deep-reaching feeling that this glasswork
inspired. I hoped that this feeling of something rich and its power that I saw unfolding
when we looked at this sculpture, would resurface in some way in Sylvia's eyes when she
unpacked the artistic work. As I handed her the gift-wrapped parcel at the restaurant I
remembered the difficulty I had in deciding which one I should choose for her.

"Two hundred and fifty thousand Lire, for all of then," the storeowner had
repeated to affirm the price as he stopped by while we were still deciding. In the far
reaches of my mind it occurred to me that it was customary in this country to barter.
"Three hundred thousand Lire!" I replied.
"Mamamia! Three hundred thousand it is," he said in broken English and left us
alone for another ten minutes.
While we admired our purchase, another place and another time came to mind that
accented these lovely moments with a bitter taste. But the bitter taste didn't spoil
anything. It made the precious moments more precious to hold on to.
The incidence had happened a long time ago, so it seemed. I had come to Java on a
technical mission and taken a few days off afterwards to explore the countryside. The
local travel agent had rented me his personal Land Rover that was large enough to sleep
in quite comfortably. I had camped beside a meadow one night, just outside of a
mountain village. In the morning I found myself surrounded with a profusion of flowers,
a sea of delicate colors and shapes. The air was sweet with their odor. The whole scene
sparkled with freshness in the bright light of the early morning sunshine. I got the camera
loaded. The scene before me was a photographic delight. Some of the flowers had just
opened their petals to the morning sun and to the ever-present insects that came to feed in
this richly delicate world of color and fragrance.

To judge by the depth of my feelings for Heather, Ushi, and Sylvia, and in a
different way for Tony and Steve, that profusion of loveliness in Java seemed closely
related to our present world with our being together. The feeling of delight was also
reflected in the sparkle of the sculptures in the way they fractured light. The sparkle
brought those days in Java back to mind.

In my excitement of photographing the flowers I hadn't noticed a temple servant
coming towards me, from the direction of a small temple built at the edge of the village.
He came to pick flowers. He came with greedy eyes. He took bundles of them in a basket.
His God obviously demanded many flowers, a rich offering of living things for a dark,

dead, image of stone. He wasn't careful in picking them. He tore them out, almost
viciously; at least that's how it appeared. I nearly intervened. Maybe I had become too
sensitive, if this is at all possible. I stepped towards him, but then decided to leave him
be. After all, this was his home, not mine.

As I remembered the episode in the store while we were looking at the sculptures,
I also remembered Ushi's brightly sparkling eyes when she was telling me in Cozumel
about her wanting to have a baby. There was the same sparkle in the sculpture as had
been in her eyes. I could only guess what wonders this little life would have drawn into
focus against the brutal poverty of our world in which life had become so cheap and all
things delicate, preciously fragile.

I hadn't intervened in Java. It would have been rude. But should I act the same in
this larger arena, in response to this final impending sacrifice that mankind was allowing
and supporting to be set up against itself, called nuclear war? This larger world IS my
home, I thought. The impending sacrifice that is demanded is too immense in scope to be
left to the private whims of some misguided utopian ideologues, or to the servant of some
insane tyrants that lay claim to the world. There is too much beauty in living, too much to
be loved. Nothing in the world can justify sacrificing any of that to the rituals of the game
of nuclear bombing. I shuddered, wondering how much of humanity had already been
sacrificed, yanked off like those flowers, and cast into dark places hidden from the sun in
order to satisfy the insatiable greed and misused power of money of a tiny clique. I cried
for mankind, inwardly. I cried for the millions of women who by a force beyond their
grasp were impelled to live out their life beneath the burqa, never to be touched by the
world's sunshine, never to be loved by another man, never to have her face seen in public
or to leave her imprint on the world with the power of her smile and kiss. I cried for their
men too, who owned them, who likewise lived in isolation from the love of the Universe
by the force of their circumcision, and who in their poverty demand the burqa to keep
their wives secure. And I cried for the western men and women, who were more deeply
imprisoned by the money of their greed, enslaved by the millstones of their properties,
who were choked by lies, made shallow by opinions, and empty by the rage of politics
and religions. I cried, because too few people in the world were free to be human and free
to love.

When the shop owner came back I gave him four hundred thousand and embraced
Heather and told her that she should choose one of them as my wedding gift for her and
for Ross. I had the feeling that she understood what this implied. Or did she really
understand? We were both in tears after our embrace.

During our embrace the sculptures were being packed into ready made boxes lined
with soft synthetic foam.
We left the store arm in arm, our faces wet with tears, my mind half in a daze,
drunken with emotions. The music that we had heard in the store was still with me as we
walked away. And what music it had been! It had been music for the Soul, a solo violin
rendition of a melody that sounded like a meditation.

I couldn't decide whether the music had added to the wonders of the artwork, or
whether the artwork had added a new dimension to the music, or whether perhaps our
love had given a new meaning to both. Whenever our hearts met, a deep love emerged
that was carried by a thirst for the beauty of life that was gradually becoming a fire again
that could never be satisfied, a flow of love from heart to heart that promised to be always
fresh and new, that had once been blocked by an impasse that appeared greater than
either of us, but which had finally been resolved, so it seemed. Just to have the privilege
to experience this flow of love again, even if it is only now and then; to feel the bright
sparkle of its moments; was coming to light as a greater treasure than any king might
have possessed. And with it came this promise in her smile that this 'light' would continue
no matter what the circumstances would be that might arise. I felt no urge to ask for
more. Indeed, who could ask for more warmth than a fire that is burning, and for more
light than the sunshine from our human soul?
In the end it was Heather's smile as we walked away from the store that interrupted
my thoughts. What made her so beautiful was not her body wrapped in her fanciful
yellow clothes. A person, who loves deeply, from the deepest recesses of the heart, is
always beautiful. That's what Steve had once said as far as I remembered. That was most
certainly true for her.

These thoughts brought to mind the words of the elderly Japanese man again that I
met on the plane crossing the Atlantic. He had talked about a unity that I had but faintly
understood. I was now slowly beginning to comprehend what he had really been saying
about humanity being a spiritual species on a journey in a material universe, living by its
spiritual principles. He had talked about our humanity as being totally spiritual, as being a
light in the world that unfolds with joy and love, manifesting warmth, affection,
generosity, sex, vitality; the spiritual gems of our being, which ennoble the world in
which we live.

"What has your life been like after our footsteps parted in the sands of the Sand
Castle?" I asked on the way back.
"Super Nova events are rare in the Universe," said Heather. "What happened in
Elizabeth City and thereafter was comparable to one of their rare occurrences. In the

Universe those events don't continue for long. I am grateful that we had those days
together. I came away richer than I thought possible. So, I'm not sad that they ended.
However, I learned last night that one does need to experience Super Nova events now
and then. What happened in Elizabeth City happened to me only once more, and it
happened last night in Innsbruck when Steve invited me for a stroll after dinner and then
to his room for a 'nightcap.' Everything happened in almost the identical manner. Only
this time it was Steve who found a connection for it in the Bible. He recited parts of the
23rd Psalm, but with the corporeal sense of God replaced with the incorporeal, spiritual
sense in which the all-harmonizing principle of the Universe comes to light as Love.
"What he said was beautiful, Peter," Heather continued. "It gave the occasion a
beautiful meaning. But more than this, I needed to hear this simplified statement of a
profound truth that I had never really recognized before. He bowed to me, as he recited
the verses in the way a poem might be recited. And as he did so, he slowly kneeled down
before me.

Love is my shepherd; I shall not want;
Love makes me to lie down in green pastures;
Love leads me beside the still waters;
Love restores my soul, my spiritual sense:
Love guides me in the paths of righteousness for its own name's sake.

Though I walk through the valley of great challenges, I will fear no evil:
Love is with me;
Love's rod and Love's staff comfort me.
Love is preparing a table before me in the face of all the world:
Love is anointing my head with oil and makes my cup running over.

And so I'll dwell in the house,
In the consciousness of Love,
For all the days of my life,
In the presence of goodness

And mercy forever.

"This made the long kiss that followed more beautiful, Peter. And I really needed
this kiss," said Heather. "Afterwards Steve invited me out for a drink. I think Steve did all
this to raise me up. He said that God is incorporeal, which he said, means that we are the
divine corporeality in all aspects, reflecting only what is good, beautiful, powerful, and
true, in short, all that God is and its infinite Spirit that is inherently divine."
"I think Steve could somehow sense," she continued, "that Ross is a circumcised
man and that the resulting relationship with him is like a desert in some respects, so that I
needed an uplift to a higher level of thinking. I didn't realize it was that obvious. But he
also recognized that Ross is a beautiful man, intelligent, kind, and that I love him dearly
even if he lives in his own little sphere of exaggerated self-importance and a strong sense
of entitlement. Steve sensed that in Ross' presence I tend to feel rather small. I told Steve
that Ross wants to marry me, but that I can't go this route on the current basis and never
will be able to until we can stand side by side. Steve told me that we should be able to
make this happen and how this might be done."
"Let me guess, he based his proposal on the atomic model," I interjected. "He likes
to make those comparisons. But I can't imagine a principle existing in the Universe that
incorporates the circumcision."
"Steve does," said Heather, smiling. "Steve explained that an atom is the construct
of a complex complementary relationship between a proton that forms the nucleus, and
an electron that is drawn to it by mutual attraction. But, as Steve pointed out, they never
absorb each other. When they come extremely close in their attraction - when they kiss
each other so to speak - a still greater force than their attraction repels them apart.
Thereby, the electron that carries the least mass, bounces back, but instantly becomes
attracted again. By this interplay the atomic structure is formed that is a million times
larger than the electron itself that forms it. Steve said that the entire gigantic atomic
structure, as minuscule as it is, is maintained by the dynamics of the kiss by which the
universe exists. He compared it to a sexual event. His take is that a person needs the same
dynamics expressed in the form of the equivalent intimate sexual kiss. His take is that this
dynamic equivalent is needed on a frequent and regular basis for a well functioning and
closely-knit social structure to be possible and to be maintained. And here comes what
you find puzzling. As you know yourself, Peter, most of the atoms in our world are not of
that simple type, but have more than one proton at their nucleus, and have an equivalently
larger number of electrons associated with them. Steve says that since in the physical
sphere, like polarities repel each other, the Universe invented the neutron that has its
polarity neutralized, which acts like a type of glue that keeps the nucleus together. Steve
suggests that a circumcised man, who also tends to be more homosexual, might fulfill the
role of the neutron in a larger bond arrangement. Steve said that the Universe would
likely not exist without this principle being widely implemented on the atomic scale. He

suggests that we would do well to find a way to implement this principle for creating
larger bonds also in the structure of our civilization."
"This means that we are facing an amazing challenge to make this work," I
interjected. "It won't be easy to do this, even if thereby all of our respective needs can be
met. My hunch was right then that your living with Ross has been somewhat 'empty,'
sexually speaking."
"Society's sexual needs are rarely ever fulfilled in our love-starved world, Peter,
and less so in my living with Ross, but I won't walk away from Ross for that. He is an
amazing man in all other respects. Steve thinks highly of him. He thinks, however, that
Ross would probably be happier in a larger type of bond. For this, of course, there exists
no precedent yet in the social domain, even though the Universe itself wouldn't exist
without its larger bonds. Steve suggests that for this reason a pioneering effort is once
again called for. He suggests that the result could be amazingly exciting and richly
fulfilling for all concerned, if such a pioneering venture can be made to work."
"But would Ross be interested?" I said.
"This is something that has to grow out of the heart and soul of all of us," said
Heather. "I am more concerned, therefore, about you and Sylvia and Tony. How would
any of you become affected in building this kind of wider and more natural platform?
Steve warns that it is always scary if a whole New World opens up before one."
"I don't know how to answer this," I said quietly. "We know far too little about the
potential New World yet."
"Yes, but we are also fast learners," said Heather.
Now, this was something that I could agree with.

Ross unpacked the glass sculpture that Heather had chosen. He unpacked it right at
the restaurant before dinner where our celebration of life in Venice was continuing. With
the sculptures on our table, a new sparkle was added to the sparkle of the lanterns that
graced the nearby ships in the lagoon. Ross showed the sculpture to Heather, then
embraced her for a long time. There was a similar grand unpacking underway everywhere
at our table, a sculpture for Ushi and Steve, one for Sylvia, and one for Tony. It had
seemed simpler for me to buy all four of them.
Heather glanced at me now and then as she admired her choice in its new setting,
while I admired the special sparkle that I had noticed in her eyes again that I had
cherished from the day on when we first met, which had not dimmed. It conveyed now a
promise that nothing would ever stand between us again except the fire of love that takes
away the darkness of distance. My thoughts for us being together had never been empty
and my feelings never shallow, except now, they seemed to have become deeper still.

They had roots that were nourished by an overflowing loveliness, a delight rooted in our
soul and in its living.
For me, the world was forever transformed by the riches of her touch, and was
transformed anew whenever our hearts met or a new love entered the scene and enriched
all loving universally. Each glance brought its own renewal of that love and all love.
That's what made her so precious, and others likewise because of her, and me so rich for
being touched by that uplifting love, though I knew that its essence was anchored in my
own heart that I found but reflected in her world.

For a moment I wondered if this deeply drawn feeling of love was nothing more
than an inward reflection of the romantic atmosphere of Venice that now by some magic
had brought the sparkling moments of our love to the surface. Or maybe it was the
gnawing thought that time was running out for us all, which had produced this effect, the
feeling that everything that was beautifully human in the world might soon become lost.
Maybe it was all but a reflection of our growing openness that allowed us to experience
whatever had been blocked before.
Well, whatever the reason might have been, the end result was, that we enveloped
one-another in love with an intensity that made no sense in a conventional way, and had
no limits that I could see.
"Did you ever see a young man running," I asked Sylvia, "did you see him
jumping through the park, handing a flower to an old lady. That boy is in love." I looked
at her sculpture, at her, at Ushi, Steve, Tony, and Ross; the feeling I felt unfolding
between us all included every one in the same way.
"Why is this day so wonderful?" I asked some time later. "Is it this place? Is it our
mission? Is it the freedom we have between us? Or is it the hope we all share and work
for?"
Steve answered and smiled, "We bring to each other the gift of love. Here the
magic begins. People who love have a beautiful Soul. That alone makes them beautiful.
One’s expression and one’s spirit always matches the essence of the Soul that is our
humanity. That is why we are surrounded by such beauty, because we embrace the
essence of it as human beings."
Steve paused and looked around the table, at each one present and continued the
explanation, turning to me. "It is the light of a beautiful soul that you find so exciting, and
so you should, because it is beautiful. So, don't be surprised, Pete, by what you feel. What
you feel is natural. Be careful, however, if what you feel appears to be too good to be
true, because then you are rejecting its reality. What you feel can appear exceptional only
in comparison to the background of the poverty that we have for so long endured. Love
and beauty are not exceptional elements on the platform of reality that we have begun to
explore. On the real platform life IS beautiful. On this platform there is no other state

possible. Poverty and greed, even hate, are not found on this platform. They do not exist
there."

Steve had made quite a speech in response to my question. Afterwards he
proposed a toast to the truth that we had discovered about ourselves, about our love, and
our world.

Tony also made a speech. In his speech he reminded me of the crabs we had seen
on the beach near the Sand Castle, which knew nothing about nuclear war and the failures
in human relationships. He reminded me that I had told him how infinitely richer I felt
than those crabs. He reminded me that I had felt richer than the crabs in spite of the pain
that all the world's horrendous problems have caused us, which the crabs knew nothing
about. He reminded me that I felt richer than they did, for no other reason than for the
privilege of being aware of this world, a world filled with people like Heather. Tony then
extended this notion to include Sylvia, Ushi, Steve, and Ross.
I nodded, saying, "this is infinitely better than any old heaven could ever be."
"Oh, cut it," said Ross, "that's an ancient one."
"But it presents a valid idea," Steve came to the rescue, smiling.

We talked for some time after supper, way past the hour at which the sunset had
faded. The air was still comfortably warm. Our day together had been beautiful right
from the start. Or should I say, we were beautiful? We had smiled at each other,
supported one-another, loved one-another, and this still continued. Ushi's faintly redbrown hair shimmered in the light of one of the many lanterns that lined the edge of the
pier. Some strands of her hair were blowing into her face now and then by the warm
gentle breeze. In the background, the water was ablaze with color; a profusion of
reflected beams of light from a multitude of strings of colored lamps that graced the
marina across the bay. Sylvia's smile blended with this profusion of lights. It shone with a
light of its own that was brighter by its own right and more brilliant to me than all the
other lights put together that we could see, and more brilliant even than the stars in the
firmament.
I realized that what had happened to us all would have seemed unbelievable in the
Old World just a half a year earlier. Steve was right when he promised back in Leipzig on
the day we met that the unfolding of love would grow stronger and never stop unfolding
out of the depth of its infinite principle.
I had my doubts then, but he was proven right already the very next week when I
met Heather. Without Steve's focus on freedom and love, I wouldn't have dared to stop

for Heather when she thumbed a ride of me. The loss, which this 'tragedy' would have
incurred, was hard to imagine now. What would our life have been like without the good
things Heather had set into motion with her love? Those first days with her had been
wonderful days, days in which we shared our life and our excitement with living, all the
way through the days of the naval hearing and the days of driving back to Pittsburgh. The
resulting meeting of kindred hearts had sparked a celebration of love and life right from
the start. It had become interrupted only at the end by an impasse, but the 'light' of the
celebration hadn't grown dim.
"Now, just a few months later, we were all together in one place for an even
greater celebration of the wonders of love. What we had achieved was far greater than
what Erica had hinted at as being possible, or even greater than what Ushi had allowed
and Steve had thrust into the practical sphere.
Steve had suggested when we first met that our dancing on the pinnacle of the
world would change the world. It had changed us all indeed, from within, and now we
stood at the threshold of changing the world from the depth of our 'dancing' on a mission
of such magnitude that one almost couldn't dare hope that it might succeed.
Tony and Ross, it appeared, were dancing on this pinnacle in their own way, for
their own reasons. Who could know what their stories entailed? Who could know what
worlds upon worlds their loving had already embraced? We had created a world for
ourselves that had never been created before on such a profound level, and yet this was
the minimal platform on which we could possibly succeed. We were all aware that a
single word spoken in the wrong tone could ruin everything at the conference. Our
presence and our actions during the next day, unknown to the world, were destined to
change the world for all times to come. Also there remained that lingering doubt that we
might not succeed, though one way or the other the world would be changed by us.
Perhaps it was by reason of this doubt that I felt that our world seemed suddenly
more beautiful and precious than any heavenly paradise could possibly be, as we looked
at the riches we had within ourselves. Would we have the chance to see the beautiful
things unfold and bear out their full promise? Our world seemed precious in the light of
this promise, and its wonders exceedingly fragile. I had a feeling that we have been
cheating ourselves by having taken any of its profound wonders for granted. It seemed to
me that we had barely begun to come to life.
"Should I ever die," I said to Ushi quietly, in order that Ross wouldn't hear me.
"Heavens forbid!" Ushi interrupted before I could finish.
I corrected myself, voicing the old saying again, and added that I would ask not to
be shut up in some fancy old heaven, but would ask to have the privilege of coming back
to the Earth again.
"Oh, Pete! This one has been worn out years ago!" Ross interrupted me and
grinned.

"No it hasn't," said Sylvia. "It's just coming into view. It holds the key to
understanding the principle that the needs of the one outweigh the needs of the many. The
principle is true, because there is no 'outside' possible in the Universe that is all, nor in the
universe of our Humanity for the same reason. If there is no 'outside' in this universe,
then the One that is Humanity includes the many that reflect it, which in turn is
represented by each one. That's our heaven on Earth, the infinity of one. It is real. It is
concrete. It is tangible. It has the potential to be the brightest star in the universe, grander
than any mythological heaven could be that would be as boring as hell."
"You'd better be careful," Ross intervened. "Unless we succeed with our mission,
our heaven might become a burnt-out rock before we know it, or an Ice Age paradise for
penguins, with only few, rare human voices to be heard, if any, and those would likely be
sad voices of a mankind that has lost its song."
Ushi cringed when she heard Ross talk that way.
"May it never come to that," said Ross.
"May the old saying, that Earth is heaven, never die, nor the reason for the saying
ever vane," I added.
"I sincerely hope so," said Steve and raised his glass of wine for a toast.
I remembered that Steve had never raised his glass without a good reason. But this
time no one cheered as we drank in honor of our heaven on Earth. I couldn't figure out for
what reason no one cheered, except that I had this deep-seated uncomfortable feeling that
we carried the responsibility for this grand future ourselves, especially during the next
few days when our actions could tip the balance either way. If we failed, we could indeed
set the stage for actions that might transform our treasured world into a desolate hell. And
even if we were to win, the question would still remain whether it is really possible for
mankind to rouse itself sufficiently to create the needed Ice Age Renaissance that would
assure our food supply in an Ice Age World, creating a New World starting now. The
possibility that we might fall short of reaching that goal, or of even getting started, had
the potential to become frighteningly real. Still, our potential to prevent this failure was
equally real.

"Isn't that what this is all about; why we are here?" I replied to Steve when we
talked about our part in it. "We are not fighting a war. We are fighting to prevent it. We
are fighting for an active peace that will be maintained without end by its principle, in
which love can unfold and be our light. We are not just fighting against something, so
that war doesn't break out. We are fighting to create the brightest civilization ever
imagined in which war has no place. That goal may seem to be still miles in the distance,
but we also know that we must never let it out of our sight."

We all knew that mankind wouldn't have a chance to recover itself physically from
a nuclear war and still create the needed Ice Age Renaissance with indoor agriculture. If a
nuclear war was to erupt, which no one could stop and only a very few would survive, the
long-term survival of mankind might be put in doubt. It appeared that the development of
mankind is keyed to the development of successive energy technologies that require everlarger populations, and that the development of that larger civilization was built on
energy technologies for which the resources have already been used up in our
progression. It appeared to me that it might not be possible to recreate from scratch the
type of civilization that we have presently achieved, with an infinite potential, should we
allow it to be destroyed.

"Are you saying that we are fighting to uplift the human environment around the
world not only to create the needed Ice Age Renaissance, but also to protect the survival
of mankind as a species?" said Ross. "Are you saying that we can't be satisfied with
anything less?"
I nodded. "Mankind is clearly an infinite species. This means for us to develop
space-based power and indoor agriculture, with or without the Ice Age coming up. Life
expands. We cannot go back to stages outgrown. As we reach for the infinity of ourselves
in the path of our boundless development we burn the bridges behind us. There is no
going back. The energy resources that we've built the present civilization on have largely
been used up. If we blow up what we have created with these resources and shut
humanity down, the human presence ends. We cannot allow this to happen. This potential
tragedy must determine every detail of every step that we take in the future, especially
here in Venice," I said in total agreement with Ross. "That's what it means to me, to
'evoke' the future, and to let the future determine the present."
Steve just grinned and nodded.
"This means that we are here to fight for human life in the most global sense
possible," said Ushi.
"We are fighting for our world, our civilization, and our love," said Heather.
"Everything that we are doing here, as dull and as ugly as the details may appear to
be in the heat of the battle, must be brought into context with that," Ross agreed. "We
must always remain conscious for every minute that we are fighting for the wonders of
human life and for our privilege to love. If we loose sight of this dual context, we won't
do the right thing. Then our efforts won't be dedicated enough, and they will fail. If we
are fighting for all the good and the beautiful in the world, and in ourselves, which
includes our life and our love, then we are fighting for the things that have touched us in
a beautiful way and have elevated us. Without this dimension, without the dimension of
love, what is our life worth? What would be the substance of life if we lost the dimension
of love?"
"If that isn't something worth fighting for," Steve agreed, "what is?"

"We are fighting for our humanity more than for our personal life," I interrupted.
"We must understand this, because this is the truth. That's what it means to be human. A
soldier in battle understands this to some degree."
"If we fail ourselves in understanding this, and to understand it absolutely in terms
of what we must accomplish, then indeed, if we were to return to our treasured Earth
according to our wishes," said Sylvia, "we would likely find it a burnt out hell and an ice
world without a trace of civilization."
Ross interrupted Sylvia and laughed. "Let me tell you what we would find," he
said. "We would find a golden portal, the entrance to hell, and inside the vestibule of it a
golden inscription: Welcome everyone to the world of Greed-Based Fascism, courtesy of
Adam Smith."
"But this doesn't have to come to pass," replied Sylvia. "We can defeat the ghost of
Adam Smith before it destroys the whole world. All we have to do is establish in practice
the principle of the universal kiss. Against the universal kiss, Adam Smith has no power
to seduce anyone."

Chapter 10 - The Venice Project
We had a long conversation over dinner that evening at the lagoon side restaurant
in Venice, right across from the marina. Near the end of the dinner the conversation
shifted onto the subject of the principle of the universal kiss. Since Steve and Ushi
seemed unfamiliar with the concept of the universal kiss and the background behind it, it
became my privilege to enlighten them. Surprisingly, that turned out to be an easy task.
"You didn't by any chance talk with a woman by the name of Helen?" Steve
interrupted me at one point. "A woman by that name has taught at our university years
ago. She was dealing with exactly those concepts. In fact, she had used these concepts
later for healing."
"Yes," I replied with a smile, "I did talk with a woman named Helen, back in
Leipzig. She lives in the new high-rise facing the railway station plaza. Except, she didn't
talk to me about Adam Smith. Evidently she wasn't concerned with the problem-end of
the challenge, but with the solution. She always laughed about our petty little problems
and said, 'What have they got to do with anything? Do the problems change the principle
involved?' Evidently one doesn't need to know war to understand the principle of peace.
Likewise, one doesn't need to understand Adam Smith's Greed-Based Fascism to
understand what Adam Smith denies, the principle of the universal kiss. She developed
the concept of the universal kiss out of a process of healing. She said it was quite a new
concept. Evidently she is the same person that you know. But, what does it matter?" I
added.
"It matters a lot," Steve replied. "In the universal oneness into which we are bound
together by the humanity that we all share, each of us has a distinct name. Humanity is
not a homogenous mire. In fact, our individuality is an element of our being human.
Humanity is not a construct of principles, but a construct of human beings understanding
and acknowledging those principles to the best of their ability. That makes a huge
difference. In this regard Helen is a giant. Her name will always be associated with her
accomplishments in bringing those principles to light, just as Adam Smith's name will
remain in infamy until hell freezes over and the name of Adam Smith becomes
forgotten."
"It actually was a fellow named Jason, who correlated Helen's discovery with
Adam Smith" Tony interjected. "We met him in Vancouver, Canada."
I told Steve how Jason had scolded me for wanting to finance our beach project by
ourselves. "Jason told me that this is immoral. He didn't say that it was fascist, though he
should have. Every imperial notion, even the slightest notion, is a fascist notion. He said
that the way we had planned the beach project was fascist selfishness, because it denies
the very principle that we set out to promote; the principle of the universal kiss. He
should have said that we made the same mistake that the people of the Renaissance made
in 1508 by excluding Venice from the new light that had been dawning.

"Jason also told me that by our resorting to financing the project ourselves, we
were proceeding from the same defective premise that society proclaims in its cultivated
ignorance. The defective premise reflects the assumption that humanity is presently NOT
made up of human beings. Jason told me that we were proceeding from the same false
assumption. He said that we believed that society at large would NOT find the impetus in
their humanity to contribute to the project in the same manner as we were prepared to
contribute. Jason told us that we assumed that society would have to be molded by us to
become human beings. Jason had laughed us to scorn over that. In essence he had scolded
us for us calling the project 'our project' instead of a 'project of civilization for the
universal celebration of our common humanity'. Jason told me in essence that there was
no universal kiss involved in our proposal, just as there had been no universal kiss
involved in 1508. The Renaissance powers had made the same mistake that we made, in
1508, by rejecting the principle of the universal kiss when they excluded the Venetians
and tried to wipe them off the map. He suggested that the difference between them and us
was only superficial and that the rejection of the underlying principle was the same."
"There was no kiss involved at all in both cases," said Steve and grinned. "There
was an intent to 'rape' in both cases. Isn't it an act of rape when someone actively denies
another's humanity? That's what happened when there is no kiss on the agenda."
"Jason had insisted that our project should have incorporated the principle of the
universal kiss from the very beginning and at every stage," I said to Steve. "He had
insisted that it had to be that way to be a human project for the advancement of humanity,
rather than being an isolated personal project based on a false premise. Still, he didn't
blame me personally for failing. He called my narrow-minded selfishness an echo of
Adam Smith. He predicted that our beach project wouldn't work for that reason."
"Isn't that what I told you?" said Steve. "The church won't allow it, and the people
of the community won't allow it, because Adam Smith won't allow it. If you had made it
a project for making money, everyone would cheer and the money lenders would line up
at your door."
"You never mentioned Adam Smith when we first met in Leipzig," I reminded
Steve.
"No, not by name," Steve replied and grinned. "But I did tell you, Peter, that if you
were to bring a bunch of commercial bimbos in and turn the project into a circus that
destroys all human values in the name of greed, then the project would be allowed and be
embraced, and you would rightfully have to call it your project, because then it would be
to nobody else's advantage. The great principle of the Second Renaissance is the
Principle of the Advantage of the Other. That's the principle of the universal kiss. The
principle of the universal kiss gave us the Treaty of Westphalia. In fact, the Treaty of
Westphalia, which ended eighty years of war, was the world's first political expression of
the principle of the universal kiss. That should have been your motive for your beach
project too. In this case you wouldn't carry it, but participate in it."
"It was meant to be that way, wasn't it?" I interjected.

"It wasn't, Pete," said Steve. "If you were to stand up in a public hearing and talk
about your project in terms of promoting the principle of the universal kiss, you'd be
defeated instantly, because there would be no substance behind your words. People
would feel the dishonesty. You hadn't developed the concept yet. You would be talking
down to the people in a theoretical fashion, meaning a hierarchical fashion, in an imperial
fascist fashion. Of course they wouldn't know why they wouldn't feel good about the
project then. They would just sense that there was something not right. Also the imperials
would likely clobber you, because they fear the renaissance power behind the idea of the
universal kiss. They would respond with fear, even though you missed the mark. They
would sense that you were getting close. They would clobber you for that. You would
therefore be facing their big guns in such a hearing. You'd be facing the foremost experts
at intimidation, the modern Torquemadas of the modern Inquisition. They would then set
up the whole neighborhood against you if you don't play the game the Adam Smith way.
They would be roasting you as Torquemada roasted the infidels in Spain in the 1400s
when he burnt almost 9000 at the stake, alive. He called them heretics. Believe me, this
will happen again, and it will happen to you. I have seen it happening so many times and
in so many ways.
"However, if you had mobilized a broad-based support for the project," Steve
continued," with contributions from all over the country, including from across the world,
Adam Smith's fascism wouldn't loom quite so tall anymore. Then the project would have
a chance to succeed. Your opposers wouldn't know how to react then. In fact, they
wouldn't react at all, lest they be exposing themselves as the modern beast men modeled
after the Inquisition. They can't afford that kind of exposure. They can't risk people
tearing the mask off their face. They'd sooner let you proceed. Adam Smith succeeds
because he has broad based support, and so had Torquemada or else he wouldn't have
been able to do what he did."
"That's how we must present the cancellation of the SDI, mustn't we?" Ushi added.
"We must take the SDI away from Adam Smith who has turned it into an instrument for
creating division, and offer it up as a universal gift from the American people to the
Russian people, all wrapped up in the fabric of the universal kiss. That's the motive.
Won't that generate worldwide support? Then we would ride on the wave of that support
to propose to the world the vastly greater, new strategic defense initiative that is needed
to protect mankind from the otherwise ravishing effect of the next Ice Age in a hundred
years’ time. We must say to the world, right at this world forum, you fools don't you
know that Nemesis is coming? You fools, don't you know that nuclear war isn't the
biggest thing to fear? The biggest thing is the coming Ice Age. You fools, don't you know
that the present warm climate of our interglacial period is ending, and that our agriculture
is keyed to this warm climate, and therefore ends with it? You fools, don't you know that
when agriculture goes, which is endangered by the coming cold climate, so goes our food
resource and mankind is endangered to die by starvation? You fools, why haven't you
requested the governments of the world to develop universal indoor agriculture as a
means for our global survival?"
"That is what we must say at the conference," I said quietly, "but we have to
present it in a manner that it becomes indeed a universal kiss that enriches and benefits

the whole of mankind. The coming Ice Age is the most critical element in geologic
history when the most advanced species on earth becomes critically endangered. I must
say to them gently, don't you know that we have to build defenses against this horrendous
danger, and that we have it within us to do this if we put our childish games aside and
become serious in defending ourselves? That's the kind of stuff that Jason had taught us
at the beach, free of charge, in his Wreck Beach University."

I remembered Fred's words that the deeper reason for our mission was to outflank
the Empire by luring Russia away from its assigned role as an adversary. It became plain
to me that this could only be done by laying the basis for a New Renaissance, a New
Renaissance by which the whole world becomes uplifted in the dynamics of its love for
one-another. "Such a process invariably involves the platform of the universal kiss.
Without it no renaissance is possible. Nothing less than a real universal kiss, whatever
that would translate into, would be sufficient for a start," I said. "Ushi's suggestion
therefore, comes to light as a practical first step," I said to everyone. No one disagreed.

Long after the dinner was over that night, after the dishes had been cleared away
and the political talk had ground to a halt, the 'conversation' became interspersed with
yawning.
"Time to call it a night," said Tony. However, going to bed didn't seem right. A
gentle breeze swept in from the water, from the direction of the marina where a million
lights still glistened from the forest of masts and decorated rigging.
Steve nudged me as I was paying the bill. "Let's go for a walk," he suggested, "we
can't let such a lovely evening go to waste. Anyone interested?" he asked.
I suspected that he knew that I was interested, even if no one else evidently was.
The restaurant was located at the end of a promenade that was lit by ornate
lanterns mounted on cast iron lampposts that were set up along the sea wall. Instead of a
railing along the edge to the water, long iron chains were strung from post to post
between the lanterns, mostly for decoration. The long flowing lines also seemed to make
the promenade appear longer than it probably was.
Steve didn't say anything as we began our walk. This silence wasn't his style. Also
it seemed that the scenery wasn't the focal point of our walk or else he would have
remarked on it. It struck me in this silence that Steve and I had never been alone together
since we came to Venice. This would have been an ideal time for further conversation.
Instead there was this silence unfolding. Something was troubling him. But what was it?
He had become quiet near the end of the dinner. I had attributed it to sleepiness, but even
for that his silence war too unlike his usual self.
"What do you make of all this?" he asked finally, breaking the silence himself.

"This, being what? Do you mean our mission, Steve, the cancellation of the SDI
project?"
He didn't reply, but nodded.
It suddenly dawned on me what he might have meant. Something didn't add up
about the whole SDI affair. I could feel it too. Except, I couldn't quite tell what it was that
didn't add up. I told him so.
"On the one hand I feel like we are traitors," I said to him. "We are about to
announce the destruction of the only physical defense system that makes any sense. On
the other hand, I know that we are doing the right thing."
"That's a paradox," said Steve. "What bothers me about this paradox," he said, "is
the way the SDI has originally been perceived, and how it is being perceived now. Here,
we have another paradox, a paradox within a paradox. Everyone tells us that the SDI is
meant to protect civilization. That's what an anti-missile defense system is designed to
do. But even while we were building it, it increased the division in the world to the point
that the SDI itself became obsolete before it got off the ground."
"Just like the XB-70 Valkyrie," I interjected.
Steve looked at me and nodded. "I suppose so," he said. "The SDI created another
arms race within the arms race by which it became obsolete. It has thereby made the
world infinitely more vulnerable than it has been before. I think our President is right in
wanting to get rid of this exposure. The so-called defensive shield that we were planning
to build would become our undoing if we didn't get rid of it. It seems that even our braindead President is able to sense this. Except he doesn't know why. My question, Peter, is,
do we know the answer?"
"That's a paradox," I answered.
"No, this isn't precisely the paradox that puzzles me," he said and stopped.

We had stopped at a bench facing the water. He invited me to sit down with him.
The water and the sky were black before us, except for a spot of light that appeared to be
a ferryboat coming in from the island of Lido.
"The paradox that puzzles me," said Steve, "is the inconsistency that I see behind
the scene. The stature of the man who created the SDI concept, and what the SDI
became, don't match. The man who created the SDI concept is a scientist, like myself.
His technological concept of searching for new physical principles is brilliant, and so is
the humanitarian intent of protecting the populations from the unfolding insanity in the
world. My problem is that I cannot see how such a brilliant and advanced scientist and
thinker can make the enormous blunder to create an instrument that causes ever-greater

division in the world, and this at the most volatile point in history. The two elements
don't go together."
"Would the SDI make sense to you if he had intended it be developed by both
sides, cooperatively?" I asked.
Steve nodded. "This would have encouraged both sides to develop a certain
friendship through cooperation while they cooperatively developed their economies in the
context of building this defensive shield. The excitement of having two of the world's
most advanced nations struggling together on a shared project of this magnitude would
invariably build up mutual respect for one-another. That respect would have been a
thousand-times-greater deterrent, based on an active principle, than the MAD Doctrine of
Mutually Assured Destruction will ever be that offers no active defense. Yes, Peter, on
that premise the SDI project would have worked."
"Well, that's how it was intended," I said to Steve. I told him that I had already
suggested to Fred, my boss, that we might still get back to the original intent, that we
might invite the Soviets once more to share in the development of the SDI instead of
shutting the whole thing down. "Fred had told me that it is impossible under present
political circumstances to even think about such a proposal."
"I realize that," said Steve. "Still, as it stands now, it appears to me that the SDI
has been doomed from the outset. I'm puzzled as to why this is so. It doesn't add up. The
author of the SDI must have known that this exposure exists and put a stop to it. Can you
resolve that paradox?"
I shrugged my shoulders. "All that I can tell you is that it was far from his
intention to create something self-defeating. The man knew that humanity did need
something badly. We still do. He evidently wanted to introduce an element of sanity into
the hair-trigger standoff that existed. So he offered something profound, something that
would give humanity a chance to survive the imperial madness. Society rejected his
proposals and the imperials have put him in jail for it and turned his proposal upside
down and made an imperial project out of it. Maybe he knew that this might happen, but
he stuck his neck out anyway on the chance that the project might work out. What else
could he have offered? He acted on the assumption that he would succeed. Was this
unwise?"

As it was, my explanation didn't answer Steve's question. "I respect his intentions,"
said Steve after a long pause. "I also know that if society is not prepared to meet the
gravest threat to its existence with whatever it takes to eliminate that threat, it has
conditioned itself thereby not to survive. I am puzzled as to why a man of such stature as
the inventor of the SDI principle, did not create a perfect solution that the imperials
couldn't touch. What he did was sloppy. It shames us all. It shames the entire scientific
community."

I shrugged my shoulders. "Who said the man has failed? We might not be standing
here, Steve, if it wasn't for that man's heroic intervention. Sure the imperials defeated him
in the end, and then defeated his project. But he bought us more time. Maybe the
Ogarkov Plan would have been carried out by now if it hadn't been for that man's
intervention. In that case our planet might have been a burnt out rock by now with no
human voice to be heard anywhere. With ten thousand nuclear bombs going off
simultaneously the chances for anyone's survival would have been slim."
Steve shook his head again. "You better triple that," said Steve. "I hear America
has strategic plans worked out to take out over 15,000 targets in one single operation, and
so, obviously, have the Soviets. In America the pre-planned strategic objective is referred
to as a Single Integrated Operations Plan, the SIOP. I don't know what they call them in
Russia, but I'm sure they have them too. In a ten-minute war, no one has time for risk
assessment and strategy options. You simply let the plan unfold that you've built up over
months of tedious work. That adds up to 30,000 nukes going off around the world with
the word go, under the present environment. The remaining 35,000 would be kept in
reserve for the second round."
I shook my head. "It would take a miracle to intercept 30,000 nukes," I said
quietly.
"It might have taken out enough of them for a few of us to survive," said Steve.
"The SDI was designed as a survival option. That's what we are giving up, and it seems
that in light of the cruise missile attack a few days ago, we have no choice but to give it
all up just to ease the tensions. Why did the designer of the SDI not realize that we might
be forced into this position?"
"He couldn't have foreseen that," I replied.
"He should have foreseen that," said Steve. "Did you ever meet a chartered
accountant that cannot calculate instantly the change that is due when buying ice cream
for seventeen kids?" said Steve. "That sort of thing doesn't happen. The SDI blunder is
such a gross miscalculation that it just doesn't add up to something logical. I cannot
imagine what this man must have been thinking. He must have foreseen that the imperials
would steal his project and turn it upside down. He should have known how the imperials
operate."
"If that's what is bothering you, Steve, then call the man up and ask him," I said to
Steve. "His name is LaRouche. He is the world's most celebrated political prisoner,
locked up in a US federal prison. I am surprised that you didn't know that. He is
incarcerated, because he attempted to mess with the imperial's game by introducing an
idea for uplifting civilization. What he did, attempting to create a renaissance, may well
be regarded as the highest crime a man can commit against any empire. They put him in
jail for that. Maybe they sent him to jail for his protection. The imperials wanted him
dead. They had been on the way to kill him when the President was alerted. The President
managed to stop them."

I gave Steve a few leads as to how the man might be located. The offer seemed to
ease Steve's concerns.
"What is happening here reflects what Jason had accused me of in Vancouver," I
added. "Remember, Jason had told me that our beach project would fail, because we were
seeing it as 'our project' rather than as the natural expression of an advancing civilization
that is in everyone's interest to support. Maybe the SDI hadn't been uplifted to that kind
of level where it cannot fail. That's always the danger when diplomacy becomes a game
of secrets and of coercion. The very concept of a 'Secret Service' that the CIA prides itself
to be involves a contradiction of concepts. Secrecy serves no one. The universal kiss
cannot be carried out in secret. LaRouche's back-channel negotiations with the Russians,
to get them to join the SDI project, were carried out in secret instead of on the platform of
a world-forum."
Steve seemed satisfied with the answer. He suggested that the time had come for
going back to the hotel. He suggested that LaRouche's tragedy should teach us a lesson.

We got back half past midnight, according to my watch. Oh, had we been gone that
long? It didn't seem like it. Obviously we had.
+++

Breakfast was served at the rooftop garden. The "Garden" was the restaurant of the
hotel. Breakfast was included in the price of the room. But that's where the hotel ceased
to be a hotel. The entire hotel seemed to serve as fraternity headquarters for physicists
and scientists from all over the world and from numerous backgrounds. Steve was
delighted that people popped up whose names had become household words through
research papers. He suggested that few of them ever had the pleasure of meeting oneanother, except on such occasions. Steve said that he had known many by name.
Suddenly they appeared in real flesh and blood with personalities attached. Sometimes
the personalities didn't match the preconceived images. Both Ross and Steve were
delighted, nevertheless.
Steve met an old friend that morning from "way back" by the name of Karl
Chrysler, a fellow he had admired during his days at MIT.
"Let me guess why you're here," said Karl after a lengthy greeting.
Steve told him that he wouldn't guess the reason in a million years.
"Oh I have my sources," said Karl. "I hear you have come to bury the SDI, the
greatest project mankind has ever embarked on, the famous Strategic Defense Initiative
that was heralded to make nuclear war obsolete. You have come to kick the United States
Directed Energy Beam Weapons Project in the teeth, right?"

Steven nodded.
"Then I can only assume you have no idea what this project means for the world
and mankind?" said Karl.
"It is a project that can't possibly work," Tony entered the conversation.
"No Tony, it would work," said Steve. "If you give us scientists enough resources
and time, there is no limit to what we can accomplish."
"Of course it would work!" said Karl. "It will work. We are making breakthrough
after breakthrough. Did you hear about our Krypton Fluoride laser? We've achieved a
forty-percent efficiency by spatially stacking the beam. That's five times better than any
other laser."
"But how long will it take to turn it into an operational defense weapon?" Tony
came back. "Ten years?" He looked Karl straight in the eye.
Karl shook his head. "Some parts of the system are already at an operational
stage."
"But how long might it take for the entire system to be ready, mass-produced, and
be deployed?" said Tony.
"Who knows?" Karl replied. "But that's not the point. The point is we are making
massive progress on every front."
"I don't think anybody knows how long it might take to turn the breakthroughs into
an operational system," said Steve.
"There you have it," said Tony. "The SDI is a paper tiger."
"You don't understand," said Karl. "Maybe I don't know how long it might take to
build the SDI, but I can tell you this. We'll never have it if we stop working on it. All I
know is that the Russians will have one, because they won't stop."
Karl told us that the SDI would probably never be fully complete. "The SDI will
be a constantly developing system, much like submarines have developed over the years
and are still developing into evermore capable platforms. The Krypton Fluoride laser, for
instance, might be developing into something bigger. It might just be a step along the
way. In fact, it may never be included in an actual defense system. We have so many
options open to us," he said.
Karl said that he couldn't talk about some of the items that have already been
passed on to the engineering labs. However, he mentioned a number of new basicresearch projects that had promising potential. One device that he mentioned, he called
the GASER, an acronym for, Gamma-Stimulated-Emission Ray. He told us that the
GASER is a directed energy device that can shoot an intense energy beam unhindered

through the Earth's atmosphere to disable missiles in space from the ground. He also
mentioned several types of nuclear powered x-ray lasers that were close to being passed
on to the engineering labs for systems development. He said that the x-ray laser is built
with a self-focusing magnetic plasma lens that creates the potential for the device to be a
million times brighter than the Sun. He suggested that a single weapon of its type could
take out an entire fleet of ICBMs in one single shot. "And this is just the beginning," he
said.
Karl became rather emotional as he spoke. He was adamant that the American
technological lead over the Soviets should be exploited. "That's our big advantage. We
should exploit that advantage to the hilt and wring the most out of it," he said. He referred
to America's superior computer technology, America's advanced space hardware, and
America's recent advances at the frontier of new physics. "And you want to give this
away!" he said to Steve. He suggested that Steve must have gone mad or might have been
brainwashed by the Russians. "Why are you trying to destroy this huge advantage that we
have worked so hard to create, Steve? What kind of a scientist are you?"
"One who likes to live," said Steve quietly. "Tell him about what has happened
five days ago," Steve said to me. "Tell him about the Soviets' advantage. Tell him about
the Soviet's cruise missile that came within just a few kilometers of vaporizing all of
Washington DC. Tell him that the only reason the Americans were able to get the cruise
missile destroyed was because you and Ross just happened to be curious about a fishing
boat anchored a few miles off your property."
I nodded. "Steve is right," I said. "The cruise missile wasn't detected by radar.
Even the infrared scanners didn't detect it. Nor did our listening devices detect it. The
Russians have changed the game. They have successfully launched a cruise missile right
under our nose from a fishing boat and our technology couldn't see it. They could do the
same again tomorrow, and for all we know, they might. The Russians are masters in
asymmetric warfare. That's their big advantage. Ross and I just happened to be curious. I
saw a fishing boat that seemed to be in trouble in a sudden storm. Ross recognized that it
wasn't a fishing boat. So he kept an eye on it. Suddenly we saw one of the three missiles
being launched that two submarines had delivered. The missile nearly hit Ross' house as
it flew by. It took three AWACs to track it down and to guide the fighters in for a kill. If
we hadn't seen this thing coming, and I mean with our very eyes, and hadn't alerted the
right people instantly, we wouldn't be standing here. We would be all dead. We came that
close to a full-scale nuclear war. The time has come to change the game, Karl! We don't
have ten years to develop the technology that can protect us. We don't even have one
year. We may not even have a week to prevent this from happening again. And even if
we have had the SDI already fully operational, it wouldn't have been of any use to us
against the cruise missile a few days ago. It appears that the Russians have equipped all
of their surveillance ships with three of these cruise missiles, each. Ross and I watched
them unload these things, packed up in packing crates that served as launch tubes."
"Now, Karl," said Steve, "tell us what we must do? You are the genius! Tell us!
What must we do right now, right here, today, to prevent this from happening again? Five
days ago, our precious technological defense that we thought we were developing against

nuclear war was thrown out of the window. The only defense that mankind has left now,
with which to save itself, is diplomacy. As hopeless as this may seem, that's all we've got,
and we are not good at it, Karl. Nevertheless, we must create a basis for unity that enables
us to continue to exist on this planet. That's a tall task, but that is our only option. There
is no technological defense possible anymore that would spare us the effort and the
honesty to establish a platform for a real, workable, active unity. That's what we have
come to Venice for. Will you help us, Karl?"
Karl didn't say anything.
Steve raised his hand as if he wanted to say more, but let it fall again.
In this depressed look I saw my chance to raise the platform to a completely new
level. "Karl, the issue surrounding nuclear war has never been a technological one. It is
an issue of human beings relating to one-another as human beings, or our failing to do so.
Technology cannot resolve what isn't a technological problem. I know you represent the
entire scientific community that want's this thing built, and half of the world's nation
stands behind you, and frankly, I don't give a damn for popular opinion. Popular opinion
has nothing to do with the truth and with what is right. Popular opinion is the voice of
underlings, the voice of trained slaves. People have been trained to become loyal
employees or faithfully obedient citizens. They have been trained to believe what they are
told to believe. They act like underlings to their master. We have seen a lot of that in
America in earlier times when lynch mobs went out to kill black people on the strength of
some rumors that were whipped up into hatred. I don't give a damn for what the masses
have been whipped up to believe about our present situation, whether the generated
opinion is centered on imaginary nuclear threats or global warming, or economic
prosperity that doesn't exist anymore. I care about the truth, and the truth is that we have
to treat each other as human beings in all regards, especially in the nuclear-armed world.
It is ten-thousand times better, I tell you, to cause a movement that will impel your
adversary to lay down his weapons, than it is to build up a shield against the weapons,
even if this could be done. This movement of truth, focused on our humanity, makes us
human again. It alone will stop the war. Building up evermore fancy shields will only
escalate more tensions. That's the reality, Karl, whether you have the brains or the
honesty to acknowledge it or not. As a scientist you should have some respect for the
truth, shouldn't you?"
Karl just shook his head.
"All right!" said Tony to Karl. "Granted, everything that you propose to build
works to perfection and can actually be build with our presently available means, and the
building can begin today, the fact remains, the time for producing those wonder weapons
to save the world has already run out. It ran out five days ago. By the margin of a single
minute all life on this planet might have come to a halt. We were lucky this time. We saw
the missile coming and had the resources at our fingertips to deal with it. The fact
remains; this thing could have been launched from any freighter, from any private yacht,
from any shrimp boat, or from any submarine from any nation, against any target. Which
nation would the military retaliate against if this happened? They would instantly unleash

the fury of their arsenals against all of their favorite targets and destroy the world in the
process. We have to de-escalate the tensions, Karl, before it goes that far. We have to
become human again. The SDI is obsolete, my friend. Its day is over. In fact, its ghost
still stands in the way of restoring sanity. The only way the SDI can be build is in total
cooperation with all the nations on the planet. Of course, if this happened, we won't need
any defense-shield anymore, would we?"
Karl stood up and left the breakfast table like somebody who had been deeply
wounded by his friends.
"But how can you forget the Ogarkov Plan," Karl shouted back to us as he entered
the elevator. "The Soviets are committed to destroying Western Europe in a fast nuclear
blitzkrieg, and the US to boot, as a security risk..."
The elevator doors closed and cut off the rest of what he was saying.
While we stood there nursing our injury by his rudeness, with Steve saying that it
really hurt being treated in this manner by someone he had long admired, a woman in a
red dress approached us from a group standing nearby. "You are both wrong," she said to
Steve. "The SDI is obsolete for a different reason. The reason is that the game has already
changed. Fire engines are useless when the real danger is flooding. Karl doesn't realize
this either. A new type of nuclear war is in the making. The age of the DU War is
beginning."
Steve shook his head.
"Join me for a drink and I'll tell you about it," she said. "Allow me to ruin your
vacation with a truth that you don't want to hear."

We did join her, and the warning was justified. "The DU War is the 4th generation
nuclear war," she said while we were seated in the far corner of the hotel's bar that war
surprisingly busy for the early hour. "The acronym DU stands for depleted uranium,
which is essentially a misnomer," she said quietly. "DU is essentially natural uranium
that has its isotope U235 removed that makes up 0.7% of it. What remains is U238 that's
not fissionable, but can become immensely dangerous when used in bombs and
munitions. Uranium is ideal for certain types of weapons. It is extremely heavy and
brittle, and burns with an immensely high temperature when ignited. Because of these
qualities uranium can flow through steel like a hot knife through butter in a high-velocity
impact environment. Uranium munitions can penetrate tanks with ease and burn anyone
inside to a crisp. The heat from a uranium explosion is so intense that in one case when
children were playing close by, they had their close instantly burnt off and their skin too.
But this is not where the big danger lies. The danger just begins here. By the immense
heat of the uranium explosion, the uranium itself becomes vaporized into submicroscopic particles of uranium oxide. The shrapnel are so small, that they are smaller
than the wavelength of light, whereby they become invisible and can only be seen with
sophisticated electron microscopes. Being as small as they are, they become dispersed

into the air like a gas and become widely distributed with the air currents. They literally
become a part of the air we breathe. That's where the danger begins, because their
uranium component makes them radioactive. Uranium U238 emits alpha particles in the
form of nucleonic clusters of protons and neutrons. Normally, alpha radiation is
considered low-level stuff, because its radiating particles don't penetrate far. Alpha
radiation typically doesn't penetrate a person's skin. But if the emitting uranium is inhaled
with the air, from where it is distributed through the blood stream and enters into the
cells, the tiny uranium 'cannons' can shoot off their nucleonic clusters at close distances
where they can cause enormous damage to the DNA located in the cells. The end result is
that a vast variety of cancers are beginning to develop, and related diseases, and the most
horrendous birth defects that one can imagine. What makes this nuclear gas-war the most
dangerous form of nuclear war, is the simple fact that uranium remains radioactive
forever. It has a half life of 4.5 billion years, which means that it decays so slowly that it
is still half as deadly after all of this long time frame. Once this stuff is dispersed, there is
no physical defense against it possible, especially in close proximity. Neither can the war
itself be deterred, because it is no longer necessary for the masters of empire to attack a
targeted country directly. The current plan is to explode seventy million kilograms of
uranium in the course of an attack on North Korea, and several hundred million
kilograms during an attack on Iran, with the actual target for the operation being Russia,
India, and China."
Steve put his hand over his face and muttered something that sounded like, "my
God."
"Say no more," Steve added moments later to the woman when he let his hands
drop. "I know what this means. Mankind's hope for defeating the masters of empire
presently lies with uniting Russia, China, and India, with a sobered-up USA, into a fourpower pact. With all four powers cooperating, the rule of empire can be stopped for all
times to come. And this is precisely what they are targeting."
"If you draw a wide enough circle around North Korea and Iran, like with a
thousand-mile radius, the circles will extend across the most populous areas of Russia
and China and overlap across India," said the woman. "The politics can be arranged to
enable a simultaneous attack on both Iran and North Korea at will. With NATO running
the bombing, and the USA being a part of NATO, would Russia, China, and India dare to
interfere and use force to stop the bombing?"
"They wouldn't have the resources to stop the bombing," interjected Tony.
"Russia, China, and India, combined, can't muster the needed air force to stop a joint
NATO and American attack."
"Neither can Russia afford not to respond," said Steve. "It would be suicide on
their part if they didn't. Their only option for survival would be to eradicate the USA as a
means for stopping the bombing. They would have to do this, even if the outcome would
mean nuclear war."

"Starting a nuclear war would be their ticket for survival," said the woman. "And
they would have to do this swiftly to save mankind. The global fallout from a nuclear war
would be far less damaging in the long run than the currently intended uranium gas war.
The fallout from a nuclear war decays much more rapidly. After a couple of Ice Age
cycles, some 200,000 years from now, a new civilization might become possible again,
after a nuclear war, which wouldn't likely be possible after a uranium gas war. This is
why you must surrender the SDI," added the woman. "You must make it possible for
Russia to eradicate the USA with a nuclear strike if it becomes necessary to do this in
order to stop the DU gas war that no life might survive on this planet."
"It won't come to that," said Ushi.
"Don't be so sure," said the woman. "When you hear the war drums being sounded
simultaneously against both North Korea and Iran, or similar targets, you better get
serious in fighting like hell for your life, because the plan of empire is to reduce the world
population to less than a billion people. The DU gas war is one of the options the masters
have chosen. They are too dumb to recognize that the DU killing won't stop until all life
stops on this planet, once the DU gas war is unleashed in a big way."
"It won't come to that," Ushi repeated.
Heather agreed. "We'll change the world before it comes to that."
"And how will you do this?" said the woman in the kind of sarcastic tone that an
underling would use who sees no hope on the horizon for ever being free.
"That's easily done," I said to her with a smile. "This danger can be eradicated with
a positive approach of a type that has never been attempted before. Every major political
fight in the world has been on a negative platform in recent years, and has therefore
failed. You can't win on a negative platform where you fight 'against' something, such as
fighting 'against' empire to eradicate it. Fighting 'against' something is a fascist approach.
There exists no active principle in the Universe that I am aware off that is arrayed
'against' something. Principle is an enabling impetus. It furnishes a platform on which we
can win. There has never been a fight truly won in the history of the world that leaves a
sea of vanquished in the wake. You can only win when you aim to win without a victory.
This is how the Peace of Westphalia was won. Its principle is the Principle of the
Advantage of the Other. On this platform everybody won. This positive platform became
the foundation for modern civilization. We can do this again, and on a much bigger and
global scale. On this platform we cannot fail."
Steve grinned when he heard me say this. "The details will be revealed during the
conference," he said to the woman. "So, I would urge you to attend. I can guarantee you
that what will be presented will make your 'vacation' in Venice a joyous affair. It might
even start the brightest time in your life."

We said good bye to the woman in the pub and walked out, with a now even
stronger commitment to enable the building of the brightest renaissance of all times that
will all by itself shut down empire forever as the only danger on the planet that mankind
is facing and has ever faced, that is threatening its very existence.
I think it was understood by all of us in our group that the positive platform that I
had referred to in countering the woman was the platform for creating the critically
necessary Ice Age Renaissance.
Steve explained that the goal to eradicate empire in the world is comparable to the
building of a great spire for a great cathedral, a spire that reaches into the sky as a
celebration of the unbounded spirit of mankind and its roots in the infinite. Steve added
that such a spire can never be constructed without the necessary effort of building the
cathedral underneath it. "This means that all the problems that are strangling the world
today, from economic collapse to war, to the fascism of empire, and empire itself as the
looting engine, will vanish from the human landscape when the commitment is made by
society to build itself the grand cathedral of the Ice Age Renaissance. Once society puts
the shovel into the ground on this front, without looking back, we can win the fight for
entering the New World in which we not only survive securely, but live richly and
profoundly with the creative and productive power that is the hallmark of a human
society. That's the positive platform, the platform of the Principle of Universal Love, on
which we cannot fail to win."
Tony began to laugh. "You are saying that a farmer has to make a detour to the
seed bin in his store house, before he goes out into the fields to sow. Eh, that's something
that even I can understand. Why didn't somebody say this before? I've spent decades with
the Air Force flying in an effort to sow peace across the world without any seeds in my
hands to spread over the land."
Steve reached his hand out to him. "Welcome to the real world, my friend," he
said. "Welcome to the New World we have started to create by doing things the right way
for a change." Steve began to grin.

One thing became evident from the breakfast discussion that day, which trailed out
almost till lunchtime, that the issue of nuclear war goes very, very deep, like abortion.
Steve said that one can argue for or against abortion until one is blue in the face and not
get anywhere, except beaten into the ground. "Single-issue debates are too narrow," he
said. "They hide the real issue which is often much larger."
"You have to raise the platform," I commented.
"Mostly you have to widen the horizon, Peter," said Steve. "If a leaf turns yellow
on a tree and drops off, are you going to be alarmed. No, because your vision isn't that
narrow. You understand the principle of the forest. You understand that in autumn the
whole forest drops its leaves in preparation of the cold of the winter. If this happens in
June, however, you have a problem, and you will likely fix it by dealing with whatever

caused it, such as by responding to a pest infestation. If you look at abortion in this
manner, it's no longer an alarming problem. You simply deal with what causes it, and the
causes are obvious. It is evidently not a joy for a mother to kill her baby in the womb
before it is born, but she finds herself forced into this position by the social and economic
conditions that society has created that makes it often an impossible burden for a single
mother to raise a child, or for a poor family to do so. Obviously you can't solve the
problem by banning the symptoms. You have to deal with the causes. This means
enabling the needed social and economic development so that all people can live a decent
human life. There are countless issues involved, of course, but if one traces them to their
source they converge on one issue, and the issue is empire. Healing society therefore
means restructuring society from a platform of empire that breeds poverty and misery to a
platform of a humanist renaissance that is focused on promoting the general welfare of
society in all aspects. In a renaissance world human life is welcomed, cherished,
protected, and nourished. In such a world abortion simply won't happen. In the empire
world, however, where the human being is regarded as such a terrible pest on the planet
that everything possible is enacted to hinder human existence in the service of greedbased looting, people are forced into desperate measures just to survive. Abortion is one
of these desperate measures. This renders abortion as a symptom of a disease called
empire. The proper way to stop the symptom is not to ban the symptom and vilify the
victimized women, but to heal society of its disease so that the victimization ends," said
Steve.
"I've have been beaten up in Washington on the way to a lecture, once," said one
of Steve's friends, a man named Herbert Huebner who had joined us for breakfast. He
said that people had been shouting slogans at each other about abortion. "It's a woman's
free choice!" - "Death to the suction pump baby killers!" - "Death to the abortion doctors
- Kill them in the name of the Lord! - Those were the slogans," he said. "The people were
shouting them at each other in a rage. I just got in the way."
Huebner supposed that someone thought that he was a doctor, so they beat him up
until the police rescued him. "Narrow thinking fuels the lynch mob mentality, so be
careful my friends and avoid narrow concepts. Don't treat nuclear war as a narrow
concept."
"The entire world is set up to murder one-another with this tool of nuclear war in
the name of communism, or capitalism," said I.
"But the wider issue is the issue of empire that no one is even inclined to look at,"
said Steve.
Huebner just laughed. "Let me tell you, if communism should ever be eradicated,
the powers of empire be will find some other cause for which they keep the killing going.
The State of Israel is already being groomed to assume the new role of the sacrificial
trigger should the Soviet's decline to play this game or collapse their empire before the
real game begins. Israel is being groomed to explode the Middle East into a fire that will
then spread across the world and become World War III. Then the new fighting will be
over the Semites versus the people of Islam, or the religion of Islam versus the great

American freedom to loot, kill, and to pillage, or the imperials will drag the fire into
China over some obscure reason that they'll have yet to invent."
"Tell me, does anybody really know or care about the truth anymore, regarding our
humanity?" I interrupted. "We are human beings. We are not primarily Russians and
Americans, or Muslims, or Jews, or communists, or capitalists, or whatever other labels
one wishes to apply. We are primarily human beings. We can be free from all of that crap
if we stop acting as if we were slaves to it. Public opinion is the worst kind of slave
master there is, because it is a slave itself to its imperial controllers. The whole battle
over suction pump baby killers, pro or con, is a battle between forms of slavery, as is
nuclear terror. No one is fighting for the freedom of humanity based on truth, because
that would go against the grain of empire that would be endangered by the truth."
Huebner suddenly laughed and slapped his hand on my shoulder. "I like you,
Peter, you are the only American I know who gives meaning to the assertion that
America is the 'Land of the Free.'"
+++

It was I who ended the discussion that morning. Huebner 's talk about suction
pump baby killers made me feel ill. I excused myself and left the lunch table. Everyone
else got up, too. We arranged to meet in the lobby.
I remembered Ushi's excitement with respect to wanting a baby. Her excitement
had been too precious to me for this talk to continue. Maybe Ushi was right. Maybe the
world isn't a fit place anymore to bring children into. The very thought of aborting
something so precious was repulsive. I remembered my discussion with her on the island
of Cozumel, about how worthwhile and beautiful it must be for even the smallest of us to
have this chance to be alive, to be touched by love, to experience the world and its
sadness and happiness, and the fun of splashing in the water even if it is just for a
moment. But neither could one weigh a woman's life against the life of a yet unborn
accumulation of cells. Nor could I judge a nation like China, which couldn't exist as a
stable nation without harsh, often physical methods of birth control until its
infrastructures are more fully developed that have been destroyed in so many imperial
wars that were launched against China, including the modern economic wars that exploit
vast segments of the Chinese population as slave-type labor for western profiteers,
instead of building up the nation in order that it can develop as a normal human society. I
certainly wasn't qualified to make these kinds of absolute judgments that are so often
made about abortion, except on the wider plain where the symptom becomes the
consequence of the development of empire such as in India where female infanticide and
genocide had been imposed under religious dogma for 2,500 years to protect the Brahmin
empire, with echoes reaching into China. All of that needed healing, and as far as I could
tell there was only one path possible to accomplish the healing, the path of developing the
Principle of Universal Love in the most active manner possible. If giving life to a child is
a part of the universal kiss, then the principle of it, the Principle of Universal Love, has to

assure that this kiss becomes a shockwave that uplifts the whole of society on the entire
humanist front. It is brutal to scrap this responsibility and blame the victims, the
desperate women resorting to abortion, that have to react in a tragic manner in order to
survive. I also knew that the deeper one digs into this barrel of Love-Based Economics,
and love-based living, that reflect the Principle of Universal Love, the more sensitive one
becomes to life and the human dimension. I saw this growing sensitivity as the only
possible solution to the abortion issue, and also to the larger issues that we were prepared
to fight for in Venice in the name of all mankind, the issue of creating an Ice Age
Renaissance.

I suggested to Steve when we met in the lobby that our Ice Age preparation
approach, when it begins to take shape, would invariably solve the abortion issue as the
two issues are linked by the Principle of Universal Love. "It is impossible to solve one
without the other. That's the approach we must take also in respect to the SDI towards
Russia." I told the same to everyone of our group as we came together in the lobby.
Heather was the first to agree. "Maybe it's the same with love in every respect,"
said Heather. "Sometimes I wonder if we really know what love is. Have we dug deep
enough? Sometimes I wonder if indeed there will ever be a final answer forthcoming."
"I like what you just said," said Karl, who caught up with us in the lobby. He
bowed slightly and conceded to letting the burial of the SDI begin.
I thanked the man kindly.
"Your Ice Age Renaissance proposal will hit the world like a shockwave," he
added and grinned. "They will call it the New SDI."
"Keep it a secret until I announce it," Steve replied.
"Of course I will. I'm not stupid," said Karl. "I am looking forward, however, to
see how you are going to pull this one off."

Little did I realize that the issue of canceling America's SDI project wasn't at all
settled for us. The really agonizing contemplation hadn't even begun.
It began the same evening during our walk after dinner that everyone had joined in
this evening for a leisurely stroll along the seaside promenade. A masked man in a
harlequin costume came up to us in the dark. He approached us from behind as we
walked over a narrow bridge. He passed us, then stopped, facing us. He addressed us in
perfect English.
"Don't do it!" he said.

"Don't do what?" Steve asked, perplexed.
"Don't kill the SDI," he said quietly.
Steve held him by his arm. "Who are you? Who told you why we are here?"
"I can't say," he replied. "But let me tell you: You are making a big mistake giving
up the SDI."
Steve let go of his arm and asked him for his reasons. He revealed himself as a
servant in the house of one of the 'fundi.'
Steve understood immediately. He looked around and found a place by the water
were we could talk with him with no one listening in.
"The fundi, who are they?" Ross demanded.
The masked man hesitated. "They're everybody and everywhere. They have no
official identity. They're the monarchs of empires and royal houses, banks, NGOs, world
institutions, pharmaceutical cartels, food cartels, raw material cartels, energy cartels, the
entertainment cartels, the news media cartels, and so on. They are the real owners of the
world. To them, everyone in the world is their property. They are the owners of
governments, the owners of humanity."
Steve nodded. "The imperials," he said. "They're the traitors of humanity who
claim the 'divine right of kings' to own humanity and do with as they please. Property you
say? We fought a civil war over this in America in the 1800s. The Confederate
Slavocracy wanted the 'right to property' included in the Constitution. They changed the
Constitution from its original focus on universal happiness to their demanded 'right for
privatized property.' We denied them their self-assumed right to regard society as private
property. We defeated them in a great struggle that we won. Unfortunately, this victory
has been betrayed in America. So, I know exactly what you mean. People have become
property once again, property of the financiers. I call them the imperials..."
"...They are not united under any one name," the masked man interrupted. "They
have no name. Without a name they have no face. Without a face, they are not
vulnerable. In my master's house, we simply speak of the fundi. This does not mean that
they are not organized into a tightly interlocked structure with a common purpose and
central control that appears to be located in Britain or Switzerland, most likely in
Britain," he said. "Most likely the control is centered on the monarchy. Or maybe the
monarchy is subservient to it like my own master is subservient to them. But that's not
important now," he added. "The policies are important. My master's family is told about
the policies. The policies are invariable. My master doesn't like some of them. There have
been many discussions, but the policies are invariable. Everyone does as one is told, or
else one ends up dead."
Our masked friend had not a few shocking tales to tell, of discussions he had
overheard, of high level meetings in his master's house with high level US officials

present. From what he could understand, he was sure that the Russians were at their last
stage in their preparations for gaining control over the world, and that the West had no
intentions of stopping them. He told us that the only thing that could interfere with the
Russians' plan is the American SDI, because the Russians really don't know how much
progress has been made in terms of what America's present capabilities are and what
exposures arise from them for the Soviet Union. The Russians know that there exists
more on the SDI-front than what is openly admitted to. "Only the fundi know what is
really happening. The Russian's don't." The masked man told us that the Russians are
afraid that the SDI will be operational before they are fully prepared for winning a
nuclear war against the USA. That's why they are pushing ahead, recklessly, with the
Ogarkov Plan, the final plan in their race for superiority centered on their own SDI which
they pushed forward by the incessant prodding from the fundi to the point that it is now
wrecking their economy."
"You are mad!" said Tony.
"No, I'm dead serious," the man defended himself. "I know I'm right, because one
of my own friends is helping them."
He told us that he could name several institutes and some electronics companies
that funnel technology into Russia. He told us that the US embargo of high tech exports
to Russia exists only on paper, enforceable only in the US, and doesn't interfere with the
fundi at all. In fact, it makes the Soviets more dependent on the fundi. He said that his
employers also have far-reaching connections in the financial world, with ties into
London and Switzerland, as well as New York, and even into Washington through the
back door via a whole range of front organizations. He spoke of meetings in Naples and
Tunis, and secret meetings in Capri, and of 'his' family's London connections to the
psychological warfare division of the British Secret Intelligence Service. He boasted that
the fundi had used this particular channel for the Kennedy assassination, in order to
create a cultural shock that could start the Vietnam War and subsequently enable some
imperial ideologue like Volker to be brought in and have a free reign in wrecking the US
economy under the post-industrial era doctrine.
"That's how they had planned it, and that's how they did it," he said, "and now they
aim to destroy the country itself. By shutting down the SDI you would be giving them the
key to the country! You would be eliminating the last restraint that is holding back the
Russians from implementing the fundi’s plan for world-imperial domination. Scientists,
you call yourself?" said the masked man. "Ha, some scientists you are!" He spat on the
ground. "You don't know anything. You are amateurs."
"Why would the fundi want to destroy the USA?" Ross asked in utter disbelief.
The rest of us were too stunned to even think of a question.
"Don't you know anything at all?" said the masked man. "Can't you see what's
been happening to your own country? The Kennedy assassination was the prelude to the
end. The fundi want the USA destroyed, like they want every sovereign nation destroyed
that stands in their way towards building their new feudal world-empire order. Every

sovereign nation is a threat to them. They want to be the only power. They want free
reign to impose worldwide feudal financing, worldwide population reduction and total
control. They even want a worldwide UN army like the Roman Legion, backed with
worldwide feudal servitude just like in the golden days of the dark ages, but on a global
scale. For this they need the Russians temporarily," he insisted. "The fundi promised the
Russians a power sharing agreement, and the Russians will comply, which will be their
doom."
He asked us if we had seen the Armory. He said the Armory is indeed being
rebuilt. The fundi are considering their new armory to be Russia. "For the time being," he
added. "They, and their connections serve Russia's needs, while Russia's mad obsession
serves the fundi’s aims." He said the basic process is so simple that it could hardly be
called a conspiracy. "It works by its own steam for as long as America and Russia
remains useful to them. And if the Russians fail to comply the fundi will simply 'hire' the
Americans to play the willing stooges and wipe them out, until the Americans too are no
longer any use to them and are put out of their misery."
He said that the fundi had long moved beyond the level of just looting the world.
He said that they were now raping the world. He said the Soviets fit into this rape as coexecutors. "The fundi will allow the Soviets to share power to a certain degree until they
are no longer needed. Then they become eliminated. It's so easily done if you own all the
finances in the world."
Tony shook his head.
"Don't you know anything about geopolitics?" the masked man sighed. "The fundi
have no permanent allies, only a permanent objective."
"The man is right," I intervened, "that's how they treated the Jewish people for a
long time."
"And still do," the masked man added.
Steve agreed. He explained to Tony that since the Jewish people had no home
country, they were useful to the fundi to carry out their dirty international financial
operations, and if any of them became too powerful in the process, or were no longer
needed for whatever reason, then 'good bye my friend.' They were quietly eliminated.
"That's how it works," the masked man affirmed. "Of course if the US and the
Soviet Union were to end up destroying one-another on their own, in moments of
madness or rage, the fundi would like that even more. That's what this cruise missile
deployment was most likely all about," he said, "except it wasn't likely for the purpose
that you think it was. It was probably for something much worse, something that the
Russians don't even know about. The launch you saw wasn't for what it appeared to be.
This should give you a hint. The grapevine tells me that the people who launched the
missile were killed to cover the hidden tracks. In real terms they should have been
congratulated, because their actions have evidently caused you to give up the SDI, which
will make it easier for the fundi to persuade the Russians to start the planned nuclear war

scenario. What you are intending to do may prove to be absolutely tragic for much of
mankind. If everything goes according to your plan as it stands now, and the SDI is
eliminated, the fundi may push their global depopulation-scheme forward by a notch or
two, towards their coveted grand revival of feudalism on a universal scale, their feudal
world-empire."
Ushi protested. "This is sick, sick, sick!"
"Yes," he said, "and so are the Masonic cults that unite the fundi."
Ushi just shook her head.
"No, instead of protesting, try to see how vital the SDI is to containing the planned
disaster?" the masked man added.
Before any of us had a chance to answer, or ask another question the man had
quickly turned aside and slipped away from us. He disappeared inside a group of people
that were passing by. We remained standing where we were, bedazzled.

"Was this for real?" I asked Sylvia.
"That's bloody monstrous," said Steve, "but, yes, that was for real."
"Haven't you heard of the Club of Rome?" asked Ross. "Haven't you heard of the
Council for Foreign Relations, the Trilateral Commission, the Club of the Isles, not to
mention the countless Masonic organizations? Obviously, this whole mess is a part of the
fundi, all deeply linked with the UN, the IMF, and the World Bank acting as their tools or
their employees so to speak. Nobody will ever know how the thing is really organized if
it is set up as cleverly as the masked man has implied it is. You can bet, however, it is run
by a financier oligarchy as it had been in the olden days."
"Those are the people that funded Hitler into power," I added. "We know very well
who the small servants are that run the show in the public view, but we don't know who
stands behind them in the shadows and operates in secret. The Spanish painter Francisco
Goya understood this larger picture already in 1808. That's what his famous painting, The
Two Majas, was all about. The lady of the night was the front line servant in the political
world even then, like our politicians are today, our appointed leaders that have hijacked
our most noble institutions. Behind each of the Majas, Goya had placed in the shadows a
masked man in dark clothing that blends in with the background. That's how the game is
played. Goya understood this. He saw it happening during his days as the court painter
serving many a King in Spain. Obviously the game hasn't changed. The evidence is
before us. The servant of the fundi knew of our mission, but not because Karl told the
fundi. The fundi knew, because the fundi have their ears in the White House. In fact, they
probably run the White House and own the President as well. The order that came to Fred
probably came from them. But the masked man didn't know about our real plans, did he?
He had no inkling that we are about to blow the entire imperial scene to hell with our Ice

Age Renaissance proposal that no empire can survive. If the fundi had known any of that
there would have been an explosion of hysteria ripping through the whole fundi apparatus
with enormous repercussion. We certainly wouldn't be dealing with one of their
household servants. Of course, we don't know who the real masters are."
"Most likely the real masters are standing hidden in the shadows," said Ross.
"They play the role of respectable people that never carry a knife or a pencil, but have the
ability to cause the death of millions with a mere word."
"I can't believe this," said Sylvia, shaking her head.
"Believe it," said Ross. "That's how the games are being played. We will surely see
some evidence of that after our announcement tomorrow."

Is seemed that we all had trouble believing what we had heard. We spent hours
that night, until two in the morning, discussing the issue and pondering over the masked
man's desperate attempt to stop us from killing the SDI project. Did he know something
that we hadn't discovered yet?
I felt tense. I wondered if our lives were in danger. It seemed that we were doomed
if we did go ahead with our mission, if the masked man was right, and that we were
equally doomed if we didn't give something to the Soviets to ease the pressure that might
prevent another cruise missile attack. The man from the fundi had practically assured us
of that something was planned by the fundi once America's SDI potential was eliminated
and could no longer spoil their game. Was the man warning us out of his own deep
personal interest and concern for mankind? Or was he under orders to do so to confuse
us? Was the man genuinely warning us of the danger we would create for our nation and
for the world if we did what we had been ordered to do? Or was he just trying to stall the
issue for something that would serve the fundi even better. If he had intended any of that,
he was succeeding.
At one point, Heather suggested that we shouldn't change our plans because of
what the man had said. She suggested that his pleading might have been a trick to
manipulate us."
I pointed out that we really didn't have the authority anyway not to carry out our
assignment and thereby change our mission. "We can't just ignore the President's orders.
We only have the freedom to find the most efficient way to carry them out. Fred gave us
that little bit of freedom. Also without scrapping the SDI we wouldn't have the moral
momentum behind us tomorrow to replace it with our Ice Age SDI proposal that is
infinitely bigger than America's nuclear missile Strategic Defense Initiative would ever
be."
"We might be possible to persuade the President to change his mind if that became
wise," said Ross. "We could convey the new evidence to Fred."

Steve suggested that if our masked friend was correct, then our scrapping of the
SDI may be comparable to a woman opening her front door to a rapist.
Steve suggested a moment later that there was only one way in which a woman
could do such a thing and suffer no harm. "She would have to be willing to take all her
clothes off with the full understanding that her real identity is inviolable by the worst rape
that could possibly be imposed upon her," said Steve. "If she were to do this, then, no
rape would in fact be possible. Nobody can take by force what is freely offered. This is
the position the USA would have to take if the Soviets continued to go ahead with their
own SDI project and we were to scrap ours. In this case there would be no war and the
fundi’s plan for the mutual destruction of the USA and USSR would be spoiled. But I
think we can pre-empt all of this by demonstrating that America and the whole world
faces an infinitely larger threat, and a much more certain threat, than the threat of nuclear
war. This threat is real. The coming resumption of the Ice Age will decimate the global
food supply if we don't act soon. Since we can't trust anybody in high places with our
plan to protect mankind from this threat, let's just carry out our plan to initiate the global
Ice Age SDI. Let's create a shockwave that will rip through every game of conspiracy of
every empire on the planet that would otherwise prevent this needed response from even
being considered."
"You may be asking for the impossible," we all suggested. Only Ross didn't think
so. Ross insisted that it was not only possible to do this, but that it had already been done
several times in history. He referred to the biblical story of Joseph, a Hebrew, working
productively within the framework of the Egyptian Empire that had a religious
background totally contrary to his own. Joseph had worked wonders within the existing
system, saving countless lives in the process.
"I can well imagine what this means for the USA," said Sylvia.
"It wouldn't have to be a big deal," said Tony, jokingly. "Suppose the President
phoned the Kremlin; Hey, what's with all those missiles I see you building? Your people
must be under a terrible strain. Can I help you?"
"There would be a pause. 'We want to play conductor,' the Soviets would reply.
Then the President would have to say; Oh is that what's been bothering you? Hop to it,
friends! Be conductor. With this the whole nuclear mess could be resolved," Tony
grinned.
Sylvia shook her head, and said something about Tony being absolutely naive.
"Everybody wants to be the world-dictator, but nobody wants to develop a richly human
society, a world without dictators, a world of principles and love, a world without
stealing, without slavery, without looting, killing, and destroying. That's why the nukes
were created in the first place, to force the nations to surrender their sovereignty to some
form of imperial dictatorship in order to prevent a new renaissance that would disable the
looting."

Steve laughed and suggested that we already live under imperial dictatorship. "It's
called market-force, globalism, dictatorship by speculators and financial empires that
have amassed the brute power to rob the nations blind, that have destroyed sovereign
governments so that people can no longer defend themselves, that force society to
privatize ever more of its vital infrastructures into the hands of the pirates that loot
society at every turn. Soon people will no longer be able to afford to heat their houses, or
eat, or buy shoes or clothing, or have a roof over their head. We live in a world run by the
dictatorship of the rich and greedy. So it wouldn't make a great deal of difference to most
people at the present stage of the world whether they are manipulated by a system of
private organizations that loot the life blood out of them, or whether they are looted by a
Soviet-style system of dictatorship. Once a people have given up their republican spirit of
sovereign self-government, which people have given up totally throughout the West
many years ago, their doom is sealed one way or another. The shockwave is already
ripping society to shreds. We can only hope to stop the process by stopping the driver
behind it, which is society's total rejection of the Principle of Universal Love. The real
cause for the tragedies in the world isn't the cause of empire. It is mankind's rejection of
its own principle, the Principle of Universal Love. This rejection creates a void, and the
default that erupts is empire. Empire is the default state of a society rejecting the
Principle of Universal Love. In the present world the rejection of the Principle of
Universal Love unfolds in the form of greed based fascism that has become a powerful
shockwave that is ripping up the entire economic scene. I think the best that we can do,
regardless of the games that the fundi play, is to cause a counter-shockwave of our own
that brings the Principle of Universal Love to the foreground. Putting the Ice Age
Renaissance onto the global agenda has the potential to do this."
Steve left the room after he said this to make some phone calls, while our debate
continued.

Our debate went on deep into the night. The final decision was made without
Steve. Steve's suggestion was ultimately accepted as no alternative existed. We decided
that we would not interfere with the President's burial of the SDI, which was planned for
the next day, and that we would then do our own thing by raising the platform for a new
Strategic Defense Initiative against the approaching Ice Age. We all felt that the military
SDI, so far, had not elevated the regard in which the US and the USSR held each other as
people. Consequently, nothing of substance would be lost by scrapping the military SDI.
Neither did we feel that the extra time that the West would gain from our efforts, would
buy us anything in deterring the fundi. Time causes no progress by itself. This fact had
been well proven by two and half decades of constant regression when progress should
have been made. We felt that only a positive shockwave like the Ice Age SDI that brings
the focus back to the Principle of Universal Love, would buy us more time as it would
force society to begin repairing the damage that has already been inflicted on civilization.

So it was that we resolved to go ahead as planned. We decided to take on whatever
risks might be involved, and to do this for the sake of all the lives of mankind, even
knowing that we might fail.

When Steve returned, he called our decision an implied mandate for the world's
greatest nation to take its clothes off to a rapist, because that is what we were going for if
the servant from the fundi was telling the truth and our Ice Age SDI were to fail.
"If our Ice Age SDI project fails so that no technological renaissance occurs that
would protect mankind's food supply in the future, none of the lesser things matter," said
Sylvia. "They all become inconsequential. If we fail to accomplish what is necessary, the
resulting consequences would merely bring the dying of mankind forward into our age.
This kind of deep tragedy becomes unavoidable without the Principle of Universal Love."

We all agreed that Sylvia was right. We also knew that no matter what would
ensue, the road that we had decided to take would be a long, hard, and terrible road to
peace, unless the real breakthrough that we were hoping for could be made quickly and
propel society to that higher level of thinking that would open its vision to the Principle
of Universal Love. The President's mandate didn't include this quantum jump in thinking.
We merely attached it unofficially. I saw it as us doing the right thing when no one
knows what the right thing is. That's what Fred gave us the mandate for. The path before
us was to wage this battle and to wage it on the fundi’s home ground where the fundi held
all the cards. We also knew that while we would be fighting on the fundi’s home turf, we
wouldn't be fighting this fight on the fundi’s low level platform that is rooted in the
imperial sewer. We knew that if the default state of a world without love is empire, we
would only have to step up to the higher ground of the Principle of Universal Love to lift
society above the default state and onto a renaissance state. Thus, Venice was about to
become the center of a shock front spreading across the world like a sonic boom. We
were determined to overpower the imperial world's historic emptiness with the historic
substance of the humanist renaissance, and thereby eradicate empire from the face of
mankind for all times to come.
"If empire equals emptiness in humanist terms, then we can certainly heal that
disease by flooding the scene with rich tides of universal love," I concluded.

I joined Ushi at the window once the decision had been accepted by all. Like
Ushi, I needed a breath of fresh air. Ross joined us also. He said that a decision of this
scope is never made easily, and that we were probably not much closer to being
scientifically correct than we were in the beginning. "We've take a small step, but one
can't expect to get a total feeling for a land with four rivers by exploring just one river in
isolation. "The Principle of Universal Love has many rivers, as many as there are ways to
reject it. The Malthusian feudalism, the Soviet's war-terrorism, the financial chaos, and

the President's surrendering of the SDI, are all part of a larger scene in which many
aspects of the Principle of Universal Love apply. One can't deal with any aspect as a
single issue in isolation without understanding the whole structure. If one focuses only on
one area, one understands nothing at all."
"I guess, the same holds true for understanding myself," I said.
Ross nodded. "What did Helen tell you about those four rivers, Pete?" asked Ross.
"Helen spoke of four major development streams in which the dimension of our
humanity comes to light?" I said. "The first development stream represents the oneness of
our humanity, the development of the universal kiss. That's the river that gives us our
peace. The second development stream represents universal economic development. I
think Helen called this the river of our joy as human being. The third development
stream, in turn, represents the flow of the human dialog, the flow of healing, the
dynamism of the strands of love. There is no healing possible, and by the same token no
security possible, without a high-level language that gives us a stage for the dialog of
love. That's what Homer did. He created such a stage in the form of a high-level
language. Out of it came the Greek Classical Civilization. Dante did the same in Italy
many centuries later. There would have been no renaissance possible anywhere in the
world without that higher-level language that stages the dialog of love. The fourth
development stream, I believe Helen said is science, or more specifically, scientific and
technological progress. That's the river of our power.
"She didn't talk about this last river a lot," I said to Ross. "The concept seemed to
be still under development in her mind. I would say it must logically represent the most
advanced form of our self-development; our scientific and spiritual self-development; our
infinite development as human beings. I would call this advanced development objective
the development of the science of our divinity as human beings, something that enables
us to reach beyond us just having power over the universe. I see it unfolding as an open
door for us having power over ourselves; power to step out of the box of our selfconfinement into slavery to ancient axioms and narrow-minded notions. I would call the
forth development stream that pertains to all that, the river of our freedom as human
beings; the river of truth replacing error; the river of love replacing isolation!"
"Love replacing isolation," Ushi repeated and began to smile.
"I think you both know what I mean with that," I replied.
Ross didn't answer. I noticed a faint smile developing. He changed the subject
instead of answering. "This means that our hands aren't tied," he said. "We can give the
President what he wants and then step up to higher ground. We announce the cancellation
of the SDI, and immediately raise the ceiling to what is needed for a global Ice Age
Renaissance. That takes the entire SDI cancellation out of the sphere of conspiracies by
putting something profoundly new and universally enriching in its place. Of course it also
allows us to open up a powerful flank against the fundi that leaves them no maneuvering
room for staging a nuclear war. Our mere mentioning of the need to stage a new

renaissance will send shudders up their spine, and more so by us calling for the greatest
renaissance of all times, the Ice Age Renaissance and its necessarily re-staging of the
entire world. And this we will do before an audience of the world's top scientists. If the
scientists were excited about the military SDI project, which is nothing compared to what
is needed for creating an Ice Age Renaissance that achieves indoor agriculture, our
proposal will light in their heart the fire of passion on such a large scale as has never been
imagined before. When the fundi hear about this, and realize what has been launched here
in Venice on their home turf, they'll go berserk. And this my friends, is, how we can turn
this conference from an entertainment party into a productive session, which would
otherwise be quite a dull affair. In fact, we will change the entire geometry of the game
for the fundi. We will even change history by combining it with the future. Sure it'll be
dangerous flushing out the empire out of its hiding places. The fundi will explode with
rage. But that opens up an even bigger flank for us. I think we are about to create a
hurricane."
I suggested that Ross' idea was the perfect answer. I told everybody that we had
been dreaming for such a chance to really change the world. "With a bit of luck, we
might just do this, and turn the whole world completely upside down," I added.

We looked out into the night from the little balcony of our hotel room while we
spoke to each other. Our room faced the Grand Canal. Far in the background was the
dome of a church visible, standing gray against gray in the moonlight. Below us on the
canal, a gondola floated by carrying two lovers. The two lovers were serenaded by a
musician playing his guitar to which the gondolier was singing as the boat slowly moved
along. It was a peaceful scene. Little did these people in the gondola realize what farreaching discussions had just been concluded that would affect their life, one way or
another, more deeply than anything else on the planet might. I felt that what we had
decided, right or wrong, was so huge in its nature that it was bound to affect the lives of
all humanity. Nor would the two lovers, the musician and the gondolier likely ever come
to know what forces would be unleashed the next day that would change their future.
Indeed, I hoped they would never find out. I looked at Ushi and shuddered, realizing that
we too had at this very night, joined the rotten ranks of the global manipulators of the
human race. I hated the thought, and I told Ushi so. The champagne in my glass tasted
bitter after that. I poured it out into the canal. Nevertheless, I remembered those four
rivers. We had poured all of what we knew to be good and right into fulfilling our task at
hand, and had drawn for it from the waters of all four rivers.
+++

The next day before breakfast, we made a final call to Washington to confirm the
go-ahead. We were told that the second speaker was the one to pay attention to, an
English chap, and a professor working with the Space Weapons Lab in New Mexico. He
would report on the five-megawatt focusable-array hydrogen fluoride laser, a scale model

prototype demonstrating a weapon capable of destroying an enemy missile within a threethousand-kilometer radius. He would talk about the logistics of getting 300 of these
weapons systems lifted into space, together with the multi-megawatt power plants that
they would require. Then he would talk about a still larger system, an Earth-based system
that was even more promising, built around the Eximer laser that develops super-intense
ultraviolet light with a beam that can be re-directed in space by large reflecting mirrors
and smaller fighting mirrors in low orbit. We were told that the speaker would talk about
everything except the cost of building and operating the seven-gigawatt power stations
that would be required. This subject would be the topic for the next speaker, an American
scientific economist from the Energy Department, and from the Office of Technology
Assessment in Washington. He would talk about space-based solar collectors, and faststarting hydrogen peroxide turbines, and the most innovative solution, a giant array of car
batteries strung together for instant availability of multi-gigawatt power. At the very end
of his lecture the speaker would note in passing that the entire subject is hypothetical
anyway, since the Strategic Defense Initiative has been canceled by the President of the
United States of America.
"From then on," we were told, "it becomes your show."

Ross turned to Ushi and Steve. "Make the best of it! Ask all the questions that you
want, or comment on Pete's presentation if he misses anything. Ideally, though, you won't
need to ask anything. The audience should ask all the right questions. Then after the final
question has been asked, and the cancellation has been thoroughly digested, it becomes
Steve's opportunity to light up the real fireworks. Here begins our opportunity to replace
the vacuum that the SDI cancellation had created with the grandest defense initiative in
all of history, to defend mankind against the ravishing of the next Ice Age."
"Consider it done," said Steve and smiled.

Steve and Ushi arrived at the conference hall almost an hour early. Steve felt that it
was important to have a front-row seat. For this we had to rush through breakfast. Still,
that didn't seem to matter. Ushi barely touched her breakfast anyway. Instead, she had
four cups of coffee and hadn't been able to sit still for a moment. She tried hard to
conceal that she was more than nervous. Ross and Steve hugged her and assured her that
she would have full support if she needed it, to which I added that she was a giant in her
field by her own right, and would have no problems. She hugged me for saying this.
Ushi became a lot calmer during the lead-in lectures. She wrote down everything
that was said about the SDI. The policy was that there would be no transcripts available
afterwards, and no tape recordings were allowed. Only handwritten notes could be taken
out of the auditorium.

By the time the lecturer came to his summation, her hands were no longer shaking.
The writing had slowed down, she even allowed herself, occasionally, to slump back into
her seat and just listen.

"It has taken us a third of a century," said one of the speakers in closing, "and
trillions of dollars to get the world into the arms race. Getting out of it probably won't be
exceedingly cheap either, nor will it happen quickly. But at least we have a chance now
with so many people working around the clock to make the Strategic Defense Initiative a
reality!"
The crowd cheered the speaker as he left the podium. No one could reasonably
argue now that the system we were about to give away was just a paper tiger with no
teeth.
Then came the speaker from the Energy Department. He got onto the platform
while the audience was still applauding. He waited patiently, applauding too, till all was
quiet. He turned out to be an excellent speaker with a dry humor. He had brought along a
movie of his experimental battery array. The batteries actually powered the model of the
Eximer laser. The battery array consisted of four thousand car batteries purchased
through a discount store, strapped together with automotive hardware. The array
delivered enough power to sustain an eleven-minute burn of the laser. He presented some
figures, comparing his six-megawatt power pack to the giant two-thousand-megawatt
Hoover Dam. The output of the dam was in comparison a few hundred times larger, but
its construction cost was thousands upon thousands of times greater.
The message of his lecture was that space weapons power is in reality rather
cheap. "Actually," he said, "it won't cost the taxpayer a single penny, because the United
States' Strategic Defense Initiative has been canceled as of today. The great dream ended.
The President of the United States has been advised that building the system is
detrimental to the country's security and might prove fatal to the human race."
There was silence for a few seconds. No one clapped.
"You must be mistaken!" shouted someone from the floor during the moments of
silence.
"I wish I was," the man replied softly, and then he introduced me in the midst of a
storm of discontent.
As I walked up to the stage I could understand what Stravinsky must have felt like
on the opening night of his great orchestral composition, the Rite of Spring that the
audience broke into a riot over, before the piece had even been performed. Stravinsky is
reported to have commented in shock, "How can they protest against music that they
have never heard?" I faced a similar protest from the audience of physicists and other
scientists.

Eventually they did let me speak. It was plain to see that I had to be totally honest
with them. The slightest deviation could start another riot. So I told them the truth about
what we had all witnessed six days earlier when the cruise missiles were unloaded from
submarines and one of them was launched from a Russian fishing boat that had been
stationed off the coast. I told them that the cruise missile had not been detected by any
radar or any of our many sensors, and that it wasn't brought down until it came within a
few miles of Washington, DC. I pointed out to them that the SDI had become obsolete at
this moment, simply because the nature of the threat had changed. I also told them that
the President believes that this new cruise-missile threat might be the result of Russia
feeling itself increasingly boxed in, strategically.
I used Ross' saying, "Whoever has the SDI first, controls the world." Then I
suggested that this saying is history, too. I told them that we must deal with the new
threat that has been demonstrated to be rather credible.
"In dealing with this threat, we must of course recognize that psychologically the
SDI was a mistake," I said, "and the best way to respond to a mistake is to correct it." I
told them that it is the President's hope that Russia will remove its threat if we let Russia
out of the strategic confinement that we have created for them with the SDI.
I stepped aside from the lectern at this point. "It is my personal conviction," I said,
"that the cancellation of the SDI will defuse the situation. Many people may think that we
are taking a great risk in doing that, but I don't think so. We are putting the focus on unity
instead of adversity. Russia doesn't want to be destroyed in a nuclear conflagration, and
neither do we. This is something we can respect about each other. And in respecting this
common need that we have as human beings, we also honor each other's intelligence and
integrity. Thus we are hoping that the Soviet Union will respond in an intelligent and
honest manner to our new direction."
At the end of my little speech I smiled and added that there was a certain amount
of affection underlying this offer, because it allows the Soviet Union to pull back to a
position that is more secure for its existence. I even suggested that we might be able to
persuade the Soviet Union and the USA to join hands against our common enemy that
has manipulated both governments into building the doomsday nuclear weapons in the
first place, with plans for us for our mutual annihilation.
When I stepped back behind the lectern Steve stood up and said that he had
something important to add. So I asked him onto the stage and onto the speaker's
platform.
He said that the cruise missile incident had been a puzzle to him from the moment
he heard about it, but that he couldn't figure out why, until this morning. "We were
ambushed last night by a member of the fundi who bragged to us that the Russian cruise
missile buildup outside the shores of the USA was not for the purpose that we suspected,
but for something much worse. He didn't say more about it. It must have been obvious to
him that we would figure this out. Indeed, it just became clear to me what this purpose
might be. It's actually quite simple if one looks at this puzzle from the viewpoint of the

fundi. The fundi are the super-wealthy oligarchic families, many of which can be traced
back to the old Venetian, Florentine, and Geonese banking and financier empires which
once ruled the world. These people and their equals in other countries, still rule the world.
With their wealth they have acquired for themselves corruptible people and the means to
get them into high positions of power within the governments of the world. From there,
the acquired stooges will serve their masters and serve them well, or they will die. The
oligarchy and its army of servants, of course, all have the same objective as we do. They
want to survive. Except, the feudal oligarchy knows that it cannot survive long in a
developing, progressive, renaissance world. This is why the USA is a threat to them, and
the Soviet Union, too. It has to be their hope that the USA and the USSR will annihilate
each other in the Cold-War game that they probably invented for that purpose. The game
is correctly identified by the doctrine of Mutually Assured Destruction, because that is
what has been assured to happen by the setup that has been created. This means that we
have change the setup in order to prevent the ultimate destruction that has been assured to
happen."
Steve was rather pleased with his analysis. "Now let's look at the cruise missiles,"
he said. "What could their purpose be? Could the Russian cruise missiles be a defensive
weapon that is capable of knocking out the American ICBM fields in Kansas and other
places? Not likely. Before these cruise missiles can reach their target across those great
distances, they would surely be detected, and most of them would be shot down. But this
vulnerability doesn't exist if the target is close by. In other words, the Soviet's cruise
missiles are aimed at the coastal cities of North America." Steve suggested that when
such a surprise attack was unleashed, America's ICBMs would then be launched, the
Soviets would retaliate, by which both nations would annihilate one-another. He
suggested that this might happen even if it cannot be determined with certainty who
launched the cruise missiles from the sea. He pointed out that quite a few nations, and
probably also private organizations, now have this capacity. Steve suggested that this
uncertainty factor indicates that almost anyone could launch a war now, including the
fundi, which might wipe out the whole of mankind."
Steve said that the man from the fundi told us that it wouldn't take much of a
provocation to unleash a nuclear firestorm across the world. He urged us therefore to
keep the SDI alive. But our goal must be greater than this," said Steve. "Our goal must be
to protect not just the cities of North America, but also those of Russia, China, India,
Japan, and in other places, which are all in danger in a nuclear firestorm that begins with
an uncertainty that quickly escalates into an unfocused rage of insanity."
I agreed with Steve. "Our goal must be to protect the whole of humanity. The fact
is that we cannot have a lesser goal in this war than that which fosters such a strong
universal unity between all nations that the nuclear weapons, which are designed for mass
destruction, will be scrapped spontaneously. Anything less won't do. Our offer to Russia,
which is designed to begin the process of building unity, must invariably include the
recognition that America and Russia are both set up by the fundi for Mutually Assured
Destruction. Therefore, both nations, the USA and the USSR share the same need, the
need for security, the need to end to this insanity, to end an insanity that is not even their

own game, but is controlled by somebody else who aims to benefit from the death of both
nations."
Steve took the microphone again and said that something else now made sense to
him. He said that he had finally resolved the paradox of why a defensive system, like the
SDI, was designed in such a manner that it would deepen the division between Russia
and the West. "The answer," he said, "is that the SDI was not designed in this manner. It
had been originally designed for a totally different objective."
Steve said that he had been able to track down the original author of the SDI, a
man named LaRouche. "The man confirmed that he was the original author of the SDI.
Steve said that the man had been railroaded into jail on politically motivated charges of
which the former US Attorney General Ramsey Clark had said in essence that the
prosecution of this case involved a greater judicial misconduct and abuse of the power of
the federal government than any other case known to him."
Steve said that he contacted this man LaRouche in jail, by phone, who told him
that the original idea of the SDI was not primarily to create a defense against the missiles
themselves. The real goal was to do away with the supposed need for such defenses.
Steve said that the man's goal had been to invite the Soviets to participate in a joint effort
to develop the defense capability as an international project. Steve explained that the man
had personally been in back-channel discussions with the Soviets where he proposed the
cooperative concept to representatives of the Soviet Union. Steve said that Mr. LaRouche
had told the Soviets that a joint effort would greatly enhance both nations' economies,
and more importantly, it would bring the two nations closer together scientifically,
culturally, and therefore also politically.
"Had this been accepted," said Steve, "the division would have been resolved that
nuclear weapons had been designed to deepen, and were created to keep alive."
Steve told the audience that the cooperation plan was wrecked, because the Soviets
were lobbied by the powerful western oligarchy to reject the joint venture and to develop
the new defenses on their own. Steve said that the man had warned the Soviets that such
an enormous commitment of resources, as would be needed for them to do this alone,
would wreck their economy rather than develop it. Steve also said that he agreed with
another of the man's assessment, that the size of that kind of project as the SDI had been
envisioned to be, is so huge that no single nation could ever hope to carry it out on its
own. Steve said that documents show that the Soviets were scared of that prospect and
had therefore mobilized their own networks of traitors in the USA to have Mr. LaRouche
killed or railroaded into jail.
Steve laughed and added that the ongoing collapse of the Soviet Union under the
weight of this burden might have been the reason why the man from the fundi had tried to
convince us the night before to keep the SDI alive, which would assure the Soviet's
collapse. "The man tried to dissuade us," said Steve, "for possibly also another reason.
The fundi know that the SDI had been conceived as a means for bringing the two nations
closer together. They may have feared that we were dangerously close to achieving this

unity once again, and that this realization would ultimately lead us to figuring out the
reason for which the Cold War had been invented in the first place," said Steve. "The
oligarchy doesn't like it to be known that the Cold War was intended to terrorize the
world into accepting a global imperial world-government dictatorship under the rule of a
single private empire. This is the reason why Mr. LaRouche is now in jail as America's
most renowned political prisoner," said Steve. "The reason is that his ideas are a great
danger to the oligarchy's plans for the Mutually Assured Destruction of America, the
USSR, and possibly China and India as well, and everyone else that stands in the way of
the fundi’s coveted World Empire."
Steve paused and then continued. "The SDI must go," he said, "because as it stands
now it is not intended to fulfill its original purpose. It is being misused to fulfill the
opposite of its original purpose. It is splitting the nations apart. We must deprive the
world of its illusion that the perversion of a grand idea can create security. We must take
the SDI and scrap it. We must scrap it, because a horrific perversion has reshaped it.
Then we must convince humanity to reconsider what the SDI was originally intended to
be. We certainly can't live with a bastardized version of that grand idea."

As Steve stepped away from the podium, I shook hands with him and assured the
audience, speaking off the record, that I fully agreed with what Steve had said. "We are
shutting the SDI down, not because it won't work. Technically it is the only platform that
is feasible. Many people have testified that it is totally feasible and is almost ready for
implementation. We are shutting it down because it has divided the world and boxed the
Soviet Union in. We are shutting it down as a gift to the Soviet people with the hope that
this gesture leads to the recognition that they are not our enemy," I said to the audience.
"As my wife has put it, we are giving the SDI away as a gift, gift-wrapped with the silver
strands of respect and honor, and tied up with the golden ribbons of hugs and kisses,
presented to them with love in the hope that we will all learn to envelop one-another in
love instead of in hate, and extend to one-another the inevitable universal kiss instead of
universal death."

We drew a mixed response from the audience. Some people cheered, others booed.
"Now the stage is set," I said to Steve. "Let's turn this defeat of the SDI around into a
winning streak for mankind."
Steve raised his hand to calm the audience. "Hold your aculeate," he said and
smiled. "I am not proposing that we leave the world defenseless. In fact, I haven't even
started to tell you what I propose must replace the SDI, by which its original objective
will be achieved for the security and the benefit of all mankind. I would like to propose to
the scientific community that it engage itself in supporting the greatest technological
strategic defense initiative ever imagined, which is also absolutely essential for the
survival of mankind. What I will propose to you now is so large in scope that it is bound
to make America's military SDI look like a child's toy in comparison. I am proposing the

grandest strategic defense initiative that can possibly be imagined, which is required in its
entirety to defend mankind from the coming Ice Age."
A burst of laughter broke out.
"Go home Steve," someone shouted, "and study up on global warming. I come
from Steward, Alaska. Believe me, the arctic is getting warmer. It's the warmest it has
been in fifty years. It's getting downright balmy. We had the mildest winter last year that
I can think of. So, don't talk to me about an approaching Ice Age, that's laughable."
"What you just said is actually proof that the Earth is getting colder," said Steve
calmly.
The man just laughed.
"I'm not joking," said Steve. "As you know the Earth is spinning on its axis. This
means that by centrifugal force the cold air-masses are thrown off from the arctic regions
and forced southward towards the equator, especially in areas over the large landmasses
that are more susceptible to cooling, like Canada. The arctic is getting warmer as a result
of Canada getting colder. The colder that air gets, the heavier it gets, and the stronger
therefore becomes the centrifugal throw-off effect. The increased cooling across the large
landmass of Canada causes a strong flow of cold air across the Midwest between the
Rockies and the Appalachians into the Gulf of Mexico. In the warmer regions the in-flow
of cold air pushes the warm air up, which then flows north to fill the void that the outflowing air would create, thereby completing a massive cyclone-type circulation that
creates its own climate pattern with its own built in storms and instabilities. The return air
from this giant cyclone typically flows north across the Atlantic touching Greenland and
Norway. At the same time another flow of cool air flows out from Eastern Siberia into
the North Pacific where it stimulates the warm-air uplift there, typically along the
Rockies in North America and causes the warm-air return flow that causes Alaska's
increasingly warmer climate."
"The phenomenon is called the Mobile Polar Anticyclone, the MPA-effect,"
shouted someone from the first row of the audience. "The centrifugal cold air movement
is called the Mobil Polar Anticyclone, because its directional flow is opposite to that of a
cyclone," he repeated. "Of course, the flow accelerates when the cold area becomes
colder."
"That's perfectly correct," said Steve. "Norway warms up in proportions as Canada
cools down. Likewise, Alaska gets warmer in proportion as Eastern Siberia cools down.
The increased warming in the North is always the result of a corresponding increased
cooling somewhere within the giant cyclone pattern. That's why we will see massive
warming in Greenland with increasing storms. In fact, we will see ice-free fiords in
Greenland in the winter while at the same time farther in the South the North American
Great Lakes keep freezing over more intensively. The increased warming in the North
and increased cooling in the South becomes especially emphasized during winter months
when the much colder air drives the cyclonic process more powerfully than it normally

does during the rest of the year. That's why you have those increasingly mild winters in
the Far North. Of course the global warming promoters will cite the warming in the Far
North as evidence that global warming is really happening, while in reality the warming
in the Far North is the logical result of increased cooling taking place over the large
continents further south. Of course the global warming adherents will deny that, which
they must, because speaking the truth would ruin their precious doctrine. Nevertheless,
we will see increased storm activity as the result of the recycling getting stronger,
affecting both the Golf of Mexico and the Atlantic region along the southern USA. We'll
see more hurricanes happening there, because of the increased cooling that originates
across Canada and powers the cold-air cyclonic conveyor more intensively. The present
cooling trend will likely accelerate, because the 11-year solar activity cycle is getting
weaker. That's a long-term trend of course, but it is measurable, and the trend is towards a
major low occurring in the 2020s based on the current evidence. Thus we will likely see
snow in Arkansas, even Texas, and possibly long before this timeframe. We will see
snow where we haven't seen snow for ages. Of course when the real Ice Age transition
begins the entire North American continent will likely loose its agricultural potential
relatively quickly as the cyclone effect becomes very powerful. In fact, Florida is already
loosing, little by little, its sensitive tropical flora."
"This doesn't disprove global warming," shouted the man from Alaska. "It's just a
theory."
"No it's more than a theory. It's happening. It's a measurable fact with empirical
evidence," said Steve. "Of course it doesn't disprove global warming. It only proves that
the arguments in support of global warming are faulty. If the current evidence proves
anything, it proves that the Earth is getting colder. It also proves that there is no such
thing as a unified global climate. It proves the existence of a number of climatic
subsystems that run by their own dynamics. It's getting warmer in one area and colder in
another. That sort of thing can be proven, because it is real. But manmade global
warming can neither be proven or be disproved, because it simply doesn't exist. It exists
only in the form of sheer fantasy. One can't disprove a fantasy that is based on evidence
that is actually evidence of something else? One can only study what is actually
happening, and manmade global warming simply isn't happening in the real world. It's
bumf! Sure, the Earth has been in a warming trend since the mid-1600 when the last
Little Ice Age ended and the Earth began to warm again. But that wasn't the result of our
doing. I have studied this Global Warming Doctrine more than you can imagine, and I
can illustrate to you if, you allow me, that this doctrine that you got yourself all wrapped
up in is nothing more than a pile of politically motivated nonsense. It's a bunch of bumf
alright. The evidence that we see all over the world is of a new cooling trend."
"Says who?" the man from Alaska interrupted again. "Name me one scientist that
supports this crap of yours, especially your Ice Age fantasy."
"Talk to climatologist Professor Marcel Leroux of the Jean Moulin University if
France," said Steve. "He will tell you more about the cyclonic conveyer." Steve then
laughed and showed his bundles of notes to the man. "I have also a paper here by
Professor Zbigniew Jaworowski, chairman of the Scientific Council of the Central

Laboratory for Radiological Protection in Warsaw, a Dr. of Science, a PhD, and the only
world-renowned atmospheric scientist that I know of that in his fifty-year career has been
personally involved in digging Ice Core samples out of seventeen glaciers on six
continents. I think a man like that knows what he is talking about. He doesn't dispute that
the general climate of the Earth is determined by the greenhouse effect that the global
warming scare stories are built on. Nor does he dispute that we are presently in a very
long-term warming cycle that began in the 1600s, in which the greenhouse effect plays a
major role. In fact, he points out that without the greenhouse effect the average surface
temperature on Earth would be minus eighteen degrees Celsius, instead of the plus fifteen
degrees that we presently have. Professor Jaworowski however points out that ninetyseven percent of the greenhouse effect comes from water vapor and only three percent
from CO2, and of that minuscule three-percent portion, the manmade contribution
amounts to no more than three percent again. In other words, the manmade greenhouseglobal-warming hoopla has no leg to stand on. It certainly won't prevent the next Ice Age
from coming or even slow it down. If we were to burn every stick of wood in the world,
every ounce of coal, and every drop of oil, it still wouldn't make the slightest difference
in terms of holding back the coming Ice Age."
"Lies, lies, those are all lies," someone shouted.
Before Steve could respond someone else responded. A man in a black suite stood
up and said that the world was indeed drowning in lies. He kept his hand raised and came
to the microphone. "And where do we find the biggest liars of the bunch?" he said when
he was on the stage, standing at the lectern. "We find the world's biggest liars right here
in the scientific community. Yes, we are the biggest liars. We sell our soul for a penny, or
for research grants, or tenure, or fame, or whatever. But the truth? Who cares about the
truth? The truth no longer matters. That is why nobody can tell anymore what the truth is.
If we hadn't been such accomplished liars everybody in this room would know that our
friend Steve from Germany has been telling the truth."
As the man stepped away from the lectern another heckler started up. "How dare
you call us liars? The politicians are the world's biggest liars," he said and laughed.
"Compared to us, they are saints," said the man in black as he stepped back to the
microphone. "Not even the worst fascists beat around the bush. They come right out and
say what they are going to do and put it into print. Just look at Adolf Hitler, he wrote a
book and laid it all out, and then he got elected and did precisely what he said. We can
say the same thing about America. The recently released National Security Study
Memorandum 200 laid everything out in total honesty. And all of that horrid program
too, has since been carried out. The NSSM200 defined the major developing Third World
nations a security risk for the USA. The document argued that the normal economic
development in the Third World nations, if it were allowed, would cause them to use up
their regions' natural resources for their own development, which the USA might require
in future times. Therefore, population growth has to be stopped and the populations be
reduced. They came right out and put it down in writing, that they wanted targeted
genocide, and then they carried out the program. They were brutal, but they were honest

about it. And what did we scientists do? We helped them carry out their treachery by
lying through our teeth."
The man in black was booed and called a traitor by the hecklers.
He simply smiled. "If you weren't lying to yourself right now you would know that
we are responsible for the murdering of millions every single year with the DDT ban
alone, and soon also with the CFC ban. The politicians wanted targeted genocide, and we
gave them the means to stage this genocide. We did it by lying through our teeth. Not all
of us did, but many of us. The DDT ban is based on a lie. Countless honest scientists did
research the subject and submitted papers that prove DDT to be completely harmless on
all counts for which it was banned as a danger, even benign in some cases. Even the
American Environmental Protection Agency's own people admitted that there exists no
prove that DDT is harmful to the environment, to humans, or to animals. But it has been
banned nevertheless based on convoluted lies in a political decision, because the banning
allows food crops to be more readily spoiled and allows malaria to come back that was
nearly eradicated. Now malaria kills a child every 45 seconds in Africa alone. What
murderers we have become, based on a lye that most of us knew to be a lye. But we got
well paid for our lying, didn't we? We still keep on benefiting in this manner.
"And the CFC ban is all about the same thing," said the man in black. "Everybody
in this room knows, or ought to know, that CFC ban is based on a lye. The CFC gas is the
world's safest, most efficient, and least expensive refrigerant. It makes refrigeration
possible in the poor and warm countries. By taking this capability away from society we
are committing millions of people in the poor Third World nations to death every year by
imposing needless starvation. Officially the CFC is banned to save the ozone layer in the
high stratosphere. Everybody in this room knows that this is total nonsense, since the
CFC gas is six times heavier than air. You can fill a bucket with it and keep the stuff in
the bucket without a lid on it, and the CFC will stay in the bucket for years. It doesn't
evaporate. If you kick the bucket over by mistake, what spills out settles into the ground
where it gets broken up. We all know this stuff of course. We are not stupid, right? We
all know that the outer stratosphere would be the last place on earth where such a heavy
gas would be concentrated. Nevertheless, we lye through our teeth and say to the whole
world that this extremely heavy gas somehow makes its way into the highest region of
the outer stratosphere where its single chlorine atom gets pried away from it, which then
destroys the ozone layer. That's quite a lye, I would say. Ah, but that's not enough. We
also have the audacity to insist that this manmade CFC that we have in our refrigerators,
concentrated in our cities, the stuff that is heavy as hell, doesn't merely pollute the outer
stratosphere, but pollutes it predominately in the polar regions. We parade pictures all
over the world of ozone holes over the polar regions which are about as far away from
the world's population centers as one can get on this planet. Of course, we don's stop the
lying there either. We add a few fat lies by omission. We omit, for example, the simple
fact that the world's natural sources of chlorine, such as the oceans and volcanoes inject
tens of thousands of times as much chorine into the atmosphere than we say the CFC
refrigerant would contribute if the total world production would end up in the
stratosphere. We also carefully omit to mention that the fabled ozone holes that we blame
the CFC for, are actually natural phenomena that have been observed a long time before

the CFC refrigerant has been invented. Nevertheless, we are committed to kill millions of
human beings for these lies, each year, by disabling refrigeration in poor countries.
Naturally we fail to mention that is genocide accords with the demands outlined in the
NSSM200 program."

Only one single person, a woman in a light green dress, applauded when the man
in black stopped speaking.
Since nobody else applauded, the woman came forward to justify her support of
what the man in black had said. "We are doing the same thing again with the global
warming myth," she said. "The doctrine involves a convoluted pile of lies that we all
support. The lies were so obvious when we started this game that a lot of people from our
own ranks couldn't go along with the lying. They protested. That's when the University of
Heidelberg launched its appeal campaign, one might call it an appeal to reason, that
brought together over 4000 signatures from scientists of almost 70 countries, including
Nobel Price laureates. Since the official lying continued unabated, some of us from
Leipzig launched the famous Leipzig Declaration that brought together over a hundred
signatures from the world's leading climate specialists, all standing in opposition to the
global warming lies. America did the same thing. On the West Coast of America an even
larger project was started, the world famous Oregon Petition Project. This project, to tell
the truth, brought together 17,000 signatures from scientists from around the world. They
all stood in opposition to the lies that the general scientific community supported and
spouted forth.
The woman paused and adjusted the microphone. "Most people in this room will
likely see me as a traitor for suggesting that the scientific community at large is lying to
the world. The sad fact is, however, that we've become so efficient in lying about the
truth that we now lye to ourselves and to one another." She turned to the man in black.
"Our friend is wrong only on one count, where he suggests that governments haven't
joined the club of the liars. At least some governments have."
"Yes, there are exceptions," said the man in black. "Our American government is
among the biggest of the exceptions, being thereby one of the biggest liars. Just look at
what America calls nuclear disarmament. America fought for the test-ban treaty and is
officially fighting for a strategic arms reduction agreement. But this only means, that we
in America, want the world to disarm and to stop building new nukes, while we intend to
bypass the restrictions. That's how it works in reality. America expects Russia to
dismantle its nukes, while America reserves itself the right to retain major parts of it on
the shelf. We can thereby take entire missile system out of active deployment and put
them on the shelf in some form of disassembly. That's called disarmament. The devices
are then no longer counted in the statistics, as if they didn't exist, though they do exist.
That's how we intent to bypass disarmament, while much of the rest of the world actually
does disarm. We also intent to bypass the test ban treaties the same way. We say that
nobody is allowed to test nuclear bombs anymore, either in the air or underground. And
the world complies. But even while we speak these words we have a crash program in

progress to develop the technology of subcritical testing. The subcritical tests are so small
that a chain reaction doesn't actually occur. This enables us to make close observations in
the small, in order to study the ignition process and fine-tune its effectiveness. The
subcritical testing is extremely complex, but it gives us the ability to develop completely
new weapons systems and certify them as 100% reliable, without ever testing one. The
intent of the Test Ban Treaty that we force the rest of the world to comply with, has
thereby been bypassed. Our evident goal is to end up being the only power left in the
world with nuclear weapons, by which we become the absolute dictator of humanity
under the awesome threat of our nuclear terror devices. Of course, there will be the
occasional testing done in the future, in an unofficial manner. This full-scale testing, of
course, won't be done under ground anymore as in the past, or in secure locations, since
this kind of testing has been banned. The testing will be carried out in the future under the
cover of live terrorist operations. It's easy to stuff one of the new mini-nukes down a
sewer pipe and set it off. Terrorism is designed to become the new wave of the future and
the subcritical testing that gives us the really small mini-nukes will play increasingly a
major part in this new wave. That's the way the future has been designed, and us noble
scientists are making this future possible."
"You, traitor! You are revealing our country's most classified secrets," someone
shouted.
The woman just smiled. "To keep a secret is to withhold the truth," she said.
"That's lying too, isn't it? Secret diplomacy is a liars’ game."
"I didn't really reveal anything, did I?" said the man in black. "I was merely
speculating based on the established trends. Subcritical testing isn't something that one
can really hide since we've talked about it for years already as a readily available option
for anyone that is willing to commit the resources for the process. My point is that in a
world in which the truth no longer means anything, all the deceptive practices have
become dragged up from the bottom of the sewer, by which society becomes grossly
deceived. I'm just saying this to prove that we, in the scientific community are not the
only liars in the world. The liar's game of global warming that we support is not the only
liars' game in the world."
"We are not lying about global warming, global warming is real," shouted a
heckler.
"Sure it is real," said the man in black, taking the microphone again. "The Earth
has been in a warming trend since the late-1600s when the last Little Ice Age ended. But
we lie like heck about the cause of this warming trend. We blame it on manmade carbon
dioxide from burning fossil fuels. We have developed computer models to prove it, but
they are all built on carefully concealed intentionally false fundamental assumptions. Of
course we say not a word about the truth that the current global warming trend began
long before the age of automobiles, trains, airplanes, and coal and oil-powered
industrialization. Suddenly we cry about greenhouse gases and label mankind as a villain
while ignoring that the warming trend began when the only use for oil that mankind had,
was to fry potatoes in, and the major manmade greenhouse gases came from the stomachs

of domesticated cows and wood fires for heating the few houses that existed then. We lie
through our teeth indeed, because we know from empirical evidence that the last Little
Ice Age, and the warming afterwards, resulted from solar activity fluctuations. The little
Ice Age, as we all know, coincided exactly with the Maunder minimum in solar flaring.
Now that the sun is back to normal we call the resulting warming effect a manmade
catastrophe. We use these baseless scare stories to demand that mankind shut down its
energy use that powers its industries, the very industries that supply what is necessary for
mankind's physical existence in the kind of high-level civilization that we now have. We
even prove our sinister intent. We prove that the primary concern of the Global Warming
Doctrine is to shut down mankind as a whole by banning its energy resources, rather than
to advance mankind by promoting a richer energy resource. The scientists among us that
demand the banning of fossil fuel energy use also rant in hysterical opposition against
nuclear power development that should have replaced fossil fuel energy a long time ago.
Instead we promote toy-windmills Don Quixote style instead of a meaningful alternative
that would give mankind a vastly richer and pollution-free energy resource. But our
masters don't want to see any kind of advanced human development that nuclear power
would assure. They are scared of every form of humanist development. They want to shut
it down. To do this they hire us scientists to vilify everything that supports civilization.
And we've been playing this game for them for a long time already. We have created a
huge deficit in human progress that way. We've stepped from wood-power to coal, then
to oil, and now we've stopped. The world shouldn't be powered by oil at all, but by
nuclear fission power with space-based power coming on line in the near future. Instead
we are driving the world backward on all of these fronts. Where is our love for oneanother as human beings? In fact, we are vilifying mankind itself as a cancer on the
Earth. Yes, us people from the scientific community, stand firmly behind all of these lies
that are destroying our humanity. Don't you see what a bunch of despicable liars we have
become in the service of the imperials' program? How is it possible that we lend our
hands to carry out those targeted programs for genocidal depopulation? The Global
Warming Doctrine, the CFC ban, the DDT ban, the deindustrialization policies, and most
of the other similar genocidal objectives were all concocted within a few years of the
NSSM200 policy for the depopulation of the developing nations. Thus, with our lying,
we have become mass-murderers by intent. Instead of booing at what our college, Steve
from Germany, has laid before us who has read a few words of truth from the
Jaworowski paper about the Ice Age challenge before us, we should listen to him and
begin to take a look at the truth that we don't want to acknowledge anymore."
While the man in black still spoke, a younger man came forward dressed in shorts.
He wore a simple yellow shirt. "I read the Jaworowski paper," he said. "We should all
read it. Jaworowski reminds us in his paper what we already know. He reminds us for
example that 440 million years ago, during the Ordovician Period, the atmospheric CO2
was very much greater than it is today, and not just by the few percent that our globalwarming hoopla is based on. Jaworowski reminds us that the CO2 content in the
atmosphere had been eighteen times greater in this period than it is today, and the Earth
hadn't been a roasting oven because of it. We all describe to the premise as scientists that
we must honor the truth. That is what science is built on. Therefore, we must respect the
fact that the large CO2 concentration in pre-historic times didn't prevent the massive Ice
Age cooling events that occurred in that period. We all know for example that the great

Ordovician extinction occurred that wiped out large portions of all life on the planet,
especially in the oceans, and that it occurred some 438 million years ago by a period of
extensive glaciation. We also know that the same happened again during the Devonian
Period when the atmospheric CO2 content was still twelve times greater than it is today.
Nevertheless, instead of the Earth being unbearably hot in this period, as it should have
been according to our Global Warming Doctrine, another Ice Age occurred that caused
the Devonian mass extinction. Nor did it this repeated glaciation end there. A little while
later, around 250 million years ago when there was still a lot of CO2 left, we were hit one
more time with an Ice Age. This one was a double whammer, extending from both the
North and the South simultaneously. The resulting Ice Age caused the huge Permian
extinction in which over 90% of all living things on this planet became extinct. Every one
of these major ice age cooling events occurred regardless of the massive amounts of CO2
in the air at the time. Why then are we crowing today about those trivial amounts of CO2
that we have still left in the present epoch and make a big hoopla over a small increase in
the order of a few percent while we totally ignore that eighteen-times greater levels had
no appreciable effect in those early periods?"

"Thus we hide the truth and spout out lies," interrupted the man in black. "Of
course, we are well paid for our service. People are hired for their known commitment to
the 'desired' conclusions. Naturally, those selected can be relied on to deliver proof for
the doctrine that they are hired to support. The required proof can always be concocted by
cleverly stacking the deck to come up with the needed evidence regardless of the truth.
That's how it works."
He paused and began to smile. "The honest fact is that we can't proof anything," he
said with a smirk on his face. "Take the recent discovery at the famous Dye-3 site in
Greenland. We found a couple of World War II B-17 Flying Fortresses nicely preserved
under 78 meters of ice. They had made an emergency landing there in 1942. According to
our leading oxygen isotope dating process these airplanes should have been buried only
12 meters deep. Our calculations were off by 650%. That's the kind of science that we
use to justify the planned global energy starvation that is doomed to devastate the future
development of mankind. We make wild predictions based on that kind of evidence that
doesn't stand up to honest scrutiny. We say for example the for the last 600,000 years the
CO2 content had remained constant at around 280 parts per million and that it shot up
during the last 200 years to 365 parts per million. Thus we say that mankind's energy use,
beginning with the industrial revolution, is killing the planet with CO2-induced global
warming. We say this because the doctrine demands us to say this. Anybody who speaks
against the doctrine is branded an idiot. Consequently, we ignore the fact that the physical
characteristic of the ice begins to change at the depth of 200 to 300 years of
accumulation. The air bubbles that we get our measurements from diminish and
disappear under increasing physical load pressures and the gases become diffused into ice
crystals. Also liquid brine networks develop at this depth that change the distribution of
the gases in the ice strata. We have come across huge anomalies in the 300% range. In
other words, we see what we want to see and ignore the rest, in accord with what the
doctrine demands, while ignoring the complex transformation in the ice accumulations

themselves. We also have to contend with artificial anomalies introduced into the ice by
the drilling process and by expansion-induced micro-fractures as the ice cores are lifted
out of their high-pressure environment. The fact is that our evidence is so weak and
varied that one can wrap almost any theory around it, and find proof for it. In fact, the
evidence that we play with proves nothing at all, except that we don't really care about
finding the truth. And why should we care when the truth has already been predetermined
for us?"
He started to jiggle now. "Let me illustrate what kind of liars we are. Let's look at
our ice core samples. What do we see? We see that the deep ice contains liquid water
under immense pressure, even at minus 73 degrees Celsius. More than 20 physiochemical processes take place in the high-pressure glacial environment that are mostly
related to the presence of liquid water. The interaction of the atmospheric gases with
water alters their original chemical composition as they become trapped in polar ice. The
pressure process creates gas hydrates or clathrates. In the extremely compressed deep ice
all air bubbles change into the solid clathrates in the form of tiny crystals that result from
the interaction of gas with water molecules under immensely great pressures. During the
excavation of the ice core samples, decompression occurs that causes dense horizontal
cracking. The formerly solid clathrates suddenly decompose back into a gas. The tiny
crystals literally explode when the pressure is released, as if they were microscopic
grenades. As a consequence, a part of the now recomposed gas escapes via a multitude of
fissures that open up. At first the depressurized gas escapes into the drilling liquid which
fills the bore-hole, and then at the surface, much of it escapes into the atmosphere. When
we finally measure the gas content of the samples, we measure largely depleted samples.
And this is where the convenient error occurs that the global warming doctrine is based
on. What some of us did in order to debunk this fakery of the truth, was to step away
from using this defective evidence altogether. We looked for some more reliable
evidence. We studied the stomatal frequency in fossil leaves from certain Holocene lake
deposits in Denmark. And guess what we found. We found that 9600 years ago the
atmospheric CO2 level was 348 parts per million, which is almost identical with what we
have today. This single finding debunks the entire CO2-global-warming hoopla, but
you'll never hear about it in the papers, do you?"
He began to laugh out loud, suddenly. "This is really funny," he said. "We assume
in our arrogance the right to dictate to society how it must run its economy and what huge
sacrifices it must make based on our CO2 projected scare stories, while we don't even
know what the natural lifetime of atmospheric CO2 is in the present atmosphere. I have
heard estimates that range from 200 years all the way down to just 2 years. That adds up
to a 10,000% uncertainty. On that basis we demand draconian economic sacrifices from
mankind. And the biggest joke is how we go about it. We invite all the supporters of the
doctrine from around the world into one room, at an international conference, and come
up with a predetermined consensus that the draconian economic sacrifices must be
enforced based on the false doctrine. That's how the process works, my friends, that
determines the future of mankind, and we in the scientific community are dragged right
into the middle of this process, often without even being aware of it. It's like a country
going to war on the basis of lies paraded as intelligence."

"And why is this?" intervened a man in a yellow suit. "I can tell you why this is the
way it is, because I was there when it started. Way back in the early 1970s when the
scientific community became corrupted, a few of us had raised strong concerns about
what economic measures would be required to protect mankind from the coming return
of the Ice Age. So we tried to arrange a world conference to discuss these issues. Well,
our efforts were hijacked before they even got off the ground. Our conference was turned
upside down and twisted into becoming the forum where the Global Warming Doctrine
was foisted onto the world in a show of hysteria and fear mongering. The real fear, of
course, was in the imperial camp. The hysteria of the imperials proved that they were
afraid that the massive economic renaissance that a reasonable response to the coming Ice
Age would create, would develop such a powerful renaissance that it would end the
existence of empires on the planet forever. It doesn't take a great genius to recognize that
it is impossible to allow the present looting of mankind to continue, and to build at the
same time a vast humanist renaissance that can protect mankind from the next Ice Age
with indoor agriculture and so forth. That's why the ruling imperials opened up their
money bags and poured out a few jingles into the scientific community in exchange for
conjuring up the great fairy tale of global warming. The Global Warming Doctrine was
designed to pre-empt the slightest concern in the world about the coming Ice Age. That's
how I saw it then. It was so obvious, wasn't it? I still see it that way, but society can't see
the obvious, because we have obscured the issue to hide the truth.
"So you see, our lying has been highly effective," continued the man in yellow.
"We created with our lies an environment in which nobody can believe anything
anymore. Mankind is now at the point that nobody can tell for certain when the next Ice
Age will begin. Some researchers claim to have evidence that the next Ice Age transition
is still 16,000 years away and shouldn't concern us in the present. Other's say that it is just
9,000 years away. I have also heard it said that the next transition will be happening in
1,000 years’ time. Jaworowski, on the other hand, suggests that the transition is already
overdue by 500 years or 5% of the average length of the interglacial periods. Others
suggest that the transition might have already started. Jaworowski quotes some
researchers that suggest from their evidence that the transition might still be 50 to 150
years away. The bottom line is that it has become extremely difficult to sift out the truth
from the vast background of lies that have come to typify the scientific world. This means
that we have to look for honest science, which is hard to come by."
The woman in the green dress burst out into laughter. "Lying isn't the proper word
anymore for what is happening," she said. "The word 'ridiculous' describes the scene
better. Society is told by us scientists that our world is trapped in a vicious global
warming trend that mankind has caused. We cite as proof that many mountain glaciers
are in retreat, meaning that they are getting shorter. Indeed, this has been the general
trend since the early-1700s when the last Little Ice Age ended and the Earth was
beginning to re-warm. We use this natural trend to vilify mankind. Of course we say
nothing about the fact that half of the over 600 mountain glaciers that are monitored by
the Swiss Glacier Monitoring Group are advancing again. We say nothing, because it
doesn't fit the doctrine that vilifies mankind and hides the reality of the coming Ice Age.
We also hide the fact that our colleges at the Institute of Solar-Terrestrial Physics in
Irkutsk, in the mountains north of the Mongolian Desert, have observed a massive

reduction in annual average temperatures there of almost two degrees over four years.
That's a huge drop. But we say nothing, because it doesn't match the doctrine. So we lye.
But it gets more ridiculous still. When the evidence of the presently ongoing global
cooling cannot be hidden, as in Greenland where the Jakobshan glacier is now advancing
twice as fast than in recent memory, being pushed by the kilometers thick Greenland Ice
Sheet that is getting thicker again, we hide the evidence of the ongoing cooling and say
that the evidence proves global warming. One of our young global warming promoters
tried to justify the ridiculous by suggesting that scientists need to find what he calls 'the
right balance between being effective and being honest.'"
The woman sighed. "I find this trend alarming," she continued quietly. "By
scrapping the truth as a worthless commodity mankind is scrapping its humanity. There is
no love reflected in the process of lying to one-another. Yes, loosing the truth is a great
tragedy, but loosing our love for one-another is an infinitely greater tragedy still. If we
loose that, what have we got left? Some two thousand years ago a person who had had
been associated with a movement that worked wonders on the platform of love wrote for
posterity as if it were the pinnacle of his life-experience that God is Love, and he added
that without love in our hearts we cannot see God. The man's name was John. Indeed, I
must agree with him, that without love in our hearts we cannot see our humanity, we
loose ourselves. John's mentor, a man named Christ Jesus, once pointed out in a story that
if a person comes before the altar of God and a brother has ought against him, he should
step away from the alter and first be reconciled with his brother. Isn't he saying that
without love one cannot see God, so what's the point then in stepping up to the altar? Isn't
he also saying to us, what's the point in being scientists, whose altar is the truth, without
love for one-another as an active response by which our discoveries mean something and
give us a glimpse of our humanity?"
"So, how is one to react to that?" said the man in black, taking the microphone
again. "Some researchers announce that the Ice Age transition will be slow and extend
over tens of thousands of years. Others point to ice core samples from southern
Greenland that they say contain evidence of enormous temperature swings at the point of
the last Ice Age transition, with some of the huge fluctuation lasting for decades. Then
they quickly drilled in the far north where the temperature never drops below minus ten
degrees in summer, where one wouldn't expect such fluctuation to be found. And sure
enough they found none. That is supposed to prove that the coming Ice Age transition
won't be of any consequence. Shouldn't our love for one-another prompt us to react in the
opposite manner? If there is the lightest chance that the Ice Age transition imposes a
severe crisis that no one might survive, or only a very few, shouldn't we do whatever is
necessary to upgrade our world as fast as is humanly possible to protect future
generations, and that we do this out of the riches of our love for our humanity? To me,
the term love describes something far more than just the absence of hate. It reflects an
impetus for action. I make strong demands on love for such a response. I demand active
manifests as manifests of love. I suggest that the potential of this kind of love is lost, and
of all love really, if we cannot look at one-another's face and see in that face the face of
God. It has to be that way, no matter whatever this might mean. To me it means that we
embrace all future generations in that love."

"Jaworowski suggests that the transition could be as short as a single year or as
long as 50 years," interjected the man dressed in yellow.
The man in black nodded his approval. "Until we become truthful with ourselves
we really won't know what the truth is," he said, speaking into the microphone from
where he stood. "The only thing that we can do in this case is to respond to what might be
the most urgent scenario that could possibly happen, which is the Ice Age transition that
is near and might happen rapidly. We would have to respond to it in an emergency
manner even if all the global warming rhetoric was credible and the worst case global
warming scenario could come true. The worst-case global warming prediction is that the
re-warming of the Earth to something close to the most recent interglacial optimum
would melt enough ice to raise the surface of the oceans by seven feet over the space of a
few centuries. I wouldn't call this a catastrophe. The low lands that would be affected can
be protected with dikes. Some effected cities might be relocated. We would certainly be
able to live quite well with all of these changes if they fully came to pass. The cost for the
changes might be substantial, but they would hardly be enough a reason to shut down
mankind with the presently demanded murderous depopulation that is staged to result
from the large-scale banning of mankind's energy use. In fact, agriculture would be
greatly benefited by warmer global temperatures. The Sahara and other deserts would
become green again as they once were during the warm period of 7000 years ago. The
global warming prediction even at its maximum would thus be little more than a
minuscule annoyance in comparison with the far more likely Ice Age future that has the
potential to wipe out the global food supply, and with it potentially the whole of
mankind. Isn't it obvious into which direction our efforts should be focused? Instead of
shutting ourselves down into a state of economic impotence by shutting our energy
supply down, we should be developing ourselves with ever greater and more-efficient
energy resources to create the infrastructures that make us independent of the worst
possible future climatic changes. That should be our goal. It would be a love-powered
approach to the future, while shutting ourselves down in the shadow of scary fantasytales, amounts to nothing less than a gross contempt for human life, for our children, for
our humanity, and therefore even for ourselves."
"This means, as I have said before, that we have to protect our food supply with
indoor agriculture," said Steve and took the microphone again. "We have to create
technologies that enable us maintain the climate that is needed for our agriculture.
Technology is a factor that we control. We have no control over the dynamics of the
universe, but we do have total control of how we respond to the changes that these
dynamics cause here on the Earth. We have to assume this control as fast as possible for
the potential chance that the Ice Age transition isn't a long way off as it might be, and
isn't slow in unfolding as many people hope it is, and isn't as radically deep-reaching as
society is presently pretending by refusing to even consider it. The bottom line is that
when potentially the entire existence of mankind is at stake we simply can't afford to
gamble. We can't take the lightest risk, because if we were to loose the gamble we would
risk the possible extinction of mankind, and for what? Such gambling is immorally and
absolutely unjustifiable. In fact, it's utterly insane to even consider it. So the question isn't
whether the Ice Age will hit us in a hundred years from now, or a thousand, or even ten
thousand years from now. The question is, are we prepared to eliminate the risk as soon

as possible, because it could hit us far sooner and harder than we wish, or hope, or
dream? The question has to be, what are we doing about it night now? That is why I say
we need a new strategic defense initiative for the global defense of mankind against this
very real threat that the astrophysical cycles of the universe impose on our planet.
Whether we like it or not, we have to learn to live under the conditions that the universe
has in store for our planet."
Steve raised his paper. "Jaworowski points out that the global climate is
determined by what effects the water vapor content in the atmosphere. The water vapor
content all by itself produces ninety-seven percent of the greenhouse effect that keeps our
planet nice and warm. It lets the short-wave energy in, and keeps the long-wave energy
heat from escaping into space. The water vapor content is of course greatly affected by
cloud formation. Cloud formation, in turn, is affected by the intensity of cosmic radiation
reaching the Earth. Cosmic radiation ionizes the air molecules in the troposphere, which
changes their characteristics. Ionized air molecules are a hundred times more attractive to
water vapor than none-ionized molecules are, and are thereby a hundred times more
efficient at turning water vapor into clouds. Cloud formation thus reduces the water vapor
content and with it the greenhouse effect. In addition, the increased cloudiness also
makes the Earth colder in a more direct manner, because their white surface reflects a
portion of the sun's thermal power right back into space before it even reaches the planet
surface. The cosmic radiation that affects this highly critical process is in turn controlled
by solar activity cycles over which we have absolutely no control. The solar winds and
solar magnetic storms that fluctuate with the dynamics of the long-term solar cycles, act
like a constantly changing shield that protects the Earth from a portion of the cosmic
radiation that would otherwise hit us full force. Since the shield is fluctuating, its effects
are fluctuating. When this solar-shielding effect diminishes, more clouds are therefore
created and the Earth becomes cooler. If the shielding effect becomes stronger, the Earth
becomes warmer. Our Ice Age cycles and the interglacial warming cycles are all largely
the direct result of those variances in shielding that are caused by the long-term solar
cycles. The long term solar cycles themselves reflect to changing astrophysical
interactions on a gigantic scale that we have absolutely no control over."
Steve took a sip of water. "The bottom line is that the causing force behind the ice
ages and the warming cycles that affect us all deeply, is of a magnitude that is way
beyond the reach of our control or influence. Consequently, the next Ice Age will begin
no matter what we do. It will unfold with the cyclical consistency of these complex
interacting astrophysical events. Thus the bottom line is that the next return of the Ice
Age is in the works, and there is nothing we can do to stop it. We can only control how
we respond to the changing conditions. Right now we are in an interglacial period, a
cyclical warm period between the ice ages. We are presently five percent past the average
duration of these warm periods, with the start of the next Ice Age coming up, possibly
soon. In an ice age we will experience a drop in the average global temperature in the
order of fifteen degrees. That's huge. This cooling is so immense that it is actually
incomprehensible for the lack of a comparable experience that we can draw on. The
observed huge drop in global average temperature in the ice core samples, if it would
repeat itself, would affect our agriculture in a big way, especially in the major food
producing regions. Historically we had miles-deep ice sheets covering 30% of the planet,

some reaching as far south as Washington DC on the American continent and slightly
past Kiev on the Eurasian continent. While these large ice sheets take a long time to
accumulate, the cold temperatures might affect our agriculture almost immediately.
Deep-core drilling into the Greenland Ice Sheet, to the ice levels past the beginning of the
last Ice Age, shows evidence of large temperature swings in the boundary zone. That has
already been said. Some people suggest that these transition spikes might be ranging for
short periods down into regions of temperature that are way below even the coldest Ice
Age temperatures. Evidence suggests that these large historic temperature spikes have
been typically short, with cycles in the order of only a few decades in length."
Steve raised his paper again and then suggested to the audience that the large
temperature swings that have been discovered in the boundary zone of the previous
transition period, are not inconsistent with fluctuations in fluid dynamics when radical
disturbances are imposed. "Nevertheless they would be devastating for us," he said. "If
the large temperature swings would last for just a single decade without the world being
prepared for them, or even just a few years, mankind would be wiped out for the lack of
food resources. The end of mankind could happen that quickly, or at least a large portion
of it, unless we can build the technological infrastructures beforehand that enable us to
grow our food in indoor facilities."
There was a murmuring in the audience. People didn't like what was being said.
Someone shouted that global indoor agriculture is way beyond our means.
Steve didn't argue with them.
"The cold climate has much more deep reaching effects than most people realize,"
he said. "The cold climate radically lowers the CO2 concentration in our atmosphere, on
which the entire biosphere depends, which is presently at a starvation level. When
greenhouse operators double the CO2 concentration, a 50% increase in plant growth
results. The global average is presently in the 380 parts per million range. This low
concentration should be deemed a condition for biological starvation, as the mere
doubling of it results in a 50% increase in plant growth. For a healthy biosphere, the
concentration should be above 1000. In the 300 range, it's at subsistence level. Below the
200 mark, plant growth grinds to a halt. Ice core sampling suggests that during the
previous glaciation cycles the CO2 concentration has frequently dropped below the 150
mark. At this point, most plant growth stops. This means that large-scale agriculture is
not possible under those circumstances, no matter where it would be located, including
the tropics. Building indoor agriculture with artificially enriched environments is the only
option then that mankind has to sustain ten billion people in an Ice Age environment.
Nothing less will do. During the transition period we might get by for a while with
placing large-scale agriculture afloat in the tropical oceans. High-temperature automated
industrial processes utilizing basalt would make the large-scale floating agriculture easily
possible. The floating agriculture would extend across the tropical oceans from floating
bridges connecting America with Asia and Africa. Under the current environment the
arctic oceans absorb large quantities of CO2 and the tropical oceans release large
quantities of it. We can make use of this natural dynamic cycle during the transition
period by placing our agriculture where the CO2 concentration is high, until the Ice Age

cold stops this dynamic cycle. Hopefully, by then, we will have indoor agriculture fully
established, operating with nuclear power and also with space-based power."
"Go home, Steve, you are dreaming," shouted a man from the front row and
laughed.
"Steve isn't dreaming," I countered the man. "For everybody else's benefit I read
out Steve's credentials, his scientific background, and his long-standing involvement in
the sciences as a professor of theoretical physics.
Steve continued after that. "I applaud the burial of the SDI project," he said,
"because we need to be focusing on a much more exciting project. The Star Wars project
of the SDI was so small in scope that it is comparable to a game for children. We need to
step away from playing childish games and focus on the real challenge ahead, that of
protecting ourselves from the coming return of the Ice Age that will likely be upon us in
100 years or later, hopefully later since it will take us 100 years to create the technologies
for large scale high-intensity indoor agriculture, and to build the facilities. "Yes we can
do this," he said. "It won't be easy, but it will be possible to do. Also, we are not
unfamiliar with these kinds of challenges, aren't we? Only the scale of them is new."
Steve reminded us that mankind grew up in a major ice age period. "We are the
children of the Ice Age," he said. "Out of the 2.5 million years of the existence of human
beings on this planet, 2 million years occurred during the Pleistocene Ice Age Epoch. The
Pleistocene Epoch is interrupted periodically with short bursts of warm climates. We are
in one of these bursts, called the Holocene Epoch. As we all know the Holocene began
over 10,000 years ago and is just about over. Some say it might last a bit longer. I hope
they are right."
Steve said that it is interesting to note that after 2.5 million years of development
mankind emerged from the last Ice Age deep-freeze with only a 5 million population.
"Evidently, the long-extended cold climate had severely curtailed the development of
agriculture," said Steve. "The lack of food had kept the population small. The cold
periods typically lasted for 90,000 years. He pointed out that once the Holocene warm
period started, agriculture suddenly became possible on a large scale. Today, after having
lived for 10,000 years in the current warm period the human population finds itself in an
epoch of civilization in which the population increased a thousand-fold to the 5-billion
mark. In another 100 years we may have a ten-billion-strong world-population. Now the
question arises what will happen when the Ice Age resumes. Will the human population
revert back to the 5-million level that appears to be typical for an ice age environment?
That's the highest population level that mankind had managed to maintain in an ice age
environment after 2.5 million years of its development. The question is, can we improve
on this record? If previous trends resume, it might well happen that only one tenth of one
percent of the world-population that enters the next Ice Age will find sufficient food in
the natural world to survive. That's not what I want to see happening to my children or
their children. Nevertheless, that would most likely be the general destiny of mankind
unless we can activate our humanity right now in the few years that we have left in the
interglacial warm period and create the technological resources that are required for

mankind's continued existence on this planet. The most obvious solution would be to
shift our present worldwide agriculture into indoor facilities. That's simple to do in
principle, isn't it? Should we decide to do this, then everybody of the total world
population would survive, instead of only one tens of one percent, or possibly no one at
all considering the possibilities of wars or horrendous diseases during the breakdown
phase."
"What you suggest will never happen," someone shouted.
"Of course it will happen," Steve replied. "It will happen, because mankind has no
choice, but to protect itself from the coming Ice Age. This may require the most
gargantuan strategic defense initiative ever imagined, with the whole of mankind in full
cooperation on every aspect, but it will be done. We will not run away from this project
and allow ourselves to experience the same fate as that of Homo Erectus that became
extinct 400,000 years ago after 1.5 million years running. Nor are we contending to
follow the path of all the other human species that few people have ever heard of, like the
Australopithecus Habilus, or the Rudolfensis, or the Homo Erguster that all become
extinct around 1.5 million years before our time, or the later ones, the Homo
Neanderthalensis, or the Homo Heidelburgensis that became extinct quite recently,
around 100,000 years ago, or the Homo Antecessor that lived for a quarter million years
and became extinct 600,000 years ago. I don't think that anybody is too keen to follow
their path. That's why we will start the needed major defense initiative to protect our food
supply.
"Obviously the needed project has to be of immense proportions to feed ten billion
people," Steve continued. "No other people in human history have ever faced that kind of
a challenge, but it can be done now. All we have to do is to leave our petty division and
isolation behind, and develop our common humanity throughout the planet on the
platform of the Principle of Universal Love. Nothing less would empower us to create the
huge resources that are needed. Global cooperation for such a project is absolutely
essential. The greatest Renaissance will be required, for building the greatest economic
potential in history. We will have to have space-based power operational in the not-sodistant future to make the full project possible. We'll also have to explore and develop
new physical principles, in order to gain access to the metals that we will need, which are
infinitely abundant but bound up in orthosilicates in the mantle of the Earth. We need to
create the processes that enable us to extract these metals from their molecular bonds.
The process of molecular separation with ionization is widely used in nature where the
chlorophyll molecule splits the CO2 molecules from the air into oxygen and carbon. If
nature can do it, so can we. But for all of this to happen, we'll have to advance universal
education and research far beyond anything we have seen so far. In fact, we have to
create mass produced high-quality housing that is more efficient, and give it away for
free, and create new cities with them, and new cultural facilities. We would see this as an
investment of society into itself, building infrastructures to make people more productive
and creative than they are today, and create efficient universal health care as well, in
order to protect society's most valuable asset, which is itself. And the entire process for
creating an Ice Age renaissance has to begin now, because time is running short."

Here I intervened again. "Naturally, in order for any of that to be even remotely
possible, we'll have to shut down all processes of imperial looting, imperial slavery, and
their derivatives in the form of poverty, unemployment, homelessness, squalor,
starvation, and so forth. In addition, private, speculative, imperial financing, as we know
it today would have to be made completely obsolete. These structures would have to be
trashed and become forgotten. It is not possible to build anything on the current
monetarist platform that is designed for looting society. Profits that are claimed from
non-productive processes that don't create a corresponding increase in the wealth of
society, are proceeds from theft and will be dealt with in an honest society in appropriate
manner, such as by imposing a 120% tax on proceeds from theft. Monetarist thievery is
not an economic process. If you want to build something that enriches society, you have
to implement an economic process.
"Let me illustrate with a historic example how an economic process works," I
continued. "The process was pioneered in the 1600s in the Massachusetts Bay Colony in
North America. The society needed an iron works to produce farming equipment and so
on. Everything that was needed for the project was locally available, except the money to
implement it. In order to get the money, they had to go to the king's moneybags and
borrow what was needed. But the bags wouldn't give it, as the new iron works would
make the colony independent. As a consequence, the people said to themselves, who
needs the kings bags? WE make our own money in the form of a credit scrip to build
what we need. What we thereby create gives our credit scrip its value. Its value is backed
by the iron products that we produce, which makes our farming more productive. And so
it was done. The plant was built. The scrip money that built it was later used by society to
purchase its products and everything else as well. Its value was established by what it
produced. Since every empire fears such independence, the king shut the scrip system
down. However, the king couldn't shut down the spirit of freedom that the credit system
had created. Consequently, the North American colonies banded together and declared
their independence from the king. The USA was formed on this basis and soon became
the envy of the world as it built itself into the richest nation on the planet.
"Of course the masters of the moneybags fought hard to prevent this
independence," I said to the audience. "But they couldn't do it. The wealth creating
freedom of real economics is too powerful for people to give it up again. The bag masters
fought the principle of economics for 130 years. They waged two wars against it in vain.
They eventually succeeded by subversion when in 1913 a thoroughly corrupted Congress
surrendered the nation's credit system, and with it its freedom, and submitted the USA to
the moneybags again to become a monetarist nation. America became thereby a selfdefeated nation. It never recovered from this self-defeat. This doesn't mean that the
principle of economics cannot be resurrected in the future when society decides to build
itself the needed infrastructures for surviving the coming Ice Age. All the physical
resources that are necessary for this to happen exist in abundance. At the moment that
society decides to implement the principle of economics once more, the needed Ice Age
Renaissance can be easily created.
"Let me illustrate how this works," I continued. "We scrap monetarism and
implement the credit system again, like the Massachusetts Bay Colony had done. On this

basis we would employ three million people to create a modern nuclear powered
industrial infrastructure. A part of the resulting industry would be devoted to hightemperature processes of utilizing basalt, which we have available in such vast quantities
that we can cover all the land areas of the planet with it thirty feet deep. And this vastly
abundant material is the most ideal building material that you can think of. It is ten times
stronger than steel, is non-corrosive, and when extruded into micro-fibers is a three-time
better insulator than asbestos. And best of all, the basalt sits process-ready on the ground.
It doesn't need to be pre-processed, and in its molten state, it lends itself perfectly to the
automated manufacturing of almost anything that needs to be built, including the
automated manufacturing of houses, floating bridge modules, floating agriculture
modules, and so on.
"The basalt-based processing has the potential to create a secondary industrial
explosion akin to a modern-day gold rush," I said to the audience. "For example, the
automated production of houses, to be given away for free, would enable the building of
completely new cities from the ground up, surrounded by secondary industries. A single
automated plant powered by a one gigawatt nuclear reactor would be able to produce
fully completed housing modules for 15 million houses a year, and it wouldn't take more
than a few thousand people to operate the plant. The floating bridges that span the oceans
would be built on the same basis, and likewise the floating agriculture that would be
serviced by the bridges. The production and operation of agriculture would become
largely automated on this basis, with such a high efficiency in production that hunger
would forever cease on our planet. On this basis the wealth of society is determined by
what is produced, through which money gains its value. The monetarist platform would
simply be scrapped. Monetarism is a platform of profit-stealing that creates poverty,
impotence, and leads to evermore massive forms of genocide, destruction, and war, as is
clearly illustrated in history.
"The very year after the bag-masters of empire defeated America by getting
traitors to surrender the nation's credit system with the Federal Reserve Act in 1913, at
which point the entire world became a monetarist world, the world was plunged into a
sequence of wars that never stopped. In 1914 World War I was started, that was
immediately followed by World War II, and after that the Cold War that was used to
unleash a long string of terror operations all over the world for increased looting and
domination, many of which became wars in turn. The big jump into this hell was
unleashed by the bag-masters in 1971, while the USA was bleeding in the Vietnam War.
In 1971 the bag-masters wrecked the global fixed-exchange-rate system of the Roosevelt
legacy. The wrecking turned all the world's currencies into gambling chips, that the bagmasters of empire were able to manipulate, then control, and then loot the nations with
into total debt dependency on the empire. The wrecking process was of course started in
typical empire fashion with the proceeds of the bag-masters' global dope operations. The
empire's opium wars that had wrecked China in the 1800s became applied globally in the
postwar 1900s to wreck the world, starting with the wrecking of the fixed-exchange-rate
system in 1971. At the same time that this wrecking process was begun, the bag-masters
created themselves a new powerhouse for global looting, which became the infamous
group of six core imperial banks, the Inter-Alpha Group, which now controls more than

half of all financial operations in the world. The bag-masters literally own the world, with
the world drowning in debt in what became a global system of debt slavery.
"On this platform of globalized looting the economies of the world are rapidly
collapsing," I continued. "Nothing can be built under a looting regiment, while what has
already been built is collapsing. It is self-evident that there exists no way possible to
create the needed Ice Age Renaissance on this globally collapsing monetarist platform
that the bag-masters have created. Nevertheless, the creating of an Ice Age Renaissance is
absolutely essential for mankind to be able to survive in the coming cold climate of the
next glaciation cycle that stands now on the near horizon. This means that mankind needs
to ask itself once again, as it did in the 1600s, who needs to go begging to the money
bags. Once this question is asked, society will discover, as it did then, that it has the
power to give itself the freedom to step away from the bags' slavery. On this platform the
brightest renaissance can indeed be created.
"Technologically, the creating of such a renaissance doesn't pose a big challenge,"
I continued. "The thorium-powered nuclear fission reactor technology has already been
developed and thoroughly tested in the 1950s, for which near infinitely available fuel
resources exist on our planet. The technology has been stopped and put on the shelf in the
1950s for the same reason that the Bay Colony's scrip money was killed by the king, and
the Federal Reserve Act was foisted on America by the bag-masters and their stooges,
who later, in 1971 wrecked the global fixed-exchange-rate system, and who in later years
wrecked the Glass Steagall legislation in the USA that had prevented the banking system
from becoming a gambling casino with unlimited liabilities. All of this can vanish
overnight when society says to itself, who needs this crap. Once this is done, the now
shelved thorium nuclear power technology will be implemented. Likewise, will the
utilization of the electricity that surrounds the Earth in space, which powers the Sun,
become implemented as a readily available infinite energy resource. So you see, my
friends, what Steve from Germany has proposed in terms of creating an Ice Age
Renaissance, is totally feasible, and can in fact be easily implemented once society finds
it desirable to survive. In real terms, society has no other option, since the entire
moneybag empire is inherently bankrupt by its own system. It is collapsing while we
speak. Any system that is built on stealing rather than producing is self-doomed. The bagmasters may claim an empire, but they don't have a future. The bag-empire is a systemic
catastrophe. The only question that remains to be considered by society, is whether it
wants to give away its future and tie itself to this catastrophe. The logical answer this
question, of course, is glaringly obvious, isn't it?"
I stepped away from the microphone. As I had expected, nobody applauded, but
neither did anyone protest.
Steve came back to the microphone after my long-winded speech was concluded.
He suggested to the assembled scientists that there is so much work that needs to be done
by the scientific community for implementing the needed Ice Age Renaissance that the
entire scientific community would have to work overtime just to address the most urgent
requirements to get the process started.

"That's why we need ten billion people in the world," said Steve. "We need this
many people, because all of the giant infrastructures that need to be created, will have to
be created in addition to people's normal requirements. Mankind must never become a
servant to the development process. Instead the development process must serve
mankind. This means that only ten percent of society's economic power should be
devoted to the Ice Age preparations, such as research for 100% optimized indoor
agriculture. This means the nine tenth of the Ice Age Renaissance must be focused on
enriching society's everyday living, such as with free universal housing, boundless
automated floating agriculture, and so on. On this basis the building of the Ice Age
Renaissance will produce for society a completely new world with such brilliance for its
daily living that the likes of it has never even been dreamed of before," said Steve.
"If we commit ourselves to this," Steve continued, "nuclear war will be a non-issue
for all times to come. It will never be thought of then. It will become impossible to even
contemplate, so that this entire ugly thing will simply vanish. This is what, freedom,
means.
"Now, I hope, you can appreciate why the SDI had to be given away," said Steve,
"because the time has come to stop playing such childish games, since infinitely greater
demands now lie before us, such as to create a world in which we can truly live, rather
than merely survive. Of course, should we fail, that is if we would fail in this
commitment to living a human life on a global scale, then no one will likely survive at
all."
Steve stepped forward to the edge of the stage with the microphone in hand and
continued in a somewhat quieter tone. "The greatest threat that mankind is facing is not
nuclear war," he said. "We know perfectly well where we've got our 65,000 nukes
hidden. We can go there and disable them all in a week. That's possible once we decide to
do it. With that the nuclear-war problem would be solved. The nuclear terror-threat
would then exist no more. Unfortunately, the Ice Age threat cannot be that easily
overcome. The Ice Age cycles that are determined by astrophysical forces on a galactic
scale will continue in spite of all the political hoopla that presently got everybody tied
into knots. That much we can count on. Likewise, it will take a hundred years of
consecrated effort to overcome the Ice Age consequences in order to make the return of
the Ice Age a non-event. This too, we can count on. It won't likely be done in less than
100 years, because the present worldwide agriculture is massive in scale. To put all of
that into indoor facilities pales any effort that mankind has ever undertaken. But it too can
be done. The only open question is will we do it, and when we say yes, it becomes a
question of timing. Nobody can foretell in which year or century the Ice Age transition
will begin, or how severe it will be. It could be long delayed and then start slowly. But
can anyone be justified to gamble with the very existence of mankind by assuming that
the Ice Age will be long delayed or will be so mild as to have no impact? When we deal
with such vast consequences that threaten the very existence of mankind, not the slightest
amount of gambling is justified. The strategic defense initiative for the defense of
mankind therefore should be started tomorrow."
"Steve, you are overreacting," somebody shouted.

Steve shook his head. "The consequences, if we fail, are so huge," said Steve, "that
not the slightest overreaction is possible. In comparison with the Ice Age consequences,
the consequences of a nuclear war would be trivial. In a full-blown nuclear war 10% of
mankind would likely survive. If we were to enter the Ice Age unprepared possibly only
0.1% of mankind might survive, similar to the 5-million world population that emerged
from the last deep freeze cycle after 2.5 million years of human existence. We cannot
ignore that our food resources are totally dependent on the Holocene warm climate that is
coming to an end. When food becomes scarce, starvation sets in. Starvation in turn
weakens the human body. A weakened humanity will immediately become hypersusceptible to diseases, especially new diseases. It will become a boiling caldron for the
creating of new diseases. We have seen a bit of that happening after World War I, when
in the weakened population, caused by the destruction of the war, a new flu virus
emerged that spread within months across the entire Northern Hemisphere and killed
upwards to 50 million people. The real numbers are hard to come by or to prove, but the
fact remains that the 1918 flu epidemic was huge and was caused by the war, and that it
killed several times as many people than the entire war itself had killed. If this breakdown
happens on the global scale, no one might survive. That is why mankind won't allow
itself to take this chance."
"The 1918 flu epidemic was a quirk," someone shouted.
"No it was the result of a biological shockwave with a boom that reverberated
around the world," someone else shouted.
"What happed in Europe in those days on a small scale could easily happen on the
global scale once the Ice Age transition decimates our food resources," said Steve. "You
should think about that when you play the nuclear war games or other games that are
designed to prevent our preparations for the coming Ice Age. You should keep in mind
what could potentially happen a hundred years from now. If the Ice Age hits and our food
resources are not protected, people will likely resort to eating anything they can lay their
hands on from rats to dogs to birds, with potentials for new diseases that are yet
unimaginable. Against this background not even five million people might survive.
Possibly no one at all might survive. We have no historic data for a simultaneous
biological collapse of ten billion people. The closest we've seen was the extinction of the
dinosaurs 65-million years ago, which was universal and complete after 180 million years
of the dinosaur's existence from start to finish. That 100% complete extinction might
have been caused by a rapid proliferation of diseases in the shadow of climate changes.
The termination of the Age of Man wouldn't actually be anything extraordinary in this
context, except that in our case it would the result of our own folly. The dinosaurs didn't
have the capacity to avoid their fate, but we do. As human beings with a profound culture
of creativity and an exceptional civilization, we do have the potential at hand, and within
us, to start a new phase in the song of life as we utilize our creative resources and
technological potential to render the coming Ice Age a non-event. We, in the form of
humanity, have this capacity for life to beat the Ice Age for the first time in the entire 3.5billion-year history of the song of life on this planet. We are the first species ever that has
the capacity to put itself outside of the sphere of climate conditions and stop the historic
train of mass-extinction on this planet. That is what we must now dedicate our efforts to,

making the defense of mankind against the Ice Age the highest priority pursued with an
intensity that enables us to succeed. Under these terms the old SDI was a waste of effort.
Our efforts need to be refocused onto principles for living as human beings, because the
Age of Life, which we shall begin here, demands an end to the Age of War and an end to
the Age of Imperialism that causes war."

While Steve still spoke a number of ushers were distributing bundles of literature
relating to Steve's proposal, including copies of Jaworowski's paper that he had quoted
from.
"You can count on us," shouted someone from the audience. "If it is a
technological solution that is required, we can deliver anything. We can even make the
Ice Age go away. Technology is omnipotent."
"You, dreamer," someone else interrupted. "Didn't you hear what the speaker said?
Manmade global warming is an unrealizable dream."
"Yes, I heard. But don't forget, we can make our own global warming," the man
defended himself. "All we have to do is unfurl a few reflective panels in orbit around the
Earth to direct additional sunlight onto the earth, as we had intended to redirect beamenergy with fighting mirrors. More sunlight equals more warmth!"
"Now you are really dreaming," the first interrupter replied. "I am almost ashamed
to hear you say what you just said. The Earth has a surface area of nearly 200 million
square miles. The sun irradiates half of that. If we need a 30% uplift in energy input, we
would require 30 million reflector arrays, each one a mile wide and a mile high, and each
one being equipped with automated positioning thrusters. We can't possibly build thirty
million of them and position them in space and maintain them there for 90,000 years. In
any case, such a venture makes the building of indoor agriculture facilities to feed ten
billion people, a small and easy venture in comparison."
The interrupter remained quiet after that.

Several more similar proposals were made. One was for creating space-based
agriculture that would make use of the constant sunlight in space. The proposer
conceded, however, that the transportation requirements for space-based agriculture
would be so enormous as to make such a project unrealizable. Another proposal was to
build cities in space, but the difficulties involved in living in the alien environment of
space, made living on earth seem like living in paradise.

In the end, every single suggestion by the 'experts' had made Steve's proposal for
creating indoor agriculture a comparatively easy solution to the problem, regardless of
the huge scale of the project that would be required.

While the 'discussions' were still ongoing a man came forward from the audience,
probably in his forties, though his hair had receded far back. He was dressed in a light
gray jacket, unpretentious. He said that it was rather amazing to witness how little the
real scientific elite of mankind was aware of the physical reality of our world. He called
space-based agriculture and related ideas, fairy tale stuff that may be great for
entertaining children at bedtime, while it belittles the serious nature of the defense of
mankind from the coming Ice Age that needs to be responded to without hesitation as the
greatest threat to mankind's existence, second to none.
He suggested that the world might already be in the boundary zone to the next Ice
Age. He reiterated that the World Glacier Monitoring Group in Switzerland reported that
more than half of the over 600 glaciers that are monitored by this group are getting larger
again. "This suggest to me that with increased cosmic background radiation, causing
increased ionization in the atmosphere and increased cloud formation, one would expect
to find corresponding cooling in the upper troposphere. Increased cloud formation
reflects more of the sun's energy back into space that would otherwise be absorbed. Isn't
that what we are already seeing in the growth of the mountain glaciers?" he said. "We
may also soon see corroborating evidence of it thickening of the Greenland Ice Sheet,
which is happening, and in the growing intensity of the hurricane season. We may soon
have to face a larger number and more powerful hurricanes in the Atlantic and in the Gulf
of Mexico. Hurricanes are powered by the temperature differential between sea level and
the higher altitudes. If the higher altitude regions are getting colder, the differential
increases, and with it grows the potential for more hurricanes with greater ferocity. These
too, can become developments with huge consequences that should not be taken lightly
and be joked about. Most people don't seem to realize that we truly are in the boundary
zone already toward the next Ice Age. While the final transition may not happen for over
a hundred years, we will likely see ever-larger swings in global temperatures happening
as the complex meteorological interactions that determine our climate loose their
cohesion and fall apart. In other words, the battle should have already begun. We already
need to create more and larger large-scale infrastructures with which to protect our
human world from the changing galactic influences on this world. If the deep-core ice
samples from the Greenland Ice Sheet suggest that huge climatic swings are historic
phenomena in the boundary zone before the cold Ice Age climates settles in, then it
would be prudent that we prepare ourselves for it and for every step along the way and
not waver. As our previous speaker indicated, we need to start a new Strategic Defense
Initiative, a new SDI, to defend mankind from the coming Ice Age. And it has to start
now. The universe has made its first moves already. If we take our responsibility on our
end seriously, then the previous SDI against nuclear missiles is indeed obsolete. It falls
by the wayside as we find that there is no room in the world for those games of empire
and the perpetual war that empires live by, including their nuclear terrorist doctrine.

The man stopped and looked up from his paper. "That's all I wanted to say," he
said and waved Steve's handout in the air as he left the stage.

When Steve and I stepped down from the stage a new round of applause erupted, a
louder applause than before. This time there was no booing intermixed with the clapping
of hands. Some people began to stand up. The intensity of the applause swelled the more
it continued. Soon all the people were standing up, smiling in the thunder of their ovation
that had grown to an intensity that had not been heard before in other scientific
conferences of this type as Steve assured me later. It seemed to me that we had finally
won a small victory, if indeed it was a victory.

"What happened during the applause suggests to me that we might have won more
than just a victory," I said to Steve. But then I stopped. As the audience was leaving I
noticed to my shock that a large number of security officers had entered the auditorium
collecting up Steve's handouts with selected literature and supporting data for his
proposed new Ice Age Renaissance. It seemed to me that some of the security officers
were using fascist type force when the attendants didn't want to comply and surrender
Steve's material. I pointed it out to Steve and suggested that we should intervene.
Steve just shook his head and smiled. "It looks like we got somebody's attention
alright," he said and suggested to me that we should be quietly leaving through the back
door. He didn't seem angry. In fact, he laughed heartily once we were outside. "Don't
worry Peter," he said, "they did the same thing at the Cairo depopulation conference. The
Schiller Institute from Germany had been there and been handing out some pamphlets
prior to the first meeting. The headline on one of the pamphlets, as I recall, had been
critical of the depopulation objective that the conference had been convened to impose
onto the nations. The security people acted swiftly once they saw the literature and
grabbed all the pamphlets away from the delegates. They probably tore them up later or
burned them."
Steve said that the Schiller Institute's pamphlet had carried a picture of Hitler
positioned next to the UN emblem, with both being positioned under the headline, "Never
Again!" A subtitle urged the delegates not to comply with the UN's demand for
depopulation. "Stop the United Nations' Genocide Conference," read the subtitle."
Steve laughed again. "I should have been angry in those days, because the
pamphlet carried scientific data that I had personally contributed to," said Steve. "We had
delivered proof that the whole carrying capacity hoax, which the depopulation demands
were based on, was a fraud. But I didn't feel angry when security officers confiscated all
of the pamphlets that had been handed out in Cairo. I suspected that this silly act would
backfire. As I saw it, it made the organizers of the conference look so pitifully small that
I felt compassion for them rather than anger. I noticed that some people had managed to
rescue some of the literature from their grabbing hands. They held them up for a victory

sign when they came out of the auditorium. One might say that the Schiller Institute got
somebody's attention that day with those pamphlets. Of course outside the hall were
dozens of people standing in the street handing out thousands more copies. As a result,
the whole conference 'consensus' that was supposed to be enforced by the U.N.
Organization under the threat of sanctions was quietly shut down in one fell swoop. Our
illustrious American President simply said that the 'depopulation' demands of the
conference should merely be regarded as guidelines, rather than being enforced with
sanctions. The President's daring response took the wind out of the sails of the
depopulation project. He may have saved the life of a few billion people with his
response. I am sure that those people's pamphlet gave the President the political means to
fight back with a firm stand, rather than to be fighting alone."
Steve laughed after he said this and said that the same now happened in Venice
once more. "My scientific notes on the Ice Age data must have really gotten somebody's
attention," he said. "It seems that I got them so freaked out over it that they saw fit to
bring in the troops for damage control. But I don't think they can treat the world's
physicists in the same manner as they had treated their selected audience in Cairo. They
can't treat us in this fascist fashion. I can almost guarantee you that as a consequence of
their actions today countless copies of my notes, since some obviously survived the
confiscation, will soon be in circulation around the world via the long arms of the
scientists' private networks. So, my friend Peter, I think we have achieved something
really big today. Indeed, nobody will be able to judge how big it may yet get."
"Right Steve, these things have a tendency to take on a life of their own," I added
in total agreement. "This means that we did fulfill our mission, didn't we?"
Steve simply grinned and nodded. "It all depends on what our chosen mission
was," he said moments later, quietly, while we were walking back to our hotel across
Piazza San Marco. "We have declared mankind's independence on a grand scale," he
said. "What we did was bigger than the American Declaration of Independence on July
4th, 1776. On that day the representatives of the Thirteen Colonies in North America
announced their separation from the British Empire and the subsequent making of the
United States of America. That was a big and bold move. The result turned out to be far
bigger than anyone might have dared to hope. It changed the world. The Empire reacted
with outrage and war to stop that change, and it has been at war with America in some
form ever since. What we started today will likely be bigger. We launched a formal
declaration that called for the universal separation of the entirety of mankind from all
aspects of empire anywhere on the planet as a minimal requirement for mankind's selfdefence against the coming Ice Age. We launched a call for the greatest declaration of
independence in the history of mankind, even for the very survival of mankind. It is not
unreasonable to assume that today's Fundi Empire, whatever its real name may be, will
react once again with outrage and war. If that was our chosen mission, Peter, I think we
have succeeded. If, however, our chosen mission was to uplift mankind to create for itself
that major new renaissance that is required for mankind to protect itself from the coming
Ice Age, then I must say we have not succeeded. The pioneering spirit that drove the
founding fathers to do their daring thing no longer exists today, and it won't be easy to
get it back and raise it up around the world. It won't be easy to inspire the whole of

mankind to prepare itself for a long winter a hundred years down the road while they
bathe in the heat of the summer as we have it today."
"But aren't we doing this already in a routine fashion?" I interjected. "In every
home, and in every room of our homes, we have elaborate light fixtures installed, with
light bulbs in each one, and maintain vast electricity infrastructures to supply those light
bulbs with the needed power. We installed those lights, because we all know that when
the night comes we need those lights to be able to carry on. It is inconceivable to live
without them now. Isn't our call for an Ice Age Renaissance with indoor agriculture in the
same context?"
"The difference is that the night of the Ice Age is still a hundred years away, which
we won't live long enough to see, while we have to struggle today and for the next
hundred years to prepare for that night," said Steve. "It takes an extraordinary sense of
love to reach that far into the future, especially while mankind is pummeled with those
wonderful lies about global warming. By God, I wish those lies were true, that global
warming could be so easily arranged. That would be the most wonderful solution to get
us out of the Ice Age trap. Unfortunately, the real universe isn't that simple. We have no
choice but to reach into the future for the first time in human history and prepare for its
requirements, because the return of the Ice Age cannot be avoided."
"But aren't we doing this reaching forward already in a small way?" I countered
Steve and invited him for an Espresso at the far end of the grand Piazza San Marco. "In
every house that we have built we have a furnace installed. We install those furnaces
even if we build the house in the summer when the world is boiling hot. We spend
thousands of dollars a piece on those furnaces."
"Yes, and we all benefit from it in the winter," Steve countered. "That's why we do
it. We do it, because we benefit from it. We don't like to freeze in the winter. It's different
with the Ice Age Renaissance. We don't need indoor agriculture for another hundred
years, but we have to work for it now."
"That is where you are wrong," I countered Steve. "I agree that we don't need
indoor agriculture for another hundred years, but we do need the fallout that we will find
immediately along the road to reaching this goal. The goal that we must reach, no matter
how enormous it is, must not consume more than five percent of our economic product,
the rest must be devoted to upgrading our economy and our humanity, or else we will
never reach the tall goal. If we start on this road we will see immediate benefits in
education, housing, transportation, healthcare, culture, industrial production, employment
standards, and other factors of a rich quality of life. If we don't see those benefits all
along the way, we are not on the right road. I would say that creating the Ice Age
Renaissance is the most immediately beneficial pursuit that mankind can devote itself to.
Then, when the Ice Age arrives in a hundred years, or a thousand years, as the case may
be, it won't be a big thing. This is only possible of course if we can manage to live
without having that millstone of empire hanging around our neck that incurs a huge waste
of resources that are consumed in fighting the empires' wars."

"Of course none of that will happen if we can't stop the empires' wars," said Steve
and laughed. "For now, we are up to our ears in them. Let's hope we can win and avoid
drowning. Nevertheless, we have entered a new boundary zone today, where instability is
the rule and old habits tend to fall away. We'll have to be as wise as an owl in this arena,
and as surefooted as a mountain goat. We'll have to be as wide-winged as a condor, and
as clear-sighted as an eagle. But above all we need to be empowered by the pioneering
spirit as only a human being can be, as we should all be, being the great discoverers and
creators of new worlds that we have the potential to be."

Chapter 11 - Perfidious Albion

I had a feeling that most people at the Physicist's Conference in Venice supported
us, at least in principle. Against all expectations, we got a standing ovation at the end,
primarily for what Steve had presented. The applause for him appeared to be more than
just a gesture of respect for his stature in the scientific community as a renowned
professor in the field of theoretical physics. In spite of the initial boos and heckling the
applause in the end was evidently an infinitely greater acknowledgment of what we stood
for and what we were trying to accomplish than Stravinsky had received on his opening
night of the Rite of Spring.
Ross, our second man in scientific authority on this diplomatic mission, said that
we should celebrate, because we had achieved a victory against the strongest possible
opposition, namely that of the scientists who had worked on the project that we canceled,
and then turned it upside down on them. Still, unlike everyone else, I didn't feel that
much like celebrating. Something was up that was troubling me. Something wasn't right.
Something was in the air that was hard to put one’s finger on, something that dominated
the background that could now no longer be ignored, like the danger of an avalanche in
the mountain after a heavy snowfall. We had dared to do what had not been done since
the days of the League of Cambrai in 1509. Like the Renaissance powers had threatened
Venice, the leading slave-trader and looting empire of its time, with extinction, we had
dared to declare war against the same empire and its modern fundi, and we had done this
symbolically on the empire's old home ground, right at the heart of Venice.
We had done precisely what I had recognized that the Renaissance powers had
done wrong. We had repeated their mistake, their crucial mistake that became the
undoing for the Renaissance itself. Steve's speech, and my own in lobbying for the Ice
Age Renaissance at the physicist's conference, was in all respects a hidden declaration of
war against the fundi. I had a feeling that we would be paying a steep price for this, and
possibly for a long time to come.

As it was, we received the fundi’s response in short order. There was a letter
waiting for me the next evening before our departure. The letter had been stuck under our
hotel room door while we were out for supper. It was from the man from the fundi. The
letter was addressed to me directly.
"Congratulations," the letter said, "you have won this battle. The fundi have lost
this round, but don't celebrate yet. You have not won the war, and you never will. There
are other methods the fundi will now use, and other times they will select to destroy
America and the USSR. Think about that. Actually they like what is now taking place.
Having you as an opponent adds a little spice to the fight, though you will never win.
You won't win, even with all the backing that your Uncle Sam can give you. You simply

are not in the same league with the fundi. Also, you are a fool. You should have found a
way to negotiate with the Russians to keep the SDI alive for both country's sakes."

The person that wrote the letter wrote that this was not the fundi’s view, but his
own.
"The fundi’s long-range target is China, not Russia," he wrote. "Russia is useful to
them as a trigger to draw the USA into a nuclear confrontation that will not only destroy
both nations, but create the background in which their other stooges can destroy China,
India, Iran, and Indonesia in one fell swoop. Your friend, Steve, was right in what he
said, but he didn't think far enough ahead. He didn't see the danger to China. His bungling
proves my point, that you are amateurs when it comes to geopolitical games."

He remarked sarcastically that this is what we will always be, amateurs.
"China is the fundi’s biggest foe because of its people's commitment to develop
their country into the richest on the continent, and to develop with them the entire Asian
continent. China is at the point today that the USA was in its early days, before it had
become the envy of the world. If the British Empire hadn't broken America's republican
spirit, the American people would have helped to develop the whole world by now. The
fundi’s feudal way of living and looting the world would have been history. But now,
they rule the world. This is why they target China now, to be destroyed. If China's
unfolding drive for self-development is echoed throughout Asia, the rest of the world will
follow suit. When this happens, the fundi’s days are over. The fundi won't allow this to
happen."

The man wrote bluntly, perhaps honestly.
"It is unfortunate that China must be destroyed," he wrote, "and India likewise for
its enormous development potential, and that Russia and the USA must be sacrificed as a
means for the fundi to be able to do away with China and India. But such is the price that
the world will be required to pay for the fundi’s survival and for their quest to achieve
World-Empire status. Also, let me assure you that there is nothing anyone can do to
prevent this from happening. You may have prevented a nuclear war last week, and you
may have prevented a new one from erupting next week, but you cannot prevent the fundi
from attaining their goals. So far, you have been helping them, and they expect more of
the same help from you. In the New World that you have just created, the fundi may use
the same divide and conquer process against Russia, China, and the USA, that they have
used so successfully against Africa. Also, you should realize that the destruction of
Africa has barely begun. The fundi do not really have to use nuclear weapons to destroy
anyone, although they may do so. In fact, ideally, they won't need to destroy anything at
all."

He pointed out in his letter that the fundi’s desire is to simply depopulate the
regions that they want to control, as they have always done, by creating poverty. Poverty
kills as powerfully as the nuclear bombs do, he pointed out in the letter.
"Just watch what will happen in the Great Lakes region of Africa, which has the
richest mineral deposits in the world," he continued in the letter. "The fundi will bring in
their mercenary armies to conquer whichever country they want. Whichever population
foolishly stands in the way, will be wiped out. This is what can be accomplished with
power, and there is nothing that you can do to stop the fundi once the process has begun,
because you don't have any real power. Naturally, Russia may well be dealt with in the
same way that Africa is already being dealt with to some degree. This is certainly
possible without the force of nuclear weapons. You must look at nuclear weapons as
merely a diversion. At first the fundi destroy their targets politically, then economically,
then financially, and finally they will destroy them biologically once their food
production capability is destroyed. So, who needs nuclear bombs? Consider them as a
diversion to hide the real process. My point is that it is impossible for anyone to build
technological defenses against these kind of processes that the fundi control, because
fundamentally, the fundi’s processes aren't technological processes. You have killed the
SDI as a technological process. That's all you did. You didn't even come close to
detecting the real process.
"Russia, of course, may now be wiped out. It lost its usefulness. It appears to be no
longer of any significant advantage for the fundi to allow the Soviet Union to survive.
You may have just signed Russia's death warrant. The USA will likely be dealt with in a
similar manner when the time is ripe. The American people, themselves, will help the
fundi to accomplish this. You know yourself how stupid people can become with the
right kind of 'incentive.'"
I could imagine him laughing to himself, writing this letter. "Your people will sell
their life for a penny," he wrote. "If this 'incentive' doesn't work, the fundi will agitate the
Russians once more into a nuclear confrontation with the USA. Either way, when the dust
settles, the fundi will take over what is left of both countries, and China and India will be
wiped out in due course. Then the fundi will be the masters of the Earth. This is why they
have pushed so hard for the development of the nuclear bomb in the first place. You may
think that the USA developed the atom bomb by its own accord. Don't kid yourself. The
USA was much too moral for that at the time. The fundi pushed the USA into this
Manhattan project, 'kicking and shoving,' and with a whole lot of lies, lies about
Germany's immanent breakthrough that was known to be a lye. China and India, of
course, will be wiped out once the nuclear weapons fire is lit. The fundi’s men in high
places have a plan in place in America for more than 15,000 targets to be nuked in the
first round."
He wrote that fundi also have a similar setup prepared for the Middle East. "The
fundi have a powerful fool in the Middle East," he wrote, "that they can rely on to scurry
up enough of a pretext for a nuclear fire storm that will wipe out most of the existing
populations in that part of the world. Afterwards the fundi will pick up what is left,
especially the oil."

The man pointed out in the letter that all of this is easily done. "A few dozen
bombs will be enough to depopulate the Middle East. Just think of it! A few dozens of the
several hundred nuclear bombs that Israel has stockpiled will be sufficient to depopulate
the Middle East. Of course, the rest have also targets attached to them.
"As you can see," wrote the man from the fundi, "little by little, the fundi will
control all the world's resources while much of the world's population gets wiped out.
The process is not unknown to you. It is laid out in principle, though rather softly, in your
government's NSSM200 document of 1974. You should study this document. It describes
the fundi’s game plan. That is why there is so much emphasis on ethnic separation and
indigenous identities. Ethnically fractured backgrounds are ideal for breaking up nations,
for destroying their sovereignty, for developing terrorist factions that can start wars on
demand or unleash ethnic 'cleansing' of a targeted depopulation. War is also what you
will see on an ever larger scale and in places you would never suspect wars would break
out."

At the end of the man's letter was another statement of sheer arrogance, as he
pointed out that "of course" there is nothing that any of us would be able to do to prevent
any of this from happening. "The fundi’s plans will be carried out even if they must
recruit different allies every year. Should you be able to influence some of their present
allies to break away, this won't be a hindrance to the fundi. They will throw those away
and recruit new ones. That is why you cannot touch them. The fundi have no permanent
allies. They only have a permanent objective for total world domination and complete
ownership. They will keep at it for as long as it takes, until their goal is reached. They
will grind any adversary into the dust by this constant shifting and renewed attacks, and
they do it when their targets least expect them to. There simply isn't any power in
existence that can stand against the fundi long enough, especially not you."

I could almost hear him laugh at us. "My advice to you," he wrote, "is to keep this
letter handy as a reference to verify my predictions when they are coming true, because
every one of them will come true."

The letter wasn't signed. As soon as I read it, I tucked it away in a reaction of
shame and didn't let anyone else see it. Eventually, though, it occurred to me that Steve
should have a look at it. This meant that everyone would read it, too.
Steve just shook his head as he read it. "The letter doesn't tell us anything that we
do not already know," he said and laughed, "but the arrogance is disturbing." Steve
laughed. But he laughed with some apparent reservations as he folded the letter up and
handed it to Ushi who read it and passed it on to Ross.

Steve said to me after everyone read the letter it that it occurred to him that the
letter was really an invitation for me to meet with them. "They want to reveal more," he
said, "but not in writing. You must go back to the place near the bridge were we were
ambushed. You must go there tonight, preferably right now. I have done my part at the
conference when I launched the big shockwave that you requested. Well the shockwave
is moving. Now it's your turn to deal with the consequence. This means, you'll have to go
and meet the vultures. And who would be better qualified than you? After all, you're
Uncle Sam's trained diplomat. I am only a scientist." Steve laughed after that. "Do you
want me to come along?" he added.
"I am going alone," I said. "There is more integrity in doing this alone, rather than
by committee."
Sylvia didn't concur. Ushi likewise said that it was far too dangerous. Ross
disagreed. Ross said if they wanted to kill us, they would have done it by now. Tony
bravely volunteered to come along, but I couldn't accept this offer either. I suggested that
the fundi would expect me to come alone. They won't harm me. After what we put on the
official plate, harming anyone of us would be too great an exposure for them. They want
to negotiate. That is, they want to give us the marching orders. They'll make threats of
course. That's to be expected in the world of empire. Nor will they play their game
openly. This, too, is understood."
"I think this could get interesting," said Steve.
Reluctantly Sylvia agreed.

So, off I went, alone through the dark narrow streets towards Piazza San Marco.
The piazza was nearly deserted except for the ever-present pigeons. The huge cathedral at
the end of the large disserted square rose eerily against the dark sky. In an attempt to
banish the creeping fear that this mood inspired the song from a long ago musical came to
mind: "Feed the birds, tuppens a bag, tuppens a bag." I focused my thoughts onto the
pigeons and onto the song from the musical: "Feed the birds, tuppens a bag; tuppens a
bag;” Oh how lucky those birds were, I thought. Still, I also realized that ignorance isn't
bliss. We had come to this city to change the world, to make it a safer and more livable
place. That's what our being in Venice was all about, and we came well equipped to make
a decisive contribution. Perhaps our success was bigger than we realized, so that it caused
such a strong reaction from the fundi that they went ballistic over what we have put in
place.

At my destination I found a bench facing the sea. It wasn't occupied. Now, all I
had to do was wait.
Barely ten minutes had passed when a man joined me. His appearance was like
that of any other tourist, carrying a small plastic shopping bag. He looked at me, smiled,

and took a large chocolate bar out of the bag that he broke apart into small chunks and
offered one to me. "I am William Palmerston," he introduced himself, "you were
probably expecting me. I suppose you will not know who I am, but your friends will fill
you in, later. For now, my name is not important. What is important to you is what I am
going to tell you." He looked at me for a few moments in silence, then added, "I suppose
you didn't bring a tape recorder, because of the short notice." He reached into his bag and
produced one, and handed it to me. He turned it on to record. "I am going to tell you
about the future," he said, "and why it must be the way it will be."
He leaned back and made himself comfortable like a parent might before reading a
bedtime story to the children. He sighed somewhat as if he despised telling stories to
children, even though it was a task that had to be performed.
Searching for words he began quietly and slowly, and with a less than respectful
tone of voice. "The current global political situation," he said, "can be likened to the
movements of continental plates. We are experiencing tectonic changes. We are now
seeing the final denouement of the processes unleashed in 1914. We are seeing processes
involving the break-up of huge empires. Russia is breaking up, and we see the dying
gasps of the old Czarist control over Central Asia, with the sudden emergence of
nationalities that no one heard of for centuries."
He suggested of course that this wasn't happening on its own, but emphasized that
it was happening, and would continue to be happening as the result of a chain of events
unleashed by "the Empire." He said "the main thrust of British Foreign Policy is, without
question, aimed at breaking up Russia, Indonesia, and "other empires." He cited
Indonesia as an example, which he said is a natural fault line in the tectonic shifting, in
which entire empires simply disappear.
He explained that the political tectonic shifts are actually occurring backward from
the way they are commonly understood in geologic terms. Geologically, it is understood
that the tectonic plates of the Earth are in motion, and where they meet one plate is
pushed under the other. He said that in the political tectonic process the reverse happens.
He explained that his empire was in the process of overlaying all the other empire plates,
which are then pushed into the ground by the sheer weight of the overriding imperial
tectonic plate.
"In Indonesia," he said, "East Timor is a fault line. If East Timor goes, then Aceh
will go the same way, and then, what about the other islands? The fact is that Indonesia
has no logic for existence. It is an empire that was formed in the process of combat
against another empire. We are seeing the collapse of large empires, like the Soviet
Empire, that were formed in fights against other empires."
He said that as a consequence of this, new small nations were emerging. "Don't
only look at the growing autonomy of Scotland and Wales as the sign of the times, look
also at Central Asia where you can see the assertion of tiny little Khanates, like the
Khanate of Khokand, that have not been heard of for 500 years. For that matter, look at

Daghestan, or at the sub-sections emerging in Georgia. The huge old tectonic plates of
empires are shifting and fracturing and are breaking up."
He advised a careful study of the centuries of battle between the Roman and
Byzantine Empire, and the Persian Empire, in order to get a better grasp of what is going
on today, because, as he said, this is "absolutely fundamental to British policy," which he
said is designed by the fundi behind the scene to encourage the process of the "break-up
of empires."
He spoke about nations as empires, and those nations standing in the way of his
empire. He spoke about the Soviet Union as the Russian Empire, and the People's
Republic of China, as the Chinese Empire. He said: "British foreign policy, for the last
200 years, has been based on one central idea, the break-up of other empires. The idea of
sowing divisions among the Arab states is therefore axiomatic to the British Foreign
Office. The Foreign Office is obsessed for example with breaking up the hold that Russia
has on Central Asia, which of course the Empire requires to have done.
"Look at the popularity of the books of Peter Hopkirk," he continued. "There is a
deep fascination with these matters in Britain, which we have developed ages ago. Any
encroachment toward India or Turkey is therefore regarded as antithetical to British
interests, just as we wish it to be."
Then he leaned back some more and chuckled: "Perfidious Albion is alive and
kicking," he said. "The British Foreign Office has a certain agenda. It's an old agenda still
continued. It's, divide and rule." He repeated the last words twice, "divide and rule,
divide, and rule!"

I didn't answer him. I was stunned. He spoke of nations as empires, which his
empire was determined to exterminate by breaking them up into tiny regions that would
then be incorporated into his empire, so that there would remain but one all-embracing
World-Empire in the end; his grand Empire supported by globalized feudal looting.
I understood well what this meant. It meant that many more wars would be
required by the fundi to achieve their coveted goal to extinguish the nations. It meant that
their intended series of killing wouldn't be over until China, India, Russia, Indonesia,
Iran, the USA, France, Germany, Brazil, Argentina, Mexico, even Canada, no longer
existed in their present form as sovereign nation states.
He had suggested that every major nation on the planet is already slated to be
eliminated from off the face of it, and set up to be fractured to pieces. He stated bluntly
that no one in the world could stop the fundi’s empire from doing its thing, especially not
us. He made us look hopelessly small.
I asked him why he was so freely telling me of his empire's most secret plans. I
could understand his reasons for wanting his empire to be the only ruling empire on the
planet. But why was he telling me about it?

His answer again, was totally stunning. He laughed and said that he wanted me to
come to his side.

Me, supporting his side? This sounded like a bad joke, an insult even. I told him
that this would never happen. He insisted that it would. Then he laughed again. He said
that it would happen in time. He predicted that I would never forget this night's meeting
for as long as I lived. I would certainly remember it when the genocide operations begin,
which will be initiated with horrible wars for tribal or ethnic "liberation" around the
world; or wars for clashes of civilizations that would soften the ground; or wars that
would destroy the USA directly and preferably by its own hands.
He told me that I would most certainly remember his words then, because I would
know what kind of forces are moving behind the scenes, forces of political tectonics,
forces of empires grinding over other empires, as he referred to the nations, by which
millions would perish. He also predicted that I would then recall his telling me that there
is absolutely nothing that anyone can do to stop the tectonic movements, that our only
option was to surrender to its force. He predicted that I would come begging to him one
day in order to be able to do something to spare the lives of humanity, or at least some of
them. He suggested that my coming to him wouldn't be an act of surrendering in real
terms, but would merely be a recommitment of myself to the democratization of
humanity, as he called the process of turning nations into a fractured world of isolated
tribes or environmentally defined enclaves. He said that I would always remember that
his empire doesn't fundamentally want any wars, that it merely wants humanity's
compliance, and that it will get it one way or another, with or without "torture," and with
or without me.
He said that he was sure though that someone like me would want to help his
empire to minimize the torture. He said that I might even be able to fulfill my most
cherished goal this way, that of preventing a global nuclear war. He reminded me that I
already had done so once, by spoiling his empire's cruise missile surprise that was
designed to put the whole USA into a state of crisis, and paralyze it. Paralyzing a nation
always opens its doors for a deep penetration. He said that this is what terrorism is
designed to do.
"Unfortunately it didn't work this time," he said. "It failed not because the weather
was so bad that they had to launch the cruise missile from a closer distance to shore, nor
did it fail because the launch had been observed." He said that there were other reasons
involved why it failed. He also conceded some things don't always turn out the first time
around, but he added that they always do turn out in the end.
He explained that usually it doesn't cost very much to try, so why shouldn't they
take a few risks? He pointed out that somebody else always supplies the material
resources anyway, as well as the men that become sacrificed in the process.

"This makes terrorism extremely cheap in comparison to what it can accomplish,"
he said. He even said that it was right for his empire to employ terrorism for such a noble
goal as 'protecting' humanity. He said that I would agree with him some day on this point,
including that a strong and iron-fisted imperial rule is the only platform on which
humanity will be able to survive in the long run. He said that without imperial rule and its
determination to reign in technological progress to a sustainable level, humanity would
wipe itself out by the force of its technologies. "The technologies have already enabled
mankind to increase its numbers way beyond what the Earth can support," he said.
"When this happens both the Earth and mankind are in danger together and everyone may
die," he concluded. "That is why a strong empire is needed to 'manage' the world.
Depopulation by force may be distasteful to you, but really high-minded people, like you
have the potential to become, can understand the necessity for it. Surely, something deep
inside you tells you that this is so. Someone has to make the hard choices, even if the
outcome 'stinks.'"

It took me a long time before I could respond to the man. I was too stunned by his
arrogance and his brutality, and his total lack of humanity. Still, I needed this dialog. I
needed it to continue. I had a golden opportunity presented to me to talk some sense into
someone in high places, to reason with him about truth, about the value of humanity and
about the dignity of human life. I had no idea if this would be possible. I felt that if I
could get one idea across to him, one single aspect of a single universal principle by way
of a constructive dialog, I might win a great victory, greater than anything that has been
achieved at the conference.
I told him that I perceived that he wanted to create global poverty by which he
expects humanity to become corrupted into becoming his empire's slaves as it had been
during the darkest ages of unbridled feudalism. I told him that this would drive humanity
back to a life of misery and starvation, by which half of humanity would die. I suggested
that this is what the world would be like without technological progress and cultural
development.
He asked me with some obvious surprise, why I must always insist on defending
humanity. Didn't I realize that humanity is only a tiny part of the living system of the
Earth, and that we cannot sacrifice the Earth for humanity, that it must be the other way
around? He said that humanity must be kept in chains, be divided, conquered, and be
ruled over, or else it will make the world its playground, as it has already done to some
extent, and will take from the Earth whatever it wants to in order to support its
prosperous living.

God, what could I say to counter this argument of insanity in a way that would
make sense to him? I suggested to him that he was a hypocrite and for good reasons,
because when humanity was to achieve its prosperous living, then it would not have to
take its living from the Earth at all, but would create with the resources of its intelligence

as human beings what the Earth itself can never provide. I suggested to him that if this
were prevented, as he aims to do, then the Earth would indeed be too small. I told him
that by itself the Earth could support no more than 10% of the present population. The
rest is supported by technologies derived from scientific and technological development.
I stopped and laughed at the emerging thought. It seemed that I finally figured him
out. I told him that if scientific and technological progress were to be fully allowed and
actively promoted, they would create a richer world for humanity than we can yet
imagine, with vastly larger populations in every part of the world. It suggested to him that
the Earth would indeed become too small when this happens, as he keeps saying. Except
it wouldn't be too small for mankind. It would be too small for the fundi. It would leave
no room for the fundi to have an empire. I pointed out that mankind would find its world
infinitely richer and more spacious, and more beautiful, so much so that the imperials
wouldn't find the smallest niche to exist and have the slightest chance for their empires to
continue looting society as they do today.
"Is this what you really mean with the world becoming too small? Is that what you
are terrified of?" I asked. "That's what you really mean when you say that the world is
becoming too small, isn't it? Human progress would leave you no room for your looting
insanity to flourish. That's what you are afraid of. That's why human progress terrifies
you so much that you try to stomp it into the ground at every opportunity you get. Isn't
that so? Your fundi and all the world's would-be imperials would become an extinct
species."
I asked him if this is what he is really scared of. I suggested that he be honest in
answering, at least to himself. I pointed out to him that it appears to me that he is
prepared to destroy every nation in the world with the weight of his empire, through
divisions and wars, for no other reason than to protect an imperial machine that has no
right to exist since the destruction of humanity has been made the foundation for its
existence.
I pointed out to the man that his perception is all upside down when he insists that
Indonesia has no natural foundation, simply because it was born out of the death of an
empire. I pointed out to him that it is really HIS Empire that has no right to exist, because
the policies that are necessary for its existence impose the death sentence on humanity. I
pointed out that his empire is a disease that humanity must cure itself of, in order to bring
light to the world.
He just laughed and laughed. "Ah, so you understand us a tiny bit," he said in a
mocking tone of voice. "I had expected that much of you. That is why I invited you here.
You stand way above 99.9% of society in that regard, which doesn't know anything."
"So you want me to join you in order to prevent me from educating society. You
want to prevent me from opening my eyes further, until I figure you out completely, isn't
that so?"

Palmerston, or whatever his name was, laughed more intensely now. "This is
really getting funny," he said. "You are far too naïve to ever figure us out. The whole of
humanity hasn't figured us out. It puzzled over us for half a millennium without getting
anywhere, and you want to do this in a single lifetime? That's getting funny. I could tell
you exactly what we are about, and you still wouldn't understand it, because you are not
accustomed to thinking in broad historic terms. You wouldn't understand, because it
would be unbelievable to you."
"Try me!" I interrupted him.
"Ok, tell me then, what has been the focus of all the wars in the world since the
Golden Renaissance in the 15th Century, and even before that? What sets us apart from
the rest of the world? What are we fighting against to maintain our existence?"
"The Principle of Universal Love," I interrupted him.
The man burst into laughter again. "The Principle of Universal Love," he repeated
mockingly. "That wasn't even on the agenda during the Golden Renaissance. It wasn't
more than just a faint idea then, wrapped up so deeply in Christian doctrine that it was
barely seen. I believe they tried to bring the sacrament of Agape back during the
Renaissance, but only in a superficial and ceremonial sense. Universal love was never
seen as a universal principle, and still isn't. Only the people who ran the Venetian Empire
at the time of the Renaissance were smart enough to see the potential of this principle for
uplifting society. That's why they went out of their way to destroy the Renaissance before
this principle would become recognized and be made known. Our Venetian founders
unleashed eighty years of religious warfare to destroy the very notion of love down to the
innermost core. They did it so that the very notion of universal love as a principle would
be lost forever, just like the knowledge had been lost for a millennium that the Earth is a
sphere, which had been totally lost during the dark ages. That physical reality that should
have been obvious to any thinking person with an open mind, which the Pythagorean had
recognized 3000 years ago, was no longer seen. This knowledge had been overlaid with
the imperial plate of perceptional insanity. Religion served us well on that score, and it
served us well also to bury the Principle of Universal Love before it would be recognized
even to some degree by humanity for its profound potential."
"But the Principle of Universal Love came back, didn't it?" I interrupted him. "It
came back with the second Renaissance in Europe that gave humanity a new foundation
for civilization with the Treaty of Westphalia. That treaty ended your precious eighty
years of war. This treaty was built on the Principle of the Advantage of the Other. The
Principle of the Advantage of the Other was the first major expression of the Principle of
Universal Love. It became the foundation for modern civilization."
"Very good," said Palmerston. "You are right on the mark. Still, you don't know
what divides the world today. We have successfully buried the idea of the Principle of the
Advantage of the Other. Sure, the Treaty of Westphalia that was built on this principle
became the first international constitution, the key for modern international relations. But
we buried it. We buried it deep. The idea is dead now, never to rise again. But there is

another element of the that principle that you should have mentioned, that reflects the
Principle of the Advantage of the Other. You should know what it is, but you don't. So let
me give it to you straight. It is the General Welfare Principle. The General Welfare
Principle is the most dangerous principle for any empire to overlook. It came right out of
the Peace of Westphalia. Germany was built up out of a patchwork of division into a
nation by this principle. America made the General Welfare Principle the keystone of its
Constitution. Every war that was fought on our behalf from this time on was fought to
destroy this principle. You must understand why we create war. Wars aren't fought
anymore for territory. Wars are fought to destroy the principle of the general welfare, to
destroy the core principle of civilization. We set up wars is such a way that they last for a
very long time. We are not interesting in winning wars. We are interested in keeping
them smoldering until they have destroyed civilization sufficiently that the General
Welfare Principle will never endanger the slavery processes that enable the existence of
empires. That is why we created and guided the French Revolution. This single
revolution of ours destroyed the Renaissance culture of Europe more deeply than
anything else ever had. After the French Revolution, Napoleon was fighting our wars on
an even wider platform, without even being aware that he did this for us. We are so
highly successful in this process of staging wars, because the intent for our wars never
comes fully to light, nor would anyone believe us if we told them."
"People will believe me, and I will tell them," I interrupted him.
"Don't make me laugh again," he replied. "People won't believe you, because it is
unbelievable what you would tell. We have already destroyed China and India, did you
know that?"
"China and India haven't been destroyed," I countered him. "What are you talking
about? China and India are on track of becoming each an economic superpower."
The man just laughed again. "Your answer proves that you know nothing. We
destroyed the potential for them to become an economic power. We destroyed it in both
countries. Asia has one fundamental problem, and China has almost recognized that
problem and might have fixed it had we not turned their ship around. The Achilles Heel
of Asia is that it doesn't understand the power of the General Welfare Principle. Their
destruction is assured by this single fundamental weakness. We inspired China and India
to become a slavery power for America and Western Europe. In this way we hit all bases
at once. China produces goods with a slave labor policy, and sells their product below the
cost of production. China can sell its products to you cheaply, because it doesn't have to
pay for the social and physical infrastructures that are necessary for maintaining a
population. China is simply using its people up. It is grinding them into the dust on our
command. China thereby prevents its own economic development even though it
desperately needs this development to deal with its massive poverty. More than 70% of
the people of China and India live in absolute poverty. China and India aren't on the way
of becoming an economic superpower at all. They are on the fast track of becoming a
super-disaster on an unimaginable scale that has the potential of taking the entire world
down into a New Dark Age. That's how highly successful we have become in Asia, and
you didn't even recognize it. And with Asia as our secret weapon, we are on the fast track

of destroying America and Western Europe. From the moment on that America has
trashed its constitution at our bidding, and turned its back onto the General Welfare
Principle, America was doomed, and Western Europe, which follows America, was
doomed with it. With the General Welfare Principle relegated to the ash can of history,
America became the importer of slave-labor products. No one in America can compete
with slave-labor products, because the pricing structure in America includes the cost of
maintaining the social and physical infrastructures that are necessary for maintaining a
productive society. With the importation of slave-labor products, which became possible
once the General Welfare Principle was scrapped, we assured the destruction of
America's industries, and the industries of Western Europe. We are on the fast track of
getting America and Western Europe Asianized, which when it is complete, ends
civilization."
"That will never happen!" I interrupted the man.
"You may be right," he conceded. "The whole system will likely collapse before
this happens. That's what we ultimately want. Then we will simply mop up the pieces.
That is how we will own the whole world."
"You are crazy!" I interjected.
The man shook his head. "Just consider this," he said. "Imagine that America
becomes destroyed economically to the point that next to nothing remains standing of its
once proud industries. Imagine that the dollar also collapses so that America has nothing
left of value so that it is forced to stop importing slave-labor products from India and
China, and other slave-labor nations. This means that suddenly most of China's economic
structures, and India's too, which are largely geared to producing slave-labor products,
will shut down. The word chaos is too mild a term to describe the outcome when this
happens. What we are setting up is staged to become a global super-catastrophe. That's
what I meant by us overlaying ancient tectonic plates."
"No, it won't come to that. We will intervene!" I said to him. "We will cause
America and Europe to wake up!"
"Wake up?" Palmerston repeated. "Sure, America will wake up all right when it
finds that everything is disintegrating that it requires for its physical existence. By then it
will be too late for anyone to recover what has been destroyed. The rich, whom we
presently utilize for this destruction, will suddenly find out that they are as poor as the
beggars on the street corners. But it will be too late by then."
"It won't come to that. We will intervene!" I repeated.
"Sure you will try. In fact, I expect you to try. But you won't be successful," said
Palmerston and laughed some more. "You won't be successful, because we have this long
standing policy to pepper the world with more and more wars to shift the attention away
from the physical reality of the disintegrating world, which of course will also help the
process of global destruction along. Naturally, those wars might progress into becoming
nuclear wars. We will start small at first, with mini-nukes or with small cruise missiles,

and then gradually step up into bigger things. With the General Welfare Principle
defeated globally, which we are getting close to, we can do anything we want, and we
will. I am offering you a chance to be on the winning side. In return we want you to help
us to make the process for our victory as smooth as possible, so that not too many wars
will be needed. Wars tend to be a bit messy. We want to avoid them. I believe that this is
your goal likewise. So I am giving you an opportunity to make your hopes come true.
Maybe we can do it completely without war. There is a lot one can do with subversion
and terror operations. I am offering you a symbiotic relationship," he said and laughed
again.
"Let me prove to you how impotent you are," said Palmerston and began to laugh.
"You know as well as I do that the Earth is in the transition zone towards the next
glaciation cycle of the Pleistocene Ice Age that has gripped the Earth for the last two
million years, interspersed with a few warm periods lasting around 12,000 years on
average, like the current one that is ending. We had a nice warm holiday that is
appropriately named the Holocene Epoch. We may have a hundred years left of it, more
or less. After that, it's good bye agriculture, or at least most of it. All this is known. In
1974 the concerned scientists came together in a conference to talk about what needs to
be done to prepare the world for the coming cold climate. We hijacked this conference
and introduced the global warming doctrine, which is easy to do if one owns the relevant
institutions of science and the media, which together own public opinion. Today we have
the entire world singing the global warming song, and not a thing is done in preparing the
world for the coming Ice Age. And you say you can change that? Don't make me laugh.
Just go to any street corner and speak against global warming and people will laugh at
you as a fool. Of course they won't laugh anymore when the Ice Age transition begins
and the world is unprepared for it. People will die by the billions then, and nothing will
save them from that. We literally have the future of mankind in our hands, and there is
nothing that you, impotent little fools, can do to change that. Tens of thousands of
concerned scientists have publicly spoken out against the utter nonsense of the global
warming doctrine, including Nobel Price winners and some of the biggest names of
science among them. Even their combined voices had no effect, including Russia's
renowned Academy of Science that denounced the doctrine as a death trap, but who hears
them when we smother their voice? We call this the freedom of the press. And you little
fool think you can succeed against us single-handed where the greatest names and
institutions have failed?"
I nodded.
"That's laughable," said Palmerston. "Millions of people have already laid down
their life at our bidding as we prevented economic development throughout the world in
the name of reducing carbon emissions to prevent global warming. The world sings our
carbon sung, even in the face of this massive dying. That's the face of power, my friend.
Soon you will see hundreds of millions of people die of starvation each year when our
new project gets going to divert high-value food products to the distilleries for brewing
Ethanol as an alternate motor fuel to reduce carbon emissions. While the scam won't
reduce carbon emissions, not even a tiny bit, the resulting food deficiency will kill on a
massive scale. Soon, a billion people will be forced into chronic starvation on this

platform, with many of them suffering an early death, while no one is able to deter us
from doing this. All of this, my friend, is now in progress and is escalating, and like with
everything else, nobody is holding us back. If you own the sciences and own the media,
as we do, you own the world. If you want to be on the winning side, you have only one
choice, to join us, which is your only choice. The world population reduction that we
have talked about for decades is here. It has begun, for the protection of empire. We are
the winning side. You have no alternative."
I let my head droop. I knew he was right. The doctrine was a lye, and the lye was
on track, and nobody in the whole world had yet succeeded in standing against it.

While Palmerston spoke another man joined us on the bench, with two more men
standing behind us. The three men appeared like a shadow out of the dark. The man who
sat down next to me introduced himself as Antonio.
"What do you want from me," I said to them all.
"You have caused a great deal of damage," said Antonio harshly. "We expect you
to make good."
"Damage to what?"
"To our operation," said Antonio. "The cruise missile that you brought down
carried a low yield nuclear warhead. You have caused the plan to fail. You must make up
for it. Our people had the region's air defense system disabled. The missile should not
have been detected. And had it been detected, no one should have been able to interfere.
And if for any reason it should have been reported, there should have been such a longdelayed reaction that the plan would have proceed right to its final end before an
intervention would have taken place. But you spoiled that outcome at every step along
the way. You bypassed the chain of command and went right to the people who control
things on the front line who are not a part of our team."
"The project that you killed was intended to be a provocation to draw the USA into
a thermonuclear confrontation with the Soviets on a massive scale that would have ripped
America apart," said Palmerston, "but you have turned it into a peace offering. We need
resourceful people like you on our side. We don't want you to be working against us
when we try this again, as we most certainly will."
"What do you mean by saying, when you try this again? You're going to do this all
over? Are you saying that you're going to keep at it until the Pentagon is destroyed? Is
that what you're saying?
"Maybe," Antonio answered. "Or maybe we go for something better, something
that really strikes terror in the hearts of America. When people are terrified enough,
they'll do anything. But it will likely be the Pentagon."

"Why not Capital Hill? Why not take out the government altogether?"
"Surely you must know why we wouldn't do that," said Antonio calmly. "If you
can't see that, maybe you aren't as intelligent as we think you are. In that case, maybe we
should kill you right here. So tell me, why wouldn't we hit Capital Hill? Make your
answer good. Your life may depend on it."
"You say, this wasn't meant to be an attack, but a provocation," I said calmly. "In
this case you need our government alive to respond to your provocation in the way you
want them to respond. In other words, you need your stooges on Capital Hill that you
have spent years to set up. So why would you want to blow them out of the water? That's
probably the only reason why Washington DC still stands, and why it will never be hit
with a big nuclear bomb. That also means that all the mumbo jumbo that you just gave
me is a lye."
Antonio and Palmerston looked at each other in silence and nodded.
"You don't really want to blow up Washington, not even the Pentagon," I added
after moments of silence. "You need those people to fight your dirty wars for you. You
need them, just like you say you need me to help you. Isn't that so? And for the
government to be able to do what you want them to do, you must provide a provocation.
Anything big will do. That's why you also own the press and the entertainment media in
our country, to get the public hyped up. You need the press and the TV networks to whip
up hatred and hysteria against some imagined enemy in order that your provocation will
be bearing the desired fruit. For this you wouldn't really need to hit the Pentagon, unless
you're aiming to stage a nuclear end game, for which the Pentagon isn't needed or ever
will be needed again. The Pentagon isn't a part of the nuclear war machine that you are
aiming to use. It becomes expendable when you are aiming to bully America into nuclear
war scenarios that have so far been resisted. The nuclear war games are controlled out of
Omaha and the White House, and possibly also out of some NORAD locations with
command capabilities. One single word from the White House or any one of those other
locations and the world will be set on fire at your will. I am certain that you hadn't
something like that in mind."
"Not just yet," interrupted Palmerston. "The coming watchword will be preemption, nuclear pre-emption. When this happens watch out!"
"That's why you didn't really want to blow up Washington or only the Pentagon
just yet," I cut him off. "Your aim was terrorism. Destroying a small city with your
nuclear cruise missile would have served your real purpose far better. Isn't that so?
Maybe you were aiming at Baltimore that has no strategic value. Your cruise missile
getting unhindered past Washington would have multiplied America's perceived
vulnerability. Psychological warfare is your real game, isn't it? With it, you can disable a
nation overnight and turn it into a compliant vegetable that will do anything you ask."
Palmerston nodded again and smiled.

"I just wanted to have this part confirmed by you," I said to him. "That is the
reason why I brought up the Capital Hill as a target for you to comment on, just to get
your reaction."
"You have passed the test," said Antonio as calmly as I had spoken to him. "You
should realize something, and this is the reason why you will want to work with us, that
the sooner we are in total control of the world, the sooner will the world become free of
war. Except, we can't do this alone. We must have help from reliable people on the
inside. As you know, nuclear war is a delicate and dangerous game. One slip-up could
end civilization. As I think I know you, I mean as a person, you'd give your life for the
chance to prevent a major holocaust. I am offering you this chance, and I'm asking much
less in return."
"You didn't say this correctly," I interrupted Antonio. "You are telling me that you
can't break a great industrious and compassionate nation like ours, unless we do the
destruction ourselves from within. You can only achieve your goal with a lot of help from
rogue elements in high places, so that our own people destroy our nation. Divide from
within, and conquer, right? That's the game, isn't it?"
"You are perceptive," Antonio smiled. "That's how things are done in the empire.
We devise the plans...." He started to laugh in mid sentence. "You have the best
professionals in the business. That's why we need help from you to get our plans to work.
That's why we own most of the rogue elements of your government's covert strategic
operations divisions, and top level people in the CIA, the FBI, and the Justice
Department. Without America's help, we wouldn't stand a chance, but that's not a
problem since we own all the relevant people. We get all the help that we want. We can
do anything, just like we will get your help on the diplomatic front when that becomes
necessary."
"No, no, I won't be a traitor against my own country as you want me to be," I
answered in protest.
I almost forgot that the two men were still standing behind us.
"I won't do it, even if you threaten to kill me right now," I said to Palmerston. "I
won't help you to provoke my own country into destroying the world for you."
"Don't be a fool, you can't stop this," said Palmerston. "The whole world is
destroying itself on its own accord. We merely set up the direction. The game then
proceeds on its own as if it was on autopilot. "
I shook my head in disbelief.
"Prove it to him," said Antonio to Palmerston.
Palmerston just laughed. "No doubt you have heard of nuclear fusion power, the
great promise for a world with infinite energy becoming available for mankind as soon as
the scientific and technological breakthroughs are made. This is a lye," he said. "The

entire promise is a lye, because it is fundamentally not possible, and even if it was, it's
economically not feasible. It isn't possible because nuclear fusion is basically an energy
consuming process. Consequently, there is no nuclear fusion power being produced
anywhere in the Universe. This blocking factor is bypassed with another lye. In this case
a specific fusion fuel is chosen that consists of two types of highly energized isotopes of
hydrogen, which are comparable to charged batteries. Fusion is achieved by whacking the
two types of batteries together till one breaks apart. A portion of the breaking up isotope
is absorbed by the other isotope, that thereby becomes a helium atom, and the remaining
energy of the fissioned isotope becomes free energy. The problem is that it takes
presently ten times more energy to activate the process than the process gives back.
Another show stopper is caused by the high energy of the neutron that is released by the
fissioning isotope. The energy carried by the fissioning neutron is 100-times greater than
anything encountered in normal nuclear reactors. The energy is so great that it destroys
the metals the reactors are made of. Another showstopper is the fuel itself. The isotopes
that are the charged batteries are plentiful on Earth, but are so highly diluted in water that
it takes the processing of half a million tons of water to extract enough of one of the
fusion isotopes for a single ton of fusion fuel. The other isotope doesn't exist naturally at
all, but needs to be bred from lithium in a nuclear reactor, with lithium itself being
plentiful in sea water, but at the low concentration of only one parts per million. The
production logistics for the fuel cycle adds a third showstopper. All of this was known at
the very beginning when the nuclear fusion power proposal was put on the table. It was
known that the entire project was basically a fraud. And the purpose behind the fraud was
two-fold. One fraudulent objective was to create a technological project that doesn't
produce anything and never will, but is extremely large in scope so that it drains society's
scientific talents and science-related resources into a dead-end pursuit that is by its very
nature self-escalating. This project has worked so well that now, decades later, the costs
in talents, men, and materials are going through the roof for the development efforts. The
entire world is now working on this project and is draining its resources into this deadend pursuit. The second fraud from the beginning, was to latch the hopes of mankind for
an energy rich future onto an empty dream, which thereby actively prevents the
development of the real resources at hand. That's why nothing is being said in the world
about thorium nuclear fission power that is clean, inexpensive, and has a near infinite fuel
supply for it, some 900,000 tons of it in the USA alone, readily available sitting on the
ground unused. Nor is anything being said that the thorium fuel, per ton, has the same
energy content than what the fusion fuel promises but cannot deliver. We've been so
successful with this double fraud that mankind continues to dream of nuclear fusion
power and drains its resources into it, while its truly immense energy resource remains
untouched, for which the technologies have already been developed in the 1950s, and
have been tested and then put on the shelf. This insane diversion is all our doing, as
society is literally destroying itself at our bidding. Nor does it take a great deal of effort to
keep the project on track. This is easily done, because we own the sciences, the media,
and with it the thinking of society. Nor can you do anything to change that."
"You're nuts," I interjected, although I knew he was right on every point. We had
explored the very subject during the conference at Suchumi. Still, I repeated, "You're
nuts!"

Antonio shook his head and smiled. "I expected this kind of reaction. This means
that we can trust you. This means that we won't kill you right here. Some day you will
understand why. I can even say this with certainty, that you will understand very soon
why we offer you the only option you really have. I can say this also, because of what
you have already been quiet about, what you didn't scream about. You didn't scream at us
out of disgust over the million people that would have been killed had our attack on
Baltimore succeeded. Why didn't you even mention the million victims? I think you
didn't, because you think in higher terms, don't you?"

I had to delay my answer. I noticed a gondolier gliding towards us, singing in the
dark to his customer, a $50 per hour entertainment extravaganza. The people in the
gondola were probably all too busy with each other to take any notice of us. Still, their
passing in front of us gave me time to formulate a 'safe' answer that the fundi might
accept.
"Why should I protest?" I said to Antonio after the gondola was out of the range of
our voices. "I know how you people think," I said to him. "I am aware of what your
objectives are. Had I brought the subject up, you would have said to me that a million
lives don't matter a hoot since you presume that the Earth is overpopulated by two to four
billion people, which you aim to get rid off. You would have probably told me that once
this stage in perception is reached, what does it matter then if an operation incurs the
death of a million people, or ten million people, or even fifty million people. Against the
already widely accepted 'need' for depopulation the actual mass killing of human beings
becomes irrelevant, even at the level of the largest large-scale genocide that one can
imagine. The numbers become irrelevant once the axioms are accepted. Since I know all
this already, and you know that I do, what point is there in making a fuss over it? If I had
seen the slightest chance that I would be able to change your mind and keep you from
playing those games, I would have argued like hell. But there is no chance for that to
happen, is there?"
"You are right," said Antonio. "The goal is the only thing that's relevant. Love is
irrelevant. Love stands in the way of the goal. People's lives are irrelevant. If you look at
the world in the high minded fashion that you should really cultivate some more, which
you are capable of cultivating, you wouldn't allow yourself the luxury of becoming
encumbered with love. It's irrelevant. Once you realize this, you will become amazingly
effective, even ruthless."

Palmerston intervened at this point. He spoke calmly and softly. "If I were you,"
he said, "I would forget about all the patriotic stuff that you had mentioned a few
moments ago, like wanting to protect your country. Patriotism has become an invalid
concept along with a whole lot of other invalid concepts. Besides, you can't help your
country anyway. Your people are so deeply under our control that they don't want to be
deterred from their self-destruction. If you try to stop them, by stopping the nuclear

fusion dream, they will slander you and fight you. Your wonderful republic called the
USA, which you want to protect, doesn't really exist anymore. That's what I meant when
I said that the tectonic plates are shifting. The USA has been overlaid with the plate of the
empire just as Britain had been overlaid earlier with the plate of the Venetian Empire. In
the process the British Empire was born. The empire still rules the world. This is the
empire that we serve, and which you will also serve."
He bent down and touched the ground. "It all started right here," he said solemnly.
"It started many centuries ago. The plates were shifting even then."
"Are you the British Empire, then?" I asked, cautiously.
"The British Empire!" he repeated and laughed. "The British Empire doesn't exist
anymore either. That term hasn't been valid for some time. Just like corporations
disappear in mergers and their names fade into oblivion, the British Empire has vanished.
The Venetian Empire, the Ottoman Empire, the Holy Roman Empire, the Russian
Empire, the Austro Hungarian Empire, they've all been overlaid, though in real terms
they're still alive in a fashion. The plates are shifting all the time, names change, alliances
change. The real empire, our empire, has no name. We've given up on that. It's less
confusing that way. You can call us anything you want, and you'll be probably correct.
Call us The Empire on Which the Sun Never Sets, and you'll be right about that too.
Perhaps you should call us, the Empire without a Name, then nobody can challenge you
with preconceptions. However, let me assure you that I don't mean this physically or
geographically. I am speaking mostly metaphorically when I say that on our empire the
sun never sets."
"Empire is a concept, not a thing," interjected Antonio. "It is a concept of intention
where all the right things are brought together that produce the beneficial effects that we
need to assure that wealth has an enduring quality. Of course, since wealth is financial,
the empire is primarily financial in nature. In other words, we own all the key banks that
society brings its money to, and that it gets is credit from. The term 'credit' is a lie of
course, because it really means, 'debt.' We take society's money and sell it debt in return.
That's how we disable society. Under our rule the world has become a debtors’ prison.
This means that your choice should reflect on which side of the prison wall you want to
live. You either find yourself in prison, or free in the world of empire - free to steal, rape,
rule, loot, and imprison others. This is what empire is; and it really does rule the world
that way in every respect. It rules science that way. Empire claims from science what
serves its objective, and imprisons the rest. Our famous writer H. G. illustrated in his
novel, The Time Machine, why this is done. In the novel a time traveler meets a future
civilization of delicate beautiful people living in a virtual paradise. Those, as the novel
tells us later, are the future elite who are kept in 'pasture' by the Morlochs, the machine
society people, who eat them for breakfast. His message to the Lord's of Empire was, to
keep them suppressed as much as possible, because a scientifically advancing society will
eat the pathetic lords of the elite, for breakfast. This rule still defines the face of empire.
Not only is the truth about anything suppressed, but science is suppressed as well, which
is mankind's gateway to the truth. And this is indeed what we do to science. We suppress
it. We no longer do this the old way, of course, by burning books. We make the

suppression of science, society's own mission. We give it a type of mission that assures
that nothing good comes out of it. That's where the Big Bang theory of the Universe
comes into play. We made this a mission for the forefront of science. We gave the
universities fancy, super-expensive toys, like the giant accelerators. They will tie
themselves into knots for decades upon decades with trying to prove something that isn't
real, like black holes in space that no one can see, or the fusion-powered Sun for which
only contrary evidence exists. Modern science, under our control, is comparable to Mao's
red book. When Mao ruled in China, there was only one thought spoken aloud in China,
and that was Mao's thought. In modern science, the Big Bang fraud fulfills the same
purpose. It keeps society spellbound. If you join us, you will be on the controlling side.
Maybe you might even help us to guide society's dreams."
I began to laugh. "What you are telling me is old hat," I said. "In fact, I know more
about your little game than you are willing to admit. Your Big Bang fraud has a much
more sinister purpose, hasn't it? The real purpose of it is to hide the Electric Cosmology
from view, so that society won't recognize that the Earth is surrounded by a vast flow of
electric energy that also powers our sun, which mankind is able to tap into and utilize as a
limitless power source for all times to come. That's what you're scared of. It would wreck
your energy monopoly and with it your chokehold on the world. Your Big Bang fraud,
really is fraud. It conjures up a gravity-only Universe that is totally devoid of electric
power, and of electrically active particles that happen to make up 99.999% of the Mass of
the Universe. Since you want to hide this vast store of electric energy you simply ignore
99.999% of the Universe, and built a fairy tale around what's left. And this, you dare to
call, science. It's not even a good joke that one can laugh about. The fraud is so obvious.
You are telling the world that the Universe did not exist until it originated in a big bang
by which it literally exploded into being some 13 billion years ago and has been
expanding outward ever since, with every part of it racing away from us. This makes our
neck of the woods once again the center of the Universe. Where have we heard this
before? This probably predates Ptolemy."
"You are proving my point," said Antonio calmly. "We have mastered the art to
get society to believe anything we wish it to believe, such as, that the grass is blue, the
sky is green, and that frogs have wings. And so, they sing the Big Bang song, just as you
my friend will sing it too. Sure, you're intelligent enough to have seen through the facade
of our games. You are evidently a notch above average, maybe two. But I also think you
are intelligent enough that you can see the wisdom of singing our song, like the entire
world does, instead of fighting against us that would only get you ridiculed."

Palmerston reached into his pocket for another piece of chocolate and offered me
one. "A new era has begun," he continued. "On which side do you wish to be on? The
choice shouldn't be hard to make. History as you once knew it has already come to an
end. In the past empires would fight against empires. This was wasteful. Then the
Renaissance happened and tried to shut down all the empires. We dealt with that too. The
Renaissance became history instead. All of what it once represented will soon be over
and be forgotten. There will be only one empire remaining. That's us, the final World-

Empire. Of course we wouldn't call it that. Nobody likes the word, empire. It's an archaic
term. We call it by a more descriptive term. We call it globalization. People like their
truth obscured. In fact, most people would hate you if you told them the truth. They
would protest. They would say, you are attacking our values."
"You don't seem to realize how successful we've been in determining society's
thinking," said Antonio.
"You can't escape reality," I countered him. "You pretend that you can live outside
the sphere of the Universe and run roughshod over its principles. But there comes a time
when the reality of the Universe that you are a part of catches up with your pretending
and shatters your dream. The Principle of the General Welfare that you spit on today, will
sink your empire. In the real world, the Principle by which the needs of the one supersede
the needs of the many, will become your undoing, because the unfolding of this principle
meets everybody's needs, and that's the reality that your empire cannot survive."
Antonio just laughed and laughed. "Nobody sings this old Westphalian song
anymore. They are singing our song instead, the song of empire. We changed one word to
make it our song. The Gospel song now is: The needs of the 'few' outweigh the needs of
'the many.' Every millionaire and billionaire now sings this song right across our empire.
You too will sing it. We'll give you the opportunity to join the ranks of the millionaires.
Our new song, the needs of the 'few' outweigh the needs of 'the many,' has become a kind
of global anthem. And the refrain is just as liberating. It comes from the old Adam Smith
song: be greedy, be greedy, and let 'the many' die."
Palmerston joined the laughter.
"The Westphalian era is ending," said Palmerston. "The age of the Nation State is
over. The age of Global Governance is now dawning on the horizon of time; and I don't
mean Global Government, but Global Governance."
"Do you mean the kind of governance with which slaves are governed by a WorldEmpire, the kind of governance that really means absolute, arbitrary, control?" I
interjected.
"The same goes for democracy," said Palmerston. "The word, democracy, doesn't
mean anymore either, what it used to mean. We changed the meaning of it. The term,
democracy, now stands for debt-obligated imperial control. Don't you agree, the
substitution really softens the image of imperial control? The term, democracy, means,
the hidden rule of empire. That is why we are fighting to 'democratize' the entire world.
"Another concept that will soon be history, is the concept of the sovereign State,"
Palmerston continued. "The world is fast changing. The old concepts are all becoming
irrelevant, and new concepts are emerging. There are only three types of states now
remaining in the world, Peter, as far as we are concerned. Your name is Peter, isn't it?
The three are, the 'core states,' the 'grunt states,' and the 'failed states.'

"The core states are the ones which we already own. In historic terms they
represent Rome. We give them circuses, festivals, ideology, stature, a certain amount of
power, and we even give them the programs for the circuses. We also give them our
money, our global control, our judges, bankers, and governors. They've become an
extension of us. For this we've taken away their industries, their culture, science,
education, even their identity as human beings, and given them insanity. On this platform
they'll never be a threat to us. Without them having a 'mind' of their own, they need us.
They are the model states for the New World.
"The grunt states, in turn, are those that we own implicitly, either through debtintimidation, or threats, or free-trade slavery. They are an essential component of our
empire. Since the core states are not allowed to engage in any form of vibrant economic
development and industrialization, for which they would become a threat to the Empire,
the grunt states will be forced to supply their needs. It's done on a slavery basis. This
world-slavery process will of course keep both these types of states nicely mired in
poverty. Thus, neither will ever pose a threat to us, to the Empire.
"The third category are the 'failed states.' We call them that, not because they
failed to serve their population. That's not an important criterion. We call them the failed
states, because they have failed to become useful to the empire. They have failed to
become core states or grunt states. We first encourage them to upgrade themselves. If that
doesn't help we'll create the kind of conditions for them under which they simply fizz out
and vanish from sight. We need to do this to them, so that they won't use up our natural
resources to develop themselves."
"You mean them utilizing THEIR natural resources," I interrupted Palmerston.
"No Peter, I said this correctly. They would be using up OUR natural resources.
All the world's resources belong to us. That's what globalization means. There is only one
empire in the world, one I, one Us, one global ownership of resources. Globalization
means that the whole world is in the same boat together, which is our boat. We own
everything. Their resources are OUR resources. That's not an easy thing for someone
new, like yourself, to understand."
He looked at me and grinned. "Even the concept of you joining us is ultimately
invalid. You are a part of the world, and we are it. You are a part of us. The only choice
you have left is to decide in which category you want to be in. Do you want to be in the
core category, the grunt category, or the failed category? Much of Africa is in the failed
category."
He stopped and laughed. "Do you remember the movie, Ben Hur?" he asked. "If
you do, you may remember the scene of the naval battle and the captain addressing the
crew of slaves that were rowing a war ship. Do you remember that scene?"
I said that I did. I told him that the captain had said to the crew of slaves, "We keep
you alive to serve this ship. Row well and live."

"That's what we are saying to everybody. Serve the empire and you will live," said
Palmerston. "Serve the ship. Row well. We will make an example of those who fail. We
will cause them to fizz out. And that applies to you too. There is no such thing as living
outside of the Empire. There is only a question, a question of alignment, for you to
consider. I am offering you a chance to join the core category. That's the alignment that I
recommend."
I didn't answer. I merely nodded. Then I shook my head. "I'll never join," I said
emphatically.
"This means that you choose to join the failed group," said Palmerston calmly. "If
I were you, I would reconsider this decision. As a matter of fact, I recommend that your
entire country, the mighty USA reconsider its position. I have heard many arguments that
America should be considered a failed state. It fails to integrate itself, as it should. In
some respects, it is enthusiastically with us, and in another respect it continues to remain
a nasty threat to the Empire."
"America has never been an imperial state," I said to Palmerston.
"That's where its difficulties are located, Peter. Sure, America has fielded great
patriots that tried to steer it in the right direction, towards us. You have heard of the
Southern Strategy, haven't you? These people got rid of some of the biggest obstacles
against America becoming one of the core states. They assassinated some of the biggest
names in America, including Presidents, people that acted as traitors against the Empire,
people like Hamilton, Lincoln, Franklin Roosevelt, the Kennedy brothers. The trouble
with America is that the ghost of these traitors keeps coming back as a mortal threat to
us."
"Are you surprised?" I asked. "Just look at Franklin Roosevelt. He took the junk
heap that America was back in the depression of the thirties, and turned it into the most
prosperous, most powerful, and most beloved and admired country in the world. It took
him only twelve years to do this, and it was done without threats, without violence, on the
platform of Love-Based Economics. The American people loved him for this, and still
do."
"That's the problem, Peter. The ghost of these peoples simply wont go away.
Especially the ghost of Franklin Roosevelt keeps coming back, together with his famous
threat to eradicate the Empire totally in the postwar period."
"Are you suggesting that the USA will therefore fail to become a real asset for the
Empire?" I asked. "Are you going to list it as a failed state?"
Palmerston nodded. "I am afraid that the USA will forever fail to be a real asset for
the Empire. I am afraid of the consequences for America, of it becoming regarded as a
failed state. If it remains a liability for us, which we cannot allow, it becomes a failed
state. Of course, you know what happens to failed states."
"Nuclear war," I said.

"No Peter, that's too messy. Do you remember reading some years ago about the
horrible things some filthy rich of the Arabian oil patch used to do to the pretty girls they
played around with? After they used them up, that means they played with them for a few
days until they got tired of them, they killed them and discarded them in the desert. The
desert is forgiving."
"You're disgusting," I said.
"We may deal with the USA in the same manner some day," sad Palmerston.
"Property is an imperial thing. Whether you like it or not, America is property to the
empire, for us to do with as we must. In every form of empire, be it ruled by a King, a
Priest, a Ceasar, a Czar, an Emperor, or Kaiser, the relationship is always the same.
Society is always the property of the Sovereign. That now includes nations. Your own
Southern slavocracy in America understood this interrelationship. They altered the
Preamble of the Constitution to reflect it. They removed 'happiness' and inserted
'property' as a universal right. The right to own slaves as property is the mark of the core
group in an empire."
"You mean like America presently owns India and China as slaves?" I interrupted
Palmerston.
Palmerston nodded and then shook his head. "We give America the chance to be a
slave-owner, so that it can destroy itself with it," said Palmerston. "A slave owner nation
invariably destroys itself. That's the ugly truth, Of course, if you were on our team, you
might alter the outcome and shift America away from being a failed state. As a member
of the team you have some power to influence the direction of the world. Wouldn't it be
better to be active in this regard, than being a passive spectator or even a victim? You
might possibly even help China to upgrade itself to becoming one of the core states of the
empire, that would prevent many future wars, and you know how messy wars can get. So
what do you think? Remember that every human being on the planet feels the effect of
our existence as an empire. Most people, though, don't know where the force comes from
that bears down on them. And they will never know. They may see us as the most noble
of all the imperials that ever walked the Earth, and they'll probably be right about that
too. And they may see you the same way. It might interest you that we have every
monarch on the planet at our call, and presidents and princes too, to serve us as we
require. I would say, who are you compared to them? Indeed, you should ask yourself
that question. And you will. That is why I can tell you with absolute certainty that you
won't win against us, should you ever be foolish enough to try and put yourself into the
'failed' group. You can't fight the whole world, certainly not us. So why not join us? Why
not make it easy in yourself and join the core group and change the world?"
Then he laughed again. "In a sense, you are in our employ already. As I said, the
American republic that you dream about, no longer exists, and hasn't existed for quite
some time. There is no republic on the American shores, only the extension of us, of the
Fundi Empire. America is owned by us, a hired servant, nicely obedient with a keen
understanding of the meaning of duty."

"Except for the ghost of Roosevelt that keeps coming back," I interrupted him.
"That's how you know that you really don't own anything."
Palmerston laughed again. "The American dream was so short and so long ago that
it doesn't amount to much anymore. It was easy to overlay this naive country of yours
with our empire's plate, because you never really left the Empire in the first place. I'm
sure you are familiar with the name Adam Smith. The man is adored in America as
though he was one of your own. You were colonial underlings before you called yourself
independent, and you still act like colonial underlings to the present day, as if you had no
mind of your own. Your whole country is like that and has been like that for a long time.
Only the nameplate has been changed, from Lincoln to Smith. It's like they say, 'Once a
slave, always a slave.' The little Lincoln interlude is long forgotten. Didn't Aristotle say
something like that about natural slavery? In any case, it's true, and you're the living
testament of it."
"No, it's not true!" I replied. "The fact that there was that great European
Renaissance, and that America was built on the foundation of that Renaissance, proves
that what you say isn't true. If what you say were true, the ghost of Roosevelt wouldn't be
a problem, but it is your worst nightmare. Your Roosevelt ghost is similar to the Christ
idea that the Roman Empire tried to destroy. That's where Rome failed. They had no
means to destroy the Christ Principle. They killed the man, but they couldn't kill the
divinity of man that Christ Jesus represented. They scourged the man. They slandered his
ideal. They railed at him and nailed him to the cross. But the Christ idea kept coming
back. It is an idea that bestows an incredible dignity on humanity. It raises the image of
man and makes it the image of God. Rome couldn't deal with that. They rounded up all
the Christians and fed them to the lions in grand public spectacles of gore, in their great
circuses, hoping to tare the divine image of man to shreds. But like the ghost of
Roosevelt, the Christ idea kept coming back. They couldn't stomp it out, because there
was a truth behind it, a universal principle. You talk about globalization, just look at the
Christ idea, that was the first real case of globalization, a natural globalization, the
globalization of a profound idea of good. You have hijacked the term and given it a bad
name."
"The world has changed my friend. The meaning of many words has changed.
Globalization is here to stay on our terms. We'll make sure of that," said Palmerston.
"Oh, I love the concept of globalization," I almost shouted. "The globalization of
good, rather than the globalization of empires, is the most natural process in the universe.
The globalization of good is the rising of the sun. I love the globalization of good. It is a
lateral unfolding of good that elevates civilization. Nothing can hold back this humanist
globalization. But this unstoppable natural process doesn't include the globalization of
imperial control over humanity. Imperial globalism is only possible on a vertical basis of
top down imposition, which must constantly be enforced with war. That vertical
globalism stands in total contrast to the lateral globalization of good, which happens
naturally and inevitably. The Renaissance globalization had spread like wildfire
throughout Europe in the 17th and 18th Century. It didn't need to be forced. It was the
same earlier in the 14th and 15th Century with what became the Golden Renaissance. An

idea was developed that all by itself, by its own uplifting power, uplifted the whole
continent. The principle of good is its own imperative. That's the globalism that I like. It
spreads laterally across the land like the gentle winds in springtime."
The man laughed again. "The Venetian Empire destroyed the Renaissance," the
man replied. "Didn't you study history, or don't they teach this in America anymore? The
Venetians divided Europe and put everyone against each other. That's how they created
eighty years of religious war in Europe. The war destroyed Europe. The Renaissance was
destroyed quietly in the background of it."
"But the Renaissance came back," I replied. "The spirit of the Renaissance, the
recognition of the humanity of the human being, has never been wiped out. It always
came back. Out of it came the Peace of Westphalia that ended the imperial wars and
opened the door to the founding of the United States of America later on. The renaissance
pioneers wanted to create a model nation-state republic in America, which would have
been impossible in Europe where the imperial monsters kept coming back. The imperials,
which the Treaty of Westphalia didn't defeat, were fighting the renaissance ideal with all
their might in order to maintain their illegitimate empires. You are quite right that it was
the British Empire that created the French Revolution in order to wipe out the French
intellectual elite and to kill the European Renaissance. The same imperial rage guided
Napoleon who the spread the intellectual devastation across Europe with his endless
seeming string of wars. The British-Venetian imperials exploded into this bloody rage,
because they hadn't been able to defeat the New American Republic. They were afraid of
the renaissance spirit. They were afraid of the humanist ideals that America upheld for all
mankind."
The man just laughed. "How long did any of that precious American spirit last?
Did you ask yourself this? We've overlaid America with our imperial plate so easily. We
brought America to its knees. As you may recall from your history lessons, in the 1930s
America was almost dead. The great pearl was crushed."
Now I had to laugh. "Franklin Roosevelt inspired this dead country to rouse itself
and become the most powerful military and economic force in the world," I said to him,
still laughing. "We became the envy of the world, didn't we? If Roosevelt hadn't died,
America would have shut down every empire in the world. He would have given the
people their nations back."
The man simply smiled. "You really don't know anything about geopolitics," he
said to me and began laugh again. "You just proved my point. You are all amateurs. We
allowed America to recover. That's why it was possible for it to rebuild itself. We
allowed this, because we needed America strong to serve our larger objective. I agree that
your lateral globalization of good is a natural and powerful process when it is allowed to
happen, but the vertical globalization, which you say can only exist when it is forced, is a
vastly superior process. That is why the empire is built on vertical domination
exclusively. It has become the greatest globalized force in human history, like a Sherman
Tank let loose in a city of tents and tarpaper shacks. That's the real face of globalization.

Lateral globalization is history. The globalization of good is gone forever. You need to
accept that and align yourself with the New World."
"I agree with you on that," I said, "but I hate what I see. I see an empire of the
super-rich, a tiny clique, surrounded by a world of slaves. I wouldn't call this a
civilization. I would call this the death of humanity. I would call it that, because in your
vertical empire nothing works, nothing makes living worthwhile, nothing supports the
life of human beings. You've become beast men. Nevertheless, you found yourself forced
to resort to Roosevelt's lateral system of Love-Based Economics when your brutally
forced vertical system got you into trouble. You needed America's assistance to bail you
out," I replied. "You needed us to shut down your failed Hitler project that had ran out of
control."
The man laughed again. "The Hitler project wasn't a failed project. It was a highly
successful project, a pilot project for synarchism. Hitler proved that absolute bestiality is
the most ideal weapon to destroy a highly cultured and moral society to the point that it
will not object to the most insane wars, genocide, and absolute destruction. Hitler was a
pilot project for the coming depopulation. You have to accept that. Depopulation is
necessary for the Empire to exist. You are right on that. Hitler was our little lab-rat so to
speak. America didn't really interfere in any fundamental way. It spiced the game at first,
and then it shut it down for us when the game had run its course far enough. Our original
idea was that we would bring Hitler on line with us and get him to help us destroy
America, but Hitler was stubborn. He didn't want a back-seat role. So we let him play the
game his way. Actually it worked out better this way, because we had also something
else planned for America. We needed America to build the atomic bomb for us. Hadn't H.
G. Wells spelled out the policy for our nuclear terror project perfectly and clearly? We
needed the bomb as a terror weapon with which to force the world to submit itself to our
global empire. We also needed America to demonstrate the bomb for us, and then take
the blame for us in the end. America became our second Hitler, slightly more advanced
perhaps, and more daring, and a lot more brutal as Hiroshima and Nagasaki illustrate.
None of these projects were unfortunate mistakes, as humanity calls them now. They
were deliberate, and they worked exceedingly well for us. They fully met their design
criteria.
"After its duty was done, America became less important to us," he continued,
"except for the small experiment that you call the Cold War. This too, is working out well
for us, don't you agree? We never thought we would be able to convince America and
Russia to built 65,000 nuclear bombs at our bidding. I guess we had made them more
insane than we thought would be possible. In any case, America responded well. It also
became useful to us as a source for looting, and to assist us in looting the world. We have
a kind of special relationship with America, like with a puppy dog on a leash. We even
accomplished the goal that we had originally intended. The goal was to destroy America.
For this goal we nearly got Hitler on board. Hitler had the same goal. However, Hitler
wouldn't have been nearly as successful with his bombs in destroying America than we
were after the war with our ideological project that we called, deindustrialization, to
create the post-industrial era. America did the destruction of its industries all by itself.
They did it for us, obediently, bit by bit. In fact, they wouldn't let anybody stop them.

America has become the most perfect puppy dog on a string. The Americans dynamited
their own steel industry and a lot of other vital industries as well. No amount of bombing
that Hitler could have unleashed, would have come anywhere close to being as
destructive as America has been itself, at our bidding. They called all the people that
objected to the destruction, traitors. Do you really think, Peter, that you can overturn all
of that now deeply rooted mentality, where 'profit' dictates everything?"
The man, Antonio, looked around as if to assure himself that no one would hear
him. "The bestiality of the Vietnam War was another of our highly successful projects
along that line," he said in a quiet tone. "The Vietnam War has inflicted the same kind of
moral and cultural damage onto the American society that Hitler had inflicted on the
German society. The Vietnam War was the crucial turning point for America, a kind of
point of no return. After this war our project to destroy America was put on autopilot. We
shut down America's economy, industry after industry. We shut down education, we
debased culture, and most of all we turned politics in America into a joke. When you own
the media and entertainment circus, it's easy to turn an entire society against itself.
America is now at the point where it is electing Presidents that would have made high
school dropouts seem intelligent in comparison, a few decades ago. These new Presidents
have all been carefully bred by us, to become perfect puppy dogs that love to be kept on
our leash. That's why we want you on our side. We want all the really intelligent people
that are still left, to be on our side. We want to make this controlling game work
smoothly. Puppy dogs are easy to come by, but not so really intelligent people, who can
guide the leash."
"Even if I were to join you," I said, "you can't win against the United States. You
may be able to capture the whole world, but not the United States. At some point along
the way there will be another Roosevelt or Lincoln coming along, and you will loose. So,
why should I join the loosing side? Isn't that an intelligent question."
"Who is saying that we want to win the United States over?" said the man and
smiled. "Winning isn't in our vocabulary; it never has been. It may be in your vocabulary,
but it isn't in ours. We are not in a contest with America that we would want to win. We
have already overlaid America with our plate. We own America. We own it lock, stock,
and barrel. We own the electoral process. We own the political parties. We own the
candidates. Why do you think the American people hadn't any real choices put before
them at any Election Day in recent times? We gave them our choices, so that whichever
way they would choose, they would be voting for us by their own free will. Isn't
democracy a wonderful thing, when you own the process? Nor will there ever be another
Lincoln or Roosevelt on the political horizon. If such a man would be naive enough to
dare to stand up, he would be instantly slandered by us and be so badly ridiculed that he
would be maligned and trashed by his own people. That's more effective than
assassination, Peter. Just look at your friend Lyndon LaRouche, Peter. LaRouche is a
brilliant man. He may have saved the world from a nuclear war with his personal
intervention, but we dragged him into jail for it. That was a mistake on our part. It made
him a martyr all around the world. Now we are contemplating to have him be released.
But before he'll see the daylight we'll have his face dragged through the mud. That mudcampaign process works wonders, Peter. All of America will soon despise him. The

Democratic Party, the party of Franklin Roosevelt, will bar its doors to him, even though
he represents Roosevelt's policies to the fullest possible degree, extended forward into the
modern age. Our smear campaigns have always worked. Our finely tuned characterassassination campaigns are so successful that your own press in America would call
Abraham Lincoln a crackpot today, and Roosevelt an anti-Semitic nut case. Those great
historic heroes wouldn't dare to stand against us, for election today. You can be sure the
public would be blabbering today, voraciously, all the insults that we would put into their
mouth against these people. We might even invent sex scandals. It is laughingly easy to
get the public on one side to support the very thing that will destroy it. All you need to do
is to own the media. With a few psychological tricks the media owns the consciousness
of society as its private playground. In fact, we do this so well today that Hitler's famous
propaganda chief, Joseph Goebbels, would envy us for our success if he was still alive."
I just shook my head in utter disbelief.

"The point is, we own America," the man Antonio repeated, keeping up the
momentum. "We are keeping America alive for now 'to serve the ship' and redeem itself
from its failed-state status. The only question that you should ask yourself is, for how
long we might be patient. You might be able to help us with that. Right now, the jury is
still out on that. America is still a bit of an asset for us in terms of what it represents in
the world. We are not quite sure when exactly we are going to play our America card for
the last time. Our biggest problem, though, is China, as you may know. Breaking down
China is not that easy. America may be useful to us in that process."
"That will never happen," I replied. "America will never attack China."

The man laughed again. Palmerston laughed likewise and took over. "You are
really funny," said Palmerston, "did you know that? You should be a comedian. Who has
said here anything about attacking China? We don't want to destroy China. We want to
soften it up so that we can overlay it. America may some day become useful to us to
soften up China. I think when the time is right we may play our America card in a really
big way, but not in a war. We will use America up to advance our purpose. America will
oblige us with that. We had urged the Americans a long time ago to develop the physical
resources that will be needed. America complied. America now has the largest nuclear
arsenal on the planet. The actual self-destruction of America can likewise be arranged.
We'll simply get America to do it to itself, from within. That's not hard to do when one
owns the country as we already do in all the important areas. Your people will comply,
you'll see. They will comply just as they always have in the past. They haven't failed us
one single time. I can also assure you that the resulting bestiality in the wake of the
cataclysmic destruction of America from within, will soften up China for sure, just as we
desire. Except, we won't play this card just yet. We have some other uses for America
first. Our banker boys from the Cashi Illuminati tell us that the global financial system is
coming down. It will be bankrupt in a few years. Since our empire depends on them, we'll

get America to rearrange the world for them in such a way that they can keep their
looting operations going forever thereafter."
"Hell will freeze over before this happens," I protested. "America won't do this for
you. In fact, this can't be done. No American government would survive more than a day
with this treachery on its agenda. Our President would be impeached; the elected officials
would be forced to resign. We have safeguards against this sort of thing in our system.
Besides, no party would ever be elected again if it did a thing like that."
The man just laughed. "Who said anything about an elected government? Did
Hitler carry out his thing with an elected government? Elected governments will soon be
history. Hitler gave us a dry run of how this is done. America has been chosen to be the
next target for fascist takeover. That's what I mean when I refer to our tectonic plate
overlaying all the other plates that are still called nations."
I just shook my head. "You're insane," I said to him.
Palmerston just smiled. "No we are not insane. We are efficient. We may not be
truthful in what we say, but we are efficient. You'll see and remember what I said here
tonight, when it comes to pass. It's so easily done. You'll be astounded as how easy it
really is to subjugate a country and destroy it if we so desire. We already own the
electoral system in America. We'll pick the dumbest person we can find with a high
pedigree, one that we can wrap around our finger. We'll get him elected, and behind him
follow our boys into the White House. Once they're in there, they'll never leave. We'll set
up a big terrorist operation and create a police state in the wake of it. In the name of
national security, we get them to establish a network of secure and undisclosed locations
for relocating the government to, ostensibly in case of an emergency. The slightest scare
will trigger the relocation. Then we simply blow up Washington. Good bye Washington
DC; good bye elected government; and good bye the Old World. History ends. A new era
begins. It begins with pre-emptive nuclear-war threats, and plain old simple nuclear
blackmail. Remember H. G. Wells? He set up the pattern for owning the world. Of
course, America will eventually be sacrificed. Historically, America has always been too
much of a liability for us. Nor will we need it any longer when we own the world.
America will most likely be wiped out with its own missiles. We'll call it a terrorist attack
when this happens. The world would believe us even if we did this right now. They have
become accustomed to our lies. A terrorist act on the continental scale would terrorize the
rest of humanity out of their minds. They would surrender to us for sure, unless we were
to get them to surrender to us sooner."

Palmerston turned to Antonio. "That's really the most efficient way to do this, isn't
it?" He said this in a matter-of-fact-type of speaking.
"That's why the empire has no military forces," he said to me. "We don't need
them. It's a lot more efficient to get other people to destroy themselves at our bidding.
They'll do it all for free and at their own initiative. Some do it for religion, others for

honor or money, or for the taste of power. Some do it for ideology, or even for freedom.
It's all been done before. That's how World War I was started, and many other wars.
Small-minded people are easily used. They come in all kinds of shapes and sizes. Most
come on board if we play our cards to their liking. Some people actually come to us on
their own accord and offer their services. That's how we'll play with America in the
future, in general terms. We'll use America up like one of these cards, just as we had used
up Hiroshima and Nagasaki for a similar purpose, or as we used up the Vietnamese
people later for the same thing."
"That is sick!" I protested.
"That's the real world," said Palmerston. "That is why I keep telling you, you are
all amateurs. You don't understand anything that lies beneath the surface. The Vietnam
War, for example, wasn't about Vietnam. The target was America. The target was to
destroy America from within. As I said before, that project was highly successful. But
you don't realize that, do you? You think it was your war to defend the world against
communism. That is what you are telling your children in the history books. You even
built this great memorial wall in Washington with every name inscribed on it of the
American soldiers that died in Vietnam, over 58,000 names in all. The wall is nearly 500
feet long. Left out, of course, are the wounded. They don't seem to count. There were
three times as many wounded. If you had included them, the wall would have had to be
2000 feet long. It's an impressive monument nevertheless, but tragically it doesn't tell the
real story because America is dishonest. If America was honest with itself, it would have
to build twenty-five more such walls to list the names of all the other people that stood
and died side by side with the American soldiers. Among these would be more than oneand-a-half million Vietnamese who were dying for the same objective. And again that
would leave out the wounded. There were 600,000 of the Vietnamese casualties, besides
the 2-4 million civilian deaths. The casualty figures are so high because the Vietnam War
wasn't meant to be won, nor was it about Vietnam itself. That's now well understood in
America in some circles. Our people had never intended that this war should be won. It
was designed to grind on relentlessly, to grind the American society into the dust, and to
do it on a broad front, economically, culturally, and the destruction of society as human
beings. The Vietnam War was designed to rob America of its soul, Peter. Thee process
worked well. The several million Vietnamese that died in the process were sacrificial
objects that were used up for this purpose, just like the American soldiers in Vietnam
were used up for the same purpose, and I mean our purpose."
"Please stop it!" I said. "This is going too far."
"No, it isn't going far enough. You don't remember what Nam was like, do you?
What happened in Nam was cultural warfare. Napalm was used for cultural warfare.
Nothing is more effective in shock value than for people to watch life human torches
paraded on TV in living color, fleeing from their burning huts, collapsing to death with
every step in their holocaust that nothing could free them from. Napalm was designed to
be unquenchable. It's not easily put out. Bullet holes can be healed. Also they don't show
up well on TV. Napalm was different. It was designed to kill America culturally, to kill
its humanity. It had no other strategic value."

"Please stop it!" I repeated.
"No I can't," said Palmerston. "How else can I convince you that you are not even
in the ballpark, when it comes to defeating us. We own all the cards, and you don't even
know that those cards exist."
"I know enough," I countered him.
"You know nothing, and what you think you know, is wrong."
I raised my hand to stop him.
"OK, if you are so smart, then tell me why torture was used in World War II? Our
people made sure that the Geneva Convention was scrapped by Hitler. 'Brutality without
mercy' became the official Nazi dictum in dealing with war-prisoners. Why?"
"To get information out of them," I said quietly.
"That's the smallest part of the reason," said the man. "I'll give you a clue. General
Paulus brought a quarter million German soldiers against Stalingrad. Half of them were
killed in battle. When Paulus became surrounded by Russian troops and then surrendered,
nearly a hundred thousand prisoners were taken. Only six thousand made it back alive.
Just six thousand out of a quarter million. Brutality without mercy exacts a terrible price.
And that's how our plan was coming to fruition in World War II almost universally.
Germany lost its best men in every category, as we anticipated. Germany never became a
challenge to the Empire again. It never really recovered from this shock. But Germany
was small in comparison. The USA is too big to be defeated that way. It can only be
defeated culturally. Cultural warfare actually has a more potent effect, and it is easily
done. It was done in Vietnam with elite special forces. But the recipe was the same:
Brutality without mercy! Our operatives took prisoners, gouged their eyes out with
spoons, or threw them out of helicopters, officially to gain information. But the real target
was the American society. America was treated to this horror show in full color on TV
and in magazines and 'news' stories. The objective was to tear out America's soul, to
wreck its humanity as human beings, and thereby to wreck the USA as a powerful
renaissance force that had once dared to challenge the Empire. Vietnam was America's
Stalingrad. Nobody can tally the real casualty figures from this war. After few years of
this grinding down under intense cultural warfare conditions the once great America that
the world knew from the Kennedy era and had adored, the America of space pioneers, of
humanitarian pioneers, an economic powerhouse unequalled in the world, the moral giant
that the world had looked up to, existed no more.
"Of course if America was honest enough to acknowledge its deep defeat and
reflect this in its memorial wall, where it lists the casualties of this war," Palmerston
continued, "then your people would have had to built another thousand more of such
memorial walls, in order to inscribe on them the names of all the 'soft' casualties incurred
in America from that war. In fact, if you had been even remotely honest with yourself
about that war, you would have never used black marble for the memorial wall. You

would have cut it out of white marble to indicate that you intended to white wash the
whole affair."
The man laughed. "Of course, you couldn't do that, because the American people
really didn't know how our people within the American government had arranged this
war to be played. Indeed, they may never know. Obviously even you didn't know what
this war was all about. So I must repeat what I already said, that you and your friends in
government are nothing but a bunch of amateurs when it comes to the big geopolitical
games. And with those credentials you come to me and say that you want to defeat us.
Don't make me laugh."
"I will make you laugh, because we will defeat you," I answered. "No, not I, or we
ourselves, but humanity will defeat you. We will defeat you, because you don't own the
game. You didn't create Hitler. You merely financed Hitler into power. You may have
also financed the architects of fascism to gain them the artificial esteem that they have
been given, but you don't own the process. No one owns the process. You kill today, and
you cause a rift in the fabric of society's humanity, and from that point on the process
becomes its own master and corrupts you further. The bottom line is; you don't even own
yourself. You are riding this avalanche that you have started. You are riding it together
with the countless children in the Third World Countries to whom you have handed your
guns with which they'll destroy their future. Some of them become masters in their own
right. And so, over the years, your empire has created many masters, and masters of
masters. What you say that you control is not really under your control at all. Once you
start an avalanche in the mountains, you are no longer in control of its movement. The
avalanche is in control of its own momentum and will take you down with it to rock
bottom, just as it took down every empire that ever was. However, once the avalanche
reaches the valley floor, its power is spent. The killing stops. The rift in the fabric in
society's humanity begins to heal. Rome didn't fall as a victim of competing empires. It
fell as a victim of itself. So, why don't you take a shortcut and bypass all the intervening
tragedies and join my friends and me in rebuilding humanity. When the avalanche has
run its course there will always be peace in the valley again. Peace and humanity are
inevitable. The Principle of Universal Love is primary and is forever unfolding. Every
war is followed by peace. Peace is inevitable. War is optional. Empire is optional. Both
are ultimately suicidal. Only the renaissance of our humanity is life giving. I would
suggest that you join us."
Palmerston didn't answer. He paused just long enough to let this shock wear off.
"You don't see the real picture," he said finally. "Your Sunday school fairy tales
don't hold water anymore. They are dated. We can do what we aim to do and have done
so. It is not a matter of whether we can do it? It's a matter of choice and timing. And you
my good man have a choice to make, too. You should consider that a lot of things may
become a bit unpleasant for you when those larger processes begin to unfold that you
know we are capable of. They will hit you big time, they will! And they will probably kill
you, unless of course you should choose to be on the surviving side, with us."
The man laughed in a cruel and arrogant manner after he said this.

The only thing that I could do in response was to shake my head. I might have
cried had I not been so shocked. The entire experience seemed so utterly unreal.

"Why should we be interested in America's survival?" added Palmerston moments
later in response to my evident anguish. "America has no resources to crow about. To the
contrary, they are pilfering what they use, from the rest of the world. So tell me, why
should we let America use up the resources of the world that rightfully belong to us?
America has nothing to offer us that would interest us, compared to the resources that are
available in China, Russia, the Middle East, and in Africa. As I said, America is a huge
liability in that respect. So, can you blame us if we want to turn this liability into an asset
to advance our goal? That's basic economics, is it not? Every American can understand
this. That's your way of life, isn't it?
"Your only problem is that you're not yet used to think about these things in the
larger context," he said moments later. "Once you see the global picture you will realize
that the process that I've been talking about is exactly the same as your own that you are
already pursuing. It's just bigger; that's all. Name me one American, who, if he had a
loosing business anywhere in the world, and could sell that business for a really steep
price, wouldn't jump at the chance and sell it. It's only simple business sense, isn't it? If
you can turn a liability into a profit, I am sure that even you would do it. That's really
what I'm saying that we are about. Historically, America has been a liability for the fundi.
Today it is a useful fool. Tomorrow it may be let go for a profit in a firestorm that
advances our objectives. Then it's good bye America. It's nothing more than common
business practice to do this. Surely, you can understand such a simple thing."
I stood up. I had had enough of it. I was tempted to just leave this place, this
company, and to walk away. "This is getting more and more disgusting," I said to
Palmerston, or whatever his real name was. He probably picked the name because it
wouldn't be hard to remember. The name had been big in the headlines in the golfing
world.
"Sit down," Palmerston demanded. "I know this is all new to you. In fact, it must
be unbelievable to you, because you aren't accustomed to know the truth. The entire
global society has been smothered with lies. We spend a great deal of effort on that, and
anyone who questions our lies is immediately branded a conspiracy theorist. Society
doesn't like to believe in conspiracies. We made sure of that too. We have convinced
everybody that the world is far too simple and transparent to have room for conspiracies.
We told everybody that conspiracies are fairy tales. We had no choice in this. If you are
as intelligent as I think you are, you will understand that empires aren't build with armies
and weapons, but with conspiracies. We conspire to achieve our objective. Naturally, we
utilize every resource we can get our hands on to reach our goal. Wouldn't you? The
empire has no need for a military power. It never had. We simply induce other nations to
fight the wars for us that our goals require to be fought. It is easy to do that. And that is
how the fundi operate, as an empire. It is clean, safe, and effective. That's the nature of
conspiracies. Venice invented the process. How else could a tiny water-bound city-state

rule all of Europe and beyond? Venice did what Rome with all its might had failed to do.
It was all done cleanly, with conspiracies."
He looked at me to observe my reaction. "The empires have done this for many
hundreds of years, Peter, all the way back to the time when the Venetian Empire
destroyed the Renaissance. Conspiracies aren't theory, my friend. They are the stuff that
empires are made of. Every tycoon who runs a commercial empire knows that. It works!
You just proved to yourself that we are highly effective in that, because you wouldn't
believe a word of what I told you, though I told you the truth. Conspiracies are not
designed to be transparent. This is one of the hardest things for you new people to
recognize. Conspiracies are covered up with professionally crafted lies that nobody can
see through, behind which we can change the world to our liking. It's as easy as that, and
virtually impossible for anyone to defeat."

I sat down as requested, but with a sigh, as if in protest. "If you are telling the
truth," I said to the man, "then I have news for you. You won't get away with what you
are planning."
"Who is going to stop us?" said the man and laughed, almost mocking me. "There
exists no power in the universe that can stop us; no institution; no government; no
religion; no society; nobody; nowhere; certainly not you guys. You might as well face the
facts that whoever you think could stop us we already own and utilize for our purposes.
So, who do you think would stand against us?"
"We will," I said quietly. "We won't be a part of this."
Palmerston laughed again. "Sure you will," he said in a mocking tone, but with a
smile. "You have no idea what games are being played. You don't even know what the
cruise missile incidence was all about, and you may never find out."
"I know enough," I said sharply. "I saw what I saw. Washington or Baltimore
came within inches of being history."
"You saw nothing, my friend," said Palmerston, still smiling. "Your problem is
that you're taking things at face value. You believe what you see. How silly of you! You
live in a make-believe world, my friend. You don't see the real world. In the real world,
Washington was never in danger. Why do you think we launched the cruise missile right
over the top of your monitoring station? We wanted you to bring it down. We knew you
could stop it. We know what capabilities you have. Well, almost, we do. We have merely
failed to realize that your sensors couldn't detect a cruise missile in the midst of a
thunderstorm. There are always some risks involved in any game. In any case, everything
turned out as planned."
"You planned this?" I interrupted the man. "This accidental launching wasn't an
accident? You launched this thing right over the top of our surveillance station on
purpose? I almost suspected something like that, but..."

"There is a lot one can do with remote control," the man interrupted me in midsentence. "As you can see, you didn't suspect correctly. The sailors on the boat had
nothing to do with that."
He was showing signs of becoming impatient. I could sense it in his voice. "You
should take some lessons from a real chess master," he said. "A great master of the game
will play several levels of strategy simultaneously. He will play an offensive that draws
you out, while the real offensive remains carefully hidden as a game within the game,
sometimes several levels deep. I can guarantee you that what you will see on the surface
in such a game will never have anything to do with the real intent. That's how a great
master plays the game. That's also the way we play our games, multiple levels deep. We
rearrange the entire world and shape its course our way, without anyone knowing it, or
even reacting to it, because no one can ever tell what the real intent is at the deepest
level."
"I am not as dumb as you think that I would believe that," I countered the man.
"There is no way that you can be the only player in the world and the master of the game
at every level. The world is far too wide for that. There are countless mobs or gangs and
underground organizations in the world. Some are like little empires. Also there are
sovereign governments to contend with, all playing their own games, and some with
pretty powerful people at the helm."
The man just laughed again in his typical, irritating, rhythmic manner that he didn't
seem to be really aware of. Or was it all part of another game?
"You are right," he said. "We are not the global World-Empire yet, but we are
getting close. Nor do we intent to play every game. It's too tedious. But we are the
Empire. We do define every game that is being played. And we define the level at which
the games are played. The details don't really concern us. We are the undisputed
champions in running the games. We define the aspects. If we were to control all the
details of the game at every level, we would be far too exposed. So we let other people
play their game in their own little way, within the parameters that we set out for them, or
they themselves set out. For instance, we know how a rook moves, or a castle. We deploy
each piece in its own way, as we need it. It's like playing chess. A rook, for example,
moves in a certain way. A good player utilizes this characteristic to the best possible
advantage. We do the same. We let the rooks move the way they do, and the castles, and
so on. We just tell them where to go. Consider them to be our contractors, our chess
pieces."
He paused and looked me into the eye. "Your knowledge of history leaves much to
be desired," he said. "You obviously don't know what a private empire is and how it was
developed. For this you have to think back to 1763, to the Treaty of Paris. That was the
point in history when the East India Company in Britain became a private empire, the
first private world-empire on the face of the planet. And it was a complete empire. The
East India Company owned the central banking system in Britain as one of its far-flung
private enterprises. As the company expanded, other nations' private central banks
became incorporated into the club, or became attached to it. America became a part of

this private club reluctantly. It was dragged into it in 1913 with the founding of the
private Federal Reserve central banking system. From this moment on we owned
America. We owned its currency and its credit creation, and with it we owned its
economy, just as we now own every other nation's economy, with a few exceptions of
course.
"The very key to the world-economy is thereby privately owned by us," he said
emphatically. "That's what makes us an empire. Our far-flung private ownership of
humanity makes almost us a world-empire already. Soon we will be all there is, the 'last
man standing', the one World-Empire, the only one on the planet."
He stood up at this point as if to lecture. "Right from the beginning, from the early
days of the East India Company, we owned huge nations. We owned India of course. We
owned China for a while. We lost the American colonies for a season, but even when we
lost them we largely owned them anyway. When colonialism became a dirty word, we
changed the game slightly and gave it a new form. In today's world colonialism is called
globalism, as I said earlier. The name has changed, but the slavery remains the same. The
empire is easier to run that way, and nobody objects. People really believe that the
globalism that we invented, is the globalization of good that you referred to earlier. It's
the opposite, of course. We also invented the privatization movement. We demanded it as
a part of our hidden colonialism, which nobody recognizes as such. When you want to
run a private empire, you've got to privatize everything that is of value, and then work
through private contractors. The privatization movement enabled us to do this without
transparency standing in the way. Conspiracies need to remain private. We now own as
private property almost everything that society depends on for its existence.
"In this way we own society," he said and began to smile. "We own almost all of
the resources of the world, privately, and most of its food production and distribution. We
quite literally own the lives of humanity. We determine who eats and who doesn't, and
how much you pay for gasoline at the pump, or for the electricity that lights your light
bulb. It's all under our control through our private contractors, our rooks and pawns and
castles. We also own most of the news distribution networks in much of the world. We
determine what people think. We give the public its opinion. We own the governments to
a large degree. We have even begun to get most of the national defense functions
privatized, which we now own. We determine how prisoners are treated, and how the
soldiers and the veterans are treated, and what kind of medical care they receive, if any.
We are the Empire. Nothing much happens in the world that isn't owned and controlled
by us."

He paused again as if to search for words. "So you see, it isn't all about money. It's
mainly about power. You need power to control the money. For this reason, we also
create the world's policies," he added, "which are shaped and carried out by our network
of secret organizations and some not so secret organizations, even a few that operate right
in the open as private policy formulating institutions. The entire conglomerate adds up to
a huge network of private clubs. Some people call them our Illuminati. These are large

networks of 'agents' that motivate our people and our stooges around the world, and also
the public, and do our dirty work. This setup has become a fascinatingly effective. It
works somewhat along the line of the European Enlightenment movement of the 1700th.
We carried this 'enlightenment' further by financing and shaping its outcome. We didn't
coin the term, Illuminati, but it fits. It's a descriptive term that is right to the point. The
Empire sets the direction, and the combined network of the Illuminati delivers the
finished policies or product as the case may be. I just wonder where your services might
fit in best. We have four main groups of Illuminati. One is focused on the financial and
economic dimension. Some of us call them the Cashists or the Cashi Illuminati. Another
group deals with race and religion. I, personally, like to call this group of our illuminati
the Gentle Giant. Another group focuses on terrorism, and the fourth one on
environmentalism. So my friend, which one would interest you the most?"
"None," I replied.
"I would choose the Cashists if I were you," he continued. "That is where the
money is. They're the ones that make global monetary policy," said Palmerston. "One of
the leaders in this group once said, 'I do not care who makes the laws for a nation, as long
as I make its currency?' Of course, the goal isn't to get rich. We are already rich. Once
you own the world's currency, you don't worry about those little things as getting rich.
Your concern is to establish and maintain power over the world. We get the suckers of
Joe Public to fight over the crumbs. Their fighting over the crumbs obscures the real
game and allows us to loot them better. In the process of it we have created nice poverty.
A poor person, or a poor nation, won't likely challenge our power. Of course, poverty is
easily created with globalism, free trade, privatization, currency speculation, and above
all, with financial derivatives gambling where the wagers have grown into the multiplequadrillion-range. When this bubble comes down the poverty will be so deep that half of
humanity will byte the dust. And they will literally byte the dust, because the cartels of
our Cashi Illuminati own most of the world's food production and distribution. We
determine who eats and who doesn't, unless a person can live of dust. The Cashi
Illuminati will certainly have a place for you at their diplomatic front where your services
would be useful to us."
He turned to me. "How about it? Would such a career interest you? It offers great
opportunities. You'd be dealing with some of our greatest Cashi organizations, like the
US Federal Reserve, the IMF, and a host of others. Are you intrigued by the
opportunities?"
"Disgusted is a better word," I replied.
"Oh, in this case you might want to deal with softer issues, like the ones that our
Gentle Giants Illuminati deal with, which deal with the racial and religious issues?" said
Palmerston. "You would have a wide range of backgrounds to choose from that you
could interface with as a diplomat. One category is religious fundamentalism, centered on
the old-cloth doctrines of church authority and church power, as we saw it during the
Holy Roman Empire and the Crusades. That arena also includes non-Christian
fundamentalism, like for instance that of the Taliban, which we created. We set the

Muslims against the Christian West, and Christians into a rage to kill Muslims, and so
forth, and between all of that we have planted the Jewish element as a lubricator to keep
the killing machine running.
"We also own the gentler clans of fundamentalists, like the Jesus worshiper. As
you may have realized, our goal is to destroy religion, which once gave light to the
Renaissance and strength to civilization. The soft-attack tactic serves us well in this
department. We learned this from Rome. Rome took the Christians and fed them to the
Lions in gory public spectacles, in order to destroy the Christ idea of the divinity of man.
We achieve the same thing by isolating Jesus from the Christ. Some of our religious
Illuminati deify Jesus as a God. They elevate the messenger to the status of a God, and
thereby trash the Christ, the divine message of the divinity of man, which the messenger
is supposed to represent. Thus, the message becomes lost. You were right on this one too,
Peter. This process works so powerfully that one of our Christian Jesus cults, a kind of
promise keeper cult, demanded that the Holy Land needs to be cleansed of the infidels.
They demand that the promised land be flowing again with milk and honey for the
faithful, such as oil, and that it be taken back by Christianity, that is America. They have
drawn up plans for a clean Christian take-over of the Middle East. Clean, as they see it,
means the liberal use of terrorism that kills mostly people and leaves everything else
intact. That's insane, right? Some day they may pull this off in a big way. My point is that
if one peels the Christ away from Christianity, the empty Jesus-shell that remains, can
then be adapted to serve any agenda required for inspiring rage that you care to name.
This deep reaching process has been adapted in different versions to every religion there
is. That is what is being done by some of our Illuminati. We also use the Gentle Giants
Illuminati extensively for racial demonizing. Hitler used the Jews for his dehumanizing
game. America substituted for it the Communist Devil, to be followed soon by the
Moslem Devil, to be followed in turn by the Hispanic Devil that is presently being
'cultivated' for the not so distant horizon, which may in turn be replaced some day by the
Chinese Devil."
"You're totally nuts," was my reply.
The man just smiled. "You proved my point," he said patiently. "That's why it
works so powerfully. The insanity involved drives people nuts. Nothing works better than
soft insanity, and it doesn't take a huge perpetration to pull it off. Take the Hispanic
population of the USA, for instance. It is America's largest racial minority. If we were to
stage a string of huge terrorist actions, some of which might destroy a nuclear power
complex and kill tens of thousands of people in the process, which is easy to do, and
blame the Hispanics for the whole thing with a few bread crumbs on a false trail, the
entire country might explode in a racial riot that would invite police state measures on an
unimaginable scale. With civil rule suspended we become the king of the castle. We can
then demand anything we want, and we'll get it. We may even cite Cuba as a
collaborator, especially if we stage a provocation first from this direction, and then go
South with nuclear pre-emptive warfare and take over all of South America."
"That is insane," I replied.

"That is why it is doable," Palmerston replied. "Naturally, this will lead to highlevel opportunities in the diplomatic field," he added.
I just shook my head.
"If you don't like our Gentle Giants Illuminati," Palmerston replied, "you may find
our more open form of mental manipulation more appealing. It's more honest, really.
Terrorism is the most honest process of mental manipulation in any comparison. I call
them our Naked Giants Illuminati. Hitler called his equivalent, the SS Organization. Of
course Hitler's operations were far too big to be hidden. You may have heard of their
Operation Barbarossa, the titanic battle for capturing Russia. Hitler and the SS did things
wrong. It became too messy. Hitler drew fifty million people into his war in which tens of
millions were killed. He sent a quarter million soldiers to Stalingrad to capture that one
city, and only nine thousand of those quarter million made it back. What a waste this had
been. Everything had been destroyed. Had the Nazis succeeded in taking Russia, they
would have captured a wasteland. We can accomplish much more with infinitely less
cost. We use terrorism. Terrorism should really be called irregular warfare. That's our
Naked Giants Illuminati warfare. Our goal isn't to destroy a bunch of countries. Of course
we will do this if we must. Ideally we would have them surrender to us quietly for their
own benefit as they might see it. That's what the nuclear bomb was designed for. The
nuclear bomb was primarily designed to be used as a terrorist threat so horrible in scope
as to inspire the world to surrender itself to us under the guise of a world-government.
The bomb hasn't been used yet in any big way for this purpose, but its day will come."
Palmerston paused and shook his head at this point. "Actually this isn't what we
really want. The big nukes are too messy. We prefer mini-nukes. America has had mininukes since 1959. The smallest, called the Davy Crockett, was deployed in 1961. The
trouble is that it's not very useful for terrorist purposes. It's a bit too big and heavy. It
weighs fifty pounds. It's also physically too big. It's eleven inches across. Our illuminati
want smaller and lighter ones, the size of a coke bottle, and I think they are in the process
of getting them. Those new mini-nukes, I hear, are much more useful. I hear that our
operatives can strap them onto their bicycle instead of a water bottle, park the bike in a
garage of a 200-foot apartment building and simply walk away. With a 10-ton explosive
punch a twenty-story apartment building comes down in a cloud of dust. We tested a few
of those new ones already. Also, the coke-bottle size makes it easy for our guys to stuff
one of these down a six-inch sewer pipe, under the entrance of a stadium, for instance.
We've tested the effectiveness of this process with one of the old models recently,
probably a Davy Crockett. Our people stuffed one down a twelve-inch sewer pipe in front
of a movie theatre and waited until the show ended. Our tiny nuke killed 200 people
instantly that day, injured 300, destroyed fifty houses, and trashed a hundred cars. And
that was only a 10-ton version. We have also tested a larger version of the Davy Crockett
recently, a 22-ton device. With these already existing mini-nukes, we can pull down any
building, anywhere in the world, under any circumstances. Of course, larger ones than
these are also available to pull down power dams. I believe the larger version of the Davy
Crockett type yields an equivalent explosive force up to a thousand tons of dynamite, and
it is small enough to be hidden inside a vacuum cleaner, or a tool box, an ice chest, the
case of an electric motor, a car seat, or a barrel of beer. Our friends in America built over

2,000 of them. Our agents have the required clearance to use them until the new
replacements are stocked up in operational quantities."
"That's sick," I interjected.
"No, Peter, it isn't sick. That's the future," said Palmerston. "It's more efficient that
way. The age of the big fish is over. It's too messy to use megaton-size bombs. Our
friends in America have gone over board a bit on that front. Their latest strategic plan for
a single operation has 16,000 targets designated for destruction with US nukes on the first
round. That's a bit messy, don't you think? I would say that the age of the big fish is over
and the age of the little fish, the age of nuclear terrorism, has begun. Our private little
nuclear blast, the one that we staged in the sewer pipe, terrorized half the world. It would
have terrorized more if we hadn't hushed the case up. We kept the lid on. We didn't want
to let the word get out that this 'terrorist act' was a nuclear test. The lid stays on until
we've got 10,000 of the new ones built. Our stooge, the US military, will build us a
thousand a year, with a target of 10,000. You cannot imagine what plans we have already
drawn up for those. I can only tell you that we got more political mileage out of our first
little test blast, which people didn't even know was a nuke-blast, than Hitler had managed
to get with a quarter million men at war in Stalingrad, which he lost in the end."
I shuddered and shook my head in disbelief.
"Terrorism is warfare, Peter. It's irregular warfare, and it's dirt-cheap," said
Palmerston. "Also it kills far fewer people. It's the most efficient form of warfare there is.
Hitler needed a whole squadron of his largest bombers to deliver the equivalent punch of
twenty tones of dynamite. We can deliver it with a bicycle now, or in a lunch bag
disguised as a thermos bottle. That's the achievement of subcritical testing. Our covert
operation squads have long desired such capabilities. Once we've got a few tens of
thousands built, we'll have absolute terror superiority."
"No you won't," I said. "All you'll have is another XB-70 Valkyrie, the most
capable long-range bomber ever built, that was never put into service. It was one of the
greatest achievements of aviation engineering, but it became obsolete before it could be
mass-produced. Your mini-nukes will suffer the same fate. You won't be able to use
them. The moment one of these goes off, the finger of blame will point straight at you."
"Oh, how small-minded you are, Peter!" said Palmerston. "We simply let the story
leak that 5,000 mini-nukes have been stolen. Then nobody will know where to point the
finger. Even of the big ones, more than twenty have been lost so far in accidents, which
'officially' have never been recovered. The Illuminate probably have them, and if they're
used, the world will blame the terrorists. We may even supply the bread crumbs."
"The terrorists will deny any involvement with that," I said.
Palmerston just laughed. "Who will believe them? They are liars, murderers,
inhuman beasts, who will believe any of them? In fact, when we supply the mini-nukes to
our favorite terrorist illuminate on a need to have basis, we do this so covertly that the
regular terrorist crowd wouldn't know anything about it, but they would pick up the

blame. After all, as the old saying goes, one man's terrorist is another man's freedom
fighter. The difference is only a matter of perception, but nobody would point the finger
at us."
I didn't protest anymore. I just shook my head.
"You must understand that in terrorism, the target isn't what you destroy," said
Palmerston. "The victims are sacrificial. In the Vietnam War, the target wasn't Vietnam.
When we set off the 10-ton bomb in the sewer pipe, the people that were killed weren't
the target. In terrorism the target is society that is deeply torn up inside of it by the sheer
horror of what we destroy. Our test case of the sewer explosion earned us more
psychological mileage than the Hiroshima bomb did. The damage of the big Hiroshima
bomb was too large to be comprehensible. But the damage that our little fish caused, was
very much comprehensible. The little fish in the sewer hurled two tons of roadbed and
gravel upwards and outwards, driven by a million-feet-per-second shockwave that
expanded like a deadly fan of horror, cutting people into bloody ribbons and hurtling
body parts over a distance of several blocks. This gore is what caused the real damage.
Millions saw it. The gore gnawed at their humanity. It made them ideologically insane
and politically pliable for the most insane demands. If this test had been followed up by
several more explosions of the same type, coming out of the blue without warning,
especially in crowded areas without anyone's suspicion, the mental shockwave would
have been multiplied a hundred-fold. Once we are ready to do this, we can bring an entire
nation to its knees in this manner, because people would sooner surrender their
sovereignty than live in the shadow of such unspeakable terror. Indeed, that's what the
atom bomb was designed to accomplish in the first place. Nor would anyone ever know
who actually did it, because our Russian illuminate have the mini-nukes too, and there
will soon be a third group to have them. This means that no rational reprisal is possible,
or that any target can be chosen in the resulting rage for reprisal for what would likely
escalate into a string of evermore-horrific terrorist acts. That's how we would create an
open door for a major pre-emptive nuclear attack. No nation has the strength to withstand
such a convulsion."
"You are insane," I said to him.
"Who would stand in our way, Peter? Reprisal to fight terrorism is globally
accepted, and nobody would suspect us of having lit the terrorist-fuse ourselves. It's too
unbelievable to be believed."
Palmerston paused and sighed. "The terror effect was well understood already in
the 17th Century," he continued. "It was used by the Spanish Inquisition that crippled an
entire nation. They burned over 30,000 people at the stake, alive, to terrorize the
population. The beast men ideology was carried forward into Hitler's time, and from there
into the heart of America. The state-terrorist process that Joseph de Meistre had idealized
is still alive. It has merely been shifted into modern forms of application. Of course our
terrorist Illuminati have many more facets, such as judicial torture, deliberate genocide,
the destruction of homes, political assassination, and so on. But they all follow the same
pattern that is focused on destroying society's will to resist. That's how we will become

the world's final unchallenged world-empire. The terrorist groups of our Illuminati will
certainly have room for people with your diplomatic skills in this context. You might
even help us to achieve an early end, because after all, resistance is futile."
I didn't answer him at all. I was stunned.

"Perhaps with your background in diplomacy you may wish to join our
Intelligence Illuminati," said Palmerston and laughed. "This group needs able diplomats
for damage control." He looked at me, then shook his head. "Maybe not," he added.
"Maybe you're too soft for that task."
"What damage control?" I interjected.
"Intelligence isn't always what you think it is," Palmerston replied. "Intelligence is
often dark and messy. Our boys are operating several private torture centers in various
parts of the world. Torture is hard to cover up, because nobody likes it. Nevertheless,
several of our Illuminati depend on their services. Of course torture is not always about
getting information. Sometimes it's about forcing compliance. People seem to be less
afraid of dying then they are afraid of torture. That makes the process valuable for empire
building. Sometimes it is more profitable to force people's compliance than to kill them.
As you can imagine, we need good diplomats that can give the 'service' an air of
legitimacy."
"You want me to help you legalize torture?" I interjected. "Forget it!"
"Of course we don't want to legalize it. Not yet, anyway. It's too early for that,"
said Palmerston. "That's still in the pioneering stage. It will take a few decades of further
development before we will see American Presidents officially lobbying to legalize
torture for 'intelligence' purposes. But the day will come. The day will come, Peter, when
we'll see this happening all over the world. We just want to lay the groundwork for that
now."
"Torturing people, that's medieval stuff. We scrapped this insanity with the
renaissance," I interjected.
"The renaissance is dead, Peter. The church used torture in those dark ages,
because torture is efficient for breaking people's resistance."
"If you want to get people to lye to you, it's cheaper to pay them to lye," I said and
laughed.
Palmerston shook his head. "Sure they tell us lies, even under torture, but a few
always break down and tell us the truth that they believe they would never reveal. The
percentage is small, but it works. That is why we cycle large numbers through the
process. Mostly, however, it is the process itself that is important."

"What process? You mean you get joy out of hearing people scream? You're
getting more disgusting by the minute," I said and covered my face.
"That's not what the process is for. The real victim of the process is society, Peter,"
Palmerston continued. "We are not monsters that enjoy those ugly things that sometimes
become necessary in the name of empire. The process that is important is the resulting
dehumanizing of society. This process has long roots, Peter, even in America. America is
known throughout the world as the land of the electric chair and as the world-champion
of the death penalty. Those are ugly processes. Nobody gets any joy out of torturing
people to death. Nor did the death penalty ever reduce crime. It increased crime instead
by advancing the process of dehumanizing society. We made sure that America would
comply. We even once financed a President into power, who supported the Ku Klux Klan
from the White House. This process of mental 'assassination' is now officially carried
forward within the intelligence community in the form of targeted political or economic
assassinations. We have created an environment in the targeted countries, in which
nobody knows how soon his day is at hand. That's how we destabilize nations all over the
world. Official torturing in the physical sense is also on the horizon. It's just a step away.
You will soon see official torture centers being operated by your country in many parts of
the world, all of them totally legal and sanctioned by the majority of the American
electorate that will be giving their vote to it. Torture, Peter, actually isn't that bad. Sure,
countless people die along the way, but in the overall picture it is the least lethal of the
dehumanizing processes. It is also often short in duration in comparison with the mental
torture that your own nation inflicts on its death-row victims. Society is well aware that
many on death row are innocent, but it keeps on killing them. But before it kills them, it
tortures them mentally. It keeps them on death row without hope for long periods of time,
without them ever knowing when their day of death will come. America prides itself to
be the toughest society in the world, with the highest rate of incarceration in the world,
and the highest rate of crime to feed the dehumanizing system."
"What you are raving about is not rooted in American culture, and so it can be
healed," I protested. "America's culture is rooted in the greatest humanist renaissance in
the history of civilization. It's all your doing that turned America into a sewer, as you
have so proudly declared."
"Of course it is, Peter. Congratulation! You are finally beginning to see that by
joining us, you are not really switching sides. You would only become more efficient. By
joining us you might find yourself in a position to be able to smoothen out some of the
rough edges that trouble you so much."
I shook my head and raised a hand to stop his mockery.

"Yes, I can see that the Intelligence Illuminati might not be to your liking after all.
Maybe you would like to pursue something else," Palmerston said moments later. "Our
latest experiment is much more gentle. Also it is completely hidden. In fact, it is so
completely covered over with lies that it is hailed by society as the savior of mankind.

Unfortunately, the project has so far not worked very well," said the man. "I am talking
about our Environmental Illuminati. That's the group that has banned some of the most
essential achievements of mankind under the environmental guise. They've banned the
DDT pesticide, which once nearly eradicated malaria, before they banned it. Now malaria
is back in a big way. Malaria is an agonizing disease as the parasite eats a person's liver.
In Africa all by itself, every forty seconds a person dies of malaria. Mostly the victims are
children. This goes on hour after hour, year after year. That adds up to over a million
needless deaths per year worldwide. And poverty kills even more. Some put the death toll
from poverty at 30,000 a day. Most of them again are children. That adds up to ten
million per year. You were shocked when you realized that the cruise missile that you
saw fly by your house a few days ago might have been intended for Baltimore where it
would have killed almost a million people. But why should you be shocked at this
miniscule thing when you don't blink an eye when your noble nation commits ten million
people to death in needless horrible agony, year after year, with your own policies?
Compared to what you are doing, our Terrorist Illuminati, and our Intelligence Illuminati,
are playing with trifles. They are almost saintly in comparison. And what's worse, your
noble country doesn't even bother to stop its own killing, but allows it to go on with an
intensity that makes Hitler look like a saint, which would be easy to stop. Instead, you
defend the need for more of this killing by organizing world-depopulation conferences
and poverty building measures. Our Environmental Illuminati are set up to help you
along to reach your goal to depopulate the world. Unfortunately, their projects aren't
working too well, like the DDT ban to bring malaria back and increase food spoilage by
protecting the pests. People are beginning to realize that there exists no scientific
evidence that DDT is harmful to anything except the pests that plague mankind. We need
a diplomatic offensive to turn that failure around."
Palmerston stopped, waiting for my reaction.
"Your own people are doing these ugly things, Peter," said Palmerston. "And the
reason why they are doing this is astonishingly simple. They are doing it, because we
created a movement with our Illuminati that demands this to be done. As I said earlier,
you are killing more than ten million people a year for us. You are doing this on our
orders. We demand that these people won't have a chance to develop themselves and use
up their country's resources, which belong to us, as I have said before. Our
Environmental Illuminati is one of the most powerful groups that we have. It exists to
assure that the mass-killing operations are expanding. Unfortunately, it still falls far short
of its potential. It could be immensely more effective than it is. In time it probably will
be. There is talk about developing a whole new disease vector that effects the food supply
and is transmitted by protected natural processes. Apparently the killing potential is
endless in the biological arena."
I just shook my head in disbelief over his arrogance.

"You are right," he said. "You wouldn't fit in with them. The people who are in
this group have no humanity left in them, not the slightest shred of it. The horrors they

instigate cause quiet and deep insanity in them that is slowly destroying them as a people.
It's a kind of occupational hazard," he said and laughed. "It's destroying them as human
beings, because they know that the killing could be stopped with a change in policy,
which of course we won't allow. We turned them into beast men, and now they find
themselves trapped, and in a rage.
"Our Beast men, oops, Environmental Illuminati, have also banned the CFC
refrigerants, which had once made refrigeration affordable around the world, including in
poor countries," he said. "The rich in the rich countries can afford the large price
increases for the new systems that utilize expensive and inefficient refrigeration, but the
poor countries can't afford this nonsense. That is how we are depopulating the poor
countries without anyone in the world even raising an objection. With refrigeration fast
breaking down, the poor people's already scarce food resources will invariably spoil.
We'll be seeing more and more of this in the near future. People will quietly die in large
numbers once the cold-chain begins to disintegrate. In this manner our Environmental
Illuminati might soon be killing more people per year than the historic Master-Beast man
Adolf Hitler had killed in his entire reign.
"Of course, as you may already know," Palmerston continued, "our gentle Beast
Men Illuminati have already got a process launched for banning 80% of mankind's fossil
fuel use under the guise of global warming. Without large-scale energy use the global
industries will collapse, farming will collapse, transportation will collapse, and
civilization will end. If our gentle Beast Men Illuminati can pull this off, which is not
certain at this stage, the resulting killing, oops, depopulation, will be phenomenal. It will
be on a scale that is unimaginable in today's terms. All of this, of course, will happen one
way or another. Nobody can really stop us, least of all, you. As I said, you and your few
friends are nothing but a bunch of amateurs."
I raised my hand to stop him.
He just smiled. "Of course you have to object," he said. "Your humanity won't
allow anything else, but it won't stop the depopulation that we have already started to set
into motion. You can't stop it, working from the outside. The multifaceted assault by our
Environmental Illuminati will so collapse the populations in the darker skinned regions of
the world that their populations will dwindle and fizz out. This is our goal. As I said, the
Third World people do exert undue pressure onto the natural resources of the world,
which should be conserved for our future requirements. Conservatism is mankind's
future. Conservatism means poverty and starvation. It stands opposed to universal
development that would enable mankind to live, but would endanger every empire in
existence. Consequently, we'll let the Third World go to hell, to start with. You know
what I mean with that. We'll give them their freedom."
"You mean the freedom of the grave yard," I interjected.
"Our people call this population management," he said and smiled.
"Artificial population collapse is genocide!" I replied.

"Why do you use such harsh words?" said the man. "We call it population
management. A rancher would call it, culling the herd. Population collapse and genocide
are harsh terms, Peter. Sure, that's what it adds up to in the end. It's easily arranged by
taking away what people need to live. However, we prefer to call it population
management, because people love it that way. They help us to do this. Management is
something noble. It appears to be intelligent. We simply tell society that the world is
overpopulated and offer a few pennies to whichever scientist can proof it. I actually
couldn't believe how many scientists came stampeding to our door to 'prostitute' their
conscience for the few pennies we offered to get their valued support for our gentle Beast
Men Illuminati's doctrines. The DDT and CFC bans have killed countless millions of
people, and the global warming fossil fuels ban will cause far more damage still. It is
really amazing, Peter, how many 'prostitute' scientists support us on the global warming
front already, for just a few pennies. Naturally, there exists no scientific imperative for
any of these bans. The 'prostitute' scientists provide us with the imperatives. It is amazing
to watch how readily, and for how little, some scientist are willing to stand before society
and betray its trust with lies of the foulest sort, like insisting that the grass is red and the
sky green. Of course we also have active environmental programs in progress, like the
one that created abject poverty in Africa that turned much of Africa into a diseasebreeding caldron, which for example produced AIDS for the world. Environmentalism
has become the new name of antidevelopment activism and the destruction of humanity
and humanist culture.
"So, what do you think," Palmerston added finally and sat down again. "Which
program would you like to join? As you see, we own all the cards in every game. You
can't possibly challenge us on this vast front, which we control. To attempt such a foolish
thing would be like hitting your head against a wall. Wouldn't you rather be joining us?
In fact, our Illuminati network is so vast and diverse that most people and organizations
that are a part of it are not even aware that they are primarily serving us."
"And that's how you work?" I said in a normal tone of voice with a faint smile,
almost giving the man a compliment.
"That's the only way an empire can work these days," he said smiling. "The
religious groups want to do things their way. So we let them. We know how they react.
We know for instance how a castle has to move in a chess game. So, we use our 'castles',
as we need them. And the other groups want to do things their own way, too, usually
some other way. The chess game has many types of pieces that all move their own way.
An expert player loves them all for what they can do. He uses them like so many different
tradesmen that offer their services for hire. That's how we look at the Illuminati. We just
plug them in as needed. The bankers for instance, they know that their looting operations
are collapsing the economies, and so do we. And this is precisely what we want them to
do. So we encourage them to do their thing. Sometimes they come to us and demand that
we rearrange the world for them. They demand a big war now and then, the bigger the
better, behind which they always manage to reshuffle the deck and find some new ways
to get their feudal financier system working again. It appears they have their eyes set on
totally stealing the world's physical resources, this time around, rather than merely
stealing the world's money that is fast becoming worthless. So we help the bankers to get

what they need? After all, they are a big part of the Fundi Empire. So, in order to help
them, we go to the war boys. We give the war boys a few hints and the usual 'support' and
they will cook something up on the scale that serves our empire's purpose. We might
even involve the bestiality freaks of the Hitler types. We can trust them to make the
whole operation effective. That's all we do. Then we stand back and let things happen.
Occasionally a little adjustment may be needed, or a few countermeasures need to be put
in place in order to make the whole thing look acceptable to the world. It's great fun
playing both sides of the coin. We've become rather good at it."
"And that's how it really works?" I said.
"On average things work out exactly as we have planned," he said, "even with
everybody thinking that they are playing their own game and doing their own thing. We
have a word for this kind of multi-level game. We call it 'synchronized-anarchy.' The
French are more elegant. They simply call it synarchism."
"It appears that a whole lot of different projects come together under this name," I
replied.
"We are getting more efficient in using people," said Palmerston. "We have come
a long way since the days of feudalism, even since the days of colonialism. Now we are
in the age of synarchism. With too many empires competing with each other, as we had it
in the colonial days, things became too inefficient. The world has become too small for
that. There is only enough room for a single empire in the world. When we get it set up
the world will be at peace. The world will be a giant Roman Pantheon, with all having a
little autonomy to do their thing, but not too much of it, and we will be the master of
everything. All the big nations will be broken up into tiny fragments that we will control.
Don't you think that this is a far better arrangement than everybody fighting each other?
So you see, we are really peace-loving people at heart on the higher level. Unfortunately,
this higher goal has not yet been fully reached. Until then, there is still a lot of joggling to
be done on the everyday level, to break down the resistance, to eliminate the nation states
as functional entities. Stuff like that. Unfortunately, in order for this end game to be won,
things need to get nasty for a while. How else can we be effective and reach our goal
quickly? Surely, you can see the need for this, can't you?"
"I suppose you regard this as something that can't be avoided," I commented.
"That's just the way things are," he said. "Sometimes some of the countless groups
that we support also fight each other. This can get nasty too, but it adds a little spice to
the game, which is good. It helps to obscure the master plan still further. It makes the
game interesting and incredibly non-transparent. So the spice is good my friend."
"This means you are fallible after all," I said and smiled.
"We don't expect everything to work out all the time," said the man. "Stupid
people make stupid moves. They start wars that backfire, or they can't get the wars going
that we want, even with our support behind them."

"I suppose you can turn even that to your advantage," I egged him on.
"At times this is more amusing than irritating," Palmerston replied. "It can get
embarrassing at times when one of our groups gets cheeky and tries to imitate us. These
are usually fascist groups. Those people are stupid. They play grossly executed single
level games that are so transparent that it is actually embarrassing to watch. Usually we
get the conspiracy hunters to go after them and expose them."
"That adds some spice for the news media too, which you also control," I
commented. "This keeps the public's eyes off the real thing, right?"
"I see you are getting the drift," said the man.
"I suppose, you don't organize all the minor details anyway, those that don't really
matter in the overall context. Am I aright?" I asked.
"The spice obscures the central issue. That's not a trivial matter. We value that,"
answered Palmerston. "Otherwise, you are quite correct. That is also the reason why I can
say with certainty that you can't possibly know what the cruise missile incidence was all
about. You don't even know if it was a part of our strategy. Should you be lucky enough
to figure this out, you still don't know what level of strategy it was a part of and which
group was behind the game."
"No one in the world can figure this out," I agreed.
"And that makes us invincible," said the man. "That is also what I am offering you
to become a part of."
"Let me get this straight," I said. "You are telling me that if you launch a terrorist
incidence that kills, say, 10,000 people, that this horror show might be just a cover-up for
other games lurking in the background. Are you saying that the same hand that killed
those people might also set up a relief fund to aid the survivors and pledge massive
contributions to that fund, publicly, while at the same time the other hand is busy
orchestrating the real game for the ultimate destruction of the entire country? In other
words, you can meet your objective without anyone even suspecting that it was you who
did it. But you say you won't stop there. You'll use the worldwide public outrage as
another cover to launch a nuclear terror attack against China, Russia, and India, to soften
the ground. These are the levels of strategy that you are talking about, aren't they? And
you expect me to join that?"
The man nodded.
"Ultimately, you can't escape joining us," he said moments later and began to grin,
"because your own country will become contractually obliged to serve us contrary to its
own interest and whatever is left of its humanity. This is easily done. As soon as the
Soviet Union falls - for which we have the traitors already vetted, educated, and financed
- a strong Europe is no longer needed as a counter pole. At this point we begin the looting
of Europe with one hand, while with the other hand we guide the nations to join in a bond

for their common protection against us, which our agents of course will control. Once this
bond is formed it serves as a noose around the neck of all the nations. As soon as this is
done we will tighten the noose, and tighten it, and tighten it, until the nations squirm and
can no longer escape. As the noose gets tightened, we will add treaty after treaty to the
legally binding bond by which the nations give up their sovereignty in every respect.
With these treaties we will force the nations to loot their populations evermore viciously
and hand over the loot to our banks, supposedly to bail them out, so that the countries
won't collapse any further than we will have collapsed them by then. From this point on
we will have achieved total governance by treaty obligations, which means total
dictatorship over them. In other words, the national governments will then no longer
govern anything, but exists merely as collection agencies in our service, which we will
then demand to impose absolute fascist austerity on their population to the point that
mass starvation and mass death will occur. We will than have a systemic control over all
of Europe that will be similar to Hitler's concentration camp system, except that the
camps in this case will be the former nations."
I just shook my head in disbelief.
"We don't intent to stop there, Peter," Palmerston continued. "One of the treaty
obligations will commit the nations to the principle of their common defense. If one
nation is attacked, all must come to its defense. That's an easy commitment to get, right?
As soon as we have this treaty commitment in the bag, we'll stage a terrorist attack.
Terrorism is one of our well-perfected specialties. Of course, in fighting terrorism the
logic dictates that you must eradicate the source. Under this, thereby expanded treaty
commitment, out-of-area deployment of any military capability of any nation can be
mandated and mobilized to attack any nation anywhere in the world that is deemed to
support or harbor terrorism. And since the USA is a part of NATO, which becomes
integrated into the treaty commitment, every small country in the world can be eradicated
with the combined forces that we thereby control. We can literally dictate thereby, Peter,
which people in the world your soldiers must hate and must murder on command. That's
the New World Governance by treaty obligations that we control, Peter, and I can
guarantee you that there won't be an escape possible for you from this world. This means
that you would be wise to join us while you still have a chance to have a place on the
inside under favorite terms. You might even have a chance to soften the tragedy."
I simply shook my head again. I couldn't believe what I was hearing. The
arrogance was shocking. But more shocking than that was the realization that all of this
was possible and would likely happen since almost nobody was standing up anymore for
the general welfare of mankind. The foundation for their game was the indifference in
society. That's what they counted on. This indifference was strong.
"I can wreck this game for you, if I can wreck the indifference in society," I
countered Palmerston.
He laughed and applauded me. "Go ahead and try," he said acidly. "Every
institution in the world that we control, is promoting this indifference, and you want to
wreck this? Be my guest and kick against bricks. The bricks are soft. They are hollow.

There is nothing there to kick against. Indifference has become the new name of modern
society. We have cultivated this condition so intensely that you find yourself shocked
when you realize how successful we have already become. Mark my word, the day will
come when you will see big natural disasters happening, and the humanitarian response
that has always been forthcoming in such cases, is suddenly withheld at our bidding, and
no one forces the issue. You will see earthquakes happening, and floods, and so forth,
and no institution or government will help the affected millions. Almost no one will help
them even when huge epidemics erupt in the wake of the destruction. You will see the
normal response still happening in China and India, but no longer in the countries
controlled by empire. There, people are simply left to die."
I raised my hand in protest, to stop him.
He simply waved me. "Be honest Peter, this is already happening to a small
degree. "Look at Palestine. Look at how Israel is trashing the population of the West
Bank and of the Gaza Strip. It's Nazi fascism with the same intensity that Hitler once
unleashed, though the numbers are somewhat less, but the inhumanity is the same, and
the brutality is no less. But do you see anyone aiding the victims? Do you see the West
even protesting? Nothing is happening. That's the level of indifference that we have
already cultivated. The Principle of Universal Love is dead in society, Peter. We've
destroyed it. It only took us a few decades. And believe me, we've just begun. There's
nothing you can do to hold us back, Peter. You might as well join us. You can probably
ease the burden on your fellow man that you are so concerned with by gaining a little
power on the inside to mitigate the process."

Overwhelmed by the increasing bitterness in Palmerston's voice, I could no longer
figure out how to respond. I knew that all of the examples that he sited were real. I had
puzzled over these same issues without finding a solution, and now he hammered home
the point that no solution is actually possible since empire had every aspect of civilization
under total control and earmarked for destruction. The only hope that I could find in the
background of my mind was the hope that Steve had presented over and over, pointing to
the principles of the Universe and the unyielding, harmonizing effectiveness, by which
the Universe is able to exist and does exist. The undeniable fact stood out as a great hope
that the Universe did exist, and would forever continue to exist, and that civilization
would likewise continue to exist if it was placed on these principles.

While I pondered, Palmerston shook his head and smiled. "Actually, I don't expect
you to join us right now," he said. "Your humanity won't allow this right now; am I
correct? On the other hand, you will also realize that your decision involves various
levels of perception. Some day you will reach the level of thinking where you realize that
our game is really the same all the way through, and will soon control every aspect of
civilization, and in time will even color your sense of humanity as it colors humanity as a
whole. There is ultimately no fundamental difference between Hitler's gas chambers, the

Hiroshima bombing, the Vietnam War, the destruction of an entire country for oil or
whatever, even the destruction of an entire nation in as much as this can be arranged for
our profit, or the destruction of an entire continent as in the case of Africa. These
'incidences' are all the same in principle, this means the same in process, because the term
principle does not apply in the world of empire. Empire is a world without principle. It is
a world of contractual processes by which you commit to serve us as a slave, contrary to
your own interest. The contract has always ruled in the world of empire. By contract
society becomes debt-bound to us. It becomes married to us, for worse and worse. It can't
get away from us. And as I said earlier, the contracts are becoming evermore deep
reaching, evermore confining, evermore imperative, and evermore disabling. The world
of the contract becomes a spider web that no one can escape from, not even you, Peter. It
has already destroyed much of the world, Peter. Destroying the USA, which is now in
progress, doesn't add a new dimension to the game. It's happening as an ongoing process.
The process is the same as playing another card in a card game. It's all been done already.
The only thing that hasn't happened so far is that the USA became selected as the
sacrificial target. Once you think in these larger terms, all the various aspects become
drawn together towards an unavoidable end. When this happens and you begin to
recognize that, then you will join us. You will join us for nothing else than to make the
transition less painful for humanity. Actually, we don't want people that join us under
threats. Those tend to become traitors. You will join us when you will see that joining us
is your only option for aiding humanity in some way, like softening the pain that we have
to impose, unfortunately."

"What you say is monstrous," I said and stood up to leave. "I can never allow
myself to be a part of such a destructive process, even if I can lessen its impact from the
inside. My goal has to be to stop you!"
"That's not an intelligent choice," said the man calmly. "You will realize that soon.
I am offering you life. I am offering you survival. I am sure, you will want to survive.
Also, rest assured that what I told you will happen. It will happen with or without you.
That much is certain. The only uncertainty that concerns you, is, if you will personally
survive the process and its outcome, or not."
"I would sooner spend my entire life fighting you to prevent this outcome," I said
angrily, but I didn't leave, though I should have. I suddenly felt daring to stand boldly in
front of the man, at least mentally, and put him in his place, which no one may have
dared to do before.
"Fight us?" Palmerston repeated and laughed. "Don't be ridiculous!"
"Your game has a flaw," I said emphatically. "Every game that is centered on
violence and destruction has a fundamental flaw, and I mean all forms of violence and
destruction. Looting and legal stealing, and pillaging from society, that is violence too.
It's destruction, and destruction creates nothing for you. There is no such thing as creative
destruction. There is only destructive insanity possible in the world of empire that leaves

in its wake an empty world. Your entire bankers' clan should be incarcerated for their
crimes against humanity. This is possible in the world of civilization. It would leave a
void of insanity in its wake that would enable a new renaissance to be created. Love
always resumes when insanity dies, just as peace always resumes when the warring
forces have destroyed one-another whereby war ends."
The man just laughed and laughed, pointing at me, as if I had cracked the funniest
joke of all times.
"Let me explain something to you," I interrupted his laughter. "Your entire game,
from top to bottom, at every level, is totally dependent on the voluntary compliance by
society. That's a factor that you regard as assured by society's utterly small-minded
thinking. That factor will be your Achilles' Heel."
Palmerston started to laugh even more now. "That's getting really funny," he said.
"I suppose you know the Achilles legend," I defended my case. "Achilles was a
great hero of the Trojan War. According to Greek mythology, his mother dipped him at
birth into the magic waters of the river Styx, to render him immortal. She held him at the
heel, which therefore the magic waters could not reach. Homer though, suggested in the
‘Iliad’ that his weak spot wasn't his heel, but his pride, and possibly also his love for the
Trojan princess. I would like to suggest that the same is also true about you, in respect to
your arrogant project to create a world-empire. Your whole plan depends on society's
small-minded thinking. If my friends and I were to succeed in getting humanity to snap
out of its stupor and become human again, you too, would wake up. Your entire game
would be finished. Your whole empire-idea would cease to exist, even the little bit of a
real empire that you have so far cobbled together."
The man stopped laughing.
"If my friends and I can find a way to get society to uplift itself to a higher level of
thinking," I continued, "based on the recognition and acknowledgment of the real
principles of the universe that are also the principles of our common humanity, your
games would no longer work at any level, nor would society need to bother with trying to
figure out the various levels of your strategies. None of them would work. You'd be
finished!"
The man listened patiently and then applauded. I expected him to protest. Instead
he applauded.

"You are totally right," he said some moments later. "This is our Achilles' heel. If
the entire global society would snap out of its small-minded thinking, our empire would
have no foundation to exist on. It would blow away with the wind. But really, my friend,
the chance for that to actually happen is more remote than the farthest solar system in the
farthest galaxy. There has never been a period in history where society developed a
renaissance that the imperials of the time didn't wipe out as soon as it was born. They

eradicated the Golden Renaissance with eighty years of religious wars in Europe, and
they killed the next renaissance with cultural warfare that hasn't ended to the present day.
Cultural warfare enables empire to nip the slightest trend towards a new renaissance right
in the bud. Therefore, what you propose, my friend, creating a new renaissance across the
world, is way out of reach for you. Your precious USA can't even land a man on the
moon anymore, much less get to the nearest solar system, physically or mentally."
He paused and began to grin. "As you may know," he said, "we have already
destroyed most of the industries that once gave you the capability to go to the moon. We
simply bankrupted them. We destroyed them with money, just as we destroyed the
American society itself, with money. Money is your Achilles' Heel; and it's more than
that. It is our Trojan Horse that you took in, supposing it to be a golden egg. Adam Smith
laid a golden egg for us centuries ago. It was intended to become a Trojan Horse. That
plan worked beautifully. You took the horse in. You took it to your heart. You embraced
it. You haven't even recognized after all this time at what level of the game Adam Smith
laid his egg into your lap. Nor was he subtle about it. He called his egg, Greed-Based
Economics. That, all by itself, should have given the game away as a Trojan virus,
especially considering the high level intellectual background of the American society at
the time. The American farmers were known as the Latin Farmers at this time, and for a
good reason. Nevertheless, our friend Adam Smith had been able to do this virus thing on
them in the form of Greed-Based Economics. Adam Smith snared your people in spite of
their precious scientific background. And you my friend want to reverse all that and do it
globally? That's laughable. I find it ridiculous that you would even bring this up. You
can't possibly be as naive to imagine that your wild-eyed dreams could ever come true.
The fact is, we own the minds of the American society far more deeply than Hitler's
public relations experts owned the minds of Germany, and they were good at their craft
as you probably know."
I was about to laugh at him, but I didn't. "I find it ridiculous that you think I would
help you with your goals?" I said to him instead of laughing. "You think you are so
mighty, but you are not. You cry contract, contract, contract, because you cannot speak
the word principle for the simple reason that principle is power, which is something that
you don't have. And so you cry, contract! With a contract you can deceive, and lye, and
steal, but under the rule of principle your hands are tied. You would be held in check by
the power of principle, isn't that so? That's why you cry, contract. With a contract you can
solicit people to lay down their life at your feet by their own volition. The very word
'contract' refers to a process of contraction which literally means making an object
smaller, shorter, and decreasing in size, and scope, and value; a process of reduction.
That's what your contracts do. They steal from a person's life and make it smaller. They
reduce civilization to the point that that there's nothing left. Contracts are about
obligation not creation. Creation rests on principle. Whenever principle rules, the
principle supersedes the contract. Then, when you can no longer deceive, lye, and steal,
empire will cease up and die the death of discarded newspapers. God is Principle. The
Universe is Principle. This is your undoing. You cannot stand against principle, because
all your motives, aims, and actions are contrary to principle. Nor can you stand against
society when principle empowers society. You spout out fancy words such as
'governance,' which simply means dictatorship under contract, and you spout fancy

slogans demanding a 'post-Westphalian world' - a world without sovereign nations that
you can run roughshod over at will, but your evil intentions are devoid of power. Evil has
no power. Evil is a void without intelligence, substance, principle, or power. The only
power it has is that which its solicits by contract and deception, with which it bids society
to 'shrink' itself, or 'contract' its civilization. And this will stop once the process becomes
universally recognized, and understood, and acknowledged."
The man just smiled. "You can't stop the process. No one can. In fact, you can't
avoid helping us. We are everywhere. We have countless supporters. Many of them don't
even know that they are supporting us. I merely want to give you a chance to be more
efficient in what you are already doing, since you appear to be more intelligent than most
people. In fact, I find your spunk and openness invigorating. Nobody has ever talked
back at me like you do. You have fire. I value that. This is also why you will be joining
us, so that you can become more effective in what you are really after. As a bonus, your
life would be more secure too. You may even be able to find ways with us to reach your
noble goals, such as assuring that not too many people become adversely affected by the
empire's programs. In any case, you won't likely be able to survive what's coming unless
you're a part of our team. Very few people will be able to survive, unless we allow them
to survive. If you are against us, you won't. If you are with us, we'll look after you."
"You talk like you are owning the world already," I interjected.
"We will soon own the world, but even now, nobody can stop us. That's one of the
hardest things for you new people to understand," said Palmerston. "Society is just as
naive. People look at the Great Depression of the 1930s and say to themselves, we got out
of that, the economy recovered, we survived this little glitch and came out stronger.
Indeed, the American society did come out stronger, but this won't happen again.
Roosevelt took over the government and overturned what we had set up. He took control
of the Federal Reserve and gave the nation its money back and its credit. After that he
started a huge program of infrastructure building and rebuilding. America has built vast
water management projects, electric power projects, industrial projects, and
transportation projects. Everybody was working and had a good and secure life to look
forward to. The American people had universal health care, social security, and the best
education. The farmers got equitable prices for their products that they could live with
and prosper. That's what got America out of the Great Depression. Roosevelt's policy did
this. And even before Roosevelt, America survived the Depression in the thirties because
the family farm was still a viable entity to deliver the needed food. None of that still
exists. Nothing will happen to save society during the next crash, which is coming soon.
This crash will not cause just another depression. The coming collapse will cause a Dark
Age such as you have never seen before, which most people cannot survive unless their
survival is deemed useful to us, for which we implement exceptions."
"America will survive. We have survived the worst," I countered him, almost
inaudibly now. "When the chips are down America will find the new leaders that can get
it out of its mess. This may happen again with policies like Roosevelt's."

"You are dreaming," said Palmerston. "This will never happen again. Roosevelt
was a traitor from our midst, working against us. We will make sure that there will never
be another Roosevelt on the political horizon. If anyone as much as speaks the name
Roosevelt, he will be stomped into the ground politically. He will be wiped out so fast
that his name will be mud instantly and remain mud for decades to come. Look at
LaRouche, what an example we made of him. We vilified him. We put him in jail. And
when he ever gets out, we'll vilify him some more. Just talk to anyone on the street and
mention the name LaRouche, and people will call him a nut-cake. That's how powerful
and efficient our Illuminati have become. Even your Presidents, should one ever be as
foolish enough to speak the big 'R' word, or to even think it, will be stomped into dust.
We didn't have this capability in the 1930s. That's why Roosevelt slipped by our guard
and defeated us and saved the nation. That won't happen again. World War II became our
training ground where psychological warfare was put on the map. Our Illuminati now
own the process. They made it their task to assure that Delanor Roosevelt was the last of
his kind. There won't be another Roosevelt ever. Naturally, without him America will not
survive except on our terms. That's the point. And our terms will be harsh, as harsh as
Hitler's terms were for the useless eaters. Why do you think we are promoting Islamic
and Christian fundamentalism as we do? We do it to lower the platform of civilization
around the world, to prepare the world for our One World Rule without elected
governments, a rule that reverts back to the old bankers dictates that Shakespeare had
laughed at with his play, the Merchant of Venice. We are getting back to that. We are
going back to primitive rule, but on the whole front. We own the food production. We
own the production of everything that people need. We'll be rationing things out to
whoever we want. Most of all, we own the money. I can assure you that soon people will
be lining up at our door, begging us to be allowed to join. They'll be willing to give their
life for the opportunity that I am offering you right now. I am offering you a wonderful
chance to make a name for yourself in one of our many Illuminati organizations, which
form the leading edge, while few people even know they exist."
I nodded slightly and most hesitantly, with a sickening feeling in my gut.
He seemed pleased with this reaction, until I spoke about Kennedy.
"You can't be so sure, as you boast you are. You failed in the past, and you'll fail
again. You allowed Kennedy to slip by your guard, didn't you? He spoke the 'R' word and
got elected. He didn't speak the 'R' word directly, but he spoke about universal economic
development. He became President on this platform. He rearranged the financial system
to some degree for this development. He created the Space Program. He made it possible
for America to develop the technologies and the infrastructures to usher in a New Era.
Not only did he inspire America to put a man on the moon, which was a hard goal, but he
also inspired them to over-achieve. The American people put two men on the moon, and
not only once, but repeatedly, and they brought a car along to drive around in it. That
venture made America rich. For every dollar that America spent on this technological
frontier, it ended up fourteen dollars richer in economic benefits. Those riches were
derived from the various types of fallout from the science driver programs. All of
America was glowing with optimism in those days. The country was rich in innovations.
It must have been immensely painful for your fundi to watch us in America coming out

of the shell of impotence that your Illuminati had created during the McCarthy and
Truman era."
Palmerston's smile faded.
"Kennedy was an exception. He was a brilliant man," Palmerston said moments
later. "Of course, his family was on the wrong side, as you would see it. But he had an
idea, a right idea, and it wasn't even his idea. The idea that he toyed with was to
implement the General Welfare Principle that the USA is founded on, and to implement it
with scientific and technological progress. His second idea was to spread the
implementation of this principle across the world. You cannot imagine what this would
have meant, had he succeeded. It would have created a renaissance for America and a
deathblow for every empire on the planet. Kennedy had to be executed for his intended
crime against the Empire. In this respect he was a stupid man. As you may recognize
now, his legacy had to be destroyed with him. The Vietnam War became absolutely
necessary to achieve that end, and in order to get the war going we had to kill Kennedy.
He had already ordered the US withdrawal from Vietnam. We were sweating until one of
our best insiders managed to find a way to countermand Kennedy's withdrawal order, and
to keep the withdrawal order hidden until the President was dead. Once he was dead, the
war was quickly ramped up. Of course, once the war was successfully raging and killing
people, we organized the peace movement in America as a cultural warfare element that
was designed to destroy the USA culturally from within in order to pre-empt every
chance that might unfold for the USA to recover itself from that war. The bottom line is,
we weren't at war with Kennedy at all, not personally. His family was on our side. But we
were at war with the principle that he represented, and I must say we were quite
successful in shutting this principle down. The Vietnam War was a splendid success
story."
"No, it wasn't a success story. Why don't you admit your defeat?" I interjected.
"You have screwed up with Kennedy. The assassination was almost impossible to cover
up. It is not unknown in the world that you somehow countermanded the Presidential
order to withdraw from Vietnam, and then kept the war going and made a mess of it.
People are also aware that you created the peace movement to exploit the momentum of
the war for an even deeper destruction in America. That was done in the old Venetian
style, a replay of the Venetians staging both the Reformation and the Counterreformation,
which once unleashed eighty years of war. But this old trick didn't work for you in
America either. America wasn't torn by internal cultural war. The peace movement and
its focus on love elected Nixon for his promise to stop the war, and it held him to it until
the last American soldier was back home, whereby the war ended. You had failed on
every front. America recovered perfectly after the war. You failed big time Mr.
Palmerston. This means that you can fail again."
"You don't know what you are talking about," said Palmerston. "This proves that
you are an amateur. Everything that we did was highly successful. You say America
recovered. No such thing happened. You keep your gaze fixed on what you saw, while
you keep your eyes closed to what you should have seen, and would have seen had we
not intervened. You simply can't imagine what enormous prosperity America would have

enjoyed, and the whole world likewise, if we had allowed Kennedy to live. The General
Welfare Principle would have transformed the world. You simply can't imagine the
magnitude of global development that you would have seen then. You can't imagine it,
because you don't bother to look at the potential that was there. You fail to see what
might have been, simply because the potential was never realized. That's how small you
are in your thinking. Consequently, you cannot recognize the magnitude of what we
prevented."
Palmerston laughed in an icy sort of way. "Also you tell me that you recovered
from the effects of the war. How small-minded you are! You simply have no idea to what
height of prosperity America would have risen, but didn't, and the same in respect and in
global esteem, had the Vietnam War never happened. You were on the way to
transforming the world into an oasis of plenty. It will take America fifty years to recover
from what has been lost in those few years of war, and those fifty years must be counted
as lost years, if indeed America will ever recover that loss."
"Nevertheless, the Kennedy assassination was a mistake, if not strategically, it
certainly was so technically," I interjected.
"As you know, we corrected our mistake," replied Palmerston calmly.
"Yes, you tried to cover it up, but you couldn't do this either. You made a terrible
mess of it," I countered him.

I continued poking holes through Palmerston facade. That was becoming fun.
"Your lies were paper-thin," I said. "The whole world knows that Oswald didn't
assassinate Kennedy. The President was assassinated by a team of three professionals
with three separate bullets, unless you can train a bullet to travel in three different
directions through a man's body."
"Why do you insist on using such a harsh expression?" Palmerston replied.
"Assassination is not the right term. "President Kennedy wasn't assassinated. He was
executed for his crime of defiance. He did everything wrong. He never listened to our
demands. But he wasn't executed for what he did. Sure, he commanded that America get
out of Vietnam, which the Military Industrial complex didn't like either. Sure, he had
already issued the withdrawal order. That was a bad thing for him to do, but that's not
what he was executed for. He wasn't executed for anything he had actually done. As I
told you, he was executed for what he was about to do. The Vietnam War thing was a
smoke screen in that respect, though it had its uses in other respects. In the Kennedy case
the war was used to lay out false bread crumbs for the conspiracy hunters to follow."
"I see, it was one of the many levels of your game to hide the real game," I
interrupted him. "But that didn't work either, did it?"
"It worked better than you can imagine. We got the Warren Commission to put a
lid on the Kennedy affair, but not too tightly," said Palmerston.

I just smiled at him. "There you see! You're not infallible."
"The lid was put on lightly on purpose, Peter. We wanted it to stay loose so that
the Vietnam conspiracy theory could develop. You've got to give the conspiracy seekers
something to find. So it wasn't a screw-up. It was intended. Of course Vietnam was a
factor. It was one of the factors that determined the timing of the execution of Kennedy.
The combination of the two projects worked well. The loose link that tied the execution
of Kennedy to the Vietnam War was intended to keep the lid airtight on the real issue.
The real issue had to be protected at all cost. And it was protected. We laid out a few
breadcrumbs that pointed in the wrong direction. The Kennedy execution was a preemptive execution for something of utmost importance to us. Had the real issue been
detected, the consequences might have set us back many decades. The real issue was that
Kennedy had been talking about global economic development, to be carried out with
American help and with the help of Japan. This, we would not have survived. No empire
can survive the kind of renaissance that would have developed."
"This immense development would have been carried forward on the wave of the
optimism that came out of the Space Program that President Kennedy launched," I
interjected. "What Kennedy started would have created a global renaissance that would
have never ended. It took you almost ten years to shut this optimism down. People were
watching our American astronauts in every country in the world. They saw them driving
vehicles around on the moon almost ten years after Kennedy was killed, oops, was
executed. Everybody saw them. They saw the American Moon Rover in action on their
television in the jungles of Africa. They celebrated with joy the great achievements that
America wrought for mankind. That's what they saw. They saw a bright future for
themselves in this unfolding New World. It took your fundi empire a dozen years of gore
and brutality flowing out of Vietnam, to shut the cultural optimism down that flowed out
of the Apollo Space Program. And then you killed our dollar to make the damage
complete. If it hadn't been for your ravishing assault on the US Dollar in 1971, turning it
into a gambling chip when you killed the Bretton Woods fixed-exchange-rate system, this
space-powered optimism would have continued. The reason the optimism was squashed
was your wrecking of the physical economy that started in 1971, and your wrecking of
the American spirit with the Vietnam War, and your wrecking of the dollar and the fixedexchange-rate system for the world's currencies, for which you created the Inter Alpha
System of empire banks for the looting of the world. Still, it took you more than a dozen
years to wreck the world's cultural optimism and its developing prosperity that still
continued even after Kennedy was dead. It is hard to imagine what fantastically
revolutionary advances mankind would have made, that would have brightened the
world, had Kennedy lived."
"That's what I keep telling you, Peter. The writing was on the wall. Our Illuminati
could foresee this happening. They had to react. The existence of the Empire was at
stake. Kennedy's promise to create a whole New World were seen by the Empire as a
capital crime of the greatest severity. If Kennedy's promises had come true, as they nearly
did, they would have threatened the Fundi Empire far more severely than the Roosevelt
program ever had."

"Of course Kennedy's program would have worked if you had allowed it," I
interjected again. "That proves that you are vulnerable."
"No, Peter, we are not vulnerable. We detected Kennedy's crime and dealt with it,"
said Palmerston. "Everybody in the Empire knew what Kennedy's crime was. Everybody
knew what we had to prevent from becoming true, because this envisioned New World
had no place for the Fundi Empire, or any empire, ever. It was a most far-flung operation
that brought Kennedy down, involving organizations from several countries. It was a
typical crisis response by the Empire. The concept of empire would have stood in the way
of Kennedy's global development process. Kennedy knew this. Politically, Kennedy
would have simply overruled us. As I said, the Kennedy execution was a most necessary
pre-emptive execution, and nothing was left to chance my friend. The execution was a
sure thing. His brother promised to follow in his footsteps. His execution too, was
therefore likewise a pre-emptive execution for the same reason. Pre-emption is a perfect
tool for preventing human development.
"Pre-emption is also useful for starting wars, especially big wars that wipe out
entire nations or groups of people," said Palmerston moments later, "like the Spanish
people may be wiped out, or the Arabs, or the Chinese, or the Jews as Hitler did. It's
easily done. First you vilify them. Then 'nuke' them out of existence. And if you play
your cards right, nobody will stand in your path. It's easily done. Pre-emption works well
for that, but it is useless for everything else. This makes pre-emption exclusively an
imperial game. Also, as you see more and more of it, you will remember that what you
see is NOT what you get, and what you don't see is what you might have gotten. In any
case, what you see on the surface is merely an aspect of the many layers of the real game.
That is why the real game is so much fun. Nobody can figure it out. Our Illuminati love
the pre-emption element of it. They apply it to get gullible people to create wars for these
people's self-destruction, carefully hiding the fact that one can't win a war pre-emptively.
Pre-emption opens the gates to the destruction of civilization. That's what empires are
built on, the destruction of civilization. We never instigate wars to win anything with
wars, but to destroy civilization. That's how we win."

Palmerston spoke in a quiet voice after that. "Yes, we screwed up by letting the
Kennedy-clan get past the gate," he said. "I agree with you that we failed on this count,
but we fixed it. We fixed it so well with the Kennedy executions that no one has tried to
follow this path since, except LaRouche, and we fixed that problem too, pre-emptively."
"I agree, you always came through in the end with your multilevel games," I
replied quietly, "and the world is infinitely worse of for it, while the Fundi Empire is
more secure than it has ever been. But can this 'winning streak,' such as it is, be
maintained? You can't win all of the games all of the time. It appears that your ‘winning
streak' is already waning and coming to an end. Look at how easy it was for you to drag
the USA into World War II, by ensnaring the Japanese to attack Pearl Harbor. It was a
neat and slick operation by one of your Illuminati, and it worked. It got the USA dragged
into war. But these hidden games don't work as well anymore, do they?"

"With the kind of people we are getting on board now we do far better than that.
We achieve more without war, and we can keep this up forever," he replied. "We haven't
missed a single beat since the Kennedy days, have we? Just look at the worldwide
terrorism that we are unleashing. Just look at how effective it is? We don't need the
Japanese anymore. We have the Saudi's in our pocket. They give us a portion of their oil
under contract at the wellhead price of three dollars a barrel, and we sell it at a hundred or
whatever the world market offers. The difference finances terrorism. And in order to keep
the money flowing, our cashies keep the oil price going sky high. We don't need the aid
of individual governments anymore. We rule the world with financial looting, contracts,
and terrorism. And when we need more money, we simply go to the governments and cry
for bailout money. As you well know, we will get this too, especially from the American
government. The American government has given our cashies total control over all of the
money in the country with the takedown of the Glass Stegall legislation that had once
established a little bit of a protection for the people during the FDR days. That's all gone,
my friend. Our cashies are king in America. We own America. And we own the world
with terrorism financed by the Saudi. We are the leading edge. We are a form of World
Empire now that no one even dreamed of as being possible at the time of the attack on
Pearl Harbor."
I nodded slightly.
"That is why I am certain you will want to join us, the world's leading edge team,
the winning team!" said Palmerston and offered me another piece of chocolate. "Our
empire is a great place to be. It is exciting to be in total control of everything."
I nodded again, reluctantly.

"Maybe we shouldn't invite this man onto our team," said Antonio, who had stood
silently by while Palmerston spoke.
"No, he's all right," Palmerston waved him off. "He could be a great asset for us.
He has asked questions that no one has asked before in an interview, and he provided the
answers himself, which will ultimately convince him to join us. He also knows that he
needs us. He knows that his precious idea of Love-Based Economics, his lateral system,
has no hope of ever being realized unless the Empire allows it. He'll join us for that, if for
nothing else. In some cases, this could be beneficial for the Empire. Also deep down he
knows that he really has no other choice, but to be on our team. No other choice exists
that assures his survival. He knows that too. Most people that we recruit don't come to
this conclusion for months. He did so almost immediately. I am impressed. As far as I am
concerned, he will be on our team, Antonio. We can count on that."
Antonio seemed to object.
Palmerston overruled him. "Did you take note of the question that he didn't ask?"
Palmerston countered Antonio. "That's highly significant. He didn't ask how much we are
going to pay him. Everybody else had made this their first question, but this man didn't.

He understands that something much bigger is involved here, than money, something that
is bigger even than oneself, something that can change the course of history or end it, and
redirect the destiny of all mankind one way or another. He knows that there is a need for
a level-headed focus, even in the Empire, so that those things won't get out of hand. He
knows that he could play a role in this, and thereby really do some good for humanity,
within those parameters. That is what he ultimately really wants to do. He wants to do
some good for humanity. He knows that he has an opportunity to do this by joining us
and becoming a part of the team. Working against us, he hasn't got a chance in hell to do
anything. He knows that too. He also knows that in comparison with the chance that he
will have with us to do something for humanity, money is of no great importance. That is
why I can guarantee you, Antonio, that he will join us."

I deeply resented Palmerston's confidence as to what my reaction would ultimately
be. How dare he even suggest that! I resented his arrogance in suggesting that no other
option existed for me than those he had put on the table as if they were a gift from his
great heart, designed especially for me personally. Yes, he has been convincing.
Evidently, that was his 'professional' qualification. That's what I resented the most about
him, because his evidence seemed to be based on solid facts that left no open window for
humanity to escape from, and get away from its boxed-in position under his empire. I,
too, seemed to be caught up in that box. I could feel the pain of the processes that was
already strangling humanity, and was gradually strangling me too. I resented him for the
sake of humanity.
However, in the upwelling of this resentment, his credibility, as I saw it, was
breaking down. I found it increasingly difficult now, to play my game of drawing him
out, because every avenue that I opened up became scarier. I was clutching onto the most
fundamental truth that I knew, that Steve, Ushi, and I had talked about on that bright day
when we first met in Leipzig. I clutched onto the idea that the principles of the universe
and mankind are not designed for the self-destruction of the universe and mankind. Out
of this realization a glimmer of hope emerged that transformed his carefully crafted game
into a bluff without any real substance behind it. That bluff could be exposed, I felt. It
could be torn to shreds, bit by bit.
The very reason for which he had brought the tape recorder along to record our
conversation, suddenly came to light to me as a part of this bluff. He was practically
oozing with confidence that the taped conversation could never be used against him and
the Fundi Empire, since the Empire already owns all the key players in the political
world. If I were to attempt to use the tape against him, I would most likely be branding
myself as a traitor and end up as dead meat rotting in some dark alley. On the other hand,
if I were to find someone who isn't a part of the empire, the tape would be useless, too.
Who would believe one word of what had been said? People would find the whole thing
ridiculous, and laugh at me and shake their head. That's what made the tape recording so
painful.

I looked at the tape recorder. The tape was still moving. I hated this tape. I hated
the whole gesture. I was tempted to reach out and hit the stop button, but I didn't. As if
my hand was held back by some invisible force, I couldn't do even this little thing of
pressing the stop button. And so, the recording proceeded.

Eventually Antonio took over again. He appeared to be the real recruiter. He told
me that once a person decides to become a part of the empire that has as its goal to rule
the planet for the good of humanity, this person has to be prepared to do ugly things
without a whimper, in order to achieve that goal. "Such things are necessary," he said. He
said that I would have to create for myself a new kind of morality, focused on the goal of
the Empire becoming unquestioningly supreme in the world. He said that this goal has to
become my goal if I wanted to stay alive. Antonio then praised the 'high morality' of the
philosopher Thomas Hobbes, and suggested strongly that I would want to study it.
"Hobbes gave us the philosophy of total freedom," he said in a serious tone of
voice. "When you understand Hobbes, you understand that nothing in the world matters
except the imperial goal. The only thing that matters is the goal and the power one has to
amass to reach that goal. With Hobbes' freedom philosophy taking over your
consciousness, I can guarantee you that the very concept of love becomes irrelevant to
you, even loyalty. You will experience total freedom. There is no such thing as loyalty in
the real world anyway, only survival. If you don't perform, you're dead. Friendships,
alliances, patriotism, that's all kids' stuff. They are irrelevant. Only the goal isn't. That is
why we will succeed and will rule the entire world without exception, because we are
free, free of constraints. The Fundi Empire is the 'land' of the free. Even the religious
fanatics, who are ready to kill themselves in religious wars, don't have this freedom. They
will kill themselves all right, and we utilize them for this tendency, for this fantasy that
they have, but they won't taste true freedom."
Antonio suddenly paused, and then laughed. He put a hand on my shoulder. "Sure,
we have failed with our last mission, that of the cruise missile. We've lost three months of
work. But we haven't lost the freedom to try again, even to try something bigger. In any
case, that missile launching wasn't meant to be an isolated incident," he added quietly. "It
was meant to be the beginning of a new trend. The reason that you failed to respond as
you were expected, merely indicates that the timing was a little premature. You proved
that there are still too many people around who are determined to stand in our way. We
have to deal with that, and we are. We will address this some day with your help. You
will help us; you can be sure of that. That's inevitable."

Antonio became more and more excited in his despicable high-minded ravings,
and his terrible demands for social destruction. He became outright arrogant. He said that
whoever joins the cause of the Empire gets access to everything he needs. That's why
failures are not tolerated. "If you need suicide bombers, five, ten, fifty, maybe more,
that's not a problem. We can supply those from the Islamic hiring halls or cultivate them

ourselves. All that we need to do is kill their families in the name of America. That will
get them mad. They'll do anything for revenge, then. They will line up at our door
offering their services. Many will readily choose to die to kill an enemy, since they
believe that Allah will reward them forever after. That's why we promote religious or
ideological irrationalities all over the world. I'm certain that you have those kinds of
elements within your own nation, commonly called traitors, who will gladly destroy your
own cities for ideological goals."
Antonio's comment was that everything and everyone could be bought with money
and with threats, or with beastly acts of savagery. "We will get all the logistical support
and the security necessary that way, even for big operations in which your own people
will destroy your own cities. Just wait and see."
I told him that he was mad.
He just laughed. He accused me of still living in the Middle Ages. "The world has
changed," he said. "If we want wars, we create our own provocation. In the olden days
we had to incite other countries to attack America in order to provoke America into war.
That's what the attack on Pearl Harbor was all about. We had to get the Japanese to
provoke you. We will soon have the capability to 'inspire' rogue elements of your own
military and other institutions to carry out the provocation themselves, like attacking your
own country with the goal to provoke you into war. So you see, very soon we won't need
anyone to attack the mighty USA from the outside. Your own people will do this for us
from within and call their acts terrorism. That's how things are done in the real world. If
we want America to destroy the Middle East, or Africa, or Russia with nuclear weapons,
we'll simply 'inspire' your own people to blow up one of your own cities. In the process
of doing that, we will lay a trail that leads to the Middle East, or to Africa, or Russia,
which thereby becomes the targets for the 'retaliatory' war. We can direct this war into
any direction we want, and it won't cost us a penny. So you see, our own people have
created within your own country the capability to provide the necessary pretexts for
blowing up the world. That's how you create wars on demand. It's that easy.
"Self-provocation is an excellent tool to achieve that with," he said moments later.
"Also, it's relatively safe, because the public will never believe that such a treachery is
possible. It is extremely difficult for people to comprehend the nature of a government's
covert operation, and almost impossible for the gullible public to imagine that these
covert governmental operations would be carried out against their own populations by
rogue elements that are lavishly financed with the country's own tax dollars. It is also
difficult for people to believe that these groups already exist and operate fully outside of
the framework of the official system and its law. Those are the kinds of people that work
for us, for the Fundi Empire and always have, just as I, and we all, do."
Antonio said at this point that he wouldn't be at all surprised if their next project
would involve something really big, bigger than hitting Baltimore, like taking out a large
city with a large nuclear weapon. "A nation like yours with a strong moral history is not
so easily provoked into a big, destructive, global war," he said and grinned. "But that's
the kind of war that the empire needs at this point to get the ball rolling, especially during

emergency situations when its financial system is in danger of collapsing. In this case it
might require something as big as a big nuclear blast over New York, complete with the
TV reporters in place, and with the movie cameras rolling."
He said that such a covert act is really quite easy to pull off. "With the right inside
support from key government people we have the world's biggest nuclear arsenal at our
disposal. Once we have procured the bomb, or bombs, it's easy to load them onto a
private airplane at one of the many private airstrips. Then, bingo!"
Antonio said, that when this happens, nobody would ever know where the bomb
came from. There will be cries about terrorism. People's rage over the carnage will most
likely unleash a nuclear Armageddon in certain areas of the world that could also become
very big. "And if blowing up one city isn't enough of a provocation; it might become
necessary to take out two or three. Eventually this kind of escalating provocation will
work. It has worked in the past during World War II."
Antonio suggested that it would be advantageous for me to be on their side. He
said that great diplomatic efforts would be needed to prevent counterattacks against the
USA for as long as the USA remained useful for the fundi’s plans. He also said that by
me being on their side, by me helping them with that, I would most likely remain alive
myself throughout the whole nightmare, and become a part of the after-world. He told me
to keep this in mind.

He laughed after that. This was the first time that he laughed throughout the entire
ordeal. He said that they had set up a Malaysian monkey trap for me. "You may be
thinking that you shouldn't have come here," he said, "but you came. Now you are
recruited, whether you like it or not. Evidently you are fully aware that you now know
too much. You are aware that you can't dare to let go of your fears, because you don't
know how we would react if you did something stupid."
Antonio stood up at this point and said that I would be contacted again when I was
needed. He warned me, however, that to refuse them was no longer an option. He told me
that I had been recruited, and that I had accepted my recruitment by listening to them. He
said that the only real choice that I had now, was the choice between wanting to live or
die. He told me that I would be contacted again as required, either by my executioner, or
by my new boss. Which of the two it would be, would be determined by my own
behavior until then. He said that the choice was mine, and he cautioned me to act wisely
from now on.

With all this having been said, the three men left. The man whom I met first, Mr.
Palmerston, pointed out to me while he was likewise standing up to leave that I would
remember this evening in shame. "From the inside, working with us, you have control to
shape events to some degree," he said, "but working on the outside, you are impotent and
will most likely die. Your shame lies in not responding to me before this offer closes.

When this closure will be, nobody knows. I will contact you once I have determined how
I will utilize you for our best 'mutual' advantage. The option for you not to be involved,
truly no longer exists. You must understand this. Nobody whom we contact is ever, NOT
involved. Don't forget this!"
He reached out his hand for a handshake.
I reached out likewise, but immediately pulled my hand back. An image flashed
before my mind, of Fred scolding me on Ross' balcony before we left. Fred had said that
he had expected more of a fight from me, more "fire!"
"I want to make one point quite clear to you," I said to Palmerston. "You didn't
make an attractive offer to me that I can readily accept. In fact, you made no offer at all
that is worth considering. Your empire has nothing to offer. Sure, your empire has
enormous power, but to what end? Hitler had amassed great power, too. Hitler had
launched his war with the greatest military power ever assembled on the face of the
planet, but it gained him nothing. He staged a rampage in which a hundred million people
were destroyed, and then he killed himself. That's all he ever accomplished. Your worldempire obviously has far more power than he could have ever hoped for. You most
certainly have the power to destroy the entire world, and you may indeed do this, but I
must ask again, to what end? You may very well win your war against the world that you
are boasting about, but it would gain you nothing. When the dust settles, you would find
yourself to be nothing more than the lone ruler of a burnt out rock. What an empty
victory that would be! You'd win no victory! So, why would I join a loosing proposition?
"You further propose that you'd give me a position of power to help change
history, but your proposal is made of empty words. What do you really have to offer? Do
you offer me a place in one of your secret societies? You seem to have many of those,
some with terrifying names. But what could they offer that would be worth my time? The
very reason why you keep them secret suggests to me that these societies would
disintegrate if they were exposed to the truth. Only people that are empty inside as human
beings can be lured into these cozy little secret traps. Those secret societies, in which no
one is challenging the fundi, of course give the 'inmates' some status that makes them feel
good. However, when they're faced with the truth, their facade becomes paper-thin and
crumbles. So why would I want to join any one of your precious secret societies of empty
heads, even the more public ones? And even if you were to offer me a seat on your
innermost council, what good would this do? I would merely be joining a whole
fraternity of empty heads, who are all members of various empty head societies according
to their individual liking. So, why would I want to be a part of that?
"Indeed, why would I want to join the Empire at all, if the only power you have is
to kill and destroy? Is this worth something to devote one's life to? There exists not a
single universal principle that supports your Empire. All the boasts that you made are
empty boasts, built on lies and dreams and mythologies, and of course terror. But you
don't have it within you to create one iota of good that uplifts civilization. By this lack all
your boasts ring empty, and your Empire appears to be as surely doomed as any selfcondemned person is."

I paused.
"So you come here and ask me to join you," I added moments later. "You ask me
to hitch my wagon to your lies and dreams and mythologies, and to join you on your fasttrack ride to hell. What a ridiculous offer is this?"
I paused again.
"You tell me that you offer me the world," I continued, "but I see nothing in that
future that would enable me to look into a mirror each night before going to bed and say
to myself that it has been a worthwhile day for me to have lived. You've got nothing like
that to offer. Nor can you say such a thing honestly to yourself, perhaps not even once,
much less every night. The only thing that you have truly offered me, is death, if I don't
play ball with you. Truly this is all that you have within your power to bestow. Don't you
see how small you are and how little you bring to the table? If you want me to consider
joining your club, you will have to do much better than that on all counts, but you can't,
because you're bankrupt. However, let's turn the table around. Allow me to invite you to
join a rich team, our team, and let me offer you the chance to become a human being. No
vertical power structure has ever existed for long. Even Rome fell. But the idea of LoveBased Economics has ruled in the background throughout all time, reflecting the
Principle of Universal Love. Humanity is the winning team. I am offering you a chance
to join the winning team."
I reached my hand out to him as he did earlier, for a handshake, but there was no
response from him, not the slightest motion. The man simply walked away without a
reply or even an attempt to insult or threaten me further. He merely walked away.
However, he turned back after he had taken a few steps towards the nearest side street.
He stopped. "You forgot to mention the coming Ice Age," he said in a calm
manner. "The Ice Age proves everything."
"It proves nothing," I replied.
"It proves that you are impotent," said Palmerston. "The Ice Age is coming soon. It
comes with a cold spell that civilization and nine-tenth of mankind will not survive,
because we won't let the necessary development happen. If we were to allow civilization
to survive, then the Fundi Empire wouldn't survive. But we will survive, and we will
survive in the Ice Age World as in the olden days with a few million people for us to rule
over. The Ice Age World will become a nice, small, feudal world that we will rule over
for a hundred millennia."
"You are not just arrogant, but also stupid when you are dreaming that this will
work." I countered him.
Palmerston just laughed. "Who would stop us? You are the dreamer when you
think that anything can stop us, especially you. You are also a hypocrite. You have been
telling me all night how holy and noble you are as the champion of the cause of
humanity. That's just talk, isn't it? In reality you shit on mankind and ram the knife

deeper into its heart. You have no moral commitment, none at all. That's why you will
join us by your own free will. In fact, by your own action, you have already joined us in
your heart. You are actively aiding our cause every day. That's the fact. I had hoped it
wouldn't be necessary to rub your nose in the shit that comes from your own soul."
"What shit?" I interjected. "I meant every word that I said."
"Words are cheap," said Palmerston. "Look at your deeds. Every time you pull up
to the gas pump with your car, you actively support genocide in the dark places on earth,
and support terrorism, and that's just for starters. And you do this knowingly. You are
perfectly aware that 10% of what comes out of the gas pump isn't gasoline, but is ethanol
that was brewed from corn and other food products. It is not possible that you cannot be
aware of this, because it's advertised on the gas pump itself. The label E5 means that 5%
of the fuel you buy is ethanol. You are literally taking food out of the mouths of a
starving humanity and burn it in your car. While this process is still small and not 15%
yet as it is slated for, you are supporting it. By 2010, the agricultural acreage devoted to
growing the feedstock for ethanol would normally be able to feed 100 million people. In
an already starving world that adds up to genocide. The worldwide genocide that you
personally support by your own continuing involvement in the biofuels holocaust, is set
up to be 30 times as large in 2010, on an annual basis, than Hitler's holocaust has been of
the entire Nazi period, combined. In other words, every time that you pull up to the gas
pump and fill up your tank, you shit onto the starving of mankind and commit them to an
agonizing death with a disdain and indifference that has never before been seen on this
planet on such a vast scale. And you also support terrorism. Of every dollar that you pay
for gasoline, a portion goes to paying taxes, and a portion is devoted to financing
terrorism via the Saudi's al-Yamamah deal that serves a multibillion dollar slush fund for
financing terrorism to destabilize the nations of the world. And this is what you are
actively supporting every day, at least you should know this, as it is not really a secret,
isn't it? It's plain to see. But oh now, this won't even enter your mind when you look into
the mirror each night. You look into the mirror with closed eyes and a closed mind."
"That's not fair!" I interjected. "I have no control over these processes that are
linked to the gas that I need for my car."
"Oh, sure, Peter, tell this to the victims of the terror that you help finance. Look
them into the eye as they squirm. And tell this to the starving whose food you burn in
your car, whom you condemn to death. Their blood is on your hands too. Of course you
don't control the processes that cause these tragedies, but neither do you raise a finger to
stop them. By your own action, you are already on our side. You behave like one of us,
completely high minded, and totally indifferent to the human condition. The difference is
that you lie to yourself about it. At least we are honest. We admit to the genocide that we
cause, and even tell you why. For decades our agents have openly proclaimed that we
want 80% of mankind eliminated from the planet, and instead of complaining and
whining as you do, society didn't raise a finger to stop us, but said in essence, ok, do it.
Society said, ok, do what you must, the world is too full, you are right, we need to cull
the herd. In fact, the entire world is saying this. As I said to you, the proof lies in the Ice
Age. We are in an Ice Age World already. The transition may have begun, or is near.

Mankind is facing the greatest crisis in its entire history, as its food resource is about to
disappear when agriculture becomes disabled. Now look around you. Do you see anyone
demanding the governments to react to protect the world's endangered food resources in
indoor facilities? Nobody is standing in the hustings. You were the only one so far, and
the little ripple you made won't go far. We have successfully blinded the entire world to
the fact that the Ice Age transition is near. At the present time it would still be possible
for humanity to rescue itself by creating large-scale projects for indoor agriculture, with
which to assure its food supply in an Ice Age world. It would take a hundred years to
build the infrastructures, should you decide to build them. I am certain those vast
infrastructures could be built if we were to allow that. Humanity is extremely resourceful,
but we won't allow it to happen, when it is so easily prevented. People will sneer at you
when you tell them that they must help prepare the world for the coming Ice Age.
Consequently, nothing will happen. No Ice Age Renaissance will ever be seen on this
planet. We've closed the door to that already. And it isn't primarily about money. The
global warming hoax isn't ultimately about money. As I told you, our policies aren't
primarily about money. We own all the money. Our key policy is the survival of the
Empire. Nor are the steps towards that goal focused on power. We have all the power that
matters to us. The prime policy-imperative is the survival of the system of empire, the
survival of our elite 'civilization,' the imperial 'civilization.' An imperial 'civilization'
cannot survive in a highly developed humanist renaissance civilization. The two are
mutually exclusive. That is why an Ice Age Renaissance will never be allowed, even if
this denial leads to the death of nine-tenth of mankind. And so, as you know, the Ice Age
Renaissance is not even on the agenda, or anything close to it. This will never be
happening. It simply isn't on anybody's mind; and will remain that way." He laughed as
he said this. "The Ice Age glaciation will come as it always has for the last two million
years, and it will decimate mankind as it has in all the previous glaciation cycles. You
want to rescue mankind from that. That's like rescuing it from itself. That's laughable. It
won't happen. You can't even rescue yourself from your own gross immorality."
"The Ice Age Renaissance is needed. Consequently, it will happen," I answered
him.
Palmerston laughed again. "You are so naive; you would make a great comedian.
Just answer me this: Who in the world is even talking about an Ice Age? No one is!
We've put them all asleep dreaming about global warming. Mankind is living in an Ice
Age World right now. In order to survive it would need to respond to the Ice-Ageimposed schedule now, and I do mean right now. Mankind would have to be actively
engaged right now in creating the technologies and building the industries for creating the
infrastructures. That should have already been started. But it hasn't even been talked
about yet, has it? Do you see any evidence of anyone even wanting to create an Ice Age
Renaissance in order to save 99% of humanity from starvation 100 years from now?
There is nothing happening on this front, because we haven't allowed it. We've promoted
deindustrialization instead. We also promoted the idea of global warming. With society
being tied into knots over global warming, it won't be looking at the approaching Ice
Age. Everybody is talking about the post-industrial utopia of narrow-minded poverty,
because we've promoted it. We created that greenhouse gas global warming fantasy in
order to get your idiots to destroy your own industries to comply with it. It will cost

America ten times the original cost to recreate the industries that are being destroyed
right now at our bidding. America is on the fast train going backwards. When your
people have fully complied with our demands and destroyed all your industries, then
we'll quietly announce that global warming was after all just a sad mistake, oops! Of
course you'll never get your industries back. You'll launch into massive crash-programs
out of sheer desperation, and we'll watch you wreck yourself in the process of trying.
That's how the Soviet Union is presently wrecking its economy and killing its population
on that mad notion of creating the SDI system on their own, as we have suggested they
should."
I just shook my head in disbelief.
"Ah, I think I got you!" said Palmerston. "We've got your whole country. You
can't get your industries back to create an Ice Age Renaissance, because an economy is a
living thing. It's like a people growing up. You can't stamp it out of the ground. It has to
be nurtured to grow, and every step has to be built on the one before. You have to start
with education, science, technology, research, and then tooling and building up industries
for tooling. But you don't have any of that anymore. We destroyed it with your own
money, pitting it against you. Everything was measured against money as prescribed by
your god Adam Smith, the architect of Greed-Based Fascism. With that you destroyed
your existence. You imported cheaply and dynamited your own production facilities that
couldn't compete with slave labor production."
"I agree, Adam Smith was the best servant you ever had, better than Wells and
Russell combined, the ideological architects of the atomic bomb." I countered the man.
"Adam Smith studied the fall of Rome as he was commissioned," said Palmerston.
"With it, he gave Shelburne a more potent weapon that he could have hoped for, a
weapon built on the process that destroyed Rome, the process of Greed-Based Fascism.
Shelburne used it against America."
"But we are not so utterly stupid that we will stick with it forever," I countered him.
"Ultimately your plan won't succeed."
Palmerston just laughed. "It's succeeding already. It took a long time to get going,
but it's working fine now. Of course it won't work forever. But what does that matter,
once we've got you past the point of no return with the coming Ice Age standing at your
door and you find yourself too poor to protect your existence, it will be curtains for you.
That's how we'll win. Ultimately you will likely wake up and try to stop our plan. That
might happen, and you might even be victorious over our plan, but before this happens,
we'll have already won. Until then, we simply make sure that everybody remains tied into
knots over global warming and keeps their heads bowed to Adam Smith with their sledge
hammers in hand wrecking their industries, and not just in America. Industries are bad.
Didn't you know that? They use energy and produce greenhouse gases. Even farming is
bad. It is tearing up the land, releasing pollutants. We have even vilified the world's best
pesticide and refrigerant, because they enable too many people to live. Heck, we even
vilified mankind itself as a cancer on the Earth, and people believe us too. Everybody is

talking about global warming as we have bid them to do, with which we created a
campaign against all of these 'villains.' And why shouldn't people be talking about global
warming? Global warming is real. We are coming out of a Little Ice Age and have been
warming up from that for over 200 years." He laughed some more. "Every March we
have global warming till September, at least in the Northern Hemisphere. So you see,
everybody is singing our global warming tune. We bought them enough reasons from the
scientists we own, to sing those songs."
"That can all change tomorrow," I interrupted him. "We can change that."
"Don't make me laugh," said Palmerston. And he did laugh some more, even
louder than before. "Just stand at any street corner and announce the need for an Ice Age
Renaissance. People will laugh at you, ridicule you, they'll spit at you. The only way you
would survive such an ordeal would be by wearing a clown's suit. There isn't a politician
in the world that would touch the subject with a ten-foot pole. Politicians want to be
elected. They have no choice but to respond to our Global Warming Dogma and promise
their electors that they will make all the cuts 'necessary' to keep that 'dangerous' global
warming under wraps. There isn't a politician out there who isn't singing our song, no
matter what he or she may think privately. They sing the song the public is taught to
expect. We've covered all the bases. I can assure you we have. I just can't understand why
you are fighting us. We are offing you the greatest opportunity in your life to get in on
the ground floor with the greatest World Empire ever envisioned that will make Rome
appear like something puny."
"You just answered your own question," I interrupted him. "The empire of Rome
was a recipe for disaster, and disaster happened. Rome collapsed."
"You are really funny," Palmerston replied and laughed again. "Maybe we should
recruit you as a comedian. Rome wasn't a disaster. It was the greatest orgy of power the
world has ever seen. It lasted for half a millennium. Rome is our model. What Rome
achieved, we'll supersede, and we'll do it globally. Rome created impotence and poverty
in all the regions round about. That gave it its power to subdue the whole world as it was
then. We will do the same, and no one can stop us. Our goal isn't universal economic
development around the planet as the humanists dream of. That's the recipe for disaster
for any empire. Empires can only be maintained in a world that has become a vast sea of
poverty and impotence. And that's not hard to create. That will be your future too,
personally, if you don't join us before then. Take a careful look at the world, Peter.
Everything that you see today will be gone in 20 years."
I simply shook my head and smiled.
"Look at Germany, Peter. Germany is the richest country in Europe right now and
the biggest employer that Europe has ever seen. Germany has attracted guest workers
from all over Europe. Nobody can yet imagine that this economic powerhouse will soon
be the world-center of unemployment. That's the world that you will see in 20 years’
time. Our projection is that Germany will have 10 to 20 million unemployed in two
decades, with unemployment rates ranging upwards to 30% in some regions, and more so

in the industrial sector. That is how you create poverty, Peter. It's easily done under the
mantle of Adam Smith, the god of greed."
I raised my hand to stop him. "You mean the god of greed-based fascism," I
interjected. "Adam can be dethroned. What you say will never be happening," I protested.
Palmerston just laughed. "It's already happening, Peter. Just look at your own
country. The once mightiest economy in the world is already crumbling. Where is your
textile industry? It's gone. Where is your steel industry? It is fast becoming a vanishing
breed. Then look at your farming sector. Farming is becoming too expensive to maintain.
And that's just the beginning. Can you imagine America with its railways gone, its
airlines killed, its industrial sector eliminated, its machine tool industry largely wiped out,
its auto industry gone, its aircraft industry gone? What you cannot imagine today will be
the face of America in twenty years, or thirty at the very latest. It's so easily done. It is
done with religious zeal. You are up to your armpits in a new religious war, and you are
so naïve that you don't even recognize that the war is in progress and is killing you. We
gave America its new god, Adam Smith, the man who is honored in America as the
inventor of modern economics. Greed-based fascism, the poison dart, is what we gave
you. You are totally right, it shouldn't be called economics what Adam Smith cooked up,
because it isn't. It wasn't meant to be. Greed-based fascism is utterly destructive. It was
meant to be that. We offered you Adam Smith as a Trojan Horse and you took it in and
made it into a god. You are so naïve in America, Peter, that in the name of your god of
greed you are dynamiting your own steel mills, simply because you can buy steel cheaper
from Asia. In the name of the same god, Germany, Europe, all the big industrialized
nation will soon be dismantling all their industries and ship them off the China, India,
Japan, Mexico, Africa, or wherever deep poverty already exists that causes people to
work like slaves, or for far less, almost for free."
"That will never happen," I protested.
"It is already happening, Peter. We have already achieved a lot of that. Just open
your eyes man. We are already operating the biggest slavery operations in history. It just
isn't called slavery anymore. It's called globalism. Globalism is the white blanket under
which the dirtiest operations can be hidden, and be given a noble face."
I raised my hand to stop him.
"No Peter, let me finish!" he waved me off. "You need to understand how deeply
we are already in control of mankind. Our slavery has become the strongest force in the
world. We employ 250 million children worldwide. We don't employ them directly of
course, but it is done under our control. That all by itself makes the old slave trading days
of the colonial period appear puny by comparison. In addition, we have an endless labor
pool in India and China that we can tap into for slaves galore. Seventy percent of all
people in India and China live in absolute poverty. In the olden days the slave-traders had
to raid the forests of Africa for slaves, which they then shipped by the tens of thousands
to the Empire's colonies. That kind of brutality is no longer necessary. India and China
now apply to us, literally begging us to enslave their people for a few pennies of royalty.

How can you even hope to stop that? The world applauds this new kind of slavery.
Society thinks we are doing these countries and their people a favor. They say we are
giving those poor people a job."
"Yes a few people believe that, but I don't," I cut Palmerston off. "You don't
believe that crap yourself. The only reason why India and China, and Mexico too, can
offer you cheap labor is, because they have no infrastructures to support with the price of
their product. We in America and the people in Germany, and so forth, have a large array
of infrastructures to support that have become a part of civilized living. It is impossible to
create an efficient and highly developed industrial society with decent standard of living
without those infrastructures, like schools, higher education, universal health care,
advanced medical facilities, cultural facilities, research institutions, clean housing,
efficient transportation, water supply infrastructures, power supply infrastructures,
highways, canals, airports, shipping facilities, but also income assurance, such as
pensions and so forth. All of these are costly infrastructures that are part of our modern
civilization. They must be paid for with the price of the product that a nation is producing
for itself. The reason why you get cheap slave labor from China is simple, because the
infrastructures that define a decent standard of living don't exist there and will never exist
there, because the product is priced so cheaply that the necessary infrastructures can
never be created."
"Our goal isn't to maintain the society of China or India or Africa," Palmerston
interrupted. "Our goal is to maintain the Empire."
"So you feel justified to use Hitler's method, who forced millions into his slave
labor camps where he worked them to death and then discarded the residue. You are
doing the same with the people in China and all the other countries were poverty reigns?"
"China has 700 million living in poverty. So what? We are only using up a few
hundred million, Peter. China has an overpopulation problem. We are helping China. Can
you imagine if China had Western-style infrastructures, the country would be overrun
with people? We make sure that this will never happen by draining China's human
resources so that the country cannot be developed. We slowed everything down to a
snail's pace."
"This means that you have become the biggest murderer in history," I interjected.
"That's not the point, Peter. The Empire has always been the biggest murderer in
the world. That's needed to keep the population nicely in poverty and keep it from getting
too big. You understand that the bigger the world population gets, the more it requires
advanced technological infrastructures to support itself. In this kind of an environment
the humanist scientific advances will far outstrip the Empire's ability to contain mankind.
When this happens, feudalism will no longer be tolerated, or empires for that matter. It
will be curtains for us then. If we hadn't intervened with our mass-slavery, China would
have reached this renaissance stage already. It would have reached across Asia and
uplifted Europe, and America would be a partner with them in rescuing Africa. If we had

allowed this to happen, I wouldn't be sitting here talking with you. The fundi would be
forgotten history instead of being King of the World."
"You monster, how can you even think that I would be joining an empire that has
become the biggest murderer of human beings in all history?"
"You will join us alright, and for two reasons. One, because you really have no
choice. Two, because you are a part of us already by your own actions every day, or
inaction," said Palmerston and stood up and walked away. "But don't blame us alone," he
added. "We gave the Indians and the Chinese our Trojan Horse too. We gave them Adam
Smith, and they opened their country and gave us their people. With such a huge slaveryforce we can wreck the world, whether you like it or not."
"What you are saying is monstrous," I interrupted him, protesting while he was
casually walking away. "You are killing people with that!" I shouted after him.
He stopped at the corner of a narrow alleyway. "Yes, Peter, people are going to die
in the process. Poverty is the most vicious killer there is. We merely accelerate the
process a bit. That's just the point. In fact, we intend to kill people by the hundreds of
millions in this fashion, as you already do by supporting the biofuels swindle that fuels
your car. That's the plan. It's no secret that we are aiming to depopulate the world down
to the two-billion level. And we will do it with poverty. That's more efficient even than
doing it with nukes. Depopulation is necessary and always has been for maintaining a
feudal kind of platform, which happens to be the most successful platform that ever
existed for an empire enslaving mankind."
"You are totally nuts," I replied. "What about your damn nukes then? Your own
nukes will haunt you. Three missiles can take out your home ground."
"Oh you, naïve little boy!" said Palmerston and disappeared in the alley.

To my great surprise I wasn't glad to see him go. I was disappointed. I was just
getting into the mood of fighting. I had a few words to say to him about those nukes.
It turned out that I did have my chance after all. Palmerston came back. "I'm not
finished with you yet," he said and sat down again. "I want you to understand something
about disarmament. Once we've taken over the Soviet Empire, piece by piece, we'll force
disarmament on Russia. We will set the pace. America will pioneer nuclear disarmament.
For America, this simply means taking some of their older systems out of service and
putting the most useful parts on the shelf. Russia will be forced to follow suit, but they
will be forced to destroy what they take out. While all this disarmament is happening, we
have a whole new approach in progress. Our friends in America, that we already own,
will make America become the world's pioneer in subcritical testing, officially under the
Nuclear Weapons Stewardship program that will be said to be required to maintain
America's nuclear inventory. However, that advanced approach gives them the capability
to produce new designs without the need for full-scale testing, a whole new range of

ultramodern miniature nukes, the kind that I mentioned earlier. The planned new pitproduction facility will be able to give us a thousand new nukes a year. Under this plan,
while the world is disarming, we will be building our capability up. In time we will reach
the goal that Bertrand Russell, the greatest pacifist in history, has set for us. He foresaw a
world with one single global imperial government in control that is the sole owner of the
nuclear bomb. In two or three decades his dream will become reality. There will be no
more wars then. When this becomes reality no one in the world will fail to yield to the
terror of the nuclear threat. If any nation dares to sour our soup, it will simply be knocked
off the chessboard of the world. A few nations are already being set up to be made an
example of, for the rest of mankind. Russell's plan was brilliant, Peter. The man was a
genius. He should have been given the Nobel Price. So, don't worry about nuclear war. It
won't happen. The Empire will make sure that nuclear war doesn't happen, because the
mini-nuke program is far more efficient. That's why I am certain that you will join us.
Think of us as a peace maintenance organization. Think of us as the stewards of
mankind."
"America will never stoop so low to become a part of that?" I interrupted.
"However, it looks to me that America is a key element in your plan. If America were to
sour your soup, you'd have nothing, nothing to threaten the world with."
Palmerston just laughed. "Who will sour our soup? That might have been possible
a few decades ago. Now America is too deeply corrupted with greed. The opposite will
soon be happening. America will soon be killing its own people on our command. They
will dynamite their own hospitals just as they have dynamited their steel industry.
Healthcare will become so expensive that only the rich can afford it. Housing has already
become so expensive that millions are forced to be living on the streets. America is even
blowing up its dollar for us. With its economy disintegrating and its banks becoming the
biggest casinos in history. The American dollar is set up to become worthless overnight
when the first major tremors hit the gambling floors. Then America will be the first in
line to demand the creation of a world-currency, which we of course will own as we
already own most of the world's currencies through our networks of private central banks.
Who else will own the new world-currency but us? Do you expect America to own it, or
Germany? They don't even own their own currency. We own their currencies. With a
single world-currency under our control, it will be easy for us to kill four billion people
with poverty. Just give us the means, and we'll do it. As owners of the New World Bank
we will control the credit for the nations. We determine who lives and under what terms,
or dies."
"You are getting more and more insane in your dreaming," I interrupted
Palmerston and began to laugh.
"Insane?" he said, and laughed back at me. "Where were you in the late 1960s and
early 1970s when it was said that the Earth has cancer and that cancer is man. We made
the whole world believe that. Out of it came the biggest deindustrialization effort in
history, in the West. We laid this egg in the minds of society to clear the path for our
slavery imports. Industries were said to be evil polluters, so we got rid of them. Nobody
cared about the unemployed since we made everybody believe that there are far too many

people in the world. In fact, nobody cares about the unemployed even now, and the
homeless. We encourage this careless living."
"That's going to backfire on you," I protested. "The more misery you create; the
more diseases you will create in the weakened population. Have you forgotten what
happened in 1345 when the big financial collapse brought down the economies and
consequently weakened the populations? Two years later the Black Plague broke out. It
wiped out half the population of Europe."
"We haven't forgotten that Peter. We understand the process. That's how we intend
to reduce the world population by four billion. If we can choke off the economic lifeline
the rest is easy. It happens on its own."
"You are nuts, that will never happen!" I repeated my protest. "You are inviting
me to join a dream-world."
"Dream world?" Palmerston repeated. "Open your eyes, Peter. It's already
happening. Look at Europe and the Euro-pact. The Maastricht Euro-pact is by design a
self-strangulation agreement that all the nations of Europe signed up to, except England,
since we, who authored the pact, quietly advised them against it. Obviously, we wanted
to keep our home base from collapsing. That's why all the Euro-pact countries are
doomed to collapse. We strangle them and forbid them the financial credits that are
needed to rebuild their world. In twenty years all of Europe will be broke. Can you
imagine Germany with ten million unemployed? Can you imagine Germany with its
industries collapsing, its banks collapsing, its entrepreneurial mittelstand collapsing? You
will see government after government collapsing, as the country becomes ungovernable.
And you will see the governments becoming evermore fascist in nature. All of that is
unavoidable, because the Euro-Pact nations have committed themselves to no longer
invest into their own self-development. With a single world-currency under our control,
the whole world can be similarly strangled. Mark my word. It will be strangled. No one
can escape the fate we provide. I'm offering you the option to be on the winning side. I
am telling you this openly without reservations, because we are invincible. There is
simply nothing in the world that's big enough to stop us. Certainly not tiny little you."
"Don't be so sure of yourself," I interjected, cutting him off. "America can stop
you."
"Don't make me laugh, Peter. America is a fool. They've subjected themselves to
self-strangulation by bowing to us. They've put themselves into chains voluntarily, just
like Europe did. America started the self-strangulation in 1875 with the Specie
Resumption Act that limited America's financial credits to the availability of gold. And
later America took another step in that direction, a much worse step. That happened in
1913 with the Federal Reserve Act that put the nation's financial credits into the private
hands of the Fundi-Empire. With this Act of Congress, the American people literally put
themselves into chains and gave us the reign to enslave them. It's impossible for a nation
to be more foolish than America has been. They chopped off their feet to win the race."

"Maybe you are the fool, Mr. Palmerston," I countered him. "Japan once spoke
like you speak now. One of its admirals warned however, not to underestimate America.
He called it a sleeping giant."
"I know that, Peter. I'm not stupid. The man who said this was Admiral Isoroku
Yamamoto of the Empire of Japan. Those words were spoken on the famous day of
December 7th, 1941, when the attack on Pearl Harbor began. The admiral said, "I fear
that we have awakened a sleeping giant and filled him with a terrible resolve." But those
days are gone, Peter. That sleeping giant as been put to sleep permanently. From the day
that Franklin Roosevelt was put into the grave, all memories of those days have been
erased. America became the champion of doom. We stole its soul. It became the worldadvocate that the Earth has cancer and that this cancer is man. The America that you
spoke of, that was a sleeping giant, no longer exists. America is dead as a giant.
Everything that Roosevelt stood for, the Four Freedoms, the New Deal, the General
Welfare Principle, unlimited economic development, protected industries, guaranteed
access to higher education, universal healthcare, and social protection. It's all been
trashed and vilified and been replaced with nuclear bombs. I predict that of what still
remains of Roosevelt's legacy, like the numerous federal facilities in support of the states
and of the general welfare, will be gone in twenty years. America has become a murdered
giant that will never rise again. We made sure of that. But there is one other."
"Another what?"
He hesitated. "Perhaps I shouldn't tell you."
"You mean another weak flank? There will always be another weak flank."
"But you don't know what that is, do you? There is only one thing that can stop us,
and you are too dumb to recognize it. You wouldn't see it if I held it before your nose. In
fact, it has always been right in front of you. It's bigger than America. It's a global flank.
It's so big that you can't see the forest for all the trees."
"Oh, I can think of such a flank alright, a global flank, the one flank where you are
totally exposed, which you cannot cover over and hide," I said to Palmerston. "The
Principle of Universal Love is that flank, and the Principle of the Universal Brotherhood
of All Mankind, and the great renaissance principle of 1648, the Principle of the
Advantage of the Other. Our whole nation was built on those principles. They became
combined into the General Welfare Principle. Our nation was not built on the foundation
of greed, or power, but on something far greater, something that made it superior to all
the imperial powers in the world. It was built on a principle. It was built on the General
Welfare Principle. That is why Shelburne couldn't defeat America, either with arms or
with free trade, and why Lord Palmerston after him, failed in the same manner. Is that
why you chose to call yourself by his name? In all the historic attacks that you launched
against America, America was saved by its principles. And that's your Achilles' Heel.
What your fundi empire had tried to defeat repeatedly and never could, will defeat you."

"Don't make me laugh," said Palmerston, interrupting me. "Your precious
principles are dead, never to rise again. You, yourself, don't live by them. You actively
support the largest holocaust in history, every day when you start your car and burn fuel
made with food that is taken out of the mouths of millions, who are thereby starving to
death. So don't make me laugh, Peter. Not even you live by your lofty principles. In fact,
people would laugh at you should you bring these principles up as a solution for
anything. We killed the luster of those principles eons ago. We slandered the General
Welfare Principle like some evil demon that we blamed the depression on. Your 1648
Peace of Westphalia Principle means nothing to anyone. When you talk about the
Principle of the Advantage of the Other as a basis for civilization, people will call you a
crackpot. We turned those principles into dust, together with the General Welfare
Principle. People will call you a dreamer when you talk about universal love as a
principle. That certainly isn't our weak flank anymore. We've dealt with that."
"You seem to suggest the existence of one other flank that you are vulnerable on,"
I said, "where a turnaround can happen that can break all of your carefully laid eggs."
"Oh, but you don't know what that flank is," said Palmerston. "Of course, I'm not
going to tell you what it is, nor will you ever figure it out yourself since you are too
stupid to recognize it in a million years."
"Why do you insist on insulting me like that?" I cut him off. "Your weak flank isn't
that hidden that it shouldn't be obvious to everybody, and it is big, I agree. In fact, it is so
big that it will crack all your little eggs that you have laid, one by one, just as every lie is
doomed to fall apart in the face of the naked truth. And the naked truth is that your Fundi
Empire is empty. Take away the big lies, and there's nothing there. There's no humanity
to be seen, no beauty, compassion, culture, riches in living, love, brotherhood, creativity.
There is nothing there that identifies you as human. There is only a big void, the
emptiness of greed and fascist force that lack the power to protect you from the coming
Ice Age, and from the corresponding awakening of mankind. The return of the Ice Age is
your weak flank. You can fool the whole world with your dreams of global warming by
hiding the fact that we've been warming up from the last Little Ice Age for the past 300
years. But from the moment when the global cooling begins towards the next Ice Age
transition, your lies will evaporate that you are hiding behind."
Palmerston reacted with evident anger, momentarily, but being the great expert in
the craft of deception that he was, he regained his composure and smiled.
"It doesn't then matter how many lies you invent to explain the global cooling
away," I continued. "Mankind will wake up, and it will recognize that it must protect the
global agriculture from the coming deep freeze by creating indoor agriculture facilities,
or it will die. The people in the world will then ask themselves, what must be done to
achieve that? What steps are necessary to create those infrastructures that enable mankind
to survive? When this happens society will awake globally and walk all over you, and
your precious eggs that you have laid and crush them. That is how mankind will rescue
itself. And there is nothing you can do to stop that, unless you can stop the Ice Age from
returning as it has returned periodically for the last two million years. You can't get

around the fact that for 87% of the last two million years the Earth has been under Ice
Age conditions, which will likely resume in 100 to 150 years. Long before this starts,
your empires ends; all of it. The great fundi empire will be reduced to just another entry
in the annals of history as just another example of utter foolishness."
"Don't hold your breath," Palmerston replied. "The return of the Ice Age is too
near for mankind to react in time. "By the time society awakens to reality, it will be too
late to begin building the infrastructures. We'll have the trap sprung. Our empire won't be
gone. It will survive forever. With mankind shrinking back to a 100-million world
population that is kept small by poverty, the conditions are perfect for a feudal empire to
be maintained indefinitely. That is what you will see happening, and there is nothing you
can do to change that. So why not join the ruling class?"
"You are dreaming Mr. Palmerston. Your dream will never come true. Even if you
are successful in keeping mankind asleep until it is too late to respond to the Ice Age
cooling with indoor agriculture, your precious feudal empire will never materialize either.
Once the Ice Age cooling starts and agriculture becomes devastated so that the massstarvation and dying begins, the game is over for all of mankind. In 1345 the European
banking collapse had so weakened the population, that two years later the Black Death
Plague took hold and spread like wildfire, killing half the population. Then in 1918, in the
shadow of the economic devastation of World War I, a new flu strain erupted that spread
around the whole Northern Hemisphere. In the space of a few months this single strain of
flu killed several times as many people than the entire war had. Then in the mid-1970s
the depopulation of Africa was put in the agenda, by means of poverty. Out of this
weakened background AIDS erupted that will proliferate and kill people for decades to
come. If the biological weakening of a population can have such a devastating effect in
the relatively small backgrounds, can you imagine what the biological collapse of ten
billion people would unleash? Most likely, by the time the dust settles, not a single
person will remain alive, including the masters of your Fundi Empire. Your only hope for
survival rests with the universal survival of mankind. If you peel all the lies away that
you tell yourself, and wrap yourself up with, you'll come to the bottom line as I have told
you."
Palmerston didn't protest this time. I finally gained the momentum to make an
impression. A voice within urged me to keep up the momentum and rescue the man from
his folly.
"The nakedness that results when your lies are peeled away isn't pretty," I said to
Palmerston. "There is nothing there but a sham that arouses pity. Also those countless
layers of conspiracies that you talked about are not really under your control. Sure, a lot
of ugly things are happening all over the world, and they may all seem as if they were
guided by a single hand. But really, Mr. Palmerston, conspiracies on such a wide and
nearly universal scale don't happen. What you regard as controlled conspiracies held in
your hand are probably nothing more than a bunch of self-similar happening arising from
the spreading insanity that you have inspired around the world, because insanity breeds
more insanity. If you take away the illusions of greatness that you labor under, your

world empire may in reality be rather small, unimpressive and impotent. Under those
circumstances, why would I want to join you?"
"You will join us, because I left you with no other option," Palmerston replied.
"We are in control. We have the mini-nukes. We have all the power."
"You have nothing," I countered him. "Your mini-nukes will fail as all your
previous options have failed. Without having the universal love of humanity on your side,
you have nothing, no power! Your nukes will fail to achieve your objective."
"In this case you'd be well advised to join us to make sure that they won't fail,"
said Palmerston, "because the backup plan is large-scale biological warfare. That
prospect scares even me, Peter."
"No, I have another option open to me," I said to Palmerston. "I have a far greater
option than the one you may dream of. You have nothing in your armor that would hide
you from that. But I can't tell you what it is. You probably wouldn't understand." With
that I reached my hand out for a handshake.
"You are treading dangerous waters my friend," said Palmerston, refusing the
handshake. "My advice to you is to watch your back and to hope that the next man that
comes to meet you will be your boss and friend, bidding you welcome into our fold,
instead of being your executioner."
I just laughed. "If you execute me, you execute yourself. You know this perfectly
well, and I know it. Your plan, if I don't stop it, leads to your death. You don't want this
to happen, do you? This means that you need me, perhaps not in the way you think. But
you need me to keep you alive in spite of your folly, by keeping humanity alive."
Palmerston's face became hard as he stood up once more to leave.
I reached my hand out once more for a handshake.
He made a gesture, reaching towards it, but then quickly pulled it back. "The days
are over when one has to resort to war to destroy a country. We will get America to
destroy itself from within," he said. "We will destroy it together with Europe. We'll get
America to drain its own economic resources if need be. We'll get America to start wars
if need be. There will be wars that nobody can win. There will be wars that drag on for
decades and keep on dragging America down. Just look at Israel. That's how we
destroyed Israel already. We lend them money to build Jewish settlements all over
Palestine to cause tensions. That caused enormous tensions. The policy of tension is
wonderfully destructive. The Middle East could be a paradise with Israel being the
economic powerhouse behind it. And it would be if we hadn't intervened. Instead, Israel
has been drained and its name been made synonymous with the devil all across the
world."
"Haven't you been listening to what I've been saying?" I interjected. "If you
destroy America you destroy your last chance to have a future. Of course if America

gains itself the freedom to survive, your empire won't survive. However, you and your
children will survive. This means that you need me, Mr. Palmerston. You need me and us
all, especially America, to save the world for you. The bottom line is; you are bankrupt
Mr. Palmerston. You are bankrupt beyond recourse. You are naked behind your facade.
You have no power, not even the power to create the condition under which you can
survive. Do you remember Hans Christian Andersen's fairy tale of the Emperor's New
Clothes? A few clever scoundrels convinced everyone that they could weave a fabric of
such exquisite beauty that only a competent person would recognize it. So, they labored
day and night on their empty looms, diligently producing cloth that everyone was taught
to admire, and did admire, including the Emperor who marched in a parade proudly
arrayed in new royal clothes that were tailored from the new fabric produced on the
empty looms. The whole society sang the song that it was taught to sing, and so all
admired the exquisite beauty of the Emperor's new clothes that was made of cloth that
never was. Then a child stood up and piped out with a loud and innocent voice, 'but he
hasn't got anything on!' That child's naive honesty rekindled the people's honesty with
themselves that day, by which the wonderful world of reality was re-established and
everybody had a good laugh at their own silliness."
I added, suggesting to Palmerston, that I might just be that naive child, as he had
said so himself that I would qualify for. I told him that his empire was doomed, because it
cannot defend itself against the truth. "The little child in Anderson's tale is the humanity
of mankind, Mr. Palmerston. It is poised to hit you on all flanks, and none of your flanks
is strong enough to withstand the truth that comes to light in our humanity that reflects
the Principle of Universal Love. When hope dwindles for humanity love opens a new
window. With love we will prevail. So let me invite you to protect your existence. The
door is open for you to come and join us."

Palmerston responded by simply walking away. This time he did not stop or
hesitate, or look back as he did before. The street into which he disappeared looked as
though it was made to measure for him. It was exceedingly narrow and dark, without a
single light in it as far as I could tell. It appeared as dark as the path appeared that he and
his men had laid out before me.

Unlike the men from the fundi, I didn't walk away into the dark. I remained where
I was, still largely stunned, mentally petrified by what had transpired, and more so by my
daring rejection of Palmerston's offer that I had thrown boldly back into his face. What I
had done seemed utterly foolish all of a sudden. While Fred might be proud of me for
having fought back, I couldn't feel that the fight had bought me any advantage. I felt
scared. I sat down again and stared aimlessly into the dark of the sea, focusing on a tiny
spot of light where the horizon and the island of Lido should be. I remained sitting there
for twenty minutes and kept on staring at this tiny speck of light without coming to any
conclusion as to how to proceed.

The man was right about one thing that he promised. He was right about the shame
that I now felt. I felt ashamed for having come. I felt sick to my stomach. I felt ashamed
also that I hadn't tried harder to educate him and his men about the Principle of Universal
Love. The still greater daring that this would have involved might have created a brighter
world for all of us, even for a man like Palmerston. With this I could have offered him a
world far brighter than his fondest hopes and dreams of a world-empire offered. Oh, how
I wished that I had Helen with me. On second thought, I realized that she might not have
been able to help the man either.
I wondered if the Renaissance powers had felt the same way, that the Venetian
Empire was a hopeless case in terms of awakening them to become human beings. I
suddenly felt a great deal of compassion for the Renaissance people and their impotence
that had caused them to make their historic mistake of turning the Venetian Empire into
an enemy of mankind instead of uplifting it with the Renaissance spirit. I wondered if I
had made the same mistake with the fundi.

On the way back to the hotel, walking through the empty streets again, crowded
only by the ever-present pigeons, I felt a deep compassion for those 'boxed-in' people that
had threatened my life that evening. They where already dead as human beings, as dead
as they wish the whole world would be. Thomas Hobbes had killed them, as Antonio had
pointed out without ever realizing what he had been saying. Indeed, it appeared that they
had all drifted way beyond redemption. But what about humanity that follows so
willingly in their tracks? Is humanity really beyond redemption? I found this hard to
believe. And what about me? I had been deeply injured in his five-hour attack on our
common humanity. I felt as if an icy fog had enveloped me and chilled me to the bone.
Yes, the man was right that the tectonic plates of the world had been shifting and
would continue to shift, but should we not be able to alter their course? The fundi’s
tectonics were bringing up all the rotten dead people out from the deep of the bowels of
the Earth, which were now rising up arrogantly to destroy civilization. Should we not be
able to put them back to where they belong, buried in a history that should not be
forgotten, but be hidden in shame, and bring forth all the principles of the great periods of
renaissance that made mankind shine like stars in the heavens?

Something profound happened that night on the way home. It echoed that last
thought. It unfolded like a small miracle that took away the chill of the icy fog that had
crept into my soul.
As I came near the entrance to Piazza San Marco I heard a faint voice of someone
singing. Indeed, someone was singing in front of the great cathedral. A Negro dressed in
white was singing the old American hymn, ‘Amazing Grace’. He was singing in the still
faint dawn of the morning for reasons I couldn't imagine as if he needed to practice for a

performance and there was no studio in Venice in which to practice. He sang the hymn
beautifully. He sang it twice. Maybe he repeated it just for me as he saw me coming and
might have realized that I needed to hear his song. Indeed, I needed its healing power. I
stopped in the middle of Piazza San Marco and listened. I remained there until the man
finished and walked away. As I walked away too, the last words kept echoing in my
mind.

When we've been there ten thousand years,
Bright shining as the sun,
We've no less days to sing God's praise
Than when we'd first begun.

The tape recorder felt heavy in my pocket when I arrived back at the hotel. No one
had been waiting up for me. I looked at my watch; it was almost five in the morning. We
had to be out of the hotel by ten. Nothing had been packed yet. I ate the remaining pieces
of chocolate that Palmerston had left behind and tried to sleep, but this seemed
impossible. The man's predictions were already coming true. The dreadful darkness of
the meeting was creeping into my soul again, fighting against the melody of Amazing
Grace. I was almost ashamed for having been born to be locked into this struggle where
so much darkness ruled. I was ashamed, because from this day forth I was forced by
threat of death to become a part of this evil empire of darkness, or to crawl into a hole
and play dead myself. I reasoned that I could join them in order to betray them, but this
would become a betrayal of myself. But luckily, the song of Amazing Grace that I had
heard on Piazza San Marco counterpoised the darkness more and more. I could still hear
the uplifting melody and remembered the grace in the man's powerful singing and its
message of peace.

When Palmerston walked away I had wished I had never come to this place! I had
asked myself over and over: Was this the price I had to pay for what we have
accomplished? Is this what happens at the leading edge? But the answer that came to me
now in form of that hymn spoke of a victory that is worth the pain? Would I do it
therefore again, coming to Venice to the conference, fighting for humanity and the
continued existence of civilization? I suddenly knew with certainty that I would do
everything the same.

Trying to fall asleep that night I made myself believe that I was certain I would
repeat every step and every word if I had to do it all over, even knowing the
consequences. I made myself believe that the consequences appeared more like a
challenge than as a threat. And then, for a brief moment the thought came in a flash that
the man from the fundi might have been trying to recruit me to join him in his own efforts
to defeat the fundi from within that had become a liability to the oligarchy that he was
rooted in by birth. The thought was intriguing, but unlikely, so I dismissed it. But why
did he lay all of the fundi’s cards on the table?
As I ruminated over this issue I envied the crabs on the beach that Tony had
reminded me of during our first dinner in Venice. I recalled that when we had discovered
those crabs in the shallows on the beach near the Sand Castle I had told Tony in no
uncertain terms that I didn't envy those crabs, which knew nothing of the complexities of
the world, because they would never know love either, and beauty, in their narrow world.
Now, however, after having stuck my head out of the trenches into a world of flying
bullets I wasn't quite so sure about that anymore until that hymn changed my thinking
that spoke of a higher-level world than the of flying bullets that the crabs would never
know about, the world of the grace of love. I suddenly realized that I had been correct
with my last words to Palmerston that when hope dwindles for humanity love opens a
new window, and that with love we will prevail, which appeared evermore like a force
that we but tap into.

Next I remembered our chainsaw that we had left on the beach at the foot of our
trail. What a wonderful world that thought represented! The biggest obstacle that we had
faced that day was to no bigger than us cutting through brush and finding the right kind
of rocks to build stairways with for the steep parts of the trail. Then I wondered how
many people in the world live like those crabs do, contend in total ignorance of the forces
of the world that determine their destiny, which renders them impotent to shape the world
with the forces of their love.
I asked myself if ignorance can ever be bliss, as some people say it is. I answered a
resounding no, because ignorance is poverty that prevents people from becoming masters
of their destiny and turns them into underlings? I thought that I touched upon a profound
answer that night with the melody of the song of grace that kept coming to mind.

Chapter 12 - Lord of Darkness
The tape recorder was still in my pocket when I got out of bed. It was past seven in
the morning. The second tape had run to its end. Palmerston had put a new one in, a part
of the way through that horrible meeting, so that none of its terror would be lost.
Strangely, he seemed pleased in the end with the way it had turned out, though his
recruitment effort had obviously failed. Or maybe that meeting was more than just a
recruitment effort. Maybe he did succeed in his mission. Maybe his recruitment effort
was for a different objective. Maybe he was merely issuing marching orders that one
simply couldn't ignore. Maybe that's how the Fundi Empire has been operated right from
the beginning when Venice was the Empire that had terrorized and looted the Old World
in its early days from its tiny outpost built into the sea.
I wondered how many kings, queens, and princes of that world had in their days
been subjected to the same kind of 'recruiting' session and received their marching orders
in a manner that left them likewise no options but to obey. The Venetian Empire had
taken over the Netherlands later, after the Thirty Years War, and then England when
Prince William of Orange had obeyed likewise and invaded England for the Venetians.
From this point on England was no longer a kingdom. It became an oligarchy, Venetian
style. From the ashes of the English kingdom rose the British Empire in which the old
Venetian Empire resurfaced with a new face. The British Empire became the first
completely private World Empire. The new empire was no longer ruled by a monarchy as
in previous times. Instead it effectively 'owned' the monarchy. This new trend of the
privatization of power for profit would soon determine the shape of the world, controlling
even the fate of the world's largest nations, like India, China, and other huge lands on a
continental scale that made England appear like a postage stamp in comparison.
In the context of this background Mr. Palmerston of the night before might have
merely given me a history lesson of how things are done in the 'real world,' the world of
empire, and how it has always been done in the fundi’s imperial past. Nevertheless, his
terrible lesson wasn't that easily shrugged off. It had wrapped itself around my life like a
blanket of darkness that suddenly seemed impenetrable. He had made it repeatedly clear
that this blanket might become a blanket of death if I didn't act "wisely" as he had put it,
according to his terms. That too was a part of that history lesson. In the historic 'glory'
days of Venice the executioner's platform evidently stood tall and prominent and
probably had not been ignored by anyone.

I joined Sylvia on the balcony that morning, after those endless seeming,
agonizing, hours with Palmerston. I was too tired however to speak about what had
happened. Luckily she didn't ask. After simply saying good morning, as she looked at her
watch, she joined the others inside. They all seemed too busy to even think about what
might have happened. Everyone was rushing about getting ready to leave. Steve
acknowledged jokingly in passing that I "made it back in one peace" and suggested that I
should tell him on the plane about my "visit" as he called it. I agreed. Little did he realize

that our mission at the physicist's conference in Venice, which had started out as an
innocent visit to a gentle paradise, had ended with a visit to the portal of hell.
With the tape recorder still weighing heavily in my pocket I almost felt that I had
betrayed Ushi and Steve by asking them to join our mission, which were thereby now
invariably touched by this dark blanket.
Ushi had played her part well. Even before I stepped onto the world-stage at the
physicist's conference where I had officially declared America's SDI project to be dead, I
had felt uneasy about it even though I knew that the step had to be taken. Maybe the
others had felt uneasy too. If they had, they hadn't let it show. They showed enthusiasm
rather than reservations. Maybe they did so in an effort to hide their reservations. I could
still see in my mind how Ushi had raised her hand for a question, excitedly, asking, "Sir,
since this decision to terminate the SDI is of considerable significance to the Soviet
Union and to my country, would you allow me as an East German journalist to observe
the facts? I would like to witness the closing of one of your labs?"
"Naturally! Be our guest," the speaker from the Energy Department had replied to
her, who had been on the podium with me. "You are welcome if you think there is
something worthwhile to be seen. We have nothing to hide."
"If I were allowed such a visit, I could write with the authority of one who has
observed the process in motion," she had replied to the man from the Energy Department.
"As a journalist I can't allow myself to be contend with hearsay. I could be guilty of
misinterpreting you."
"If it is within my power to arrange such a visit, I invite you as my personal guest,"
the Energy Department fellow had replied to Ushi with a smile.
In this respect I felt that the conference had been a big success, as big as we had
hoped for, but it all seemed so insignificant suddenly in the light of that session with the
fundi with which the day had ended.
"Thank you kindly, sir!" Ushi had said to the Energy fellow and had waved at him.
She had been jumping with the kind of joy that one derives from a great accomplishment.
She had turned to Steve, "We've got it!" she had said and embraced both Steve and Ross
in one giant hug. "Steve and I are going to America, publicly acknowledged, and by my
own request." It hadn't occurred to me until that day that for someone living behind the
Iron Curtain visiting America might be a rare treat.

My presentation at the conference, and Steve's, had officially ended the
conference. I remembered that Ushi and Steve practically ran to the nearest restaurant
where they immediately got down to business, getting their reports together. Ushi had
been on the phone for half an hour talking to Berlin, and Steve to Moscow. It had been a
treat to see them both so excited that evening with Ushi running at top speed across
Piazza San Marco with her pad in hand, looking for a telephone.

"The story is out!" Ushi had said exhausted when she came back to the restaurant
where I had waited with Tony, Sylvia, and Ross. "They could hardly believe it in Berlin,"
said Ushi. "It will be printed in tomorrow's papers."
"No doubt it will also cause headlines on tonight's newscasts all over the Soviet
sphere," said Steve. "America shutting down its SDI means a lot to them."
"I wouldn't be surprised if the headlines would also include your remark about
America giving the SDI away as a gift to the Soviet Union, all wrapped up with hugs and
kisses," said Ushi to me in her excitement. "The only thing we have to do now, is to find
the speaker again and take him up on his promise for us to visit one of the labs."
"Actually you don't really need his help for this," I said to her. "Call the President
yourself. Call him directly."
"You must be mad," she said and grinned back, "nobody calls the President of the
mightiest country in the world just like that!"
"Try it!" I said. "Phone him. He wants this thing to succeed. Tell him how well it
went."
"Me, calling the President of the United States from a pay phone in front of the
kitchen of Franco's spaghetti shop?"
"Well, why not?"
"If I were you, I would wait a few hours though," Ross had said. "It's six o'clock in
the morning, in Washington."
"Actually you don't need to phone at all," Tony had interjected. "I have the entire
US Air Transport Service network at my disposal. I can take you there personally. I can
take you anywhere in the world!"

I remembered that I had punched him gently for that and had started my Puff the
Magic Dragon song again.
Still, Ushi had insisted on calling the President anyway, just to see if it was
possible. This meant that we had a very late dinner that day, at Franco's spaghetti 'Palace.'

All this was history that morning when everyone was busy getting ready to leave.
It seemed so distant, suddenly, as if it hadn't happened, but was merely a dream.

Ushi had spoken very little on the phone to the President. She had simply stated
her request and her name. She had nodded frequently and had said yes sir, no sir, thank
you, sir, and had hung up just moments before we ran out of coins to keep the line open.
"Well?" I asked.
"He told me we should stop at the White House on the way. Oh, he also said that
you guys are allowed to come too, if you promise to behave yourselves." She had
grinned.
Watching her pack, while doing my own packing, I noticed that a bit of the grin
had remained.
We had trudged back that night quite late, from the spaghetti 'Palace' to the hotel,
totally happy about what the day had brought. That's when I had found the letter from the
fundi that had been stuck under the hotel-room door, the letter that had started this
terrible session with the fundi that lasted through much of the night. The man from the
fundi had promised that I would never forget that meeting. It had been a gross
understatement.

As we were checking out in the hotel lobby that morning, I was dead tired - tired
from the session, tired from the threats, and tired from the lack of sleep. I found it
impossible to concentrate on anything for more than just a few seconds without the bone
shaking chill setting in again with its dread that drew my attention back to that meeting of
the night before. This dreadful feeling had already begun during breakfast. The little bit
of peace that I found in the morning when I heard the black man sing, Amazing Grace, in
the stillness of dawn on Piazza San Marco, had been overpowered by Palmerston's
shadow of death. It seemed so distant now while Palmerston's threats seemed evermore
real.
I must have appeared to Sylvia and the others as if I wasn't really there. Sylvia
commented in passing that this must have been quite some meeting. If she only knew! I
simply nodded. There wasn't enough time to explain the unexplainable. Maybe there
would be time later, I thought, in the plane perhaps, as Steve had suggested.
After we had checked out I saw a welcome chance for relief. I noticed Steve
vigorously helping a group of elderly people piling their luggage onto a cart that would
take it to the bus. I dropped my own bags and rushed over to help them. There was
something beautifully human in this simple act of helping another person. I suddenly
realized what Steve had really been saying all along when he said, we bring to each other
our love to enrich one-another's existence."

Chapter 13 - Lord of the Rings

We went by bus to Rome. From Rome an Air Force 747 troop carrier took us to
Paris, and from there to Miami. The flight going home, away from the sudden 'darkness'
of Venice, brought on a feeling as though we were flying first class, even without the
fancy meals, music, and champagne. Being in this airplane represented the bright side of
our humanity. Also, it seemed ideal to me that we were not in a public place anymore,
considering what I had to reveal from the night before.
I handed the tape recorder to Steve without comment. He listened to it for a while,
smiled at times, nodded at times, and shook his head now and then. Eventually he gave it
back to me.
"This contains nothing more," he said, "than what someone else from the Fundi
Empire had already told me some years earlier at the depopulation conference in
Bucharest. I had been warned there by a group of the empire's people, a group similar to
what these fundi are, who made it plain that their empire was determined to break up all
the other empires in the world, whereby they would achieve total control, and with it, an
effective population reduction in order to maintain this control. What they really meant to
say to me then, was that they wanted to isolate and separate people from one-another as a
means for gaining control over them and over the whole world. Breaking up empires,
meant breaking up the big nation-states, thereby stripping the people of the power to
determine their own destiny. This meant destroying all opposing states by whatever
means possible."
"That's like saying, if you're not with us you're against us and we'll get you for it,"
I said to Steve. "That's essentially what Palmerston said, without actually saying it."
Steve held his hand out to congratulate me, "Your fellow," said Steve, "was more
honest about the empire's intentions than the people I had talked to. He had dropped all
the excuses and gave it to you straight. Their goal is still the same: to isolate, to divide,
and to rule the world. Nothing has changed and nothing will. This will go on for as long
as humanity remains as stupid as it is, and for as long as it allows this to go on.
Eventually, there will be nobody left with any real power except them; no state, no
country, no civilization. Then they will own the whole world, so they think. In order to
achieve this, they need big wars all over the world, and they will have them unless we
can cure humanity of its complacent mentality, which is really fascism under a new
name. Still, it is incredible that the man allowed you to tape the entire interview."
"He provided the tape recorder himself, Steve," I interjected.
Steve's face went blank. I think Steve understood something, suddenly. He
remained silent for a while, while he listened. He listened to parts of both tapes.
Eventually he responded, saying that he had thought the empire's group had revealed

their goals to him in Bucharest, because nobody listens to mathematicians and scientists
anyway. "But now we have this! This means they really want us to sit up and pay
attention. They call themselves 'The Empire' now. That's new. They are also getting more
arrogant and sure of themselves. Letting you record this session, even providing the
recorder for it, is gross arrogance. They are suggesting that they already own the world so
that this tape can never be used to oppose them with."
I gave the tape player to Ross after that.
Ross shook his head now and then. "They allowed you to record this, because
nobody will ever believe what's on this tape," said Ross after he had listened to some of
it. "They seem to have assumed that. Maybe that's why the man was so bold. This
Palmerston is playing a game with us. They all are."
Steve just laughed. "Of course they are, and they are playing it well. Just take this
tape to your President," he said to me, "and he will laugh at you. Or better yet, take it to
the CIA and they will put you in jail for planting a forgery. Nobody in any government
on Earth will believe that the old British Empire, which formally no longer exists, has
any interest in destroying Russia as a nation, or China, India, and much less so, their own
so-called ally, the United States of America. They will laugh you to scorn if you tell them
what the man said to you last night. Your own mother wouldn't believe you, even if you
brought this tape recorder as proof. Things can be faked. This tape proves nothing."
Here, Steve suddenly paused. "Something doesn't add up, though," he said. "The
man was too forthcoming. That's not the pattern that I have seen on previous occasions.
Something is up. The man might not have been what he pretended to be. He might have
been a dissident within the fundi’s organization. He might have been soliciting our help
to fight the fundi from within. Every organization has dissidents. The great Empire, too,
has dissidents. He may have been trying to recruit you for his dissident organization, by
giving you a rundown of the challenges that we all face. He is certainly correct that we
haven't a hope in hell to get the critically necessary Ice Age Renaissance off the ground
unless we first cleanse the scourge of empire from the landscape of mankind. We have
put the Ice Age Challenge on the agenda at the conference. Palmerston told us what
hurtles we must clear out of the way, before we can even get started. And the most
remarkable aspect of that, Peter, was his referring to you as a murderer by intention and a
supporter of terrorism every day that you start your car. A real recruiter would never say
this. He is correct of course. However, a real recruiter would hide this aspect, because it
is his very empire that is forcing every person of society to become a murderer by
intention through its action and inaction."
"He was correct about this aspect then," I said quietly. "I had a hunch that he was
honest about this. He appeared to be disgusted about it, too. Also, he didn't bring this
subject up until after Antonio and his men had left."
"What he told you was on the level," said Steve. "It was brutally presented to drive
the point home that we are all indeed murderers by intention, and guilty as charged by
our own action and inaction. If anything, he spoke too gently of the scale of the crime

that we commit every day. The current ethanol content in gasoline, mandated by law, isn't
a big thing yet, but will be in 20 years. He is correct in saying that the goal of empire is to
raise the mandated ethanol concentration worldwide to 15%. He is incorrect, however, in
saying that the amount the agricultural land that will thereby be diverted from food
production to producing the feedstock for the distillers, presently feeds 100 million
people, which will then no longer be available. The real figure is expected to be greater.
The figures that I saw presented by knowledgeable people in Russia, is in the range of
150 million, based on a 15% ethanol content in gasoline throughout the West. The land
area that is required to produce the feedstock for the distillation of this vast flood of
ethanol alcohol, would have the productive capacity to feed 150 million people. This is
how many people the ethanol hoax is slated to kill every year in the 2010 timeframe,
when the 15% ratio becomes law. The real figure will likely be higher than that, because
the distillation process consumes vast amounts of water. For every gallon of ethanol that
is being produced, nearly 100 gallons of water are required, because the yeast that
converts food into alcohol will die when the alcohol concentration exceeds typically 5%.
This means that 95% of the fermentation mix has to be water. Since water is already
scarce in most agricultural areas, the needed water resources are drawn away from food
oriented agricultural uses, reducing the food production still further. In addition, vast
areas of agricultural land will also be devoted to producing diesel fuel from oil seeds.
However, long before we get to this point, the world is expected to have more than a
billion people living in chronic starvation, because of the accelerating practice of food
burning on a vast scale. At the 15% ethanol stage, upwards to one and a half billion
people will become subjected to chronic starvation, of which 10% typically die every
year of the numerous starvation-related causes.
"Palmerston is wrong about also another ratio," Steve continued. "His comparison
with the Nazi holocaust is way off. The Nazi holocaust murdered six million people over
a span of six years, or a million people a year. In comparison, the biofuels holocaust is
slated to be 150 times more murderous from 2010 onward. It is slated to become the most
murderous holocaust of all times. And yes, Peter, we are participating in the process. We
are abetting it with our inaction. We are all involved in this. Palmerston is totally correct
about this, Peter. He is fully justified in calling us hypocrites. We are engaged in
genocide already that is slated to become the biggest the world has ever seen. If we don't
get ourselves out of this deep sub-moral trap, we won't have a leg to stand on in fighting
for an Ice Age Renaissance with which to protect the word's food resources. By not
healing society of its current commitment to taking vast amounts of food resources out of
the mouths of the hungry and burning their food in our cars, we are promoting the near
total elimination of mankind from this planet in the upcoming Ice Age that we would
thereby enter unprepared. Palmerston is totally correct about this too. And as I said, he
spoke too softly.
"The ever-greater quantities of grains that become diverted from food to be burned
as motor fuel, makes a number of the current basic food resources increasingly
unaffordable to the poor and unemployed who are dependent on low cost food," Steve
continued. "We will see the price of chicken and pork that are typically raised in feed lots
with various grains, go sky high in comparison with people's income, whereby society is
loosing its essential animal protein input and is thereby starving itself, even in the so-

called rich countries. Every time that you pull up to the gas pump, Peter, and fill up your
tank, you abet the commitment to take the last chicken out of the pot of the poor,
whereby you commit them to a slow and tragic death."
"Aren't we doing the same thing right now by flying on this airplane?" I
interjected.
Steve shook his head. "No we aren't," he said. "Airplanes don't use ethanol. By
flying airplanes, we only abet terrorism that is financed by the oil price differential, and
to some degree also by dope money. Airplanes have so far been unaffected by the biofuel
hoax, and will likely remain so for some time. Ethanol is far too corrosive to the metals
of the engines, and to the fuel system, to be used on airplanes. It would destroy the
engines too rapidly, and also reduce their power output. Ethanol is only mandated for the
gullible public that thereby has to replace its cars more often. And this boosts car sales.
Also, ethanol produces only 60% of the energy output of gasoline, which is too
inefficient for airplanes. The military doesn't use biofuels either, for this reason. This is
the reason why the public is taught to love the biofuels. Of course, there is nothing
lovable about biofuels at all. The biofuel is not an alternate fuel. It takes a greater amount
of energy input to produce the fuel, if one considers all of the inputs, than the fuel gives
back. The energy input, of course, comes from petroleum resources, so that no pollution
reduction is achieved with the highly expensive biofuels. To the contrary, instead of
reducing pollution, the ethanol fuel creates additional, and potentially dangerous, alcohol
related pollution. The only arena that the biofuels are extremely effective in, is the arena
of genocide. No disease or war or poison has to date been a more effective killer of
human beings than the biofuel hoax - none, and by a long shot. Nothing comes even
close. The killing efficiency is so great, that when the ratio exceeds the 15% mark, the
resulting genocide effect will even exceed the natural old age death toll for a six billion
world-population with a sixty years average life expectancy. So you see, Peter, we have
all become murderers by intention on a grand scale, and remain to be this until we get this
chip off our shoulders that has locked us into this murderous game. Palmerston was right
in rubbing your nose into this mess, because it won't be easy to get out of this mess. We
have a long road ahead of us before we can stand before a mirror again and look us into
the face, honestly. It appears that Palmerston found this out about himself, and he
suddenly realized that he can't just walk away from that."
"In this case I see a lot of honesty in what Palmerston said to me," I said to Steve.
"If this is so, then maybe everything else he said was a cry for help too."
"Yes, and this makes it more scary for us," said Steve. "I find it scary to be
associated with a dissident element within the empire that may be the biggest real empire
on the planet. The imperials may well hit us if they get wind of this, and use us as a lever
to get at him, when push comes to shove."
Steve paused. "I guess I'll have to pry open some doors of the fundi to find out
where we really stand," said Steve in a quiet voice.

"Do it discreetly please," I urged him. "This may not have been a deception. It may
be like the man had said, that nothing is ever the way it appears on the surface. His
forthrightness might have been designed to test us, to see what our next moves would be.
We must never forget that he is living in a world of playing games. So, be careful!"
Steve just nodded and smiled. "I know that," he said. "This means that you
shouldn't expect any quick answers either. It may take years to sneak a look inside the
Empire, discreetly. In the meantime, we must assume that his threats, and his warnings,
were real, and that they are every bit as scary as they were made out to be. This also
means that you have to stay low and stop fighting them. Since you cannot really do that,
you must shift your fighting onto a level that they cannot comprehend, which is the level
of the Principle of Universal Love. We all must work at this level. The universality of
love, the lateral model as you call it, may be the one thing that the fundi know absolutely
nothing about. Besides, that is where the real breakthrough needs to be made. We need
this breakthrough to be able to defeat the fundi’s plan. We have to win this game before
they even know that anything is happening."
"That's easier said than done," I reminded Steve.
Steve shook his head. "It's easy," he said, "and you, Peter, have already discovered
that. I would even say that this is the only worthwhile thing to do."
"What did I do to deserve this fine comment?" I asked, surprised.
"Don't you remember, Peter? You joined me in helping those elderly folks with
their luggage. As far as I can see," said Steve," this little human act may have been the
only incidence that happened in Venice, while we were there, that is useful towards the
elimination of nuclear weapons. That's the best that came out of the three days of the
conference."
"And the glass sculptures, too," I added.
Steve nodded. "But the rest, and I mean all of our joggling acts of diplomatic game
playing, really didn't accomplish anything, did they? Playing those games made matters
worse. Compared to that, our little act of helping those people with their luggage had a lot
of substance behind it, a lot of humanity, a lot of love. It's like the woman in the green
dress had said, quoting John, that God is Love, and that without love in our heart we
cannot see God. Here begins the real diplomacy. And that, Pete, is how peace is won. It is
the only platform on which peace can be won. Consider our little act of love today as a
coin. With each new coin like that, that is laid into account in this manner, one at a time,
little by little, the world can be transformed. If that happens enough, love becomes
infectious like a positive, life-giving 'virus' that spreads like wildfire across the Earth and
disables the organs of evil. Then nuclear war will be become unthinkable. Even war in
general will become unthinkable and therefore obsolete, including economic and cultural
warfare and things like that."
I shook my head in a kind of disbelief. "You are dreaming," I said to Steve.

"Pray that I'm not," said Steve. "In any case, just try it, Pete. No, Peter, do it! As
soon as we get back, go to the nearest souvenir shop and buy yourself a nice big ceramic
piggybank. Set it up on your bathroom counter. Then, when you come in, three times a
day, or whatever, ask yourself how many new coins you have put into that bank since you
saw it last. That may be a hard question to answer at first, but you will learn."
"Oh, do you have one of these in your bathroom?" I asked Steve. "I don't
remember seeing a piggybank in your bathroom."
Steve shook his head. "No Pete, there isn't one there. But this will change. I just
realized today that what is in this piggybank, and that alone, are our only true riches.
What we have in there constitutes our only real contribution that we can give to make our
world and our civilization more secure. Everything else appears to be self-deception.
Your meeting with Palmerston made this clear, Pete. Anything else is of no consequence
if we fail in the department of love. The woman in green said in essence that love is the
face of God and that we must do what is necessary to see this face shining through, all
around us, and in all of us without exception. How else can we experience what God is,
and prove to ourselves that we are not impotent? That's what Palmerston was really
saying, as far as I can tell. He was saying to you and to all of us, that if mankind fails to
become human beings in its highest sense, we will all die."
"Helen would have said, there really is no such possibility as operating outside of
the sphere of love. That would be like living outside the lateral lattice where love
combines all and fulfills all needs, that defines the reality of our being, beyond which
there is nothing," said Ushi. "This truth invalidates all of this nonsense about operating
inside or outside of the fundi. All of this in and out is irrelevant. The fundi are irrelevant.
There is no place in the universe in which universal principles do not apply, such as the
principle of universal gravity or the principle of universal love."
"The fundi only have power by getting people to believe in their fictitious
relevance. That's their first level of deception," I replied and nodded to Ushi.
"What Palmerston might have been saying to us is simply this: If you put yourself
outside of the fight to defeat the fundi, which is really a fight of love, you will die with
absolute certainty. Only when you decide to join the fight and let your love of humanity
defeat the fundi, do you have a chance to live," said Steve. "He was saying to you in no
uncertain terms that the fundi’s empire is like a constantly growing wave of evil
operating in secret that is gathering momentum daily, and will destroy civilization and
much of the Earth with it, if it remains unchecked."
"Not to fight to save civilization would be like putting oneself outside the lateral
lattice, which is really not possible," Ushi interrupted Steve.
Steve cautioned me to beware therefore that the driving force behind this hidden
wave of evil are the oligarchic financier bankers that have been looting and pillaging
humanity since before the Renaissance. "Their palaces are far removed from the few little
men that you have met."

He turned to Ushi. "In the olden days the fundi were called the Lombards and the
Venetians, and so forth," he said. "In modern days they have many names, and many of
these names have been sanitized. They are now known as the central banking institutions
of the world, including the US Federal Reserve. The name, Federal Reserve, suggests that
this is a federal institution, which is far from being the case. The naming is a deception.
The fundi even 'censored' the knowledge that the central bank of the USA is privately
owned and is operating for private profit and private power. There is nothing essentially
federal about the Federal Reserve. It is a privately run institution like the Bank of
England and the Bank of International Settlement, which are all private institutions. The
bottom line is that their functioning in society, their looting it, remains the same as it had
been in ancient times when the banks were owned by the Lombards and everyone knew
it. The largely hidden current evil, which remains the imperial goal, is the same as it had
always been, and so is the basic mode for reaching that goal. All the wars in modern
history were fought for reaching that goal.
"Palmerston was right," Steve continued. "We will see nuclear wars unfolding at
their bidding. America and much of mankind will be destroyed unless we fight for our
existence and deny the fundi’s empire its existence. Palmerston was also right when he
said that no one could fight this fight against them alone and hope to win. This must be
everyone's fight, in every country, on every continent, at every level, or else the age of
humanity will be overlaid with the fundi’s new age of the imperial beast men, and the
world of mankind will come to an end. That defines our battle."
"Didn't Tolkien describe that very same kind of battle in his saga, ‘The Lord of the
Rings’?" I said to Steve. "Tolkien seems to have understood our battle perfectly, maybe
even better than we do in today's age. He wrapped it up in a tale that is highly symbolic
and right on the mark. He presents an epic tale of an imaginary land called Middle Earth,
populated by elves, dwarves, men, wizards, and hobbits. In the tale each group represents
a unique aspect of our humanity. With them he wins the great battles that must be fought.
The elves represent science, art, beauty, and immortality. The dwarves are the little
people, like we often are in our small-minded way of thinking. In the story they are the
miners of the Earth who know from bitter experience what it means to be 'boxed in.' The
wizards represent the human intellect and its power. Some use it for good, and some, like
the fundi, for evil. And over all of that looms a ring, a ring of power, so we are made to
believe, but which is really a ring that corrupts - a ring forged as a master ring, the
corrupting myth of empire - that rules all the lesser rings given to the kings of humanity.
A dark lord had forged this master ring in ancient times, but it became lost. From the
moment on when it was rediscovered in the saga, it posed a great danger to whoever
would be tempted to wear it. It spells doom for society as a whole should it ever be
reunited with its master who exists as but a ghost. Tolkien proposes that the ring that
corrupts must be destroyed to protect civilization, and to protect humanity.
"Does that sound familiar?" I asked Steve. "This kind of fight is our fight too, isn't
it? Corruption is small-minded thinking that endangers the whole of humanity, just as it
has throughout all the ages. Tolkien dealt with that in many different ways. He set up two
wizards, one good, and one who has been corrupted. He also sets up a society of men
whose ruler became corrupted by the influence of a corrupted wizard, but who becomes

rescued from this 'spell.' Except the process of rescuing him does not make him wise.
Thus, he fails to rouse himself to fight when he faces an oncoming aggressor. Instead of
fighting for his survival, he boxes himself in, into an ancient fortress that becomes a trap
for him and for his people. Here, the tale becomes a tale of battles fought by men and
beast-men, in which, by a hair, a terrible defeat for the world of men is narrowly avoided.
The tale is a saga in which the corrupting empire becomes destroyed, which almost didn't
happen because of small-minded thinking. We have seen a lot of that, Steve, haven't we?
The tale is also a saga of a sublime commitment to save the world of men at all cost,
which eventually succeeds. Of this, we have seen far too little. But doesn't that reflect our
story, Steve, and our commitment?"
Steve raised his hand and nodded. "I know the story," he said. "I have read the
books. The name of the corrupted wizard is Saruman. He forges an army in the chasms of
the Earth, of ten thousand beast-men fighters clad in iron. These are the beasts that lay
siege to the fortress, called Helm's Deep, into which a frightened society has boxed itself
in, unable to escape. I just can't quite figure out where to place Mr. Palmerston in the tale.
Is Palmerston a modern Saruman?"
"He is Denethor," I said. "Palmerston is an imperial of high rank, wielding great
power as long as he remains unchallenged, but when I challenged him last night by
suggesting that his posturing has no substance behind it, he became uneasy. I wonder if
Palmerston would capitulate if there was a real contest going on. Perhaps he would
sooner commit suicide than fight to save his skin and that of humanity? Palmerston may
be just a frightened little man who boxed himself in, into an impossible situation, and
wants us to save the world for him so that he doesn't have to kill himself," I said an
laughed.
"Forget Denethor, forget Palmerston," said Steve. "They're impotent to change
anything. They key is what uplifts society. Search for the key. The whole Ring saga is
about impotence that claims to be power, but isn't anything, really. The so-called ring of
power is a band of gold with a void at its center. The question is, who will place himself
into this void? Who will become a slave to impotence? Palmerston bids you to wear the
ring," said Steve. "That's where the battle begins. In the ring saga huge battles unfold,
however, none are fought over the ring. The decisive victory is won in hidden secrecy by
two little people. And so it still needs to be won in the real world, Peter. The Eurasian
landscape was ripped apart by two world wars, but nothing was won in either. World War
II became a battle for humanity to fight fascism, and indeed, Hitler's fascist machine was
totally smashed and stomped into the ground. There was nothing left of it when the war
ended, except fascism itself that was maintained and developed further. It was imported
to America. America became fascist before the war even ended. McCarthyism was
fascism, thinly disguised, but Truman's representation of it was worse. Fascism became
the new religion in America. It became the subject of university teaching. That's where
the real evil lies, and it cannot be eradicated with war. War is needed to maintain it.
Palmerston's threats to annihilate Russia, India, China, and the USA, are fascist threat
that are not to be taken lightly. Nevertheless, they can be defeated, but only by defeating
fascism itself. Tolkien obviously understood this. He had personally seen three of
mankind's greatest wars. "He served in World War One, lived through World War Two,

and experienced the Cold War afterwards with the new rise of fascism unfolding in the
background," said Steve. "He had witnessed the full sweep of the imperial quests and
their corruption. He has also seen the dying in the field and the utter folly of war. There
was no way that he could not have been deeply touched by this unfolding of history, and
the magnitude of it, in which more than fifty countries were dragged into a war in which
over fifty million people faced each other, and fifty million ended up dead. Three quarters
of humanity was touched by this war in some way, Peter. I am certain that someone with
a keen sense of history, like Tolkien, would have asked himself a few deep questions and
explored why this insanity happened, perhaps even, what could have been done to
prevent it. Someone like that would understand the nature of those battles that were
fought and the battles that must yet be fought for humanity to become free. I think this is
what Tolkien's epic tale is all about."
Steve mentioned that someone had told him that the writing of this epic saga was
started during the rise of Hitler's fascist beast-men empire, probably from 1938 onwards,
and extended over the space of sixteen years into the early part of the Cold War. "Maybe
that is where Tolkien's beast-men came from," said Steve. "Are you surprised then, to see
this vast historic dimension of horrendous conflicts reflected in his epic tale, a tale of
power of force poised against the humanity of mankind? That's the face of the Fundi
Empire. I would even suggest that his tale is still unfolding, and will continue to unfold
until the final victory is won, which is yet to be won. In this sense the tale is more than
just a tale of wars. Tolkien presents in metaphor what we cannot so readily see in the real
world. One cannot see the principles that move people, or should move people. It is
difficult in the real world to see the face of lies and corruption. One is blind for as long as
one is wrapped up in small-minded thinking and is boxed in by axioms that one is barely
aware of. That is what Tolkien is dealing with, Peter. He is dealing with the dynamics of
all wars, the empire wars, the perpetual wars, and the principles that enable society to pull
itself out of those endless cycles of wars. He gives the principles and the processes a face,
and thereby makes them more accessible towards our final victory that has not yet been
won."
I agreed. "That is why this tale remains relevant," I said to Steve. "When Tolkien
writes about the corrupted wizard, Saruman, the betrayer of good, even the betrayer of
himself, he writes about the fundi, the private banking and financier interests. In
Tolkien's tale, Saruman, the corrupted wizard, breeds a vast army of beast-men, a new
kind of orcs, a new kind of forces. He calls them the Uruk-hai. He breeds them in the
bowels of the Earth. This means that Tolkien has seen those beast-men in action, laying
siege to entire classes of people all across Europe. They were the fascist hordes of Hitler,
the bone chilling SS. In today's world they are the synarchists, the clean-handed beastmen that occupy some of the highest positions of power in governments. The Uruk-hai
also represent the nuclear bomb. Tolkien staged a force of ten thousand of them. They
besiege the world of men. They are a part of the armies of Saruman's empire of today.
They come from the same breeding ground and fulfill the same purpose, don't they?"
I mentioned to Steve that I could see many such parallels. "In Tolkien's epic saga,
Saruman's quest is, to achieve world-empire status by joining the evil of Sauron, the
Empire, just as we have it today with the fundi that have successfully arrayed themselves

with the garment of fascism. Tolkien knows that people like Saruman can achieve WorldEmpire status only in a world devoid of the humanity of men. He knows that his dream
will never come true unless he first destroys what is intrinsically good, in order to enable
the existence of an empire in the world. Thus, the corrupted wizard breeds his army of
nuclear beasts for one single purpose, to destroy the world of men forever.
Metaphorically, that is today's designed fate for humanity in a nuclear armed world."
Steve nodded. "Are you surprised to see those parallels?" he asked." I am not. I
have read the books. The books are consistent with what is happening right now before
our very eyes. Tolkien plays the wizards symbolically and leaves society to fill in the real
dialogs."
"I can see our own battle reflected in Tolkien's tale," I said to Steve. "I can see our
present world as a place of tragedies in which the corrupted Saruman has power, whose
ten-thousand synarchist beast-men have already besieged the final refuge places. In
Tolkien's tale the ancient fortress of Rohan, Helm's Deep, becomes defeated. In our world
the defeated fortress is called the United States of America. There exists no longer a safe
place anymore for humanity. In Tolkien's story the beast-men have scaled the walls of
Helm's Deep and broken down its massive doors. In our world the synarchists have
broken down all barriers. One finds the beast-men everywhere, and as in Tolkien's tale
the survival of the 'world of men' hangs once again on a fine thread as Palmerston was so
eager to point out."
"Yes, but the beast-men didn't win their battle at Helm's Deep," Steve reminded
me. "Help arrived. However, the help did not arrive until literally the last moments when
everything seemed to be lost. By the narrowest of margins was the battle decided for
victory for mankind. That may be Tolkien's hope, but it may not happen in the real world.
It can only happen if a profound new idea changes the entire dimension of the battle."
"Recognizing the need for an Ice Age Renaissance might do this," I interjected.
"The return of the Ice Age might awaken us to the inner power we have as a society to
stop the biofuels hoax that has enlisted mankind into becoming murderers of their own
kind in the largest and most silent holocaust of all times. The recognition of the Ice Age
Challenge might yet inspire us to change the human dimension, one way or another,
before all is lost. Society has presently boxed itself in at Helms Deep, with the beast men
at the gate."
Steve nodded. He pointed out that Tolkien utilized a principle for the victory at
Helms Deep that we have almost forgotten, which is the principle of the common
defense. He reminded me that the principle of the common defense stands prominently in
the Preamble of our nation's Federal Constitution, which people seemed to have ripped
up. "There are no common efforts made anymore by society to defend itself against the
financial looters, the money hungry private banking profiteers, the international currency
vultures, the energy pirates, not to mention today's insane leaders that threaten preemptive nuclear war. Universal love is not just a nice option for society to choose. It
becomes a necessary element for its self-defence and the common defense of a nation.

Society once regarded it as its individual duty to stand for the common defense against all
foes, internally and externally."
"This is no longer happening," I reminded Steve. "The attackers of society are not
countered in America, or anywhere around the world, but are instead supported to the
point that society has actively joined their ranks against itself."
"Tolkien brings together a large force to rescue the people that have trapped
themselves in Helms Deep. The force was evidently drawn together on the platform of
the principle of the common defense, which itself is rooted in the Principle of Universal
Love. Without his building on the principle of the common defense, the world of men
would have come to an end at Helms Deep," said Steve.
"One might even say that help came from a distant and almost forgotten source," I
interjected. "Perhaps it was the same source that Roosevelt had once mobilized, which he
called the forgotten man, the overlooked element of society that suddenly rediscovered its
humanity and its duty to itself, its nation, its civilization, its posterity, and mankind as a
whole. Are these some of the 'coins' that your piggybank idea is about, to bring out to the
forefront that forgotten element?"
Steve nodded quietly. "But I don't see any evidence that such a thing is happening
in the real world," said Steve to me and sighed. Suddenly he laughed. "Do you know
what has been proposed in Britain to help the homeless, since homelessness has become a
disgrace for the country? You'll never guess, so I tell you. The proposal was made to give
them cardboard boxes to live in, so that they won't get wet. They treat their dogs better
than that."
"That's not an aspect of common defense," I interrupted Steve. "That doesn't fix
anything, but hides the mess and perpetuates it. Common defense against homelessness
that can hit anyone nowadays, would be to shut down the imperial looting of society so
that people can live."
"The difference that I see," said Steve, "between Tolkien's tale and the real world,
is that Tolkien saw the end of doom arising from the substance of the humanity of men in
all its countless faces. He put the principle of the common defense into action. I don't see
such a thing happening in our world. I see the opposite. In our world society hails the
imperial Saruman, the destroyer of civilization. Society supports its destroyer's cause. I
am afraid that our world will soon fall as Palmerston had boasted, and all will be lost. I
see no movement on the front of society's common defense."
"The doom may happen sooner than anyone suspects," I interrupted.
"Sure, the walls have already been breached!" Steve replied.
"I think Tolkien understood that this would happen," I replied. "In his epic tale the
overriding evil is not Saruman, the corrupted wizard, who is represented in today's world
by the fundi. Nor is the overriding evil in the story, Saruman's army of beast-men,
represented by the synarchists in today's world that derive their pleasure from the pain of

their victims, as Tolkien points out. The core evil that I see in Tolkien's tale is Sauron, the
Dark Lord that is but a ghost that corrupts all. His face in the real world is fascism and
greed. Seduced by the promises of fascism and greed, promises of power where no real
power exists, the once noble wizard Saruman fell under the spell of Sauron's corrupting
evil. Consequently, Saruman becomes evil and conspires with the hand of Sauron to rule
Middle-Earth. It appears to me that the world is full of such corrupted creatures that were
once men, like Saruman."
"Yes," said Steve and nodded. He didn't smile this time. "You are getting close,"
said Steve. "You find them in the world of science, in the world of ideologies, culture,
religion, business, politics, and even in society's social world down to the grass roots.
Sauron's power, the power to corrupt, is the key element of what needs to be defeated for
the common defense of mankind. That's the master ring. The ring must not be worn, or be
hidden, but be destroyed if the world of men is ever to be truly free. The master ring
symbolizes both fascism as an empty center, and the band of gold that symbolizes greed,
which are both really one in effect, and are designed to rule and destroy all the
institutions of society that are essential for a humanist renaissance and the survival of
civilization. In Tolkien's tale the all-corrupting master ring must be destroyed in the fires
of Mt. Doom where it had been forged in ancient times."
Steve explained that in the real world, Sauron is Aristotle. "Aristotle created the
corrupting theory of the natural slavery of men," said Steve. "That theory states that
mankind is not human, but is an animal let loose in a world of competing animals. In this
competing world a person's vice is deemed to be the virtue of society, and the
enslavement of people is for the good of society, and for the good of the slave as well
who becomes thereby 'ennobled' as he profits from the 'higher virtue' of the enslaving
master. That's what Aristotle proclaims. That's what Sauron represents. Aristotle lies; and
his big lie is his denial of the human genius as a creator. Every human being had a builtin profound creative potential. This potential can make a slave a genius, and humanity a
creator of new worlds. That's what Plato represents and Aristotle denies. Aristotle denies
the creative potential of mankind. That's what globalized fascist slavery is. It's a universal
denial of that creative potential. The denial drags us back into slavery. You can go to any
slavery products store, and if you really look at what's for sale there, what you see will
tare your heart out, when you consider how little the producing person gets for the labor
that went into a product, which is typically a minuscule portion of the cheap price. This
slavery process that you are tempted to buy into once the slavery products are offered, is
about as distant from the Principle of Universal Love as is the most distant star in the
most distant galaxy. The fact is, slavery kills the creative potential, it disables
technological development, and it kills the slave with poverty. While Aristotle, the
infamous philosopher of imperialism in defense of slavery was only one man, he had
many willing disciples through the ages, corrupted philosophers like Thomas Hobbes,
Hugo Grotius, Adam Smith, Friedrich Nietzsche, Martin Heidegger, Leo Strauss, and
others. Tolkien's Sauron represents them all. He represents all that deny the creative
potential of mankind, and argue for slavery. Sauron's master ring binds them all together
into one religion of denial of humanity, called fascism. Tolkien speaks of nine rings of
power that were given to the rulers of men, by which they were deceived. But Sauron
forged in secret a master ring that rules them all, that combines all deceptions and brings

them all alive. Sauron represents them all, from Hobbes to Heidegger, a collection of
empty heads. When the creative potential of the human being is denied, what remains is
an empty shell, a slave with an empty head clinging to his master Aristotle."
Steve stopped as if he just realized something.
"I love Tolkien's choice of names," Steve added moments later. "The name of
Sauron is a gem. In the German language the word, sau, is the term for the mother of
pigs. That's what Sauron, the Empire, signifies in humanist terms, the mother of pigs - the
mother of all those pigs that soiled the image of man. That's a perfect description of
Aristotle too, the master of a long line of empty-head pigs."
"You said there were nine rings given to men in Tolkien's saga," I interrupted
Steve. "You named six. Who, do you suppose are the others?"
"I named the most obvious," said Steve. "I named a few of what might be called a
beginning group. There exists also an ending group that Tolkien might have seen at the
end of World War II," added Steve. "A third group of names fits somewhere into the
middle. This middle group might include Ortes, Malthus, Darwin, and Galton.
Giammaria Ortes started this group. He was a Venetian monk who likened mankind to
animals that need to be culled by the hand of rulers in order that they won't overpopulate
the Earth. This was Ortes speaking. Scientifically speaking it was most likely a fraud,
which is a lye by intent. Thomas Malthus stole the fraud for the British Empire. He
plagiarized Ortes to get it. This fraudulent image of mankind as a worthless 'cow' was
rapidly promoted by Malthus until the concept became law in England, giving rise to the
Poor Laws under which the poor were worked to death in the workhouses. Charles
Darwin took the Ortes-Malthus fraud into the scientific sphere where he turned it into his
own rather crude concept of the 'evolution' of man, arguing that some human beings are
therefore sub-human, having failed in development, and others have become, superhuman, who are more fully developed. This modern Aristotelian view of mankind
represents not a universal principle. It would attribute intelligence to accidental accretion
'oozing' out of the animal world, thereby denying intelligence itself. Darwin's cousin,
Francis Galton, extended the same beast-like fraud-image of humanity further, which
became his Eugenics ideology for population management that enabled Hitler in later
years to declare entire groups of people as 'useless eaters,' which he promptly killed.
"The beast-men philosophers had many 'children' of their own along the way," said
Steve, "like Thomas Torquemada the Grand Inquisitor, the man that lit the fires of the
Spanish Inquisition that burnt more than 30,000 human beings at the stake alive, one at a
time. Other such 'children' are typified by Count Joseph de Maistre, the man who
idealized the terror of brutality as a basis for social order, which simply means the
maintenance of imperial control. In Maistre's 'ideal' society, the executioner smashes the
bones of the limbs of a victim and threads them into a wheel where the victim is left to
die. That's the terror that has become the foundation on which empires are maintained,
which Nietzsche and Heidegger built their own subhuman image of mankind on. But in
the larger sense, Peter, the whole breed of these pigs came from the same pigsty. Tolkien
saw the end product in 'living color,' the beast-like murderers in Hitler's SS that stained

the soils of Europe with blood, not in wars, but in their ruthless rampage of a superpower
against a defenseless humanity. In this sense Sauron represents Aristotle. He represents
the mother sau that had nurtured all those numerous pigs throughout history. They should
be called pigs. Just look at Hobbes and Grotius and their kind, who had caused eighty
years of war that destroyed half of the population of Europe. Shouldn't they be called
pigs? This is how they described humanity in their philosophies. Shouldn't they be called
themselves that way? They certainly shouldn't be called honorable men. The tragedy is
that these pigs were highly honored and still are as their poison is still being taught in the
universities. Tolkien might have seen this tragedy too, and might have asked himself,
'how can we stop that?' For that he invented Frodo's mission. The mission was to take the
ring of Sauron back to where it came from. In order to make sure in his tale that the
conveyor of the ring to its destruction wouldn't be tempted to wear the ring, because it
destroys whoever wears it, Tolkien assigned the task to an exceedingly human person, a
hobbit named Frodo. Thus the future of mankind wasn't laid into the hands of the
'wizardry' of science, or the might of institutions and their force, but in the hands of one
small person that understood the Principle of Universal Love and thus took on the
challenge to defend all that is good and beautiful."
"That's how it has to be, Steve," I interjected. "How else is it possible for one to
defeat a corrupting ghost like fascism and greed that has no form, no substance, and no
center, but which is everywhere and like a great fire is seen by everyone, and everyone is
drawn to look at it? The ring is the symbol, the swastika and its countless modern
derivatives that keep the ghost of Sauron and his pigs alive. That's where the devastating
consequences come from. I could see that 'swastika' everywhere shining through during
Palmerston's ranting last night. The only thing that saved my sanity afterwards was the
face of love that began shining through all of that in the gloom. I remembered what the
woman in the green dress had said during the conference. She had likened the face of
love to the face of God. It began to break Palmerston's spell, but I had to resort to this
image several times more. Palmerston's 'spell' isn't something that one can easily step
away from."
"As you may recall," said Steve, "the force of Sauron's corruption is portrayed in
the saga as being so powerful that it corrupted not only the once noble wizard Saruman,
but through Saruman, it also corrupted the king of men, Theoden, the king of Rohan, and
thereby incapacitated him, and through this disabling of the leaders of society endangered
the entire society of men."
I interrupted Steve. "Would you say that it might have been for this purpose that
Tolkien transformed Gandalf into the White Wizard that he became, as the result of a
sublime act. When Gandalf the good wizard courageously protected Frodo's mission in
the caves of Moria, not fearing for his own life as he stood up against a monstrous demon
of an ancient world, he raised himself up to the level of a sublime being. He knew that to
fail in this critical moment would precipitate the end of the mission and the destruction of
humanity. 'You cannot pass!' he shouted at the monster, and he fought the monster until it
ceased to be. Shouldn't that be our response to Palmerston? On the foundation of
Gandalf's sublime victory, Tolkien staged the rescuing of Theoden from his entrapment
by Saruman's devices, in this case from his servant Grima Wormtongue. Of course that

was easy to do in the saga. Tolkien simply freed the entrapped prisoner and banished the
lying Wormtongue from the land. That's almost impossible in the real world. Palmerston
has a vast imperial machine standing behind him that has already captured and
imprisoned almost all of the governments on earth."
Steve just laughed. "Helen would say, what have the difficulties got to do with
anything? Do they change the principle involved?"
I told Steve that I could appreciate Tolkien's idea that it would take a sublime
person, like Gandalf had become by his deeds, to reverse the corruption that had
smothered the mind of the king of Rohan with impotence, which had incapacitated his
entire society. "But where are the sublime persons today? No one except a person with a
sublime spirit like that of Gandalf would be able to perform such a task. No such persons
existed in Tolkien's time, nor do I find them in our time. That's why the Palmerstons of
this world are still threatening even the smallest of mankind's pioneers."
Steve nodded and suggested that Tolkien evidently understood this. "He also
understood something else, Pete," said Steve. "Tolkien understood something that society
doesn't understand yet, and that we barely do, namely that it is essential that this reversal
of impotence, which you lament isn't happening, must happen for society to be able to
survive. It must happen. It's not optional, Peter. You can't bypass the imperative of a
principle and find another way. There is no other way. Tolkien had to deal with the vast
field of the secondary corruption that has crippled our entire world, and not just the
governments and its institutions, but society as well, even its public opinion, traditions,
hopes, and aspirations. It's all been crippled, dehumanized. As Palmerston said, society
now supports mass murder, mass slavery, and the mass-destruction of its industries.
Tolkien had to break through that, in order to protect the "world of men" and give society
a fighting chance. It must have been obvious to Tolkien, as it should be to anyone, that
there would have been no self-defence mounted in the world of Rohan without the
profound awakening that he staged, which hasn't happened yet in the real world. And
even as Tolkien made it happen in the saga and gave the king of men his freedom back, a
deep seated fear remained that caused the king to box his society in at Helm's Deep for its
protection. Consequently, the people where besieged again. Gandalf had to rescue them a
second time. Tolkien is telling us that without this critical awakening the 'world of men'
would have simply been overlaid by death in their 'sleep' and crushed into the ground by
the moving tectonic plate of Saruman's evil empire. Isn't that what Palmerston was
talking about? Are you prepared, Peter, to play the role of Gandalf versus Palmerston?
The future of mankind may be determined by your answer."

I remained quiet for a while. "Tolkien hits the empire on two fronts
simultaneously," I said quietly to Steve. "Maybe that should be our strategy too. He
destroys Saruman's beast-men army right at their opening battle at Helm's Deep, all ten
thousand beasts of them. He destroys them with the combined force of all that is good in
the world. Tolkien simultaneously destroys Saruman's empire's logistics in the
background, the economic resources that gave it its power. Tolkien opens a flank that

seems totally unlikely. The destruction of the imperial logistics comes in the form of the
revenge of the trees from Fangorn Forest. I don't think Tolkien is staging a new form of
environmentalism here. I think Tolkien is illustrating a principle. The principle is that
every imperial structure is an empty shell without substance that lays the seeds for its
self-destruction. That's how many a great empire in history was lost, if not all of them.
The Fundi Empire will likely be lost by the effects of its fascism and its greed."
"You are wrong, Peter," Steve interrupted. "The effect that you are talking about is
passive. You can't change the world in a passive mode. Sure, after every war there is
always peace. Peace is inevitable. After society's energy is spent in war, peace always
happens by default. I think Tolkien illustrates the principle of active intervention that nibs
the destructive process in the bud. He illustrates an active process that protects society.
His revolt of the trees is an active intervention. It illustrates the principle of the American
Revolution."
"The what? The American Revolution?" I replied and shook my head.
"It's documented in the American Declaration of Independence, Peter," said Steve
and grinned. "I read you the declaration the first day we met. Tolkien staged the trees to
make the same declaration. The trees declared that they stood their ground for a very long
time unmoved into action, because it takes a very long time to think about such things.
Didn't we say the same thing when we said in the Declaration of Independence that
mankind is inclined to suffer evils rather than to rouse itself, for as long as the evils are
sufferable, but that there comes a point at which the despotism of evil becomes too great,
so that it becomes incumbent on society to get out of the quagmire and create for itself a
New World. The trees staged an engineering feat that flooded Saruman's pathetic empire
and finished it off. When the revolt was over, Saruman's black tower stood isolated in a
sea of mud, towering over nothing. Tolkien describes with that the principle of the
American Revolution. He describes a humanist revolution of renaissance over empire,
overlaying the Empire's plate with mud." Steve began to laugh. "We've done it once," he
said, "and Tolkien seems to be saying that we can do it again. One way or another the
evil that comes out of today's black tower must be destroyed. Its logistical means must be
shut down. This means shutting down the means for war, disabling nuclear weapons,
shredding the missiles and aircraft that are designed to deliver them, and so forth. The
consequences of not acting in this fashion come with a high cost."
Steve, Tolkien lived though World War II," I interjected. "No one was not
impacted by this war. Isn't he saying with his ring saga that this horror must never be
repeated. It seems to me that Tolkien's battle at Helm's Deep represents World War II?"
Steve just laughed. "No, Pete. The battle at Helm's Deep represents in metaphor
the great battle that is still in progress that has not yet been won, and that no one is yet
inclined to fight. Saruman's beast-men army does not represent the soldiers of historic
battles, Peter, like those of World War II. In World War II we had over fifty million men
fighting each other, and not just then thousand. Just imagine, Peter, fifty million people
standing in battle, fighting for years, not just for a few days. Tolkien's battle at Helms
Deep appears minuscule compared to that. However, if you look at the battle in the

metaphoric sense the scene suddenly changes. It now represents a clash of forces that is
vastly bigger than anything we've seen in any war in history. It represents World War III.
In this coming war there might not be any soldiers in battle. We can murder vastly more
human beings with nuclear weapons in a single attack, than were murdered in all the wars
in history combined, and we can do it in minutes. We don't need soldiers for that. In this
sense, Peter, Saruman's army of beast-men represents not soldiers, but the killing
machines of the synarchists who attack without mercy and are armed with nuclear bombs.
The ten thousand Uruk-hai in the ring saga represent the modern stage of war, a war
powered by tens of thousands of nuclear bombs arrayed against mankind by the modern
Sarumans, the synarchists. They are already besieging humanity with their nuclear terror,
as the doctrine of Mutually Assured Destruction illustrates. And those nuclear armies are
getting larger, Peter. Tolkien imagined 10,000 nuclear bombs arrayed against mankind.
Now we have 65,000, and the biggest of them ever built is 10,000 times as strong as the
Hiroshima bomb was. As I said, the consequences of the wars change, and so does the
intent to cause injury and death."
"The modern code name is, Daisy Cutter," I interjected. "I heard them referred to
as our Daisy Cutters. That shows our intent."
"The tragedy of the intent may not be of any concern to the beast-men," said Ross,
"but it is of great concern to humanity that cannot possibly survive the consequences of
the 'Daisy Cutters.'"
"Tolkien doesn't use such a term. Also in Tolkien's world Saruman's empire
becomes destroyed," I pointed out to Steve. "Except this reversal has not yet happened in
the real world and may never happen."
"Oh it will happen, Peter. After every war there is peace. But will this peace
become a peace without a human voice? Our answer to this question should define our
response to Palmerston. Saruman is symbolic," said Steve. "Our part in this saga has
barely begun. For as long as Sauron, the Empire of fascism and greed, remain in power,
symbolized by the master ring, the swastika of fascism will rule and more and more once
noble men and institutions will become corrupted and be recruited into Palmerston's
empire, known as the Fundi Empire. And so the pigsty under the name Sauron, the sau,
the mother of pigs, continues to remain productive. That means that Tolkien has still one
more battle to fight after destroying Saruman's empire, because it is evidently not enough
to defeat one empire without also defeating what had caused it in the first place.
Palmerston's empire is but a symptom of the disease, not the disease itself. Tolkien
apparently knew that he also has to destroy the ghost of Sauron, the Empire of fascism
and greed, promoted by Aristotle and his lot. Indeed, that is what the whole saga is
ultimately all about, from beginning to end. We are told that the master ring of corruption
that represents Sauron, the Empire, cannot be destroyed by any craft known, but must be
taken back from whence it came, to its mother. Tolkien assigned this task to the 'smallest'
human beings on Earth - not the smallest in thinking, but the smallest in physical power.
He may have felt that the so-called ring of power, which is really but a ring of corruption,
has to be destroyed by humanity itself, by the greatest real power that exists in the
universe, the power of universal love. Tolkien assigns the role of representing humanity

to a hobbit, to Frodo, one of the little people who are contend to live their daily life in the
comforts of the world of their own creating."
"I'm quite aware of this," I interrupted Steve. "The little hobbits would rather
swing a jug of ale and light a pipe than swing a sword. Still they take up the
responsibility for the common defense of all that is good and beautiful in the world."
"And so should we," said Steve, "and do it vigorously." He explained that in this
sense, Tolkien's hobbits represent the nature of humanity, a community of people
supporting one-another universally for a better life for all. "They move on the platform of
the Principle of Universal Love," said Steve. "Tolkien has their idyllic living interrupted
by a task so great that anyone else would fail. The 'hobbits' alone would shoulder that
burden, powered by the riches of their humanity. Maybe the term 'hobbits' represents in
metaphor our universal humanity, a kind of 'homo-universalis.' The hobbits take on the
task that it must be fulfilled or else all life becomes lost. The task turns a humble people
into humble heroes who are able to bear the corrupting burden to its final doom, without
becoming corrupted themselves."
I interrupted Steve again. "I think the key to the hobbits' success lies not in their
final victory, but in their daily victory along the way as they face the perilous world
virtually alone, as indeed every human being is alone when facing the never ending lies
of corrupting ideologies of empires.
"I think the final destruction of the ring in the fires of Mt. Doom is also symbolic,"
I said to Steve. "The destruction of the ring appears to be symbolic of winning the battle
against the force of corruption in the mind of the bearers along the way, and in the mind
of the protectors of the bearers. The process of winning this battle appears to have gone
on daily and hourly throughout the entire time during which the saga of the ring unfolds.
The long and perilous journey to the chasms of Mt. Doom appears to have been necessary
for the ring-bearer's self-development to come to fruition."
Steve nodded again. "The ring bearer and his protectors, represented by the dwarfs,
elves, kings, princes, and all the noble wizards and friends and what they stand for, were
assigned by Tolkien a long and seemingly impossible journey," said Steve. He spoke
thoughtfully. "They were assigned a journey beset by great dangers and trials. Anything
less than this demanding journey through great trials might not have been sufficient to
cause their individual self-development to the point that was required. In this sense their
combined difficult journey represents the journey of mankind itself - a difficult twomillion-year journey through twenty ice ages, a journey that forced us to develop
ourselves into what we became. Tolkien may well have realized that mankind's final
battle, to cast away corruption, has been avoided by the whole of humanity for at least
three thousand years, if not longer, and that this final battle isn't easily won, though it can
and must be won. It's almost like Tolkien looked at humanity and its wars, and shook his
head and said oops, we screwed up, lets step back to the stage where we were when we
came out of the last Ice Age and do this again. I think that is where the hobbits come in,
the uncorrupted that can save humanity, the giants in the land of universal love that we
must learn from."

Here Steve paused. "Did you realize that the entire ring saga might have been
written to explore the essential aspects of the Principle of Universal Love and its
expression in Love-Based Economics?" said Steve.
"The way I read it," I said, "Tolkien's whole project was designed to put on record
the processes of Love-Based Economics on which the survival of civilization depends, as
opposed to Greed-Based Fascism and its vertical forces that destroy humanity and
civilization."
"That's the key issue," said Steve. "Love-Based Economics is the issue. It is deeply
imbedded in the principle that has illumined mankind throughout all ages. That takes us
back to Homer, Pythagoras, and Solon, and maybe even further back to Hammurabi and
beyond, to the very dawn of civilization. Only in our modern world, where we put
ourselves on the imperial fast track to hell, is the Principle of Universal Love totally
shunned. In this respect the fundi have overlaid the humanity of mankind with its
imperial plate. That is why the ancient issue of Love-Based Economics has become of
critical importance for us as our only remaining hope to re-establish a human world. We
need a complete sea change. Nothing less will do. Actually we need even more. We need
a fundamental tectonic change to off-load the imperial plate that is arrogantly strangling
mankind. All the human tectonic layers, whether they are politically, ideologically,
religiously, or socially defined, need to be upgraded to reflect the Principle of Universal
Love made manifest in Love-Based Economics."
Steve suggested that Tolkien might have been aware of the fact that if we fail to
accomplish this tectonic change that brings the Principle of Universal Love back to the
surface on its lateral model for human relationships, that buries the vertical model, the
human journey may come to an end. "That's what is symbolized by the burial of the ring
of corruption - the burial of the vertical model, the imperial model of top down control, in
the all-consuming fires of Mt. Doom," said Steve.
"Since the dawn of the atomic bomb, we have gained the capacity to end the
human journey," I said to Steve quietly. "Palmerston's Fundi Empire intends to hasten
this end and control it, rather than prevent it. We have been extremely lucky for the last
fifty years, considering how comfortable we have become living with those 65,000
nuclear bombs hanging over our head. They are held in place by the vertical strings of the
empire that are fast wearing thin. We have locked ourselves into a box beneath that
threat, which keeps us there and virtually assures our extinction; and we've thrown the
key away. This key has got to be Love-Based Economics on a global scale, based on the
Principle of Universal Love."
"Nothing short of a complete tectonic-change is required, and it can only result
from implementing the natural universal principles that civilization is founded on," said
Steve. "How else can we get rid of the imperial plate that overlaid our humanity with its
vertical control, its indoctrination, its looting, and its constant wars, and get back to the
lateral world, the love-based world?"

Steve suggested that when the ring is finally returned to the fires from whence it
came, which is symbolic to saying good bye to Palmerston and the Fundi Empire, the
outcome of the modern Peloponnesian War would at last be overturned, and so would be
everything that came from it. "The Peloponnesian War had caused the first huge tectonic
change in thinking deep below the surface in the ancient world, in the direction towards
the fundi. It had overlaid the old Greek classical culture that had been built up by Homer,
Pythagoras, Solon, and others. Plato and Socrates had emerged from out of the cultural
ashes of that war with a determination to reclaim and rebuild the lost civilization. Except,
out of those same ashes also arose Aristotle. With this 'the ring' was born. And so, the eye
of Sauron, the eye of the ring's power, still hangs over the lives of humanity," Steve
cautioned me. "Sauron's great all-seeing eye, as Tolkien described it as a symbol of
Empire, is a Ring of Fire surrounding an empty center. The center is black. It is devoid of
any real substance. That's Aristotle. Aristotle isn't fascism or greed. He merely lends his
name to it, to the mother of a long line of empty philosophies that drag the image of
mankind into the sewer. Palmerston's fundi are but the latest brood of them. But there is
no substance in them. The center is an empty void,"
Steve sighed. "It must be our chosen task therefore, together with everything else
that we must do, to make this 'ring,' which combines all the corrupting evils that were
ever developed throughout history, irrelevant in the world in which we live. They all boil
down to various types of fascism and greed, which are empty in themselves. If we fail in
the necessary task to cast these evils into the fire, we will all be destroyed in the fires of
Mt. Doom, the fires of poverty, perpetual war, nuclear terror, and nuclear war. The final
stage of evil in the form of nuclear terror had already been a threat for close to a decade
by the time Tolkien completed The Lord of the Rings. It appears that he would sooner
doom the ring however, the fascism and greed that is but fire and emptiness, than doom
all of humanity. Still, it appears that Tolkien isn't certain of the eventual outcome. He
keeps both options open to the very last moment, and even then the scale isn't tipped by a
victory of sanity but by an accidental slipup."
"History has so far proven him right," I interrupted Steve. "Mankind continues
insanely to 'nurture' its vast nuclear arsenal, singing 'my precious,' while the rule of
fascism and greed is becoming evermore prominent in the arrogance of its claiming
power."
"That's why the ring saga ends the way it does," said Steve. "Tolkien laid before us
critical choices, but we are not listening. The battle of the Helm's Deep is still in progress.
We are still boxed in into the 'fortress' of Mutually Assured Destruction, besieged by tens
of thousands of nuclear bombs. Sauron, the ravishing ghost of fascism and greed is still
on the throne of Empire. The Sarumans that rule society in his name still put people to
sleep, even while their house is on fire. A few sublime people have dared to intervene to
awaken the sleeping society, people like Lyndon LaRouche, but he too has been put out
of the way, together with his SDI proposal for the universal defense of mankind. The
doctrine of Mutually Assured Destruction that the world has been lured into is a vertically
imposed nuclear weapons trap that society cannot survive in for the long run. LaRouche
offered a way out by suggesting that society build for itself a strategic defense that
protects all nations. He suggested a lateral system for defense, both in physical form to

protect the whole of humanity, and in the form of a lateral unity in society by
cooperatively developing and building the global system. The Saruman that still rule, the
Palmerston's fundi, said nay. Then LaRouche offered another way out by suggesting that
society commit itself to the economic development of the whole of mankind. That was a
plea for Love-Based Economics. And again, the Saruman crowd said nay. So, society
remains boxed in under the thumb of fascism and greed, awaiting its certain doom. But I
ask you, Peter, is this the kind of world that mothers and fathers desire for their children,
or the young people of today for themselves as their future, the kind of future in which
they have no hope? That is where we are today, Peter. That's mankind's present situation.
An explosive awakening should be on the agenda. The required tectonic movement
should be happening all across the world right now to bury the imperial plate of fascism
and greed, which isn't a continental plate really, but is merely a tiny ring, a circumference
without a center. Palmerston was lying. The imperial tectonic plate doesn't exist except in
the land of his dreams. Tolkien's saga is more profoundly reflecting the truth. His ring is
but a symbol that should be cast into the volcanic fires that erupt from the real tectonic
action that overlay ignorance with the ever brighter faces of humanity."
Steve suggested that the day of society's certain doom might come if society
doesn't devote itself to continue its historic tectonic movement, to overlay ignorance with
the growing brightness that is native to our humanity. "Our boxed in condition is not a
physical prison imposed by the universe, but is nothing more than a self-impose mental
blockage that leads to doom, which must be broken. Love-Based Economics must be put
back onto the table even if Palmerston's synarchists won't be happy, and will attempt to
prevent it. They must be overruled, like Grima Wormtongue is overruled in Tolkien's
saga. Palmerston's synarchists have surrounded us across the world, besieged us in every
nation, and infiltrated us in every institution."
"Their reach extends especially deep in the United States," I added. "They've put
our society to sleep with open eyes. The evidence is plain. The destruction of society has
already reached dangerous levels, down to its very roots. The beast-men have been
unleashed to destroy our industries, our places of work, and our means for production that
once met our needs. They have begun to destroy our transportation infrastructures. They
have begun to destroy our energy infrastructures, and our farming as well. And they have
begun to destroy our health care system, our social security system, our education system,
and most of all our financial system. Even our reputation as a moral and cultured nation
has been destroyed. Their destruction isn't complete yet, Steve, but as Palmerston pointed
out with glee, it soon will be complete, and when it is, there will be nothing left of our
civilization, and of society itself as human beings. The whole world is doomed thereby.
Then our nuclear weapons will be dragged out to finish us off, and mankind alongside of
us."
Here I began to laugh. "The Palmerston fundi are following Tolkien's script quite
closely. They have managed to get society to box itself in into Helm's Deep. And they've
'trained' society to say nay to whoever would suggest that it should get itself out of its
boxed-in condition. I told Palmerston that we would rescue them all, but he just laughed
and called us amateurs."

Steve began to laugh too. "People are so blind," he said, "and so is he. The battle
of Helms Deep is not an ancient war, nor does it represent World War II that was still
raging when the writing of the ring saga was begun. Tolkien's Helms Deep represents
today's battle. It represents our war, the as yet unfinished war. Yes, we are amateurs.
Mankind has never faced such an immense challenge before. Tolkien was an amateur too
in that respect. In the ring saga Tolkien puts up a force of ten thousand Uruk-hai beasts
created by the corrupted wizard Saruman. He puts the Uruk-hai into a huge battle to
besiege the fortress of Helms Deep, the refuge of humanity, and to destroy it. It appears
that he is taking Palmerston at his word. Tolkien may have been subjected to a similar
indoctrination session by the fundi, of the type that you have experienced, Peter. He may
have answered them in the same fashion. The battle of Helms Deep may represent his
battle and our battle, for gaining freedom from the being besieging fundi. The Helms
Deep battle certainly doesn't represent World War II. As we all know in World War II
fifty million men fought each other in a battle that lasted for years, not days, and was
fought on a continental scale. The Helms Deep battle in the saga doesn't come even close
to represent that. But it does represent our battle. I can also assure you that we will break
ourselves and mankind out of this trap just as Tolkien has scripted the future, because we
are not amateurs, as Palmerston would want us to regard ourselves. We are geniuses with
a limitless scientific potential."
"That's something that Palmerston doesn't know anything about," I said to Steve in
agreement.

Ross evidently overheard us speaking. He was sitting in the seat in front of mine.
His head popped up. He addressed Steve, shaking his head. "That is where you are
wrong," he said to Steve. "World War II was puny in comparison with what we face
today. The ten thousand Uruk-hai in the saga that besiege Helms Deep represent not
soldiers, but today's force of ten thousand hydrogen bombs. This awesome force was
already on the horizon when the ring-saga was written. The ten thousand Uruk-hai also
represent another dimension of this force that is presently besieging humanity. The factor,
ten thousand, also seems to represent the scale of the threat in terms of the destructive
power of the bombs. Each Uruk-hai represents the awesome power of the hydrogen bomb
that carries a theoretical maximum of up to ten thousand Hiroshima type bombs. This
gives us the factor of ten thousand squared. But we also live in a world of immensely farreaching economic, cultural, and scientific destruction that is already claiming upwards to
30,000 lives each day. That's ten million a year and growing, with no end in sight. We are
besieged today by this gross inhumanity that threatens to destroy civilization and us all.
All of this was already on the horizon when the ring saga was written, and it's unfolding
now. It certainly makes World War II look puny by comparison. Saruman's army
represents a hundred million Hiroshimas, standing against the background of hundreds of
millions of silent casualties. That's today's world. Against this background stands
Saruman's command to his forces, 'Kill them all!'. The background gives a new meaning
to the battle cry of the chief of the beast men in modern times, against the world of men;
'Kill them all!' That's what Saruman had commanded; 'leave none alive!' Palmerston is
saying nearly the same thing on his tape, isn't he? No one had the resources during World

War II to carry out such a command, but the resources exist today. Not even Hitler had
those kinds of resources that the fundi’s Illuminati now have them at their fingertips.
Today, Tolkien's ocrs, the well-financed terrorist bands are everywhere. Soon we'll see
the Davy-Crockett-type mini-nukes popping up everywhere, with the punch of fifty tones
of dynamite unleashed from a coke bottle, enough to take down any size building, any
size bridge, and any stadium-sized gathering. We are entering an era that is making
World War II appear like paradise. The battle of Helms Deep is still in progress, Steve,
and we are on the loosing end." Ross stopped and sighed."
"How far we are to the end of the battle cannot be determined," said Steve, then
laughed at Ross. "The end is certain, my friend," he said. "The end is as certain as the
return of the Ice Age is, because the present interglacial period ends. We are already in
the boundary zone. For two million years the Earth has been gripped by a major ice age
that gets interrupted every hundred thousand years with a ten-thousand-year warm spell.
If that reality drifts into people's thinking a new era will begin to dawn. Palmerston's
Illuminati will become exposed by their soon to be recognized self-evident lies. While
they have been able to put mankind asleep mentally with the clutter of their lies, that are
impotent to halt the dynamics of the cycles inside the sun and its interaction with
universe that determine the climate on earth. The present warm period will end according
to the dynamics of these processes, no matter what Palmerston's Illuminati crow to the
contrary. These huge long-term cycles have gone on for two million years already, and
there is nothing that anyone can do to stop them. No one can change the principles that
govern the cycles of the sun and the universe, or hold back their effects. We can only
bring our world into conformity with them by which we can continue to live and maintain
a rich civilization. Of course we don't know when the recognition will dawn that this is
our only option to survive, just as we don't know the exact moment in advance when the
last wall of our precious Helms-Deep-fortress might come down that lays the scene open
to mankind's final war that will end the world of men in minutes. In Tolkien's saga
Gandalf didn't intervene at Helms Deep until literally the last moment. If he hadn't, the
remaining battle would have been over in minutes. Saruman would have won. The world
of men would have ended. Tolkien leaves the fate of mankind hanging on a fine thread,
and then gives us the victory with a profound new dawn. The glowing spark that opens
the horizon to an Ice Age Renaissance may give us this breakout from an otherwise
hopeless situation."
Ross agreed that Steve was probably right.
Steve turned to me and smiled. "Does this New Hope take the sting out of your
ordeal with Palmerston last night?" he said moments later. "I am saying that while we
can't change the universe, we do have the resources within us to get us out of the mess
that we have created on earth. Sure, we've messed up royally, Peter. We've boxed
ourselves in, into a prison that literally assures our doom. But stepping away from
Palmerston opens up the brightness of a potential new day."
"Don't take our victory for granted," Ross cautioned Steve. "There is nothing
certain in this contest of gargantuan forces, except one element. The only certainty in the

entire scene is that we won't have a victory, if we don't fight for it. If we say, yes, to
Palmerston, the world is lost."
Here I began to laugh. "After Palmerston ran away without a handshake he had
second thoughts about his position and came back. I told Palmerston that his empire is a
paper tiger."
"You pinned the eye of Sauron on him," said Steve, "that is a ring of fire with an
empty center."
"You told him to go back to his sewer and bother you no more," said Ross. "You
told him that he lives in a world of fading dreams. Tolkien couldn't have handled him any
better."
"I made his empire look so small that there wasn't enough left for a handshake
over it," I interjected. "Can this be classified as fighting?"
"No, it doesn't count for anything," said Ushi, who had been listening to music
until Ross got into the act. "It doesn't count, because you were fighting against
something, instead of for something. If the fundi are a paper tiger, why would you fight
them? Your fight has to begin with yourself to uplift yourself to be at peace in the
presence of the paper tiger. Then you stand on the platform of truth and fight for your
humanity and all humanity, including his humanity. That's what it means to step out of
the box. In Tolkien's tale all the great battles that were fought were defensive battles
fought furiously against the forces of evil to hold them back. While these battles had to
be fought, they didn't bring victory, did they? The victory in the saga was won by the two
people that weren't fighting AGAINST something. The victory was won by Frodo and his
friend who were fighting FOR humanity and for all the good and beautiful in the world.
By this victory all the huge battles, which had been secondary battles, simply ended.
World War One and World War Two had been such secondary battles, as is the Cold War
now. Nothing has been won by them. Nor will these battles end until the fight is
redirected from mankind struggling against evil to society fighting for its humanity, to
uplift it, and to envelop it with love and the love for all that is good and beautiful in the
world."
Steve nodded and smiled. "I know that we have the capacity to do this," said Steve.
"Our piggy bank of love coins can serve us as a training tool to develop this capacity. We
must utilize it as a learning tool. Ideally it would always be empty. The coins we put in,
we should spend immediately to enrich the world. If we don't utilize this tool as a
resource, we will end up like the ancient Romans did, who created themselves an impasse
when they chose to become an empire. They never got out of their rut, by which they
were doomed. They never spent a penny out of the piggy bank, provided they had one.
The piggy bank, which I am proposing, could have saved them. It had been offered to
then several times, and each time they smashed it. Let's be more generous with ourselves,
Peter," said Steve and laughed.

"So, what should we call our piggybank then?" I asked minutes later as our real
world seemed to merge in my mind with Tolkien's world. "Do you mean it to be a
training tool to make us all more hobbit-like?"
"Call it anything you like," said Steve and laughed, "but get it started, and get it
started big. Nothing else is evidently even remotely important, compared to that. Every
single recognition of the value of our universal humanity that comes alive in your
experience, forges a coin for that bank. The more profound that recognition is and the
grander the love, the higher will be the principle that comes to light and the closer will
our perceptions and actions correspond with the truth. Thus, the more golden our 'coins'
will become that we forge and put into our piggy bank day by day."
"It's all symbolic, of course," I interjected, "just as Tolkien's tale is highly
symbolic in every aspect."
"Right Peter," said Steve. "But as a symbol our piggy bank is absolutely essential,
is it not? There is a lot of humanist character-development going on in Tolkien's saga.
We too, need this development. We need it badly Peter, and we need it in real terms and
on a universal scale. Universal love can power this development and draw our humanity
to the foreground as in the case of the hobbits. Tolkien's hobbits represent society as it is
in its native design, where the Principle of Universal Love is established. That's the
decisive factor."
"It leaves a big hole when it is missed," I pointed out to Steve.
Steve nodded and sighed. "Yes Peter, Tolkien warns us about that. He warns us
about all the black coins that the Fundi Empire distributes, representing the currency of
its Illuminati. Each type of Palmerston's black coins is represented in Tolkien's saga. The
Cashi coins that are minted by their private central bankers and in the name of Adam
Smith's fascism of greed are represented in the saga by the Gollum. The coins of the
Terrorist Illuminati, minted by the Nazi synarchists goulish beasts, are represented by the
Nazguls as the name implies, that ride on wings, that hold society in its claws,
mesmerized. Other black coins are minted by the religious Fundamentalist Illuminati that
Palmerston calls his gentle giants. They are presented in the saga by all those who were
once men, but are no longer, like Denethor and all the ghostly creatures in the world of
shadows. Even the coins of the Environmental Illuminati are represented in the saga,
minted by those in the land of Mordor that comes to light as an utterly barren land where
not a blade of grass grows and food and water are not in the landscape. In contrast the
green lands are found in the hobbits' world, far from the imperial realm. There life is rich
and food is grown in abundance. Tolkien forces society to take note of the fundi’s black
coins, and to hold them in contrast with the golden coins by which we discover in love
our humanity and its great value."
Steve paused and took a zip of the orange juice that was provided for free on the
airplane on a self-help basis. "Yes, Peter, we have to become more hobbit-like," Steve
continued. "Frodo's love was rich in golden coins on the universal scale. We are not up
this level yet. Right now our coins are rather tinny and hollow in that respect. Somebody

said to me once that we cry all over the world, 'God bless America,' and the British cry,
'God save the Queen,' or 'God save the Empire.' And the Germans cry, 'Germany,
Germany, above everything!' That's the sentiment that all the anthems in the world
proclaim. That has got to stop, Peter! No one even whispers today, 'God bless humanity.'
No one even thinks in terms of protecting mankind, much less developing and enriching
one another on the universal scale with the substance of our humanity. There are no gold
coins forged as yet, at least not many. Is there anyone in the world who proclaims that the
principle of common defense, which we have in the Preamble of our Constitution, is
really a universal principle that applies to the whole of humanity, individually and
collectively? Who recognizes that? Who is absolutely committed to that in an utterly
sublime manner? Not many, I'm sure. When we see a new Hitler rise to the helm in
America, or Germany, or anywhere, that rising should trigger immediate defensive
responses on a universal scale, because the rise of the beast men should be considered an
attack on humanity. It is so seen in Frodo's environment where it causes an immediate
response in defense of all humanity. But do we see this happening in our current world,
Peter? Nothing is happening. Society says nay to its self-defence, if it says anything at all.
And so its road to victory is blocked. That's where we're at, Peter."
Steve took a deep breath. "It is the business of China, Peter, to provide for the
common defense against the agents of the Fundi Empire, as well as the business of India
and Norway, and every single nation on the planet," Steve continued and sighed. The sigh
was obviously caused by frustration. "We shouldn't let ourselves become discouraged,
though, "he continued. "There should be no cause for discouragement when the solution
is so simple. This whole problem wouldn't be a problem if the people of the world could
draw from their piggybank of human values in rich measure. But we are not there yet,
Peter. The principle of the common defense is not even on the agenda right now, because
society is bankrupt. Still, it can be made the agenda. Society can set up for itself a piggy
bank for its love coins. Sauron's ring of beast-men values has clogged up almost the
entire human system and put us in a rut, but we can work ourselves out of that rut if we
utilize the resources that we have as human beings. Sauron's ring isn't a ring of power,
Peter. As I said, it is a ring of impotence, caused by the corruption of lies. Everyone of
the beast-men philosophers that the ring combines, from Aristotle to Nietzsche and
beyond, are philosophers of human impotence, and they all employ the process of
inducing corruption with lies, centered on impotence. Tolkien evidently knew this. He is
telling us that this Sauron threat is the greatest threat that humanity is facing, because it
puts us asleep as human beings. That's where Palmerston's power is rooted. Tolkien had
no choice but to outline a universal defense against this threat. And this is what he did.
When his leader of the men of Rohan became ensnared with Sauron's deadly impotence,
Tolkien sent the wisest of the wise, the most sublime consciousness, the white wizard
Gandalf, to awake him from his dream. And later, when this same leader of the people of
men became again by a lingering sense of smallness in the face of Empire, he became
ensnared with a sense of impotence again. In the shadow of this pathetic sense of
impotence he led his entire kingdom into the trap of the fortress of Helms Deep that
would subsequently become besieged by the beast-men that left the people no escape
open. Tolkien had to bring in the combined forces of the whole of humanity, to crush the
beast-men's siege, and to block their invasion of the fortress, who stood poised for the
final reach for the throat of mankind. So let's not belittle Palmerston's power built on the

corruption of humanity. Tolkien gave himself no choice at this stage in the saga, but to
decisively deal with the destruction of the ring that Saruman and his forces represented.
Tolkien illustrates that only a decisive awakening of humanity can save the day at this
stage. Nothing less would have been sufficient, or is so now. That is where're are at.
We're stuck in our own Helms Deep, facing a hundred million Hiroshimas. In the saga
Tolkien marshaled the widest range of good that humanity represents, from dwarf to
king, from wizard to the elf, to protect the world of men, and thereby the bearer of the
ring, which is humanity itself on its epic journey to invalidate the ring that represents our
impasse. Thus, Tolkien brings the strength of the whole of humanity, collectively as one,
all coming together laterally from across the world, into the battle at Helms Deep to save
the day."
Steve suggested that Frodo the hobbit represents individually the wide sea of
humanity as a model for a humanity of human beings. "He represents society," said
Steve. "He represents all of us. He challenges us all to be sublime, as did Franklin
Roosevelt, as does Lyndon LaRouche who has become a long-standing 'American
institution' in this fight to advance the development of mankind economically,
scientifically, culturally, and socially."
"Frodo's fight was positive. He was fighting FOR something, not AGAINST
something," Ushi repeated. "He wasn't fighting against a corrupting force, even a paper
tiger, but was fighting FOR his humanity, and our humanity, and its power to be free
from corruption, and to lift itself above it, and thereby disable the corruption in the flow
of it. That's something that only a human being can do."
"This appears to be not quite enough," Steve replied. "Tolkien takes the process
one step further and introduces the principle which is absolutely essential if the ring of
fascism and greed is ever to be invalidated. He takes it to a higher level, to the level of
the sublime, to the level of the Principle of Universal Love. Jeanne d'Arc illustrated what
is sublime. She would sooner die by being burnt alive at the stake than denounce the
Principle of Universal Love that has become her life."
"That takes her one step beyond the principle of the common defense of humanity
and the common good," said Ushi. "The common defense is necessary for mankind to
deal with the consequences of its collective failure in eradicating the ring of fascism and
greed. Those consequences will always be with us for as long as the ring of fascism and
greed exists in the world. There will always be another war and another greater calamity
until the underlying failure is overcome. Mankind will remain trapped into its submission
to imperial, vertical power for as long as the sophistry of fascism and greed holds society
spellbound. But Jeanne d'Arc was aiming for a higher level defense. She cut through this
crap of responding in endless submission or mere defense. She took steps to change the
world with her sublimity that came to light as a new kind of power, the lateral power that
elevates human beings to a higher sense of humanity, giving one power over oneself to
shed the garments of apathy, impotence, fear, and self-denial. She took away society's
'black' garments, the garment's of Sauron's Nazguls, and replaced them with the 'sun.' She
honored the precious humanity of mankind by paving the way to the founding of the first
nation-state on the planet, mankind's first political step away from imperial slavery.

"Tolkien required the same devotion to the sublime of us," Steve continued, "and
he required it as much from the noblest wizard as he did from the smallest of humanity,
represented by Frodo. And still, he demanded more. Tolkien understood something that
few people seem to want to understand today, that we all live in this world together. If we
don't build this world together into a richly human place where we can live productively
and securely in support of one-another, we will all go to hell together, the hell that we let
unfold by default. Tolkien seems to have understood that fascism and greed are not
aspects of humanity that are substantial in themselves in their gory brutality, but are
nothing more than the resulting emptiness that one finds when there is a void of
humanity. Tolkien illustrates the void with his Nazgul creatures, black-glad and without a
face, which he said were once men but were 'corrupted' by the ring and doomed to serve
its purpose. Tolkien lived in a time when great swarms of Nazgul extended their death
across Europe in the uniforms of the black clad Nazi Ghouls."
"The ring saga gives us an image of ourselves," said Ushi. "If gives us an image in
Frodo of how we would act as human beings should we choose to do so, or how we
would act if we would not choose so and live like empty shells. Right now mankind is
collectively empty, bankrupt, and on the fast train to hell, since almost nobody gives a
damn about humanity. Nor is society committed to act like human beings. Isn't that also
what Palmerston said in exposing what is giving him his power? He has every right to
laugh at us when he said, 'and you want to change that?' His fundi empire didn't build the
65,000 nuclear bombs that now stand arrayed against mankind. Mankind itself built them.
His empire merely placed the order. Tolkien demanded the opposite. He demanded
absolute sublimity of his key representatives of mankind, but that's easy to do if you write
the script. Palmerston would have laughed at Frodo the same way he had laughed at you,
Peter."
"Of course he would have to laugh," Ross interjected. "Only a gnawing sense of
impotence could have prevented Frodo from succeeding. That's why Palmerston laughed
at you, to inspire impotence. Tolkien wisely kept 'Frodo' out of Palmerston's reach. He
gave Frodo a task to do that was not of his choosing, but was a necessity for maintaining
life. Without the voice of impotence holding him back, Frodo complied. Tolkien plugged
Frodo out of his idyllic pastoral world with a task so dangerous that no assurances could
be given. Nevertheless, he felt certain that Frodo was equal to the task. Frodo was assured
that there would be no survival for anyone, if he failed. We are at this stage today. We are
building atomic bombs, while we should be building the infrastructure for survival that
will be our lifeline in the coming Ice Age. Instead of massive building going on, we see
massive looting, pillaging, enslaving, and destroying, tearing one-another down. Society
calls those who dare to speak against that, dangerous crackpots, because war, poverty,
and destruction is the stuff that empires are built on, and society is trained to protect the
empires. Frodo the hobbit doesn't have the power to stand against that deep reaching
sophistry, nor is he drawn into battle with it. He only knows his humanity and that it is
sufficient to carry the ring to its doom. So he presses on, struggling silently and
persistently and wins. Whether the global society can live up to his sublime example
remains yet to be seen. The potential exists, but nothing is assured."

"Tolkien demands total sublimity on a universal scale and warns that our survival
cannot be assured without it," said Steve. "The only tool that we have to make this
survival a reality is our piggy bank," added Steve addressing me, "and nothing must go
into it that isn't 'gold' and radiant in brilliance like the 'sun' manifesting the Principle of
Universal Love."
"Right now we are miles away from the realization of this goal," I commented
quietly, as if in shame. Indeed, that's what Palmerston had promised, a feeling of shame.
"While Palmerston is impotent in real terms," I said moments later, "he has his
hands on the pulse of mankind. His empire owns mankind, but his people are insane, and
in their insanity they may yet destroy the world. The Nazgul and their derivatives are all
insane. Greed is insanity. Fascism is insanity. The Nazgul stand ready to destroy
mankind. The physical forces to do this do exist. This means that we cannot stay asleep
but must act in a sublime manner as Frodo did act and take the responsibility that we all
have, to become human beings."
"In comparison with this great challenge my piggy bank appears to be rather
empty," said Steve and laughed. "In fact, I don't even have a piggy bank sitting on my
bedroom dresser to remind me every night."
"Don't lie to yourself," Ushi interrupted him. "Your piggy bank is rich with golden
coins of universal love. You are the world champion of the piggy banks of love coins.
You became the world champion the night when you invited Peter into our home for
dinner. We talked about love for hours that night, forging coin after coin, and when it
became obvious that a deep love was unfolding between Pete and I, you didn't send Pete
packing in a huff as any husband would, but invited him to stay, to stay for the whole
night. You gave up your own bed to him and invited him to share the night with me,
pending my approval. You were pouring forth that night from your piggy bank in rich
streams. But that wasn't all. You told us in the morning that you ended up with twice as
many coins by the process of spending them so freely. That's the geometry of universal
love that you have discovered. That makes you the world champion."
"Oh, I discovered you two being in love long before I invited Pete," said Steve and
grinned. "That's why I invited him. I could see the face of God shining in both of you."
"A sublime act isn't sublime, for reasons that the sublime person often ends up
dead as did Jeanne d'Arc," said Ross. He was still poking his head over the back of his
seat in front of us. "The sublime is that which creates a richer world out of the riches of a
love that is wide and universal," he said. "Jeanne d'Arc did such a thing. She set the stage
for the first nation state in history, built on the renaissance principles that stand in total
defiance of all imperial impositions. This, all by itself, doubled the prosperity of the
entire nation under Louis XI."
"Actually Jeanne d'Arc did much more than that," said Steve. "Sure she rallied the
flagging forces of Charles VII against the English occupiers in France, in 1429. Yes, she
was personally leading the troops to break the siege of Orléans, paving the way to have

Charles VII officially crowned king. But that was only the start. She was sold by traitors
to the English, who burned her at the stake for heresy and perjury, two years after her
victory. But those flames that took her life also fanned the fire of the great humanist
unfolding that became the Golden Renaissance. In the wake of Jeanne d'Arc the
renowned Christian humanist Cardinal Nicolaus of Cusa came onto the scene who played
a major role in the 1439 Council of Florence that unified the Eastern and Western
Churches and put the human being and truth above the institutions. That's what
essentially opened to door to the new era that became the Renaissance. Cusa's
collaborators were all part of the effort to ensure the realization of the renaissance idea.
Their work came to fruition in Louis XI's reign. King Louis XI reigned in France for
slightly over twenty years from 1461 on and put on record in this short period the modern
form of the nation-state principle. I think the new form of kingdom was called the
commonwealth, in which the nation's wealth is its productive capacity for the common
benefit of the whole of society. This renaissance platform next spread from France to
England. All within the same twenty-year timeframe. Jeanne d'Arc played a key role in
this historic development of a sublime idea."
"In her early years, Jeanne d'Arc got caught up in the simmering resistance
movement against the looting of society by the Aristocracy," said Ross. "The reform
movement was centered on the Brotherhood of the Common Life, a kind of early general
welfare idea. From this rebel background Jeanne d'Arc was able to approach the Dauphin,
Charles VII, and convince him to supply her with the needed military forces to regain
France's sovereignty and independence."
"Jeanne d'Arc didn't invent the resistance movement," said Steve. "That movement
had been slowly gathering strength for almost fifty years. Out of it a quiet political and
religious revolution had been unfolding in northern Europe in an effort to rebuild the
moral, physical, and spiritual well being of the people of Europe against the memory of
the Black Death. The Brotherhood of the Common Life became a teaching order built on
this general welfare background and the scientific tradition of Plato. The Brotherhood of
the Common Life was committed to educating all people universally, regardless of their
wealth or status. The Brotherhood became a cultural resistance movement that spread
throughout Europe, opposing the looting of the oligarchs whose survival was dependent
on impoverishing the population that they treated no better than the cows in the field. The
teaching order was fighting for humanity, rather than fighting an oppressor. It stressed the
value of every individual, setting the stage for the Principle of Universal Love as love
reflecting the face of God in every human face.
"That, more or less, was the outcome of the process that Jeanne d'Arc stood in the
middle of and fought for," added Steve. The renaissance that unfolded from that in
France and later in England might not have come about without Jeanne d'Arc's crucial
contribution."
"That's why I would give her the title of world-champion of the piggy bank of love
coins," said Ross and laughed.

"Tolkien's Jeanne d'Arc is Arwen, isn't she?" said Ushi. "Arwen has the same
effect, though in a different manner. Tolkien created Arwen to illustrate a unique element
of the sublime. Arwen is the daughter of the elves, an immortal, but she chooses a mortal
life for the love of a man that is destined to be king, the man Aragorn, a wanderer in exile
who has long given up believing in the royalty of the human being. Aragorn searches for
something, not knowing what. Arwen however, sees in him what he can't see himself and
offers her love and support to bring the lost treasure to the foreground. She falls in love
with the royalty of his humanity that outshines the fading light of the elven-folk's endless
immortality in time. She finds in the royalty of Aragorn's humanity a new and brighter
immortality, which she fully embraces at all cost. Her father might have reminded her
that those costs are huge, giving up immortality. But she might have said that the price is
small for gaining a higher sense of immortality that she can't find without paying the
price. She declares by her action that living in endless time is empty in itself without the
love that raises one to still higher ground, to the royalty of universal love, the gold of our
humanity. Storytellers suggest that she bestows to Aragorn a symbol of her love, who
over time discovers his royalty as a human being. In the end both are united as king and
queen of the new realm of Gondor, the New World of men after Frodo's victory. It seems
that Tolkien wanted to teach us something about the nature of those love coins that are a
part of us, and with them help us find our sublimity."
"But there is one other who is in love with Aragorn for his budding royalty as a
human being," said Steve. "Her name in the saga is Eowyn. She carries the element of
tragedy in the saga, because love coins cannot be taken up without effort. They don't fall
into one’s lap in showers of emotions. One needs to step beyond the emotions that often
trap one into smallness and impotence. Eowyn represents this tragedy of being boxed in
by an impasse. She is the daughter of the king of Rohan that had been boxed in by
Saruman's corruption into a long history of impotence. Her own greatest fear, as she said
herself, is to be caged in, but she fails to take the steps to win her freedom. She proves
herself as a great hero in battle, even against the Nazgul. But she finds herself powerless
to move with her love for Aragorn. In spite of her love for him she remained caged in by
the ancient myth of the privatization of love that makes love an Olympic competition in
which only one person can win. Thus she stands forever isolated from Aragorn and never
reaches up to the royalty of the human being that he represents. She keeps herself small.
Eventually she becomes 'won' by another man as a 'trophy of his property' in marriage,
and pretends to be happy with that."
"The element of tragedy in literature is designed to help us to step beyond our
smallness in the real world," said Ushi to me.
I nodded and smiled. "It's scary like hell not to be a tragic figure and thus to touch
the hem of the sublime. Sometimes one actually succeeds in being honest with oneself
and one-another about the beauty of our humanity. That's what love is, isn't it?
Sometimes one takes a stand for what is right and beautiful even if the whole world
doesn't agree. Love is a beautiful thing. One needs to let it shine. Jeanne d'Arc did
nothing more than that. She let the royalty of our common humanity shine and inspire a
whole lot of people to reach for the same light. That changed the world."

"We are doing this again, Peter," said Steve and laughed.
"Indeed we are," I said to Steve. "That's precisely what I told Palmerston. I invited
him to forget the fundi and join us."
"Jingle, jingle!" said Steve. "That's the sound of another love coin! Maybe
Palmerston will respond some day and join us, or help us. A person doesn't have to
remain a tragic figure forever."
"If Palmerston is a dissident within the fundi, he should be asking for our help, or
be helping us," I said to Steve. "If he is as intelligent as he seems to be, he should realize
that the fundi are doomed. I tried to get him to understand this. He talks about tectonic
plates overlaying one another, but he is not a part of the lateral process. His world is built
on the vertical, fascist model of top down control in which no one is free; in which
everyone is a tragic figure. Tolkien represents the vertical model symbolically as two
black towers; empty towers. One symbolizes Sauron, or Empire, the ghost of fascism and
greed. The other symbolizes the trap of tragedy that people like Palmerston have become
trapped into, who have become so deeply married to this small vertical world that they
become unable to step away from it, but become servants to it. In Frodo's world of the
hobbits everyone lives laterally, side by side, bound by a universal love for one-another.
Palmerston may yet realize that anyone who is foolish enough to cling to the vertical
world of empire is doomed. He may have already realized that an oligarch is a blind and
insane person who cannot see the inevitable doom of the vertical model. Their towers of
today may yield the grave stones of tomorrow. Palmerston might be aware of his
entrapment and might be hoping that somebody will show him the way out, since nobody
has a future in the vertical world. But hoping isn't enough, is it? Eowyn can testify to that.
He has to step up to higher ground himself. Hope should be stricken from the vocabulary
of mankind and be replaced with scientific action. Jeanne d'Arc wasn't hoping. She acted
as she was moved by her humanity and changed the world. The bigger question is; do we
recognize this to be the truth? Do we act in response to our humanity in spite of
Palmerston's threats and intimidation, and his own cowardliness?"
Steve laughed again. "Of course we act. However, I must also suggest that you
missed a vital point in your complaint. Hope isn't the only word that should be stricken.
Which is the other word, Pete, that should also be stricken?"
I shrugged my shoulders.
"I give you a hint, Peter. We used this world a lot today. Is love a duty, a privilege,
or is it something else?"
"The word duty should be stricken in respect to love," I replied. "If I were king for
a day and had all the power in the world, I wouldn't be able to solve the Middle East War.
No one can impose that people love one another as a duty."
"But what about the word privilege, Pete? Is love really a privilege? On the surface
it seems that it is. We human beings have the capacity to develop our humanity to
incredible height. We can discover principles that no other species is capable of

recognizing. The Principle of Universal Love is one of them, which we seem to have the
privilege to apply. However, Peter, is this still a true statement within the sphere of the
lateral model where all mankind shares the same universal humanity and a common
universal human Soul, where we are all human beings clothed with the brightness of our
humanity as it were a sun? Doesn't the concept of privilege fall away on this platform?
Whatever inspires love on this platform exists in the universal domain, just as it exists
within ourselves. On this platform universal love is no longer an option that one can
choose as a privilege, but happens naturally, like breathing the air that surrounds us. It
happens as a matter of principle that one simply cannot get away from, rather than as a
matter of privilege. Thus, the concept of privilege no longer applies either in respect to
love. Nor is it a matter of privilege that we find the reality of our being in the lateral
model where we discover ourselves as all existing side by side. This unfolding seems
inevitable. The vertical model that has been imposed by the world's empires for
thousands of years, that is becoming discredited, reeks with concepts of privilege, duty,
and visions of hope that inspire nevertheless impotence."
I nodded enthusiastically. "In this sense Tolkien has evidently asked us to consider
what our world would be like today if the equivalent of Sauron's ring had been buried
eons ago together with the one who had forged it. Since in real history, Sauron is
Aristotle, the imperial philosopher of the ancient world, we may assume that the Roman
Empire might never have existed then. Then the corruption of the image of man might
have been put into the grave with all the dead soldiers of the Peloponnesian War. But
Aristotle was probably paid, and paid well, to dig up this stench that the sub-human
philosophy of sophistry emits from the original ghost of fascism and greed.
Unfortunately, with Aristotle's efforts the sophistry of Pericles was kept alive in
Aristotle's black tower symbolically named the theory of natural slavery. Those who lost
their humanity by the intimidation of the tower, who call themselves no longer by the
name, humanity, but by the name, aristocracy, now all pay homage to that tower. But as
Saruman did, they find no substance therein. That emptiness drives them to insanity.
When Frodo succeeds, the ancient train of tragedy stops. If it had stopped at the end of
the Peloponnesian War and be put to rest then, many billions of people would not have
perished. Mankind might have stood on the moon in 800-AD with space-based power a
reality by the year 1000, which we still don't have today. Because of this single failure we
are now facing a thousand-year deficit in preparing the planet for the next Ice Age."
"That is why Tolkien hits us over the head so hard with the name Sauron, the sau,
the mother of the pigs, the key failure that we must now make up for and correct in a
hurry," said Ushi. "If we do this, Tolkien's Arwen won't be enigma for us and Eowyn
won't be the tragic rule. We might then even understand ourselves better. We would all
be like Frodo, of course, in deed and in love, and there would be no ring anywhere, and
everything that is tied into it, from nukes to looting to slavery and terror, would be dust
blown away with the wind. That's our challenge to get to. It's a challenge of love, and
love is beautiful, don't you agree?"

Chapter 14 - Drilling Holes into Sophistry
A lot of people on the plane were not at all pleased to have us on board, much less
being proud to have us there. A couple of young airmen that overheard Steve and I
talking about the SDI cancellation in conjunction with Tolkien's Lord of the Rings,
started to call us traitors and something worse. Their reaction supported Steve's
prediction that the bulk of humanity would help the fundi’s empire to realize its worldengulfing goals, the goals of doom.
"There you have a real life example of sophistry," said Steve to me in response to
their slandering us. "It's only a mild form of it," he added.

Since the air had become too 'thick' for us in the front of the plane where everyone
had congregated, Steve suggested that we should go for a walk. This meant going to the
back of the plane.
"A sophist rarely knows that he is a sophist," said Steve once we got settled in the
back, in the second last row in the almost empty cabin.
"Our task," he said seriously, "is to create an honest unity among people. This can
only be achieved on the basis of truth. The truth is that we are all human beings. In this
we are united laterally and naturally right across the world. In contrast, all top-down
vertical relationships are forced and artificial. Every vertical structure is artificial, and
every imperial structure is vertically oriented. The top-down structured vertical system
has no principle. It exists only on a platform of seduction or force. The seduction is
achieved by sophistry, a process that destroys a person's humanity with lies of countless
types. The lateral relationship, in contrast, where mankind stands side by side with oneanother as human beings, unfolds a structure of truth. That's what sophistry is designed to
bury. The lies of sophistry then become the underlying issue that separates empires with
all the human misery that they create from universal love and freedom. Everything apart
from that is secondary."
Steve suggested that sophistry is a type politically driven philosophy designed to
dehumanize thinking and hide the truth behind a blanket of mythologies. "It actually
proclaims that there is no such thing as truth," said Steve. "In sophistry, opinion is truth.
Lies are truth. The division and isolation of humanity is regarded as the truth in the minds
darkened by sophistry. That's what Hobbes represented. We have to cut through this
blanket of lies that has been built up through the ages, layer by layer. We must recreate
the natural basis for unity that has not been acknowledged on this planet for three
thousand years. We need to establish a unity that unfolds a community of principle
reflecting the truth about our humanity as human beings."
"That won't be easy," said Ushi. "This is what sophistry stands in opposition to. If
sophistry is a philosophy that denies the very existence of truth, then it is a mode of

thinking that tells people that there is nothing in the universe that can be recognized,
understood, and be verified as a truth reflecting universal principle. All the wars based on
lies are therefore cited as proof that there is no truth in anything."
"Isn't that the lye that we are already living?" I said to Ushi. "By abetting the
biofuels hoax that is making us mass murders by intention, aren't we saying to us and to
one-another that there is no truth in what we recognize as the lateral domain where we
stand side by side with one-another as human beings? We are saying with our action that
no such principle exists, that there is no truth in it, that universal love is just a word, and
empty phase, an illusion. Sure, it is tough to change the policies of all the nations that
have become trapped into this scheme that has made us all murderers. While it is tough to
get out of this, though not impossible, it is far easier to let our love shine at the grassroots
level of our social existence and live by the Principle of Universal Love there. But this
isn't happening either, except on rare occasions. My friend Erica was forced to face this
rather sad fact and hated herself for it when she looked at herself in a mirror afterwards.
"One night after coming from a lecture at your university back home, she found
herself followed by a man who forced her into an empty building," I continued. "She
decided that rather than resisting the rapist, it would be safer for her to just let him have
what he needed. And so, instead of screaming she kissed the man. As she did, she felt
him explode into his pants. He apologized to her afterwards, saying that he didn't know
what came over him. He even asked her for a date, which she refused of course. She told
him that relationships can't be forced, and he looked like an intelligent person who should
be able to create a loving relationship with someone, to meet his needs. He told her that
he had tried and had hoped more than she would ever know, but only encountered closed
doors. That's what had jolted Erica afterwards, and had hit her hard, because she too had
closed the door in his face, even though he had said, please. Why couldn't she love
enough to give him a date in a public place to talk, and to explore with him how his needs
might be met? She had answered him harshly instead of lovingly, while the loving
gesture would have cost her nothing and would have meant a great deal to the man. For
this lack of love, she found it hard for her to look at herself in a mirror. As a
consequence, she took up the study of love. She asked herself why it was that society had
become so hard in its heart and soul that these needs for love, as that of the man,
remained unanswered among the great riches that society had in itself, to the point that
they lead to rape out of frustration. She found no answer."
I suggested to Ushi, that long before we will find a way to pull ourselves out of our
abetting the biofuel genocide that makes us murderers by our own action, we must to find
an answer to the softer crime of closing the door into the face of one-another, instead of
meeting the human need that is so easily met with the abundance of the riches we have. I
suggested that behind every person who is driven to rape out of frustration, may stand a
multitude of others who are starving in silent want. "So, what can we do?" I added.
"I don't think the problem is caused by a lack of love in the soul," said Ushi. "I
think the inhibiting causes are nothing more than cleverly erected blocking factors that
are designed to keep society 'small' and impotent, and isolated. Society lives under the
governance of a deeply disabling sophistry that started in ancient times and hasn't been

healed. Rape is never a natural consequence, just as the commitment to murder, as we
now have it globally, is not a natural consequence. Both are symptoms of a disease that
has not yet been healed. We were closer to healing the sexual issue in ancient times. I can
remember for example that in the brighter days of Athens the famous intellectual woman
Aspasia of the 400s BC timeframe, whose house became a center for learning and
exploration, had counted Socrates among her frequent guests, whose famous Socratic
method of reasoning is attributed to her, by some scholars. Other scholars also accuse her
of having run a brothel, which Socrates, and also her consort Pericles, would likely have
vehemently denied. Nevertheless, her intellectual openness that evidently left a bright
mark on Greek culture, appears to have also been intertwined with a certain sexual
openness. She seems to tell us that we've become a small people in our closed-off
narrow-minded isolation. Now Palmerston seems to tell us, that what we became, has
been carefully cultivated to the point that we have become the executors of genocide of
our own kind. The bottom line therefore is that the biofuels genocide is but a symptom of
a deeper cause, which we need to heal first."
"And how do we do this?" I interjected.
Ushi shrugged her shoulders. "Maybe we need to develop mutual support networks
that are focused on meeting both the sexual and intellectual needs of one-another, to
uplift society. Science is our open door to discovering the truth. Sex is an aspect of truth,
isn't it? It shouldn't be excluded as something of no value. Maybe we need to pioneer the
kind of honesty and openness that enables us to break through the iron curtain that
divides and isolates society more deeply than evidently the political iron curtain does.
And so if we look honestly at the man in Erica's case, we see a man who was driven to a
desperate act that should never have happened. This means that the real rapist in Erica's
case was not the man, but Erica. The man had apologized and said that he didn't know
what had come over him in his desperation. Erica, in comparison, didn't have this excuse.
She had closed the door in his face as if he wasn't a human being with some deep human
needs. Her response was a fascist response. Fascism is a gross form of rape, possibly the
grossest form of it there is. The man's attempted rape, in comparison, which wasn't
actually carried out, was a much softer case that had caused no real injury, while Erica
caused a deep injury. And so, with his complaint in pointing to the closed doors all
around him, the man was actually charging society as a whole with inflicting a kind of
rape on him. Thus, society stands condemned by him, by its deeds, just as it now stands
condemned as murderers by intention in the shadow of the biofuels hoax that exists for
no other purpose than to kill people on a massive scale, inflicting the ultimate injury on
countless millions, whose faces and agonies will never even be seen by the rapists."
Wow! I was stunned by what she said. Still, I remembered Erica saying something
like that herself. I also remembered that she found no solution to the puzzle.
"Isn't that what Palmerston said to me?" I interjected. "He told me into my face
that we are absolutely helpless against the fundi’s power. He said that we were amateurs,
little people that aren't anywhere near his league. He said that nothing in the world can
stop his empire, the great Fundi Empire, especially us. He said that the fundi are simply
invincible."

"That's a trained sophist speaking," said Steve. "He's a slick liar out of Aristotle's
school. The reality is that human beings have the capacity to move with the truth. It may
well be that Palmerston doesn't understand this. He doesn't understand what Plato
understood, that a republic isn't a democracy, basically. What he said is correct for a
society ruled by democracy, or as I would call it, the mediocrity of a pantheon of
opinions that are not rooted in anything. Empire operates that way, because it has no
principle to support its existence. It is a democracy of empty heads exploding into
insanity. There is no truth in any facet of it. A republic, in comparison is built on
principles. Its society is guided by the leadership of the great discoverers of universal
principles, who inspire society to rally itself around the leadership of the discovery. This
process takes one as far away from mediocrity as one can get. All the great achievements
in civilization have been wrought on this platform. On this platform society consents to
be governed by universal principles, which it may not have discovered itself, but which it
is able to understand and is willing to acknowledge. Thus, a republic is governed by the
consent of society in recognition of advanced concepts of truth. Here the leadership has
three elements. Number one is the discovery of demonstrable truth and its principle.
Number two is a process of inspiring the public with recognition of the rightness of the
idea and its universal principle, which develops the consent. And number three is the
support of society of the leadership of a profound idea. Mediocrity won't be found in any
one of these.
"However, when a society aims to stand without these three legs to stand on, it
operates as a democracy, a pantheon of mere opinion that leaves it vulnerable to sophistry
and subsequent dictatorship," Steve continued. "The USA is designed to operate as a
republic. Unfortunately, it gave this up and became a democracy. Its government by
political parties, is proof that it betrayed its fundamental design, and with it the hopes and
the blood of its founders, and has most of all betrayed itself. That is what the fundi are
seeing and what Palmerston referred to. The secret of the fundi’s seeming invincibility is
their craft in making you look small in your sight. Palmerston succeeded because you
don't see yourself as a part of a republic where principle confers power. Palmerston
represents Aristotle, the champion of the smallness in human thinking, the narrow
horizon, the democratic platform of conflicting emotions. Aristotle resurrected the
debased image of man that stood behind the Peloponnesian War and its focus on
property, money, and slavery. Rome became Aristotle's product as it were. Rome
advanced it. Rome created an image of the human being that is hopelessly limited - that is
as helpless as a worm in the light of its arbitrary force. That ugly smallness in thinking
that came out of this dungeon of fascist force created thirteen centuries of dark ages in
Europe that were broken only by the power of the Renaissance. The darkness of
impotence that flowed from fascist force crept into everything. It pervaded even the
sciences. Aristotle said in essence, what you see is what you get - don't talk about seeing
with the mind's eye and discovering universal principles that contradict the senses and
their narrow world. What you see is what you get. There is nothing else. There is no
complex domain of universal principles that can be proven, thus to contradict the simple
world of the small. Out of the smallness of Aristotelian thinking emerged the dark ages of
sophistry, and they really haven't ended."

Steve paused. "Sophistry is really an ancient game," he said. "On the basis of
tearing down what is real, and putting lies on the pedestal that make people small and
impotent, people become drawn to accept the crafted opinions of their dictators as the
truth, including the lies that are served up. The lies may not be called sophistry anymore
in modern times, but the game still goes on. The imperials have coined many names for it
over the centuries. In the process of their ever-wider game that expands the sophistry into
countless areas and philosophies, even public opinion, people accept the most hellish
image of humanity as the truth. Thus sophistry destroys your humanity evermore deeply.
Hitler reduced the Jewish people to creatures of lesser value than even a dog, as did
America with the Negro people. Next society added the communists to the list, the
Hispanics, the Moslems, the Chinese, the Koreans, the poor, the sick, the aged, etc., and
soon there won't be anybody left that is regarded as a valuable human being. That's how
we loose our humanity. Every facet of fascism is built on this process of sophistry that
breeds irrationalism. Sophistry creates 'empty' people, devoid of humanity, fascist people.
One of America's most admired teachers of fascism is telling his students that the only
truth is, that there is no truth. He is telling them that the universe cares nothing about
humanity and human beings, and that therefore neither should we. He said that we can go
on killing and plundering to our heart's contend, and rape, slander, lie, burn, and destroy,
and the sun will come up just the same the next morning. This highly honored American
teacher of fascism has his roots anchored in the very core group of the Nazi fascism that
made the Hitler era infamous. And he is proud of it. That's what is taught in university
courses now. Teaching has become sophistry. The fascist even gloats that society loves
him for his fascism as it empowers everyone to be 'free' of his or her humanity.
Consequently, society rapes and kills, steals and destroys, by all means possible. The end
result is that in the shadow of this artificially created 'emptiness,' a cultural insanity
prevails in which the worst atrocities not only become possible, but are being carried out
on an ever-widening scale, including slavery, torture, terrorism, and genocide. This is
how society has destroyed its civilization, with sophistry. Sophistry has become the New
World Order, proudly represented by America as the leader of the New Age riding the
fast train to hell. Of course this train of destruction is nothing new, Peter. The train has
left the station eons ago. It left the station in ancient times when the Greek destroyed their
classical civilization, the heritage of Homer, Pythagoras, Solon, and so on. They did such
an efficient job that decades of war resulted from it. In this war, the Peloponnesian War,
Athens, the cultural pearl of the Old World was utterly defeated. We still suffer the effect
of this defeat," added Steve.
Steve suggested that the famous Greek sophistry of Pericles was apparently
intentionally created to overturn the legacy of Solon of Athens, the great humanist
reformer who was probably the first pioneer in history to put the principle of the general
welfare on society's table.
"Solon was an able leader," said Steve. "He fought for the General Welfare
Principle, even though this principle was but vaguely defined. He made it work to some
degree. His position was that we are all human beings, with human needs, human feeling,
and human desires and potentials. Solon respected them universally. But after he died the
rich of society wanted more. They wanted it all. They wanted everybody's share, and they
invented sophistry to get it. They didn't invent it by name, but they did so in practice.

They concocted convenient lies to justify slavery, followed by 'colonial' warfare to
increase the slavery. Whoever stood in the way didn't last very long. Out of this
background erupted the infamous Peloponnesian Wars in which Athens 'achieved' its own
doom."
"As far as I recall from studying history, it is said that the glory of classical Greece
had reached its height under Pericles," Ross interrupted Steve. "The historians all tell us
that Pericles was the most celebrated leader and statesman of the 5th Century BC that
made Athens great. They say that Pericles opened the doors of the Athenian democracy
to the ordinary citizen. They say he continued what Solon began, and he did more. Wasn't
it Pericles that built the magnificent temples on the Acropolis, especially the Parthenon?"
"That's where the historians are wrong," said Steve. "Sure, Pericles built
extraordinary structures, but he built them with essentially stolen money, and he didn't
build them for the general welfare of the people. He built them to develop a sophistry that
opened the gates to empire, the direct opposite of the general welfare principle. He
developed a foundation for war. The new democracy of Athens was used to authorize that
war. Pericles turned Athens into an empire and 'twisted' the ordinary citizens into
supporting his empire-ambition by their own 'free will.' He gave the ordinary citizen a say
in political life, which he could safely do, because he owned the public's consciousness
that had already been imperialized. He owned it with his sophistry just as Goebbels did in
Hitler's Germany. Sophistry had been already fully established as a powerful political
tool, as far back in history as Pericles. Pericles had gone to war and built an empire with
it, and continued to be elected for 30 years until he himself perished as the result of the
war."
"The reality was far from glorious," said Ushi. "With the sophistry of the glory of
empire the doom of Athens was assured. Yes, Pericles built the Parthenon and
commissioned the statue of Athena. They were all great achievements, but they were
built on a lye with funds obtained by fraud. They were built to illustrate the glory of the
empire, which isn't rooted in anything glorious. They were built as a part of the sophistry
that powered the great scam. In a very real way the artists and builders were literally
building for their doom. The Parthenon now stands as a monument to this gigantic
tragedy, a monument to decades of imperial war and to the destruction of a rich culture."
"Historically, the tragedy of Athens started with the need for a defensive league
against the Persian raiders," interjected Steve. "Pericles took control of what had become
a necessary defensive league and used his gained power to turn Athens into an empire.
He did it with the sophistry of lies of the kind that people wanted to hear, though they
were far from the truth. His lies had become beautiful 'songs,' Peter, but listen how the
Parthenon stands in the background. Listen to Pericles' the sophist 'singing.'
He 'sang,' "Of all cities, Athens is greater than her fame. She needs no poet sing
her praise since every land and every sea can furnish proof of her great enterprises and
successes. Her enemies are never defeated or disgraced. They confess that she is worthy
to rule them, and to the men who have fallen to death on her behalf, death is no evil."

Steve sighed. "This is the language of a master sophist, Peter, one who can tell you
that the sky is green and the grass blue, or whatever you want to hear. Pericles told the
Athenians that they were gods, and the rest of humanity scum. Hitler 'sang' the same tune,
and so did every king, emperor, religious zealot, and fiery nationalist in history. They all
sang Pericles' tunes, and society was inspired to love those tunes."
Steve pointed out that Pericles was elected and re-elected for 30 years, Peter, on
the wave of his singing those tunes, until he died in the plague that erupted when Athens
was held under siege during his own war. During a siege in the war the surrounding
population had found refuge within the city. Many died when the super-crowded city
became the caldron for diseases. Eventually, Athens managed to break out from the siege,
but it did not break free from the sophistry, and so the war continued.

"Athens' Achilles Heel was without a doubt her superior maritime power," Steve
continued moments later. "The history books don't mention the fact that Athens' superior
power had been deployed to commit suicide. Instead, historians praise her for her great
fleet. Athens' superior fleet had created her empire, they say. Still, her superior force
ultimately became her doom."
"Athens' maritime 'miracle' was the equivalent of America's XB-70 Valkyrie," I
said to Steve. "The Valkyrie was America's great aviation miracle built for absolute
superiority, powered by six engines for intercontinental Mach-3 high altitude bombing
runs. This miracle plain nearly became our doom without it ever having been put into
service. Being unbeatable in speed, it forced the Soviets to respond with surface to air
missile technology. The replacement took 25 years to come into service. Till then, the
ICBMs ruled the nuclear sky with 40,000 atom bombs being added in a furious missile
race. I don't know how we managed not to blow each other up."
Steve nodded. "For Athens," he said, "her sophistry caused a delusion that gave
rise to the sense of superiority which precipitated her doom. In less than three decades of
war, the state of Athens, the cultural pearl Athena of the ancient Greek civilization, was
ground into dust. The celebrated 'queen of Hellas' had became the terror of the
Peloponnesian world, until it was defeated and turned into a subject ruled by Sparta. The
principle of truth always somehow reasserts itself, doesn't it, Peter? No one stands above
the simple truth that we are all human beings. In this truth are rooted all the riches of the
universe and the peace that follows war. What folly causes us to deny that."
"The Parthenon might never have been built without the sophistry of the Athenian
ruler's imperial dreaming," I suggested to Steve, "nor would the great statue of Athena
have been created, and other works of art."
"But at what price were they created?" said Steve. "And who needs these
monuments to sophistry, that celebrate the forces that have destroyed a civilization? Sure,
the monuments are great works of art, ingenuity, architecture, dedication and
craftsmanship. They are all of that, but they have a terrible stench attached to them that

will never go away. One day America will look upon its own monuments in the same
manner, like the XB-70 Valkyrie. It was an impressive achievement, both in aviation
engineering and in the sophistry of empire building on the foundation of superior force.
The XB-70 was a marvel. Luckily it became obsolete before we could set the world on
fire with it and light the flame for America's doom. The missile race became scary
enough. The song of unchallenged superiority, which America loves, is the song of
Pericles that America became subjected to and sang with total resolve."
I shuddered at the thought that the Valkyrie might have indeed become America's
Parthenon. Even while its sits in the Air Force museum, the XB-70 Valkyrie is still at
war; it still inspires hymns of praise, that altogether in due time may yet complete our
journey to suicide.
"Steve agreed that it was so alright. "That's the trouble with sophistry," he said. "It
takes the brightest that humanity is able to create and turns it into evil that grinds us into
dust. But that's what the purpose of sophistry is. It takes the humanity of mankind and
shreds it wherever it is found."

"Sophistry creates soulless slaves," said I. "That's what Palmerston was demanding
me to become, and is demanding from everyone - slaves that the empire uses up in the
sewer of its fascism, while it gets them to sing its hymns of praise for the wonders of
imperial freedom. Wasn't Napoleon III fighting for freedom? He abolished feudalism,
religious intolerance, and serfdom. He replaced decrepit monarchs with liberal
governments, granted constitutions, instigated civil law. The Code Napoleon is still basic
to French civil law. He had said of himself that he closed the gulf of anarchy and turned
chaos into order. But history records that he did so with the force of unspeakable brutality
as Goya illustrated. Nevertheless, he did establish efficient civil governments in the areas
that he conquered, which served to secure his power. I think that is where his sophistry
was anchored. He is said to have purified revolution, which meant that he universalized
regime change. It is said that he intended to build a federation of free peoples in a Europe
united under a liberal government, his government. In reality he paved the road further
towards the long-coveted goal of the Anglo-Dutch-Venetian emporium to establish a
single imperial 'wold-government' across the planet without opposition, and it being
enforced by the terrorism of fascist power."
"Hitler was fighting for the freedom of the world from Bolshevism, wasn't he?"
said Ushi. "That's what Hitler said in his mass rallies at Nuremberg. We all know what he
really meant when he spoke of, freedom. But the sophistry of his lies gave him the power
that he wanted, or rather his controllers wanted him to have."
"The world hasn't weaned itself of Napoleon's sophistry to the very day, much less
of fascism," said Steve. "Society still loves the sweet milk of militarism. Napoleon
continues to be admired as the greatest military commander of all times. It must have
been some powerful stuff that he dispensed, with which he shut down a budding
renaissance that had raised the banner of humanity from the Rock of Gibraltar to the Ural

Mountains. He shut this down and turned Europe into a blood bath. After close to twenty
wars, wrecking and plundering Europe, he still controlled a grand army that was probably
the biggest military force the world has ever seen since the 'glory' of Rome. Napoleon
came to the gates of Russia with a military force of close to half a million men and half as
many horses, riding on the 'winds' of seemingly countless stunning victories," said Steve.
"A force of this power should have drawn the Russians to capitulate in awe of its sheer
terror. Russia had nothing to match Napoleon's force. Perhaps it was the mystique of the
glory of war, the glory of fascism, that had become the new kind of sophistry that had
erased rationality and had fuelled madness."
"Russia must have felt like you did last night," said Ushi to me. "But Russia won,
and so can we win. Russia won with the aid of the exiled friend of the German poet,
Friedrich Schiller who had been assassinated previously. Russia became inspired from
this background to look beyond the sophistry and behold the real Napoleon and his forces
as being just simple men with human needs. That's how Russia had been able to maintain
its freedom. It gained nothing on the battlefield. It won without a single victory by simply
side-stepping the entire sophistry and grinding down the logistics that supported
Napoleon."
"When Napoleon entered Russia in 1812," said Steve, "that was supposed to be a
cakewalk, a swift victory, a glorious battle to pillage a rich and vast land and to subdue it.
But the reality didn't live up to the sophistry. Nearly all of the soldiers that had came to
pillage had lost their life. The Russian let them come in. They drew them deeper and
deeper and slowly stalled them while they hit the logistics. By the time Napoleon reached
Moscow, barely 100,000 remained of more than half a million by then. So it wasn't the
winter that defeated Napoleon. His own sophistry defeated him. The winter actually
killed very few. The denial of logistics defeated him. The Russians even burnt four fifth
of Moscow to the ground, right under Napoleon's nose, to deny him the logistics of the
city. The great Emperor had no choice but to retreat. The 90,000 men that were still alive
when Napoleon turned back at the onset of winter, rolled out of Moscow with 40,000
wagons loaded with spoils, mostly useless stuff, from fine furniture to just about
everything, except food and supplies for living. And the country itself was base. On the
way in the Grand Army had destroyed everything in its wake. Now they returned through
an empty, inhospitable wasteland, with winter descending. The glory of the war had
turned sour. The sophistry had lost is luster. The cold Russian winter claimed 50,000
victims, less than 8% of Napoleon's losses. Of those that survived 20,000 fell in battle
crossing the last river out of Russia. Only 20,000 made it back. Some historian put the
figure as low as 5,000. Whatever the real figure might have been, it was a sorry trickle
that returned of the 640,000 men that had entered Russia a few months earlier under the
spell of the glory of war that like any mirage built on sophistry, was a delusion."
Steve suggested that Hitler fared just as badly riding on his own wave of puffed-up
sophistry. "Imagine the little man standing in front of 100,000 men at his famous
Nuremberg rallies, singing Pericles 'song,'" said Steve and laughed. He suggested that
this would have been quite a show, if he had been able to pull it off. "He would have had
to sing that of all the countries in the world, Germany is greater than her fame. She needs
no poet sing her praise since every land and every sea can furnish proof of her great

enterprises and successes. Her enemies are never defeated or disgraced. They confess that
she is worthy to rule them, and to the men who have fallen to death on her behalf, death
is no evil."
Ushi laughed at Steve. "Steve, you're far too generous with the little man. With all
the ablest scriptwriters at his command, Hitler didn't have the means to come even close
to the artistry of Pericles from a couple millennia before him. We all know that the tittle
man screamed at the people in a rage, to 'inspire' them. He riled against the Bolsheviks.
He might have yelled: The Bolsheviks' first act after gaining power was not the liberation
of the working people, but the liberation of the scum of humanity, the asocial creatures
concentrated in the prisons, and then the letting loose of these wild beasts upon the
terrified and helpless world about them. Bolshevism turns the flourishing countryside into
sinister wastes of ruins. And he might have added proudly, that National Socialism, in
contrast, transforms a world of destruction and misery into a healthy Reich of flourishing
economic life. The 100,000 that listened to such speeches might have responded
spontaneously under the spell of compassion, shouting with great enthusiasm, Heil Hitler,
hail Hitler! After their bitter defeat at Versailles, the downtrodden people of Germany
wanted to hear that they are still a great people. Who would not have been moved by such
masterful sophistry that sings to people the innermost thoughts of their desire? All of
Russia was defined as scum ready to be uplifted and to become civilized by Germany and
be brought into the only noble Reich on earth, with Reich meaning rich. The sophistry
glorified the means of war. It glorified fascism and the people lapped it all up with
everything else like a puppy dog laps up its morning meal. But when the dust settled the
glory was gone. Hitler came to Stalingrad with 300,000 men. That's three times as many
as were assembled at Nuremberg shouting Heil Hitler. Of those 300,000 only 6000 made
it back, barely enough that they would be noticed on the vast Nuremberg grounds. It is
said that 2.5 million people died in the battle over Stalingrad. That's 20 times as many as
died in Hiroshima, Peter, and 25 times as many as shouted Heil Hitler at Nuremberg. This
kind of outcome typifies the nature of sophistry as a tool to create insanity, and it is
insanity that stands at the core of every empire, by which it is assuring its doom.
Palmerston's empire is no exception. Nevertheless, Hitler had a powerful effect on
Germany and humanity. A 100 million paid the price for people listening to his song.
Palmerston is thinking in terms of exacting 40 times as many casualties than those that
Hitler caused."
Would you say that Hitler believed his own sophistry?" I asked Ushi.
"Of course he did believe it," said Ushi. "He was too small and too dumb not to
believe it, but the sophistry wasn't his. He had a large workshop of traitors operating
behind the scene that served this crap up for him."
"Pericles too, evidently believed everything he said," I said to Ushi. "Pericles
didn't know that he was in a war to destroy Athens, and Greece for that matter, on behalf
of the Persian Empire. He didn't know that the Persian emperor had conspired with the
king of Macedonia to create a joined super-empire. Greece got caught in the middle.
Pericles was 'hired' to wipe it out, just as Hitler was 'hired' to perform a similar service for
the ruling empire with wiping out Europe. Palmerston boasted that his Illuminati are well

stocked with a variety of such little men that are willing to turn the world upside down.
These traitors, taken off the shelves and plugged into the 'right' places always believe that
their particular treachery is in society's best interest. Little people can't see beyond their
nose. That's why sophistry works so well to control them. People hear it as the song of
angels sung with silver tongues."
"Yes, and the lies of the voices are becoming more ensnaring by the day," I
interrupted. "The lies become hidden with double talk. Take the concept of globalism as
an example. The term seems to represent a most noble aspect of our modern world. We
are told that globalism is the new reality, because we are all one people in one common,
global market. That's what we hear. We hear the words as though they were sung with
silver tongues. But what we like to hear is not what globalism really means. In real terms
the word globalism represents the crowbar that beast men use to break down the barriers
around the globe that traditionally protect nations from economic and other types of
predators. With the barriers thus broken down, the globalism of the mass-enslavement of
the poor becomes the new regime that floods the world with slave-labor products.
Globalism becomes a tool then that drives the labor standards across the world into the
ground and bankrupts developed industries. The productive capacity of the world
becomes thereby shattered and the human potential wasted, while the rich that profit from
the looting get richer by the day."
"Another face of the dark reality of imperial globalism is the now unrestrained
ability to drive up the commodity prices in the world to their highest possible level, by
which the rich profit again and society gets hit with the double whammer of high
commodity prices and low wage levels," said Steve."
"But that's not how globalism is presented at the modern 'Nuremberg rallies'"
interjected Ushi. "Nor were the 6000 that returned from Stalingrad ever paraded as
heroes. They were kept in the shadows to be forgotten, because in the same shadows also
stand 2.5 million dead that would attribute a bad image to war and tarnish the sophistry
that drives it."
"Therefore the tens of thousands of dead that flow each single day from the hell of
the ravishing poverty that flows from globalism, remain equally as carefully hidden in the
background," said I.
"Actually, the real picture is still worse," said Ushi. "The most effective form of
sophistry in modern days has become fear. Fear corrupts more than anything, especially
if it is vague and none-specific, or unpredictable like terrorism, or better yet if the two are
combined. All you need to do is warn about devices for mass destruction and say nothing
more. You open a whole volcano of fearful reactions in people's mind, because the term
could mean anything from a hundred megaton H-bomb to a B-52 bomber dropping its
load, to a small machine gun standing in a market square, or a frustrated youth setting a
car on fire with a match. It's all a form of terror-based mass destruction. When the term is
applied without specifics, the built-in sophistry fills in the blanks to the maximum. Thus,
the worst-case reactions can be achieved by just whispering the word, terrorism, or
communism! Thus nations become targeted without a cause."

"The same effect is achieved in the backward direction," added Steve. "What do
the sophists mean when they rile on about a country having devices for mass destruction?
Little countries don't have the means to built real nukes. They build little firecrackers that
spread poisonous or biological agents, and with these, they may kill maybe a thousand
people. If that kind of casualty rate defines mass-destruction, then any country's army, or
air force, or load of bombs, or destructive philosophy, or looting financial or economic
might, should be classified as a weapon of mass destruction whereby the truth would be
known. Even food is often used as a weapon for mass destruction by depriving a targeted
people whereby they die. By restricting the concept to a minuscule subset the vast range
of the larger forms of terror becomes whitewashed."
"The distortion gets worse when the term terrorism gets falsely applied," said Ushi,
"as in the case when it is used to destroy society's patriotism. When someone plants a
mini nuke to pull down a hundred-story building, that person is most likely never called a
terrorist as he probably operates under orders and remains hidden, while someone who
organizes society against some government's wrong doing, may well be classified as a
terrorist and be locked away without trial for months or years and be tortured along the
way. That's the direction in which we are moving. The art of twisting the official scene
has taken on amazing dimensions. The vast nuclear arsenals, for example, that mankind
maintains all over the world is never classified as a terrorist weapon by anyone, though
the original lobbyist for the atomic bomb argued that the world needs the atom bomb as a
terror weapon. He lobbied for creating a terror weapon of such a horrific impact that it
would scare the world like frightened children into the arms of global imperial worldgovernment that would thereby control all the weapons. Some historians suggest that
World War II had been artificially prolonged until the atom bombs were ready for their
live demonstration, and that Hiroshima and Nagasaki had been spared the torch of the
previous fire bombing campaign just for that. Thus, we call a youth that sets a car on fire,
a terrorist, which he is, while we say nothing of society's own hand in nuclear terrorism
with which we still target entire nations and continents with the terror of the horror
images of Hiroshima. We call today's global nuclear terrorism, defense. That's a part of
the modern sophistry. We use the nuclear terror to force our will on non-nuclear nations
that can't balance our terror and fight back. Oh, what webs of sophistry we weave! The
webs get evermore convoluted, hidden, complex, and sinister."

The sophist loves his craft of lying through his teeth with a straight face and a
smile," said Steve a while later. "The sophist speaks of cultural freedom while he really
means freedom from culture, a world without humanist culture, a world of sex, violence,
degradation, and legalized stealing. It means healthcare for profit that fewer and fewer
can afford. It means the shutting down of hospitals. It means homelessness,
unemployment, the degradation of science and education. It means increasing
hopelessness for the coming generations. This train to hell has left the station in 1951
under the banner of cultural freedom and everybody was captivated by the sophistry that
promised a bright new era. Well, the new era is upon us and people are dying. So, Peter,
how do you propose to fight this vast array of sophistry that drives those horrific effects?
You had laughed at Palmerston when he told you that nobody can stop this train to hell,

and all the other trains. He said that nobody can halt the momentum of what's been set in
motion, especially not little old you. And he may be right, Peter. Nobody has yet
succeeded throughout the entire history of civilization in shutting the ruling sophistry
down. Nobody brought Pericles down with the truth, or Hitler with the truth, or
eliminated fascism and greed, or globalism, terrorism, and 'cultural freedom.' Pericles
went down with the ship. Hitler did so likewise. Now society as a whole is going down to
hell with the millstone of all the modern forms of sophistry hanging around its neck."
"The fundi’s sophistry is a fantasy construction of lies, based on the foundational
lie that there is no truth," said Ushi to Steve. "Nevertheless, the truth is greater than the
sophistry that is designed to deny its existence. By its sophistry Rome was doomed. It
seems to me that it should have been fairly obvious even then that Rome was doomed.
Rome stank. Behind the glittering façade of its circuses stood the rotting corpses and the
depleted world that had been plundered by its armies. Rome stank increasingly as it
slowly died over a span of 600 years and nearly destroyed civilization. But no one had
overturned its sophistry, the sophistry of empire. The entire society went down with the
sinking ship. It is amazing that no one in 600 years managed to stand up and speak the
truth, as if the truth truly didn't exist. America may be doomed in a similar manner, and
the hole world with it. So how do we change that? How do we rescue America and the
world? How do we stop society from riding those countless trains to hell that come from
the station of sophistry?"
"We have to learn to punch holes into its sophistry and keep on doing that until
there is nothing left of it," I suggested. "Shouldn't we be able to punch holes into the
fabric of lies with the truth? Punching holes should be easy. The sophistry is fast
becoming paper-thin," I said.
"But the people are fooled too easily," Steve replied. "Look at free trade.
Shelburne commissioned it as a process with which to destroy the economy of the USA.
The American colonies couldn't be recaptured on the battlefield, but this defeat didn't
cause the Empire to throw the towel in and walk away. Adam Smith's free-trade sophistry
was used for the second attempt to overpower America. It was so artfully crafted into the
Paris Peace Treaty that 'granted' America's independence that no one recognized in
America the free-trade sophistry for what it was, which was woven into the fabric of the
treaty. Only after it had bankrupted America, did the Treasury Secretary Alexander
Hamilton recognize the treachery and shut it down. But now America is back on the freetrade train again, suffering the same effect under the same sophistry. How can we even
hope to succeed?"
"We can succeed in the same way we succeeded before," said Ushi, "by speaking
the truth. And the truth is that the culture of humanity is built on love. Fair trade should
replace 'free' trade. When trade is fair it flows freely. That tells me that the free-trade law
forces something else on the agenda. It forces trade that is free from fairness. It enables
stealing. Mankind has always traded goods with each other whenever it was for the
parties’ mutual benefit. The political construct of free trade, in contrast, forces trade that
isn't intended to be fair. It forces trade that is 'free' from fairness. Fair trade happens
naturally without a political imposition. It doesn't need to be forced. It shouldn't be hard

for society to understand this and thereby to rescue itself from the destructive effect of
forced unfair trade. But it's not happening, isn't it? No efforts are made to get off the train
to hell. The reason is that the Principle of Universal Love that would enable such efforts
has been trashed. The idea of love and the general welfare for the universal good is no
longer on the agenda. Unrestrained stealing is now on the agenda. Solon of Athens
introduced but a faint spark of the General Welfare Principle. As soon as Solon was in
the grave Pericles was brought into power for his commitment to the sophistry that
glorified the opposite, that glorified empire. The goal behind the empire-sophistry was to
pave the way to pillaging the Peloponnesian region. That's what they did. Pericles'
sophistry wasn't broken, because it was constantly protected and promoted by those who
profited from it. The same happened in Rome and is happening again today. The
Principle of Universal Love wasn't on the agenda in Rome, but pillaging was. The
Principle of Universal Love wasn't on the agenda in Hitler's world either, nor is it on the
agenda in our modern world under the spell of the continuing sophistry of fascism and
greed that are intensively orchestrated now under the mantle of globalism, and under the
dictum of free trade, and under the imposition of cultural freedom, and of course under
the terrorism of overwhelming force. And so the horror show continues. But we can stop
it. Since sophistry is itself a void, a void of reason, a void of the universal humanity and
love, then the universal solution has to be to fill this void by pouring in it what is
missing." Ushi paused and laughed. "It all comes down to the Principle of Universal Love
in every case, doesn't it?" she added. "So, there's our solution."
"I had said the same thing to Palmerston," I said to Ushi, "but he laughed at me.
He told me that the Principle of Universal Love died long ago. He cited as proof the DDT
ban and the CFC ban that are killing people in great masses as a matter of policy, our
policy, while no one lifts a finger to even protest, much less to stop it. 'And you want to
change that?' he said to me. 'Don't make me laugh.' Yes, that's what he said, Ushi. He
didn't even bother to mention that this reversal of sophistry has never been achieved in
history."
"Of course he couldn't mention that," said Steve. "That would have been an
admission that the entire pyramid of his horror show is built on sophistry and has not a
single element of truth to stand on. The moment he admits sophistry as his game, the
game is over and lost. No liar in the world can maintain his lying while admitting openly
that he is lying. Palmerston stopped short of that. He laughed at you, in order to hide the
fact that his house of cards is precarious. A single idea might bring it down, like the
realization across the world that a new Ice Age is close at hand, so that we have to
upgrade the world for it. Against the requirement that this realization brings with it, the
folly of the past will come to light for what it is, whether Palmerston calls it by its name,
sophistry, or not. That's the weak flank of the Fundi Empire. It will be the empire's doom.
I just can't figure out whether Palmerston believes his own crap as did Pericles, or
whether he is more intelligent and sees the impending doom of his empire and is afraid to
face it. He may already have a faint sense that some day he will need us to rescue him
from the trap that he finds himself already in."
"This might be happening one day," I said to Steve. "But that's not enough. We
have to drive the process ahead on every front."

Steve nodded. "In order to advance this future we have to look to the truth," said
Steve. "If sophistry is the queen of lies then we'll have to look at the truth that the queen
of lies has been designed to cover up. That truth is our all-embracing lateral unity as
human beings. Take away religion, social status, social organization, color, race, and
even sex and so on, then, when the dust settles, all that remains is the simple truth that we
are human beings, all of us together across the entire world. Whatever appears different is
a form of sophistry that has overlaid the truth, like Palmerston's tectonic plate of empire
overlays the sovereignty of the human being and of nations. The truth that becomes
hidden in this process should be uplifted back into the sunlight. It should be brought to
the forefront. The universal lateral unity of man is the reality of our being. Sophistry
smothers this truth. It overlays it. It hides it. Still, it cannot eradicate it, or defeat it. This
means that the truth can be brought back into the sunlight. All we have to do is rip away
the veil that hides it."
"Can this really be done, Steve?" I asked. "Can we say with absolute certainty that
all the divisions that have been created in the world have all been built on sophistry? We
don't want to be stepping into another form of sophistry and become slaves to a new
illusion. How do we know that what we embrace is the truth?"
"You can know the truth, Peter," said Steve. "You can know it when you dig deep
and discover a lateral structure. The lateral structure reflects the reality of our humanity.
This is the truth. Sophistry is always reflecting a vertical structure of empire of some
form, and sometimes that sophistry is countless ages old."
"You are saying that sometimes a perception has stood for thousands of years, but
if its vertical, it is still sophistry. Is it really that simple, Steve?"
Here Steve laughed even more than before. "Of course it is. You told me so
yourself, Peter, in Leipzig, in respect to the prevailing social and sexual divisions. You
told me that we must turn the clock back three thousand years to the age before the
deepest divisions were invented. You said we must achieve nothing less in order to be
able to survive. And that's what we started to do that day."
"I suppose that is what we set out to do right from the very first day we met," I said
quietly. "Our first evening in your apartment back in Leipzig was totally devoted to a
fight for universal principle against small-minded thinking, wasn't it? Small-minded
thinking stands in the way of the universal lateral unity of mankind. Only a few days
earlier our common friend Helen had talked to me about a universal lateral lattice of
human hearts with all of them bound to one another laterally by strands of love, standing
side by side for each other. Helen had used it as a model for healing, and profoundly
successfully so."
"That proves it as an element of truth, Peter. Nevertheless, we were involved in a
far more profound proof of it that night, all three of us together, weren't we?"
I nodded. "We developed the there so rapidly that night and so far-reaching, that
you not only allowed Ushi and me to spend the night together, which would have seemed

totally impossible to me just one day earlier, but you invited me yourself to do this very
thing. What you did seemed totally unbelievable even after everything that we had talked
about, probably as unbelievable as it must have seemed to Tolkien's Frodo that he would
even reach his goal in ‘The Lord of the Rings’ to take the ring back to Mt. Doom. But
you did the unbelievable, Steve, and it was beautiful what came out of it, and still is. We
obviously did the right thing that night at your place. We buried an aspect of the ring that
has corrupted the image of humanity for countless ages and has divided humanity on the
basis of that corruption. What happened that night still seems like a miracle sometimes."
"Unfortunately, that's a tragedy, Peter," said Steve. "What happened that night
shouldn't seem like a miracle, because it was the most natural thing to do. For eight hours
we had been drilling holes through the facade of a sophistry that has stood since ancient
times. We drilled holes into this façade until the truth behind it became ever clearer.
What I did in inviting you to spend the night with Ushi reflected Helen's lateral lattice
evermore fully, and the fact that we are all bound laterally as human beings. We laid
aside the games of playing husband and wife, friend and lover, or whatever games are
being played that deny the flow of love that can only exist laterally. We didn't talk about
Helen's lateral structure that night. As I recall neither of us said a word about it, but we
talked about its universal principle, the Principle of Universal Love that had been denied
for centuries. When our exploration had ground to a halt that day, at two in the morning
so that one could hear the water dripping in the kitchen, when everything was said that
could be said about the truth, I decided to rip off the last shreds of that sophistry that still
remained. What came to light was the truth that we are all human beings, bound to one
another laterally by the strands of our love. And boy, those strands of love between Ushi
and you were glowing brightly that night, like rays of the sun in the sky. Was it a miracle
then when I asked you both if you want to share the night together in bed? I think it was
the most natural response to the truth that we had all acknowledged for hours before. We
had all ripped off the sophistry that had hidden the universal lateral unity of human
beings. So tell me, how else could I have responded? Could any of us have responded any
different than we had?"
"Still, no one would ever believe us, Steve, if we told the story of what happened
that night. No one would believe that a husband would allow his wife's love for another
man to stand, that it would be honored by him and be fully respected, and be
acknowledged to the point that he invites them to share a bed together in his own house
and in his presence. No husband in the world has ever done this before."
"That's true," said Steve, "no husband has likely ever done this. The sophistry of
the games that are played in the social world would never allow this to happen, and so it
hasn't happened for a long time. But a human being would allow this to happen, and not
only allow this, but expect it and extend the invitation for it. Once one has peeled away
the sophistry that has overlaid the truth that we are all primarily human beings united
laterally by our strands of love, this apparent miracle that you still find miraculous
becomes totally natural then. Then, if the crap is peeled away and one begins to tell the
story from the premise of the truth without the veil of sophistry hiding it, all becomes
natural and believable. Only then will it become possible that the story of what happened
will be believed. In fact, then people might also believe that in addition to all of that, I

had paid for your honeymoon with Ushi in Mexico and even suggested that she could
conceive a child with whomsoever she would choose, you included."
I shook my head. "No Steve, I think that even if our story were properly told, only
a few people if any, would find what has happened credible and natural."
Steve shook his head likewise. "What you just said illustrates how absolutely
dense the sophistry can be that motivates people in countless different ways," said Steve.
"It also illustrates what vast distances we human beings can traverse when we manage to
peel away the sophistry. We obviously did the right thing that night in my place. We
made a breakthrough for mankind towards a new freedom that is still far distant. But the
horizon is growing brighter. We have buried an aspect of Tolkien's ring, and our daring
burial has begun to correct the image of humanity that in its distorted form had divided
humanity for countless ages on the basis of an ancient universal denial of the truth that
predates even the sophistry of Pericles."
"Sure we've buried the ring of the vertical world of many towers that night," I said
to Steve with total agreement, "and we came out richer and more secure because of it, but
in Venice we may have buried the wrong thing when we buried the SDI, simply because
the SDI had become another XB-70 Valkyrie. It was right that we buried what it became,
but we buried with it its original intent. The original intent was totally honorable. The
SDI was originally designed to create a lateral world of universal unity by inviting the
whole world to participate in the building of it. We shouldn't have buried this idea. We
should have fought for it to have its revolutionary design resurrected and implemented.
We have failed miserably on this count. We failed to see through the sophistry that had
destroyed the original idea, and as a consequence the world is no more secure by our
intervention than it had been before. We have put up the Ice Age Challenge as a
replacement, but we should have founded this challenge on the original SDI concept of
establishing mankind's natural lateral universal unity. We cannot afford to let the
sophistry to be maintained that makes us believe that we have no hope of breaking out of
our boxed-in condition within the Mutually Assured Destruction dogma. That dogma is
Palmerston's song, isn't it? The Ice Age Renaissance won't be possible for as long as the
world hears Palmerston's song and sings along. So the bottom line is that for now the
sophistry of Palmerston's song still remains standing tall, and so does that danger that it
holds for mankind. We have to learn to rip the sophistry away and learn to live with one
another as human beings in a lateral relationship, the kind which the original SDI concept
was designed to establish."
"I agree absolutely," said Steve. "Indeed, we did this that night in my apartment.
What we did was totally on the mark. What seemed like a hopelessly boxed-in condition,
according to all the ancient dogmas, was turned by us into a celebration of freedom. We
drilled right through the ancient crap, didn't we? We did it bit by bit, and then tore away
what was left. We didn't wear the vertical ring that inspires imperial power and universal
impotence. In Tolkien's saga, whoever wears this ring becomes instantly invisible in
response to the impotence that flows from the sophistry of veriticalism. We achieved the
opposite. We drilled holes into the sophistry and fought for our freedom from it. As the
result we won a profound new freedom that night. We won a freedom that has not been

seen on our planet for a long time. We should have applied the same process to bringing
the original idea of the SDI to the foreground again. We should have presented its value
and its principle and then build our Ice Age Renaissance proposal on top of it. Had we
done this our Ice Age Renaissance proposal would have had a profound foundation to
stand on. Instead we have proposed it without a foundation. I have a hunch that our
daring proposal will soon collapse and fizz out into nothing."
"It's amazing that we did everything right in Leipzig, and this right on the very
first day we met, and now with a whole world hanging in the balance we failed on the
same count, and failed totally," I said to Steve. "On the day I met Ushi I suggested to her
that we must turn the clock back to the time before the proverbial 'tree of (false)
knowledge' was invented, which is sophistry. It was easily done that day, because we
both wanted it. But changing the world widens the challenge."
"It was a good start though, wasn't it?" commented Steve.
"We forged many good coins that day and that night, for our piggybank," I added.
Steve nodded and smiled. "But why did we allow ourselves to charge blindly in
the wrong direction in Venice? The same profound freedom should have been won there
also."
"I think we thought that the huge global situation was too big to be trusted to our
discovered principle," I replied. "I suppose we believed that we were alone in that. So, we
didn't trust this principle when it mattered the most. Of course, once we had rejected the
profundity of our principle, we convinced ourselves that we had to shut the SDI down.
We even thought we had a good reason to do that. Nothing in the world could have
stopped us once we'd made up our mind. Even the masked man from the fundi hadn't
been able to stop us wit his most urgent plea. We were convinced that if we gave an
American Hitler the SDI missile shield, with no one else in the world having the
resources to create one, he would from behind this shield terrorize the whole world with
total impunity. On this basis it was right for us to shut the potential for this 'provocation'
down, in order to save humanity. America had boxed the Russians in with its unilateral
development of that shield and had threatened the Soviets with extinction. The SDI had
become a vertical shield, an imperial shield. That's why it had to go. Empire is a vertical
thing with top down control, and the vertical thing that empire is, is designed to take and
take and never give anything back. It endangered civilization and our very existence. Our
American government became caught up in this vertical track, taking away Russia's
defenses, one by one. We played silly games and closed our eyes to the truth."
"It is not right to take away from another the only means for self-defence," said
Steve. "We should have done the opposite. We failed. But that's water under the bridge.
What counts is what we do now."
"The terror of sophistry was the main reason why we thought we had to do what
we did," I said to Steve.

"Our reasons were based on small-minded thinking. They fuelled small-minded
reactions," said Steve. "But that wasn't our way, Peter. Like everybody else in the world
is, we were fooled by the sophistry of empire that is designed to hide the vertical thing
that an empire is. We were blinded by the terror so as not to take note of the empire's
taking and stealing all across the world, and its top down looting that never gives
anything back. We were coerced to get us to focus on a small issue that creates tension
and cannot be resolved by itself. We were lured to tie ourselves into knots over this
without addressing the root of it."
"Wow! Hold that thought, Steve!" I interrupted. "I just realized something. Could
it not be that this Palmerston of the fundi didn't actually try to recruit me last night, but
might have tried to teach me something that he had discovered through bitter experiences
and was trying to solicit our help with? He may have discovered that the Fundi Empire is
doomed by its vertical orientation and is therefore destined to fizz out into nothing like
one of the failed states that he talked about. He may have realized that the collapse of
empire as a process is exceedingly dangerous, because any injured bull is dangerous and
may trample humanity into the ground, even as it dies. Unlike the Roman Empire, which
had only enough power left near its end to destroy itself, the modern imperials have
control over tens of thousands of nukes and vast networks of terrorist organizations, and
religious organizations, and financial organizations. They are all doomsday machines by
Palmerston's own admission. Palmerston may have looked up one day and found himself
in deep waters that he could no longer control, like the sorcerer's apprentice in the fairy
tale. He may have realized that his empire has run out of control. That may be the reason
why he put all of his cards on the table and illustrated that they are all vertical cards.
Maybe he is thereby telling us urgently to watch like a flock of eagles for anything that is
vertically oriented and shut it down if we can. He gave us the key for cutting through the
empire's sophistry. He might be saying in essence that the Fundi Empire may have the
power to overlay the truth with its lies, but it cannot hide the vertical orientation that is
characteristic in all lies."
Steve just laughed. "That's funny," he said. "If you are right, Palmerston is
suggesting that before we waste our time fighting the fundi’s core-machine, we should
neutralize its grunt-machines, its Illuminati that grind out the lies."
"This means that we should perhaps become paranoid about anything vertical in
universal interrelationships, especially in power structures," I interjected.
"No Peter, paranoid, isn't the right word. We should become alert and sensitive,
and courageously responsive, just like we were back in Leipzig," said Steve.
"Isn't that also what Tolkien is telling us?" I added. "Look at the Gollum. The
Gollum represents the Cashi-Illuminati, the lead duck of a whole flock of greed-based
vultures that the Illuminati maintain in society. They all sing the Gollum's tune. My
Precious, My Precious! It is amazing that no one can see through the sophistry. Tolkien
inspires us to have pity on the poor creature, while not ignoring his song of vertical
orientation, My Precious! That's the Gollum's vertical song that is also the modern
privatization song, and the song of theft, murder, rape, destruction, dishonesty, war, - the

tune of empire. It seems that Tolkien understood that the freedom of mankind isn't
located in killing the Gollum, which is but a symbol, but is located in exposing the
sophistry, the imperial tune. The key lies in uplifting the people and bring them up to the
point that they no longer sing the Gollum's song. In the ring saga Tolkien ripped the veil
of sophistry off the Cashi-Illuminati. He even lets the Gollum die to indicate the
precarious position that society puts itself in when it sings the songs of sophistry."
"Unfortunately society is still asleep," said Steve, "as if lulled into perpetual
slumber by the Cashi-Illuminati, riding on their coat tails, paying homage to Adam Smith
as they are demanded by the lies of the Illuminati's sophistry."
"The tune has changed slightly," I suggested. "My Precious has become My
Money, My Profit, My Property, My Empire. The sophistry has become more veiled, and
society has become more deeply asleep. I wonder if it is actually still possible to awaken
society?"
"To awaken the dead?" said Steve and laughed. "Maybe it's no longer enough to
merely rip off the mask of sophistry that has ensnared society. On the other hand, those
who are still alive will respond and become human beings again. But for this to happen
our leadership has to come from a higher level, the lateral level that we discovered as our
true relationship in Leipzig as a matter of principle. We are not out to manipulate public
opinion. That's a vertical process and is off limits. Besides, there's no such thing left in
the world that might be called genuine public opinion. What goes for public opinion is
merely the intended end product of imperial sophistry. The consciousness of society has
been privatized into the hands of its imperial controllers in a carefully maintained vertical
process of cultural warfare. We fell into this trap, Peter, when we responded to the cruise
missile attack by shutting down the SDI rather than resurrecting its original idea. We
should have utilized the opportunity that the cruise missile incident had opened up and
then fought like hell to have the original SDI principle accepted throughout the world for
the advanced universal principle that it represented. We should have called for the
participation of all nations with the original project that is designed for the universal
defense of the whole of humanity and then have used this already established principle as
a readymade starting point for the next step, the just as urgently needed Ice Age
Renaissance to carry forward the self-defence of mankind."

Tony, who had been sleeping up front, joined us, together with Ross. They had
been looking for us. Tony was eager to get into the act. "We should have done this
universal defense thing a long time ago," he said when he found an opening in the
discussion. "We should have done this long before the SDI was even an issue. We had
plenty of opportunities to do this, and still do. I hear it costs us close to 30 million to
build a single F15 fighter aircraft. We plan to build 750 of them. For the cost of a single
aircraft, using the same modern mass-production methods, we could have produced
homes for 30,000 homeless people. For the price of ten aircraft we could have eradicated
homelessness in the entire country. We would have created a whole new industry for
mass-produced housing had we devoted ourselves to this task, utilizing our advanced

machine tool capability. With this little bit of effort, we might have helped eradicate
homelessness around the world. Doing that would have been a real effort for the
universal defense of mankind. Instead, we waste our resources on mass-producing killing
machines. Of course the F15 is an amazing aircraft, but it comes at a high price. And
even at this high price it is a relatively cheap aircraft in the world of military aviation.
The C5-Galaxy transport aircraft costs over 170 million each. We have built 120 of them.
The new B1-B intercontinental supersonic bomber costs us a whopping 280 million for
each single plane. We expect to have 65 in service soon. And our latest on the wish list,
the B2 stealth bomber, which is already in prototype production, will be costing us over a
billion dollars each. We expect to have 20 of them. The tab for just those four aircraft
runs up to 80,000 million. That's what we spent to increase our killing potential, while we
don't care enough to spend a dime on protecting human life, aiding the victims of our
disintegrating culture. We let them rot and die in the streets. Why then are we talking
about the universal defense of mankind if we don't even care to defend the most
disenfranchised of our own people, the most vulnerable, for which very little would be
needed? In fact, the world would be better off we cared enough to help those people and
built a few less killing machines instead," said Tony.
"We are talking about sophistry, Tony," said Steve, "the kind that prevents us from
doing what we should be doing, instead of building killing machines. We failed to do this
with the SDI, because we fell for the sophistry of the world's public opinion. We are
exploring what is required for breaking the sophistry."
"Good luck!" said Tony. "That's like beating your head against a wall. It's like
standing in front of Congress and suggesting that for the price of a single B1-B bomber
would could eradicate homelessness in America forever, and that we should do this
instead of building bombers. The Congressmen would boo you and ridicule you, because
Congress represents the rich, rather than the people of America. If it doesn't profit the
rich that finance their campaign, they don't want to hear of it. Of course, if you were to
further suggest that spending the equivalent of a single B2 bomber would eradicate all
slum living in America by providing decent brand new low cost housing, the
Congressmen would boo you out of the hall, because what you propose would topple the
entire real estate pyramid of high priced, gold plated, tarpaper shacks. It simply wouldn't
be done, even if we would achieve with it for once, something that we can be really
proud of as Americans. The Congressmen would ask you why anyone would then pay
600,000 for a house if they can get the same for 2,000? Of course I'm exaggerating, but in
principle I think I'm right."
"You are not exaggerating," said Steve. "You may be closer to the mark than you
think. The $2,000 house is achievable. And you are right on another count. What stands
between the realization of what is necessary to liberate society and what we have today in
the world of high-priced living, if it can still be called living, is nothing more than a thick
layer of sophistry that is designed to enrich the rich. You are right, Tony, Congress would
explode with rage if you were to oppose the structure that enriches the rich, and you
would do this in order to uplift society out of its poverty. Still, you ought to try it,
because it can be done. And I also agree that America would then achieve something that

any American would be proud of, except the rich, perhaps, that would loose their revenue
from stealing." Steve began to laugh as if he was joking.
"Can this really be done?" said Ross.
"With ease and hands down," Steve replied and became serious by saying it. "The
$2,000 house is achievable."
"I was just dreaming when I made the proposal," said Tony.
"You were right on the money," said Steve and smiled. "Of course, I'm not talking
about cutting down trees and sawing them into planks to be nailed together laboriously. I
am talking about high energy-intensive automated production. I am talking about highly
modularized houses, constructed in completely automated assembly lines."
Tony shook his head. "What you propose sounds wonderful, but it can't be done in
practice, Steve. The moment that you announce that you are going to build 50,000 new
houses for the homeless of America, the building materials prices will be going through
the roof. It would cost you ten times for materials than what you expect to pay now. The
price for every stick of wood would instantly increase ten-fold."
"Who said anything about building with wood?" said Steve. "Didn't you hear what
I just said? Building with wood is archaic. I'm thinking of building with new materials,
the kind that no one owns. I am thinking about utilizing a national resource that America
has in abundance. I am talking about building houses of basalt and glass. Basalt has a ten
times higher tensile strength than steel. I'm talking about the new houses being made up
of basically extruded modules of glass-fiber reinforced basalt. All the modules would be
fully insulated with basalt micro fibers. Did you know that basalt fibers are a three-timesbetter thermal insulator than asbestos? Nor am I talking about building just 50,000 new
houses. A single one-gigawatt automated production facility would be able to produce 17
million new houses per year. I'm talking about building hundreds of new cities, together
with completely new industries, new power, water, and transportation infrastructures, and
indoor agriculture to supply them with food. Once society get its empire chip off its
shoulder and its monetarism, this renaissance development would not only be possible, it
would be impossible to hold it back."
"I've always thought that basalt is just stone, a volcanic stone," said Tony.
"Sure it is stone, Tony," said Steve. "But it's more than just stone. It's an extremely
fine-grained stone and very dense, and hard. Its stronger and less brittle than glass, and its
melting point is 500 degrees below the melting point of glass so that it can be reinforced
with glass fibers when needed. It's also nicely fluid when melted. It can be extruded into
fibers, even micro fibers, or any other shape you can imagine, such as wall panels or
single unit roof modules. Basalt is the perfect stuff for automated fabrication, and it's
better in quality than anything on the market is today. What makes basalt an even more
ideal building material, is the fact that there is plenty of basalt right in our backyard in the
USA. The Columbia River Basin contains 170,000 cubic-kilometers of this top grade
building material. That's enough to cover the entire USA twelve meters deep. Nor would

you need to dig into the ground to get to it. It's sitting on the surface. All you need to do
is pick it up, melt it, purify it, and reshape it into whatever you want to make of it. The
stuff is 100% useable. No waste results. The only input that you need is a bit of process
heat. The stuff melts at 1,200 degrees Celsius. Glass melts as 1,700 degrees. We can
easily get this kind of process heat from nuclear power. The leading edge High
Temperature Gas Cooled Reactor would be ideal for that. It's sometimes called the pebble
bed reactor. It's the safest and cleanest nuclear reactor ever designed. It doesn't even
require uranium. It burns thorium rather than uranium. In fact, Tony, the HTGCR is more
than safe. It would increase security in the world. Its design can tolerate small amounts of
weapons grade plutonium in its fuel mixture and burn it up. It would eventually cleanse
the world of this poison. It also breeds its own fuel. It breeds almost as much as it
consumes. We can mass-produce these thorium reactors in a modular design, Tony, and
use them for almost any application. There is plenty of thorium in the world, far more
than uranium. The HTGCR or the Liquid Fluoride Thorium Reactor, would be ideal for
our house-building project. Both reactor types provide 500-degree process heat with a
high-energy flux density. We can use some of that heat to generate electrical power and
run some of it through heat-pump concentrators to get the kind of heat that lets us melt
basalt, steel, glass, and a lot of other things as well. That's how we would achieve the
automated mass production for the new housing units that are urgently required as a first
step to jump-start the world. The new housing units would be produced with the same
efficiency with which we produce egg cartons today."
"Wow, I had no idea," said Tony in amazement. "I really thought that couldn't be
done."
"And you are wrong about something else, Tony," said Steve. "I didn't say that we
need to build tiny housing units that would meet the immediate needs of the homeless. I
was thinking more in the order of producing the millions of new houses in the range of
2,000 square feet in floor area, and bigger. We don't just face a crisis in terms of
homeless living, but also in slum-type living. Many of the places that people are forced to
live in for the lack of anything else, aren't fit for human habitation, much less for human
development. The housing scene is fast becoming a crime scene of horrendous crimes
against humanity. We probably need to build tens of millions of new low-cost houses just
to dig the nation out of the slum hole. With large-scale automated production, powered
by nuclear power plants, that's easily accomplished. We can even make the needed
furniture in a similar fashion, including beds, possibly also clothing and shoes. I can see
basalt micro-fibers becoming the textile of the future."
"Now you are dreaming," Tony interrupted me. "The needed plants and equipment
to build millions of houses would cost tens of billions of dollars. There isn't a bank in the
world that would lend you that kind of money, much less for a project to help the poor."
"Who needs to go begging to the banks to achieve what must be achieved," said
Steve and laughed. "Congress would simply cancel the Federal Reserve System and
replace it with a National Development Bank. By doing this, the nation would simply
extend the needed financial credits to itself at interest rates equivalent to the
administration cost. So, why do you say it won't work, Tony? It would work easily. As

you said yourself, our nation is spending billions each year to built more killing
machines, and beyond that, tens of billions more on covert operations around the world to
destabilize other governments, wreck other nations, create terrorist armies, and so forth.
God only knows how many billions we have spent on the Arc of Crisis policy all by
itself, to destabilize the Soviet Union with Islamic fundamentalist terrorism that didn't
exist until we created it. It cost us billions to do this and we are still suffering the
consequences. In fact, the consequences are getting worse. So, why shouldn't we shut this
terror machine down and utilize the economic resources that we waste each year on
destroying the world, to do something constructive for a change and uplift ourselves as a
nation and humanity as a whole. So, Tony, don't say that we can't afford what needs to be
done that society can live. If you are saying this, you are a hypocrite, perhaps not by
intent, but in effect you are."
Tony shook his head and smiled. "Maybe I am a hypocrite. But by the same token
you should judge yourself insane for suggesting that any of that will ever work," said
Tony.
Steve just smiled back at him. "What I'm suggesting has already worked, and it has
worked well until a bunch of traitors wrecked it. It could work again, and more efficiently
this time. It is referred to in American history as the Hamiltonian Credit System."
Tony smiled again and didn't say anything in reply. Suddenly he laughed. "Your
entire project is unworkable for another reason, Steve," said Tony. "It is unworkable for
the simple reason that it is too late for that. What good would it be to build your $2,000
houses if you can't place them? It costs roughly $200,000 just to buy a building lot to put
the house on."
"Who said anything about buying building lots, Tony?" said Steve and laughed
again. "Why would one do that? Who needs to buy building lots? Didn't you hear what I
said? I am talking about building brand new cities, hundreds of them for a start, spread
across the vast empty spaces of New Mexico, Arizona, Nevada, and so forth. I am talking
about small community oriented cities surrounded by new industries, all interconnected
by high-speed trains. The building lots for the houses would be free. The only cost
incurred would be for installing the services, such as roads, water, sewage, electricity,
telephone, electronics, and provisions for future services. Of course the required services
would be laid in an industrial type fashion at very low cost. The entire finished house
wouldn't cost more than $3,000 each for the actual physical construction, transportation,
and installation. The big costs would all be located in the national infrastructure
upgrading, in system designs, process engineering, and water and power systems. It
would cost us a few billion before the first house was built, but once the new economy is
up and running it would rapidly transform the country and inspire the world to duplicate
the new renaissance."
"How could you even hope to inspire Congress to accept a program that would
uplift the world?" Tony interjected. "The War-Party that has infested our Congress, the
Senate, and the country, has no interest in any program that uplifts the world at large.
They are committed to programs that grind other nations down, to make them

dysfunctional, to break them up, to enhance poverty and impotence, and so forth, as a
means for maintaining America's dominance. The people committed to this policy won't
let you get past the front gate."
"This doesn't change the fact that we owe a huge debt to humanity, Tony," said
Steve. "It is generally believed we won World War II. I would suggest that the opposite is
true. We were dragged into a war that forced us to sell our soul to the devil in order to
survive. A grand alliance was in the making of all the fascist forces in the world. The
grand plan was to unite all the navies of Europe for building a fascist world-empire. The
first step was to destroy Russia and add its naval force, and then take on the USA and
finish the job that Shelburne had failed to complete. The final imperial target was the
USA. It was assumed that once the USA was taken, the rest of the world would fall. The
USA has always been a thorn in the world of the British Empire from the moment it
claimed its independence. The new fascist imperials saw America in the same light. But
instead of aiding the grand fascist empire, Churchill soured their plan. He couldn't
stomach the idea of the British Empire taking on a secondary role behind Hitler in the
new United Fascist World Empire. With Churchill's intervention the imperial financial
support of Hitler ceased. Churchill shifted the British Empire into a mode of damage
control in order to save the Empire. The US leadership became quickly aware of the
fascist danger brewing in Europe and the resulting danger to its existence. The American
leaders had no choice but to foil the budding fascist international alliance. It was
inconceivable to suffer the loss of the American republic and let the world go to hell
under the boots of Hitler. Franklin Roosevelt knew he had no choice but to intervene and
to take the war into the fascist camp and defeat it on its own ground before its fire would
engulf the entire planet.
"This meant fighting and defeating the entire fascist alliance simultaneously," said
Steve. "It meant defeating the Japanese in the West and the Hitler-dominated camp in
Europe. Churchill had offered himself as an ally in this fight. Roosevelt accepted, though
it would be an alliance of opposites, a republican-imperial alliance. He had no alternative.
He also had to protect Russia from falling into the hands of the United Fascist World
Empire that was envisioned. Thus, another alliance of opposites became necessary, the
American Soviet alliance. But the hardest part was to get the USA itself to stand its
ground and fight for its survival. The population wanted peace. World War One was still
a bitter memory. Also, President Roosevelt had promised never to attack another country.
War was only allowed in self-defence to fight off an aggression. If America was to wait
till this aggression came to its shore, it would have been too late. Fascism was at war with
America. This war was clearly stated, though undeclared, and so America was in danger
to be defeated. The American leadership had no choice but to defend the nation. Neither
would the British Empire survive if America stayed out of the war. The Empire had all
the money in the world, but it didn't have the physical resources to defend itself against
the mounting wave of fascism it had helped to create.
"That's when the tragedy began for America," said Steve. "It was centered on
getting America into the war. Naturally the imperial faction inside America couldn't tell
the truth about its fascist project to destroy America. It needed a clever ruse with which
to inspire America to enter the war in a big way. While the President's hands were tied

the forces of conspiracies were free to move behind the scene in the unfolding theatre of
conflicting political imperatives that were already tearing at the roots of the republic? The
task at hand was to built a united front against a distant threat from distant lands from an
enemy that many actually admired. Roosevelt got around this political impasse by
supporting Europe logistically under the lend-lease plan, but that promised to be
hopelessly insufficient. As the Empire apparently saw it, the USA had to be provoked
into war early enough for the Empire to have a fighting chance to assure its ultimate
survival. Hitler had been baited in the Atlantic to provoke America into war. But he didn't
take the bait. Apparently his hand was weak at the time. The kind of forces hadn't been
assembled yet that could take on the USA. Consequently, America had to be provoked
into war by Japan.
"How deep the threads of conspiracy where implanted into the American fabric,
and by whom, is difficult to tell. It is evident however, that the train of events for
provoking America was set into motion in 1940," said Steve. "The train started rolling
when the US Navy ordered much of its western fleet to be relocated to distant Hawaii,
evidently to serve as bait there. Some naval commanders warned that this was an utterly
stupid move, as the fleet couldn't be properly defended, but the objections were
overruled. The bait itself should have been obvious to the Japanese, but apparently it was
also too tempting for them to pass it up. That's why the plan worked. Most likely that
attack plan was also pushed from the British imperial background. The British Empire
needed the USA to go to war to protect its hide from the Hitler experiment that had gone
wrong. If anyone needed the USA in the war, it was the British. By all accounts the
Empire had enough inside support in Japan, and in the USA, to assure that. For example,
there had been lavish financing forthcoming from high level American fundi to finance
Hitler into power. Those financial imperial interests didn't just fade into the background
after Franklin Roosevelt was elected President. They continued to support the Empire,
and with it the historic goal of the Empire that had always been to eradicate the USA. All
of these factors played together into the Pearl Harbor attack that appears to have become
the center of the greatest conspiracy of all times.
"Of course the imperial plan worked," said Steve. "It appears that the biggest task
of the conspiracy was to hide or downplay the evidence. America received reports in
early June of 1941 that secret air-launched torpedo practice exercises were in progress in
a bay in Japan that was similar in shape to Pearl Harbor. The reports went nowhere. In
the mean time America had also broken Japan's cipher code. We could read all of their
secret coded messages. With the intent established we gave the Japanese a few more
reason to go for it. We froze all Japanese assets inside the USA in June 1941, and
imposed an oil embargo. With this the stage was set that only a miracle could undo from
this point on, while the task for hiding the evidence became evermore daunting.
"From the time that America had broken the Japanese military cipher code, until
the Pearl Harbor attack began, 65,000 messages had been intercepted. We knew that the
attack on Pearl Harbor was on the agenda. We knew that a fleet was on its way. We even
knew the exact day for which the attack was planned. We also knew it from Japan itself,
from high level sources. The critical task thus became evermore critical to hide that we
knew what was coming in order to allow the attack to proceed. America had been given

many warnings from many places that a huge operation was in progress. We had received
warnings from all over the world, from China, from Java, we even received a report of a
visual sighting by a Dutch U-boat. The warnings must have seemed impossible to
suppress, but they were. Not a word of it got as far as Hawaii, or the commanders there.
Apparently, everything was done in utmost secrecy, hidden under the national security
blanket. But things were moving nevertheless. Ten days before the attack happened, all of
America's modern and valuable ships, such as the aircraft carriers, were ordered out of
the harbor. Only the 'junk' remained. Many of the capital ships in Pearl Harbor were old
battlewagons left over from World War One. By all accounts, the 'junk' was intentionally
sacrificed.
"It appears that the final challenge under the cloak of secrecy, was to obscure the
radar sightings of the approaching attack planes," said Steve. "Apparently they managed
that too. Since Hawaii had been kept in the dark about the impending attack, it was easy
to obscure the sightings under a barrage of excuses. The radar operators saw the
approaching attack aircraft 140 miles away. They saw them coming closer and closer;
100 miles, 80, 60, 40, 20! Even then, the American planes were kept on the ground until
it was too late. The bottom line appears to be that this catastrophe didn't just happen out
of the blue. It was invited, provoked, nursed along, and protected, and then allowed to
happen. Somebody set this thing up, and a lot of people covered it up all along the way. It
is difficult to know of course who knew what, when, and how much. Nor does it really
matter. What happened is totally foreign to American culture and what America stands
for as a nation, while it is totally native to the imperial world and its mode of operation.
America had begun to allow itself to become imperialized."
Here Steve paused and looked away. "Of course, conspiracies are easy to weave.
All the interlocked details might have had no connection with each other," said Steve.
"But when huge forces are at play and the sophistry becomes established that the survival
of your nation is potentially at risk, rationality goes out the window and fear and
corruptibility comes into play and shapes the theatre of events. Then all kinds of things
can happen that normally would be impossible. Obviously, when the goal is to force a big
resolve onto a peace-seeking nation, to go to war, one needs a massive outrage in the
population to get this resolve, and for that a huge sacrifice is required to get the nation on
its feet," said Steve almost inaudibly. "That's how America got into the war. But did we
win it, Tony? Did we win? History tells us that we did. If America hadn't entered the war
in a big way nobody would have stopped Hitler. Hitler would likely have captured the
world. Civilization would have ended. We would all be shouting Heil Hitler today.
America appears to have saved the world to save itself. Of course it is hard to tell what
would have been had things been different. Nor could anyone foretell the future then,
when the decision had been made, by whoever did it, to get the USA into the war as
quickly as possible. Still, the question remains, did they make the right choice? Could
other paths have led to the needed result? It appears that no one can answer that question
with any degree of certainty. It appears however, that by the nature of the choice that was
made, America was on the road of loosing the war, the very war that it needed to get into,
to save itself."

Steve paused again. "America probably began loosing World War II already as
early as 1940, long before it officially entered the war, Tony," said Steve quietly. "When
America began to bait Japan with Pearle Harbor, America began to let go its goal to
achieve victory over fascism, and became fascist itself. This tells me that the entire Pearl
Harbor project, was a typical empire project, carried out by the worldwide network of
stooges of the British Empire, which itself ran the entire show and enforced the secrecy.
From that day that Japan was baited with an easy catch in Pearl Harbor, the course to
loosing the final victory was established. A fascist plan had been put in control. The
American leadership had made a pact with the devil, creating one final mistaken alliance
of opposites. It had embraced fascism in order to fight fascism.
"Our coveted victory over fascism was eventually fully pushed out of sight with
the events of the 7th of December 1941 that involved the intentional sacrifice of our own
people. Yes, the events of the day mobilized the whole of America, but it was wrought by
the slaughtering of 2,400 soldiers and sailors. For more than a year forces in America had
been working towards this goal. The plan to stage this catastrophe could have been
aborted even in the last hour, but it wasn't. It was allowed to sequence on. Fascism
already ruled us from within. Of the sailors that were sacrificed that day 1,300 died when
the battleship Arizona exploded. Another 1,100 people were wounded that day.
America's leaders, whoever they were, had closed their eyes and let it happen. And the
nation went to hell from there.
"Apparently this kind of sacrifice became an official strategy. It even saved the
day once in the great Battle of Midway half a year after Pearl Harbor. The Midway
Islands naval station was our farthest Pacific outpost, a tiny speck at the end of the
Hawaiian ridge, fifteen hundred miles west from Honolulu. The Japanese Navy came to
Midway with six aircraft carriers and a huge armada of battle ships and destroyers to rout
us from the Islands. We had little to defend ourselves with. We had only three carriers.
One of them was barely seaworthy. We had no battle ships and only a few lesser ships
and submarines. We were superior only in aircraft. Thus we sacrificed 32 torpedo
bombers without a fighter escort to draw out the Japanese, to draw them away from their
carriers. Once they were on their way we came in from behind to pound the undefended
fleet with dive-bombers. We destroyed three carriers that day and damaged a fourth,
enough to convince the Japanese to withdraw. The three-hour event turned the tide of the
war in the Pacific. The Battle of Midway might have been the biggest naval battle in
history, involving more than 600 aircraft and well over 100 ships. Its outcome enabled
the defeat of Japan. The entire war in the Pacific was eventually won on the stage of
those huge sacrifices, when men were sent to their death to serve as bait. Of the 32
torpedo bombers only 6 survived. The sacrifice of these people's lives was deemed a
brilliant strategic achievement, and the outcome seems to prove it. But was it really a
success worth celebrating. Or was it just the outcome of a growing reliance on sacrificing
human beings in the strategic game? The sacrifice should not have been necessary. The
fact that the sacrifices were deemed necessary tells us that we had stepped another step
further away from the victory over fascism, that we were seeking, to save our civilization.
The Battle of Midway might well be counted one day as yet another battle that we won,
for which we lost our path to victory. That's a tough one to face, isn't it?

"After America's leadership has been rolling down the track on this slow moving
train to hell for another four full years, America had become the world-pioneer in
sacrificing defenseless people for ever-weaker reasons. We became the pioneers in the art
of saturation firebombing and then atomic bombing. Fascism had darkened our hearts and
filled them with inhumanity and hatred, and evermore lies. The firebombing of Japan is
said to have been inspired by revenge for Pearl Harbor. But if it was that, the revenge was
itself a cover-up for an atrocity that we invited, encouraged, and then lifted not a finger to
prevent it. In the rage of this hatred based on lies we became mass-killers. City after city
was burned with our firestorm of unimaginable ferocity. For every American person that
was killed in Pearl Harbor we burned a thousand alive in our firestorms, and not just in
Japan. In the city of Hamburg, in Germany, we burned 50,000 people to death in a single
operation spread across six days. We bombed this dying city 69 times in the course of the
war. We created firestorms within it with the velocity of hurricanes and with
temperatures hot enough to melt steel. We destroyed 250,000 houses and left a million
homeless. And that was only one city. That is proof that America had lost the war. We
lost our humanity, and we didn't defeat fascism.
"The whole world had lost that war for similar reasons," said Steve. "We didn't
fight fascism, we embraced it and became its servants. The victory in this war was on the
site of fascism. Fascism prevailed. It became a global 'empire,' slightly different than it
had been intended, but a global force nevertheless. And the sacrifices continue to be
made. I don't think that anybody knows the final tally of people killed in World War II,
and who did the killing, because the killing still continues. Indeed, how can anyone really
measure the scope of insanity that flows from the wave of killing when the murder of a
single human being is already an infinite crime? So, I say we have a huge debt to repay to
mankind, and a long way to go to get started with it. We have a humanist obligation to
heal the terrorist mentality that we spread like a disease across mankind, beginning with
the fire-bombing in World War II, followed up by the atomic bombing, and the Cold War
terror, followed in turn by the Islamic terror that we set in motion with the Arc of Crisis
policy, and that in addition to the racial terror, the economic terror, and our modern
military terror. Wherever there has been mass killing going on, and war, and genocide,
economic and otherwise, you can bet that American hands are involved in some form.
We have destroyed the image of mankind to the point that people don't see the humanity
of mankind anymore, and we see little of it in America, too. For healing this wound, we
have to uplift ourselves from the sewer of the Palmerston crowd that represents this
inhumanity, and then rebuild our humanity on the basis of the Principle of Universal
Love. This has to be done, Tony, and it has to be done in a concrete fashion. The time for
mere words and ideological ranting is over. The time for active loving has come - for
love becoming manifest in enriching the world for human beings. People have been
burned, looted, and dragged into the mud for far too long, Tony. Building houses for
people to live in as human beings, giving them a chance to get out of the gutter and the
slums of Palmerston's world, is a reasonable start I think, considering the huge debt we
owe to humanity to rebuild the human image that we've done so much to tear down."
Tony shook his head. "That's a noble intention, Steve, but unfortunately the houses
that you want to built wouldn't stay at your low price for more than a day," said Tony.
"The speculators would descend onto the desert in droves and buy up the whole lot and

then raise the prices ten-fold, and the people you build them for wouldn't be able to afford
them. It seems to me that the war that you say we have lost, has not yet been won, Steve.
It keeps on killing, and the killing remains protected."
"No, Tony, the new houses wouldn't be caught up and resold at a ransom," said
Steve and grinned. He grinned in his wicked kind of way that reveals that he has an
unassailable argument up his sleeve that raises the whole geometry of the discussion to a
higher level. "The speculators can't buy what no one owns," he said. "The new low-cost
houses that we would build would remain the property of the nation in perpetuity, and the
houses would remain rent-free to protect them from the predators. Price gauging is
impossible when there is no price attached."
"How can you then recover the construction cost if you make all the houses rentfree?" Tony interrupted. "You can't give everybody a free $3,000 house in perpetuity."
Steve raised his hand and pointed a finger at Tony, and then poked him with it.
"How do you recover the construction costs for your 750 fighter planes, your F15s at 30
million a piece? How do you recover the construction of all your other airplanes that you
told us about, such as your billion dollar B2 bombers that you want to build 20 of? And
how do you recover the billions it is costing the nation to keep all those killing machines
serviced, fuelled, and flying all over the world? You don't expect to recover a penny of
the cost. You call it an expense. Why then would you expect that you need to recover the
basic cost of living as a nation of human beings? Living is an expense to society. Don't
try to recover it, but make it as efficient as possible.
"The housing cost that I propose is minimal really, in militarist terms?" said Steve.
"Write it off as a defense expenditure, the cost of defending society from inhumanity.
And more than that, don't even consider it an expense. Consider it as a wealth-creating
engine. The more society builds and creates for enriching its world, the richer its world
becomes, instead of becoming poorer. Instead of counting cost, you should count the
riches we create. That's the only accounting method that's worth considering. Everything
else is a fundamental mistake or outright fraud. We have to get off the fascist highway.
We need to defend the nation against the poverty that is killing us all, and start where this
defense is most urgently needed. Why should we be gouging the cost of this defense out
of people's labor? Would we ask the soldiers in war to pay for the bullets that they may
need to defend their nation with? The great need today is to defend our humanity and
uplifted so that wars become history. The first step to getting there is to raise the quality
of human living across society as a whole. That's what society needs to develop. A nation
has no greater asset than its people. Whatever is required for the development of this
asset is a universal expense that isn't an expense in real terms, but a wealth-building
opportunity. The power of the economy that results from this process provides the money
and the value for it, which is thereby not expended as an expense but as an empowering
resource.
"The worst that a society can do," Steve continued, "is to neglect its greatest asset,
which is itself, and put its value in that which has no intrinsic value at all, such as money.
Of course, while your bomber fleet never pays us anything back and is totally

unnecessary, the investment in society's living and self-development is enormously
productive and absolutely necessary. Since this universal development of society itself is
necessary for the entire economic process, the costs involved need to be paid since they
are easily recovered in produced economic riches, perhaps ten-fold, or ten-thousand-fold.
The economic process is a non-entropic process. It doesn't wind itself down like the
spring of a windup toy. It becomes more powerful as it unfolds. In contrast the imperial
looting process is entropic. The imperial looting process drains the economic power of a
nation until the economic dynamism within grinds to a halt. That's the difference, Tony.
"We have to get away from this grinding down into poverty," said Steve
emphatically. "To achieve that, the nation has to invest in itself, in its own development.
Houses for basic living that enable people to function as human beings, is an
infrastructure. Efficient living places are as necessary as are efficient highways, bridges,
and railroads. Efficient living is an element without which the economic engine cannot
function. It is as necessary as any road or bridge. Of course anyone can improve on the
basic housing once it's built. However, first the basic needs must be met. That's where we
have to start in a big way. From this first small step an economic development would
begin that would be second to none in the world. And this development will have to be
accomplished at the traditional rate of income that enables a family of six to have a
decent life with a single paycheck.
"The initial core industries, of course, would be those that drive the project itself,"
said Steve. "The first step would have to be to mass-produce modular nuclear power
plants. Those plants would naturally be of the leading edge type, like today's 5th
generation gas-cooled high-temperature pebble bed reactors, or the LFTR, the Liquid
Fluoride Thorium Reactors, that are inherently save, efficient, inexpensive, run on
thorium rather than uranium, produce very little waste, and create new fuel in the process
of producing power. The mass-production of this nuclear-power engine could yield an
industry that might bootstrap the entire world into a new power-rich era. There is a great
need for small modular nuclear power plants in the 300-megawatt range that one can
simply pull off the shelf and install in a few months.
"Other brand new core industries might be developed in high-tech, high-density,
indoor farming," said Steve. "That's a frontier we haven't even crossed into yet. This kind
of industry would develop the technologies needed for the coming Ice Age, but more
important, it would enable efficient food production in areas where the weather is too
unstable or too cold, like in the great deserts.
"We might also build a new automobile industry centered on the new materials,
like basalt materials, ceramics and hydrogen as fuel that would be produced from nuclear
power. Today's tin Lizzy’s, powered with gasoline, that we call cars, are as archaic as
houses built out of wood. We might even start an industry for mass-producing trains.
Interstate trucking shouldn't be happening. It's an economic waste. It's an economic crime
even, which happens to be tolerated for the lack of a viable alternative. This alternative
needs to be built.

"Another new industry that we might bring on line would be a brand new textile
and shoe industry, and a brand new modern steel industry. Basalt reinforced steel seems
to offer really exciting possibilities. Just imagine being able to create eight times stronger
steel products of lighter weight and radically reduced raw-steel inputs. This single
advance would revolutionize large scale construction, architectural freedom in design,
engineering potentials, even shipbuilding.
"Education, of course, would have to be tuition-free as a national resource," said
Steve. "Students would be paid a living income. They would be paid just as soldiers and
civil servants are presently paid. Many of today's largely unnecessary jobs would fall
away, such as the millions of jobs that consume the life of society for financial
manipulation, and so on. Universal healthcare would be free, of course, and be
guaranteed. It would be regarded as a necessity for protecting the greatest treasure that
society has, which is itself as human beings. Basic research in all the sciences would of
course be another new and universally supported industry, an industry that produces the
future, today."
Tony shook his head and interrupted Steve. "Nothing in the world will bring the
textile industry back to America, and any industry that we have lost. We can't compete
with slave labor prices," said Tony.
"Why would we want to do that?" said Steve. "Why are you thinking so small?
Why would we even consider buying slavery products from other nations if we can
produce the products at a fraction of their cost with high-technology industrial
automation? Slave-labor production is not superior Tony, or cheaper. Slave-labor
production is the most expensive production method there is. It uses up human labor as a
resource. The only reason why we can buy cheap slave-labor products in the USA, is that
those products are sold to us way below the actual cost of production. Slave labor doesn't
build a country up, it grinds it into the ground by destroying society's most precious
resource, its people. The slave-labor process doesn't pay for education, housing, culture,
health care, national improvements, which are all necessary to maintain a developing
society. In many cases the slave-labor process doesn't even pay for enough food and
clothing. In fact, it enslaves the existing industry in a country and the country's resources
to service the slavery mills. The slavery economy is an economic time bomb, Tony. This
is why China has been dragged into the slave-wage products mill by the masters of
empire. The goal was not to aid China, but to destroy it from within, by destroying its
population with slavery organized by the West. The masters of empire had dispatched its
most convincing liars as agents to recruit China to the cause of Empire, to thereby destroy
itself. The slave-wage process is vastly more destructive than communism was designed
to be. Our goal must be to aid China, and a lot of similarly inflicted victims, to pull
themselves out of this trap.
"The advanced world of free living that I propose in contrast to slavery, would be a
free world in which all the barriers are removed that would hinder mankind from
realizing its highest potential for enriching one another's existence," Steve continued.
"This goal is not realized by enslaving one another, but by making everything that society
needs to do, as efficient as it can possibly be made, so that people can do a week's worth

of work in an hour, and devote the rest of their energy to improving our common
humanity and to do the things people like best, which invariably makes us all more
innovative and productive. That's where we want to be, all around the world. That is were
we should be right now in the USA. We would certainly produce our own textiles and
clothing and shoes in our New Free World, that I propose. We would be proud of our
new products. They would also be less costly than even the cheapest slavery products
presently are, as they would be produced with the most efficient automated technological
processes that can be devised."
"And who would make the kind of investment to build those high tech plants for
you?" said Tony. But as he said this he began to smile.
"Who would make the investment?" Steve repeated. "Look at the tip of your
finger, Tony. Who does it point to? It points to you, to us all, to the nation. Why shouldn't
the nation build advanced facilities for itself? If we need them, why shouldn't we build
them? And if we can finance them ourselves, why would we go to the moneybags and
beg, and have the imperial vultures stand behind our back demanding slavery-product
profits? Why shouldn't we extend all the financial credits to ourselves that we need to
make the human process as efficient as we can possibly make it in order to get the most
of our labor? That's how we need to start to prepare the world for the next Ice Age."
"But you can't do this, Steve," Tony interrupted. "You need to keep the production
plants private for the nation to have something to invest in for its future."
"Sure Tony, they private operators will take your money alright that you invest for
the future. Then they disassemble the plant and ship it to China and you end up holding
the bag. America's private pension dream will go up in a puff of smoke soon, because
you can't steal from the present to improve the future. That's a fallacy, though it is
happening a great deal these days. Nevertheless, it doesn't produce anything. The
economy is collapsing by stealing from the present. The trend in stealing from the present
is towards a no-hope future. Society is investing in all kinds of future-funds, but it's
building a trap for itself. Building a trap, however, can hardly be called investing. It's
stealing."
Tony raised his hand to interrupt. "No Tony," said Steve, "the core industries need
to be owned by the nation and they need to be constantly upgraded in the present, and be
kept at the leading edge as a foundation for the future. Besides, why would you want to
invest in the future anyway? You live in the present, and you will always live in the
present. You can never live in the future. Your goal must therefore be to make the present
as richly productive for the whole society, and to keep it that way. Why would anyone
steal from the present where all the future development begins? We invest for the future
by making the present as explosively profound as it can possibly be. In our free world
there would be no old-age retirement. Why should there be? Why would anyone want to
retire from life, when living is rich, fulfilling, and exciting? Doesn't life always offer new
opportunities? Why would anyone want to retire in front of the TV and die? In our free
world there would be plenty of opportunities for free traveling and expanding horizons to
enrich the world, because the world would be one vast market place ruled by fairness and

the Principle of Universal Love. Our automated housing production technology, for
instance, would likely be shared with China in a fair exchange, and also with India. China
has 800 million people living in deep poverty with 100 million of them being essentially
homeless living in virtual caves. China's most urgent need is for efficient inexpensive
housing, so that all of China's people can live like human beings. That's the kind of
foundation for building their country up that we can help them with, as we are building
our humanity up. And which country doesn't need this kind of help and offers
opportunities for rewarding experiences and human interaction? That's what's needed
Tony. So why would we continue to build billion dollar bombers and drop bombs onto
people to kill them, when we could help them to live like human beings and enjoy with
them the wonderful worlds they can create out of the depth of their diverse cultural
backgrounds? Why would we bomb our neighbors? Why wouldn't we rather export good
things instead of dropping bombs, and be proud of our ability in uplifting the image of
mankind?"
Of course, we have to enrich our own country also, from one end to the other," I
said to Tony. "Free building sites for rent-free houses and entire cities would likely be
offered by communities all over the place, just for the economic uplift and vitality the
new places would bring. The free-city living would also become incorporated into the old
cities to keep the old cultural diversity alive. I can see older cities not just offering free
housing, but also offering advanced environments in competition with each other to
attract people. Once it is becoming recognized that the people of society, beyond
anything else, are a society's most precious resource, then cities will be in a general
competition with each other to attract more people with long-term promises and longterm potentials. The resulting universal development process would most certainly
transform the whole of America."
"Sure it would," said Tony and then laughed. "It would hit like a bomb in today's
world. You would be accused of undermining established processes. Who would pay a
thousand each month on a mortgage, when the same kind of quality living, or better, can
be obtained for free? Likewise, who would continue to commute four to six hours a day
to get to work from those high mortgage places, when in the new cities the new industries
can be reached within minutes and offer better pay? People would walk away in droves
from the world of high-cost living. The exodus from the old cities, the slums, and from
the high-mortgage houses, would wreck the entire speculative mortgage system that has
become the backbone of the speculative financial system. The whole financial system
would break down instantly, which relies on the steady stream of tribute money flowing
in from the high mortgage payments."
"Wouldn't the end of this looting system be a good thing?" said Steve. "The whole
system is presently sick. It has become a horrendous form of stealing. The financial
vultures that run the show got the private Federal Reserve to create real estate credits out
of nothing. Other vultures then drive up the prices by speculation. Horrendous
profiteering happens at every step along the way. That's why house prices are ten times of
what they should be, even now. The current high-cost mortgages turn countless families
into voluntary slaves. The whole system has become a new form of money laundering.
The process starts with money created out of nothing, which is then used to get society to

contribute the lion's share of its labor to feed the vultures that run the process. Don't you
think the time has come to end this money laundering slavery process? The basic
requirements for living, like having a roof over the head, should have never been turned
into a profit engine. It should be free, because that's what the welfare of society depends
on, like free roads, free bridges, free universal health care and free universal education.
Even basic transportation should be free. That's the fundamental element of the General
Welfare Principle. That's like a farmer sowing the best seeds he can get onto his field,
and to sow them in rich measure and then apply enough fertilizers. If the farmer doesn't
do that, he is working against himself. If society doesn't support itself with the most basic
necessities for living, it is working against itself. It is literally shooting itself into the
foot."
"The General Welfare Principle is dead in America," said Tony and laughed.
"There's nothing left of it. Haven't you heard we are even dynamiting our public hospital
system now, which are said to stand in the way of the private hospitals that operate as
profit engines. We are privatizing anything now. We call the General Welfare principle,
'socialism.' We slander public electric utilities that sell their electricity to society at cost.
Everything that a person needs to exist, especially the basic necessities, such as housing,
transportation, health care and education have all been turned into profit engines to
prevent America from becoming a 'socialist' state. America wants to be a capitalist
society in which only 20% of society can live a decent life and the rest live as slaves."
Tony kept on laughing.
"You shouldn't be joking about this," said Ushi.
"I am not joking," said Tony. "That is what America is committed to. If Peter were
to stand before Congress and suggest that we should divert the funding for one single B2
bomber to eradicate homelessness and slum living in America and give America a brand
new start, he would be branded a socialist traitor and be run out of the country. They
would scream at him in a rage. They would predict that the moment that America would
open the socialist gateway, the world would instantly line up at America's doorstep,
wanting free housing. The country would be overrun."
Tony turned to me quietly. "Would you really do this, Peter? You may have dared
to tell the President that he is an idiot and should resign, but would you dare take the next
step and stand before Congress and propose universal socialism, declaring that all people
in America have a right to a decent life as human beings, as have all the people in the
world? I bet you wouldn't dare go that far. You wouldn't stand a chance."
"Why wouldn't I stand a chance, Tony?" I replied and laughed. "It would be to the
greatest benefit for America and the world if I did this. In fact, America needs more
people to develop its potential. We should want people to come lining up at our doorstep
to help build America up. We would want America to be rich in people. Indeed, we
would build this free housing project right now, immediately, if we were free of
Palmerston's imperial poverty in thinking, including his lies and his sophistry in the
defense of slavery. That is what sophistry has always been, an invention of lies to
maintain the illusion that slavery is good, that grinding a people into the ground enriches

society. Pericles of Athens was the undisputed master-liar in this art, but he couldn't
avoid the consequences of hiding the truth. Athens collapsed. Rome collapsed, likewise.
Every empire has collapsed, and so will Palmerston's empire collapse together with
America that has become its appendage. And it's all natural, Tony. When society resorts
to slavery, or merely condones it, it grinds itself into the dust whereby it dies a slow
death. It's an agonizing process this slow dying. Athens spent seventy years, much of it
under Pericles' leadership, to commit suicide. Rome died even more slowly. It took Rome
600 years to kill itself. Of course its death agony was prolonged since it was not just
killing itself, but was killing much of Europe alongside with it. Of course, it will take
America far less time to kill itself than it did Rome, and to expand the suicide globally.
Rome had been slow to learn from Athens, but Rome perfected it. Hitler advanced it into
the modern age. Never had a nation been dying in greater slow-agony than the nation of
Hitler's Germany did, which had been like America is today, an Appendage to
Palmerston's empire that is likewise in its death throes. It has never been fun for any
nation to die in a long-drawn-out suicide. It has taken historically the most intense
sophistry that could be devised to make the death struggle appear pleasant."
"In America the time may not be too distant when the sophistry begins to wear thin
and holes begin to show," said Steve. "So, I'm saying, 'Why wait? Why not drill the holes
now? Why not rip off the sophistry that smothers America and give America a chance to
save itself while it still can, and heal the world that it has deeply injured in its stupor."
I agreed with Steve.
"But you don't dare to do it," said Tony to me. "Otherwise you would have done it
by now. It's like your thing with Heather. You had big scientific ideas, but when you
faced the real world you couldn't move. You got scared. You got stuck. You got small.
You proved yourself to be impotent. In fact, you were probably glad that day at the Sand
Castle when your affair with Heather fell apart, so that you wouldn't have to face the
greater challenge of inviting her to your home in Pittsburgh. You were an idealistic
amateur then and not a practical man. It seems you haven't changed much."
"You are accusing me of essentially the same thing that Palmerston has been
accusing me of last night," I said to Tony calmly. "He has been telling me for hour after
hour that the world cannot be changed and be uplifted into a renaissance world, because
his Illuminati clubs own every player in the world and determine the way society thinks,
including the President, the Congress, and the Senate. Democracy has been bought, lock,
stock, and barrel. He told me America, as any other nation on the planet, no longer owns
itself, and is therefore impotent. He called us amateurs. That's what he drilled into me for
almost five hours. And now you are saying the same thing. But it's all a song of sophistry,
Tony, the kind of song that turns us into slaves. And why should we be slaves? Our
country is rich. The world is rich."
"America has 170,000 cubic-kilometers of basalt deposits, the finest building
material that one could hope for," Steve interrupted. "This material doesn't corrode like
iron. It doesn't rot like wood. It's non-flammable, strong, and yet recyclable. One can
even strengthen steel with it. And you say we won't use it? We won't even have to dig it

out of the ground, Tony. It's sitting on the surface, in the open, ready to be picked up.
There was a time when we regarded the oil that was oozing out of the ground in America
as a nuisance, as it made the ground mucky. Now that we created the technologies to use
this oozing oil, we sing a different tune. We power our world with it. Basalt is the same
thing for the New World of free human living. Basalt will change the world as we begin
to work with it. And India has even bigger deposits of basalt than America has. I have
heard figures mentioned of deposits in India in the order of over half a million cubickilometers. That's all sitting in above-surface deposits. There's probably enough of this
material in India, all by itself, to cover all of Eurasia and Africa deeper than a man stands
high. It's literally inexhaustible, meaning that it can never be used up. I can see us using
this material to build indoor agriculture and to build bridges across the oceans, mileswide floating bridges to connect the continents, all carrying hypersonic trains in vacuum
tubes, like subways, travelling at speeds over ten thousand miles an hour. Why would
anyone want to resist this enormous development potential that we have readymade at
our feet, and not use it?"
"I am only telling you what I see," said Tony, countering me. "Obviously
Palmerston was right in what he said to you," said Tony. "You are a dreamer, an amateur.
The practical world is totally different than you think. It's a tiny, small world today. And
you want to change that? Don't make me laugh."
"That's precisely what Palmerston had said repeatedly," I replied to Tony. "And
we'll prove him wrong, or else we won't survive."
"Who is this Palmerston anyway?" said Steve.
I shrugged my shoulders. "He didn't say. He suggested that my friends would fill
me in. Fred might know."
"Maybe Ross does," said Steve quietly after some moments of silence.

I gave Steve the man's full name as "William Palmerston," according to what I
remembered.
There was a moment of silence. Then Ross' head shot up. "I recall a Palmerston
having been 'employed' in one of the great royal houses of Europe. That was some time
ago. He may still be a part of the crowd. Obviously he serves the fundi. They all do. Even
the Sovereign is no longer sovereign in his own land. Palmerston may be a part of the
high echelon, the inner circle. I believe he is the chief policy advisor in spiritual matters
in high places."
"Spiritual perversion is evidently still a valued method for grabbing the conscience
of society," Steve replied to Ross. "It may be the modern equivalent of the political
perversion of the Decalogue by some ancient priests that turned the law of God into the
world's most powerful sophistry. That sophistry is still ruling society today. It was
enforced with terror in ancient days. They brutally stoned people to death for none-

compliance. Apparently terror is still the spiritual ruler today, only the method has been
modernized. Palmerston certainly did his utmost to terrorize Pete into accepting
impotence has his only option. Of course the religions have always been terrorizing
society into compliance with their demands under the threat of present and eternal
damnation. This threat is designed to destroy people as human beings, so that they can
then become 'born' again as puppets."
"The name of the man that I am referring to is William," Ross added. "I believe he
is also known in those circles as the Rock. Maybe that's him on the tape. I have heard him
being referred to as Willie the Rock - the rock on whom the empire is anchored. Except,
why would he be in Venice? I believe he resides in the UK."
"Where else would you be if you were Willie the Rock?" Steve asked. "If you
knew that the SDI would be scrapped in Venice at the scientist's conference, you would
want to be there to monitor the tone of the speeches."
Ross requested the tape from me again and listened to the beginning of it once
more. Eventually his head popped up again. His hand appeared with a finger pointing at
me while the hand was trembling. "You really did talk to Willie the Rock. You have
talked to the highest policy officer of the largest private empire that has ever been created
on the face of the planet, and you have told that man to go to hell! This can have
repercussions."
Then he pointed the finger at Steve. "And you have dared to pull the rug out from
under him by suggesting that mankind needs to create an Ice Age Renaissance in which
his empire would have no place."
I told Ross that I hoped that our efforts in Venice would have extremely serious
repercussions; but not for us; for the Empire. Then I reminded him that even Tony had
suggested, even while it was just a dream for him, that we kick the empire into the butt by
eradicating slum living and homelessness in America, and then do the same around the
world. I reminded Ross that we should indeed do this by creating free housing in brand
new cities and a whole lot of other things to promote the self-development of society.
Then I suggested to Ross that he listen to the entire tape and determine for himself
whether Steve's suggestion of jumpstarting the universal welfare of society with free
housing is really the only possible answer for breaking the sophistry of the empire that is
strangling the world to death.
"I have dreamed that we give the truth of the royalty of the human being a physical
dimension," said Tony to Ross. "Maybe Steve is right that we can actually do this."
"I propose that we use this proof of the truth to drill holes through every piece of
sophistry that Palmerston stands on," said Steve. "And we must keep at it until the whole
thing disintegrates, empire and all, and mankind can live again."

With having said this, I allowed myself to fall asleep, finally. I felt that it was
somebody else's task now, to shoulder that burden of exposing Palmerston's crap.

Before I fell asleep I could hear Steve explain to Ross that none of his fears really
mattered in the end. "Ultimately, the fundi, or the imperials, or whoever they may be,
have no power. They don't have the power to circumvent the principles of economy.
They have to obey these principles that they cannot avoid. Right now, they think they
cannot acknowledge reality, thus they cannot avoid the consequences that will eventually
destroy their empire. The only question that remains is how many people the imperials
are going to take into the grave with them?" Steve also suggested that this question needs
to be answered by humanity itself. Steve told him that Tony had proposed that not a
single person would need to be dragged into this grave, and therefore shouldn't be, that
we can create for all a richly human world.

In Miami our luxurious flight ended. We transferred to an old, worn out junk pile
that the Air Force used for local transportation. The junk pile took us to a military airfield
near Alamogordo, New Mexico. There, we boarded an equally worn out bus to the White
Sands Missile Range to witness the shutting down of an SDI related lab. It was at the
'range' that we had the great pleasure of spending four days scrutinizing the desert. Tony,
though, went directly to Washington to deliver the tape and the letter to Fred. Somehow,
getting rid of these had made the atmosphere seem lighter.

Beautiful sunsets and cool temperatures marked the evenings at the missile range.
After the sunsets, Ushi usually conveyed her findings to Berlin and to Moscow, and after
this; we all relaxed at the 'hotel' pool, since there was nothing else to do.
The dismantling of the labs didn't really get started until the second day after we
arrived. There was a final demonstration of the lasers arranged, for a select group of
journalists from all over the world. Each operational model was powered for one last
burn. Some of them were melting rock over a forty-mile distance. The Eximer laser
experiment was powered, as advertised, by its array of car batteries, just as we had seen
this on film in Venice. The Eximer burn was the most exciting. It caused a missile nose
cone to virtually explode.

We stayed at the site until the conversion of the labs to none-military research was
well under way. Actually, there wasn't much to see in fundamental changes. Basic
research is basic research, only the funding for it suddenly became an open question. The
military offices were cleared out. The researchers were put on the open market for private
companies to snatch up their remaining contract time for the price of a song. Their
expertise was evidently valuable to the machine building industry. The application of

high powered lasers for industrial processing, molecular conversion, mining, metallurgy,
was a wide open field with an untapped potential for benefits that promised to be as
exciting and beneficial as the SDI Space Program had been that had been sabotaged into
virtual non-existence.

The next stop for us, on the way home, was Washington DC and the White House
visit. I had expected a substantial visit, a few words about the future of the country with
the man who had changed the course of the world. Instead we had tea and crumpets and
some meaningless discussion on horse racing that I knew absolutely nothing about.

Tony met us again in Washington, late in the afternoon. Everything had been
arranged for us by then. Puff the Magic Dragon, dutifully, delivered us back to our rock
above the beach. Ross had suggested to Steve and Ushi that they should stay with us for a
while, "for as long as they liked." They certainly liked the view from Ross' place. They
agreed to stay for a visit, "but not for too long."

For me, all of these events had come full circle. I stood once more on Ross'
balcony, where this whole sequence had started. I pointed out to Steve where the fishing
trawler had been that had fired the missile at us that night.

Tony and I finally retrieved our shovels and the chain saw the next morning that
we had left at the bottom of the trail before all the hoopla began.
Fred called us from Washington a day later. "Guess what the reaction from
Moscow was?" he asked.
"No comment," I replied.
"That's right! How did you know?"
"I meant that I had no way of knowing, Fred."
"I think it is the best reaction we can expect," said Ross on the other phone. "Since
the package was presented without strings attached, and it was accepted as such, what
official comments could there have been made?"
Fred accepted that assessment. He said he had told the President that the greatest
benefit we could expect to realize from the entire affair would lie in an area where it
cannot be measured, unless someone can measure the none-occurrence of further cruise
missile incidents.

Here the words from the man of the fundi came to mind again. "...All of this will
happen and there is nothing that you can do about it."
Fred agreed with Palmerston on this point. He also agreed with Steve that
Palmerston might be a dissident who has become scared of the consequences that the
empire had in store for humanity if the fundi are not stopped. Fred suggested that
Palmerston may have tried to enlist our help in shutting down his empire before it
destroys the world, and that he may have wanted to impress on us how difficult this task
would be, and were the weak flanks are found that we should consider. "He is right," said
Fred, "if we don't use what he gave us and somehow win this battle for the sake of us all,
we will look at this day with shame, for then we will surely remember that we had the
chance in our hands and hadn't done what is required to save civilization, if not humanity
as a whole."

Ushi's response was, that she needed time off, to get away from this creeping
darkness that had issued forth from the fundi. She said that it had overcome us all and
was filtering into our very soul, a kind of disease that had infected us so gradually that we
had barely noticed it. She said that she had realized this in the desert during those last few
days. She said that she was astonished when she recognized how much we had lost of
ourselves in the battle against the forces of the underworld in Venice that no one can
really see, but which degrade everything that is linked to life. She said that she needed to
go back to the desert for a week or two, to recover herself, to cure the soul. "We need
this, or else we'll have nothing to fight with," she added.
"That won't be a problem," I assured her. I feel the same way. "I'll come with you
if you like," I said. "You won't need to go alone," I added and began to grin.
"If that's all you want, that's easily arranged," said Tony. "Puff the magic dragon
will be at your service," he said to Ushi and bowed.
Steve had other plans. "I have traveled enough," he said. "You guys go. I take my
rest at the beach. I also have a feeling that there is a lot that Ross and I can teach each
other."

Chapter 15 - Clothed with the Sun.

Under Tony's direction a two-week tour had been arranged for Ushi and me to
explore the great deserts of Arizona, Nevada, and New Mexico. Ushi wanted two quiet
weeks in the wide-open desert to heal the soul. Granting her wish was Fred's note of
thanks to her, for her help. My role was secondary. I was 'allowed' to accompany her as
her security escort. Of course, knowing Tony, I wasn't surprised that the entire Air Force
contingent in the area knew of our arrival. Ushi's fame, based on her efforts in Venice,
preceded her. In comparison, I was just a diplomat, someone doing his duty.

Perhaps it had been under Tony's 'orders' that nobody spoke about politics. Getting
away from the political world had been the purpose of her holiday. In respecting her
wishes, politics appeared to be a forbidden subject. We were treated like newlyweds
instead, discretely, but affectionately. Maybe that's what Tony had told them that we
were.
We stayed in remote hotels at first in various parts of the desert of the Southwest.
We even camped once. At mid-week a newlywed Air Force couple joined us. They came
with a four-seat helicopter at their disposal. With that we could go wherever we wanted,
and the couple knew all the best places. Ushi and I became a part of the family so to
speak, and apparently a part of the Air Force family as well. We were treated to life as it
unfolded at the grassroots level where the games are easy, unlike at the diplomatic level,
and full of fun and wide open for anything.

At one of the parties that we were invited to, Cathleen, our newlywed bride,
wanted to act out a fantasy. She confided to Ushi that the fantasy had come to her like a
dark urge during her wedding party.
"Why don't you act it out now, right here?" Ushi asked.
Ushi might have imagined what this dark-urge fantasy had been. With a grin on
her face she encouraged Cath to give herself that chance. Ushi must have felt it to be safe
enough in this 'family' environment to do something really daring. Everyone at the party
had called her simply, Cathy, or Cath for short. Her full name, Cathleen, had never been
used by anyone. She appeared to be 'family' to them all, or someone closer.

With a great smile on her face, when the music tape had come to an end that had
provided the background music, Ushi stood up and said that she wanted to tell a story.
She asked for help to clear a space in the middle of the room. A table had to be moved

and chairs rearranged. She brought one of the children's high chairs from the kitchen and
placed herself in the middle of the open space and told her story.

Ushi told the story of a king. It was a king with a good heart who had received
visitors from a far away land. The visitors were not royalty, or philosophers, or priests.
One was a poet, another a composer and performer of music, another was a man of
science, and so forth. They were traveling together to explore the beauty that can be
found in being human. Rumors had it that wherever they went people became uplifted by
their wisdom.
So it was that they came before the king. The king was pleased with their
performances, their stories, and their wisdom. A few days later, during the royal banquet,
on the night before their departure to new destinations, the poet of the group asked the
king if he was happy being isolated from his people by his wealth. The king answered
that he wasn't at all happy about it, but that he was also unable to do anything to change
that. He explained that if he gave away all of his possessions in order to be closer to his
people, it wouldn't help many and he would end up as poor as the rest of them, so that in
the end nobody would be bettered.
The poet agreed that this wasn't a workable solution. The musician however had an
idea of how the problem might be solved. Both the poet and the man of science agreed
that the composer's idea could work.
The composer had been told during his travels that there lives a man in the king's
realm that has an exceptional ear for music. He was also told that the man was poor and
his musical instrument was of a poor quality. The composer suggested to the king that he
should purchase a violin for that man. He described the violin as an instrument that sings
the melodies of the heart. He told the king that such an instrument could be obtained in a
foreign country at a price far above the means of a poor man. He also assured the kind
that the poor man could perform wonders with it, while the king could afford it easily and
should bestow it as a gift of love to him.
The king protested. He protested, because if he did this, so he said, the lineup of
beggars at his door would be endless. He was sure of it.
The composer waved him off. He told the king that he should never present such a
gift as a royal handout. If he did that, indeed, those problems would occur, but more than
this, his gift would thereby become tarnished. A gift becomes tarnished if it is perceived
as a means to bring the bearer of the gift calculated advantages, such as fame and honor.
The composer suggested that the king should present the gift while being disguised as a
traveler, as an ordinary man, and that he should bestow the gift in such a manner as
would be necessary to assure the recipient that it is a gift of love and nothing else. The
composer said to the king that the gift would then not be tarnished. A gift is not tarnished
if it can be accepted as a gift of love. "Then it will shine."

Ushi said that the king didn't like the idea at first, but as the days passed it seemed
more and more right to him that he should do what his wise visitors had recommended.
So he set out one day in disguise to visit the poor man. Indeed, everything that he had
been told about the man was true. Consequently, a month later the king stood before the
man again, in wayfarer's clothing, and bestowed on him his gift of love. It was by then a
gift of love indeed, bestowed with all his heart and soul, as he had personally traveled to
the far country that his visitors had spoken of, to obtain the precious instrument.
The king was pleased with himself. In fact, he was so pleased that he repeated the
process in many other ways. He also found out that other people were emulating him
once the violinist began to enrich the lives of the people of the kingdom with his own gift
of love, his music. It wasn't long after that, that a group of people in the kingdom banded
together to construct a much needed irrigation dam at the river that had been long desired.
They constructed the dam as a gift of love to themselves. In this manner, as the king's
pioneering venture caught on, the entire kingdom became enriched and uplifted.
Naturally, the king was more than pleased with this development. However, soon a
new problem developed.
The problem was, that the king's daughter had been inspired by her father's success
and had wanted to extend it still further. Only, she had no riches to share. Still she had
seen that the people had become closer to one-another by extending gifts of love to each
other, although not close enough to love each other fully as human beings. She felt that
unless people began to really love one-another for their humanity, they would remain
forever divided, and that she herself would thereby remain forever isolated in the king's
castle as an outcast from society, an icon of a royalty for which society had little true
affection. Thus she sneaked out of the castle one night, secretly in disguise, to the local
inn where she began to dance. She danced night after night in the nude, sharing not the
king's riches, but herself, her own riches as a human being.
When the king found out about his daughter's adventures, since the people were
beginning to realize who she was, he was wroth with her.
The princess told her father that he was wrong to be angry. She told him that she
had followed his own lead of removing what isolates people. She told him that if one
takes away everything that is artificial, the whole of humanity would recognize itself as
being one. She told her father that this outcome is inevitable, because it is based on the
truth, and that the inevitable can be realized at any time if one is willing to do what is
necessary to acknowledge the truth. She told her father that she had seen an image in her
mind of many people embracing one-another in a dance powered by a great joy that was
rooted in themselves. She told him that they had found their unity in their beauty as
human beings and in their love for themselves that was blossoming into an out-flowing
love for one-another.
The king was not impressed by his daughter's logic. Nevertheless, his daughter
convinced him over the space of the following months that she was right. The king
became confronted with certain facts that he couldn't ignore, because the people

themselves continued the practice that the princess had started. It gradually brought a
greater sense of family to his kingdom. People began to respect each other more, and
began to see each other more and more as human beings. They supported each other
more. Soon, crime lessened and the whole atmosphere in the kingdom became enriched.
But most of all, the princess became regarded by the people as one of them. This
breakthrough, the king could understand and appreciate.
With the king's consent, therefore, the princess continued her dancing on occasions
of her own choosing, arriving unannounced as she had done before. At the end of the year
however, at the occasion of her own birthday celebration, the princess dared once more to
take the process one big step further into the open. During the entertainment portion of
her birthday celebration, she danced before the king herself, unembellished as she was
born, and before the king's ministers, before her guests, before the maids and the butlers,
and even before the boys that looked after the king's horses. Her dance became known,
affectionately throughout the land, as the Royal Dance. It was said that her dancing didn't
degrade the image of royalty, that it bestowed instead onto the people who saw her
dancing, a certain 'royalty' of their own.

Within seconds after Ushi had finished telling the story, Cath got off her chair with
a smile on her face, loaded a new tape into the music blaster and started to dance the
Royal Dance for her friends. She danced slowly at first, and as she did, she began to take
all of her clothes off to everyone's surprise. The surprise was justified, because the music
wasn't designed for erotic dancing. She was dancing to the music of Tchaikovsky's Swan
Lake ballet that made the scene magical as well as beautiful and exciting.
When the music ended, as if to explain her action, Cath stood in the middle of the
room and said with a smile, "the woman of mankind is the bearer of the holy hill that has
the light of the world placed upon it that should not be hid. She is the cherished vestibule
to heaven, the fabled horn of the boundless plenty of good, as all men surely agree deep
in their heart."
"This is the truth as far as I can tell," said Ushi in agreement. "Men love to be in
heaven. Would anyone disagree?"
Cath put another tape on as Ushi said this, and resumed her dancing without
waiting for anyone to answer.
The answer that Ushi had solicited came in the form of Cath's friends joining her
dance.
Cathleen's daring had made the party sparkle that day. Long before the music
ended many of Cath's friends had joined the dance. Her husband gave her a curious look
at first and didn't seem pleased by it at all, but then as the others joined in, he apparently
changed his mind and suddenly joined the royal dancing himself.

I overheard Cath saying to him while they were both dancing, "Why shouldn't we
dance like this for one-another and our friends while we're still young, pretty, and
exciting to look at? Why shouldn't we dance, naked as we were born?" Her husband just
smiled and nodded.
Soon, everyone was dancing the Royal Dance, Ushi and I included.

Ushi asked Cathleen a while later, "Cath, I am curious, why had you wanted to do
this at your wedding? What was your reason? Why did this idea come up as a fantasy?"
She smiled at her and shrugged her shoulders, "I really don't know. You tell me if
you can solve the puzzle. I suppose I simply wanted to do this, because I was in love with
myself. Does that sound so crazy to be unbelievable?"
"That's what I thought you might say," said Ushi and embraced her. "That's the
best state that one can possibly be in, being in love with oneself as a human being." She
added an kiss to her answer. "I can say this honestly out of my own experience," said
Ushi. "And don't ever let this being in love with yourself die in your heart, Cathy."

Long after the Royal Dance story had been told, Cath's daring feat had been
repeated by nearly all of her friends. It was all done in good fun of course, and later even
with the 'correct' music. Eventually all the men got into the act too, not to be outdone by
the ladies.

With the chopper at our disposal we had no need for hotels anymore. We camped
in the most beautiful spots, miles from anywhere, surrounded at times by the great organ
pipe cactuses of the desert, or by Joshua trees. Naturally, as we would awaken to greet
the morning sun, we did so in the now 'royal' fashion that Cath had established, naked as
we were born, becoming enveloped by the still cool desert wind.
Her husband, who was named Peter like myself, loved the idea. In fact, he became
quite exited about "reverting back to something natural" as he had put it.
Ushi told him that Cath's dance at the party had been in many ways like her own
wedding dance. All of her closest friends had been present that day. She said that in her
case the story was told by somebody else, a dear friend named Helen, who had hosted the
wedding party and had danced the opening round of the Royal Dance herself. Ushi told
him that only the music had been different in her case. Helen had chosen to dance to the
Nutcracker Suite. "The music had made the dancing natural and beautiful," said Ushi

with a grin. "And there, too, long before the music had ended, most everyone had joined
the dancing."
Ushi added a while later added that the idea of the royalty of an individual has a
beautiful and valid meaning when it is applied universally to humanity in honor of those
profound, natural, human qualities that we all share.

Cath's husband, Peter, wasn't surprised therefore against this background, when
Cath extended the trend that she had started, one more time in her own pioneering spirit.
We had stopped at a pub one evening on the way back to our camp. The pub had a
reputation of being a lively place. It was a small place, but alive with laughter and music,
a gathering place of friendly people. Once every hour, erotic dancers added to the
atmosphere. They drew out the smiles with their festive kind of entertainment. They
made people's eyes sparkle. That's when Cathy got her 'extended' idea. The bartender
agreed to inquire. Moments later Cathy was introduced on the stage as "the beautiful, the
exotic, the out of this world, the star of the morning, our very own Cathleen, from our
very own crowd. “Give her a warm welcome," the announcer concluded.
And Cath danced beautifully. But more than that, she set a trend into motion. Right
after Cath had danced, Ushi stood up and told the story behind the Royal Dance, and then
she danced it herself. As soon as she was done a beautiful man followed her lead, and
after him a heavyset woman. Even I made a contribution. It appeared that some of the
men who had been there had called in their girlfriends. A few of the newcomers, too,
dared the dance when an opportunity opened up for them to do so on their own accord.
The rest who didn't, simply joined the crowd.
I got the impression that quite a few people fell more in love with themselves that
day, and with one-another than they might have thought possible. Ushi was later called
upon to repeat the presentation of her story after a lot of new people had arrived and the
place had become crowded.

"Do you realize what is happening here?" I asked Ushi at one point. "I think the
tectonic plates are moving, the sea change that Steve has been talking about has begun.
The Royal Dance story is really the story of the sea change from Greed-Based Fascism to
Love-Based Economics."
"It's an expression of the Principle of Universal Love," said Ushi. "It's an
expression of the natural unfolding of Helen's lateral lattice of hearts. It's universal
unfolding has been delayed for much too long. When Helen was moved by a sense of
great urgency to help her friend in hospital who was undergoing a major operation, she
had brought together all that she knew about human existence. I think she told you about
it, didn't she? She saw a visual construct unfolding in her mind in response to her sensing
a great crisis in the making. In response she saw before her a visual construct of a vast

lattice of human hearts, all arrayed laterally side by side, of which her friend's heart was
one. In this visual construct she beheld the Principle of Universal Love in operation. She
observed, like a spectator might, that the lattice was held together by countless strands of
love that appeared like channels of light through which each of the hearts in the lattice
contributed a bit of its strength to the heart in need. Helen beheld this process in action at
three different times throughout the timeframe of the surgery. In the end a great peace
came over her. And as you know, the biggest surprise awaited her later that afternoon
when she visited her friend in hospital. She found him sitting up in bed with a radiant
smile, a smile powered by a great joy as if a profound victory had been won. What she
saw totally defied what one would expect to see from a person having come out of
surgery just hours earlier that took all morning to be performed. I can see similar
expressions of joy erupting here, tonight," said Ushi.
"I had no idea that the principle of the lateral lattice could unfold so simply and in
an everyday-type context, and so beautifully," I commented with a smile of my own.
"And so powerfully," added Ushi with a nod.
"But is it really a human power that is at work here," I said quietly, "or is it not
something greater? A discovery of the great Apostle John comes to mind here who said
the God is love, and he that dwelleth in love dwelleth in God, and God in him. If this is
so, then the strands of light that Helen saw pervading the lateral lattice are strands of
love, but they are also divine strands, a force from the spiritual background of our world
that we simply tap into, which comes to light in our life as love. The fact is, Ushi: we
don't create love, we simply live it. It's a part of us. The evidence for this is that
something greater is found wherever love does come to light. It adds something
profound, something that sparkles with joy as we see it right here. The Apostle John even
suggests that by not having love in our life, we have no evidence of God."
"Some scholars suggest that the discovery that God is Love, was made by the same
person named John who wrote the book of Revelation," said Ushi. "He describes in
Revelation a woman clothed with the sun, representing humanity. Helen had mentioned
this metaphor many times to me, of the woman clothed with the sun, in the profound and
spiritual sense. She thinks that her perception of the lateral lattice might be rooted in that
image of mankind being arrayed with the sun, such as being alive in universal love.
Helen also thinks that from this root unfolded her idea of the Royal Dance, the dance that
we have unfolding right here, which truly is a dance of love, the love in which God
comes to light." Ushi grinned from ear to ear as she said this and added something about
this pub being a rare temple of love, and thus a greater edifice to the name of God than
any church she knew.
"I wish that Perfidious Albion could see this," I said to her with a big grin, a
wicked kind of grin. "Perfidious Albion, who lives in perpetual darkness would be
blinded by this light, but might find a new life in it."
"No, he would get a heart attack and die," Ushi replied with a grin too. "What is
happening here has not been done on such a platform, and on such a scale, since time

began. Perfidious Albion would have a hart attack indeed, out of fear that the age of love
is dawning."
I shook my head. "I think this isn't possible, I mean for him to have a heart attack.
Perfidious Albion has no heart. Still, I think that just seeing all this would certainly scare
him to death."
"Maybe that's the solution," Ushi replied and grinned again.
"Perfidious who?" Cath's husband, Peter, interjected.
"Albion," I replied. "That's an ancient name for the English islands that happen to
be also the operational center of the largest private empire ever created on the face of the
Earth. This private empire is presently at war with humanity."
I turned to Cathleen. "You, Cath, may have just invented a trend that can save us
and our entire human civilization from the inhuman monsters of the fundi’s empire."
Peter started to laugh out loud. "Our Cath, you say?"
I nodded to him. "Yes my friend, and I am serious about that. Be proud of her. She
has unearthed something that is deeply human."
Peter raised his glass to Cath. She was talking to somebody else at the time. "Did
you hear that, Cath?" he said in a loud tone, "your dancing might have the potential to
save the world."

Cathy became quite famous that night. She was appropriately introduced the next
time she danced, as "the Queen of the Nile who holds in her soul the doom of empires
and the light of humanity and civilization." Everyone cheered for her.
Ultimately though, it was probably Ushi that made the event most memorable for
everyone there. Ushi came onto the stage one last time. This time she came dressed in
dirty rags and quickly shed them. Moments later she stopped the dancing and signaled the
music to stop. She sat on a chair that she had brought up onto the stage and began to tell
another story, a double story. She said that the double story was both sad and profound, a
story about our civilization.
She began with the story of Prometheus Bound from an ancient Greek drama.
Prometheus was a god in love with mankind who was being persecuted for this love by
the imperial gods of Olympus. Since Prometheus couldn't be killed being a god, he could
nevertheless be punished by the Olympians who ganged up on him and claimed to have
power over him. Thus he was subjected to eternal torture by the Olympians. And so he
was punished in their rage of revenge. They ganged up on him and bound him, and tied
him to a rock and ordered a bird of prey to consciously peck out the liver of his living
body.

In the endless pain of being tortured, Prometheus was still able to laugh at the
Olympians, because as told them, he knew the secret of their inevitable demise. Being
afraid now themselves, the Olympians offered him a chance to be set free if he revealed
his secret to them. However, he couldn't comply as this would involve his betraying of
his love, his love for humanity. He wasn't prepared to make this sacrifice. Thus, instead
of pleading with the Olympians and begging them for mercy, he simply laughed at them.
He told them in his laughter that whatever pain they could dish out, he could bear forever,
because the pain was small in comparison with the profundity of his love and its
boundless wonders. He also told them that that they thereby proved that they had no
power over him at all, which also proved that they had no claim to be called gods. Thus,
he won his freedom without a sacrifice.
"I guess the playwright wanted society to ask itself if it had the same kind of love
for one-another that supersedes everything," said Ushi. Then she told her second story,
which she said was from the same 'neck of the woods,' but from a slightly later time. She
said that the writer of the second story was a writer of prophesy. He had a vision, and in
this vision he beheld a woman. The woman that he beheld was naked, but being naked
she appeared him as clothed with the sun. She stood upon the moon with her head held
high that was crowned with a crown of twelve stars, the stars of rejoicing.
"Both of these stories are stories about love," said Ushi. "The Royal Dance story
was modeled after both of these two stories, because my friend Helen found those two
stories reflected in her life. She found herself many times in the position of Prometheus
when she was challenged to denounce her love of mankind by the demands of smallminded thinking. She always stood her ground just as Prometheus did. She stood her
ground for her higher vision of mankind that few shared and that most of the modern
'gods of Olympus' denied. She proved them likewise to have no power, really, and no
legitimacy, because she saw herself and all others as arrayed with the sun and as having
the universe under her feet and on her head a crown of rejoicing that no one could take
away. Thus, her life became the Royal Dance. It became a light for many."
Ushi paused and smiled. "Helen always had a profound answer ready for the gods
of Olympus when they raised their ugly head," said Ushi. "Helen's answer always was, to
whatever problem came her way, 'what has the problem got to do with anything, does it
change the principle involved?' The principle that she referred to is the Principle of
Universal Love, the principle of the woman clothed with the sun, the Prometheus's
principle, and Helen's principle, which I have also made my own," said Ushi. "The
Principle of Universal Love is also the principle of the Royal Dance."

Ushi received a standing ovation that night. The whole crowd was instantly on its
feet. At that moment she signaled the music man and when the music started again she
continued to dance while everyone remained standing and clapped in the rhythm of the
music of her dancing.

Peter and Cath took us to Vegas the next day for the sparkling lights, the
swimming pools, the fine restaurants and cabarets. Ushi loved the service at the hotel, the
doormen opening the doors for her, the bouquet of flowers in the room, the bowl of fruits
and nuts that she found set up there for a welcome present. Still, Vegas appeared
somewhat dull in comparison with what we had left behind. The lights of Vegas didn't
measure up to the warmth and the excitement of our own shows. The sparkling lights of
Vegas were no match for the sparkle in the people's eyes in the desert.

After Vegas, Peter and Cath took us to Tampa. That's where the helicopter had
been borrowed. In Tampa we joined hands for another day and two nights of
extravaganzas of the most extraordinary rides: The Scream Machine, giant carrousels, the
Cork Screw, Satan's Tracks, Tumble Weed, Jungle Drop parachute rides, and the world's
biggest water slides in the biggest water park in existence. Then, when the end came,
time to say good bye, one more giant surprise awaited us all. This time even Peter and
Cath were surprised. "We've got a four-day extension," said Peter after he had checked in
with his home base.
"And the reason for the extension is?" I asked.
"We have been offered a ride to Athens and back," said Peter. "It's all free.
Arranged by some general from on high that I never heard of. We'll be flying with the
908th Airlift Wing from Maxwell Air Force Base in Montgomery, Alabama. We are
going to be 'guests' on the C-141, all four of us."
"Athens sounds exciting," said Ushi.

"I can hardly believe it; we are really going to Athens?" said Ushi as we climbed up
the steep crew ramp to a fully loaded C-141. The plane stood in the morning fog, ready to
roll onto the runway at Maxwell Base. The sun was barely breaking through. Fog filled
the entire airbase.
"Welcome to the C-141 Star Lifter," said the captain as we came aboard. "This
airplane is the last in a long line of heavy transport aircraft and the finest ever built. We
have unlimited global reach as the only heavy transport in the world that is built with inflight refueling capability. This aircraft is a part of our country's proud tradition of
absolute air-superiority, a tradition that makes the United States Air Force unchallenged
in the world."
"I always wanted to stand on the Acropolis," said Ushi as if she hadn't heard a
word.
"You will find the modern world of Athens more exciting than this dusty site of
ancient relics," said the captain who had evidently expected a different response.

"The Athens of the Parthenon is the Athens of Pericles, the Athens of empire, the
Athens of the Peloponnesian War," said I to the loadmaster in support of the captain. The
loadmaster was taking his seat behind us, getting ready for takeoff.
"That's precisely why I brought the Acropolis up," said Ushi to the loadmaster, then
turned her head to the captain. "I brought the Acropolis up, my friend, because you speak
exactly like Pericles did. Pericles had built the Parthenon and other great works on the
Acropolis, but he also launched the Peloponnesian War. To Pericles Athena was superior
to anything in the world. This imperial dream of superiority over everything became the
root for the eventual defeat of Athens. The arrogance of Pericles became its downfall. So,
my friend, why do you strive for air-superiority? Why do you strife for superiority at all.
Pericles never saw the total defeat of Athens. He died in the war that he created. Be
careful therefore my friend, about wanting to be superior. Are we not all human beings
right across the world? Why should any of us strife for superiority over another?"
"Don't worry, we will search for the real Athenians," I interjected since the captain
didn't care to answer. "We'll look for the Athens of Solon, Socrates and Plato, and of
Aeschylus the Athenian tragic dramatist, the author of Prometheus Bound," I said to the
captain.
"Helen would love that," said Ushi. "Do they still perform Aeschylus and the
Prometheus-Bound tragedy?"
"Maybe they do in back-alley theatres for the tourists," said the captain. "What
interests me more, is the puzzle that you guys are? I can't understand what is happening
here. Which one of you knows General Tony?"
"General Tony?" I repeated and began to laugh. "Did General Tony arrange our
passage to Athens?"
"He ordered it, apparently on recommendation of General Dag," said the captain.
"And who on Earth is General Dag?"
"You don't know who they are?" I said as if this was a joke. "Those two generals
are the heroes of the century and the reason why you and I are still alive today," I replied.
"Less then four weeks ago a Russian cruise missile was launched against the Unites
States from a vessel off the coast of North Carolina. General Tony witnessed the
incidence and immediately assumed command to have the thing brought down. He went
right over the head of everybody to save time. Within seconds he had contacted General
Dag at Seymour Johnson Air Force Base. General Dag immediately diverted all aircraft
in the area to search for the cruise missile and to confirm the projected flight path. At the
same time General Dag alerted Langley Airforce Base to mobilize the 1st and 307th
combat wing. By the time the cruise missile was in range they had three AWACS in the
air. A pilot from the 307th brought the thing down just outside of Arlington."
The captain's face became pail momentarily. "My parents live in Washington,
DC," he said quietly.

"The cruise wasn't meant for Washington," I said. "The target was Baltimore. I
have it from the horse's mouth. Baltimore was the target. The plan was to fly this thing
right across Washington, right under our nose, totally undetected across the most
monitored airspace in the world and take out Baltimore. That would have caused hysteria
and fear on a scale that you cannot imagine, enough to justify blowing up half of the
world. That was the plan. General Tony and General Dag spoiled the whole thing."
"You are pulling our leg," said the flight engineer. "Not a sparrow enters the
United States airspace undetected much less near the Norfolk Naval Base, the largest
naval base in the world. And getting to Washington, that's totally impossible. You are
talking about the most heavily defended air space on the planet."
"That's true, until the defenses are shut down from within," I interjected. "In any
case, it happened. As I said, the plan was to fly across Washington DC, probably detected
so late that it would leave no room for anyone to react. That's real history. It happened
four weeks ago. Baltimore was the target, and to fly this thing right across Washington
DC was the plan. It's all been confirmed out of the horse's mouth. Tony and Dag threw a
monkey wrench into the works. Tony was with me when the thing few practically over
the house of a naval tracking station in North Carolina. Not a trace of the missile was
recorded by any sensor. Tony is a long-time airman. He took charge of the situation
immediately, like any patriotic general would, and he did fire up Dagmar and demanded
that she too act like a general. That's how one has to act when the situation is critical. Dag
is the nightshift communications officer at Johnson Air Force Base, Tony's sweetheart,
and the rest happened as I have told you. The Soviet's had actually very little to do with
that. I've been grilled for over five hours by the fundi in Venice. The fundi had planned
this, and they didn't take kindly to us spoiling their plan."
The captain just shook his head in disbelief.
"The real hero is Ushi," I assured him. "Ushi was my contact for a prisoner
exchange in East Germany. I work for the diplomatic service. Because of Ushi I met
Tony, and the two of us had this crazy idea of launching a nudist beach project, a kind of
university on the beach. So we bought a bit of beachfront, far out of the way. That's
where we met Ross, the naval observer. We had dinner at his place. That night, just as a
big storm was blowing in, I noticed a fishing boat that seemed to be in trouble. But it
wasn't a fishing boat. It was a Russian spy ship. With Ross' equipment we were able to
observe the ship taking on cargo from two submarines, three long and slander crates.
Minutes later a fire erupted that blinded Ross' equipment. Nevertheless, we did see the
cruise missile emerge from the smoke. It looked like it was going to hit the house. That's
when General Tony and General Dag entered the scene. The cruise was brought down
just outside Arlington, because of their immediate intervention. In times like these
everyone is the general in charge. One simply does what is necessary to save the country.
The consequences can be dealt with later. Tony acted like a human being should. He was
brilliant. He was clothed with the sun indeed. He had cut right through the command
chain. Had he not done what he did and bypassed all the normal channels, the escalation
in the chain of command would have stopped at the broken link were the defenses were
shut down. Tony bypassed all of that. He let his light shine and saved the world."

"And your part in that was?" asked the captain and shook his head again.
"My part was that I saw the fishing boat." I replied. "If I hadn't seen it, nobody
would have noticed anything. And that little thing, my friend, was caused by a chain of
events that Ushi had started months earlier. So you see, we little people sometimes have
the power to change the world, and sometimes we even make good on that."
"Do you really expect me to believe that?" said the captain.
"Why would I expect you to believe anything?" said I. "It's not my job to make
you believe a single thing. It's my job to tell you the truth. In any case, I left the really
unbelievable parts untold, like Ushi's fantastic story of the Royal Dance. Dou you want
me to tell you?"
"Oh, I can imagine what this is all about," said the captain.
"I think you told us enough," said the flight engineer and laughed. "If General
Tony and General Dag aren't the world-champions of the 'Royal Dance' who is?" The
engineer had a good chuckle over that "revelation."
"Right, Malcolm," said the captain and shook his head again and grinned. "That
just about sums it up, doesn't it?"

At this point we had crossed the Atlantic coastline. Athens seemed still infinitely
far away, too far for such an atmosphere to be left unhealed. The flight engineer tried to
change the subject to make us more comfortable. He said something about us being
guests.
"Oh, come on Malcolm, we've been had by a bunch of con-artists," said the
captain. "We've been given the Royal Dance to give these bums a free ride. It happens in
the military too, you know. The world is full of them. Why should the military be spared
the pain?"
His tone changed when the loadmaster handed the captain a magazine. "This is Lt.
Dagmar Ferris at her decoration ceremony three weeks ago," he said to the captain.
"Didn't you tell me some time ago that you have family in Baltimore, Jack?" he added.
"If I'm not mistaken, you have a brother living there. I would suggest to you that you
write this Lt. Dagmar Ferris a nice thank you note...."

I invited Peter and Cath to our beach when we said good bye to each other four
days later after our return to Maxwell Base. I told them to come whenever they felt like
coming, or needed to get away. I also extended the same offer to the captain and the
crew. "I am always there," I said to them, "unless I find myself once again in the belly of
Puff the Magic Dragon on yet another quest to defeat the monster of the underworld."

The captain understood the metaphor. Peter and Cath promised to look us up when we
saw the off on their flight home. We wished each other well in parting, and not with sad
faces, but with happy tears in our eyes. We were happy for having shared this time
together.

On the commercial flight back to Washington, as if a light had been lit, I began to
understand something about the deeply rooted significance of Helen's Royal Dance. I
realized that this dance had also been Tara's 'dance' that she had danced so beautifully in
Suchumi for us all, and had done so daily for two entire weeks. Hers had been a Royal
Dance, indeed, though in a slightly different form, but just as beautiful.
I remembered again what Steve had said about Pandora's box, that one has to deal
with everything that's in it. I suddenly realized how much I had misunderstood Tara's
dance. I had seen my affairs with Tara in Suchumi and with Olive too, in isolation from
the larger world, as if the world was divided into occasions and scenes with categorical
differences. I realized suddenly that this division was invalid. No principle supported it.
Each one of the people that I had met and had danced the Royal Dance with turned out to
be a precious gem in his and her own way, a gem of a wonderful world that we all share
together. The love of those people that all had danced the Royal Dance had been
unimpaired by the dictates of the countless forms of conventions that stood like iron
curtains. But we had all stepped across them and had danced in our own way that one
universal dance that unites us like so many grains of sand blowing on the seashore that
each is a part of. And so it was that Ushi's dance and her love, and Erica's, and Sylvia's,
and Steve's, and Tony's, and Ross', and Fred's, and mine, came to light as being all
interlocked. We were all dancing in our own way, but we were all dancing the one Royal
Dance. In that we were united, united by our love for the humanity that we all share in
our hearts, and will continue so forever.
I asked Ushi if she felt the same way. She simply smiled and asked me in return,
why it took me so long to discover that.

On the plane back to our rock by the sea, the inevitable question surfaced. Did we
do the right thing? When one opens Pandora's box, one has to deal with what comes out
of it. We had opened Pandora's box in a big way with the Royal Dance. We had dug
deeper than ever before, but did we deal intelligently with what came out of it? Did we
elevate it? Did we turn the scene into something rich? Did we turn the emptiness that is
so often attached to nudity into something rich that brought to light the naked royalty of
the human being as something beautiful to behold and worthy to be honored? I asked
myself many such questions on the way home. It seemed that the answers had not yet
been developed.

"What comes out of Pandora's Box can take us in three different directions," I
suggested to Ushi when we began to explore the subject. "If nudity entices lust, it needs
to be avoided, because lust is slavery. We didn't find any of that at the nudist beach in
Leipzig, did we? If, on the other hand, nudity inspires honesty with ourselves, it needs to
be welcomed, because this honesty has the tendency to dissolve our self-isolation. We
experienced the power of that ourselves," I said. "It was the key element that brought us
so amazingly close to each other on the first day we met on the beach in Leipzig. Nudity
can also inspire a feeling of nakedness, which immediately causes one to cover things up,
and this leads to self-denial. Obviously, the Palmerston-type crowd in ancient times has
done its utmost to make humanity ashamed of itself by blinding it to the riches of its own
beauty, and with it its inner beauty, and so demanded to cover it all up. That's self-denial.
Maybe that is what nude dancing is in protest against. Unfortunately, protesting doesn't
solve anything, does it? We need to focus on the active principle that brings out what is
real. Protesting is an invalid pursuit, because it doesn't elevate anything. It doesn't enrich
society. However, do we really know what this active principle is that elevates society?
We call it the Principle of Universal Love. That's a wide concept, Ushi. But what does it
mean in everyday living? It seems that we have explored only a tiny bit of it."
"That is why the human journey is a spiritual journey of discoveries," said Ushi.
"But don't forget, Peter, if we take our clothes off, we are naked. We are as naked and as
rich as when we were born. The active principle here is the principle of Helen's lateral
lattice where we all stand side by side, bound to each other with strands of love. John the
Revelator saw in those strands the image of the sun. He saw us enveloped with this
sunshine of the strands of love, and he gave the sunshine the name of God. He said flatly:
if you can't see love, you can't see God, for love is God's expression. Some say that this
perception belittles God. It makes God dependent on mankind. I would answer to that,
that it ennobles mankind as the very expression of what God is. In fact, it is the pinnacle
of the creative intelligence of the Universe. One can’t go beyond it. One can's step up to
higher ground. And that's what love is, isn't it? It isn't something that we create at will. It
just is. We can only open ourselves up to its flow. Nor can we actually see it, touch it,
measure it, and bottle it into cans and save it for a rainy day. But we can feel its effect
and are uplifted by it. We also know that when we close our 'eyes and heart' to it, our
world becomes dark and our civilization disintegrates. Thus, the trick is to open our eyes
ever wider and to search for the principle of it. Helen suggests that the principle of love is
illustrated in her visual construct of the lateral lattice where everyone is standing side by
side universally; not above; not below, but side by side. She suggests that her lateral
lattice construct is a visual celebration of the principle of love. She suggests that this
might be the reason why it had such a profoundly healing effect on her friend. She also
suggests that the Royal Dance is another form of acknowledging the lateral-lattice reality.
Helen sees it as a conscious celebration of it, and she suggests that it should have an
equally profound healing effect in the social domain."
"Love makes us as rich today as we were born as human beings," I replied.
"That's something we can treasure ourselves for, as the brightest stars in the
universe of life," said Ushi. "We are not human cattle or glorified monkeys. We are
infinitely greater. We are greater even than what is reflected in the grandest symphony of

Beethoven, Mozart, Haydn, Brahms, and so forth. And those are just some of the gems of
our humanity. They are gems of a profound mind and a profound love."
"Isn't that to some degree what the metaphor signifies of the woman clothed with
the sun?" I interjected.
"Don't forget, as human beings we have also discovered the ability to move
beyond that, and to make ourselves appear more beautiful with the riches of our mind,"
said Ushi. "Clothing is an element of culture, of intelligent development, of art, grace,
and beauty. We have achieved in our development of culture what no other species of life
has come even close to. Clothing then becomes not an embellishment, but an expression
that reflects the riches of our grace. That's a uniquely human quality that we should be
proud of and are. However, we should also recognize and value ourselves as beautiful
and complete just the way we are, and keep in mind our place in the lateral lattice of love,
without which everything else becomes lost."
"The proof of that is found in the simple fact that science, music, art, technology,
poetry, literature, language and so on, together with all the other grand things that make
us human, are complete within us, as we were born," said I. "We appear to be stars even
in our nakedness, stars clothed with the sun."
"Everything that enriches our world and ourselves is drawn from what we are,"
said Ushi. "Our highest form of education will never add to what we already are, but help
us develop it and bring it out in ever-brighter ways so that its light becomes the light of
the world. Without it we dwell in darkness and the dark ages might begin anew. But if we
move with it, the unfolding light becomes the light of a renaissance in which we can face
the coming Ice Age and say to it with laughter: Where is thy sting? That is how I see the
potential of love. I also see the Royal Dance to have a profound impact on the
development of that love. Maybe that is what Helen means when she expects the Royal
Dance to have a profound healing effect. Am I dreaming in saying that?"
I nodded, smiled, but then shook my head.
"It's the same with culture, like art, music, literature, poetry, clothing, and so
forth," said Ushi. "They do not add to our humanity, or supersede what we are, but bring
to light the sunshine of our humanity in which we are rich, which inspires a flow of
celebration."
"I would say that we might be moving towards this more rapidly than we give
ourselves credit for," I said to her. "In countless different ways our clothing has become
more open than it has ever been before, and sexier, and more daring and provocative. It
actually emphasizes what our brutish sense would hide. But that also reflects a certain
dishonesty with ourselves? We are highlighting an element of our humanity that we
proclaim that we don't want to look at."
Ushi laughed. "We hide it and emphasize it at the same time. That's silly.
However, is this shift in focus breaking the isolation between one-another that had been
built up over time by sterile imposed conventions?"

I shrugged my shoulders. "Maybe some day we'll find ourselves inspired to put our
smallness aside and see ourselves as the grand and beautiful beings that we are, without
needing embellishments, and in a celebration that inspires us to dance a kind of native
dance."
"We shouldn't call this naked dancing then, but native dancing," said Ushi.
"Maybe the whole nakedness thing is nothing more than sophistry carried on for
thousands of years to make us look small and ashamed of ourselves."
"We should break the sophistry and redefine nakedness, as nativeness," I said and
laughed. "It would certainly change the way we regard one-another."
"This means that the active principle of truthfulness gives us the freedom to
develop our self-love, our love for our humanity that we all share and by which we are
united as a single humanity. That's culture too, and on a much higher level than the
culture of covering things up. Why shouldn't the native dancer then stand proudly in front
of the whole world and say, here I am, I am a beautiful human being, I am worthy to be
admired with or without embellishments. I am complete, profound, serene, sovereign,
sublime. I don't want to steal from your self-perception by being called naked, but enrich
your love of your humanity it its full native worth."
"The fact is, Peter, people do respond to this self-love and this spiritual honesty.
They enjoy it without knowing why. They came from miles away in the desert, and they
came just for that, as they have come together for the same attraction in many other
places around the world, and will likely always do that. They came in droves to the pub
in the desert and filled the place to the brim. The Royal Dance brings out our royalty as
human beings if we can see it as that. It seems to touch a responsive chord deep in
people's soul that creates a sense of unity. I suspect also that this sense of unity will
somehow spill over into the larger world and grow in profundity."
"Maybe this is what the creators of lies had aimed to prevent?" I said. "It seems to
me that the biblical Adam mythology is a political statement of a courageous dramatist of
satire. It speaks of forbidden knowledge. That's a perfect metaphor for the political lye.
The lye shines like a jewel, but it will kill you. The first effect that Adam discovered is
that it renders the Royal Dance as being immoral and shameful. Then, as the story goes,
with this first step into the sewer of lies established, the whole scene disintegrates into
chaos and utter poverty. It seems to me that the political writer that created this Adamsatire had discovered an engineered process that is powerfully destructive to civilization.
It remains so to the present day. The writer was saying to society, open your eyes! But no
one responded, or wasn't allowed to."
"The reality pertaining to any lye is found in the opposite of it," said Ushi.
"Doing the opposite of what the lye proclaims, appears to be the most honest and
open thing to do, and the most leading-edge process to pursue. Maybe the erotic dancer
doesn't really dance in protest, but dances to fulfill the law of truth as the Royal Dance is
designed?"

"That's an interesting thought," Ushi replied.
"I had hoped to find some evidence for the Royal Dance in Athens," I said to Ushi.
"If it is based on truth it must have had manifests also in the ancient world. But I didn't
see anything?"
"I think the sophistry was already established before the time of Athens," said
Ushi. "The Adam-satire might have come from that area however. It uncovers the
sophistry that may have been developed in the early dynastic age. The sophistry is hard to
beat. The Adam man is portrayed as made of dust, and the woman of a stolen body-part,
taken from the man made of dust. And the dust-creature is further degraded by seduction
centered on lies and conspiracies. Mankind seeking truth, the forbidden knowledge in any
empire, is immediately punished. The human image becomes torn to the ground to the
point that mankind, the tallest of creation, is no longer deemed worthy to live in its native
environment. Mankind becomes an outcast. Unfortunately, the satire was twisted into
becoming regarded as the truth. It appears that the Prometheus story was an attempt to
help mankind to dig itself out of this ancient trap that is really a form of religious
terrorism."
"The terror is often hidden," I suggested. "The world is full of politically forbidden
knowledge that one must never talk about. Don't talk about conspiracies! Don't talk about
truth! Humanity is not allowed to explore reality, to discover what isn't approved, to
recognize fundamental principles that stand in contradiction to empire as a form of
government, and to develop knowledge and understanding whereby society would
become free and become capable of developing the universe and to scrap the notion of
empire. Don't open your eyes! Knowledge is forbidden! Adam disobeys the strangulation
doctrine and is banished, first by himself, then by God. It appears to me that Helen's
Royal Dance stands at the forefront of the breakout of mankind from the ancient mental
terrorism of self-condemnation, into human freedom. While the Adam story of mental
terrorism may have been originally written as a satire to make people think, the ruling
imperials seemed to have latched onto the satire and turned it into a truth that became
religious teaching for thousands of years. The perversion of the truth has thereby become
deeply ingrained in society's axioms."
Ushi nodded and smiled.
I suggested to Ushi that this political creation story, imposing mental terror, has
been so skillfully crafted into a profound truth that if it weren't so ancient, one would
suspect it to have originated in one of the modern leading psychological warfare
institutes. "But then, suddenly somebody disobeys. The clouds break overhead and the
dancer stands up, native as the person was born, and proclaims: Here I am, I am beautiful,
and I understand that I am the tallest creation in the universe. What the dancer thereby
really does, perhaps without being aware of it, is actually far more profound than we may
think," I said to Ushi. "The dancer then doesn't shed her clothes primarily. The dancer
stands up and sheds the ancient sophistry of mental terrorism. That is what really
happens, and of course, it's scary to do this. It is scary, because the terrorizing axioms
condemn the dancer and call that person shameless, which is actually true, because shame

is one of the impositions of the ancient mental terror. If this shame isn't overcome the
entrapment goes deeper. The man in the Adam story is presented as the deceiver of the
woman, and the woman is presented as one who is weak, who doesn't stand up for
herself. Finally, when the whole mess comes to a head, the terrorized man denies himself.
He denounces his own conscience and puts the blame on the snake. 'Hey, god, ruler of
empire, it wasn't my impulse to seek knowledge and to seek truth. The lowest form of life
urged me to do that, contrary to your command. After all, the human being is an animal,
is he not?' The man in the satire didn't say this, but he was supposed to think it and feel it.
What a trip, Ushi!"
"So, the self-denial that eliminates any sense of truth deepens the human division
further and further. As a result, the man and the woman are both expelled from the garden
of creation, condemned to scrape a living from the dust of the ground. What else can this
totally denounced man and woman do, that have been forcibly denied access to
knowledge and understanding, and whose sense of discovery and self-discovery, the very
nature and capacity of the human mind that makes us human, has been trashed and
ridiculed at the very outset? This is how the rulers of empires wanted humanity to see
itself: divided, impoverished, and ashamed of itself, with no legitimate need for
intellectual development, a mindless mass of toiling slaves, easy to rule and to exploit.
"But when we danced our native dance," I continued, "all this became overruled.
Everyone felt closer to one-another. There was a sense of joy and unity, and honesty. We
really touched on something that was rooted in the sublime. One could see it in people's
faces. This means we need to recognize that the scripts for mental terrorism in the
scriptures were written by the servants of empires rather than by honest theologians and
historians, since the ruling imperials are still playing this tune, especially the tune of
small-minded thinking interlaced with terrorism. If one looks at today's world with an
open mind, it becomes immediately apparent that the imperials of the world demand
absolute obedience to the politically created farce that inspires people to feel small and
ashamed of themselves and thereby shun their scientific and spiritual potential and block
their self-development, even their nature as spiritual beings. Thus we bow to
deindustrialization, to poverty, to smallness, to impotence, and even to the notion that
man is a cancer on the earth. The imperials continue to demand that people become
obedient to the farcical rules that they have designed to isolate and degrade humanity into
being ashamed of itself, and thereby to accept the divisions of mankind as the norm."
"We have always known that in countless different ways, haven't we?" Ushi
replied. "That's why we have danced for our humanity. That's why we have all danced
together in the desert. It only took a spark to ignite the fire."
I suggested that this confirms that there is but one single truth threaded through all
aspects of human existence, a thread that unites us all as one.

Unknown to us, our flight northwards from Alabama, occurred in the shadow of
another stock market crash. The papers were full of it, while the SDI cancellation didn't

cause any headlines as if it never happened, and Steve's Ice Age Renaissance proposal
that would have exposed the whole stock market mythology as self-defeating, never got a
single mention in any of the papers that were handed out in the plane. Fears about a
recession became the front-page-center stuff that everybody talked about, fears about loss
of profits and so forth. It appeared that we stepped back into the 'real' world coming back
from our holiday in the desert. It appeared that this 'real' world wasn't likely to change for
a long time to come. On the other hand, it seemed that we did set off some tremors.
I found it odd at first that in the midst of all that, practically on the day we arrived
back at the beach, that were we handed a notice by the local sheriff that a public inquiry
would be held in three days to consider our application for the nudist beach project. I
could hardly believe it. Why now? The beach project seemed so totally out of place for us
now. There had been more movement on that front unfolding in the desert than we had
dared to hope for with our beach project, and in the desert it had all unfolded so easily
with no one driving anything. Ushi said that it had come as easily as the rain that falls by
its own movements and refreshes the Earth. But why did the fundi suddenly focus on our
spiritual development project for advancing the royalty of the human being that our beach
project had been designed to become? Why did this happen now in the middle of an
unfolding financial breakdown crisis? Was there a connection? Or was there a connection
with what happened in the desert? If there was, I couldn't see it. Or was there a
connection between all of that and what we had started in Venice?
Steve just laughed at my question. "Their sudden interest happened not in spite of
the breakdown crisis, but because of the crisis," he said. "It appears that what happened in
the desert shifted people's attention away from the fundi’s royal lies and onto something
real and human that opened up the inner substance of their lives and of their humanity.
Somebody must have found out about this and became alarmed by it. That is what you
had planned to do here with the beach-project, only in a bigger way. So, the relevant
fundi illuminati reacted we due haste, and they aim to pre-empt you. As I had told you,
the fundi won't allow your project to unfold as you had envisioned it. Whenever the
imperials are in trouble, when the foundation of their power crumbles, which includes
their looting financial system, they resort to staging wars and whatever else they can
think of to knock down a people's humanity. In the present breakdown situation, that is
still relatively minuscule, they'll be contend with little wars. You have been chosen as a
convenient target for one of those little wars. Congratulations Peter, you've got their
attention. So be prepared, this is going to be a scathing attack. That's how their little wars
are designed to unfold. They will be bringing in one of their big guns."
I told him that he didn't make much sense, especially considering what we did in
Venice.
Steve laughed at me as if this was a joke. "Forget Venice," he said. "The little war
that is happening here has nothing to do with Venice. This beach thing is too trivial for
them to be concerned with at the higher levels. The war against the beach project is a
local operation by one of their local stooges that look after the trivial things for the fundi.
They'll do their job and get their reward. Sometimes they even loose their little wars and
nobody really cares. Palmerston certainly wouldn't care about your beach project, even if

he knew about it. He might care only if he was actually on our side, provided that he
knew of it, which is highly unlikely. So, cheer up, Pete! The upcoming little war might be
fun. Let's face the music and dance, and as we do, let's change the choreography so that
people will wake up. Let's turn their war dance into a satire. Let's have a little fun with
this, just as you had in the desert. We might even make a Royal Dance out of it for them,
if we can, which would get people to look at their own humanity. With a little help from
us the little stooges will actually expose themselves, and show their real nakedness. They
always do this if they are properly 'invited' to. They tend to turn their own dance against
them. That's a weak flank in their armor."
"Doesn't that violate our own principles, the Principle of Universal Love?" I asked.
Steve shook his head. "Our goal is to wake a few people up in the local
community, to their own humanity, which the fundi’s dance is designed to ridicule,
belittle, terrorize, and ban. That's how the fundi run their games. We can uplift this game
to higher ground. They aim to assassinate us with their terror or slander. We aim to block
this, and then uplift their real target, the community, to a level where the community can
defend itself. Remember that we will not be fighting against the fundi. We can never win
fighting against something. We can only win by fighting for something, like fighting to
uplift our common humanity. The fundi’s stooges will do their best to defeat themselves
with their own dance. We will be fighting for the people of the community and uplift
their humanity. We will be fighting for this until the people will join us with their own
Royal Dance and carry forward their own fight. This kind of fighting doesn't violate our
principles. Nor will we ever have to violate our principles. In fact, we can't win without
them. We require the light of these principles with which to uplift our common humanity
that exposes the emptiness of the fundi’s game. By this exposure of the truth the fundi’s
game typically falls apart on its own. Of course, we can also screw up and make a mess
of things. This may happen if we are not alert, but I have a feeling that we won't screw
things up, but succeed in some fashion."
Steve promised that he and Ushi would stay for the hearing just in case we needed
support, though he suggested that it was highly unlikely that we would need his help.
I gladly accepted the gracious offer in the spirit in which it was given. In response
to the offer Ross brought another bottle of his most excellent wine from the cellar. "This
one is from an old monastery," he said and smiled. "It's for a special occasion!"

Having Ushi and Steve remain with us for the impending 'trial' was of course a
special occasion. If times had been better it would have been the greatest occasion, a
carefree holiday at Ross' castle by the sea, tasting wine, watching sunsets, even
considering that we all had to camp on the floor at night. Nevertheless, we couldn't
escape the awareness that far too much needed yet to be achieved before any kind of real
peace in the world would be attained.

Fortunately for us, Ross' place had been well stocked with food laid up against a
once deemed likely military emergency, or nuclear war, that might include a long civil
disruption in an emergency for which the station had to be manned day and night. In
addition, we had plenty of food in our camping truck. We had enough food on hand that
way, for all seven of us to be at ease and to celebrate our upcoming trial and its sure
success, and beyond that to remain together for as long as Ushi and Steve would care to
stay with us.

Chapter 16 - The Supreme Being

The day of the hearing came all too soon, and with it the end was near of Steve and
Ushi's visit. As Steve had already warned us, it wasn't set up as a hearing in the ordinary
sense. It was set up as a war. The deck was stacked against us. However, we also came
with a card of our own to play, for which the fundi had no counter-card in their deck.
The fundi didn't know, or couldn't have known, and I was just beginning to realize
this myself, that the beach project wasn't important to us anymore. Ushi and I had spotted
something greater on the horizon in the desert in Arizona. We had spotted an opening for
the Royal Dance. Every one of us agreed that this was greater than the beach project had
been envisioned to be. Steve said that we should have proceeded with the Royal Dance
from the start. However, hindsight is cheap. So there we were, having to defend our
nudist beach project.

The key speaker at the hearing, the key-man speaking against our nudist beach
project, had been 'imported' from outside the local area. He even came from outside the
state. He came in full dress-uniform, a Man of The Cloth of the old tradition, a truly
outstanding speaker who laid his conviction powerfully on the line with total firmness to
everything that he stood for. There was no compromise, no wavering, no timidity, or
compassion.
"WE! have determined," he said, no longer speaking as an individual as he
scanned the people's faces with a cherubic smile, "that this, this... this sort of thing cannot
be allowed to take root here."
He hesitated. His hands were trembling as though he couldn't even speak the word
'nudist' aloud. Then he launched into a long dissertation on fornication and the
"imperative need" to protect young people from the scum of society that was poised to
"descend upon this God-fearing community and drive the living faith out of people's
hearts!"
After his introduction to the theme he branched out to the story of Adam and Eve,
as an example of all the "fallen of mankind" that were forever banished from the Garden
of Eden because they allowed themselves to be beguiled by a "lying, filth-wallowing
snake." He paused for a moment and then stared at the people. "Should this, this terrible
tragedy become the fate of your community as the result of what these people plan?"
Next, he branched into politics. His sermon became a lecture, lashing out against
the evil forces of communist infiltration in the schools and the nation's universities, even
its houses of government, where "God has been dishonored and the hearts of the people
are being poisoned with materialistic idols and philosophies of greed and aspirations for

ruling the world." The church itself, "the pillar of society," is under attack, he warned,
"and the church is crumbling!"
Of course, we were labeled as a specimen of that strange culture that he said "is
pulling the holiest into the dust."
Eventually he ended his triad. He closed with a solemn, dignified appeal of an
honorable church man, calling for moral sanity to prevail, adding; "If you believe in God
at all, as I know you do, you must make it your sacred duty to stop those who aim to
destroy this great nation of ours. You must stop them before they take root in your
community! Do not let them pass!"
One could have heard a pin drop, after he sat down.
"I thought those people died out with the dinosaurs," was Steve's comment.
"Mostly they have," answered Ross, "but there are a few of the old guard left."
"I hear they keep training new ones," said Ushi.
"The new ones are probably just like him," added Ross.
"How can they do such a thing to a person and reduce a human being to something
like what we see before us?" I said.
Steve nodded and smiled. "It takes years of university type training to accomplish
that. It is called divinity education, or something like that. It's fully supported by the
fundi and funded by society."
Everyone was terror-stricken by the man's speech. We were the devil, no doubt
about that! Any religious person must have been pained to even look at us after his
speech. One person evidently did.
A well-dressed man stood up and thanked the "great representative of the religion
of God," as he put it. He didn't look at us at all. He spoke to the Man of The Cloth. He
told him that he could fully agree that we need to be stopped. He explained to him that in
fact far more was needed, because we were but a symptom of a trend that was destroying
America.
"Take Valentine's Day for example," he said to the Man of The Cloth. "Valentine's
Day has polluted society. The ritual has no Christian roots. It sprang from a shameless
pagan rite of promiscuity. Even school children throughout our land are now infected
with it, as young as six years old. They are now enticed to send sexually predatory
solicitations to each other, like, "Be Mine!" or "Be my sweetheart!" and give each other
chocolate hearts, hearts wrapped in red foil, all fat and round like the rectum of baboons
in heat. Grown men and women go into ecstasy with their hearts on fire for any stranger
that this satanic enterprise of perversion, called a holiday of sweet persuasion, has

dragged into their thoughts with a fornicating frenzy by which they have turned their
human hearts away from the one person that matters - Jesus! Our Lord Jesus!"
He paused for a moment and took a deep breath. "We are starting a new holy-day
campaign under the motto 'Devote your Heart to Jesus.' We have committed ourselves to
teach children the importance of thinking sin-free thoughts. Our program is destined to
replace the disgusting holiday called 'Valentine's Day,' which historically celebrates the
beheading of a priest named Valentine who disobeyed the Roman Emperor, Claudius II,
the Goth. The Roman Emperor had outlawed marriage and had demanded from his men
total loyalty to him alone, rather than to their would-be wives. The priest Valentine, the
traitor against his lord and a scoundrel, had disobeyed. He had kept on marrying people, a
crime for which he was beheaded on February the 14th in the year 269 AD. As it were in
celebration of his disobedience, his name became attached to the festival of Lubercus in
which young women and shepherds were matched for a year by drawing lots. This
perversion to madness forces us to fight to clean up the focus that Valentine's Day places
on sex rather than on our moral duty to be loyal to our Lord Jesus. So I say we have to
stop the fornication wherever it is found, be it at home, or near our homes. While the
liberal scoundrels of the nudist beach would allow their children to 'slobber' all over each
other in celebration of 'Valentine's Day,' we will say that Christians are aloof to that,
because we're just simply better people. We have our heart set on Jesus alone. We are
bound to our Lord Jesus and say NO to sexual ecstasies. We have accepted Him as our
Savior and our life. We are devoted to none other. He demands unconditional devotion,
and so do we from everyone. With this in our thoughts, how can we not fight and stop the
roots of fornication as our Lord demands throughout the world? So, my friends, I can
report proudly today that we are making excellent progress. We have replaced those
pagan hearts of the Valentine-rite, that look like the rear end of baboons, with decent
heart-shaped Christian ones adorned with a cross. Our cross-adorned hearts boldly bear
the message, 'My Heart is for Jesus Alone!' This message of purity will soon cover the
Earth under the direction of our ministry, and usher in a new and year-round celebration
in praise for God through Jesus."
The man was well applauded when he raised his hand to heaven before he sat
down. "America is the land of the free!" he said triumphantly as he took his seat, adding
loudly, "The free are those who have their heart free for Jesus."

"That's pushing things too far," I said to us quietly.
"People are probably saying the same thing about us," Ross replied with a grin.
"They got hit from the right, and they got hit from the left, and they were told from both
sides that we are the devil. That's the kind of song that congregations have heard for three
thousand years."
"That's precisely how the fundi’s Illuminati are supposed to work," I said to Steve
and Ross. "That's how Palmerston described his illuminati's game in Venice."

"My question is, Peter, if people like us can't bridge this division and rescue the
people as human beings, including the Man of The Cloth and his supporters, who will do
it, and set a new direction?" said Ross.
"Actually, it's a question of, how," said Steve, quietly. "This has never been done
before in a decisive manner. But we can do it on the basis of our key principle, the
Principle of Universal Love."

I decided to address the shock that had been delivered, with a counter-shock. I
decided to make the Man of The Cloth taste the emptiness of the pain he tried to evoke in
our community, with which he was succeeding. It seemed imperative that I do this before
the disease that he carried around destroyed him, and poisoned our community as well.
"We have to defend that man against himself," I said to Steve. "We have to uplift
his platform to a higher level where truth comes to light, so that everyone becomes
uplifted. But how do we do that?"
"Be patient," said Steve. "Watch for an opening. Look for the weak flank. Shock
tactics don't work. Don't force the opening; he will provide the weak flank himself."
Before our discussion ended the moderator put me on the spot. The moderator of
the panel asked us to comment on the two speaker's remarks. He singled me out by name
as the contact person for our side.
"Be gentle," said Steve. "Focus on the truth."
I stood up as requested and congratulated the Man of The Cloth who had labored
for half an hour until great pearls of sweat stood on his forehead, and I also honored the
man who had supported him. I commented that I might have felt the same way as they
did, had I not have had the opportunity of visiting two of the kind of beaches that they
both despised. I told them that both were located within the city limits of major cultural
centers, one in Europe, and one in Canada. "I did not see any fornication there," I said to
them, "and no filth, or evidence of mental pollution, nor had I heard of any cases of
destroyed homes or desecrated marriages. These are facts contrary to conjectures..." I
spoke for five minutes only.
Long before I had finished the Man of The Cloth stood up and interrupted my
defense. "But are the people in these cities God-fearing men?" he asked and set down
again.
The Man of The Cloth was of imposing stature, impressively dressed, and
evidently revered by virtue of his exalted position. He looked down on me as though to
say, there was no argument that I could possibly bring up that would touch him. I felt as
though he was saying to me in the name of the fundi, as Palmerston had said to me
repeatedly in Venice, that there was nothing that I or we could do to prevent his victory. I
remembered this sickening feeling all too well from that night in Venice. In this sense the

hearing developed to become Venice all over again, in a different form perhaps, but it
unfolded all the same in essence. Speaking from the pinnacle of his self-importance that
reflected his rank, The Man of The Cloth had been performing a minutely scripted play
that left no opening for a dialog. I was certain that no reason would find a response. Nor
would logic cause him to deviate from his script. Picking a fight with him would avail
nothing. Nor did I feel inclined to fight with him. In any case, this wasn't the demand of
the hour. Still, I had to prevail against him in order to protect our community. His attack
demanded that I stand up for us and for the people that came for the hearing, who seemed
to be the real target of his attack. Since he chose to fight against them, I had no option but
to respond and find a way out of this hell for us all.
"No," I said to him, "the people in these cities are not all God-fearing men."
He smiled with a benign gesture, like someone who had just won a decisive
victory over an outclassed opponent.
"There you have it! There is your answer," he said to the assembly of the people
who had come to the hearing.
I added quietly that the people that I had seen at those beaches were in my
estimation much too close to God that they would fear him. "They were honoring God by
honoring one another as the brightest gem of creation in the universe of life," I said to
him. I told him that as far as I could tell, the people that I saw had managed to turn back
the clock of history beyond the point where the Adam and Eve satire had been accepted
as the truth. "Adam and Eve had eaten of the forbidden fruit of the tree of the knowledge,
the knowledge of the truth. The satire says that knowing the truth made them ashamed of
each other and afraid of God. That's an imperial proposition. Fear of the truth, coupled
with terror, is a standard imperial proposition. I saw no traces of fear in those people's
eyes at those beaches, or shame for one another. I only saw love in their eyes, love for
their humanity and for one-another." I told the Man of The Cloth that the anciently
created axioms of God-appointed evil have been reversed in the minds of the people that
I saw. "They didn't fear God, which gave them their humanity. They fell in love with
their humanity, and thereby honored God. They honored one-another and loved their God
for it, and joyously acknowledged their love for the divine by loving each other, and by
responding to one-another as human beings..."

I kept a close watch on the man's reactions while I spoke. He was fast getting
boiling mad. I had to be quick so as not to injure him. I pointed out that he was clinging
to a political distortion of a profound truth, and that it was this distortion which gave rise
to his perception that man is naked and should be ashamed of himself. I added that ever
since the day when society began hiding itself from itself, physically, spiritually,
intellectually, and scientifically, it became locked into an endless game of covering up its
self-imposed poverty, its imaginary nakedness. It began covering it all up under the
heading of shame; supported by fear and terror.

I told the Man of The Cloth that the people at those beaches, as far as I could tell,
had moved beyond playing this dark game of ancient mythology that culminated into
mental poverty and shame. "It appears," I said, "that the people at these beaches saw a
divine grandeur in a man or a woman that was satisfying. They saw themselves as being
complete, whole, beautiful, and honorable in the image and likeness of God, reflecting in
their individual existence an image of the creator that they cherished rather than were
ashamed of." I suggested that this higher kind of perception is a central factor for
establishing peace with oneself, which in turn is a prerequisite for establishing peace in
the world.
The Man of The Cloth raised himself up and turned towards me as though he
would interrupt me again.
I lifted my hand up and held him off. "The real choice at this hearing," I said
quickly, "is whether people should fear the reality of their being, or whether they should
embrace it; whether they should isolate themselves into self-confinement as politicized
religious distortions demand, or find value in a deeper appreciation of their own
humanity."
The man became restless.
I paused, searching for a final statement. I kept my hand raised. "This is your life!"
I said to the people assembled there. "Your life is at stake here, yours individually. Keep
in mind that what you choose for yourself becomes the foundation for our nation. This
foundation could become one of poverty and shame that we are fast moving towards,
which drags us down to the level of fearing God. However, also keep in mind that the
foundation that you are building for yourself could be the beginning for spiritual riches
that open the portal to infinity and to the boundless development of our civilization and
ourselves. Our economic development as a nation reflects what we are moved towards,
and embrace as ourselves. It is imperative here, as a matter of principle, to recognize that
our security in civilization depends on our humanity being reflected, and on our growing
love for it as we enrich one-another's existence. On this platform there is no room for the
small-minded emptiness that results in shame, terror, war, violence, which banishes the
flow of love and drowns it in growing floods of greed."
I quickly sat down after that.
By then the Man of The Cloth was visibly restraining himself from exploding.
Then he let go. He retaliated with a brutal, a cold, unfeeling denial of everything that I
had said, shattering the very meaning of dignity, while hiding behind the deemed
infallible authority of the church on anything connected with mankind and religion.
Overshadowed by his bombastuous arrogance, I had no status at all. "Reason stands in
the way of authority," he said. He made sure that I understood, and that everyone else
understood, that in the shadow of his 'divine' authority we were all mere children and
needed to be disciplined in order to be set right.

I had a good idea of what would follow. It would be a repeat performance of his
previously acted out story, following a well-rehearsed script that he couldn't deviate from
or wasn't allowed to. It became more and more obvious that what he said wasn't him
speaking, personally. He was a soldier under orders; a well-trained actor reciting the lines
of a play that he was merely a voice for. No actor in the world has the freedom to change
the script; and as an actor his performance was superb. I felt applauding his oratic power
and his deeply felt interpretation of the lines of the play. He had developed a skill that
many a Shakespearean actor might have envied him for.
My hunch proved to be correct. He performed his role with precision. He repeated
the script line by line, including the character that the script required him to represent. He
acted out phariseeism, the zeal of blind philosophers, the 'sensuality' of manipulative
psychology, the marriage isolation that was reflected in his own marriage to the church
from which he drew his self-assumed right to dictate what a person is allowed to accept
and what to shun, what to believe and what to reject. Ah, but the isolation that he
demanded became a force by which he literally built a wall around himself that separated
him from any self-respecting individual of the audience that he came to speak to, the
people that had come for the hearing. In the end his voice thundered when he resorted to
the old fundamentalist ideology that relegated woman to the home and into the role of a
mother and housewife, subject to her husband, an image of purity segregated from the
larger world, where she might otherwise become the target of lust. But even while his
voice thundered, he actually pleaded that his message would be heard so loud that it
allowed no deviation in people's minds, or their deviation from his script.

Maybe it was this glaring excess that gave the next speaker the courage to stand up
for herself. She was speaking as if it were in her own defense against his accusations. The
beach, it seemed, was no longer the issue.
But what a contrast there was in the tone of speech between this frail, pretty girl,
and the imposing churchman. She said that she was visiting friends in the neighborhood
who had brought her to the meeting. She told us that up in the North in Maine, something
frightening had begun to happen before she left. All the trees had become terribly sick.
Their leaves were loosing their green color and were dropping off. She said that this was
happening all over. "I should have formed a citizens' committee to protect the parks," she
said. "The parks are evidently being abused. People love the parks. People are walking all
over them. They must be closed to preserve them for future generations. If we allow this
trend to go on, there won't be a single leaf left on any tree. We are heading for disaster!"
She sat down and grinned, and winked at me.

Our Man of The Cloth didn't quite know how to react to this metaphor, so he
didn't. This sudden impotence was evidently painful to him. There was no script in his
repertoire that covered the situation. It was painful for me to see his struggles, to sense

his self-imposed agony. There was probably not a single line that he knew, that he could
apply. So he just stood there and said nothing.
I suddenly recognized as never before, the awful impersonal nature of evil. He had
chosen a terrible role to play and was doing an excellent job at it, but it wasn't his game,
really.
I remembered the Soviet's Ogarkov Plan for waging and winning a nuclear war
against the West. This plan too, followed somebody else's script as this had been
confirmed in Venice. Marshal Ogarkov's plan wasn't real for what it was advertised to be.
It was a front for something else that demanded the Marshal's unquestioning obedience.

Remembering the Ogarkov Plan, I felt a deep compassion for the Man of The
Cloth. He seemed to be caught up in such a game, like a helpless pawn, pushed by the
waves. He was drawn into a process of imposed self-denial. It was so well instilled into
him over the years that he was not even aware of it. He supported the process that was
destroying him and he gave it his best efforts.

An elderly farmer stood up and motioned the Man of The Cloth to sit down. The
farmer hesitated when the hall became quiet. "Forgive me," said the farmer in an English
sounding dialect, "I'm not a religious man. I've been a bomber pilot during the war." He
looked at his hands. "These hands have killed more people than all the murderers that
ever lived in the state of North Carolina. These hands have killed innocent people,
children, babies, women, and old men, people that I had never talked to, strangers that I
had never met. I burnt them with firebombs. I destroyed their houses. We all did. We
suffocated them in the holocaust of their own cities. But this was respectable. They were
Nazis, were they not? I have a medal to prove it. The chaplain always said, 'God is on our
side! God is your co-pilot!"
He paused and resumed moments later. "I have visited our ruins after the war. Of
course I couldn't tell which exactly were mine. Everything burnable had been consumed.
I saw a desert of rubble and broken stone, facades burnt white by a fire that no one can
imagine, pointing eerily against the sky. I remembered those ruins again years later on the
day when our neighbor's barn had burned down. We couldn't get near enough to put
water on it. The heat was so intense. We simply let it burn to the ground. When I
remembered our ruins that day I realized that we hadn't just set one building ablaze, but
the entire city all at once. I couldn't begin to imagine what we had done to the people that
had lived there; how terribly they must have died while the chaplain kept on saying that
God is..., well that God is on our side."
The farmer paused and then continued quietly. "I was a British airman in those
days. I was one of many. We were fighting the Nazi beast, and I was proud of it. We set
out that night on another run on what began like the normal routine. I was a part of the
first wave. We were a 244-plane armada of Lancaster bombers. Each of us was loaded up

with 700 phosphorous incendiary bombs and other high explosive bombs. The target was
a small city seven hundred miles away, named Dresden, which had remained undamaged
through the entire war. We were told that the city had virtually no antiaircraft defenses. It
hadn't been of any military significance. We were never told the particular reason for this
night's run. The city was dark when we arrived. It was just past ten at night. We set our
markers. After that we did our duty to God, King, and country, and returned. My
nightmares didn't begin until weeks later when I visited our ruins."
The farmer paused and then continued. "It took me a long time to discover why we
would do such a thing. We were not fighting a war anymore. The city lay in the path of
the advancing Red Army that was only thirty miles distant from it. Over 600,000 people
had fled into the city in the advance of the Russian Army. The city was bursting at its
seams, a city of children, women, and old people. Dresden was also a hospital city caring
for the wounded from the front.
"I was told when I came as a visitor, when I saw those ruins, that on this fateful
night shortly before our arrival a circus had performed to a full house to cheer the solemn
mood of those that had narrowly escaped the horrors of war, that they had probably seen
far too much of already. I was told that little girls had been dancing in the streets in
carnival costumes to bring smiles to people's faces. Smiles were hard to come by in those
days, but the seemed important in such difficult times. That's when we changed their
world. I arrived that night together with 244 other pilots and crews. We ended their hope.
Our rain of terror began shortly after ten that night, with the commencement of our
bombing run. We were trained professionals in precision saturation bombing. God, we
should have heard their screams at seven thousand feet above them. Indeed, we might
have heard them had it not been for the drone of our thousand Merlin engines that
drowned out their cries.
"That night, over the space of 14 hours, mine, and a thousand other planes,
dropped 700,000 firebombs onto this small city of 1.2 million, one bomb for every two
persons. Before we turned away fifteen minutes later, after completing the first wave, the
city started burning. Those weren't single little fires that I saw, but one large sea of fire. I
was told the city burned with one single flame fed by a vast inferno hot enough to melt
steel. I was told that the ground turbulence of the in-rushing air exceeded the power of
the most powerful hurricane recorded. In its path people were swept up like being sucked
into a giant vacuum cleaner. Most, though, simply suffocated in their shelters for the lack
of oxygen, before they too fell victims to the flames.
"Three hours later the second wave of bombers arrived. The second wave was
more than twice as large. It was made up of 529 Lancaster Bombers from four different
bomber groups. I was told that the second wave had been delayed by those three hours in
order to draw people out of their shelters, enticing them to escape the fire, and to allow
others to come in to attempt rescue operations. It was expected that many people would
escape to the Great Garden, a city park a mile and a half square. In anticipation some of
the firestorms were drawn by the second wave bombers into the park. The result was as
predicted, a grotesque hell of uprooted burning trees, bodies, bicycles, all becoming one

with the howling tornado of fire. They said that the smoke of the city could be seen as far
away as London, 700 miles distant.
"The third wave was a US Air Force operation, so I was told. I was told that there
was nothing much left for them to bomb, but the broken rubble itself, which they bombed
again. However, the American bombing wave did something worse. The bombers came
with a fighter escort of P-51 Mustangs. The fighter aircraft took to the ground and began
strafing the city, killing everything that moved, especially the people that had massed
along the Elbe River to get away from the inferno. They machine-gunned everything, the
wounded, the dying, even a column of rescue vehicles that had been rushing into the city
to evacuate survivors. The orders must have been given to leave none alive.
The farmer looked around the room. "I was told that some fires continued to burn
and smolder for weeks. I was also told that they counted more than 260,000 bodies, or
what seemed to have been once bodies of men women and children. Some say that
500,000 may have died that night. The rest got caught up in the fire-hurricanes. Nobody
knows for certain how many really died. But as I saw it, it was without doubt the single
most extensive and horrific orgy of genocide against a defenseless people that ever
occurred in the entire history of mankind. We certainly achieved a great victory that day.
But nothing was won by it, was it? In fact, we lost badly as the result of this victory. We
lost the most precious that a nation can have. We lost our humanity, or at least a part of it.
"It is being said that the bombing that burned 500,000 people to death that night,
was required for political purposes," said the farmer, "to illustrate to Stalin the resolve
and the power of Allied might. Stalin, Churchill, and Roosevelt had met in Yalta for
seven days, just days prior to our bombing. At the conference in Yalta they had
rearranged the world for the postwar period. A big show of force had been planned for
that occasion to impress on Stalin how impotent his forces were and that the time had
come for him to integrate Russia into the western world-empire. I was told that the
planned demonstration of awesome force at the Yalta meeting had been called off due to
bad weather. The city of Dresden gave Churchill a second opportunity two days later to
make up for what was missed. Had they hesitated one more day it might have been too
late to implement their terror demonstration. The city would then have been liberated.
"Years later I learned that there might have been a second reason, that was also
linked to Yalta," said the farmer. "It was decided by all parties at the Yalta conference
that in the postwar period all prisoners of war would be repatriated to their respective
countries. This was good news for the American and British soldiers, but not for the
Russian prisoners of war who were considered to be traitors and had been routinely
executed or sent to the gulags from which few ever returned. Under the terms of the Yalta
agreements, a million Russians had been forcibly repatriated by American forces back
into the hands of Stalin, and to their death. It has been suggested that the refugees that
died in Dresden, would have suffered the same fate. I was also told that when America
eventually changed course and turned against the Soviets, ending the forced repatriation,
Stalin retaliated and kept 50,000 American and British prisoners of war that were never
heard of again."

The farmer looked quietly into the direction of the Man of The Cloth. "When I
visited the ruins from my last bombing run," he said quietly, "seeing what we had done,
the horror that I could only imagine. if that, marked the beginning of a private war. It
became a war of nightmares and despair. The God that I had learned to love as a child,
had become a murderer." The farmer paused and pointed a finger at the Man of The
Cloth. "If you want to see a God-fearing man," he said angrily to him, "then look at me!
The very word causes me pain. You talk about believing in God, because you don't know
what you are talking about. You have no idea what God is, do you? You only claim to
know. The Hindus, the Moslems, the Greeks, the Jews, the Buddhists, all make the same
claim, and with the same breath they deny each other's claims. And so do the
communists, the capitalists, the socialists, the nationalists, the Marxists, the monetarists,
the racists, and the terrorists. Endlessly, the murdering goes on, and it goes on in the
name of God, country, empire, honor, or the good of the people. The common factor is
always bloodshed, murder by any means, destruction and burning. Of course I don't know
for which of these many reasons we burned the city of Dresden to the ground. We have
burned to death twice as many people that day than later burned to death in Hiroshima
and Nagasaki combined. We also destroyed one of the greatest cultural heritages of
mankind, the city that was once called the Florence on the Elbe."
He paused for a second as if gasping for air. "The killing hasn't ended, has it?" he
said quietly. "The flames keep on burning and consuming. With the ban of the DDT
pesticide we are killing a million people each year in Africa alone, year after year,
imposing malaria that was once nearly eradicated. That larger killing on a continental
scale makes my holocaust a small thing in comparison, doesn't it? And nobody can say
that any of that wasn't intentional. The proof lies in the codenames that they picked. Our
first great holocaust of unleashing a fire hurricane in a city was named, Operation
Gomorrah, in memory of the biblical cities, Sodom and Gomorrah, that is said to have
completely vanished in one of the great catastrophes in ancient times. The cities had been
located right on the fault line between two giant tectonic plates. They simply disappeared.
That evidently had been our intent for the cities of our bombing runs. In this earlier ritual
that took place in a city called Hamburg, we left 50,000 dead, a million homeless, and
250,000 houses in rubble. The codename proves that the planners knew what they were
doing. In Dresden our mighty armada of military machines was not unleashed to hasten
the end of the war such as by pounding the Nazi troops that were still resisting the
Russians thirty miles away. No, our might had been unleashed against babies and
children, women and seniors, nurses and wounded, and refugees. When I found out what
we did, it was plain to see that we too had lost the war, and not just Germany alone.
Hitler's Nazi regime had been fast fading into oblivion, but we had grabbed Hitler's sword
from him and were holding it high, and carried it forward into the future.
"Our planners also knew perfectly well what further holocaust they were
unleashing with the repatriation of the Russian POWs into Stalin's hands," said the
farmer. "They called the repatriation project, Operation Keelhaul. The keelhaul was the
worst punishment that could be inflicted on a man aboard a ship. They would tie robes to
the man's hands and haul him across the keel of the ship, a style of execution that hardly
anyone ever survived. They knew that this would be the fate of the million people they
delivered to Russia. They knew it also by the desperation of the people that had tried to

get away from this fate. The victims had jumped off the trucks bound for Russia. They
threw them back. They jumped off again. They beat them with their rifle buts until they
were unconscious. They were thrown back like bags of potatoes. That was Operation
Keelhaul, performed not by barbarian savages, but by God fearing men.
"When I heard their stories I knew for certain that we had lost the war," said the
farmer. "All the three Allies - Russia, England, and America - had lost this war together
with Germany, for we had all lost the most precious that a nation can loose. We had lost
our humanity. I was proven right in that assessment by what the future brought. The DDT
project didn't get a code name, only a number. I believe the number is 200. Under this
number many more such projects have been launched, with the biggest yet to come.
Some say the target is to eliminate four billion people. They say that the UN will convene
another Cairo style conference soon to discuss how this goal can be reached. This
intended tragedy illustrates how far we have sunk in this war against ourselves in which
we have lost our humanity. I am delighted to hear that there are at least a few people
among us in our community that stand with open arms and hearts to help heal this
wound."
The man paused once more for a moment. "I'm only a farmer," he said finally. "As
a farmer I know the Earth, I respect it. It is clean, pure. I witness the naked beauty of
creation with every single blade of grass that grows. That's how I see my fellow man.
Man is the noblest work of God. It says so in the Bible. Why, then, do you call it a sin, or
the foreboding of disaster, if one faces the noblest work of God in naked honesty without
being ashamed, without being covered up, without lying to oneself and without
murdering and burning and imposing diseases on children in which they die in agony?"
He said the girl who spoke before him was right. A society that is asleep in
philosophy is too stupid to discern the infinite cycles of spiritual progress and discovery
of universal principles and their own humanity. He pointed out that the alert mind hails
the decay of outdated perceptions. This awakening precedes every new renaissance,
unfolding new energies, new hopes, and new horizons. He challenged the Man of The
Cloth, to place himself in front of the weapons plants and atomic bomb factories and the
smithies in which the new bombers are built where death is manufactured for God's
people, instead of blocking the few people in this world who intend to honor more fully
what God has created.
Then he hesitated for a moment and challenged the Man of The Cloth to face the
poverty in his own thinking, in his own perception of truth, to face himself with the most
naked honesty and discover his inner completeness as a human being, which every man
should be capable of doing. He promised the Man of The Cloth that if he did this, he
would not stand before the assembly of people as an accuser. "The beach people have my
vote, they speak of love and back it up with deeds." he said, "I wish them well. We
should thank them on our knees for choosing our area for honoring God by raising the
dignity of man for the sake of peace, because there are too precious few that do this."
He turned to the Man of The Cloth. "I do not want to fear God. I want to love God.
But the God I used to love has become tarnished, blackened, and now stinks. I want a

God that I can love, that is not tarnished. It appears that nothing less than love itself will
meet this requirement. But where do I find such a God that is Love? Obviously this God
is not found in your church, sir," he said to the Man of The Cloth. "Your church is a
church of hate as you have demonstrated. Most churches are churches of hate. They all
hate something. They are all tarnished. Maybe the God that is Love cannot be found in
any citadel. Maybe it can only be found in the wide world of our universal humanity.
Maybe its church is on the beach where people see one-another primarily as human
beings and are satisfied with that."
The farmer sat down again. But before he did, he quietly asked the anti-Valentine
man about how he proposed to stop the burning of the human Soul in the Middle East in
those ever-recycling waves of violence and retribution.

The Anti-Valentine man stood up proudly to the invitation. "We have prayed over
this," he said. "We have prayed devoutly, and Jesus has told us to be merciful. He told us
to be merciful even with those that spit on him. Our Lord Jesus therefore tells us that the
US military should drop neutron bombs in the Arab territories across the Middle East.
Neutron bombs are fast and efficient. We have made a grave mistake before by not caring
about what those Moslems did there. We thought that it would be enough for the Lord to
let them be, for as long as they just killed off each other and the Jews. After all, for as
long as the oil prices remained unaffected, why should we care? But the oil prices are
now rising sharply in a spreading attack on our Christian economy, and on our Christian
brothers who are oil-workers in these regions. Our brothers are being killed in the Arabs'
little wars. Our Lord's message is, that for every Christian life that is lost many thousands
of heathens must perish, and that for every single penny that the price of oil goes up
another bomb should be dropped. That is how we must correct for our past errors for
standing idly by. We Christians have given the Arabs money and technology so they
could drill oil for us and thereby have a decent life. They had nothing before we came.
We gave them what they have. Then, when the troubles began we gave the Christ-killers
guns and bombs so they might keep each other in line. Now the ungrateful infidels are
turning against us by restricting the flow of oil, and hiking the price to squeeze us that
way. It is time to admit that we made a serious mistake in the past, and to correct it, and
reclaim the land and the oil that we allowed them to have. Of course we have to do it
mercifully in the name of our Lord Jesus. But we have to do what is necessary to protect
the lives of Christians and the livelihood of the people of God, within the bounds of
mercy. We must bear this burden. Neutron bombs are expensive, but they are also
required in order to protect the historic Christian landmarks and the Christian holy sites.
Of course there are none other. We must also protect our Christian oil infrastructures that
Christian labor and money has built. The neutron bombs would protect all of that. They
only kill people and leave the structures intact. The mosques, of course, can then give
way to parking lots so that our holy sites become more accessible, like theme parks that
every American or Christian everywhere would be able to visit with pride and retrace the
steps of Jesus his Savior, and do it in complete safety and with safe Christian food. Our
hope is that Christians may some day soon experience the Holy Land as it was meant to
be experienced, unpolluted, completely Christianized as it once was. Fornication too, is

pollution. Even the hint of it must be uprooted, because what isn't Christian has no place
in the world and must not be allowed to endure. Nor will it endure. We will see to it,
because it is merciful for us to send those people to hell who embrace it, and who thereby
stand in the way of Jesus. They end up in hell anyway. It's merciful for us to get them
there sooner, and to do it as painless as possible."

I watched the farmer while this travesty was unfolding. He covered his face with
his hands. Finally, he interrupted the speaker. "Have we learned nothing during the last
half a century?" he said. "You are still singing the same song that God is on our side on
the highway of killing."
"Yes, God is on our side when we are on the side of Jesus," replied the antiValentine man. "With God's Son, our Lord, in our hearts, we are a meant to reclaim the
Garden of Eden."
The farmer simply shook his head and covered his face again.

Another girl stood up, an archaeology student. "Our thinking is so tied up with
ourselves," she said, "and with our arrogance, our poverty, and our self-centered feelings,
mired in greed, pain, or just plain common need, that we can't step far enough away from
this prison to look at the reality that surrounds us."
She identified herself as a Jewish person by birth and by religion, living in
America. She turned to the previous speaker. "And you spat on me in the name of Jesus
by calling us Jews, Christ-killers," she said.
She paused and looked at the anti-Valentine man, watching his reaction. "I suggest
that you purchase yourself a mirror and look at yourself," she continued. "You have been
ranting on in this hall about how rotten everybody is except yourself and those who spout
out the name of Jesus. You have been raving about Jesus, but you have said not a word
about the Christ, which Jesus had embodied according to his own words. If anybody has
killed the Christ, you have done this yourself in your heart. To you the Christ, the
spiritual idea of God that ennobles our humanity as human beings, is dead. It has not been
killed by the Jews in ancient times, but here and now, by you. And from the rage, which I
feel is tearing at your empty heart you wish to kill everyone that does not share your dark
utter emptiness. So you stand before the world to call me a killer and demand my death.
At the same time, you offer your empty, blood stained heart to Jesus and defile thereby
the very name of Christianity by being unable to even speak the word, Christ, as if it were
a dirty word."
She paused again. "Nor do you know what you're talking about when you rail
against the nudist beach project as if it were filth and fornication," she continued in a
slow and deliberate speech. "Those courageous people have proposed that we all look at
ourselves, and so we should. When I hear about the endless cycle of killing and

retribution that my own country is involved in back home, I feel deeply ashamed. But
what do I see? Do I see Jews killing Arabs, and Arabs killing Jews? No, that's not what I
see. I see an image of a humanity that has become sick. I see an image of us all, of a sick
society. The atrocities that I see and abhor are not carried out by visitors from Mars or
from far beyond. They are carried out by human beings against human beings, and I can
guarantee you that this insanity will continue for as long as we cannot find it in our hearts
to look at one another as human beings and treat and honor one another accordingly. This
means that we look eye to eye, and see a mind reflected behind it, and see in this mind
the spiritual image of a human being, not male or female, not Muslim or Jew, or
Christian, or Hindu, or Buddhist, or whatever, but human, something that should inspire a
sense of awe and honor. This is required of us, because we all are above everything else
human beings. The beach people have proposed that we should do this, which we have
never done before, namely that we shed our robes, lay down the burka, remove the
yarmulka, the turban, and whatever chip we have on our shoulder, and begin to see
ourselves as human beings, male and female, because that is what we are. That is what
we have to learn to honor, to respect, and to love one-another for if would be honest. If
we fail this basic requirement, all the rest has no meaning. If we don't have a human
heart, it doesn't matter whatever else we fancy ourselves to be, for we would defile it
rather than honor it. This is what the beach people are trying to teach us. They have my
vote and my love. I am surprised though," she added, "that both our noble preachers have
not said a word about love as if it were not a part of Christian liturgy although the noted
Apostle John had said that God is Love, and without love God cannot be seen in our
lives."
She sat down. A few people applauded her.
The previous girl stood up again. "What is happening here has nothing to do with
religion. The test of religion is love, the love of human beings for human beings, and for
all that is human. This love is what the heart of every religion inspires, and what makes
true religion so dangerous to every empire that ever was, so much so that the empires
have been on a crusade for centuries to grind this universal love into dust. They do this
out of desperation, because the development of this universal love would overturn the
very notion of empire forever. That is why the gangsters of empire have to stop it. For
this reason, religion has been perverted and destroyed and turned into an instrument of
evil. For centuries the world has been awash in religious wars, even though the very term,
religious war, is a contradiction in language. Religious war is insanity that is tolerated
and is promoted by the churches. Just go back in time for a moment to the 15th Century
when Isabella of Spain expelled the Jews. The church was drawn into the scene as the
executioner in the process, but the real goal was to destroy the Golden Renaissance in
Europe. The Jewish society had been singled out, because it provided a strong cultural
and humanist economic background. The church became used as a tool to advance
cultural destruction. Isabella, probably under the pressure of massive coercion, hired
Thomas Torquemada to launch the Spanish Inquisition. Torquemada personally presided
over 100,000 trials in which 90,000 people were convicted and 9,000 were burned to
death at the stake. And that was just the beginning. By the time the Spanish painter
Francisco Goya had painted his famous work, ‘The Judicial Session of the Inquisition’,
35,000 people had been burned alive by the church. And that too had been still just

another beginning. In Goya's painting one of the clergy wears a cross on his chest. But it
isn't the cross that Jesus bore. The cross that the clergyman wears, is an imperial cross. Its
sides are all of equal length and their ends are enlarged in such a manner that they form a
circle. This may have been Goya's answer to the beast man ideology idealized by his
contemporary, Count Joseph de Maistre, who described the terrifying execution of a man
in gory detail, and calls it a necessity for the public good. He describes how a convicted
man has his limbs shattered in a public scene of terror, whose broken limbs are then
threaded into the spokes of a wheel where he is left to die in unspeakable agony. Goya
has put the symbol of this wheel unto the clergy's chest that represented this kind of
inhuman insanity. Only one man in history took on this symbol afterwards and made it
his own, and gave it to a whole nation to wear. It's known today as the Nazi Swastika.
One can almost see the shattered limbs threaded into the spokes of a wheel. Evidently the
Nazi Swastika still rules," said the girl.
She added that Goya also painted the scene of a more modern execution to
illustrate what an execution really represents. "The scene is that of a firing squad," she
said. "The squad is aiming at a man during the mass-execution of peasants in Madrid by
Napoleon's forces. We don't see the faces of the executioners in the painting, but we see
what they are aiming at with their guns. In the painting they are aiming at a man arrayed
in bright, spotless clothing, with his hands held high, reminiscent to the pose of a man
nailed to a cross. One can even see a nail mark in one of his hands. Goya is telling us that
the real target for execution is always the Christ, the Christ in humanity, the Christ that
represents the Principle of Universal Love. The real target is love, and the goal is the
destruction of love. That's what terrorism accomplishes. Goya knew this, and so did
Hitler. Goya forced us to see with our own eyes what the executioners were aiming at. He
puts us into their stead. Now let me ask you how many of us in this room do have their
finger on the trigger, ready to pull the man down."
The girl paused and then simply took her seat again.

An old man stood up next, with bushy white hair. He looked around the room
silently. It appeared that most people knew him. Without saying a word, he took his cane
and came forward towards the Man of The Cloth. He produced an old leather book from
his pocket. "This is a Bible," he said and showed it to the Man of The Cloth. He opened it
and turned to him. "The man whose cloak you wear standing before us, says this:" he
began to read. "Which of you shall have a friend, and shall go unto him at midnight, and
say unto him, Friend, lend me three loaves; for a friend of mine in his journey is come to
me, and I have nothing to set before him? And he from within shall answer and say,
Trouble me not: the door is now shut, and my children are with me in bed; I cannot rise
and give thee. - I say unto you, Though he will not rise and give him, because he is his
friend, yet because of his importunity he will rise and give him as many as he needeth."
The old man paused and turned the page and continued reading: "What man is
there of you, whom if his son ask bread, will he give him a stone? Or if he ask a fish, will
he give him a serpent?"

The old man paused again and clothed the book. "Now this is a peculiar thing that
I hear in arguments about the beach project, pro and con," he said to the Man of The
Cloth. "The people that propose the nudist beach project propose to meet a human need.
The basic fact of our humanity is that we are all human beings, and as such we are sexual
beings with sexual needs, otherwise we wouldn't be here at all. So they propose that we
take a tiny step towards meeting the sex-related human need. We have heard that 25,000
people in a city in Canada found that such a beach is meeting their need. The same is
offered now to us, and immediately the people who are making this offer are being
attacked by us as they were scum. They were not asking for much, and in return we set
their soul on fire. What happened to the question of the master Christian: What man is
there of you, whom if his son ask bread, will he give him a stone? Or if he ask a fish, will
he give him a serpent? The church does indeed give a stone for bread and a serpent for
fish. We've all done this for ages upon ages. There was a time when the church killed
people even for the crime of loving, when their love for each other wasn't authorized,
when love became expressed in sexual intimacies on a level above the social marriage
bond. The whole community was in such cases put in charge to throw stones on the
transgressors until they would die from the injuries inflicted by their own community. I
cannot imagine the terrorism that had been unleashed. The church had ruled with terror.
The people were seeking love and the church gave them death and struck terror in the
heart of everyone else. The same response was given to Christ Jesus. He came to society
with love and healing, and the church cried before Pilate, "crucify him, crucify him." The
cross that he bore is the cross of terror, and that is what now adorns every Christian
church throughout the world, the cross of terror. We've seen the cross of terror in many
shapes and sizes since it became the emblem of Christianity. We have seen it as the cross
of the crusades and as the cross of Thomas Torquemada as we just heard. We have also
seen it as the cross of Joseph de Maistre that became the cross of Adolf Hitler, as has just
been said. And it was the same cross, beneath which the city of Dresden was burned. All
that the people in this city had needed was one more day. I was there. We were denied
that one single day. Then the war would have ended. We were given the finger instead; a
hell that no one can describe. One more day, that's all that we had needed. The Allied
forces were less than fifty miles away on one side and thirty miles on the other. After six
years of living under Nazi terror the end was in sight. We needed one more day to be
free. We were given fire instead. Half a million people didn't see that day, that they had
hoped for.
"I hear that the actual target wasn't the city itself," said the old man. "Dresden was
destroyed in order to terrorize Russia into surrendering its sovereignty in the postwar
period to the rule and might of the British Empire. The atomic bombs had been designed
for that purpose, but they hadn't been ready, and wouldn't be ready for another half a year
while the war in Europe was rapidly coming to an end. Dresden was chosen for a
substitute hell under the Christian cross. The murder of this city was an act of intention
by the church called empire. The murder of Dresden was cold, premeditated murder, a
type of civil murder without rage. I have a photograph hanging on my office wall to
prove it. It's a group photo of three men who had posed together at the end of the Yalta
Conference. The three men were the leaders of the three power blocks of the world. The
man in the middle was the leader of the USA. His gaze in the photograph is that of a man
worried over an uncertain future. To his left sat the leader of the Soviet Union. His gaze

is that of a man who has learned from harsh experience not to be moved by anything. Far
to the right sat the ruling puppet of the greatest and only private empire on the planet, the
empire that the American leader had vowed to eliminate in the postwar period. The
empire's man is seen in the photograph with the smirk on his face, like a man who had a
grand surprise planned that would alter the world. He smiled with a satisfaction that he
knew no one could deprive him of. Within just days from the time the photograph was
taken, Dresden burnt by his orders. The burning of those half a million people became a
turning point that ushered in a new era in which the world became colder. Less than a
month later a quarter of the city of Tokyo was destroyed in a single bombing run in
which 267,000 buildings were demolished, 100,000 people were killed, and 125,000
wounded. And less than half a year after that, the cities of Hiroshima and Nagasaki were
erased by the command of another puppet of the same empire, from the same church of
inhumanity. It ushered in an ice-cold landscape of terror in the old tradition of empire that
now remains frozen to the very day in the name of God.
"Right," said the old man. "Those days were days of war of course, and in war the
humanity of civilization is suspended. War gives people a holiday from their humanity, a
holiday from love. That's what we are told. But that's a lye, and we all know it. This
horrible war has been officially over for decades, but the suspension of our humanity and
civilization continues. The Christian cross now looms above a world that's rife with
genocide. This time not just a city is being sacrificed, but a whole continent. The
continent of Africa is being sacrificed under the blanket of the American document,
NSSM200, that became policy in 1975. Under this blanket many Third World countries
are slated for genocide. The argument is that their natural resources belong to the owners
of empire. It is said by the owners that if the people living there were allowed to develop,
they would use their resources up for themselves. Thus the policy of genocide was
imposed. The DDT ban, which kills a million people each year in Africa alone, is a tiny
part of this plot.
"And so the cross of terror is destroying the world today. But it real face is
money," said the old man. "There are two basic economic systems existing in the world
today, which are opposites of each other. One of these is the private money system. The
other is the federal credit system. The private money system fulfills the needs of society
to some degree. Under its rule, the people that ask for bread get bread, but with it they get
a millstone hung around their neck and become slaves to the private money system.
Under this system, for example, for each barrel of oil that is sold, which costs a dollar to
pump out of the ground, society is forced to pay forty dollars. And soon the price will be
twice that. That's what exemplifies the imperial money system, which is a fascist system,
a system of money invented for profit by stealing from society around the world. The
opposite system is the federal credit system. Here the focus isn't on money wealth, but on
society extending to itself financial credits to built the industries and infrastructures
which create the real wealth of society. Under this system, the people who ask for bread,
get bread, and more of it than they ask. They are given the means to have bread for all
times to come, without having to ask again. They will ask for love and be given it
abundantly. Sexual love appears to fall into this category, too."

The old man began to laugh. "Herein lies the peculiar thing," he said. "If sexual
intimacies are bought commercially for a fee, provided by sex slaves, or professionals as
they are now called, the priesthood has no objections since some of the greatest of them
rely on those 'services' themselves. But if it is offered at no cost on a basis of love to meet
a human need, then all hell breaks loose. Love is not allowed. The terrorism of the cross
exists to deny love. What we need is a healing from that. We need to heal the terror and
denial. The city of Dresden has already been rebuilt. Its wounds have been largely healed.
The terror in Africa may some day stop too, and the continent may be rebuilt as well, for
which a global effort is required. But most of all we need to heal the cross. We need to
heal it of the terror that has been attached to it, which it now signifies. We need to turn
the symbol of the cross into a symbol of universal love, because the master Christian has
overcome the cross with love. This healing requires that we welcome all forms of love;
that we welcome even the smallest step forward in embracing one-another in love more
fully; which the nudist beach proposal is evidently designed for. It's only one small step;
one tiny step. We should welcome this step. I have seen too many bombs dropped onto
people. I am sick of it. We should welcome love. It is sad that our learned representative
of The Cloth is incapable of love. It is my hope therefore, for our friend of The Cloth, and
for us, that this inability too, may be healed some day in the flow of the healing of the
cross."
The old man returned to his seat after that and sat down.

A woman with snow-white hair stood up next, an elderly woman, seated in the last
row where we were seated. She bowed graciously to the Man of The Cloth. "We may
deny nudism without ever having known what it is," she said. "We also stand the chance
that when we die, we may do so without ever having truly lived. Where is the love with
which we should cherish and uplift one another? Has it all been stomped into the ground,
or been burned with the bodies of too many people? I can't believe that all of it is gone.
Love is still within us, because we are human beings. We should be more daring to bring
it out and to let it shine, and embrace each other in the name of all that is human."
She concluded by asking the anti-Valentine man if he had children, suggesting that
he probably had none. She surmised therefore that he never had the joy in his life to
witness the wonderful unfolding of a human being into something truly remarkable, with
a mind that reaches far beyond what any animal can ever dream of, a mind that can
envision the universe and understand it, and has the capacity to build a civilization with a
rich culture, filled with art, music, literature, and technologies that give us resources that
the earth itself could never provide. What creates these wonders is also a form of love, a
love for what we are as human beings and are capable of. History has shown that we are
capable of great love, and each single child in the world is a testament of that love.
Unlike animals, human beings are conceived in love, cradled in love, held in love, and
nurtured by love. Shouldn't we celebrate love and every aspect of it?"
She smiled at the man as she sat down again.

"We are Christians helping families in need," said the anti-Valentine man in
response. "In hard times, especially in poor families, children can be a great burden. Such
a burden is not good for the families, as well as for the children's development. In order
to help both, we receive unwanted children and pay the parents money for them. Thereby,
both the parents and the children are helped. There is a little effort involved, a few papers
need to be signed, giving up all future claims for the assurance that the children will be
well educated."
At this point the face of the woman in white hair became tight and cold in
expression. In response, the anti-Valentine man stopped and sat down again.

At the instant that the anti-Valentine man sat down, the Man of The Cloth rose up
again and repeated his song. "WE of the clergy, by the grace of God and devout prayer,
interpret the moral will of God for humanity." He never said a word about love, much
less universal love and honoring one-another as human beings. It seemed to be a
forbidden subject. The Illuminati certainly would have forbidden it. He ended by saying
that he had come to this community to stop the "insult to God," which he said was
unfolding. He said he had come to defend God against "this filth."

"That is the open flank," said Steve to me quietly. "Go for it. Rescue the man from
his role-playing. Challenge him to become a human being."
As it turned out I didn't need to say anything. A young man stood up and did this
in my stead. He introduced himself as a fisherman and a student of history. He said that
as a fisherman he is often alone for long periods of time, with time to think, and time to
face the reality and the majesty of the universe and of the human being. He asked the
Man of The Cloth why he felt he needed to defend God. He suggested that the very
notion of wanting to defend God revealed a deeply rooted flaw in his reasoning.
The fisherman spoke quietly, not boastfully. He said, "you told us that God is the
Supreme Being. If this is so, can't the Supreme Being defend itself? You are telling us
that it can't, that it needs your help. This notion discredits the very model that your
religion is based on. But I am not surprised. Your model is the Byzantine model, the old
Roman imperial model that hijacked Christianity. This model puts God so high into the
sky in terms of a Supreme Being that it renders humanity as equal with the dirt of the
Earth, so that the two shall never meet. But the Christ tells us that God and man are one.
Thus, you are denying your own religion. You have destroyed its very heart. You have
taken the most profound unity that exists on the face of the Earth, and split it apart. You
may have tried to put Christ into the middle, as an intermediary between God and man,
but you deny love, consequently you put yourself into the middle. That's the imperial
model of Christianity that Rome created and Byzantine continued. So, now you say that
you must defend the Supreme Being. How curious! Which Emperor are you defending,

which fundi? You imply that God is impotent and depends on your defense. In other
words, you are telling us that you don't really believe in your heart that the Supreme
Being that you talk about, really exists. You are defending a myth, or a lye that you tell
yourself. Then, tell me, what are you really defending? Is it your Sovereign, who hates
love, the self-appointed ruler of an empire who is naturally impotent and needs your help
indeed, as an empire has no principle. No universal principle supports the structure of
empire as a form of government among men."

The Man of The Cloth stood up for a rebuttal, but the fisherman raised his hand
and held him off. Since the Man of The Cloth did not sit down again, the moderator of
the panel decided for the fisherman and asked him to continue. Still, together with her
ruling, the moderator asked the fisherman if he was suggesting that no Supreme Being
actually exists. She asked him, if he felt that the whole concept of a Supreme Being is a
myth, and if so, how this would be reflected in what we regard as social morality.
The fisherman assured the moderator that the concept of a Supreme Being is not a
myth, that only the Roman model of it is. "I don't believe that a Supreme Being sits high
above the clouds in a far off heaven and rules the world. If this were the case it would
have stopped all of our terrible wars long ago. Besides, who would want to live under
such circumstances as a slave or helpless plaything of some distant deity?"
The fisherman said that he recognized a Supreme Being of a different kind, a
Supreme Being that he said was present in the hall at the very moment. He said solemnly,
"humanity is the Supreme Being. We, as human beings, are the tallest expression of life
in the known universe. The human being is the Supreme Being. If you ask for proof, the
proof is right here. We are sentient and intelligent beings, we are discoverers and
creators, and builders of civilizations. We can understand complex issues. No other form
of life is able to do that. We are able to create music, art, drama, and technologies that
generate energy and materials that transform the planet, which in due course will enable
us to spread life throughout the universe. And yes, the human being, the Supreme Being
on this planet, is all-powerful. We are able to end the ages-long cycles of war that have
plagued us for centuries. We also have with our creation of technologies the means to
free ourselves from the scourge of the next Ice Age and all future ice ages. We have the
power within us to do that. The only reason why we have not done this to date, is that we
have allowed our own divinity to fall asleep by 'selling' it to a mythical entity high up in
the sky. This is the kind of distortion of reality that the perverted churches have
accomplished that are modeled after the Roman and Byzantine empire-ideology."
As requested, the fisherman explained what all of this has to do with morality.
"Morality unfolds," he said, "as we begin to love and honor one-another, and especially
ourselves for our humanity and for the humanity that we all share. That is where we find
our power, our strength, wisdom, honor, and beauty. Christ Jesus called himself both the
Son of God and the son of man, thereby uniting divinity and humanity as one. He
described God and man as one in being. In this reality, the reality of our being, the very

notion of fearing God, which is synonymous with being ashamed of ourselves, comes to
light as an invalid concept. I think this is what the beach people encourage us to learn."

The Man of The Cloth stood up to begin his rebuttal, but he made no attempt to
meet the challenge that the fisherman had posed. It appeared to me that he wasn't allowed
to deviate from his script, especially to accept the validity of unauthorized thinking or
any form of scientific perception. Thus he repeated word for word what he had said
before. What else could he do?
Actually, I had a mind of asking him whether he was paid by the fundi to deliver
this attack on humanity, since Palmerston had suggested that most fundamentalists are a
part of the fundi’s network of Illuminati. Steve suggested, however, that he might not be
paid by the fundi directly, since it was the institution that he worked for that was likely on
the fundi’s support list as it fulfilled its assigned tasks by nurturing the kind of people as
we were facing as our opponent. In this case we weren't dealing with a human being as an
opponent, but a trained agent of a political machine with a history of thousands of years
standing. Obviously he wasn't free to deviate from the script, as an agent of the script, or
respond to reason and constructive dialog.
In any case, what did this false priest know in his stone cold heart, which his job
required, about Helen's lattice of the lateral unity of all mankind? What did he know
about the universal marriage of mankind as human beings, as children of a common
Soul? What did he know about the sexual attraction that reflects the universal unity of
human beings bound to one-another by the threads of love for our humanity that we all
share? Indeed, what did he know about unity at all? And what did he know about sex,
which stands like a star in the heavens above the physical world, a star that illumines the
night of division and replaces its darkness with a new joy? Sex is a thing shared by
emperors and poppers, priests and slaves, scientists and idiots, and the whole of
humanity. It's a fire of passion for life that we all share. But no doubt he saw sex with
different eyes. He saw it with Adam Smith's eyes, with greedy eyes, and not with the eyes
of one whose life is defined by the universal kiss, or as Ushi had put in her speech about
the Royal Dance, as a life clothed with the sun.
Indeed, what did the churchman know about Christianity which had been so utterly
denounced in this hall, even by himself, without knowing it in his senility as an old man
in old cloth, a wanderer in the universe of spirit with a sworn commitment to keep his
eyes closed?
What could such a man teach the people living in daylight, about the virtues of
darkness? What could he teach them that would elevate them further in the light of day,
that he himself hides from? What science could he inspire in their heart that would
elevate Christianity itself into an exploration of the spiritual world, a world of universal
love, invariable truth, universal principles, and the divinity of man that uplifts and
supports civilization? What did he know about the universal embrace of human beings of
one-another, the human embrace that can only be universal across a humanity that is

defined as the very image of God? What did he know about man as the Supreme Being in
this universe? What did he know about anything spiritual that is real and knowable and
demonstrable like the universal kiss that unfolds the element of our peace?
What also did he know about the real world that lies outside his grim world of dark
shadows that he thunders about with threats of hell and damnation? What did he know
about the human world of universal economic development, the element of our joy? His
thunderous sermon appeared like a pointless quest to drag a person away from knowing
life, into a world that can only exist by the force of blind belief, like the world of Adam
Smith's fairy tales, a world of mythologies that bind society not with love to one-another,
but with shackles into a 'boxed in' isolation from one-another, enshrouded with
impotence, poverty, diseases, war, enforced by and ending in death?
What did he know about anything that pertains to our real and wondrous,
boundless humanity? What did he know about our sciences and our capacity for scientific
and spiritual development? What could he possibly know about humanity's freedom
while he sets himself up to be humanity's king?

I was tempted to ask the Man of The Old Cloth every one of those questions, with
a demand that he answer them one by one. Of course I also knew that this could never be
done. The demand would destroy him physically. Someone who was so carefully taught
in emotions that the slightest touch of truth produces an outrage of the kind that we had
been witnessing, would explode into a fit that could destroy him if those questions would
be brought up. He would explode in a rage like shallow politicians tend to explode when
the 'wrong' issues are probed and the truth is demanded.

While I pondered what to do next, the girl from New England stood up again. She
presented a poem that incorporated the Lord's Prayer. She presented it without an
introduction.

Oh Love, our Father, Soul of heaven;
Truth infinite, the giver of the incorporeal bread;
Life's kingdom of Spirit, unbounded in loving;
No temptation in freedom, no lack, pain, isolation.

Oh Father-Mother, Mind, all-harmonious;

Oh Grace, where nothing is famished; where
Loving is living grace, Love is ever present;
No emptiness there, no disease, death, and indifference.

Oh Love, hallowed is Thy name - the name of Life;
Love holds no debts, we loose our debtors;
Love's purpose is rich, earth a manifest of heaven;
Love's Principle is power and glory, the Us Divine.

Oh Adorable, One;
Love, reflected in loving;
Heaven expressed in the world - Love the Supreme;
All in all, power, Life, Truth, Love, the One Infinite.

She sat down again after she said this, without a comment.

The Man of The Old Cloth was evidently disturbed. "What has this got to do with
anything related to the business at hand, which is the blasphemous fornication of the
worst sort that is about to erupt on the beach?" said the man.
The girl answered him. "You tell me how your charge relates to anything that I
have said. But you can't, can you? You can't, because it is your charge that's got nothing
to do with anything real. It's got no basis, because God is Love. Your complaint is a
complaint against God, the Intelligence of the Universe. It is a complaint against the
Intelligence reflected in all creation and its principles, by which we have become men
and woman as sexual beings with a complementary attractive polarization that brings us
together in ever-widening bonds on which rest all aspects of civilization. Your
complained is against civilization."
This time she spoke in plain English. "You are a hypocrite," she said gently to the
Man of The Old Cloth. "The people of the beach project have challenged us all, you
included, to look at the naked truth that God is Love. But you call it fornication. You said
you represent a God that is Truth, but Love is Truth. Why then do you call the search for

truth in love reflected, fornication? Why do you hate the truth and praise the process of
covering it up? The English language has a word for this kind of two-faced idealism, this
double standard. The word is hypocrisy. Hypocrisy stinks. It stinks with the corpses of
millions of rotting bodies, and it stinks to heaven with the suffering you impose with your
hypocrisy. I challenge you to take off your tinted glasses and look at the naked
inhumanity that you preach with your support of the deepest division and isolation of
human beings from one another on this planet, which you try to hide with your
hypocritical preaching that denies Love, that denies Truth, that denies God and the
Universe, because you don't know what a human being is.
You need to learn what Love is, before you preach. So, let me help you, and I
promise not to be as gentle as the farmer was, who spoke of his little holocausts that he
had helped create, which erased a few cities in the name of God. The farmer spoke of half
a million people being killed in a three-day orgy of madness, which I agree was a huge
tragedy. Still, it was a small thing by today's standard. In Hamburg 50,000 were burned to
death in a six-day orgy of fire, we now kill 30,000 a day across the world, day after day,
with imposed poverty and hunger and with imposed diseases. We do this, and I mean all
of us in western society. We have also made a commitment in recent times to vastly
increase this murdering of human beings by means of imposed poverty and hunger, and
with imposed diseases, by taking the food out of 150 million human beings by the force
of law, and to burn this food in our cars in the most horrid contempt of God and humanity
that has ever disgraced this planet. By this commitment we have put ourselves on record
as murderers with the intention to cause the agonizing death of 400,000 people each
single day. This is the projected fallout of nearly two billion people living in chronic
starvation, which we are committing the world to, by policy."
The girl raised her finger at the Man of the Cloth. "Why is it that you do not raise
you voice against this murderous intention that is already law under the biofuels hoax?
Let me tell you why this is, in case you do not know. You trample on Love to protect the
murdering, because your organization is on the payroll of the empire that demands this
murdering in order to protect the misery, the blindness, and the poverty in the world that
enables the empire's looting of the world. You are preaching to us their song, not God's
song of Love reflected in living and loving.
"Sure, you are not alone in singing the sung of murder," the girl continued quietly.
"The entire western society is with you on this track, with few exceptions, all having been
well taught by your preaching, to love greed and apathy, and indifference, and to live
without Love in the heart. The naked truth is; we have no loving left because of the long
centuries of your preaching. Love has been preached out of us all. In the shadow of your
preaching, the love in the world has been increasingly replaced with the bomb. With
every bomb that society has dropped on one another it has lost a bit of its humanity. With
every house that it has built so expensively that most people cannot afford to live in them
anymore, society has spat in the face of Love and continues this travesty. This is what
your preaching has accomplished. We, society, even most of us in this room, forced this
travesty for decades, and in an ever-harsher fashion. We have driven this to the point that
people now have to resort to living under bridges, because of your preaching, so as not to
die in the rain. We have forced more and more people outside the bond of our humanity,

outside of God, and outside of the Universe. Yes, that's what we do, and we continue to
do this, because this is the essence of your preaching against Love. This is what the beach
project appears to be designed to heal by taking the division and isolation away.
"Oh yes, I heard voices of protest in this hall," said the girl. "People were groaning
when the farmer spoke of Dresden. People didn't want to be reminded of the ugly past,
because then they would also have to face the ugly present. The ugly present is a world in
which nearly as many people are slated to be killed every single day as had been killed in
Dresden on that horrid night, with the difference being that our modern victims are
committed to a slow and agonizing death. It's not a pleasant experience, being starved to
death, especially knowing that this is forced by intention. It is easily possible to double
the food supply in the world, with modern agricultural methods. But this isn't allowed, is
it? We 'allow' homelessness instead, and we treat the victims badly. We treat the
homeless and the poor not as human beings, but as outcasts, and so, with each man,
woman, and child who dies in the back alleys of our cities, a bit of our civilization dies
with them - a bit of our humanity dies that way, and a bit of our love dies. Thus we
become poorer as a society, and the world becomes increasingly unfit to live in.
"Let me tell you what kind of world we would have if we hadn't lost our humanity
and our love," the girl continued. "If our love was such that we considered homelessness
and slum living a crime against humanity, we would have corrected this criminality
instead of continuing it for the sake of profit. We can still stop this crime, and reverse
course. We have the materials and the technologies and the human resources to build the
needed millions of new houses for people to live in, and thereby end homelessness and
slum living forever. We human beings are a rich society by design. We have the power to
give those millions of houses away for free and end up richer in the process than we ever
have dreamed possible."
"Your utopian dreaming is off the subject," a well-dressed man on the panel
interrupted the girl.
"That's not true!" said Steve and stood up. "What the girl has presented is not
utopian dreaming. What she said is totally within the context of looking at the naked truth
of our humanity and our world."
Steve went forward to the panel and recited the long litany of his credentials,
degrees, awards, and citations for public service.
"We have the potential to make good on what the girl has promised," he said, "if
we pay heed to the love in our heart to do it. That's the truth. And the truth is the truth
whether it is uttered by a child, a girl, a boy, a scientist, or by the most honored elite. The
truth is what matters, and the girl spoke the truth. We have the physical and technological
capability to do what she proposed. If we would utilize basalt as the building material and
mass-produce the new houses in automated production lines, powered by modern massproduced high temperature nuclear reactors, we can create houses so inexpensively that
we can give them away, most certainly to them whom we presently force to live homeless
and in slums. The technologies exist to do this. The materials exist in great abundance,

completely unutilized. We have 170,000 cubic kilometers of it sitting unused on the
ground in the USA. The nuclear power resources do also exist in great abundance. Apart
from uranium there is enough thorium in the world to power five million reactor years.
Only a tiny portion of that will ever be used since in 50 years or sooner space-based
power will likely come on line with boundless resources for all practical considerations.
In other words, we lack nothing in resources to build the needed millions of new houses
with ease to eradicate homelessness, slum living, and rent slavery. Preliminary estimates
have it that a single one-gigawatt basalt processing plant would produce ready-made
modules for 2,000 houses per hour, or 17 million a year. If we were to do this, utilizing
this single mostly automated plant, we would create a whole New World for ourselves
along the way, with a brightness such as even fiction writers have not yet imagined. And
it would cost us almost nothing. The only item that we do not have readily available at
the moment, but which we need to realize this existing physical potential, is love. And
this my friends, is the naked truth.
"Because of our utter lack of love we live in a terribly poor world," Steve
continued. "We have created a world powered by slavery and stealing, a world darkened
by inhumanity, torture and genocide. We are our own victims in this dark world, because
we have trashed our humanity. We have burned it. We have burned it in the firestorms of
Hamburg, Dresden, Tokyo, and in the fires of Hiroshima and Nagasaki. And now we are
burning it more massively in Africa in operations of genocide that make Hitler's war on
humanity appear like a dance of children in comparison. This is the reason why we won't
build the needed houses that our humanity would require us to build. We don't build
them, because we don't have enough humanity left. We could build 17 million houses a
year with one single plant. That's more than enough to cover everything that the girl said
we need, and we would do it for a fraction of the economic resources that we throw away
in building just a single one of our fancy weapons systems, like the B1-B bomber, or
even the B2 bomber that costs us more than a billion dollars for each single aircraft. And
still, we don't do it, even while those houses would uplift the face of America and bring
the nation into the sunshine. We don't do it, because we can't lift a finger. We have burnt
too much of our humanity. We have too little left. We have lost our love. Thus we say
nay to life itself and build for killing instead of living; and say nay to having a bright
future while we embrace slavery and torture and genocide instead. Just imagine if we had
enough humanity left to muster the love to build those millions of free houses that are
urgently needed. We would reap along the way a vast new industry for building anything,
with a technology that would uplift all building processes, cultural and industrial, that
would uplift architecture itself with these new materials that afford new freedoms in
design. We would also reap countless secondary industries in the wake of this single
economic driver. Why then don't we do this, and instead make a hell hole out of our
world that is reeking with such inhumanity that the devil would envy us for it if there was
such a thing as a devil?"
Steve sat down again without exploring the subject further. Perhaps he felt that he
said all what needed to be said.

The well dressed man on the panel protested. "That's totally impossible under the
present economic reality," he said. "The debt service costs would be prohibitive."
The old man who spoke earlier stood up again. He came forward again, cane in
hand. "Of course it is impossible under the present economic reality," he said and
laughed, waving his cane about. "It's impossible, because we are denying the nature of
our country, of our history, and our heritage. Our republic was created as a society that
extends itself the needed financial credits for its self-development. We are denying that.
Our founding fathers set up a society that creates for itself whatever financial credits are
needed to build itself a rich world. We are denying that heritage. America has been
created as a credit society, not as a beggar society that has to go crawling on its belly to
the moneybags. We are denying our identity when we deny our history and our
achievements. We gave away our currency to the private banking financiers by whom we
became strangled for it. We are denying this folly too. This denial upon denial of our
heritage, our identity, and what we have done with them, is the one single factor that
makes any form of humanist economic development prohibitive."
He raised his cane. "So it is a matter of love, isn't it? If we don't have enough love
left for ourselves to give ourselves the financial credits to built a world fit for human
beings to live in like human beings, then we live in a default world that is becoming
increasingly a living hell. And that's the naked truth that you high and holy people don't
want to look at while you kill humanity with your cross of fire that no longer represents
love, that needs to be healed with love. The reason that we live in the present hell is
simple. It is so, because you people stand up and preach that love is impossible, and the
politicians hail you for it and repeat your song that love is impossible. They even prove
their devotion to your song by instigating torture, poverty, genocide, and terror as a way
of life. When the heart thus becomes empty of love, fascism reigns and greed destroys
mankind. That's the naked truth. And the cross is held high by you, to cover it up.
Instead, the cross should be a cross of love.
"I pray to God that one day the cross will be seen as a symbol of love," said the old
man. He put his cane back on the ground and leaned on it. "We had started this healing a
long time ago," he said. "Did you know that? We had pioneered economics based on
love. We did it in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts that began to develop itself as a
credit society. This society had developed enough love for itself to do this. Massachusetts
became a highly developed society. Of course the imperials wrecked our credit system.
However, we recreated it. We put it into the Constitution of our nation when the
Constitution was created. We established ourselves with it formally as a credit society.
Hamilton pioneered the process, Lincoln built on it. Henry Carry promoted it across the
world. And so, with all that in our pocket, America became the envy of the world. Of
course the traitors descended quickly and assassinated Hamilton and assassinated Lincoln
too, and destroyed what Carey stood for and had promoted. They destroyed it finally in
Congress with the Specie Resumption Act in 1875 that officially ended our credit society
principle and created a gold-based monetarist stranglehold. But the accomplished
destruction didn't reach deep enough to satisfy the masters of empire and the traitors who
they owned in our midst, who wanted to impose imperial monetarist rule over America
for ever. So they kept on fighting until America surrendered. They fought us until we

gave up all rights to our national credit system and then surrendered the nation to the
imperial monetarist looting machine. This tragedy happened on the 23rd of December in
1913, on the day before Christmas. It was accomplished with the passing of the Federal
Reserve Act. This bill of travesty should be called the Federal Destruction Act. It gave
the nation's currency and credit as a Christmas present into the private hands of the
imperial monetarist empire, the private central banks. This surrendering of America was
synonymous with America loosing World War One, which we lost before it even started.
America lost the war against oligarchism and fascist monetarism for the whole world.
The history books are wrong. World War One did not start in 1914. We started it in 1776
and we lost it in 1913. And the biggest salvo against us was probably the assassination of
President William McKinley at the 1901 world's fair of scientific and technological
innovations and cultural optimism. McKinley represented the still lingering idea of the
credit system that had made the technological achievements possible. He was
assassinated for his commitment right in the middle of the fair. And with him America
was assassinated. We have never recovered from that.
"We have recovered from all of the previous assassinations," said the old man with
the cane, "but we have not recovered from this one. We lost the war in a big way a dozen
years later at Christmas time in 1913. When the shooting rampage of utter madness
begun in Europe, that explosion of madness was merely the aftershock of it. It is
mistakenly called World War One with the intention to hide the real world war that
preceded it. The real world war had already been lost by then. The shooting rampage in
Europe started six months later, almost to the day after mankind's loosing the real world
war in America in 1913, by our surrendering to the moneybags. This was the beginning
of mankind's railroading into hell that hasn't stopped. Yes, and it was all done under the
cross that should be a cross of love. We can alter its history. We can create an image for
the cross that represents love by rebuilding in our heart what we have lost. This means
that we go back to the day before the assassination of Hamilton, when the train to hell
started to roll. We can do this. We can go back to what we were, to our heritage and
acknowledge our identity as a Federal Credit Society. And we can do more than this. We
can restore what has been lost and step to higher ground and move forward. Our
humanity is still recoverable if we give ourselves half a chance and not hide the truth, but
speak it."
The man sat down.

The girl said that she had nothing to add, and sat down also.

"I have something to add," I said out loud. With my hand raised I said that I had a
question for the man of Jesus, the anti-Valentine man. "You are a great puzzle to me," I
said to him. "I can understand the Man of the Old Cloth, but I cannot understand you. I
understand the nature of old religion, which has not developed for three thousand years,
which has remained small and imperial and therefore essentially fascist in nature. The old

religion has not yet healed itself to become a bastion of the Principle of Universal Love.
But you represent the new type of evangelical development. You claim to represent
progress. You claim to bring to the table what we have missed for thousands of years.
You claim to represent the very fundamental element of Christianity. This means you
should be representing the Principle of Universal Love that Christ Jesus stood on. But
you don't. Love is foreign to you. The Christ principle isn't even on the horizon for you.
The new fundamentalism of Christianity that you represent has turned out to be smaller
and dirtier. You have moved backwards. What you represent is worse than what one
expects to find in the sewers. There is not a shred of humanity left in anything that you
said. Could you please explain why I am puzzled? Am I missing something?"
The man stood up and smiled. "Please forgive me," he said, "and I mean all of you.
I am a professional actor, but I have not been reading a script. I have been reading to you
the future. I have come from a place more than a thousand miles away. You may call it
Worldover. We are all over the world trying to wake people up and get them to look at
where they are going. We launched a new type of church to expose the dangers of abused
and runaway religion, to expose the twisted fundamentalism that covers up the truth, a
religion that comes to light as primitivism. I presented you a satire. A friend informed me
that a rare, leading edge experiment would be debated at this hearing, something that
religious fundamentalism has been created in modern times to counter and prevent. For
many ages religion has been used as a tool to destroy advancing perceptions. The process
is an ancient trick. It was first developed by the Venetian Empire to destroy the Golden
Renaissance in Europe. The first speaker proved me right that this ancient trick has been
developed into a fine art. As a professional actor of literary tragedy I have become deeply
involved also in the art of portraying trends that people see and hear about, but don't want
to see, because it is easier to stick with the old conventions. Shakespeare's Hamlet was
such a man. He knew the task that he had to fulfill to uphold justice and protect his nation
from an invading force. But he didn't lift a finger. The religious fundamentalism that I
projected was Hamlet. I gave you Hamlet the fool. Everything that I said is to some
degree already in public thought. Shakespeare's Hamlet is a great literary tragedy,
because the tragic figure isn't Hamlet as it appears at first glance, who dies in the end as
the result of his folly. No, the tragic figure was society that had not enough love for itself
to protect itself from the folly that led to its ultimate destruction as no one had countered
the invaders. So I have collected the pieces of our modern religious folly into a form of
satire to tell you what the future holds if we follow that path that has already been
established and has become a universal highway to hell. The mentality that I portrayed
has been implanted into the minds of society by evil elements operating in secret,
imperial elements, fascist elements, elements of greed, power, but devoid of love. Of
course the new religious fundamentalism is not intended to be progressively unfolding. It
is a political project designed to make everything that is human appear small, and cheap,
and primitive, so that our society can be reduced to a bunch of cattle or slaves that are
motivated by primitive rules and brute force and with no human elements left in the
equation. This is the role that the new fundamentalisms have been designed to fulfill, be
they called Islamic fundamentalism, Jewish fundamentalism, Christian fundamentalism,
Buddhist fundamentalism, or whatever. They are formed as a movement to destroy the
foundation of civilization, to create a world without love, without humanity, an empty
fascist world of greed. I wanted you to see what this world looks like that is the future

that everybody is trying to cover up until it becomes irreversible. This future began with
the Ark of Crisis policy by which Islamic fundamentalism was created to become a
battering ram against the Soviet Union. Afghanistan was destroyed in the process.
American institutions with noble sounding names have dragged unsuspecting people,
mostly young people, into this politically motivated Islamic fundamentalism. Many of
them were but kids that didn't have the foggiest idea what Islam really represents, nor do
they know now. But they all fell into line with the script that was given them, and the
Soviet Union was defeated thereby. At least in Afghanistan it was defeated. With this
rebirth of religious insanity on a scale with historic dimensions, a new page was opened
that is destined to become bloodied with religious wars for a hundred years to come.
These are all empire wars, perpetual wars, wars that one cannot win. They are not
designed to be won. They can only be defused.
"The beach people proposed that people should have a chance to see themselves as
human beings. Since this proposal would likely be rejected out of hand I had no choice
but to come here and show you what religion has been set up to become. The antiValentine project is real. It is not my project. It is an organized religious project under the
banner of cultural freedom. Love has been banned in our world and turned into games.
The focus is no longer placed on our humanity, but on the trivial, on narrow concerns.
Sadly, no one objected to what I have said, except one person. This hall should have been
exploding with outrage. Everyone here should have been standing up against me, like the
courageous Jewish girl did. But you all remained silent, just as everybody in the whole
world remains silent. That's a tragedy, friends. Since the world remains silent, this type of
project will be carried forward. And why shouldn't it be carried forward when nobody
will dare to stand in the way? The projected outcome for the future is that there will be no
universal love, and no love at all, only a duty-bound adoration of Jesus in a religion that
thereby becomes irrelevant. In this game of banning the love for one another as human
beings, and this being carried out openly in the name of countless excuses, the bombing
of an enemy, the adoring an idol, or whatever, causes us to loose the most precious thing
we have, our humanity. And this is, what this is all about. Once the process has been
established the name of the idol can be replaced by the rulers of society at will, at their
choosing. Indeed, they have a long list already prepared, with enemies to match their
profile as required for the chosen purpose.
"About the Middle East, what I said is true. What I said has been proposed in
essence many times already, by countless people and for numerous reasons, to simply
nuke them all. And by all accounts this kind of rage exists on all sides of the divisions
that have been built up to keep the wars smoldering. Empire means perpetual war. In the
grinding down of our humanity many opportunities develop for carrying out the intent
that aid the advance of empires. To some degree the largely politically induced racial and
religious rage that we now see is already being exploited as a powerful force that
demands acts of terror. And strangely, even in this very hall not one person has criticized
me when I spoke about, nuking them! Why didn't anybody protest? Obviously, what I
said was not foreign to anybody's world. Therefore, believe me the nukes will follow in
due course when society continues to behave in its small-minded closed-off mentality.
You may not be aware of this, but mini-nukes are already on the terrorist scene and have
been tested. They are no longer just an element of the future. They are already here. The

last one that was used in a terrorist attack, killed 200 people, and believe me, the neutron
bomb is not far away. The neutron bomb is but a mini nuke that has its pit surrounded
with deuterium fluoride. God only knows how many of those already exist and in whose
hands.
"So, who is playing the religious fundamentalist game in this case, by not fighting
for a human world with a human environment in which we look at one another as human
beings just as the beach people propose? Why isn't anybody talking about the royalty of
mankind as Christ Jesus once did two thousand years ago, in terms of an invariable truth.
Why isn't this truth raised as the only platform we have for stopping this religious and
racial rage of insanity? We cannot win when we replace the platform of our humanity and
its principles with the platform of force.
It is sad that only one person in this hall recognized that I left the key element of
civilization out of my religious diatribe. Only one person spoke up, pointing out to me
that I had been trashing the Christ by glorifying the messenger without saying one word
about the Christ itself. I kept my mouth shut about the spiritual idea of the divinity of
mankind that the messenger represented. Of course, had I spoken the truth the very idea
of nuking anybody would then become unthinkable. And that is why the truth about the
royalty of the human being is kept carefully hidden, but needs to be spoken.
"I hoped that you might also have been disgusted with me about this insane notion
of selling our children to the church, or for that matter to any institution or ideology.
Unfortunately, this is precisely what we are doing in real life all over the world. We have
become disciples of Adam Smith, and we do indeed sell our children rather cheaply I
might add, for just a few pennies in financial profit. We have created a world in the name
of greed in which our children have no hope. We have scrapped our industries for this
modern religion of greed, and we are destroying our education system, our health-care
system, our transportation infrastructures, our water infrastructures, our family farms, our
energy supply systems, and soon when the whole thing goes pop, we will have nothing
left. This is the future we have prepared for our children and continue to prepare, a future
without hope. That's the face of our collective 'religious' fundamentalism by which we
have become reduced to creatures of greed. I was going to tell you earlier in my
metaphorical church story that we encourage the parents to just drop off their children at
a booth behind the front gate, sign the papers right there, and receive their payment. I
would have told you that the children would them be trained as missionaries to sell Bibles
in foreign lands, or as the Dalits in India are used, to become engaged in the honorable
trade of toilette cleaning.
"That's not a joke, friends. What hope does the new generation have in a world that
is disintegrating, that is without industries, jobs, and homes, or without parents in the
home so that the children can be cared-for? Why is nobody demanding that we fulfill our
children's needs and create a world in which they and their posterity can live and prosper?
I have heard it said that we are facing the next Ice Age in a hundred years in which
agriculture will be devastated unless we begin now to create the infrastructures for indoor
agriculture. But what do I see as a response? I see nothing. Who gives a hoot about our

children? Nobody does. I created this story of satire as a mirror so that you can see
yourself, and the cold religious fundamentalism that you all embrace to some degree."
The anti-Valentine actor sat down

Since nobody responded to the challenge put forth by the anti-Valentine man, the
Man of The Cloth dutifully continued with his by now familiar song, which had nothing
to add of any relevance. It was so obvious that he was not allowed to accept defeat or
allow the beach project to be passed, that I suddenly realized that any further effort on my
part to continue with my self-defence against him might become an act of indirect
murder. It might not be murder physically, but it would be murder none the less. I might
inflict wounds on him from which he may never recover. I recognized it to be one of the
profound principles of civilization that one does never attack an already defeated enemy,
like Japan had been attacked with our nuclear bombs when it had already been defeated
and had offered its surrender through the Vatican. Japan had been blockaded, surrounded,
and firebombed into a pile of rubble. No principle of humanity or strategic need
supported the further destruction of an already defeated enemy. Hiroshima and Nagasaki
were not destroyed in the flow of war, but for political ends to lower the threshold of
inhumanity further, to unleash terror for building a postwar world-empire. There was no
doubt in my mind at this point that the Man of The Cloth was a defeated man, just like
Japan had been defeated. The people's comments had made this plain. The war needed to
be stopped.

Perhaps it was his robe of Old Cloth from an ancient vintage that had caused him
to play the role of an enemy, and kept on playing it. I saw him as someone in need of
help. There was no point in fighting him further.
The only valid option that I felt I had left, was to open the door to advanced
scientific perceptions, to perceptions based on the construct of Helen's lateral lattice that
contains the whole of humanity bound to each other with strands of love, which unfold
from each one's love for our humanity that we all share. This love is invariably reflected
in all mankind and encircles us all. On Helen's higher platform no enemy figure ever
existed or is possible. No Adam Smiths stand in between mankind and divides and
isolates it from each other and its universal humanity. Helen's platform is an image of
truth, of a humanity that is by design at peace, unfolding from the universal kiss and the
joy of universal economic development. On this platform that reflects the all-harmonizing
Spirit of the Intelligence of the Universe, people invariably uplift one-another with the
power unfolding from scientific dialog in a process of redemption that makes one human
as the manifest of the divine in the truest sense. Anything else had appeared to Helen like
a fairy tale that was doomed to become dust and blow away with the wind. Did the man
of the Old Cloth know about Helen's scientific process of redemption? Did he know that
he could step out of his shoes and find his place in Helen's lateral lattice of our allembracing universal humanity?

No matter how low a person may fall in the insanity of empty pursuits, a person is
nevertheless a human being with the potential for good that a single spark of our
humanity can re-light and turn into a fire. This redemption seems to happen when one's
thinking ceases to be so pitifully small-minded as his has become. Wasn't this precisely
the way in which the heavens had judged Faustus in the end in Goethe's poetic
masterpiece? Goethe understood how pitifully small-minded people could become, while
they remain to be human beings nevertheless.

I am certain that I understood more clearly that day that a cultural renaissance
paradigm can never be imposed on a person, nation, or society. It can only be inspired to
unfold out of one's own embrace of the truth to the highest degree that our science
enables this embrace to happen, based on the most profound breakthroughs that we can
find in mankind's history of scientific development. With this thought in mind I mentally
bowed before the man. I bowed to him as a human being. The human element of him,
however hidden, was true. It was honorable, and therefore needed to be honored. On this
basis I was able to honor the Man of The Cloth by making no demands on him that he
evidently could not fulfill.
I realized also that this was the very platform that Christianity's Master had always
operated from. He had opened the doors to the heavens, but he never forced anyone to
step through the open door. He only said to humanity: This is the truth, and the truth shall
make you free. He opened the scene to dialog, which is always a two-way street. He said,
I have laid before you a fire. You can use it that it may become a light in the world, or
you can let it diminish to near extinction, whereby you will collapse yourself into hate,
bigotry, hypocrisy, bestiality, conceit, even self-destruction and self-murder. Isn't that
what he had said in essence, so long ago?
One can tend this fire, develop it, develop its science, develop its resources, enrich
the world with it, celebrating our all-embracing humanity until one discovers oneself and
all mankind as the supreme manifest of life in the universe, even the very image of God,
whatever that implies. As Christ Jesus gave himself the dual title of the son of man, and
the Son of God, he ennobled the human name above anything that we have yet been able
to identify ourselves with. He became the champion of the universal kiss, and of the
universal marriage of humanity with itself.
I remembered someone telling me of an ancient Hebrew expression that defined a
calendar month as "the son of a year." I reasoned that this is the manner in which we
should see ourselves; as 'sons' of a universal humanity; not on a path to injure; but on a
path to fulfill the whole and to enrich it. It is this power within us, the power to enrich
and fulfill, that makes us human.

With this thought in mind I was able to stand up in the assembly hall and leave the
horrid scene of battle in which a man was struggling to destroy his dignity. What

happened at the hearing had appeared more and more like a dream narrative that has
nothing to do with the reality of our being as people of a common humanity. I suddenly
noticed that I wasn't alone in standing up. Other people were quietly leaving. Ushi stood
up with me, to follow them.
"Let's go," Ushi urged everyone, "we are not needed here. The people have won
themselves a victory tonight."
Steve agreed. "No sermon has been grander than this praise for truth that these
common folks have shared with each other."
"At least some of them have," Ross agreed and stood up also. "Theirs was a
sermon of science!"

We sneaked out of the hall with the others while the Man of The Cloth droned on.
He couldn't see us leaving since he wasn't talking to the assembly any longer. He had
turned his back to the people and was addressing himself to the representatives of the
regional councils on the panel.
Ushi stopped us. "It isn't right to just walk away," she said. "I'll go to the man and
tell him that the war has ended, that we are withdrawing our application."
Steve held her back. "I'll go," said Steve. "It wouldn't be fair to him for you to do
this."
Ushi nodded.
"What do you mean with that?" I asked. "Why wouldn't it be fair for Ushi to tell
him that we withdraw the application?"
"It would tare the man apart," said Steve. "At some point down the road he would
recognize that we didn't really surrender with our withdrawal, but that we acknowledged
our victory instead. We have acknowledged that he has no power over us, like
Prometheus did when he laughed at the gods of Olympus and told them that they had no
legitimate claim to call themselves gods. As soon as the Man of The Cloth begins to see
us that way, he will realize that he was defeated. That will be hard on him. But what will
really tare him apart is the pain that he will feel when the idea enters his mind that he was
defeated by a woman. Women don't count for anything in his hierarchical world."
"We'll have to spare him this pain," said Ushi and grinned. "The pain will be real
until he realizes that he wasn't defeated by a woman at all, but by a principle, and that he
was defeated by this principle before he ever set foot in the hall. But before this happens
we'll have to extend our hand to him and invite him to join the Royal Dance. Since he
doesn't know what this dance is, we'll have to teach him a few basic steps by example."

"I'll go," said Steve. "We owe it to the man. We owe him a gift of peace, even if
we can't give him the victory. Victory is unimportant anyway. Indeed, the whole beach
project is unimportant. The principle alone is important. The principle will assure that
what needs to happen will happen when the principle is upheld. The Ice Age Renaissance
is what needs to happen in the near future. Everything else is secondary. And it is assured
to happen by its principle once we stop playing our little wars and cease to tie each other
into knots."

Steve left us with those words to ponder. He went to the man and tapped him on
the shoulder. "The war has ended," he said in a loud voice. "We have taken counsel
together and decided to withdraw our application. The subject is closed." He reached his
hand out to the man for a handshake and thanked him for coming. Steve bowed to him as
to an honored person and shook his hand. Then he proceeded to each person on the panel
and did the same. He thanked each one for coming. That, thank you, was evidently
honestly spoken. His gesture was that of an apology.
As I witnessed his gesture, I realized than an apology was indeed in order. I
realized that the approval we sought was no longer required or ever had been required.
We had summoned the people under the pretence of a delusion. We had failed to realize
that no approval had been needed from anyone, for anyone to dance the Royal Dance.
I realized that the idea of the nudist beach project was still valid, but for the
moment it had been superseded. It seemed more important now to focus on the next step
ahead. This didn't mean that the footsteps of the past had been unimportant. We all
agreed that these footsteps had been vitally important. That's when I also suggested that I
saw no reason why we shouldn't use our beach privately in the way we had intended, and
in this flow still keep it open to anyone who valued what the project was designed to
stand for and still stood for as a kind of home base for the Royal Dance.
Against this background I suggested that nothing had really changed by our
withdrawing the application for a permission that wasn't needed.
"Did Prometheus ask the gods of Olympus for permission to love mankind and
bestow upon his beloved the technology of fire?" said Ushi. "He didn't ask for
permission, and neither should we. "Love needs no permission. The beach may now be
off limits to the public, officially, but the idea of nurturing the fire and passion, and the
honesty with ourselves in loving our humanity that is native in each person, still stands.
The idea behind the project has not been invalidated. The only thing that has happened is
that the public had blocked itself the right to experience the power of the idea. But this
doesn't mean that the people can't regain this right individually in their own sight and act
accordingly by coming for a visit. Can anyone stop the Royal Dance from happening?"
said Ushi.

Steve and the others thought that Ushi's concept was totally valid. Sylvia suggested
that our decision to withdraw the application was a progressive decision. Even Tony
agreed that there was something down to earth good about it, and about the way it
developed, and he suggested further that we should celebrate our little victory over our
previous silliness.
So it was that before Steve and Ushi returned to their home behind the Iron
Curtain, that we took advantage of the still warm weather and declared our private beach
project officially launched. We even celebrated the grand opening of it with a complete
formal ceremony that Fred became invited to attend.

I had suggested that Fred should be invited to participate in such a victory
ceremony since he had been a silent patron of the project from the beginning. In
hindsight, inviting Fred turned out to be a great idea.

The next morning, I called Fred up in Washington. I explained the situation with
the invitation attached for him to come 'up' for a day and participate.
When Fred arrived he played being puzzled. He pretended that he didn't
understand what 'up' meant, since we were located in the South from where he was.
"Up, means that we are living on the top of the world," I said to him.
"Oh do you now?" he answered. "If that is so, then explain to me why you have
walked away from your dream of the nudist beach project as you had envisioned it?" He
spoke with a smile and then grinned. "You allowed yourself to be defeated by a single
person's twisted religiosity. I had expected more of a fight from you. How could you give
up so readily, virtually without a fight at all?"
"What was there to fight over?" I asked. "Who needs to fight when one has already
won? We don't fight to injure an opponent. We fight to win the peace. We have achieved
that. Everyone knows where we are located and what we stand for. What is there to
hinder each one of them from coming privately and enjoy our beach with us, and to do it
in the nude if they wish? We have opened the door. Do the people need to be authorized
by anyone to accept our invitation? We even brought them face to face with the
religiosity that would prevent them from accepting our offer. Mostly, they have dealt
with that question themselves. So, what's there to fight for? We won! The real fight lies
in defeating the Byzantine concept of Christianity, the vertical, hierarchical concept in
which God and man are infinitely separated, and where man is separated from man, and
God is cast in the role of an overlord that authorizes and condemns. Humanity must grow
out of this concept by dancing the Royal Dance. Did you hear about what happened
earlier in the desert?"

"That's when Ushi and you turned the world upside down," said Fred and laughed.
"One hears a lot on the grapevine."
"What happened there was nothing less than a profound self-acknowledgement of
one as a human being. That's the kind of battle that everyone has to fight individually. No
one can fight this battle for another. The same happened at the hearing. So, I haven't
walked away from my dream, have I? I have opened the door for everyone to embrace it.
Isn't that what leadership is?"
Fred seemed happy with my answer.

I had invited Fred because he was so much a part of our team now, even though he
was the boss of it. In honoring his capacity as the boss I extended to him the invitation to
cut the ribbon at our little ceremony and to make the opening speech, which he did.
Indeed, I was glad he had come. He had so much fun with it that he himself, the boss,
poured the champagne afterwards for everybody.

Fred made a fine speech. "I have asked Pete why he gave up so easily during the
hearing," Fred opened his speech. "But Pete assured me that he hadn't given up. He had
assured me that we had won the battle. Pete told me that everyone in the community now
knows that they have the option to become a part of a leading edge team of thinkers
where honesty with oneself is a key focal point, and if they wish, to dance the Royal
Dance."
Fred pointed out in his speech that honesty with oneself isn't something that
another person, institution, or agency can authorize for one, or forbid. When one stands at
the leading edge, the authority for one's action comes from oneself. Self-authorization is
the keyword. It is really the key to the whole issue of recognizing ourselves as human
beings, as a people clothed with the sun, which is a reality that has become increasingly
drawn into focus in the background to recent events. Fred suggested that this, all by itself,
is a new frontier and has become our frontier. This new issue defines the beach project in
a way that nothing else can.
"Isn't that what Jason had told us right in the beginning?" said Tony and explained
to Fred the story behind it.
Fred agreed with what Jason had told us, that we had initially precluded the
possibility for society to become self-authorized to the extend that it would join us in
powering the project and driving the project forward, since we had thought we had to
power the project ourselves by financing the whole thing out of our own pocket without
anybody's help. "We had literally assumed the we were the only human beings in the
world and that we had to drag the rest of society along by raising it up as if we were
educating little children. How arrogant we were. Now, this hurdle has been crossed,
hasn't it?" he added. "Of course, what your friend Jason didn't know, or could not have

known since you didn't know this yourself, that you had massive help with your project
from me and from the entire nation. Without that help nothing at all would have
happened. Whenever we fail to help each other as a people for our common good, society
becomes small and imperial and disintegrates into poverty and fascism. So let's recognize
that the process that needs to be happening is already happening. It is happening in a
small way perhaps, but it is happening. We know that the principle is functioning, since
the entire world has already benefited from the unfolding project. If it wasn't for this
project bringing the leading edge people together, the cruise missile might not have been
stopped that has been stopped, because everybody stood at the leading edge and acted
like a self-authorized general would act."
Fred pointed out that the evidence is plain. "Any human being can recognize the
existence of universal principles when one becomes honest with oneself about the truth.
To some people this comes naturally. Other people struggle with it. We had ample
evidence at the hearing. I read the transcript. Also, there are some people who are not
allowed to open their mind and discover the world around them. The church forbids this
self-authorization, this freedom to discover. It forbids the very notion of it. Religion is
doctrinal, not scientific. Greed is worse. Both close the door to the mind's searching for
principles and the process of discovering and understanding the truth, including the
discovering of our humanity. The church authorizes only its own view. Greed authorizes
nothing but stealing. The church overlays reality with the facade of its doctrine of human
poverty and denial. Greed in turn says that humanity is naked unless it is clothed with
profit, stolen profit, rather than the riches of creativity. Fortunately, I had been able to
help Peter in a meaningful way. In my world there was still enough light left to do this.
Naturally, in the distorted creation mythology of old religion, the biblical Adam dream of
the so-called first man, agrees perfectly with the mythology of greed that requires society
to see itself as empty, impotent, and cowering in shame for its emptiness. The Adam
story begins with, 'yes, I am naked'." Fred looked around. "Fortunately for us, that
mythology is a lye. No one is naked. We are clothed with the sun. That's our native state."
Here Fred began to laugh. "Nothing has changed in the world, has it?" he said.
"Guess who Adam Smith was logically modeled after, as the self-proclaimed so-called
first man of modern economics? He was modeled after the biblical Adam, of course.
Except in his modeling, Smith has out-Adamed the biblical satire and then imagined the
satire to be real. Didn't Adam Smith say that the naked fact is that mankind is inherently
evil? He advised mankind, don't try to hide that emptiness, that nakedness, that greed!
Accept it and make the best of it, be greedy! Steal to your heart's contend. Be immoral,
rotten, scheming, even violent if you must be. Your vice is society's gain. Except Adam
Smith dealt with a different kind of nakedness. He didn't rip people's hypocrisy off. He
ripped their humanity off. He ripped their soul out.
"If the biblical Adam had blushed at the very thought of nakedness, as he evidently
did, he surely would have blushed at Adam Smith's interpretation of it, who took the
image of man far deeper into the sewer of slander than the worst religiosity had taken it
in its creation mythology that defines the image of God as dust, unredeemable, and
basically rotten."

Fred pointed out that the other creation story in the Bible, the spiritual creation
story of the Christian religion, is a story of intelligent spiritual development. It defines
humanity as the image of God, the grandest outcome on this planet of the Intelligence of
the Universe, being complete in all aspects, even being sexually complete as male and
female, with both being reflected complementary in one humanity. "The same
completeness is reflected in our intellect," said Fred, "and in all of our other spiritual
qualities. What else would one expect the image of God to be like, if not complete and
all-inclusive? Therefore, who would presume to tell the image of God how it must think,
what it must feel, how it must act, and what it must regard as the truth? No one is
qualified to stand above another. All that we are qualified to justly do, is open our eyes
and see the truth for ourselves, and thereby discover the truth of our humanity in which
we stand side by side with one-another. And what do we see? We see that we are not
naked by any means. We see that we are embellished with all the stars in heaven and
clothed with the sun as Ushi told the people in the desert. And that's the native truth with
which we are born. Our spiritual life-journey in this material world exists in discovering
the riches that we have in our humanity, with which to enrich the Earth. And this we do
by taking hold of our humanity, its strength, its beauty, its intellect, for building and
uplifting our civilization with it."
Fred suggested that it is illogical that we should cover up our humanity and have
other people authorize what we may see as the truth about it. But that's what we all so
often do. He said that as a society we create universities for ourselves that hand out
diplomas to students for having acquired "authorized" knowledge, and we call the
process "education." We should call it "indoctrination." He said that we need the
universities of course, but these should be designed to share the science of the discoveries
of fundamental principles, and to encourage the budding mind to learn the principle of
discovery itself by replicating in the individual mind the processes underlying all of the
great discoveries of humanity throughout history. "We must never teach doctrines, as
Adam Smith did and still does, though he is dead. We simply can't authorize what is
truth. We can only form a hypothesis, and prove the hypothesis, and live by the
discovered principles until a higher hypothesis takes us a step further with higher proves
of advanced principles. We must always encourage the self-authorization of scientific
thinking, of discovering, of verifying, of sharing those discoveries, or else we shut
civilization down by making it lifeless. The principle of the Federal Credit Society that
defines America was no one’s doctrine. It was an advanced hypothesis, discovered by a
pioneering spirit, applied intelligently, and has proven its worth so powerfully that a
whole nation was subsequently founded on it. Thereby civilization was advanced. Sure,
the imperial powers of private monetarism coerced some traitors in our midst to
capitulate, which we did at Christmas in 1913. The old man at the hearing suggested that
we lost World War One in 1913 when we surrendered to private monetarism and became
an imperial society. He should have also suggested that we can reopen World War One
and restart the battle and win. It's all possible if we care to do it. The principle that was
discovered, that was proven, and that our nation was founded on as a Federal Credit
Society reflecting the Principle of Universal Love, is still valid. We can say good bye to
private imperial monetarism, repeal the Federal Reserve Act, and embrace one-another
once again in acknowledging our original identity."

With these last words Fred suggested that the beach project has been officially
opened and has been placed on the right footing at last, both as an acknowledgment of the
unity of humanity, and of the essential mental platform of self-authorized thinking and
discovery. "Anyone who is self-authorized is free to come to this beach and share it with
us," said Fred. "And whoever will take this step will be delighted, because we have
discovered through this focus the principle of unity enriched with individuality, a unity of
principle, a unity reflecting the Principle of Universal Love."
Here Fred hesitated. "Now what Peter has done with the help of many people is
profound," said Fred in a quieter tone. "Peter has turned the whole world upside down in
his relentless pursuit of the Principle of Universal Love, and has thereby put the world
back to its native state. If that isn't profound, what is? That is what this beach signifies. It
started with an idea based on a principle and it became something profound that
superseded the original idea. Truth tends to do this to us every time we give it a chance. It
tends to be greater than what we expect it to be."
Fred concluded by saying that with this platform established, we have a chance at
last to create peace in the world, and prosperity, and security. "Let's call our project an
infrastructure for peace," he said.

At the end of his speech Fred made an announcement, saying that he had a request
to fulfill.
Fred told everybody that I had suggested that our beach should be given an official
name, and that it should be called the "Royal Beach." He said that in this context the
usage of the term 'royal' refers to an infinitely higher concept than the sham image that
the term royal has come to represent over the centuries. "As Ushi tells her story," he said,
"the new concept of the royalty of man has elevated even the royalty of kings and princes
and princesses to the point that they recognize themselves as human beings and are proud
of it. But I would like to take this idea of royalty one step further that raises the concept
itself to a higher level, the highest level that I can think of. Let's call our beach project the
'Sun Beach' project, acknowledging mankind universally as being clothed with the sun."
At this point Fred broke out the champagne and suggested that all of our lives
should be as sparkling as that.

Once the ceremony was completed, we all went swimming. Fred stayed with us for
supper and for the rest of the night.

So it was that what started as a failed hearing became a milestone for the project's
further development, which not one of us had expected to unfold in the manner it did.

Chapter 17 - Resurrecting Carmen
Later that evening, since this was the last evening of Steve and Ushi being with
us, we all decided that a cultural celebration was needed. Steve chose the opera, Carmen,
by George Bizet. He had noticed that Ross had a video recording of it on his shelf. So it
was, that in the glow of the sunset Ross' television set was dragged out onto the balcony,
external speakers and all.
Steve stood up and made a speech before we put the opera on. He leaned against
the balcony railing and raised his hand to get people's attention. Low clouds over the sea
behind him reflected some of the remaining glow of the sunset. Some of it still illumined
the sky far to the right.
Steve told us that he thought it was quite a miracle that we got through what had
happened almost without a scratch. He said it was a miracle, because everything that had
been done, apart from a few exceptions, had been done dishonestly and untruthfully.
"The miracle is that we survived," he said.
"That's no way to start a celebration!" Tony interrupted him.
"Hey, what do you mean to tell us, Steve?" I added to Tony's remark. "What did
we do wrong? We detected the cruise missile, we got it shot down, we succeeded in
Venice to the point that the fundi got all tied into knots. Also we had not a single nuclear
attack or threat from the Soviets of any kind since we canceled the SDI. We also did well
in the desert and again at the hearing. How can you say we did everything wrong? We
succeeded at the hearing beyond what I had hoped for. Instead of us doing everything
wrong, the opposite happened. The evidence seems to suggest that we did everything
right."
Steve shook his head. "Hey, Pete, you of all people should know what I am talking
about," said Steve. "Perhaps you don't even recognize your own untruthfulness. You have
not been honest with yourself about the truth that you know, which you ignored in your
blind zeal of wanting to rescue humanity all by yourself. Thus, the project started out
wrong. The goal that you had in mind with your beach project was a noble one, but the
path you had chosen to get there was a dishonest one. You denied the very foundation of
the goal that you were striving for and did so almost to the end. The scene was salvaged
by other people, mostly by Fred, and you didn't even recognize that it happened."
"Me?" I said astonished.
"Yes you, Peter. Hadn't I told you right from the beginning that your beach project
wouldn't work? I knew that it wouldn't work, because it couldn't possibly work on the
platform on which you had started the project. You sold all you had and poured every
penny of it into this project. You said to yourself that's the only way to get things done,
by doing it yourself. It didn't work out that way, because you denied a fundamental truth
about our humanity, that we all reflect one universal, infinite Soul that manifests itself in

a community of principle across the whole of humanity. Did you really believe that you
were the only person in the world with the desire and the determination to uplift
humanity to a higher level of unity where its safety ultimately rests? Evidently you
believed that you were the only one with that desire. You were living a lie. You lived
with that lie. That is why you pushed yourself to the limit to do this thing alone. And that
is why it didn't work out until a lot of other people changed your platform for you,
starting with Fred, and later Ushi in the desert. You had denied the very basis on which
the project needed to be established, which is the universality of our humanity. You
should have invited everyone to participate at the beginning, in this vital project that is in
everyone's interest. If you had done this, your motives would have been in accord with
the truth that all people are human beings with the capacity to acknowledge universal
principles. You should have made your project, everyone's project. But you didn't do that.
Instead you denied everyone's humanity. Indeed, you denied your own humanity, because
truthfulness is one of the great attributes of our humanity, especially in regard to the
principles that we behold with the mind, which the eyes cannot see, but which we
recognize, because we are human. We can't deny these principles. To do that is like
denying the universe itself.
"As Fred pointed out," Steve continued, "every human being is capable of the
recognition of universal principles, without exception. All too often we close our mind to
that capability, especially in times of blind zeal. Anyway, that is why your project didn't
work out as planned, because of your untruthfulness with yourself in respect to the
principles that you knew or should have known. In your case, I believe, the consequences
were minute, nor was there any intentional dishonesty involved. Indeed, the problem
became resolved rather quickly. A lot of people contributed to the solution without your
specific invitation and the whole world has benefited. But there was a great deal more
dishonesty involved in the way the SDI issue was set up to be handled, which wasn't your
fault. We all fell into the trap on this one. The entire cancellation process turned out to be
one continuous charade of deception," said Steve. "The honest thing to do, would have
been for the President to hop on his airplane and meet the Russian President face to face.
He should have said to him, what do you want? What does it take for us to treat each
other as human beings? If the SDI scares the hell out of you, I'll call it off, unless you
reconsider our earlier offer and agree to develop the thing jointly for the protection for
the whole of humanity. This would have been the honest thing to do for dealing with that
issue. Instead, we staged this huge charade that the Russian President probably didn't
know what to make of. Luckily, he came to the right conclusion; possibly for reasons
other than the one that we had been trying to impose. And so, that project didn't work out
either as it should have. Sure another nuclear tragedy in the immediate timeframe may
have been averted by changing the background a bit, but the cause for the danger has not
been eliminated, though it could have been.
"We don't know yet what the consequences for this failure will be in the future,"
Steve continued. "Let us hope that the little bit of what we did right, perhaps a word that
was spoken or a phrase, or a gesture, lit a spark in the Soviet camp in some way.
Obviously it did, and thanks to that, we are still alive," said Steve. "The rest of what we
did was dishonest, because we didn't believe that the Soviets are human beings with the
capacity to react like human beings, if they are honored that way. We didn't believe that

they would be able to deal with us on the level of a community of principle. We treated
them like a dog that we train with food rewards. And that, my friends, is how we
addressed a life and death issue that effects the whole of humanity. We weren't honest
with ourselves about this issue, because if we had been, we would have realized that this
entire approach was total lunacy. No universal principle supports deception or coercion.
If we had chosen to uplift the US/Soviet relations to a higher level where we do recognize
universal principles, all of that deception and coercion nonsense that we put on the table
would have not happened. It would have been swept into the trash bin of history before it
saw the light of day."
Steve paused and sighed. "I also couldn't help notice a deeply seated dishonesty
among ourselves, personally, in Venice." He looked at me when he said this. "Yes, Pete,
once again you were at the center of it. I realize of course that Venice was a poor choice
as a location for the conference, since Venice had become famous, historically, as the
world headquarters for dishonest diplomacy. Venice had held this title for a long time
until the British Empire assumed it and brought it to London and held it there ever since.
Obviously, imperialism is totally built on dishonesty. It has to be that way. How else can
the imperial oligarchy loot the whole world and get away with it? Except, that's not the
dishonesty that I found disturbing among us in Venice. The dishonesty, which I am
talking about, was of a different nature.
Steve looked at me without a smile. "I am well aware of the deep love and
closeness that exists between Ushi and Pete," he said. "I also could sense the same
between Heather and Pete. It was all denied to a large extent and pushed into the
background for obvious reasons. Unfortunately, those 'obvious' reasons were untruthful.
So, here, too, if one were to uplift our platform for relationships to the higher level of
universal principles, which we all recognize or at least pretend to recognize, that
untruthfulness would have stayed behind and would likewise have been swept into the
trash bin of history. That would have been inevitable. Some day it will be. We just have
to make the inevitable come true. Until we do this, we will hurt each other or deprive
ourselves through self-denial. So once again, I must say that it was a miracle that we got
through the Venice experience unharmed. We certainly didn't return enriched in this
regard. We came back worn out and drained. Ushi and Pete were honest enough to
recognize that they needed a vacation afterwards."
"So why didn't you warn us?" I asked.
"Hindsight is easier than foresight," he said and grinned. He stepped away from
the railing and stood upright. "In hindsight I can also recognize three major occurrences
which were carried out completely honestly," said Steve.
"That's better," said Tony.
"One of these three happened in Venice," said Steve. "From what I can tell, the
people from the fundi were completely honest with Pete. They said in essence: It is our
goal to rule the world. For this we have to break up all the big nations in the world. We
want you to help us, not hinder us. This was an honest statement on their part. That is

their intention. They may not have the power to carry this out, but they were honest about
their intentions. Nothing was hidden or denied.
"Another event where I sensed a deep seated honesty, was our meeting with the
President in the White House, after we came back from the White Sands Missile Range."
Steve smiled when he said this. "The President didn't even pretend to know anything
about universal principles and their necessary reflection in the relationships between
people and nations. He talked about horse racing. There was a lot of honesty in that
response, both with him and with us. In a sense he was saying to us, look fellows, I was
chosen for this post because I have a closed mind, so that I can be manipulated. People
with an open mind towards universal principles and the truth will never be nominated to
become President, because they can't be manipulated. That's how our democratic system
works at the moment. He was truthful about that. That is how the empire intents to use
democracy as a cover to rule the world.
"The third honest thing that happened, as far as I can tell," said Steve, "that stands
in total contrast to what happened in Venice, was the Royal Dance affair that Pete and
Ushi have set in motion in the desert of Arizona. There was a lot of honesty in that. It
began when a newly wedded bride wanted to act out in real life what she had deeply
desired in her very soul, which was based on an already existing community of principle
by which she realized that her act of self-acknowledgment would be accepted. It was a
daring stand for the truth. She carried it through by being honest with herself. Ushi
helped. She opened the door and set the stage. Everything else unfolded from an honest
response to a principle that a lot of people had already recognized with the senses of their
soul that behold what the eye cannot see. The truthfulness of what they beheld came to
light spontaneously in the fun filled and joyous environment of an unfolding community
of principle.
"We can learn from these cases," said Steve. "We can learn that if there is no
community of principle unfolding, there is something spiritually lacking, because there is
no truthfulness in what is happening. That's really what I wanted to say. There just wasn't
a shorter way to say it."

With this having been said, the cultural celebration could begin. So it was, that
with the last glow of light on the horizon the music of one of the greatest operas ever
created rang out into a night filled with stars and a rising moon that had just become
visible.
Carmen was a perfect theme for this celebration. As Ross pointed out, the opera
Carmen is the story of a rebel that matched our own profile. Carmen, the Gypsy girl, is a
rebel for the human soul, a rebel for freedom. She is also the enemy of the oligarchic
system of a fenced-in society. She is a threat to its law and its order and power, and
everything that moves in this confined sphere. In Carmen are conjured up all the
revolutionary ghosts in humanity's history, which become intertwined with her allpervading charm. Inevitably, she has to die. Death is the law of the oligarchy, when it is

challenged. Its rule of death is obeyed even by a lover who kills the woman he loved in a
rage that reflected the system that he never found his freedom from. The composer put
this deeply enslaving factor on the table honestly and daringly. Still, death on stage was
something revolutionary in opera in 1875. The period around 1875 was a period of peace
and great spiritual and scientific development. It was a revolutionary period of a new
renaissance. The American Civil War was history. Many old axioms were cast aside. The
unfolding revolution in thinking had its reflection also in Europe, and Carmen in many
respects embodied that revolutionary spirit. The opera cuts through the old trend in
thinking that was customary prior to that time. It still does this to a large degree, and
hopefully it will do this again among us all as we reach out into the future. Carmen is a
pioneer for freedom. She is the Spanish Gypsy of an era of awakening, but she is more
than that. She is the enduring symbol of the exotizised romantic mystique of Spain, where
the human element shines through, and this rather brightly. She touches a responsive
chord in all people with human hearts throughout time. For this reason, perhaps the opera
Carmen became one of the most popular operas ever created. Steve added that this is so,
"because it gives us a glimpse of the sublime, and puts the sublime into the sphere of our
daily world where the sublime is still lacking.
Ross also pointed out that Carmen has a second correlative that the composer most
likely hadn't intended, or was even aware of. The year in which the opera was staged, the
year 1875, was also the year that the Specie Resumption Act was passed in the US
Congress that dealt the first major blow to America's identity as a Federal Credit Society
and opened the gates to it becoming a Private Monetarist Society. The Specie
Resumption Act set the stage for an imperial society, a society of people that would soon
steal from one-another for profit. With this Congressional act the humanity of the nation
was stabbed into the heart. In Bizet's opera Carmen dies at the sword of the man that is in
love with her, in order to take her away from another lover. The wound that America
suffered in 1875 was probably inflicted in a similar environment of blind emotionalism,
but the wound became potentially fatal in 1913.
"The 1875 wound was a slight wound," said Fred. "On the surface it looked like a
vote against Henry Carey who fought for universal scientific and industrial development.
In real terms the wound went extremely deep," added Fred. "The vote for specie was a
vote for gold or silver, as currency. It was a vote of distrust in the government's ability or
willingness to keep its currency fungible. This vote of distrust went straight for the heart
of the general trust in the honesty of society to itself that is the key element of the Federal
Credit System. The scrip that was killed in 1875 was the system of Lincoln's Greenbacks.
The scrip was essentially a promise by society to honor the society's self-created value
that its currency represented. The vote for specie said in essence, 'a promise means
nothing, I want gold, I want property.' With this vote of distrust by society of itself, the
core element of the Federal Credit System was destroyed. With it Congress destroyed
what had protected and built up the nation. The vote for specie was a vote against trust in
universal principle, against the Principle of Universal Love, rendering property of value,
and our humanity as naught. This vote represents the deepest overturning of the
foundation of our nation, which was our trust in one-another, and our commitment to one
another. It marked the beginning of the end, a wound designed to kill 'Carmen.' Thus, two
major black days now stand in infamy, in the history of our nation. The first is the 14th of

January 1875, the day when we were deeply wounded. The second black day is the 23rd
of December 1913, the day before Christmas, when the nation began to die. Every patriot
should know these dates, together with the 4th of July 1776 when our nation was born. It
took the imperials 101 years to wound us deeply, and 138 years to bring us to our knees.
But like the phoenix we shall rise again. Carmen will be resurrected. America is not
totally dead yet, though we are close. The resurrection is possible."
Ross suggested that we need to resurrect 'Carmen' by undoing the wound that is
killing her. He suggested that this healing could be achieved through a process of
education, of understanding what had caused 'Carmen' to be stabbed. "Bizet's whole
opera of the story of Carmen unfolds as a love story that ends in utter tragedy," said Ross.
"However we need to see that, Carmen is murdered not because of the rage of a displaced
lover who had been stood up for another. The tragedy is the result of the smallness in the
axioms of society where all love is privatized, and only one love can stand, limited to the
smallest possible sphere, where love is so small that the very notion of universal love
becomes seen as totally impossible."
"Carmen dies in the opera because one lover steals from the other the love that he
desires," said Fred. "That process invariably destroys what is stolen. That still happens on
the economic scene. That's the process that is wrecking the world today and turns the
planet into a sea of 'emptiness' and poverty. That's the result of the process that was put
on the plate of America in 1875, the same year that Bizet illustrated the consequences of
the same process in the opera Carmen, probably without knowing that he did so."
"I wonder how many Congressmen acted dishonestly with themselves in 1875,
when they voted for the Specie Resumption Act," said Steve. "I wonder how many of
them could sense the danger to the nation. It was no secret that this act would open the
floodgates to private monetarism. Nor was it a secret that private monetarism is a
platform that has historically proven its effect in robbing the nations poor. Every empire
illustrates this devastating process, which it cannot hide, since it is the platform for its
existence. As human beings the Congressmen must have been aware to some degree that
the imperial monetarism that they were voting for is a platform for clever stealing, and
that a nation cannot prosper on a platform of stealing from one another. Many of them
must have recognized this and have known in their heart that voting for this imperial act
was wrong. I suspect that many were voting as they did, because they were not honest
enough with themselves, to acknowledge what is right, or were not honest enough to fight
for it. When Carmen's lover takes hold of the sword in the opera, in the moments of his
dark intent, he knows deep in his heart that this action is wrong, but he isn't honest
enough with himself to fight for the right, so he allows the wrong to happen, driven by
emotions that cause him to act in accord with an imposed script. And so the love of his
life dies at his hand. He must have known that it wasn't in his interest to murder the love
of his life. He obviously knew this. Indeed, he would have fought for his love, and not
have struck out with the sword, had the universally isolating 'imperial' script not been in
control. But he didn't fight. He let a script unfold. I wonder how many Congressmen were
voting in 1875 as required by a script, who having found it more convenient to live
dishonestly than sticking their neck out of the trenches, failed thereby in actively fighting

for what they knew as human beings, is right. Many might have voted dishonestly that
day, and so the nation was deeply wounded this day."

Carmen fitted well into the scheme of our celebration of the battles we had won.
Our season of trials had been a growing season for us, filled with discoveries, daring
adventures, some honesty, some love, and a few really great achievements, including
even a New Hope for the world.
"So, where do we go from here?" I asked Steve the next morning during our
breakfast at sunrise. We had a long drive ahead of us that day. Fred had invited us all to
come to Washington and stay at his place overnight, in order to be able to see Steve and
Ushi off the next morning at the airport.
Steve avoided answering my question during breakfast. He got back to it when we
were seated late that night on Fred's balcony overlooking the Potomac River, relaxing
after our 400-mile journey. Probing these deeper questions seemed to be the logical thing
to do in this setting that was sure to become a final, intellectual fanfare.
Fred's apartment was the kind of place that inspires intellectual exploration. At
least, that's what Steve thought about it. Ushi concurred. Indeed, how could she not?
There were only three colors used throughout the apartment. One was a deep dark
turquoise blue, which covered the ceiling and some walls. It was offset with a
Mediterranean style rich orange to red ochre that reminds one of sun drenched Earthen
landscapes. The living room floor was covered in large Earthenware tiles of almost the
same color, overlaid with Persian carpets. Mostly it was the dark blue that made the place
special. It gave a depth to the rooms that the rooms didn't have physically. It was as if one
looked into the depth of infinite space. The corners of the walls were no longer
discernible. Everything blended into a great void that was interspersed with mirrors and
glass-brick walls. The deep void of the ceiling was pervaded with numerous tiny halogen
lamps reflecting their light downwards and in some cases against groupings of paintings.
The rich deep colors, in turn, were offset with pure white doors and door frames. The
kitchen blended seamlessly into this color scheme. There, the mirrors gave way to
chrome that was offset by white appliances and snow-white ceramic counter tops. The
floor tiles of the living room were extended onto the balcony too. Fred explained that the
continuity in tone blends it with the landscape across the river on a sunny day. The effect
of the openness was further enhanced by the absence of a railing for which the builders
had substituted a one-inch sheet of glass anchored in concrete, completely free-standing.
Fred explained that his decorating goal had been to make the apartment appear three
times as large as it really is, and thus to create a unique world for himself, within a world,
and this in such a manner that the two worlds become one.
Steve's comment was that he had more than achieved his goal.
"It really didn't cost a great deal," Fred added. "A bit of paint, a few tiles, a few
lamps and mirrors."

Steve laughed about it. "We should never talk about costs," said Steve. "We should
only talk about the benefits and the most efficient path to achieving the benefits. That's
how the Universe operates. Everything in the Universe happens powerfully, and at the
same time as efficiently as possible. Everything in the Universe is typically achieved with
the least necessary action. It's called the Least Action Principle. For example, if one
wanted to travel from Monterey California to Los Angeles, the shortest route would be to
go onto the highway and drive south. The least-action route, however, would be to drive
north to San Francisco, and there board an airplane to Los Angeles. For the flight portion
of the journey, one would have several options again. One could take the direct shuttle
service to Los Angeles, or one could fly to Los Angeles via Tokyo. It is obvious which of
these is the least action choice."
"What are you getting at?" interjected Fred.
Steve pointed a finger at him. "I am trying to tell you what you must do to protect
the USA. The entire Pacific Southwest is short of water. There is not enough water
available for irrigation, and much less so to make the deserts bloom with new agriculture
for increased food production. In the Early 1960s a California engineering firm tabled a
proposal to capture some of the waters that flow unused into the ocean in Alaska and
divert them into the Rocky Mountain Trench. The project would divert it from there far
into the South, lifting it right across the high-elevation desert of the Great Basin, to have
it flow ultimately into the southern deserts and all the way into the deep south of Mexico.
The project is called NAWAPA, and it is being intensely promoted again. And this is
what you must stop for the good of mankind," said Steve to Fred, poking at him with his
finger.
Fred just shook his head. "You lost me somewhere along the way," he said to
Steve.
"Oh yes, nobody can see the reason either why this must be stopped before it gets
going," said Steve. "The reason for this is rooted in the Least Action Principle. The
NAWAPA project is the greatest civil engineering project ever devised. It is huge. It is
massive. It contains over 350 separate large-scale projects. Some of these are enormous
by themselves. One on these is a 900-foot high dam across the Yukon River to raise its
water level to such a height that the river flows backwards into the mountains and from
there to the South. Since this is permafrost country that is frozen for seven months of the
year, the construction of this giant dam, and the preparation of the reservoir behind it that
will become the largest manmade lake on the planet, will likely take up to 40 years to
complete. And that's a relatively small dam. Another dam, a 1,700-foot high dam, is
proposed to block off the Copper River and raise its waters likewise high enough so that
it will flow backwards into the mountains and to the South. On the way south, the
diverted water will be pumped still higher, with the power of six large nuclear power
plants, into a high mountain reservoir that will extend for 500 miles along the southern
Rocky Mountain Trench all the way to the U.S. border. From there, the water will be
pumped up once more - this time with the power of 32 large nuclear power plants, to
push it over the hump of the 5,500-foot high Great Desert Basin in Utah and Nevada.
From there it will flow into the deserts via aqueducts into the desert regions where it is to

be used. Altogether the water will be made to flow overland across more than 2,000 miles
of manmade canals, tunnels, lakes, and aqueducts. And when all of this is done after a
fifty-year construction period, it will deliver a hundred million acre-feet of water per
year."
"What's wrong with that?" Fred interjected.
"What's wrong is that the project is synonymous with flying from San Francisco to
Los Angeles via Tokyo," said Steve. "The project isn't catastrophic because the 500-mile
reservoir along the Rocky Mountain Trench will cut off all three of Canada's
transcontinental rail lines and add the better part of a thousand miles to Canada's
continental rail distance. Nor is the project catastrophic for reasons that the project
requires the relocation of a number of entire cities, and a major re-routing of the Trans
Alaska Oil Pipeline. Nor is the project catastrophic in nature, because its capacity is
insufficient for the need, and is not expandable by design for the limits of available
waters at the source. Neither is the project catastrophic for the potential that the coming
next glaciation cycle of the Ice Age will disable its source waters before the project is
completed, or shortly thereafter. Neither is the project catastrophic for the fact that it will
drain away a major portion of America's economic and manpower resources for a span of
50 years with almost nothing to show for in the end. While these are all hugely
devastating factors in themselves, and more so all of them together, those factors pale in
comparison with what their implementation would prevent."
"And that is?" said Fred.
"Oh yes, what is so big that the loss incurred by the project would pail everything
into insignificance?" said Steve. "What you would loose is the efficient option. It is a
great idea to divert fresh water into the deserts to make them bloom with agriculture for
increasing the food supply of the world. It is a great idea too, to divert the waters for this
purpose that presently flow unused into the oceans. But for this you don't need a huge
project if you implement the Least Action Principle utilizing modern technology. The key
here is to utilize nuclear powered high temperature automated manufacturing processes,
based on basalt as an input material. As you know, basalt is ten times stronger than steel,
is none corrosive, and can be extruded into micro fibers that can be subsequently woven
into extremely strong fabrics. One could use these fabrics to manufacture thin-walled
hoses a hundred meters in diameter, which one would then lay out into the oceans to
convey fresh water through them with almost no effort. One could thereby divert the
outflow of major rivers right to the edge of the deserts, where it becomes immediately
available for irrigation. Such a system could for example divert a portion of the outflow
of the mighty Orinoco River in Venezuela, across the Gulf of Mexico, to the deserts of
California and Mexico, and to wherever else irrigation water is needed. Such a system
would deliver many times the flow rate that NAWAPA promised, and this in 5 years
instead of 50 years, and it would be expandable and not be vulnerable to the coming Ice
Age freeze-up in the North. This, Fred, is what you would miss if you go for the
NAWAPA project. And this would be just the beginning of what you would miss if you
submitted your country to this tragedy.

"If you were to opt for the high-temperature technology route with automated
manufacturing in the processing, which enables the water-in-water transfer method,"
Steve continued, "the same technology would also give you the power to manufacture
those urgently needed complete housing units in automated processes that you can
produce so inexpensively that they can be given away for free by the millions as an
investment by society into itself. And this too, would be just another beginning."
"A beginning for what?" interjected Fred.
"It would stage the beginning for the real thing that mankind absolutely needs to
have in the coming Ice Age environment," said Steve. "The large-scale automated
manufacturing technology would enable the building of floating bridges spanning the
oceans between the continents, like from Florida to Morocco, and from Mexico to China,
with branches stretching deep into the tropical waters to support large-scale floating
agriculture there. We need this development urgently, because when the Ice Age
transition begins it may rapidly disable all of the northern agricultural regions where
presently most of the world's food comes from. The floating agriculture can be produced
on a large scale, and this quickly enough for it to be ready in time to make up for the big
losses in the North that are sure to happen during the potentially near transition towards
the next Ice Age. It might become necessary to feed five billion people with the products
of this floating agriculture that would be safe in the tropics from the Ice Age climate.
Also, the atmosphere over the tropical oceans has the world's highest CO2 concentration,
which is a critical factor for plant growth. Plant growth would be two or three times as
strong if the world's atmosphere wasn't so critically carbon deficient as it presently is.
Our entire biosphere is at a critical CO2 starvation stage. The current CO2 concentration
is in the 300 to 400-parts-per-million range. That's dangerously close to the absolute
minimum for agriculture to be possible. If it drops below the 200 mark, plant growth
grinds to a halt. Ice core readings tell us that the carbon concentration dropped below the
150 mark during parts of the last Ice Age glaciation cycle. This means that the floating
agriculture in the tropics will tide us over for a while, maybe for a few hundred years,
possibly through the entire transition period. This stop-gap measure will give us a chance
to develop the technology and economics for full-scale indoor agriculture with carbonenriched controlled environments and scientifically optimized lighting and moisture and
temperature controls, and so on. Until we get to this point, tropical agriculture will likely
be a critical stepping-stone for us into the coming Ice Age world. It might in fact be the
most critical factor for mankind's survival in the near term. It is absolutely criminal
therefore, to waste the few precious years that we may still have with pursuing the lowtech NAWAPA option that doesn't get us anywhere, which is essentially a dead-end
project."
"How much time do we have before the next glaciation cycle begins?" Fred
interjected.
"That's a good question, but it's not a valid question," said Steve. "It's a good
question, because nobody can foretell when the climate system flips back to its normal
glaciation state. Do we have 50 years, 100 years, or maybe 150 years? Too many
mutually supportive factors play into the climate dynamics for such answers to be

possible. In terms of the historic cycles that transition is already overdue by half a
percent. This puts it rather close. Also we see telltale signs that a transition of some sort
is in progress. The solar heliosphere is shrinking. This shrinking, all by itself, is giving us
the current increased cosmic ray density and thereby increased cloud formation, which in
turn translates itself into colder temperatures. Nobody can tell, of course, if what we see
isn't just another minor anomaly on the horizon, similar to what gave us the Little Ice Age
in the 1600s, and so on. By the same token, nobody can foretell whether we aren't
experiencing already the start of the long-expected big transition that is deemed to be still
a hundred years distant. The Little Ice Age resulted when the Earth experienced half a
degree global cooling. In comparison with that, we have seen massive temperature
fluctuations in the ice core records for the transition period leading into the last glaciation
cycles. Those fluctuations appear to have been decades in length with some rather deep
cooling, in the order of ten to fifteen degrees. Nobody knows for certain what this all
means, but most likely, if this pattern is repeated, it might mean that we may see the total
loss of the entire northern agriculture in the space of a few years in the near term,
possibly affecting nearly all of Europe, Russia, and Canada, and most of the U.S. and
parts of northern China. This means that we might see 80% of the world's agriculture
becoming suddenly disabled. Of course we don't know when. The astrophysical causes
are too distant for us to probe. We only know that it will take a mighty effort on our part,
spanning at least fifty years, to create a minimal alternate agricultural capability that
matches the needed scale and can be created in an area that the Ice Age cooling cannot
reach, such as in the tropics. We are talking about something big here on an enormous
scale. Creating an alternative for 80% of the world's agriculture, and to putting it afloat
onto the oceans in the tropics, as there is not enough land available there, where it would
be safe, requires the building of quite a few major infrastructures. This is why the
question of how much time we still have available is not a valid question. Considering
what is at stake if we fail, the infrastructure building should start today, otherwise we
gamble with the continued existence of mankind. Nothing can justify that. We can't even
afford to gamble that it might be possible to go directly to indoor agriculture. We don't
have the economic resources built up yet, to get this done in the short timeframe that we
may have left of the interglacial period. This doesn't mean that we shouldn't pursue this
option likewise."
"In the context of what you are saying, the Bearing Strait Tunnel project for
linking America and Asia mustn't be pursued either," said Fred. "There is a lot of
lobbying being done to build a 53-mile long tunnel under the Arctic ocean at the narrow
gap that separates the Asian and American continents. The proposed project would take
20 years to build and would required 2,500 miles of new railway tracks connecting up
with it in the high sub-arctic. The entire project would then be a complete waste of time
and resources, as it would be quickly disabled once the Ice Age transition begins."
"You would be killing mankind with that," said Steve. "Anything that would
detract from the urgent task at hand adds up to nothing less than a proposal for
committing suicide. Any other path to getting where we need to be, than the least action
path, adds up to a willingness to commit suicide. Also, in considering the alternative, it
makes no sense spending 20 years digging and scraping, and tunneling through rock, to
build the Bearing Strait Tunnel project, when the Pacific bridge to China can be laid

down in a fraction of this time. It wouldn't take much to lay down the bridge since its
modules would be produced in automated industrial processes. In addition, the bridge
would open the door to mankind's survival with floating tropical agriculture. Also, the
project's technologies and industries would, as a sideline benefit, give us the capability to
produce the needed millions of free houses that might otherwise not be built. The
provision of free high-quality housing is our least-action path for creating a renaissance
world, enabling the kind of massive scientific, technological, and cultural development
that we urgently need for mastering the looming Ice Age challenge."

Steve glanced at me now and then during the discussions he had, while leaning
onto the balcony door, facing Fred. The discussion appeared to unfold towards answering
my question that I had posed earlier, when I had asked, where do we go from here? Steve
referred to it on the balcony, but then stepped back inside to answer it. "Your question
implies that we have already gotten somewhere," he said. "So, what must be the answer?
I personally think we didn't get very far, if we got anywhere at all. The reason for it
appears to be that you have all been hanging onto my coattails. You keep on asking me to
drag you along. Sure, we have taken a number of significant steps together, but hanging
onto me, and on anyone else for that matter, really isn't the ideal way to go. Life should
be explosive, fresh, new, daring, with everyone surging ahead as a pioneer."
"Now wait a minute," I protested. "What do you mean with us riding on your
coattails? We are all tied into this scientific development process together. Haven't we
been working together right from the start, side by side? Since you opened the door and
started the music for the dance, we have all 'danced' together side by side. Whenever new
ideas were discovered, we often discovered them together."
Steve just smiled. "You are right, Pete. I just wanted you to say this. I just wanted
you to recognize, on your own, that you don't need anyone's help anymore. I wanted you
to recognize that you have stood quite successfully on your own feet. You do need to
acknowledge this to yourself, because the alternative is ugly, it involves acknowledging
nakedness and impotence. That's what it means to ride another's coattails. Of course, it's
tempting to do this, but this is not happening here."
Steve explained that riding another's coattails is not different than embracing
public opinion. It doesn't break new ground. It actually closes the door to asking the
question; what is the truth? Steve said that riding the coat tails of another is the method
that the universities use nowadays for teaching, and the politicians use and parade as
democracy. It doesn't open new frontiers. As Fred had already pointed out, the
universities authorize people's thinking and grant them diplomas for mastering the
authorized perceptions that are but another form of the mediocrity of mere opinion. You
can't go this route. Who would authorize the pioneer that breaks the barriers? Who would
authorize the man that stretches the envelope? Who would authorize the discoverer that
ventures into new territory that no one has walked in before, and does so, with vigor and
power? Who would authorize the leading edge discovery? Who would guide us on the
path that no one has gone before? Only self-authorization can achieve that, and a

commitment to principle. This is the path for stepping up to higher ground, from
democracy that features the mediocrity of opinion, to a republic of government by
constitutional principles. This is the critical path for meeting the Ice Age challenge in the
world to come. Unfortunately, I see far too few on this path.
"Your challenge must be, to be riding the coattails of Truth. We all must do this,"
said Steve looking at me. "Unless we do this, we become a slave to another's
achievements, or even another's opinion, and nothing gets done. We don't get anywhere
that way. If one clings to another's achievement one clings to the past. This means that
one isn't moving ahead. If one thinks like a slave in this sense, one will act like a slave.
That's how an underclass person thinks and acts, and puts itself into its 'proper niche.'
And what is worse, people who do that, call this freedom. What happens to truth then,
Peter, if one becomes a slave to another person's achievements or opinions? What
happens to freedom when one focuses one’s life onto arbitrary opinions, instead of on
demonstrable truth, such as the truth about the humanity that we all share? Freedom
becomes lost then, by this unprincipled focus. One becomes a slave. This must never
happen to any of us. We must alert ourselves constantly not to fall into this trap. When
we go to sleep at night, our alertness must remain awake, and we must find it keen and
sharp in the morning, and then keep it up all day in-between. It must be maintained,
always. It must never wane."
"I know what you mean," I said to Steve.
"Why then, don't you do it, and do it daily and constantly? You have taken a few
great steps, but not enough for the New World that we must create. You are still asking
me far too often about what is right and what is wrong, as you had in the beginning. How
many times did you call me when you were at an impasse with Sylvia over Heather? Did
I help you? No! The solution came from your own heart and hers. You have the exact
same resources to find the answers with, that I have. Everybody has these resources. In
fact, not a single one of the breakthroughs that you made were provided by my work.
You must never forget this. You must move forward with this. This is why we all have to
be walking on our own. There mustn't be a teacher-student relationship between us. We
should all be guided by our own highest discoveries of what constitutes truth and its
principles that are demonstrable. We can share our discoveries, of course, via dialog, and
explore critical aspects together. But this has to happen laterally. Dialog must always be a
lateral process. The flow has to be between equals, not vertically."
"Oh, I have tried this?" I interjected. "Still, I have to reach up to your standard
first."
"No, Pete! That's exactly where the problem lies. Don't let me authorize your
thinking. Set your goal way beyond what I have been able to attain. Forget me, go for the
gold, don't be satisfied with mediocrity, reach out to infinity."
"Isn't this already happening in a way?" I replied.

"In a small way perhaps. I must admit that we have started to learn a bit from each
other," Steve conceded. "And this is how it should be. The flow of interchange should be
laterally. This means you must become your own guide, Peter, to do the right thing when
nobody knows what the right thing is. This process creates freedom. It creates true
leadership for the rest of the world. A true leader inspires a nation to claim its freedom
based on the truth. A true leader inspires a nation not to act as slaves, not even as slaves
to its own opinions that are invariably somebody else's opinions. The point is that you
have to wear your own shoes and start walking, Peter, and then begin running, and climb
Mt. Everest. How else can you free yourself from the stranglehold of public opinion that
is presently strangling the whole of humanity by having latched itself onto the coat tails
of empire? There is no community of principle in public opinion that is typically a
cultivated thought-community with empire, like China had been, that was once infested
with Mao's Thoughts. If you are willing to step way from opinion and finally come to
stand on the mountain top of universal principles, I guarantee that you will look back to
the point where you stand now and acknowledge that we both hadn't even begun to
venture deep into the New World."
"I have to support Steve's assessment," said Ushi. "If our goal is to resurrect
'Carmen' then we haven't gotten anywhere yet, apart from having taken a few steps
forward. However, I also see it in a different context."
Ushi turned to me. "Considering our goal," she said, "we have handled the beach
project hearing rather badly, almost until the end."
"What do you mean?" I almost interrupted her. "I thought we came out as winners
and no one was hurt during the battle."
She shook her head. "We have treated the man from the church badly right from
the start. The fight shouldn't have developed at all. There shouldn't have been any fight."
"No, no, Ushi," I said. "Don't forget that the man from the church started the fight.
He raised all the ugly issues. He attacked us. I had to defend us and our community, and I
did it as gently as I could."
"That's not the issue," Ushi replied. "The issue is a matter of principle, how it was
done. You were attacked on an issue that had nothing to do with anything real. The
arguments were silly, the charges irrational, his goal was to destroy your standing in the
community. I agree we had nothing to do with that, but you fought back at the same low
level that he was trained to fight his battles at. You fought the battle on the level of the
fundi. You fought a narrowly focused, single-issue war, the kind of war that no one can
win. In such a fight nobody can see the forest for the trees. All that anyone can do in this
kind of war is hurt one-another, and that you did, both of you, and rather efficiently. Sure,
you withdrew from the battle before the hurt became too great, but nothing was healed.
That's what I am ashamed about, looking back. These kinds of battles are probably going
on all over the world in different forms and against different backgrounds. People get
hurt, and nothing is ever healed. The farmer understood this best. He said in essence that
the fighting that kills people is all in the name of the same God in defense of traditions,

opinions, or dogmas. Now we have done the same thing in the name of advancing the
cause of humanity."
"So, what should I have done?"
"The man from the church came crying to us for help," Ushi replied. "We should
have responded better. We should have helped him get out of his trap. We should have
caused a healing, as Helen would have."
"He wasn't asking for any help," Tony interrupted.
"No Tony, he was," I said quietly. "I was aware that the confrontation was
agonizing to him. He had nothing of substance to fight with and was probably not
allowed to lose. We should have treated him better. The church that he represented is an
honorable institution, but it too, has been treated badly for centuries. We didn't have to
add to that. Take the Christian church, for instance. From the moment that Christianity
was put on the map it has been attacked. The priesthood in the service of an oligarchy
attacked it from within, then the Roman Empire attacked it from without, and when they
couldn't destroy it they took it over and turned it upside down and turned it into an
instrument of empire. The unity of God and man that the apostolic work was centered on,
had been split apart and turned into a vertical, hierarchical emporium. God was pushed
into heaven and out of sight and out of reach, and humanity into the dust of the Earth, and
Jesus was put onto a pedestal and converted into a negotiator or mediator between the
two. The perversion created a perfect imperial setup, right, but it destroyed what
Christianity stood for? The church then officially assumed the function of the mediator or
negotiator in the name of the sovereign ruler of the empire. A whole lot of doctrines were
created or perverted to make that stick, and all of it was done in order to control society.
That's the trap the man was stuck in that we faced at the hearing, Tony. The Romans have
created that trap, Byzantine has taken it over, and a lot of it still remains today. Ushi is
right, we should have healed the church instead of fighting it."
"But how could we have responded any better than we did?" Tony asked.
Ushi looked at me. "You tell him."
I shrugged my shoulders. "I guess I should have focused on what was needed to
break down the dam, behind which his entire life as a human being has become jammed
up," I said. "However, how is one to do this?
"You have met Helen in Leipzig," Ushi said gently, smiling at me. "As I know
Helen, she probably told you the story that Nicholas of Cusa had written about the sages
of the seventeen religions of the world. They had come together to ask God how it is that
they were all divided and were fighting each other, even killing each other in His name.
God responded by pointing out to them that they were all wise men, and consequently
they should all be able to discern that there is only one truth. The sages all said that they
knew this, that there is only one truth. 'But why are we killing one-another in the name of
that one truth?' they asked. Do you remember Helen telling you that story?"

I nodded and smiled. "How would I forget?"
Ushi reminded me what Helen's answer was, to the sages. Ushi told everyone that
Helen changed Cusa's story. She would have invited all the sages to the seashore and
would have asked them all to each pick up a grain of sand, because that's what they were
fighting each other for. She would have explained that they had made the mistake to each
regard their tradition, prophesy, ideology, and dogma as the word of God, the word of
Truth, which in reality was something much larger and higher and more profound than
they had dared to imagine. Helen would have asked the sages to drop their grains of sand
and look up and embrace the seashore, the higher idea of Truth, the beach, the waves, the
wind, and the sun shining on all of them. Ushi suggested that we should have turned the
beach project hearing around into this general direction.
Ushi also suggested that instead of responding to the single issue topic that was
raised by the man from the church, we should have said to him: What has this got to do
with anything? In the same breath we should have raised the issue of the seashore. We
should have brought the beach project into the context of the real mission of the church,
which is to inspire a search for the truth that becomes apparent in the unity of God and
man, and is reflected in the universal unity of one-another.
Ushi pointed out that we should have established with the man from that church a
community of principle as a basis for a constructive dialog. In the course of that dialog,
the beach project issue would likely have been easily resolved and everyone would have
been uplifted in the process. "The man from the church would have experienced a
healing," said Ushi at the end. "The bitter war would have never erupted if we had aimed
for a universal healing from the outset. But we didn't do that. I think we were all afraid to
speak the truth. That is why Steve is right, that we haven't gotten anywhere yet, at least
not far. In Bizet's opera Carmen was killed because nobody had attempted to heal the
small-minded world in which the Principle of Universal Love has no place, much less the
central place. They had all voted for specie, for property."
"I think you may be wrong about us," I countered Ushi. "Maybe we didn't do the
right thing at first, but we have made some progress, enough of it that we can at least talk
about the real process now. That should count for something. Maybe the next time we
will cause a healing. Let's not belittle what we have achieved."
"All right Pete," Fred got into the act. "Let's see if what you say is true. Let's test if
we have made some progress."
Fred made himself comfortable in his chair. He turned to me and put his hand
under his chin and asked me to suppose, theoretically, that I met this wonderful woman
whom I instantly fell in love with, and that she responded with the same love and
affection. Then he asked me to suppose further that on our first date she had a few nasty
things to say about my car. She may have come from a rich background and might have
felt it insulting to be asked to ride in a car where the paint has been scratched, pitted,
worn, and become dull, and with seats that were stained by all the years of use, and were
worn out.

"How would you respond to her?" asked Fred. "Would you explain that this is the
best that you can afford with your income, and that people always come to you when they
need help so that you don't have anything left yourself? Would you bring up all of these
cheap kinds of excuses?"
"Of course I wouldn't," I said to Fred. "I would counter her complaint by saying:
What have a few grains of sand got to do with anything when the whole seashore is
before us, the waves, the shallows, the rocks, the beach, the sunshine? Maybe by focusing
on the wonders of love that lay before us we would both realize that the rotten shape the
car is in belongs to a different world that has no bearing on our situation. So then, what
would it have to do with anything?"
"All right," said Fred, "I accept that answer. Let me ask you a second question.
You told me about Erica in a debriefing. When she drew the line in the sand. Did you
respond the same way?"
I shook my head and looked down in shame. "No Fred, that's not the way I
responded. But you know all of that. I had been walking on the seashore and felt sorry
that I missed one grain of sand."
"Ah," said Fred, "there we have proof that you have made some progress. And
may I add my congratulation that your progress has brought you back up to the level that
existed a couple of centuries ago?" Fred laughed after this, and laughed.
"What do you mean?" Ushi asked and punched him gently in the side, since she
was sitting next to him?
"You tell me," he replied, still grinning. "Name me an opera in which extreme
opposite viewpoints become united. I give you a hint. They are united by love, which
takes us to a higher, more honest plane, where we say to the lower level divisions: What
have they got to do with anything?"
"Aida comes to mind," said Heather. "Aida was a slave girl that was loved by
Egypt's commander of the armies, even unto death. In the same context the opera, Romeo
and Juliet, comes to mind, of two lovers that were united by their love against the
background of bitter animosity among their families."
"That doesn't count," said Tony. "Love makes people blind. Isn't that what
everybody says? Look at what happened to Pete and Heather; they blindly rushed into a
situation they couldn't see through to the end, and then they got stuck."
"No Tony," Fred replied gently. "It's the other way around. Love opens people's
eyes to the truth, to our humanity, by which we are already united. It is hate, prejudice,
jealousy, fear, and indifference that make people blind. When we loose sight of our
humanity we become blind. When we open our sight to love, then we begin to see. Love
never makes anyone blind. It opens up a reality that is far too rarely seen. The operas that
Heather mentioned make that quite clear. The killer in both cases is society's blindness.
In the opera, Carmen, that blindness also blinded the lover. Love was no longer the

factor, blindness was. The lover had become blind to his love. The specie vote too, had
been wrought out of blindness. Society had been blinded. Even the Pearl Harbor tragedy
had been the result of society's blindness, a blindness to the growing danger from the
camps of empire and its international fascism. Had society been alert, the Pearl Harbor
tragedy wouldn't have happened. The conspiracy to draw the USA into war wouldn't have
had the ground to develop on. Likewise, the specie vote wouldn't have happened that
stole America's love-currency, and Carmen too, wouldn't have been murdered in the
opera. But how does one combat blindness? That's the big question."
"Some day we will know the answer," said Steve. "Of course we already know that
the answer is rooted in the Principle of Universal Love. A principle is an active impetus.
Blindness is a passive thing. This establishes the direction from which the answer will
emerge."
Sylvia interrupted Steve. "Hate makes people much more than just blind," she said.
She asked Fred whether she had told him the story of a woman who had lost her son
when he was quite young, who had searched for him for many years in vain?
Fred nodded. "Wasn't it hate that made the woman in the story blind with anger.
She was moved with an acquired unrestrained hate for people that stole. When a man
broke into her house, she killed him in her blind rage, being unaware that the man was
her son who had finally found his way back to her."
"Hate makes people more than blind," said Sylvia.
Sylvia turned to Tony. "I can name you a long string of attributes that have much
of the same effect. The story of the woman is fiction, but it represents a vast front of
tragedies that happen every day as the result of this type of blindness. What Pete and
Heather ventured into was not the result of blindness. I can never believe that."
"Maybe it was more like Carmen's spirit, what had moved them forward to the
leading edge, a profound kind of love for our humanity," said Fred. "Sure, Pete and
Heather got stuck," Fred continued. "But they got stuck because they were overwhelmed
by the seashore, not by blindness. Maybe that is what I read in Carmen. Carmen refused
to live in the small, confined world of common convention. The impasse that Pete and
Heather ran into shows how powerfully a person can be affected when one begins to face
the truth about the humanity that we all share that is as wide as the seashore, that
invariably unites us across all borders unless this truth is denied. The barriers that Pete
and Heather faced were the barriers that the world had created, that they had tested with
all the daring they were able to muster. That was the impasse that they couldn't deal with
at first."
Tony shook his head in disbelief. "Why hasn't this happened on the political
scene?" he asked Fred quietly, as if he was afraid to say it out loud.
"Oh it has happened," said Fred. "Carmen was a love story that ended in death, but
it was also a political story of a political impasse. As Carmen died, so died Europe later
as the result of its failure to free itself from fascism. That of course wasn't helped by

America loosing World War One at Christmas in 1913. But Tony, we also have begun
the process of resolving that impasse. When Pete spoke to me about a strange principle
that had been brought into the open in East Germany, which he called the Principle of
Universal Love, I realized there and then that a new era was in the making, an era of a
higher sense of love, so that the death of the world's 'Carmen' would never be repeated. I
saw Pete's impasse with Heather as a healthy part of this unfolding process, which will
probably continue its unfolding for some time to come. Nuclear war appears to be our
political equivalent. It's a scary impasse, but its ghost will never fly and kill mankind,
because we have begun to push forward the frontier towards resurrecting our humanity,
which means getting out of our blindness. Blindness is a lack of humanity, nothing more,
so it seems. Likewise, will the Ice Age Challenge never overwhelm mankind, no matter
how threatening it may seem today. We have begun to move that frontier forward as well,
in the same manner, enriching the universal worth of our humanity.
"So, Tony, as you can see the movement has already begun on the political scene,"
Fred replied to him strongly. "The most deeply seated opposites have become united right
here among us, in the United States of America where the movement of freedom has
become a tradition. We didn't start this tradition. We are only moving with it. The Civil
Rights Movement was an early unfolding of it, culminating in the Voting Rights Act.
Those are shining examples. Nowhere in the world had prejudice and hatred been more
deeply rooted than they were in the southern states against the Negro Americans.
Suddenly these people had found among them a leader who reminded them of their
humanity, who inspired them to demand all the rights of a human being, and they got it.
They didn't play grains of sand, asking for better pay or compromises, or a little more
recognition. They went for the seashore, the mountaintop as Martin Luther King had put
it, and they got what they saw. They didn't go begging like slaves. They fought for the
rights of all humanity, and they fought their battle on that higher level. Some of that has
been lost already again."
"Are you saying that we should have demanded the same at our hearing for the
beach project?" asked Heather. "Are you saying that we should have demanded that
everybody address another as a human being?"
"What a novel idea!" interjected Tony, and laughed. "We wouldn't have had
anything left to fight over."
"Well," said Ushi, "when you stand on the wide open beach, enjoying the seashore,
why would you want to fight over a few grains of sand?"
Here a light went on in my head.
"I suppose, I should have given the same answer to Willie the Rock," I said to
Steve. "I should have laughed at Palmerston's small minded obsession with building a
global world empire. I should have laughed at his people's goals and said to them: What
have those got to do with anything? I should have pointed out to them that they aren't
exempted from the Principle of Universal Love and its reflection in Love-Based
Economics. I should have told them: You have to live by its principle, because there isn't

another principle possible. A universal principle has no opposite. The principle of
universal gravity has no opposite. No antigravity principle exists that could defeat the
order of the universe. I should have alerted Palmerston that every empire ever formed,
destroyed itself by trying to move against the principle of economics. I should have told
him that any mouse that digs in the dirt is more powerful than the mighty Fundi Empire
could ever be, since the destruction of the empire is assured by the principle of economics
that any empire denies, wherefore it cannot maintain itself. The mouse would only have
to sit back and wait and watch the outcome."
Steve laughed and nodded while I spoke, but then he shook his head. "You should
have gently asked Willie the Rock to open his eyes, to enjoy the seashore and all the
wonderful things it has to offer. He might have stopped groping for the few grains of
sand that he has set his eyes on."
"But you didn't ask him to do that," added Steve. "I have heard the tape. You didn't
say anything like that. I guarantee if you had done this you would have felt a whole lot
better afterwards. You might have even changed Willie the Rock's mind. So you see, you
have missed a great opportunity. This means that Schiller was right when he lamented
that the great moments in history have all too often met a small-minded people."
Fred laughed again. "We are about to change that," he said.
Sylvia laughed in response. "Do you suggest that we invite all the imperials to join
the Royal Dance and make human beings out of them?"
"Why not?" answered Steve. "The whole world lies open to us, to you, to me, to us
all, and with potentials for explorations and achievements that we can't even imagine
yet."
Steve turned to me. "You may tell yourself today that you have found an answer
to what love is. You should celebrate that you have merely touched the surface, whereby
the greatest treasures still lie ahead to be discovered...."
"...As we find ourselves clothed with the sun," Ushi interjected.
"And so it will always be," Steve continued. "The greatest treasures are those that
one digs up out of the unknown by one’s own efforts and ones own scientific discoveries,
all of which feed one’s self-love that reflects itself in our love for one-another. It doesn't
happen the other way around. This means that the important question is not 'where' one
goes from here. We all know the course to follow. We understand the principles. The
'where' has therefore been established. The 'how to do it,' of course, involves questions
that we all must answer by ourselves in the days, and months, and years ahead. But we
shouldn't be surprised if our answers don't come readily and easily. We shouldn't be
surprised if we all stumble and crash many times while we move forward. But the world
will change by the power of us all living in it. Nor will empire succeed, which has no real
power. Empire is doomed by its own inner emptiness. It is itself a systemic failure. It is
killing whoever and whatever it is feeding on, whereby it is killing itself. Its doom cannot
be avoided, just as peace cannot be avoided that resumes after war has exhausted the

feuding factions. Empire will vanish like the thick ice of a frozen lake vanishes in the
warmth of an unfolding spring. The collapse begins with a fissure in the ice. Then the
fissure becomes a deep crack, and suddenly many cracks appear, and soon the entire
surface of the ice breaks apart. In due course not a trace of it remains. Our task is to
hasten the springtime."
Steve turned to me. "You have found out already what this means. You have
experienced the process with Heather, haven't you? And even in this springtime you have
barely begun."
He glanced across the room to Heather and smiled, then turned back to me. "Let
me warn you that you will stumble many more times until the foundation is completely
built on which all love is founded, and consequently this love stands firmly and becomes
a foundation to build a New World on without barriers, without isolation, and without
impasses. On the road towards this New World, the love that all of us have for oneanother will grow more secure, richer, and more beautiful."
Fred agreed with Steve.
"Actually we have made more than just a little progress then, in that direction," I
interrupted. "The Royal Dance has begun, has it not? We have put it on the map. I have
seen it. I have been there. I have participated. The Royal Dance was evidently created as
a profound idea by a courageously daring lady that was determined to outflank the
blindness inspired by Adam Smith and his fascism of greed. We have won a few points in
Venice too, along that line, but no victory. The rage of the fundi proves that. They are
still in control. As Ushi said, the only big steps forward that we made were made in the
desert of New Mexico where Adam Smith was outflanked totally, and a breakthrough
was won in the fight for the universal kiss. That's a big step forward. It's a giant step. The
Royal Dance includes three different types of responses to the universal kiss. The first
was the kiss of the wise men, kissing the king, by which the king became uplifted. The
second step was the kiss of the king, kissing the musician, by which the kingdom became
uplifted. The third step was the kiss of the king's daughter, kissing herself, by which
society became uplifted. This story has been told many times and the dance has been
danced in response. People have become uplifted, and they will continue to tell that story
and dance that dance. That's winning the world without a victory. That's how the opera
Carmen should have ended. But the foundation for that didn't exist then. It barely does so
now."
I turned to Fred. "Do you agree that this process is a valid one, focusing directly
on the truth. We never mentioned Adam Smith by name in connection with the Royal
Dance. The name didn't seem to be significant to those simple and honest people in the
desert. We only illustrated the principle that defeats Adam Smith, the principle of the
universal kiss."
"That's why we were able to win so easily," Ushi interjected. "We won a great
battle, the kind of which has not been won for centuries. We won a battle for the
universal kiss. It strikes me as odd though, that when the final battle is won and Adam

Smith is totally defeated, we won't likely see this as a victory either. There appears to be
no victory possible on the side of the universal kiss, because there is no vanquished there.
No one is vanquished by a kiss."
"This battle is really in the hands of humanity itself," Fred came back into the
conversation. He had just poured glasses of orange juice far a late night drink. "No one
owns the battle," he said, "and no one can fight it for everyone. The question is, who will
lay down their pennies and their millions in support of the movement that humanity must
become inspired, to make its own? Who will dance the really royal dance, and dance it in
all its dimensions, even financially?"
"Some day many people will do this," Heather replied, "because winning on the
side of the universal kiss is worth a greater price than we can imagine, which we will
have to pay if we don't win."

Moments later we talked about the beach again, and how I had envisioned it as a
project that would move people's thinking away from the Byzantine hierarchical ideology
that the world's church doctrines still represented, and to build a new renaissance
movement on a lateral foundation for moving forward on the whole front of the seashore.
I confided that this had been my dream ever since Helen had introduced the concept of
the lateral lattice.
Steve mentioned to Fred that he had foreseen the type of clash that we had
experienced, between hierarchical demands and civilizational thinking, and that we
would probably have to face those challenges many more times.
I asked Steve, why after listening to the Palmerston tape, he never commented on
Palmerston's boasting regarding the fundi’s Ice Age project. "Will the fundi really
succeed in preventing mankind from making the needed preparation? Will they prevent
us from assuring our food supply with indoor agriculture in an Ice Age World?"
Steve just laughed. "One step at a time, Peter! One step at a time! Until we can
create the environment in which people stop serving up gobs of lies to each other the
fundi do have the upper hand. Palmerston is totally correct. There is no point in talking
about creating an Ice Age Renaissance, while the world is fast asleep, dreaming of global
warming. Lies have put society mentally asleep for centuries. Joseph Goebbels
understood that. That's why he became Hitler's Propaganda Minister. The fundi
understand this also, and they are building an empire on it, and Willie is doing this for
them on a professional basis. That's their foundation. It's our challenge to erase that
foundation and replace it with a human foundation. That's a huge challenge, Peter. Until
we win in building a foundation for mankind by uplifting our universal humanity, the
coming Ice Age won't even be acknowledged. Much less will preparations be made for it
that require a 100-year intense renaissance building effort and technological
development, and economic achievements on a scale that ushers in a new epoch for
mankind. Until we can talk about this new epoch, and make that a universally accepted

goal, the fundi will continue to have their victory over civilization. If we don't make the
breakout, the fundi will have their pitiful feudal empire with a tiny world population of
no more that 50 million people worldwide that they will rule over as lords for the next
hundred millennia. Palmerston understands our challenge better than the whole of
mankind. He understands that mankind's failing itself to meet the Ice Age Challenge is
the only possible platform on which any of the present empires can survive. He also
understands our weakness in facing the challenge, and he probably understands it better
than we do. He knows that we have to foil their plan if we want to assure the survival of
our civilization, he also knows that with society being fast asleep in a dream world of
lies, we haven't got a hope in hell to hold back their plan. He knows that we would have
to create a world without lies for that to happen. He was right in laughing at us, because
that awakening hadn't even begun. Joseph Goebbels would have laughed at us too.
However, I also think that we will soon be in a position to laugh back at them, by putting
the truth on the table in the manner that the little child had done in Hans Christian
Anderson's tale of the Emperor's New Clothes. Maybe some time in the near future the
Ice Age Renaissance can be talked about more seriously then, such as we have begun in
Venice, when the Principle of Universal Love is acknowledged increasingly by society as
a whole."
I smiled at that and answered Steve, as Helen would have: "What have the
challenges to get there, got to do with anything? Do they change the principle involved?"
"Doesn't it feel great to be able to acknowledge this as the truth about ourselves?"
said Ushi. "We are the grains of the sand of the seashore as we are at one with it. We are
also the drops of water and the ocean at the same time. We are Life, and Truth, and Love
all rolled into one. Should not the universe 'obey' us? It gave us the power to enrich it
with our boundless creativity? I think the universe will respond to us in our role for as
long as we respond to its principles and stop being so timid about applying them to the
little challenges the fundi have put before us, or we ourselves."
"This mandate has huge implications, but I see us winning," I added. "We will
win, and as we do, I predict that we won't see it as a victory but as simply the human
thing to do, like breathing the air."
Steve's response was to laugh. He turned to Fred. "The whole of humanity has to
start to learn how to walk anew by the time Pete is done with it," he said.
Steve continued to laugh and then asked Fred where he kept the champagne
hidden. "We have to celebrate this," he said. "With Pete we will win what the mightiest
arsenals of weapons could never achieve. Just think of the expense he could have spared
us!"
"There is orange juice in the fridge," Fred interrupted Steve, and began to laugh,
too. Fred got up and brought the whole jug from the kitchen and a bottle of soda water for
Steve, and a few slices of lemon.

We celebrated our future that night, deep into the morning. As we did, my meeting
Ushi at the Brandenburg Gate came to my mind when Ushi and I had said fare well to
each other at the conclusion of the Anderson affair. I had been sure that we would never
see each other again. I could still remember her loving embrace and her kiss, and her
words that we would not be dependent on one-another. Now, in our new celebration of an
endless future we said the same things again, only in a different and much more beautiful
context. Maybe this illustrates the principle that we all had talked about that night, which
assured that our horizons were bound to grow brighter as we moved ahead.
I remembered Ushi saying at the Brandenburg Gate, that the world is full of
beautiful people and wonders of love, and indeed, a lot of that truth had already been
experienced.

Before boarding the plane, the next morning, Ushi cautioned me that this truth
promises a whole lot more, "maybe more than we both can handle," she said.
She grinned as she said this, and added a kiss. She also said that this truth promises
worlds upon worlds of wonders that lie still before us. She said the world is full of
marvels for us to explore, and to become uplifted by. She suggested that if we continue in
our path to grow the dimensions of our self-love, and of all the love that is bound to grow
out of our efforts, we would give new meaning to the concept of enriching one-another's
life. She was telling me that we don't need a thousand years of growing up to become
human beings, even to the point that we can put the nuclear weapons challenge behind us.
She suggested that for this, we have the key already within us, and that we can turn this
key now.
She kissed me one last time and repeated with a smile the very words that I had
spoken to her in Leipzig on the first day we met, that one person with a right idea is
sufficient to change the world. She said that she had agreed with me then. Now she added
that in considering of how our circle had expanded we were already an effective majority
in the world.
"Isn't that exciting?" she asked, while we hugged each other when the final
boarding call for their plane was announced.
When Steve and I hugged each other he was all smiles. I even noticed a tear in his
eye, which wasn't like Steve at all. Then he revealed the secret. He held up an envelope
and said, "thanks for the fare well gift," as we shook hands.
As he said this I noticed that wicked grin in Fred's face that revealed that he had
been up to something.

"What was the envelope all about?" I asked him after Ushi and Steve had
disappeared behind the security gate and we were walking back to the car.

Fred took me aside and motioned Ross, Tony, Heather, and Sylvia to go on ahead.
"Didn't you ask me to do something nice for them?" Fred replied when we were out of
hearing range. He grinned some more. "The envelope?" he said. "Well, I gave him a little
cash from both of us. I told him it was his National Security Award. I told him to
consider it as a pioneering attempt by the Government of the United States of America to
revert its attention back to Love-Based Economics, although in a small way, - a small
first step towards saving the world. I told Steve that you had nominated him for the
award, which in a way you had." Then Fred laughed when he said this and looked at his
watch. "I asked Steve not to open the envelope until he was in the air. I hate emotional
scenes."
"He certainly can use some extra bit of cash," I assured him.
"It may save his life some day when he needs to get away from the East in a
hurry!" said Fred calmly. "I couldn't give him the Nobel Price, of course. Still, I am not
totally impotent. I only wish it could have been more. Two-hundred-thousand is such a
pittance."
"Wow! You call that a pittance? I should kiss you for that!" I said to him and
reached my hand out. "Thanks Fred."
"Believe me, it's a pittance," said Fred. "Our country spends twenty-four billion
each year on covert operations to destabilize foreign governments, to foment wars and
genocide, to assassinate people we don't like, to set up and finance terrorist organizations
against other countries, even to terrorize our own people, while not a penny is spent in
Love-Based Economics on which peace and civilization depend, including our prosperity
and security. Not a penny is spent on that. Do you want me to go on? Do you know how
much twenty-four billion adds up to, which we spend each year to tear the world apart?
That adds up to a hundred-and-twenty-thousand times the amount I gave to Steve and
Ursula. So, it was a pittance, wasn't it? They have stuck their neck out for us to save our
butt a little while longer. They deserve far more. Unfortunately, that's all our country is
able to award this year to protect life and civilization on this planet. In real terms, this
allotment is less than a pittance, Pete. But then, that's what we consider life to be worth
these days. I just hope Steve and Ursula will be able to forgive us both for our inability to
honor them better."
"You are right, the security and prosperity of our country should be worth a lot
more to us than that. That's why we have so little of it," I replied. "However, I don't see
any change on the horizon for as long as we spend a hundred-and-twenty-thousand times
as much on destabilizing the world and making it less peaceful, than we spend on making
it livable."
Fred didn't laugh this time. He said something about wanting to turn this ratio
around, so that people's tax money would be spent on enriching civilization and the
world, instead of destroying our humanity and murdering people. "We've got to put LoveBased Economics on the table in a big way," he said to me, "or else everything that we
have worked for as a people, and as a nation, will be lost in the hurricane of the coming

calamities that we see already on the horizon. He suggested however, that most likely the
spending in support of peace and civilization would have to come from private sources
first, before such a trend can be established in government spending. Love-Based
Economics is a process that has to start at the home plate. Steve is a key element in this.
Let's consider the money as a retainer to enable him to help us in reclaiming our
humanity. Too much of it has become lost. There is almost nothing left of what America
once was."
"Like what?" I interrupted Fred. "Are you referring to what the old man said at the
hearing that we lost the nation when we lost the Federal Credit System as the basis for
our economy? That was the result of loosing our humanity and becoming evermore blind
to love. You read the transcripts from the hearing, haven't you? Do you agree with the old
man that America lost World War One for the whole of humanity at Christmastime in
1913, when we surrendered to the imperial oligarchy, when we scrapped our Federal
Credit System that our nation had been founded on, and replaced it with the imperial's
private monetary system? We gave them our national currency as a Christmas present
and put the credit creation into the hands of their private central bankers whose system is
designed as a profit engine to nurture their greed and empower their fascism. That's what
the old man said happened at Christmas in 1913. That's heavy stuff, isn't it? He said that
America was founded as a Federal Credit Society for its self-development. That was
totally wrecked at Christmastime in 1913. He said that the imperial moneybags have been
fighting a relentless war against us to wreck our nation. They started scoring with the
assassination of Hamilton. The old man said that they succeeded in 1913 when we
surrendered on the 23rd of December. He said that World War One was lost that day, and
that America lost it for the whole world. He said that the shooting war in Europe that
started half a year later, which is mistakenly called World War I, was but the aftershock
of America loosing the war for the world at Christmas in 1913. That's quite a
revolutionary rewriting of the history books that the old man has done, don't you think?"
"He has been correcting the history books, Peter!" said Fred. "It is about time that
somebody set the record straight. World War One began on July the 4th 1776 when 13
colonies in North America announced their separation from the British Empire and
founded the United States of America. That was a declaration of war against the Empire.
The resulting war changed the world, but the peace without empire in the world has not
yet been won. The war is still ongoing. When the peace is won, the world will be free.
We fought for our freedom when we started this war. And with it we also fought for the
freedom of the world, from imperial tyranny. We brought hope to the world with an
example of what can be achieved when a nation devotes its resources and its strength as a
people to its own self-development instead of acting as slaves to an imperial financier
oligarchy and its voracious living. The imperials fought this war against us that we
started in an effort to uplift civilization on this planet. Nor did we fight this war alone.
We were supported in this war to uplift civilization, by many of the great nations in
Europe, by Germany, France, Spain, and also by Russia. We had their support when the
support was most needed. So it was a world war that we started, and which is still
ongoing. Our war to uplift civilization truly started as a genuine world war. But this soon
changed. Europe became devastated in the empire's rage, and towards us, the imperials
did never relent. They kept fighting to destroy us by all means possible. At first they

fought us on the battlefield. They lost the battle there. Then they fought us with free
trade. Hamilton won this battle for us, by stopping free trade. But Hamilton was killed in
1804. That's when the imperials scored their first success against us. That's also when the
takedown of the Federal Credit Principle started within our country. But it was revived
soon enough. Abraham Lincoln revived it big time. The American Civil War must be
seen as but a battle within the Imperial World War against civilization. The Civil War
Battle was aimed to destroy the American republic from within, by means of mobilizing
the slaveholder society in the South. Nobody in the imperial world expected us to win.
But we did it. We won the Civil War Battle with industrial logistics by developing the
northern industrial base, and we won it with the industrialization of agriculture. It was all
made possible by the Federal Credit System. The war-fighting itself was a tragic scene of
heroic and extraordinary battles, fought on both sides, with horrendous casualties. The
rate of casualties in this war was greater than in any other war in history, nor were the
stakes ever higher in any war prior to this time. Nevertheless, the heroics alone wouldn't
have won the war without the logistics created by the industrial development of the North
on the basis of the Federal Credit System. That's what Abraham Lincoln was assassinated
for in 1865. In their unyielding determination, the imperials 'stole' another score in their
World War, with their assassination of Lincoln, in their effort to bring down the Federal
Credit System. The success that they scored in their World War against civilization
appears to have emboldened the imperial camp towards 'stealing' their third score a
decade later in 1875 with the Specie Resumption Act being passed in Congress. Their
winning of this battle closed the door on the Lincoln style Federal Credit System and
replaced it with a monetarist gold system that is an essentially imperial system. Still, the
imperials fought on. They were aiming for total victory in their World War against
civilization. They won another key battle in 1913 when Congress surrendered and handed
over to the private imperial banks our currency and our credit creation. After that we had
nothing left to loose. The USA that had been founded on the 4th of July in 1776,
essentially existed no more. We had started the World War against Empire, and we lost
battle after battle as the imperial camp turned our war for the freedom of mankind into its
own World War against civilization. The imperials fought us for 138 years until we
finally caved in during the most decisive battle. Yes, Peter, the shooting rampage in
Europe that began half a year later was but an aftershock set off. It was secondary,
designed to erase the last vestiges of the American System's echo in Europe. The socalled World War II, which was still another battle in the Imperial World War against
civilization, was essentially just another aftershock by which the fascist nature of the
imperial monetarist system became ever clearer to the forefront. World War II was the
equivalent of the murder of Carmen. Mankind had lost its humanity in the rage of
imperial greed. The murdering of Carmen is still going on, and keeps going on until we
rewrite history in the context of our own War for The Freedom of the World, by
reversing our own failing that gradually destroyed the Principle of Universal Love in our
heart, and increasingly around the world. We can only save 'Carmen' by resurrecting this
principle that became lost in the heat of all of these battles."
"That's like pouring in flood tides of love into the empty shell that society has
become," I interjected. "That's what Steve and Ushi and I had talked about and explored
all night on the very first day that we met. Steve had likened it to us filling our glasses
with love, up to the brim, and overflowing them to flood the world. It seems almost

impossible to cause such a shift universally, doesn't it? But we didn't see this challenge in
the context of a world war when we explored the challenge in Leipzig."
Fred nodded. "It's like everything else, Pete, that is gradually eroding by constant
nagging. In fact, the war to destroy America has been going on for so long now that even
you don't remember it anymore as but a battle in a larger world war," said Fred. "Who is
even aware these days that there exist two fundamentally opposite economic systems in
world history? Who remembers the Federal Credit System that built our country? The
only thing that people know now is the Imperial Private Money System. Some people say
that the day of the Federal Reserve Act being passed was the blackest day in American
history, but usually people don't know why, and they don't know that it was also the
blackest event for the world, and the most decisive loss in the only true world war that
has been raging throughout the last 250 years. It made the Imperial Private Money
System king and set the stage for the imperial takeover of the world that is still
progressing."
"But who even remembers that America pioneered the Federal Credit System that
had nearly saved humanity?" I said to Fred. "It had been implemented once all over the
world, but it's all gone and forgotten. To be honest, I don't even know how it all got
started. Do you?"
"It seems to have been started rather quietly in the Massachusetts Bay Colony, way
back in the 1600s," said Fred. "It appears to have started under the leadership of the
Winthrops and Mathers. They called their colony the 'Commonwealth of Massachusetts.'
The Commonwealth had issued the famous Massachusetts scrip for the common welfare
of the people. It was done in the form of a state-run financial credit system, designed to
enable certain essential physical developments to become possible, like the development
of an iron works that was urgently needed for the developing new economy. I believe the
greatest of the new iron works was called the Saugus Iron Works. Massachusetts had
built one of the most important ironworks in the world, and totally on the credit society
principle, rather than with the king's money. The new iron works was more advanced
than anything the British had. And on the credit platform, it was the people who owned
the mill rather than the king. The scrip was a kind of paper money created by the state, to
develop the community of the state. It was a promissory note by the state, a kind of
obligation to keep the scrip fungible. It was issued as a state credit for supporting specific
developments. By issuing credit to themselves the peopled didn't needed to go begging to
the moneybags and pay the imperial ransom that was normally demanded. Of course, as
soon as the people's own credit was in circulation, operating like money, the free
currency developed the whole economy. Massachusetts had experienced the richest
development on this basis, probably in its entire history, until the scrip credit system was
eventually wrecked. This once rich technological development in its early period
probably laid the foundation for Massachusetts becoming the technological pioneer that it
still is. Anyway, that's how it began, Peter. Unfortunately, very few people understand
the significance of what the pioneers had accomplished. However, the significance of it
was well understood at the time by the masters of empire. They reacted harshly and shut
the credit society principle down, which thereby collapsed the Massachusetts colony
significantly. However, the masters of empire couldn't collapse the credit principle itself.

The cat was out of the bag so to speak. The masters' intervention backfired. What they
squashed became a fire in the background that contributed to the eventual founding of the
USA on the platform of this principle. It might be that without the demonstrated power of
this principle that had been pioneered in Massachusetts, and its promise for freedom from
empire, the momentum might not have developed for the powerful push for independence
that eventually succeeded."
"A big revolution requires a big cause," interjected Ross. "The credit society
principle provided the big cause that enabled our independence."
Fred nodded. "Massachusetts had demonstrated for the first time in history that it
is possible for a people to economically function independent of the moneybags of
empire," said Fred. "The moneybags became thereby functionally obsolete. The door to
freedom was opened. The USA might not exist today if it hadn't been for the credit
principle that had enabled its independence from empire. That's how we succeeded. We
said, who needs the king? This also means that the USA was doomed to fall back under
the yoke of empire whenever its credit-society principle was scrapped, as this has
happened several times in history, and is now happening again in a big way. Our
American Federal Credit System was established on a proven principle before it was built
into the design of our Constitution in 1787 to become America's foundation for
economics. Putting this principle into the Constitution was probably to a large degree the
work of Benjamin Franklin. Benjamin Franklin was one of the pioneers of the principle
of federal paper money, built on the Federal Credit System principle. Henry C. Carey,
one of the greatest economists the United States ever had, was fully committed to
defending this foundation and promoting it universally throughout the world. We truly
were the city on a hill, and the eyes of the world were fixed on us for what he had
demonstrated as a platform for the freedom of mankind. That's what Carey fought for and
defended. And that's what we lost.
"As I said already, the destruction of the Federal Credit System began in 1875 with
the passing in Congress of the Specie Resumption Act," Fred continued. "This early
traitorous act was designed to defeat what Carey has fought for. It forced an end to the
credit scrip of the Lincoln era and forced its replacement with imperial gold. Of course
gold was limited in supply and expensive to borrow and to hoard. It severely limited
economic development, increased inflation, and build up debt with ever-higher usurious
demands. This traitorous act, however, only became the starting point that opened the
door to the final deathblow that killed the Federal Credit System dead, on December 23,
1913, on the day before Christmas. The Federal Reserve Act that gave our money and
credit away into the hands of private banking financiers may well be the most treacherous
act passed by Congress in our country's entire history. The private imperial monetarist
system that was imposed to replace it, quickly strangled the nation from this day forward.
It controlled the issuing of credit, which was then no longer directed to production, but to
the pursuit of usurious profits. From this point on the Federal Credit System of our
founding fathers, the gift of the nation's pioneers lay dead, and receded into the pages of
history. With the stroke of a pen, one of the key elements of the character of our nation
was disallowed, denied, and erased. The American nation had become an imperial nation
in character from this day on. The great battle in Europe that became World War I, that

was launched half a year later, might not have erupted without our defeat in America in
1913. On the wave of their victory the masters of empire moved swiftly. The bases were
already loaded in Europe. The assassination of an Archduke and the heir of the AustroHungarian Empire, and his wife, were orchestrated to deliver the final spark that lit the
powder keg that exploded all of Europe. It could have been prevented, but there was no
one left then in high places to fight for humanity and halt the madness."
"Within a dozen years, America, the economic powerhouse of the world, lay
defeated," Fred continued. "America had become a broken nation. Wrecked by unbridled
speculation and profiteering the monetarist system finally crashed in 1929, followed by
the deepest depression in the nation's history. It wasn't so much that the imperials had
brought us to our knees, though they fought hard to get us there. We did this to ourselves.
We bowed to them. The amazing thing is that our nation continued to cling forever after
to the monetarist system that had dragged it to the ground. Franklin Roosevelt had
revived us during his Presidency by reinstating the Federal Credit System informally, but
he failed to reverse the key mistake. He failed to reverse the Federal Reserve Act in law
that alone could have ended the privatization of the nation's currency and its credit
creation. Roosevelt never clawed back America's 1913 Christmas present to the masters
of empire, by simply canceling the Federal Reserve Act. He didn't have the political
backing to go that far. Thus, the 1913 deathblow had remained intact and resumed its
tragic function after Roosevelt's death.
"As a consequence of this failure," said Fred, "the USA remains to the present day
a monetarist branch of empire, and thereby a defeated nation. Living under the monetarist
system we live with a millstone hanging around our neck. The millstone is called
speculative profiteering, but it really functions as a system of legalized stealing.
Consequently, we've been locked into a collapse process throughout the entire postwar
period that is now becoming evermore tragic for all nations. The whole world is still in
the process of dying from its failure of winning the Peace in the still ongoing real World
War. There is no way we can build an Ice Age Renaissance on a foundation that lacks our
winning the Peace of the World that is the world's freedom from empire, Peter. The
ground is collapsing beneath our feet. Everything that we had built in the Franklin
Roosevelt era, utilizing the Federal Credit System principle, has become wrecked again
in the postwar era by reverting the USA back to the private imperial monetarist mode.
That's why you won't get a penny from the federal government for national development
and the development of peace and security, and much less for an Ice Age Renaissance.
The needed reversal will have to be funded from whatever patriotic elements still exist in
the population, as few as those might be. Also the night-and-day difference between the
two systems, a difference of complete opposites, needs to be made understood that
explains perfectly why our nation's scarce resources are still diverted to wrecking the
world, rather than protecting our own people. This wrecking-ball function is a built-in
characteristic of the monetarist system, which is inherently a fascist system. We need to
get out of this system, Peter, and rebuilt the Federal Credit System that is our national
heritage and identity. We have to do this to end the betrayal of the countless patriots and
pioneers that gave their life to built our country as a republic for it to be a light unto
mankind for all times to come. The Ice Age won't wait, Peter. It is coming by its own
momentum. If we don't mobilize ourselves to get ready for it, the whole of mankind may

come to an end. We need people like Steve to help us to get the entire world out of the
imperial trap and prevent the greatest disaster of all times. This means we need this help
badly. We need everybody's help who understands the principles that give us the power
to defeat empire. And there aren't many of those around."
"Why do you say this?" I interrupted. "Why do you think Steve's help is so
critically important on this front?"
"Because we need to develop a world-shaking commitment to honesty in science.
We need this as much as we need honesty in politics and economics, Peter," said Fred.
"Steve is the giant on this front. There is an old saying that the first victim in any war is
the truth. This saying holds true for any arena in which wars are fought, including the
arena of science. It also applies to the imperial battle that we lost in 1913. This loss has
been glossed over with the glitter of bad science, including the bad, so-called, economic
science, the Adam Smith science. Science has been converted into a weapon and has been
brought into the theatre of the imperial war against humanity in order to prevent the
development of an Ice Age Renaissance. Truth no longer means anything, anywhere,
including in the arena of science. When the first concerns about the return of the Ice Age
were raised in the scientific community, in the early-1970s, especially about the
economic requirements for facing the next Ice Age, the Global Warming Doctrine was
hastily invented in order to prevent the global renaissance that would have had to result
from those concerns. Currently, society is spending five billion a year on so-called
climate research, but this isn't done to find the truth, the research is focused on covering it
up, on hiding it, on manufacturing evidence that shows that manmade global warming is
real. While the Manmade Global Warming Doctrine is rapidly becoming debunked as the
lies are wearing thin, new lies are conjured up. The new doctrine that is now being
fielded, which is intended to replace the Global Warming Doctrine in due course, will
some day be known as the 'Long Delayed Ice Age Doctrine.' The new doctrine will ride
on a conjured up new scientific doctrine that the next Ice Age lies still thousands of years
in the future so that no one need to be concerned in the immediate time ahead. Cleverly
crafted scientific data will show that no technological and economic preparations need to
be made in the foreseeable future to enable mankind to face the challenge of surviving
the coming glaciation period in which agriculture gets wiped out. The new doctrine will
suggest that there is no need to interfere with the current imperial monetarist system, and
to stop the looting and enslavement of humanity. Many more billions will likely be spent
to prove the new doctrine or the like, while the enslavement of society continues and the
wars continue to prevent the development of the needed new renaissance. The evident
plan is, that this cover-up will continue until the Ice Age transition begins, at which point
the reaction will be too late," said Fred.
I protested. I raised my hand and stopped him. "The cycles of scientific lies will be
broken, Fred, when the Principle of Universal Love govern society," I interjected. "This
principle is the platform for truth. With it, we can break the logjam. We can do this. The
scientific logjam can be broken. Sure, I realize that to even get started with the
development of this vast universal principle seems to be an infinite task, but if we say we
can't do it, then Palmerston has already won, who said the same thing to me."

Fred nodded. "That's what I said, isn't it? There is no other pathway for doing
that," said Fred. "No one can fight the scientific lies without resorting to the Principle of
Universal Love. That's why we need Steve's help who can bring this principle into the
scientific world. Most people get trapped into the many dead-end alleys where people are
fighting contests over countless little things and opinions, which drives society ever
further away from the truth. The simple fact is that it is no more possible to forecast the
year and the decade when the Ice Age Cycle begins anew than it is to forecast the hour of
a volcanic eruption decades in advance. We can only look at the few things that are
known and draw logical conclusions. We know for instance that we had several major Ice
Age periods in earlier geologic times, in the Precambrian, the Ordovician, the Devonian,
and the Permian timeframes. While continental drift had something to do with these Ice
Age periods, galactic events with intense cosmic radiation most likely had affected them
also, modulated by solar cycles. We know the solar events shield that Earth from cosmic
radiation, which in turn affects our climate, and that their major cycles follow the rhythm
of the Ice Age cycles, including the rhythm of the eccentricity of the very orbit of the
Earth around the Sun in our solar system. Since all of the cycles are linked with each
other, and are hugely massive, they don't change their cyclical consistency as rapidly as
we are told to believe. It seems unreasonable to suggest that the current interglacial
period will be more than then twice as long in duration than the historic average. Since
the world of science, like any other arena, has been saturated with lies in the imperial
wars against mankind, the actual scientific truth is hard to come by. One must assume
therefore that the most logical will happen, that the current warm period is essentially
over, that we are in the boundary zone to another Ice Age. It could hit a hundred years
from now, or a thousand years from now. Some even say that the transition might have
already started since a large portion of the world's glaciers are already advancing again.
Since we are also living in a boundary zone that is saturated with lies, the only reasonable
reaction is that we mobilize our human resources to get our house in order as fast as
possible. We must do this with the kind of intensity as if we were facing a great
emergency, which we might indeed be facing. Since we are dealing with natural
variances that are inherent in such long-term cycles as the Ice Age, we have no option but
to plan for the worst case scenario. If it takes a hundred years of technological and
economic development to create efficient indoor agriculture, then let's start now on the
assumption that the possibility exists that the Ice Age will hit us in a hundred years’ time.
We must do this even if the possibility was only slight that the Ice Age begins in a
hundred years’ time, though it is already half a percent overdue. We can't afford to
gamble with the future existence of mankind. If the lightest chance exist that mankind's
future is in danger, we must act now to prevent that danger. And that is what we can do.
We can prevent the Ice Age danger with Steve's tropical floating agriculture, and then
with indoor agriculture. Since this is our only logical option, let's get on with the task no
matter how huge it may appear. Should we accomplish the task a thousand years before
its needed, nothing would be lost, but we would likely loose everything if we gamble that
the Ice Age might be delayed, and it comes to pass that it isn't. Apart from that, we
desperately need those advanced agriculture facilities now, especially indoor agriculture.
We are living far too dangerously by spreading our single crop agriculture across wide
areas without any effective isolation to protect our food resources from the always
possible major pest and blight, or major pandemics in life stock. The Irish potato blight

that became a huge local catastrophe, could have easily become a universal phenomenon.
That's the gamble that we take if a major crop fails globally by a fast-spreading blight.
We are taking enormous chances today with potential consequences that are greater than
the worst wars in history. Indoor agriculture would certainly prevent this. Likewise,
livestock diseases can spread like wildfire in the totally unprotected environments that we
operate in today. They can then mutate and infect human populations. The potential for
pandemics is horrendous. We might face pandemics that could easily pale the 1918
pandemic into insignificance, which had killed tens of millions of people in the space of a
few months. Why then are we taking enormously huge gambles when solutions are
possible? Indoor operations would provide the needed isolation. This means that we need
the Ice Age Renaissance now,"
"Isn't that obvious?" I interrupted Fred. "We would have had indoor agriculture
eons ago, with corresponding self-contained livestock operations, if mankind hadn't
wasted the last three thousand years fighting wars in the name of empire with the goal to
prevent the natural renaissance development of mankind across the world."
Fred nodded. "We now have to make up for this three-thousand-year plunder," he
said. "We have tolerated this huge neglect for far too long. We have to accomplish three
thousand years of development in a hundred years. This means we have to start soon.
Since all of the world's government's have largely become imperial in nature, singing the
tune of empire, society itself has to become the driving force to get itself out of this
deficiency that it dragged itself into largely by its own folly. The recovery has to begin
with society devoting its private resources to it, Peter, out of its love for itself. There is no
other way possible that I can see. The governments will be upgraded in due course. They
will reflect the direction in which society moves."
"Hell will freeze over before that happens," I said to Fred and laughed. "Tony told
us in Berlin that the Principle of Universal Love is from the realm of dreams. If Tony
says this, how many others will say this too? I know Tony is wrong, but the evidence
doesn't show it. Society will rave about peace and go into ecstasy over it in huge
demonstrations, but it won't give a penny. It will only protest. Society usually protests
against the effects of its own folly instead of fighting to upgrade its world and resurrect
its lost humanity and its love."
Fred shook his head vigorously. "Peter, society has to take the lead in this as in
everything else. There exists no other option. Society is all that we've got. If society fails
itself as human beings, then we have no hope. No Martians will come riding to the
rescue. Society has to set the tone. There is nothing outside of it that will carry its
existence. Indeed, it is not the task of government to drag society up to a higher level
beyond its present little sense of itself. The task of government is nothing more than to
transact the business already laid before it. Leadership in government is not dictatorship.
Leadership means living at the leading edge of transacting the constitutional
requirements. It is society's task to raise the constitutional requirements to ever-higher
levels as it advances itself. If society wants peace and security, it needs to pipe this tune
and raise its constitution to those higher levels, and demand obedience to it from its
governments. But the driving force has to be society. It has to dance the Royal Dance

itself. That's the only way that the murder of 'Carmen' can be prevented. The fact will
never change that the world's governments will reflect society's own dimensions, which
should be love. Unfortunately, its 'love' has become fascism in many ways. This makes
our society shamefully rotten, Peter, and deeply in need of healing. Unfortunately, with
the current sad response by society to its own needs, lies the lacking security and
prosperity that we now suffer as a people, and why we are facing the possible
consequence of a collective doom, either by nuclear war, or through famine by blight, or
from diseases that become pandemic, or by the potential return of the Ice Age, that
society refuses to protect itself against in its smallness, and in its devotion to greed and
fascism. Thus I see doom on the horizon since we are already mired in gloom that we
don't care to get out of. On the other hand, I also see the rising of a new sun on the
horizon by the developments that we have become a part of, in the light of which
'Carmen' might not suffer death," said Fred.
"Right now the whole scene stinks," I replied. "Nothing is moving, and I don't
really see us making a big difference. Everything has gone stale and is rotting. To be
honest, I don't see any movements. We are running like mad, but nobody else is moving
an inch. In the direction the world is drifting, society has lost its ability to survive. Sure,
all of this can change, Fred, and I sincerely hope it will, but where is the evidence?
Where are the new leaders in the hustings that are willing to fulfil the present
Constitutional requirements, such as the principle of advancing the general welfare? I
agree a shift in focus onto the Principle of Universal Love is possible when society
becomes serious in protecting itself and to get its economy to function. As soon as GreedBased Fascism becomes discredited and Love-Based Economics is put onto the table by
society, the world will change. Then we will see meaningful efforts being made in
support of raising the platform for peace. But I see no movement on this front. At the
very best I see meaningless protest marches, but where is the march of society's dollars,
the dollars for peace? There isn't even a trickle of pennies. And where is the march of the
voters on election day for peace, and the demand of society that the electoral process isn't
rigged and privatized, as it presently is? And where are the society's champions? I see the
hustings empty, except for the fundi’s men. The field is left wide open for the fundi’s
men to bring in their bankers and their fascists, and their religious fundamentalists, and
whoever else wants to loot and build an empire and start wars. That's the way the world
looks right now, Fred, and all that I can say is that hell will freeze over before society will
lift a finger to protect its existence. I didn't want to say this to Steve, but it looks more
that way now than ever."
"Isn't that what I said?" said Fred. "Society has to set the tune for the world it
wants to live in. That's the key. But you are a part of the key, Peter. You are a part of
society. Don't complain. Look at the tip of your finger. Who does it point to?"
"You mean me?" I said.
"Of course I mean you," said Fred. "You are the gem, the light, and the leader.
And you truly are that, as are Steve, Ushi, and all of us. Who but you would lay down
ninety grand for a single idea to uplift society, and for a crazy idea at that, which was way
off the chart of what seemed rational. But you have made a difference with it. You stood

in the hustings on countless occasions that I can name and encouraged people to follow
you. Perhaps you didn't make speeches as politicians do, standing in the hustings making
wild promises. You delivered without making speeches. Maybe you didn't proceed
always in the wisest manner, but you are learning just as all of us are. Also don't forget
what happened in the desert with Ushi and you piping a new tune there. Sure, you failed
to carry this tune through the hearing afterwards, but I don't blame you for that. We are
on pioneering territory where every step is a big step. In fact, I don't blame you for being
discouraged when you see yourself standing largely alone, with but a few friends at your
side. This tells me only that you have to make it your goal to multiply your base a
thousand-fold and then a thousand-fold again, and bring society on board. It is easy to be
discouraged when you are on pioneering territory. Many a pioneer has felt discouraged,
but they have all pressed on. So, press on, Peter, and don't ever give up on society,
because that's all we've got. If we don't look out for ourselves as a society, meaning that
we look out for one-another, who will look out for us? There is no one else. There are no
Martians that we can call on to rescue us from our folly. We've got one another, and that's
all we've got, and that's the best there is, worthy to be enveloped with our love from the
riches of our heart."

Fred stopped walking at this point and looked at his watch and began to laugh.
"Our award money to Steve will proof him wrong by a trifle," he said and began to grin.
Fred started to walk again. "All right then, Pete, can you answer me why we
haven't gotten anywhere yet? What essential element have we not been focusing on in our
efforts to elevate society?"
"I suppose we didn't get moving, because of our still continuing isolation from one
another, and our self-isolation," I said. "The hard part of the answer is how to break the
habit."
Fred began to smile. "Steve requested that I ask you one more question. Who did
you expect to step forward for the rescue, when you and Heather were moving towards
that impasse during the Key West days, which forced her into self-isolation? You knew
what you were facing. You both did. You both knew it from the first day on. Who did
you expect to resolve the impasse for you that finally came to a head at the Sand Castle?
Steve said that you and Heather had both isolated yourselves from one-another on that
question? He said that you had never talked about it. He also said that this is just about
the mildest case of self-isolation that he could think of."
"But Fred, if this is the mildest case," I replied, "we haven't even begun to address
anything yet, because the impasse between me and Heather hasn't been fully resolved yet,
has it? It still lingers on. It has changed its dimension. It has become more complex."
Fred just grinned, but he didn't say anything.
"Oh what a fool I have been not to address the problem the moment when the
isolation began," I said quietly. "We might have resolved this little problem right then.

Indeed, Heather had a better sense of what needed to be focused on than I had in this
situation, but this too wasn't enough. She wrote to me in her letter, 'If we had found gold
together, the whole world would have congratulated us. Instead we have found something
better, we have found each other, but this the world despises.' Yes, Fred, we should have
talked about this isolation that we allowed to build up and should have dealt with it. It
wouldn't have been easy, but so what? Instead, we isolated ourselves from one-another
more and more. I can only hope that Heather can forgive me some day for having
allowed this to happen. I should have taken the responsibility to prevent the isolation.
This is also where the whole world has failed, hasn't it?"
"Why don't you fix the problem now with Heather?" said Fred and began to laugh.
"And while you're at it, fix it for all of us too, and for the whole world." Fred added that
all I need to do is stop the isolation and get people to support one-another. "It's as simple
as that, right?" Then Fred changed his tone and said quietly. "Admiral Rickover was
right. Where there is no vision, the people perish."
Fred laughed after saying this and kept on laughing and laughing as if he had just
cracked the biggest joke of the day. People kept looking at us, wondering. Then he
repeated those words that the Admiral has been so fond of. "Where there is no vision, the
people perish."
"Without Love-Based Economics society is doomed," I added.
"Doesn't that also apply to you and Heather?" Fred asked. "Isolation is a collapse
of the economy of love. Sometimes this happens before it really gets going. The same
applies also to society as a whole."
Here Fred began to laugh again. "Tell me Peter, where is this march of the dimes
and the dollars that you spoke of, reflected in your case, becoming manifest in a march of
hugs and kisses intertwined with joy? Where is the Royal Dance that we should see being
danced to the tune of joy?"
The only thing that Fred didn't throw back at me was my earlier saying that hell
would freeze over before we would see anything change. He obviously felt that I was
mistaken about that and that I was beginning to recognize it, finally.
+++

Much later that year when the early winter winds swept across the sea; when the
swells were larger and the breaking waves reached higher upon the beach so that there
wasn't a dry patch left to walk on at high tide; Sylvia and I loved to be out there. We
enjoyed our walks together on the beach. It seemed appropriate that we continued our
walks even if it meant climbing through the thickets of beach grass and across old logs
that timeless storms had blown in, even when it meant facing the icy winds.

Or maybe it was because of the winds that we enjoyed being there in the winter. I
always found it invigorating to be facing the winds. Sylvia evidently felt the same way.
This feeling was reflected in her comments during our conversations, and also in her
answer when I asked her one day if she was happy with the way our life together had
turned out, and our marriage.
"I love the wind," she said in reply. "There is nothing dull, stale, or trivial about it.
It churns the world into a whirl of movement, and moves the mind with it, even if it chills
us to the bones at times. I love to be in the wind, but all too often it seems to me that we
find ourselves being blown along with its movement that sweeps across the world. We
are blown along like feathers in a storm. I feel this is not the way our lives should be. A
human being is greater than a feather. A feather has no mind of its own, and no power to
change its destiny. But we are human beings, Pete. We do have a mind, and with its
capacity we have come to stand at the portal of the kind of science with which we find
the power to move the universe. Why then would we allow ourselves to be moved by it?
We have the ability to stand up in the storm and be its master and command the winds,
and have the winds obey us. Why are we reacting to the winds, when we should be
acting? We allow ourselves to be tied to the Earth and struggle to get free, while we
should tie the Earth to our humanity and uplift it to a level where everyone is free. We
should uplift the whole of humanity with us, because we are all alive in this one world.

"Yes, I believe we have raised our marriage up," she continued on another day and
at another time. "We have raised it out of the woods of ancient conventions and placed it
where we can see the sunrise and be a part of it. This has made us richer; rich enough that
we can love more than we have ever allowed ourselves to love in the past."
"But why is the place from which we see the sunrise unfolding, such a lonely
place?" I asked. "It should be a crowded place."
"It is a crowded place, Peter, we just don't see it yet. We had nearly lost our world
altogether this summer," said Sylvia. "We may yet loose it, because too many people
remain mired in the mud of the Earth without hope, and without light, torn by fears,
without any of them reaching for the fire of life. Steve is right, we haven't even begun to
uplift the world. That is why our place is lonely where we witness the sunset and the
sunrise."
"Still, we have done something," I reminded her. "There is a new wind blowing in
the desert now, and Steve thinks it is a significant wind."
"But who did command this wind?" she asked and began to smile. "Did you
command it, Peter? Or were you but a feather swept up in its flow when the wind came
up? I think your friend Helen's matrix of the universal marriage of humanity will be
forever but a stagnant dream without the power of the movements that we all must create
to bring our life into it."

"Oh, you want us to change the world more deeply than we have dared to
endeavor?" I asked.
"No, Peter, I don't want us to be the dictators of change. I want us to be a part of a
human hurricane that all of us will command together by the power of our humanity. But
first, we have to learn to command the little winds," said Sylvia.
"This means that we have to learn the art to be a commander of change," I said.
"For this we have to be commanding ourselves to move with the universal principles and
universal truths that we know."
"Yes Peter, then we become the power behind the winds that sweep the world,"
said Sylvia.
"I think we can do this," I said as I hurled a stick into the waves.
"Am I dreaming too tall for you?" Sylvia added.
"That's an impossibility," I replied.

We watched an eagle while we spoke that day. The great bird was soaring above
the cliffs at the edge of our bay. It soared effortless, so it seemed, with barely a
movement of its wings. But how much greater than an eagle are we as human beings? I
pondered this question. It seemed that there might be no answer forthcoming until we
master the art of commanding the wind, able to stand up and face a storm and make it
cease.
"It's not a small challenge to be the Supreme Being," said Sylvia.
"On the other hand I don't think that it is possible to be dreaming too tall," I
answered Sylvia in return. "Doesn't a child, even as it stumbles and falls while it makes it
way across the meadow, dream of running with the rabbits, flying with the birds, and
looking down from the mountain instead of looking up to it, without ever asking how this
can be possible. It simply trusts that it will run indeed, and fly, and look down from the
mountaintop, and do more than this. And so will we, infinitely more. No Sylvia, we can't
dream tall enough, Sylvia, because there appears to be no limit that we cannot step
beyond as human beings, even to the point of commanding the winds."
"And commanding ourselves," Sylvia replied moments later.
+ + the end + +

